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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON THE NATIONAL
APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING ACT

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9:35 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Erlenborn, Gunder-
son, and Nielson.

Staff present: Susan Grayson McGuire, staff director; Teresita P.
Schroeder, administrative assistant; Bradley Jefferies, legislative
assistant; and Tom Royals, minority labor liaison.

Mr. HAWKINS. The subcommittee will come to order.
Over the past two decades, the Federal Government has become

increasingly more involved in job training and manpower develop.
ment.

Through MDTA, CETA, and now JTPA, our Government has
helped provide occupational skills to millions of American citizens.

It was because of our interest in providing employment opportu-
nities to all Americans, our recognition of the :Importance of a
trained work force to our country's well-being, and our belief that
these programs would l--.Inefit our Nation in the future, that we
became so deeply involved.

For these very same reasons, this subcommittee will begin re-
viewing the national apprenticeship program with today's hearing.

Since the passage of the National Apprenticeship Act in 1937, we
have been engaged in protecting and promoting apprenticeship
training in this country. This oldest and time-honored manpower
development program has been providing our Nation with highly
skilled craftsmen in a cost-efficient manner for over two centuries.

Combining on-the-job training with formal technical instruction,
apprenticeship training has proven to be the most effective means
of teaching a very complex skill to a motivated and dedicated stu-
dent.

The national program has grown substantially since 1937, with
the Federal Government, State governments, industry, labor, and
the education and training community supporting apprenticeship
programs in all 50 States and 3 territories.

(1)
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In Ift's3, over ..r)::,tiot Americans were training in un apprentice-
ship program- Many industries rely on it as the sole means of
training their skilled workers

While the program has expanded In numbers, many other factors
affecting apprenticeship training have changed Our long-term eco-
nomic outlook has transformed from one based on our unrivaled
"smokestack- industries, to one based on an expanding service
sector

Iligh technology and other emerging growth industries are begin-
ning to dominate our economy And as a result of fierce foreign
competition. some firms find the cost of training tG be prohibitive
to their involvement

It has been many years since we reviewed our national appren-
ticeship program For the eighties and beyond, is apprenticeship
still the best way to meet our skilled manpower requirements?

Is our national program the best way to approach this problem'
Should the Felieral Government take a more active role?
My colleagues and I hope that this week's hearings will help us

answer some of these and other questions about our national ap-
prenticeship program

The gentleman from Illinois, Mr Erlenborn, has a statement
Mr Fiti.Esaioits Thank you, Mr Chairman
Mr Chairman. I commend you for calling these oversight hear-

ings on apprenticeship programs One of our mutual concerns is
our Nation's unemployment and the lack of skilled workers to
carry on the needed production in our defense and other major in-
dustries Thus. it is most appropriate that we examine what has
been a major training device used by industry

These hearings are important also in light of a growing recogni-
tion of the need for a closer relationship between business and the
education community it our citizens are to be educated so they can
he employed by industry without having to be trained in the basic
skills They are imporeant in light of recent studies criticizing our
education system and reports of the problems facing apprenticeship
programs

Fot too long many of our major companies and a majority of our
small businessesunder the press of daily business and the reali-
ties of the labor markethave continued to win their share of the
Nation's skilled workers through wage bidding. not through the
costly system of training For some time, business has been going
to the well for skilled workers without replenishing the source of
supply

Back in 1961. before I became a Member here, Congress conduct-
ed a preliminary re-clew of the recruitment methods used in ap-
prenticeship programs This week's hearings are what might be
called a new beginning to something old, but something that has
been tried and found successful

The concept of apprenticeship has served society well for genera-
tions Craftsmanship %%is something that could not be learned from
school books or lectures The best way to learn a craft was by
doing. under the tutelage of a master And it took time-7 years
was common Apprentices did the hard, dirty work and put in long
hours for paltry wages As their skills developed, they would
handle more complex tasks
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The road was long and hard, but the reward could be worth the
struggle Gaining recognition as a master craftsman put someone
on a new level in society, and provided self-satisfaction for master-
ing a difficult art

A review of our present national apprenticeship programs is
really a study of the Nation's ability to train master craftsmen and
skilled workers to meet the future industrial needs.

One of the main purposes of these hearings is to determine
whether the present apprenticeship programs are effective in pro-
ducing the needed skilled craftsmen.

I look forward to these hearings as an opportunity to better un-
derstand the various apprenticeship training systems and to focus
on how they may be improved to meet the ever-changing needs of
industry

Thank you. Mr Chairman
Mr HAWKINS. Thank yea.
Mr Nielson, do you have any comments?
Mr NIELSON No. thank you. Mr Chairman.
Mr 11Awitiris Our first witness is Mr. Robert Glover, ditector of

the Center for 9 Study of Human Resources at the University of
Texas at Austin Please proceed, Mr. Glover.

STATEMENT 01 ROHERT W. GLOVER. DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR
TILE STUDY 01 III'MAN RESOURCES, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT
AUSTIN

Mr Gt.ovEk Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I am Robert Glover. director of the Center for the Study of

Human Resources at the University of Texas at Austin.
I served as chairperson of the Federal Committee on Apprentice-

ship from June 1, 1978 until August 6. 1982. when I resigned to
protest the disinterest, inactivity, and neglect which the Labor De-
partment showed toward the work of the committee and toward ap-
prenticeship generally

Unfortunately. events over the past 15 months have only further
confirmed the low priority accorded to apprenticeship by the
present U S. Department o: Labor

Although the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship has re-
mauled chartered. not a single meeting has been held since June
19s2 and a new chairperson has yet to be appointed.

Virtually all funded apprenticeship activities have been eliminat-
ed Indeed, we do not even know how many registered apprentice-
ships exist because the apprenticeship data system was eliminated
in a budget cut in January 1981) and according to current plans,
will not be restored until the end of fiscal year 1985.

The only response my letter of resignation received from the
Labor Department was a statement by former Assistant Secretary
Albert Angrisani to the Wall Street Journal which noted that "the
apprenticeship program is a small piece of overall job training."

In fact. the numbers of apprentices are not insignificant, There
are approximate!) 30100 registered apprentices in this country, a
number equal to about 30 percent of the total anticipated enroll-
ment under the Job Training Partnership Act this year, I would
like to note

11
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For these apprentices, the Labor Department will spend three-
tenths of 1 percent of the total expenditures under JTPA

Further, as 1 shall show you, apprenticeship is not widely used in
the United States, but it is intensively used in certain industrial
sectors where up to 70 percent of new journeymen craftworkers are
trained through apprenticeship.

Although apprenticeship has had its problems under every ad-
ministration, recent performance of the Labor Department is espe-
cially dismal. What differentiates the present Labor Department
officials from their predecessors is that this administration ques-
tions that it has any proper role in apprenticeship and is thus
abandoning the field under the pretext that it is a more appropri-
ate area of activity for the States than for the Federal Govern-
ment Yet, 21 of the 50 States do not have a recognized apprentice-
ship State agency,

The Labor Department has shown no inclination to promote the
formation of new State agencies or to otherwise encourage States
to take on responsibilities for apprenticeship Indeed, it even de-
funded all liaison discussions with existing State agencies. Appren-
ticeship training seems to have no value or priority to the present
Labor Department

Because they have measured their effectiveness by :he size of
their cutbacks, current Labor Department officials have virtually
no positive record of achievement in apprenticeship they can point
to for their 34 months in office. They have in effect neglected their
responsibilities under the National Apprenticeship Act of 1937.

Since so much misunderstanding and myth prevails regarding
apprenticeship, it is worthwhile to spend some time at the begin-
ning of these hearings for reviewing the operation of apprentice-
ship in this country.

Apprenticeship is a voluntary industry-based training system in-
volving a written contractual agreement between apprentices and
their sponsors in which the sponsor promises to make available a
broad and structured practical and theoretical training of an estab-
lished length in a recognized occupational skill category

Apprenticeship is a work-study scheme which provides a system-
atic program of on-the-job supervised training supplemented with
related instruction, often provided in a classroom setting.

An apprenticeship program may be sponsored by a single em-
ployer, by a group of employers, by a single employer working
jointly with ii union, or by a group of employers working jointly
with a union.

A persistent myth is that apprenticeship programs are union
programs. In fact, ?5 percent of the 50,704 apprenticeship programs
registered in 1979 were unilaterally sponsored by employerswith-
out union participation Let me repeat that-85 percent Not a
single apprenticeship program is sponsored exclusively by a union

Certainly, several unions have been strong supporters of appren-
ticeship but whenever they are involved as sponsors, unions work
jointly with employers

Often, the larger and more established programs are jointly
sponsored by a group of employers and a union. Although these
comprised only si percent of apprenticeship programs in 1979, they
contained .51 percent of all active apprentices.

1;2
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The reason that I am citing the 1979 statistics again are that
they are the most recent that are available.

Apprenticeship is serious skilled training, best suited to jobs that
require high levels of both mental and manual skills Such work is
most often found in craft or technical occupations. Apprenticeship
is designed to take entry-level employees and train them through
full journeymen craftworkers status

Depending on the occupation, the length of training may range
from 1 to 6 years, although the typical term ranges between 3 and
4 years.

All registered apprenticeship programs have provisions offering
credit for prior training and work experience; many offer acceler-
ated advancement to rapid learners; and some have revised their
curriculum altogether from a time-baLed training format to a com-
petency-based format.

Apprenticeship is designed to train for the industry rather than
for an individual employerand that is a very important point
that is often overlookedand completion of apprenticeship estab-
lishes skilled worker status and transferable qualifications.

A fundamental feature of apprenticeship is the broad training it
offers in a wide range of skills in the craft. Apprenticeship propo-
nents tend to view partial training programs the same way that
lawyers would view a school that in a period of a few months
trained individuals only to litigate divorces or that doctors would
view a medical school to train people only to remove appendixes in
a quick 1-year course.

In American apprenticeship, emphasis on broad training is in
part a response to the realities of the construction labor markets
where, as Dunlop and Mills have pointed out, in 1970, 6 million
workers chased the equivalent of 3.2 million full-time jobs. Being
partially trained in such a labor market can be a significant disad-
vantage to securing steady employment.

Apprenticeship is an attractive form of training because it pro-
vides earning while learning. Apprentices are regular employees
and are paid a wage which progressively increases as their level of
skill advances, according to a predetermined arrangement specified
in the apprenticeship agreement

Many apprenticeship programs have reputations for providing
high-quality training that leads to high-paid skilled craft jobs with
opportunity for advancement. Such training is sought after Indeed,
several well-established apprenticeship programs normally have as
many as 10 or 20 applicants for each training position available

You may be familiar with the item in the New York Times that
comes out periodically about the 500 apprentices waiting in line for
5 days before local 3 of the Electricians takes applications for ap-
prenticeship.

Given such popularity. apprenticeship sponsors can be quite se-
lective in choosing apprentices. Most apprenticeship sponsors tend
to view apprenticeship training as a major investment and, thus,
choose apprentices who are "mature and settled down" and likely
to stay with a firm or trade.

In manufacturing, apprenticeship slots are often reserved for ex-
isting employees and are allocated partly on the basis of seniority.

1J
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Also, many apprenticeship sponsors give preference to military vet-
erans over other applicants.

As a consequence of these and other factors, the average age of a
starting apprentice in the United States is in the midtwenties. In
this regard, apprenticeship in the United States and Canada are
unique. Everywhere else in the world, apprenticeship is a system
for training teenage youth Although existing U S apprenticeships
often provide excellent training, they are not commonly available
to high school students or even recent high school graduates.

Given the concern in this country over high rates of youth unem-
ployment, you may be interested to know that the countries with
the best developed apprenticeship systems in the worldWest Ger-
many, Switzerland, and Austriaalso have among the lowest rates
of youth unemployment in the world.

Apprenticeship today faces many problems. Almost all of the im-
portant persistent issues can be classified into five key areas of con-
cern, namely. No. 1, expanding and extending the use of appren-
ticeship into occuptions for which it is appropriate, especially in oc-
cupations of national skill shortage; No. 2, maintaining and im-
proving the quality and cost effectiveness of training offered
through apprenticeship; No. 3, achieving effective equality of op-
portunity in apprenticeship, especially for women, minority men,
and handicapped individuals, No 4, clarifying the appropriate role
of government in apprenticeship, then deciding which is the Feder-
al role and which is the States' role; No. 5, improving the relation-
ship between apprenticeship and other training institutions such as
especially the vocational education system, the Job Training Part-
nership Act training programs, military training, training in col-
leges and universities, vocational rehabilitation, and the veterans
educational benefit program.

Each of these five areas has been at issue in apprenticeship for
decades. And each will continue to be significant to apprenticeship
in the future.

I might note that when I became chairman, I read the minutes of
several past meetings of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship,
and the meetings go back to 1934, and it is incredible to me how
recurrent these issues are over the yearsliterally, these are issues
that were debated in the thirties and forties, and they are still
issues in apprenticeship now.

Most discussions of the significant issues facing apprenticeship
put the need for expansion at the top of the list As many observers
have pointeo out, the quantity and quality of apprenticeship train-
ing has widespread impact on the American economy. Training of
skilled workers in apprenticeable occupations affects the Nation's
position in international competition, our Nation's military pre-
paredness, especially the mobilization of defense-related manufac-
turing; the price and quality of goods and services obtained by con-
sumers, backlogs in delivery schedules; and our Nation's ability to
take advantage of advances in technology or shifts in product mar-
kets on a quick-response basis.

Advocates of apprenticeship point out that apprenticeship has a
documented record of performance as an effective training system
and they decry the fact that it is not more widely used. Also, I

14
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could provide some documentation about the effectiveness of ap-
prenticeship if the committee would like

Apprenticeship is certainly not widely used More than half of
the 738 occupations deemed apprenticeable by the Bureau of Ap-
prenticeship and Training do not have more than 10 active appren-
tices nationwide Indeed, as of December 1978, there were 149 ap-
prentceable occupations without a single apprentice nationwide

But there is another side to this picture. The use of apprentices
is concentrated within a few occupations and industries where it
has flourished. Three out of four apprentices work either in con-
struction, especially in the unionized building trades or in manu-
facturing, especially for larger firms. Both in unionized construc-
tion and in large-scale manufacturing, the vitality of apprentice-
ship is due to exceptional circumstances.

In large-scale manufacturing, there has been an unusually high
level of attachment between worker and firm, permitting the firm
to invest significantly in training with little risk of losing the in-
vestment. Yet, relatively few employers in the United States are
blessed with the low turnover rates among skilled workers that
major manufacturers enjoy.

Unlike large-scale manufacturing, construction employers cannot
avoid high rates of employee turnover since their industry is so
sensitive to cyclical and seasonal change. Indeed, given the ex-
tremely high volatility of construction employment, it is impressive
that the industry has been able to sustain any significant long-term
skill training.

Yet, construction employers, with the encouragement and sup-
port of building trade unions, have been able to develop institu-
tisms that allow them to offer high quality training in an environ-
ment of high employee turnover; namely, the multi-employer spon-
sorship of training and the industry training trust fund.

After several years of studying apprenticeship, I have come to re-
alize the great importance of these two institutions. These institu-
tions together, with considerable dedication and effort on the part
of the industry's leaders, have allowed construction to build some
of the best training programs in the country. Indeed, the best train-
ing programs in the world.

If this committee is interested in how apprenticeship can be im-
proved and expanded in the future, it should closely examine this
excellent training now offered in certain manufacturing firms and
in the building trades, especially using the multi-employer sponsor-
ship idea and the Industry training trust fund concept.

From my experience with the Federal Committee on Apprentice.
ship, I am convinced that the problems facing apprenticeship are
not insurmountable They can be met through a process of dialog
between all of the parties involved.

In arranging this oversight hearing, you have sparked a renewed
discussion of apprenticeship At very little public expense, and with
the active, and I emphasize active, interest on the part of the Labor
Department, the dialog can be continued, the problems overcome,
and the promise and potential apprenticeship holds can be realized

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Robert W. Glover follows:I
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PRFPARLDSTATENR.NT of, HOSERT W GLDVF.R. DIRECTOR. CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF
tiUMAN 111..SOURVES, DNIvERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

I am Robert Glover. director of the Center for the Study of Human Resources at
the University of Texas at Austin I served as chairperson of the Federal Committee
on Apprenticeship from June 1, 1978 until August 6. 1982 when I resigned to protest
the disinterest. inactivity and neglect which the Labor Department showed toward
the work of the committee and toward apprenticeship generally

Unfortunately, events over the past 15 months have only further confirmed the
low priority accorded to apprenticeship by the present US. Department of Labor
Although the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship has remained chartered, not a
single meeting has been held since June 1982 and a new chairperson has yet to be
appointed Virtually all funded apprenticeship activities have been eliminated
Indeeo, we do not even know how many registered apprenticeships exist because the
apprenticeship data system was eliminated in a budget cut in January 1980 and ac-
cording to current plans, will not be restored until the end of fiscal year 1985.

The only response my letter of resignation received from the Labor Department
was a statement by former Assistant Secretary Albert Angrisani to the Wall Street
Journal (August 31, 1982. p 11 which noted that "the apprenticeship program is a
small piece of overall job training."

In fact. the numbers of apprentices are not insignificant. There are approximately
300,000 registered apprentices in the country, a number equal to about 30 percent of
the total anticipated training enrollment under JTPA this year. For these appren-
tices, the Labor Department will spend three tenths of one percent of total expendi-
tures under JTPA ' Further, as we shall see, although apprenticeship is not widely
used in the US , it is intensively used in certain industrial sectors where up to 70
percent of all new journeymen craftworkers are trained through apprenticeship.

Although apprenticeship has had its problems under every administration, recent
performance of the Labor Department is especially dismal. What differentiates
present Labor Department officials from their predecessors is that this administra-
tion questions that it has any proper role in apprenticeship and thus is abandoning
the field under the pretext that it is a more appropriate area of activity for the
states than for the federal government Yet twenty of the 50 states do not have a
state apprenticeship agency And the Labor Department has shown no inclination to
promote the formation of new state agencies or to otherwise encourage states to
take on responsibilities for apprenticeship Indeed it even defunded all liaison dis-
cussions with existing state agencies Apprenticeship training seems to have no
value or priority to the present Labor Department officials.

Because they have measured their effec;.veness by the size of their cut backs, cur-
rent Labor Department officials have virtually no record of positive achievement in
apprenticeship they can point to for their 34 months in office They have in effect
abandoned their responsibilities in the apprenticeship area

Since so much misunderstanding and myth prevails regarding apprenticeship, it
is worthwhile to spend some time at the beginning of these hearings reviewing the
operation of apprenticeship in America

What is apprenticeship'
Apprenticeship is a voluntary industry-based training system involving a written

contractual employment agreement between apprentices and their sponsors in
which the sponsor promises to make available a broad and structured practical and
theoretical training of an established length in a recognized occupational skill cate-
gory Apprenticeship is a work study scheme which provides a systematic program
of on-the-job supervised training supplemented with related instruction, often pro-
vided in a classroom setting

An apprenticeship program may be sponsored by a single employer, by a group of
pinployers. by a single employer working jointly with a union or by a group of em-
ployers working jointly with a union. A persistent myth is that apprenticeship pro-
gram% are union programs In fact. 85 percent of the 50.704 apprenticeship pro-
grams registered in 1979 were unilaterally sponsored by employerswithout union
participation Not a single apprenticeship program is sponsored exclusively by a
union Certainly, several unions have been strong supporters of apprenticeship but
whenever they are involved as sponsors, unions work jointly with employers. Often,
the larger and more established programs are jointly sponsored by a group of em-

' It shoukt ve noted that unlike trainees in JTPA programs. the majonty of apprentices are
not economical'. disadvantaged Nevertheless. compared with the number of individuals served
b. "11,A f .hich occupies major attention in the Department of Labor). the number of appren-
tices is significant
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ployers and a union Although these comprised only 8 percent of apprenticeship pro-
grams in 1979, they contained 54 percent of all active apprentices

Apprenticeship programs meeting certain minimum standards may be registered
with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training in the U S Department of Labor or
with one of thirty-two apprenticeship agencies in the states and territories The
standards aim to assure quality, standardized training, the use of a written appren-
ticeship agreement, a progressively increasing wage scale, reasonable use of proba-
tionary periods, appropriate credit for prior work experience and training, journey-
mar:apprenticeship ratios suitable for training, nondiscrimination, adequate record-
keeping, recognition of completion and the like Apprentices who graduate from reg-
istered apprenticeship programs are issued a certificate of completion by the regis-
tration agency.

Apprenticeship is serious skill training, best suited to jobs which require high
levels of both mental and manual skills. Such work is most often found in craft or
technical occupations. Apprenticeship is designed to take entry-level employees and
train them through full journeymen craftworkers status Depending on the occupa-
tion, the length of training may range from one to Si' years, although the typical
term runs three to four years All registered apprenticeship programs have provi-
sions offering credit for prior training and work experience; many offer accelerated
advancement to rapid learners, and some have revised their curriculum altogether
from a time-based training format to a competancy-based format Apprenticeship is
designed to train for the industry rather than for an individual employer and com-
pletion of apprenticeship establishes skilled worker status and transferable qualifi-
cations

A fundamental feature of apprenticeship is the broad training it offers in all
facets of the craft Apprenticeship proponents tend to view "partial training pro
grams' the same way that lawyers would view a school that in a period of a fee-
months trained individuals only to litigate divorces or that doctors would view a
medical school that trained people only to remove appendices in a quick one-year
course In American apprenticeship, emphasis on broad training is in part a re-
sponse to the realities of construction labor markets where, as Dunlop and Mills
have pointed out, 'n 1176 6 million workers chased the equivalent of only 3.2 million
Lull time jobs Being partially trained in such a labor market can be a significant
disadvantage to securing steady employments

Apprenticeship is an attractive form of training because it provides earning while
learning Apprentices are regular employees and are paid a wage which progressive-
ly increases as the:r level of skill advances according to a predetermined arrange-
ment specified in the apprenticeship agreement

Many apprenticeship programs have reputations for providing high quality train-
ing that leads to high paying skilled craft jobs with opportunity for advancement
Such training is highly sought after Indeed, several well established apprenticeship
programs normally have as many as 10 or 20 applicants for each training position
available Given such popularity, apprenticeship sponsors can be quite selective in
choosing apprentices For example, in manufacturing, apprenticeship slots are often
reserved for existing employees and allocated in part on the basis of seniority Also.
many apprenticeship sponsors give preference to military veterans over other appli-
cants Perhaps most important, apprenticeship sponsors tend to view apprenticeship
training as a major investment and thus choose apprentices who are "mature and
settled down" and likely to stay with the firm or trade

As a consequence of these and other factors, the age of a starting apprentice in
the U S is in the mid-twenties In this regard, apprenticeship in the U.S and
Canada are unique Everywhere else in the world, apprenticeship is a system for
training teenage youth Although existing U.S apprenticeships often provide excel-
lent training, they are not commonly available to high school students or even
recent high school graduates Given the concern in this country over high rates of
youth unemployment, you may be interested to know that the countries with the
best developed apprenticeship systems in the worldWest Germany. Switzerland
and Austriaalso have among the lowest relative rates of youth unemployment in
the world

PERSISTENT ISSUES

Apprenticeship today faces many problems Almost all of the important persistent
issues can be classified into five key areas of concern. namely-

I I1 Expanding and extending the use of' apprenticeship into occupations for which
It is appropriate: especially in occupations of national skill shortage:

28-768 0 - 84 - 2
1
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I2 Maintaining and improving the quality and cost effectiveness of training of-
fered through apprenticeship,

CD Achieving effective equality of opportunity in apprenticeship training, especial-
ly for women, minority men and handicapped individuals;

i41 Identifying the appropriate role for government in apprenticeship, then decid-
ing which is the federal role and which is the states' role. (This Involves building a
stronger private-public partnership and improving the federal-state partnership in
apprenticeship), and

151 Improving the relationship between apprenticeship and other training institu-
tions, such as the vocational education system, JTPA training programs, military
training, and training in colleges and universities, vocational rehabilitation and the
veteran's educational benefit program

Each of these areas has been at issue in apprenticeship for decades. And each will
continue to be significant to apprenticeship in the future.

Most discussions of the significant issues facing apprenticeship put the need for
expansion at the top of the list As many observers have pointed out, the quantity
and quality of apprenticeship training has widespread impact on the American
economy Training of skilled workers in apprenticeable occupations affects: the na-
tion's position in international competition; our nation's military preparedness, es-
pecially the mobilization of defense-related manufacturing; the price and quality of
goods and services obtained by consumers; backlogs and delivery schedules; and our
nation's ability to take advantage of advances in technology or shifts in product
markets on a quick response basis.

Advocates of apprenticeship point out that apprenticeship has a documented
record of performance as an effective training system and they decry the fact that It
is not more widely used

Apprenticeship as certainly not widely used In fact, more than half of the 738 oc-
cupations deemed apprenticeable by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training do
not have more than 10 active apprentices in training nationwide Indeed, as of De-
cember 1978, there were 149 apprenticeable occupations without a single apprentice!

But there is another side to this picture The use of apprenticeship is concentrated
within a few occupations and industries where It has nourished Three out of four
apprentices work either in construction, especially an the unionized building trades
or in manufacturing, especially for larger firms Both in unionized construction and
in large-scale manufacturing, the vitality of apprenticeship is due to exceptional cir-
cumstances

In large-scale manufacturing, there has been an unusually high level of attach-
ment between worker and firm, permitting the firm to Invest significantly in train-
ing with little risk of losing the investment Yet relatively few employers in the U S
are blessed with the low turnover rates among skilled workers that major manufac-
turers enjoy

Unlike large scale manufacturing, construction employers cannot avoid high rates
of employee turnover since their industry is so sensitive to cyclical and seasonal
change Indeed, given the extremely high volatility of construction employment, at as
impressive that the Industry has been able to sustain any significant long term skill
training Yet construction employers, with the encouragement and support of build-
ing trades unions, have been able to develop institutions that allow them to offer
high quality training an an environment of high employee turnover, namely. multi-
employer sponsorship of training and the industry training trust fund. These insti-
tutions, with considerable dedication and effort on the part of the industry's leaders,
have allowed construction to build some of the best training programs in the coun-
try

If this Committee is interested in how apprenticeship can be improved and ex-
panded in the future, it should closely examine the excellent training now offered in
certain manufacturing firms and in the building trades, especially using multi-em-
ployer sponsorship and the Industry training fund.

From my experience with the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship, I am con-
vinced that the problems facing apprenticeship are not insurmountable. They can
be met through a process of dialogue between all of the parties Involved In arrang
mg this oversight hearing, you have sparked a renewed discussion of apprenticeship.
At very little public expense, and with active Interest on the part of the Labor De-
partment, the dialogue can be continued, the problems overcome and the promise
and potential apprenticeship holds can be realized
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U S DEPARTMENT OF LABOR.
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION,

Wu:du/Won. DC. August 6. 1982.
ADD RAYMOND J DONOVAN.
Sp( retan of Labor. (I S Department of Labor.
Washington. DC

Di All SEl RI l'AR1 DONO AN I am writing you to resign from my position as Chair
Ix of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship I am taking this action to pro-
test the abysmal record of your administration regarding apprenticeship training

Due to disinterest. inactivity and neglect on the part of your administration, the
F'ederal Committee on Apprenticeship has become no more than a facade and I can
no longer tolerate the frustration of serving as chairperson For more than six
months from September 1981 to April 1982, almost half of the memberships on the
committee remained vacant awaiting your appointment of new members More than
a year ago, the budget for the committee was eliminated and the committee has re-
mauled in financial limbo ever since Finally. on July 1, 1982 the charter for the
on puttee lapsednot because of any conscious decision within the Department but

because the charter renewal papers have taken an extraordinarily lengthy time
moving Ihrough the chain of command within the Employment and Training Ad-
ministration

Twenty-two of twenty-five members of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship
are representatives of the private sector and by charter the Committee reports to
the Secretary of Labor It is ironic that at the same time that the Department of
Labor has been promoting greater public-private cooperation and urging local CETA
prime sponsors to work with Private Industry Councils, the Office of the Secretary
of Labor has been incapable of working effectively with its own private sector advi-
sory group

Most regrettably. such ineffectiveness in working with the Committee is missed
potential The members of the Federal Committee offer to your office a huge wealth
of knowledge and experience in training and an enthusiastic resource interested in
working with you Your early policy statements emphasizing your concern for pro-
moting training rather than income maintenance programs encouraged several com-
mittee members, but unfortunately, in the apprenticeship area, your actions have
failed to match your rhetoric

Curiously, relative to other training activities of the Department, it would take
little time or funding to give a major boost to apprenticeship Such a move could
haYe a large effect because any public dollars would be multiplied and extended
manyfold by private efforts and funds American apprenticeship is primarily a vol-
untary privately sponsored and privately financed institution and will remain so
But precisely because it receives so few public dollars, it also receives little attention
from Labor Department officials.

The bald truth is that after more than a year and a half into this administration,
the Department of Labor has not achieved any positive accomplishments in appren-
ticeship training Indeed there is only a Ftany of losses for apprenticeship. You have
all but wiped ouc almost every funded activity in the Department affecting appren-
ticeship including Apprenticeship Information Centers and Targeted Outreach Pro-
grams These cuts of programs aimed at women and minorities not only reduce
availability of information regarding apprenticeship but also make it likely that
fewer women and minority men will be trained through apprenticeship Apprentice-
ship New Initiatives contracts which promoted new apprenticeships and demon-
stated that apprenticeship training could be linked with vocational education in
high school were also cut All of these cuts were made across the board without re-
spect to program performance

Even the GATB testing service traditionally offered to apprenticeship sponsors by
Job Service offices has a questionable future. Your attempted revisions of the Davis-
Bacon Act would have undermined apprenticeship in the construction industry and
replaced apprentices with helpers for whom there is no training requirement All
sponsored research on apprenticeship has been closed down except one project
which itself has been badly mismanaged by the Department The Department has
even eliminated the state and national apprenticeship data system so that the only
information on numbers of apprentices is now collected through an inferior data
system operated by the EEOC.

Department officials have talked of decentralizing apprenticeship administration
to the states without any consideration of implications of such a move nor any co-
herent plan for how that might be accomplished constructively Strengthening ap-
prenticeship at the state level is a worthy goal but difficult issues remain to be
worked out and some important national roles will remain For example, some mini-
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nisi national standards nttd to be met In our highly mobile society, transferability
of skills is innsirtant Aa ironworker trained in North Dakota ought to be prepared
.111(1 able to work :it the same trade in California.

The Employment and Training Administration recently has been reorganized de-
moting the Bureau of Apprenticeship and training to the bottom of the organization
chart and inserting two to three additional layers of bureaucracy between the
Bureau and the Assistant Secretary Large numbers of staff vacancies including po-
sit WMs for state and regional directors have remained unfilled BAT staff have been
decimated by reduction-in-force notices and remaining workers have lived under
constant threat of furlugh or future layoff It is difficult to imagine a worse environ-
ment for accomplishing anything constructive Personnel cuts are likely to lead to
fewer registered apprentices

If apprenticeship is to help meet the nation's need for increased skill training, the
number of apprenticeship training places must be signIficantly expanded and the
orphan status that apprenticeship now endures in the Labor Department must be
elimmated

Perhaps most of all, we must come to realin that training is indeed a joint enter-
al-lie deserving and demanding the close cooperation of both the private and public
sectors Further, it is a joint venture that strongly influences our nation's defense
capabilities. productivity, economy and trade position in world markets

I urge you to reconsider the apparent low priority you hate placed on apprentice-
ship and the work of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship I hope you will
work cooperatively with the next chairperson of the committee.

Sincerel),
ROBERT W CLOVER,

Chairperson, Federal Committee on Apprenticeship,

Mr. ElAwKiNs Thank you,, Mr. Glover.
The last paragraph of your statement suggests that the Labor

Department is not actively involved or interested, it seems, in ap-
prenticeship training. Can you explain why that would be true?

Mr. GLovER. I think it is because they feel they have no role,
that this is really a State prerogative, that there is really no na-
tional function in the system that they need to serve.

There are a couple of other things that are going on. I mentioned
that some of these issues are very persistent issues. They have
been with us for decades, literally. And apprenticeship has its trou-
bles with every administration It is just that this one is particular-
ly bad.

Part of this problem is that apprenticeship is fundedany kind
of apprenticeship activity in the Labor Department is funded from
discretionary funds or from piecemeal funds that are bootlegged
from other kinds of sources There is no dedicated funding for ap-
prenticeship.

And during tight budgets, discretionary funds disappear. And
given low priority apprenticeship doesn't receive any kind of atten-
tion.

So I think that part of it is a matter of the philosophy of this
particular Department. But part of it also is a structural matter,
that although there is a very good act, the Fitzgerald Act, that di-
rects the Secretary to undertake certain activities, there is no kind
of dedicated funding for apprenticeship. I think that is part of the
problem.

Mr. HAWKINS. When in comparison with other training pro-
grams, such as the Job Training Partnership Act;, and prior to that,
CETA: and prior to that MDTA, how would you rate apprentice-
ship training? Would you say that the Federal Government has ne-
glected apprenticeship training and given more emphasis to these
other programs?

2
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Mr. GLOVER. I think so, and I think that is for a few reasons, one
of which is that there is a lot of money riding on some of these
other systems, like CETA, and the Job Training Partnership Act
this year. I think it is $3.5 billion

If I were sitting in the role of Assistant Secretary of Labor, I
would certainly pay attention to where those funds are going be-
cause I was responsible for those funds And because there is very
little money going toward apprenticeship, I think that would tend
to get low priority.

Understand me, though, what I am not advocating is that a lot of
money be put into apprenticeship. I don't think that is the proper
course. But certainly it should receive more attention.

I think another reason that it doesn't receive very much atten-
tion is that it is a system that involves a lot of collaboration. It in-
volves collaboration with the Department of Education, for exam-
ple. It involves collaboration with a variety of industry people,
union, nonunion, and so on. And a lot of these actors don't see eye-
to-eye on every issue. And that makes that collaboration a difficult
process

So that is kind of another thing that makes this area difficult to
get involved in.

But to answer your question, I think that apprenticeship has re-
ceived a very low priority compared to many of the Labor Depart-
ment activities you have indicated.

Mr. HAWKINS. The collaboration, it would seem to me, is the very
thing that is desirable. Over a long period of time this committee,
and to some extert Congress itself, has been seeking this type of
collaboration as making the end product much more successful in
solving the problem.

We have had that problem in almost every employment and
training program that we have undertaken. The Congress, I think,
has been highly supportive of the idea and still talk about it
maybe we haven't achieved it. The very thing that you say is very
difficult, collaboration is implied in the apprenticeship program
and certainly should influence the philosophy of the Federal Gov,
ernment.

The other point that you make about the funding, it seems to me
that that is a matter of choice. The Department itself, insofar as I
know, and this is not referring to the current Department of Labor
alone, has chosen to let funding for apprenticeship research in a
discretionary capacity

I have never known any interest or any request made, any inter-
est demonstrated or any request made by any sector of labor on
this particular subject before this committee.

I think the mere fact that we haven't had oversight is an indica-
tion of the lack of concern

Now, putting all those things aside as to what has happened, the
point is should this have happened? Should there be a more dy-
namic role played by the Department of Labor in, let us, say, push-
ing the apprenticeship program" Would it be desirable" Would it
has.e, let's say, much more effect? Would it be much more cost ef-
fective' And would it be much more desirable in the long run if we
put some of the interest that we have demonstrated in ad hoc pro-
gramswe seem to develop them during a crisis and then forget
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about them, and as soon as unemployment tends to go downinto
apprenticeship.'

Do you think that assuming that we did redirect the moneys into
programs of this kind and given a Labor Department that had an
interest in it, regardless of what administration that may be, do
you think it would be desirable to place more emphasis in this di-
rection?

Mr GLOVER Absolutely. I think that the story of apprenticeship
is in large measure a story of unrealized potential. Almost every
presentation I have heard about apprenticeship talks about if only
it were used more widely;, or if only these principles were applied
to youth unemployment; or if only whatever.

I think there really is a lot of potential and a lot of mileage that
this committee, the Congress, the Government, and the Labor De-
pa r tmen t, can get by investing more time and effort in apprentice-
ship. There is no question about that.

On the point of collaboration, I have been reading and rereading
the National Apprenticeship Act and I noticed that the act, in
1937, directed the Secretary of Labor to, among other things, coop-
erate with the Office of Education. That is in the act.

I doubt that the Labor Department has had two conversations
with the Office of Education about apprenticeship over the last
year There is a clear indication that they are neglecting their obli-
gations under the existing law

Further, I would like to point out that there is something they
can do, that they can collaborate on. They sponsored a project
under the CETA program a very innovative demonstration
project for starting in-school apprenticeships. That is where young-
sters would get a start on apprenticeship in the senior year of high
school.

This, it seemed to me, had a lot of potential for serving youth,
high school youth, and recently graduated youth through appren-
ticeship, through this in-school idea Yet, there has been no effort
to try to mobilize a broader replication of that very successful dem-
onstration project.

There are things that they could do, is what I am saying. There
are items that could be on the agenda but the meetings are just not
held at all right now

Mr HAWKINS I don't have any more questions. Let me yield at
this time to Mr. Erlenborn.

Mr ERI.ENBORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me, first of all, apologize for having to go in and out I asked

the chairman to hold these hearings and I wish I could spend every
minute this morning at this hearing, but I have another very im-
portant meeting next door and I am scheduled to testify before a
Judiciary subcommittee in the middle of the morning.

Mr HAWKINS You may remember that I told you this would
happen, to both of us [Laughter.]

Mr. ERLENBORN. It Is a condition of life here, I think
But in any event, I am going to spend as much time as I can

here this morning
I do, Mr Glover, appreciate your testimony
You talked about the Labor Department both in this administra-

tion and prior administrations not giving the attention to appren-
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tfteship that they should and in particular. this administration not
seeing the national role versus the State role as an important
thing

Could you spell that out a little more for us' Tell us what, in
you! opinion, is the necessity of Federal attention to apprenticeship
and activity by the Labor Department so that the apprenticeship
programs can be healthy?

Mr GLOVER That is a good question and it is something that I
may not have a full answer on but I think what I would like to do
in response to that question is start by referring back to the Na-
tional Apprenticeship Act, which says that the Secretary of Labor
is authorized and directed to formulate and promote the further -
ance of labor standards, and so on;, to bring together employers and
labor for the formulation of programs for apprenticeship, and to co-
operate with the Office of Education.

This promotional role seems to be a real role that the Labor De-
partment has nationally, OK., and for some national interest too,
because of considerations in the economy, I think.

The second idea that I would like to indicate on this question is
that it seems to me there is some need for assuring there is some
transferability of training A sheet metal worker that is trained in
New Orleans ought to be able to work in Miami or San Francisco

We need some kind of minimal standards that are national
standards to assure that kind of transferability.

A related point is that many of the organizations that work with
apprenticeship, I am talking about industry organizations, both
management associations, labor organizations, Government agen-
cies such as the EEOC, and so on, are all established nationally

I might add also. that what has impressed me in my dealings
with apprenticeship is that some of the most interesting things, the
most innovative things, are happening nationally.

Take a look, for example, at the industry training fund that the
sheet metal industry has established And what they are doing in
terms of promoting curriculum, in terms of looking ahead to see
what is going on in solar energy, what the implications of that are
for the sheet metal industry, and so on

I think that that kind of activity is happening nationally There
ought to be some kind of a relationship that the Labor Department
has with that kind of national activity There needs to be some
kind of national focus.

A fourth thing is that there needs to be some kind of a central
clearinghouse for disseminating information Not all of the innova-
tion is happening nationally There are some local innovations that
Are quite interesting and worthwhile There needs to be some way
of telling what is going on in North Carolina to the other States
For example. North Carolina experimented this last summer with
a very innovative idea, and that was hiring vocational instructors
from vocational schools as apprenticeship training representatives,
that is. the apprenticeship agency hired them for the summer.

I think it is really worthwhile to try to let other States know
about this kind of innovation, particularly if it worked out, what
its success was, what kind of steps need to be taken to assure its
success. and so on
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There are all kinds of other innovations. ...onnecticut right now
has a tax credit fur training machinists through apprenticeship. I
think it would be really worthwhileI think a national role, to try
to focus some attention on that, particularly if that tax credit ap-
proach is successful, to tell other States about.

There are a variety of other thingsother innovations that are
made by program sponsors that ought to get some national atten-
tion and visibility so that we can promote the rapidity of the learn-
ing that goes on in the system, and the transfer of information and
knowledge.

There is another area, tooanother good example of this particu-
lar element. There are probably 10 or 12 States that pay money to
develop curriculum for apprenticeship programs; plus, I think
there are 6 curriculum development labs that are sponsored under
the vocational education moneys that are regional labs.

There is currently, to my knowledge, no mechanism to make
sure that those labs and those curriculum and development units
are not duplicating efforts; that is, there may be three different
projects working on a curriculum for carpenters or a particular
trade. If you had some sort of a clearinghouse or some sort of a co-
orclinating mechanism, you could possibly eliminate some of that
duplication. This is important because those funds that go to cur-
riculum development are fairly rare and we ought to make the best
use of those. So I see a variety of those roles.

There is another philosophical point. Two years ago I went to
Germany and became an expert on the German apprenticeship
system in about a week. But one of the things that I did learn was
that Germany has an interesting philosophy about approaching the
Federal role versus the role of the state or landerswhat they call
landers, in Germany.

In Germany, education is a state responsibilityclearly a state
responsibility But occupational training is a national responsibil-
ity. And the reason It is, is because of the strong implications
human resource development has for the economy. So that is the
rationale in Germany. The Federal Government gets involved in
apprenticeship.

It seems to me that we might want to consider that. It is at least
worthy of some consideration.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you very much. I hope that these hear-
ings may highlight the necessity of this Federal role and maybe
lead to the Labor Department taking a more active part in the ap-
prenticeship program.

I am due now to testify before the Judiciary Committee but I
hope that you will have an opportunity in answering questions to
explore the relationship between basic education, or maybe the
lack thereof, as pointed out by the President's Commission on Ex-
cellence in Education, and vocational educationtheir relationship
with apprenticeship.

I think there is some tension by vocational educators, at least
some of them seem to feel that when they have finished training
people for a year or so in a skill, that they are equal to apprentices,
and the apprenticeship program is not needed.

I think in other places there is a good relationship between app
prenticeship and vocational education.
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I would like to hear your answer but I can't stay As I say. I hope
someone willhere's a volunteer who will explore that area.

Thank you
Mr Ilawouss. I intend to submit to Mr Glover a number of

questions that I also wanted to ask but we feel that we don't have
time And I will include any of the questions that Mr Ertenborn
may add as well. and ask you if you would be so kind as to respond
to these questions at your leisure- -

Mr Gi Antra. I will try
Mr. Haw Koss [continuing} And within the limit that you place

upon yourself
Mr /moons Mr Nielson?
Mr NIELSON Yes; t have several questions but I will limit them

since our time is somewhat limited.
First of all, there has been a lot of criticism of the present train-

ing system, that it has not produced the kind of innovative ap-
proile.h that you want, and the apprenticeship program has been on
the back burners, as you have indicated.

Can the apprenticeship program Irma visualize train skilled
raftsmen for the challenge of the 1990s and beyond, or is it a here

arid now thing that just trains you for a specific job? Can it train
for future jobs as things in industry change'?

Mr GLOVER There are two things that I want to say to that One
that think the answer is "Yes,' and I will give you two reasons.

71' 4 that the broad training emphasis in apprenticeship makes
ix... more adaptable, that is, that whether- -

Mr NiEtsoll Excuse me You said the broad training?
Mr GLOVER Broad training It me give yom an example.
Mr NIELSON The impression most peqpie have is that appren-

tice...hip is very narrow and very specific. Now, will you--
Gi.ovta That is incorrect. I should say that for the bulk of

zit) I meanwe are not talking about a homogeneous
lit out there Not every apprenticeship program is like every

t!ler lot al general, there is an emphasis on broad training, that
is, for "ample. apprenticeship can only occur in an occupation
that is clearly identified and used throughout industry So you
can't use apprenticeship to train a helper occupation for X firm
and to work on this lathe piece of equipment And when a new
lathe comes in or a milling machine comes in, then the person
doesn't have any way of adapting

Apprenticeship is designed to try to train people on a variety of
equipment and also in the principles of what they are doing So
they not only know how to do it, but why they are doing what they
are doing

I think that kind of broad training, that kind of adaptability
really is important

Another thing that I learned in Germany was that contrary to
the way we are going, which is mainly toward a lot of specialty oc-
cupationswe are getting more and more specialized in our occu-
pations and in our training Their apprenticeship program is con-
solidated so that they are reducing the number of apprenticeabte
occupations. and they are broadening the training that is offered_

It seems to me that that is a much better way to try to face the
future As a matter of fact. during the same period, we went from
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400 occupations lue,./nally recognized as apprenticeable to 738 oc-
cupations; they went from 700 to 400. They just went exactly the
opposite direction that we did.

Mr NIELSON Do you think our schools as presently constituted
can produce students capable of meeting the industry requirements
for the apprenticeship program or should we develop new types of
schools for preapprenticeship programs?

Mr. GLOVE*. New types of schools, did you say?
Mr Nittlios. Do we need to establish preapprentice programs in

technical schools?
Mr. GLovxvi. Let me say this: On the Federal Committee on Ap-

prenticeship there was a lot of discussion among employers and
also the labor representatives about lack of preparation for appren-
ticeshipthat candidates were coming in and couldn't read a rule.
There are lot of horror stories and all that.

It clearly indicated to me that we need some kind of better prep-
aration in basic skills.

I don't know whether we need a whole system of specialized pre-
apprenticeship or a whole preapprenticeship institution, or wheth-
er we just need to improve the system we have got already. It cer-
tainly does need some attention. I don't have the answer to the pre -
apprenticeship question.

What I do know is through CETA and through our Job Partner-
ship Act now, and through a wide variety of programs in vocation-
al education, there are some effective preapprenticeship programs
out there. I think we can learn from those.

Mr. Nit isost I appreciate your answer there but I need to devel-
op it further.

You mention the cooperation between the Labor and Education
Departmentsthey have to cooperate; the act calls for that. And
yet there is no link between the two. It has been proposed by at
least two experts in Government and reorganization that we ought
to have a Department of Education and Laborhave them both in
the same Department because so many vocational education and
other things tie to both Departments.

Is that something that would be offensive to you to combine the
two'' Do you think there would be better gaining through a voca
tional program, the apprenticeship, the job training partnership,
and all of those other things? Would it be better if they were con-
solidated directly?

Mr. GLOVER That is a good question. I am not sure that I can
give a definitive answer on that.

The idea is attractiveit has some very extractive features. On
the other hand, the traditional argument for keeping the appren-
ticeship agency in the Labor Department is that because 90 percent
of apprenticeship is spent on the job. And the on-the-job portion,
you need some kind of agency that has authority over labor stand-
ards.

The basic reason that the Fitzgerald Act passed in 1937 was to
promote the welfare of apprentices, you know, who are being ex-
ploited on the job.

Mr NIELSON There was no Department of Education at that
time so it was done that way But in view of the present situation,
the lack of cooperation between the two Departments may be be-
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cause they each have their little fiefdom and they don't want to
cross lines and, therefore, vocational and apprenticeship and job
training, things do fall between the cracks.

Let me ask you an easy question.
Mr. GLOVER. One more response to that and that is that I am not

sure that we solve all the problems by putting everything into one
department, and I draw on the Labor Department experience. With
CETA and now with Job Training Partnership Act, I am not sure if
we could say that because those two activities are in the same De-
partment, that they are coordinated. It is not just a matter of that
organization.

But as I say, there are some attractive features about the idea of
moving them together in some way. I don't know exactly what the
organizational method would be or what the implications would be.

Mr. NIELSON. Let me ask you an easy question.
Mr. GLOVER. All right, good.
Mr. NIELSON. You spent considerable time explaining what the

Federal role should be in the apprenticeship program. You seem to
emphasize two things. One, it is a go-between among the States so
that the good things that one State is doing will be disseminated
and told to other States.

Second, it will get national attention and promotion.
Why can't that be done through the NCSL, National Conference

of State Legislators, exchange of ideas, model legislation? Why
can't that be done at a State level without an expensive Federal
role?

Mr. GLOVER. I am not familiar withthe Council of State Legis-
lators? Is that right?

Mr. NIELSON. National Conference of State Legislators. They
meet quite regularly; they compare notes on the legislative activi-
ties in the States; they prepare model legislation for the various
States to look at. A lot of cooperation exists among States and it
doesn't require many Federal dollars; in fact, none at all. Have you
tried that route is what I am saying?

Mr. GLOVER. No, I haven't thought about that route. I mean, this
is the first time the idea has even been broached.

My opinion would be fairly negative about that and the reason is
it seems to me that just because of the nature of the organization
that you are dealing with, the national organization you are deal-
ing with, and also the other national agencies such as the EEOC,
for example, and the Department of Educationyou really can't
have apprenticeship promoted nationally on a contractual arrange-
ment completely. You really need some kind of a national focus for
it in the national agency.

Mr. NIELSON. One more suggestion. What about attractive tax in-
centives to provide apprenticeship programs? Can't we do more in
the ways and means approach? In other words, I can see this being
attacked from the education standpoint, the labor standpoint, the
ways and means standpoint, and then through the State legislators.

It seems to me we need to explore all of those roles before you
can embark on a rather large-scale Federal program.

I will close with that comment.
Mr. GLOVER The program in Connecticut that, mentioned earli-

er probably is worth looking at to see how that tax credit worked
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out and whether it did increase the number of apprentices in the
machine trades and so on.

There ate a number of experiments going on at the State level
you may be aware of but that is one of them you might want to
look at.

There is another idea that has floated around discussion circles, I
guess, and that is using some sort of a levy grant system such as
used in Ireland and England and so on where employers who did
not train would be taxed, and those who did train would not have
to pay the tax.

On the face of it that has a lot of attractive features as well. And
I think it is worth considering.

Mr. NIELSON. They cooperate willingly because they have to; is
that what you are saying?

Mr. GLOVER. What s that?
Mr. Nistsort. They cooperate willingly because they have to; is

that what you are saying?
Mr. GLOVER. Right.
Mr. NIELSON Mr. Chairman, we have a natural gas bill, to regu-

late natural gas, or deregulate it, or whatever happens, and I have
got to go to that. I am sorry.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Nielson.
Mr. Glover, as the Chair indicated, I will submit some questions

to you and if you are so inclined we certainly would appreciate
your answering them. We will keep the record open 2 weeks,
anyway, and if you would answer in that time we certainly will in-
clude those answers along with your testimony this morning.

I think you have been extremely helpful to the committee and I
certainly want to congratulate you on the expertise that you have
demonstrated before the committee this morning.

Mr GLOVER. Thank you.
Mr. HAWKINS Thank you.
The next panel will consist of these witnesses who are preseW.

here. It is an education and training panel. We would appreciate
these witnesses being seated at the witness table: Dr. Jc.!In Wells,
the American Vocational Association; Ms. Julie Walter, mt nager of
training, Crouse-Hind Co.; Dr. Dan Lyons, director of training,
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

We appreciate the panel and we look forward to your testimony.
May I suggest that the prepared statements be put into the record
without any change, and ask the witnesses to summarize from
their statements so as to leave time for questions. We anticipate
bells will be ringing in about 30 or 45 minutes, so I know at that
time there will be a great deal of confusion. So we try to make as
much speed as possible but at the same time recognize the wit-
nesses, their statements, and their answers to questions.

Dr. John Wells, suppose we hear from you first.

STATEMENT OF JOHN WELLS. CONSULTANT. AMERICAN VOCA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION. ACCOMPANIED BY DEAN GRIFFIN. DI-
RECTOR. GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
Mr. WELLS. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

committee.
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I am John Wells, consultant of industry services with the Divi-
sion of Vocational Education in the State of Florida. My present
duties are that I am an interface between State government and
industry to set up training programs.

I think it is quite timely and I appreciate the opportunity to
appear before this committee.

We have a system in America that is called apprenticeship train-
ing that I think is a viable system and should be continued. It is a
complex system involving several agencies for delivery, one of
which is 'vocational education. You have sponsors and you have
possibly in some cases representation of organized labor.

It is the collaboration and coordination of these several agencies
that make the system work. And in consideration of the American
educational system, we have had some critics that emphasized that
the student coming out of our school system is deficient in math
and science.

But I think if we considered the system that we should consider
the system in its totality. Part of that is the apprenticeship system
as well as the vocational education system.

The secret of the whole apprenticeship program is the collabora-
tion and the willing participation of all the different delivery
agents. If we institute programs that would entice more people to
apply for apprenticeship, qualified people, out of the vocational
schools, out of other walks of life, we must not forget that the spon-
sor of a program is one of the most important elementshe is, in
the present system, bearing costs, or most of the costs, of the
system, and provides for the pay of an apprentice.

I think that in summary of my comments that the vocational
education and the apprenticeship system are complementary
rather than competitors in the training of skilled workers. Voca-
tional education has traditionally provided an entry level person.
Apprenticeship needs entry level persons for its survival.

Vocational education also furnishes the related instruction and
most of the cases of apprenticeship programs are either through
bearing the cost of the instructor or through vocational schools.

I would like to see additional attention on the apprenticeship
system from the highest levels of Government, possibly even desig-
nating a week as Apprenticeship Week, that the Federal Govern-
ment is behind the apprenticeship system; that it is a viable
method of training skilled workers. And in order to survive in this
age of change and technology, that we need the apprenticeship
system. Vocational education will provide input to the apprentice-
ship system.

I would also like to see in addition to the coordination between
the different elements of the apprenticeship systemI would like
to see some effort made in the apprenticeship system, at least the
people that are instituting the apprenticeship system, I would like
to see some effort made toward making some of the programs more
competency based rather than time based. That has been one of the
criticisms of the apprenticeship system, that it takes too long, that
we can't afford the timealso provide opportunity for those per-
sons that have prior experience to enter into the program without
going over the same thing that they have already been experienced
in.
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I would also like to see some effort in the staffing of the Depart-
ments of Labor and Education that specifically addresses the prob-
lem of apprenticeship. When it comes down to the grassroots level,
the individuals that are involved in apprenticeship are very ada-
mant in their belief in the system. They need to be encouraged at
all levels of all the training agencies, they need to be encouraged
that their system is producing what the Nation needs. We need
America to recognize that.

In summary, and in conclusion, I feel that the apprenticeship
system is indispensable to the effort providing advanced-skill-level
training. It is especially true in times of these rapid technological
changes in the workplace where the worker is there on the job
where the change is taking place.

I think that the guidance given in Federal legislation has a sig-
nificant impact on the programs. And I would encourage a stronger
link between vocational education and the other apprenticeship
agents.

We must encourage industry to participate or we won't have any
apprenticeship programs to deal with.

I realize that I have rambled somewhat, Mr. Chairman. I have
tried to highlight some of my points, and I am open for questions,
sir.

(The statement of John Wells follows:I

PREPARED STATEMENT OE Da. JOHN W WILLS, CONSULTANT IN INDUSTRY SLAWS.
TRAINING, DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, FLORIDA DsPARTSUNT or EDUCA-
TION. TALLAHASSEE, FLA

Mr Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am John Wells, Consultant
for Industry Services Training in the Division of Vocational Education, State of
Florida Accompanying me is Dr Gene Bottoms, Executive Director of the American
Vocational Association I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before this
committee and present my views regarding apprenticeship programs, the efforts of
vocational education in apprenticeship and my recommendations for improving the
effectiveness of the coordination between these programs My statements are based
upon my experience in the State of Florida and my research as I prepared my Doc-
toral Dissertation on apprenticeship

My employment experience in education spans from that of a high school teacher,
Junior college instructor and administrator I am currently working at the state
level to interface with industry in order to establish industry training programs in
the State of Florida

Throughout these experiences I realized the value of apprenticeship training and
now recognize the need to closely coordinate vocational education and apprentice-
ship training

In this statement, I will address three points.
III Apprenticeship is a viable and valuable means of instructing advance level

technical and skilled workers and there is a need to continue viable apprenticeship
programs

121 Vocational education programs in the states have a history of involvement in
apprenticeship programs and there is a need to continue and improve this involve-
nient

ti My recommendations for improving the nation's apprenticeship program and
encouraging closer coordination and cooperation between registered apprenticeship
programs and vocational education

APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS ARE NEEDED

The nation's apprenticeship program, while it is the largest private sector train-
ing program producing skilled workers. is often misunderstood by the American
public This system certifies approximately 100.000 skilled workers each year in
over SOO occupational categories, yet it does not meet all the require ments this
nation needs to respond to the nation's skilled worker shortage
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We know that the United States produi tardy growth rate has lagged behind for-
eign tompetnion for more than a decade Studies by Harvard economist. James
Medoff calculates that as much as fig" ; of the drop off in productivity growth may
be due to a labor market Imbalance or a nitsfit of people to jobs Given this fact,
there Is a need for a viable apprenticeship program that can produce advanced level
technical and skilled workers to meet the needs of business and industry

In addition to the apprenticeship training programs, each state has a vocational
ucatton delivery system However, the role of vocational education has been much
different than that of the registered apprenticeship program Vocational education
as a state and local delivery system in education has not been called upon to
produce advance level workers The entry level worker has been the focus of voca-
tional education The role of vocational education in preparing advanced level work-
ers is seriously questioned when the students from the United States compete in the
International Skill Olympics with apprenticeship students from other countries In
competition with students '.am all over the world the United States had lower aver-
age scores than either the European or Asian nations

An analysis of the United States competition in the International Skill Olympics
drags these conclustons

The performance of our best young craftpersons from vocational education
when put in competition with the best of' the other western industrialized countries.
seems to be in direct correlation with what is happening in the international
market place The countries that ranked the highest in international competition,
are those giving the United States the greatest competition and whose products
Amertcans are buying because their craftsmanship is better

'rhe importance of time on task is well documented In the United States we
expected our students to develop the same skills In one or two hours a day for a
school year or two that other nation's students learn over three or four years in
intensece apprenticeship type programs The American vocational industrial pro-
gt anis in the public schools simply do not provide the time it takes to develop and
perfect the knowledge and skills needed by skilled craftspersons

The Implication is that the concept of an apprenticeship program is essential to
producing the nations skilled and technical level workers and that both apprentice-
ship and vocational education must be encouraged to collaborate in a greater way
When workers are only prepared for entry level skills, the nation cannot expect
them to exhibit advanced level characteristics

As the United States studies the problems in education, it is becoming apparent
that there is a need to establish goals for our nation's education and training sys-
tem, Apprenticeship must be a port of this newly directed effort The recent studies
critical of American education point out a shortage of math and science skills How-
ever, the Congress must realiie that there is also a shortage of advanced level tech-
nical and skilled workers in the United States and that It is critical to view the to-
r,Ility of the shortages when addressing the problems with American education

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PARTICIPATING IN APPRENTICESHIP

Vocational education programs in every state are actively Involved in the delivery
of sercices to apprenticeship programs There are 181,001) registered apprentices
taking related instruction from vocational education programs In my own State of
Florida, we report approximately 6,000 apprentices taking related instruction
through the vocational education delivery system

In addition to funding related instructional programs for apprentices, vocational
education is one of the feeders for apprenticeships From national studies it seems
ec ident that many of the apprentices go into their apprenticeship program after re-
ce some instruction in vocational education The recent study conducted con-
cerning the metal trades indicate that as high as two out of every three of their
apprentices came from vocational education

These two connections, however, should be strengthened and others sought as the
Congress considers apprenticeship programs By purposefully strengthening the con-
nection between apprenticeship programs and vocational education, the quality of
the local vocational education programs can be improved The primary criticisms of
cocational education as It relates to apprenticeship are

i I, The instructor may not be totally familiar with the field, with the purposes of
orgammd labor or the employment situation of the apprentice

.!, Sometimes educational institutions require the apprentice to take a prepack-
aged coarse, one that is perhaps relevant to the educational and individual needs of
the apprentice but not directly applied to the specific trade
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These are barriers that must be overcome, if there is to be cooperation between
the apprenticeship and vocational education. This barrier can be removed and the
connections between apprenticeship and vocational education can be strengthened
as we focus on the mo&rnization of vocational education and the involvement of
employers in the educational process. This is critically necessary if the educational
programs are to be meaningful and in tune with industrial needs.

ALCOMMENDATIONS

As the result of my studies and working with apprenticeship and vocational edu-
cation in the State of Flonda, my recommendation for apprenticeship programs
could be summarized in three points:

II) We nerd to change our thinking about the requirements for the apprenticeship
program itself.

There must be a mechanism to encourage apprenticeship programs to be compe-
tency based rather than time based. I recommend that we provide a means for pro-
viding apprentices with credit for prior experience, levels of maturity, levels of un-
derstanding and for other educational programs and activities. Many times the ap-
prenticeship programs could benefit by being flexible enough to take into account
the prior experience and education of an apprentice.

12) There is a need to encourage experimental efforts to connect vocational educa-
tion and the apprenticeship program.

We recognize the need for a comprehensive system of indepth training in this
nation An adequate link between vocational education and the apprenticeship pro-
gram could assist with providing comprehensive employment and training pro-
grams. While coordination between secondary and postsecondary vocational educa-
tion is not a new idea, it is critical for this coordination to be a part of vocational
education and apprenticeship. Traditionally secondary vocational education pro-
grams are concerned with training students for entry level employment. High
school graduates taking a 2-hour course each day cannot be expected to compete
with a 4-year program in high technology training. Nor with the extended 4-year
program of the apprenticeship program. However, the coordination of the two sys-
tems could be mutually beneficial. The involvement of industry in vocational educa-
tion can help improve the employment status of vocational education graduates and
help convince industry that vocational education would provide competent employ-
ees for the labor market.

In addition to the involvement of vocational education in the pre-apprenticeship
arena, there is a need for collaborative efforts between employers, organized labor,
and vocational education to enhance the advance skill level of vocational education
students and apprentices Experimental efforts are needed which would encourage
the connection between vocational education and apprenticeship programs in ad-
vanced training and in the employment of vocational graduates and apprentices.
Consortia of employers and/or labor unions should be encouraged to take vocational
graduates or advanced level students and work with them in an apprenticeship pro-
gram to improve their skills. This would contribute significantly to easing the prob-
lem of advanced level employers and would enhance cooperation between vocational
education and apprenticeship

(3) The apprenticeship program must be addressed nationally and in every state
so the.image of these programs can be brought into the 1980's.

It is critical to expand the number of individuals enrolled in the apprenticeship
programs to meet the nation's need for skilled workers. It is not simply a matter,
however, of soliciting additional persons. It is a matter of creating a business /orga-
nized labor, partnership to adequately finence apprenticeship programs, and coordi-
nating them with the labor market needs.

In order to expand the numbers in apprenticeship programs in order to meet the
needs for skilled workers, there must be an improved flow of information about the
apprenticeship program and in some instances a redirection of the administrative
structure responsible for apprenticeship training.

There is a need to define the role of vocational education and apprenticeship at
the highest levels The Department of Education should establish long-range goals
to meet the needs of the nation's employment and training through apprenticeship
and vocational education.

The effort should include adequate staffing in the Departments of Labor and Edu-
cation in order to assure that apprenticeship is a vital and integral part of the na-
tion's education and training efforts This would call for appropriate staffing and
funding commensurate with the national contribution to a skilled labor force that
can be made by apprenticeship programs.

3;
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The Congress should encourage a national campaign to publicize the nation's ap-
prenticeship programs by designating a national apprenticeship training week and
calling attention to the need for expanding the nation's capacity to train advanced
level and skilled workers.

As the Congress considers apprenticeship training, I want to suggest that legisla-
tion currently before the Congress could contain provisions to enhance the over-all
effort The Vocational Education Act (H.R. 4164) is now before Congress I encour-
age the Congress in this legislation to Incorporate provisions to strengthen the co-
ordination and cooperation vocational education and apprenticeship programs This
should be done both through language in the bill and through funding of specific
programs to encourage employers and organized labor to work with vocational edu-
cation in the delivery of apprenticeship type programs In addition, the language of
the Vocational Education Act when It is reauthorized, should recognize that there is
a need for advanced level technical and skilled workers and recognize that appren-
ticeship and vocational education programs need to be strengthened in the areas of
math, science, technology and computer education in order to provide the skills that
workers need both through apprenticeship and as they, nter employment.

SUMMARY

In conclusion, Mr Chairman, the nation's apprenticeship system is indispensible
to the effort of providing advanced skill level workers. It is especially true in times
of rapid technological change in the work place because the worker is the one who
must apply change to the job.

The efforts at the national level should be increased to make improvements in
and strengthen the apprenticeship programs The guidance given in federal legisla-
tion has significant impact on these programs. Therefore, we would encourage a
new look at the structure of apprenticeship programs and we would seek a stronger
link between them and the nation's enterprise of vocational education. With this
thrust, I believe that business and industry will provide stronger support to appren-
ticeship This support is needed if we are to have successful apprenticeship pro-
grams

Mr. HAWKINS. I think your points have been well made, Dr.
Wells.

Let us hear from the other witnesses first and we will direct the
questions to all three.

Ms. Walter, Julie Walter, manager of training, Crouse-Hinds Co.

STATEMENT OF JULIE E. WALTER, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF
TRAINING, CROUSEHINDS

Ms. WALTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, gentlemen. I will be
very brief.

The importance of improving productivity in business and indus-
try, both quantitatively and qualitatively, is apparent to everyone.

Industry is currently involved extensively in career educational
programs for their employees. Crouse-Hinds is among the leaders
in this involvement. I have attached a brief summary of our overall
training with your letter.

The programs are not only designed for immediate needs but to
give assistance for preparing for future growth.

In addition, there have been a number of Government-funded
programs designed to encourage high school students to consider
careers in industrial technology. Entry in the field is, among other
ways, obtainable through various trades apprenticeship programs.

Regrettably, at the same time, society at large is discouraging se-
lection of such training by implying that such a career path is
somewhat less acceptable than a 2-year liberal arts degree.

This misplacement of values is historical in the main but is now
both inappropriate and unproductive.

28-768 0 - 84 - 3
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With this in mind, we propose that men and women who success-
fully complete an approved 4-or 5-year apprenticeship program be
given the opportunity to take a Federal or State examination cov-
ering their particular apprenticeship studies.

A passing grade would automatically make them eligible for an
associates 2-year degree in technology from the State University in
their area, either where they live or work.

By establishing this career path we will not only be encouraging
men and women to consider technical training, but we will be
giving long overdue recognition to the capabilities of our technical-
ly skilled, gifted employees.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Julie Walter follows:]

CROUSEHINUS,
November 14. 1981.

Hon. Aucusius F. HAWKINS,
Chairman. Subcommittee of Employment Opportunities. Committee on Education

and Labor. House of Representatives. Washington, D.C.
DEAR CHAIRMAN HAwKINs. The importance of improving productivity in business

and industry, both quantitatively and qualitatively, is apparent to most everyone.
Industry is currently involved extensively in career educational programs for

their employees CrouseHinds is among the leaders in this involvement. (See at-
tachment 1 The programs are not only designed for Immediate needs but to give as-
sistance in preparing for future career growth.

In addition, there have been a number of governmentfunded programs designed
to encourage high school students to consider careers in industrial technology.
Entry in the field is. among other ways, obtainable through various trades appren
ticeship programs Regrettably, at the same time, society at large is discouraging
,election of such training by implying that such a career path is somewhat less ac-
ceptable than a two-year liberal arts degree This misplacement of values is histori-
cal in the main but is now both inappropriate and unproductive With this in mind.
we propose that men and women who successfully complete an approved four or
live( year apprenticeship program be given the opportunity to take a Federal or
State examination covering their particular apprenticeship studies. A passing grade
would automatically make them eligible for an Associates (2 year) Degree in Tech-
nology from the State University in their area (either where they live or work).

By establishing this career path we will not only be encouraging men and women
to consider technical training, but we will be giving long overdue recognition to the
capabilities of our technically skilled (gifted) employees.

Sincerely.

Attachment.

3 4

JULIE E WALTER,
Manager of Training
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Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Walter.
Ms. WALTER. I will respond to any questions that you like regard-

ing our program.
Mr. HAWKINS. I am sure we will have a few in just a few min-

utes.
Dr. Dan Lyons, director of training, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Dr. Lyons, we welcome you.

STATEMENT OF J. DANIEL LYONS, DIRECTOR OF TRAINING,
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

Mr. LYONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, gentlemen.
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. has had an active, continuing

apprenticeship training program since 1925, and it still continues.
We firmly believe that the effectiveness and efficiency of our craft
training ranks with the very best in American industry.

An issue that has come up several times in the discussion here
this morning so far, is the reference to competency-based training,
and that is the one issue I really wish to address.

We believe that the critical central issue in apprenticeship train-
ing is that the wasteful, medieval concept of time-based training
must be totally discarded in favor of competency-based training.
The superiority, the validity, the practicality of competency-based
training has been thoroughly and repeatedly demonstrated and
documented in technical training throughout industry and in the
military services.

Within Goodyear, we are producing craft persons in 15 to 18
months whose performance is clearly superior to those previously
trained by traditional apprenticeship programs of 36 to 60 months
duration. We are totally committed to the competency-based
for mat.

Several years ago, we made it clear we would no longer partici-
pate in time-based apprenticeship programs. As a result, and with
a very considerable assistance and persistence of the Ohio State Di-
rector of the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training, Mr. Daniel
McCarthy, we waged a successful effort to obtain DOL certification
of our competency-based apprenticeship programs for maintenance
craft personnel in our plants.

Frankly, we find it very difficult to understand the resistance
which we encountered in obtaining that certification. On the con-
trary, we feel that the Department of Labor should demand and re-
quire that all apprenticeship programs be totally competency-
based.

It is obvious that time-based traditional programs, which extend
training time far beyond that which is necessary to acquire the re-
quired skills and knowledge, are inefficient and wasteful of finan-
cial resources and of human talent.

U.S. business and industry, engaged in increasingly severe and
sophisticated global competition, can no longer tolerate this waste.

What may not be so obvious is that competency-based training
programs consistently produce graduates who are better qualified
than those from the traditional time-based programs.

Conclusive documentation for that assertion is available from the
American Society for Training and Development, the National So-
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ciety for Performance and Instruction, the Human Resources Re-
search Organization, the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners through their PETS program, and many, many other
sources.

Furthermore, the State vocational technical education systems
have almost universally adopted competency-based training with
excellent results. We have been well pleased with the products of
those vo-tech schools.

The rapidly changing needs of industry occasioned by technologi-
cal advances, the need to rapidly upgrade job levels of women and
minorities, ant: the requirement to provide new skills to displaced
workers in minimal time all demand that we utilize the best meth-
odology that modern instructional technology can provide.

That methodology rests on the total and complete acceptance
and implementation of competency-based training. We in industry
are interested in competency, not credentials.

If industry encounters continuing resistance to such implementa-
tion to apprenticeship programs, the temptation to totally with-
draw from the apprenticeship system will be very, very strong.

Thank you.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. J. Daniel Lyons follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR J DANIEL. LYONS, DIRECTOR OF TRAINING, THE
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

I am Dr J Daniel Lyons, Corporate Director of Training of The Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Company, a position which I have held for the past six years. Prior to join-
ing Goodyear in 1977, I was, for 24 years, a Research Scientist with the Human Re-
sources Research Organization engaged in training research and development, pri-
marily for the United States Army.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company has had an active, continuing apprentice
training program since 1925. We estimate that we have graduated approximately
2.000 apprentices domestically We invest on the order of 5 million dollars per year
in apprentice training in our domestic plants We firmly believe that the effective-
ness and efficiency of our craft training ranks with the very best in American in-
dustry

My remarks will be rather brief because I have been asked to address one specific
facet of apprenticeship training We believe that the critical, central issue in ap-
prenticeship training is that the wasteful. medieval concept of time-based training
must be discarded in favor of competency-based training. Competency-based traininiz
is also known as "performance-based training", "criterion-referenced instruction' ,
"performance oriented training", "objective-based training", and "mastery learn-
ing" These terms are essentially equivalent and refer to a way of organizing and
managing instruction in which prespecified performance criteria are achieved by
each qualified learner The student proceeds through the training on the basis of
demonstrated competency rather than on the basis of elapsed time The superiority,
validity. and practicality of competency-based training has been thoroughly and re-
peatedly demonstrated and documented in technical training throughout industry
and the military services Within Goodyear we are producing craft persons in 15 to
1$ months whose performance is clearly superior to those previously trained by tra-
ditional apprenticeship programs of 36 to 60 months duration.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company is totally committed to competency-based
training Several years ago we decided that we would no longer participate in time-
based apprenticeship programs. As a result, and with the considerable assistance
and persistence of the Ohio State Director of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training. Mr Daniel McCarthy. we waged a successful effort to obtain DOL certifica-
tion of our competency-based apprenticeship programs for maintenance craft per-
sonnel in our plants ' Frankly. we find it difficult to understand the resistance

'For the record. the registration number is N-92612. dated Oct 9. 1981
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which we encountered in obtaining certification On the contrary, we feel that the
Department of Labor should demand and require that all apprenticeship programs
be competency.based.

It is obvious that time-based traditional programs, which extend training time for
beyond that which is necessary to acquire required skills and knowledge, are ineffi-
cient and wasteful of financial resources and human talent. US. business and indims-
try, engaged in increasingly severe and sophisticated global competition, cannot tot.
crate this waste. What may not be so obvious is that competency -bared training pro-
grams consistently produce graduates who are better qualified than those from tra-
ditional time-based programs. Conclusive documentation of that assertion is avail.
able from the American Society for Training and Development, the National Society
for Performance and Instruction, the Human Resources Research Organisation. the
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners (PETS program), and many other
sources=

Further, the state vocational technical education system. have almost universally
adopted competency.based training with excellent results. We have been well
pleased with the products of the vtech schools.

The rapidly changing needs of industry occasioned by technological advances, the
need to rapidly upgrade job levels of women and minorities, and the requirement to
provide new skills to displaced workers in minimal time all demand that we utilise
the best methodology that modern instructional technology can provide. That meth-
odology rests on the total and complete acceptance and implementation of comps.
tency.tiased training. If industry encounters continuing resistance to such imple-
mentation in apprenticeship programs, the temptation to withdraw from the ap-
prenticeship system will be very strong.

Mr. HAWKINS. Dr. Wells, you indicated in your opening remarks
that it seems that the Federal Government is not behind the ap.
prenticeship system. Is that the correct reading in essence of one of
the points you made?

Mr. WELLS. Yes, sir. I feel that the visibility of the apprentice-
ship program is not highlighted at the national level, and I feel
that it should.

I would like to introduce, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Dean Griffin, of the
American Vocational Association, who is here with me this morn-
ing.

Did I respond to your question properly, sir?
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Griffin's name will be entered into the record

as being present and if he cares to respond to any of the questions,
feel at liberty to do so.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Yes, sir. That is my purpose here today, just to re-
spond to questions if you wish.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
I was going to follow up on that question, Dr. Wells. It is not so

clear to me and I think Dr. Lyons also intimated the problems in-
volved in apparently treating apprenticeship training as a stepcou-
sin and not giving it the importance that it deserves. I am not so
sure just why this should be. If the program has the virtues that
we have heard this morning, it is very difficult to understand why
there has been such a reluctance then to expand the program and
to give it the recognition that it deserves.

Mr. WELLS. That would deserve a great deal of attention and
study. Possibly some of the reasons are that it is a long program,
that they do cover a broad area in their own particular aspect of
the industry. In some cases this may work to the detriment of the
system itself.

'See also Department of Labor report OLMA20-11-7e-Is-i. March 1981 "Performance -Bred
Training in Apprenticeship and An Overview of the wisconsin Apprenticeship System
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I wouldn't go so far as to say that I would make a sweeping
change of the apprenticeship system and go completely competen-
cy-based. I think it should be selective in those areas that could be.

I am apprehensive where some apparently good ideas come about
and then a few years later down the road we find out hey, we
missed this particular little point, and the whole system is not that
great.

I am reminded of the new math which we were gung-ho on a few
years ago, and we find out that possibly rote memory of math still
has its points in our educational system.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr Chairman, just a note. We have seen over the
years in the Federal Vocational Education Act that the value of
the Vocational Education Act has far exceeded the dollars put in
there. We know that the attention of the vocational educations at
the Federal level sends a signal, both to State and local. So as we
work into this Vocational Education Act, we are wanting to discuss
with you perhaps some things in the new Vocational Education Act
that can send a signal to the States and local communities about
the importance of apprenticeship training, the coordination of
those programs with vocational education.

We are talking, I think, about a signal as much as anything else.
Mr, HAWKINS. Dr. Lyons, you made the point that the current

time-based training approach is wasteful, and so forth, and that
your particular company has been in the business of apprentice-
ship training since 1925. That is a quite a long time.

This morning, Mr. Glover, I think, made the point that the pro-
gram has had greater success in the building trades rather than in
manufacturing; and yet yours is a manufacturing company. Are
you rather unique or would you agree that manufacturing compa-
nies as opposed to construction companies have been somewhat in-
active or not well represented?

Mr. LYONS. I am not quite sure, sir, if I follow the point of your
question.

Mr. HAWKINS. The point, I think, was made that there has been
probably on the reluctance of manufacturing companies to develop
apprenticeship programs.

Mr. LYONS. Oh, yes, sir
Mr. HAWKINS. Your company is one that has?
Mr. LYONS. Yes.
Mr. HAWKING. blow- -
Mr. LYONS. But what we haven't done is --
Mr HAWKINS [continuing). Is that at all possible a unique situa-

tion.
Mr LYONS. I don't think it is unique but, also, we haven't done it

in all possible cases.
Our concern is being sure that we have people adequately

trained in the crafts to work in our plants. Generally speaking,
they are maintenance craftspipefitting, electricians, generally
what we would call maintenance craft.

We will implement apprenticeship training programs in our
plants so long as it ismaybe it is too strong to sayconvenient to
do so. If we run into roadblocks, problems with rules and regula-
tions of the apprenticeship system, we will go ahead and train our
crafts people in our own way Because that is our mission, is to
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maintain those plants. We are not primarily there to train appren-
tices. We will do it if we can mesh with the system. In some cases
we have been very successful with that; in other cases, not so suc-
cessful, and we have gone our own way.

Mr. HAWKINS. Is that the partial explanation for the distinction
between the time-based training approach and the ccmpetency-
based training approach that you so strongly advocated; that your
training is designed specifically for the company itself, that it isn't
a broadly based type of training? You expect to keep those that you
train. You are not training them for some other company?

Mr. LYONS. No, but- -
Mr. "'swam*. You are training them specifically and hopefully

to stay with the company.
Mr. LYDNS. That is true.
Mr. HAWKINS. Now, in other instances, the training is of a much

broader character because it is based on the concept that individ-
uals move from one place to another and from one company to an-
other and, therefore, the broader training in the long run may be
as efficient because you are training individuals for an industry.

Mr. LYONS. The aggregate could be made, but I will put our pipe-
fitters, for example, up against pipefitters trained by any other pro-
gram. I do not think they are narrowly trained. They are totally
broadly trained because we do not know what tomorrow will re-
quire in the plant. We couldn't afford to have them very narrowly
trained.

So, no, I do not believe we have narrow4r trained them.
Mr. HAWKINS. Do you retain those trainees or is there a rapid

turnover?
Mr. LYONS. We have a relatively small turnover in our crafts

people, that is true. Mostly it is retirements.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Ertenborn.
Mr. ESILENBOAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me explore A little further the time-based versus competency-

based division. Where do the principal players come out in this
debateemployers, unions, employees, professional trainers?

Mr. LYONS. In the first place, understand when we are talking
about competency-uased training, it is based on a very, very thor-
ough task and job analysis, precisely what does this person have to
do on the job. And it all starts with the job. Another term for it is
criterion referenced instruction; namely, the criteria derived direct-
ly from the job. What is this person going to have to be able to do
when they complete the training?

The whole system is based on the notion that having done that,
having as thoroughly stated the job requirements that people will
proceed to be certified in each part of the training just as rapidly
as they demonstrate that they can do the job and that time is an
irrelevancy.

It is our contention thatand this is not just based on my per-
sonal experience in industry. I did training research for the mili-
tary services, contractor research for some 24 years before I joined
Goodyear.

It is our contention that the individual is more thoroughly better
trained, knows exactly what he is supposed to do; that the industry

4t)
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gets better people. Now, there is some objection, I believeand I
will let the people from other areas, from, say, unions, speak to
thatthere is some objection raised to changing the person's wage
scale based on demonstrated competence as a procedure, rather
than how much did they put on the job.

It is a somewhat antiseniority notion in training, I believe. As I
say, I would rather let other people speak to that. But we know we
do run into resistance from some people on thissome, I empha-
size, not all.

As far as we can tell, everybody in the system gains from it. It is
that simple. Because it has started with a demand that we know
exactly what that person has to do when they finish the training.
That may be the biggest advantage to it. We have defined what we
want the people to do on the job when they get done.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I find your answer interesting. At first blush,
one would think the employer would stand to gain if he could have
this person there for many years at a low apprenticeship wage.
And rather here, it seems as though you are the champion of
moving them up to full journeyman status and wages that go with
that at an earlier time.

Mr. LYONS. Absolutely; this is not altruism on our part. It is just
a more efficient way of running a business.

Mr. ERLENBORN. My first impression would have been that the
unions would have been much in favor of accelerating this because
it would be to the advantage of the individual worker. But I think
you do make a good point.

Mr. LYONS. I don't want to make a generalized statement about
the union view on this becau: some of the finest competency-based
programs in the country were developed strictly by unions.

Mr. ERLENBORN. So it is a mixed bag with the unions.
Mr. LYONS. And mixed bag with the companies, too, sir.
Mr. ERLENBORN. I guess you are all individuals. [Laughter)
Let me direct a question to Dr. Wells. Before I left a few minutes

ago, I suggested an area of discussion that probably went on but I
wasn't here. I don't know if you have had an opportunity to ad-
dress it, and that is the relationship of education generally, voca-
tional education specifically, with apprenticeship.

Mr. WELLS. Of course, vocational education is a partnership in
the training of apprentices. In isolated cases they do have problems
of participating. I don't think it is widespread. I think we have a
pretty good relationship with the apprenticeship system.

We do have the expertise of producing entry-level persons for the
apprenticeship program and we have a delivery system of teaching
the related instruction to an apprenticeship program. You will, in
any system, where it is large and involving as many partners and
agencies into a system, you will have isolated cases of problems.
But I think that we can work with the apprenticeship system, and
in the end furnish a skilled worker that is useful.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me see if I can summarize what has been said. Tell me if I

am right or wrong. When we get into the business of reauthorizing
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the Vocational Education Act, as Mr. Griffin knows, there is in the
proposal now before that subcommittee a bill which includes a
number of different set-asides for particular specialized funding for
particular specialized training Apprenticeship, to my recollection,
is not one of them.

Do I understand that what all of you are really saying is that
throughout the Federal/State grant funds to States right now
which some money can go into apprenticeship, the money is there
if the States are willing to appropriate it for this program?

The problem isn't money as much as it is other regulations in
the program such as the time-based element, such as some kind of
academic credit for what is being done. The real challenge is in im-
proving apprenticeship today are in these administrative regulato-
ry sides of the apprenticeship program rather than some line-item
authorization or appropriation for apprenticeship itself.

Is that right, wrong, or way off base?
Mr. LYONS. I would agree, unless there is money needed within

the Department of Labor for administration for maybe training
people within the Department of Labor in task and job analysis.
This has been suggested that they could operate better if there
were more training given to people within the Department. In a
sense, you could call that administration money.

The industry, I don't think, is asking the Federal Government to
fund apprenticeship training in any way, shape or form. So, I, in a
sense, agree with you; yes, sir.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Yes?
Ms WALTER. I think perhaps I would like to bring to your atten-

tion that at this point industry is providing a great deal of the
technical training that is required for the new technologies that
are here rather than the vocational schools They are coming to
our company and to other companies for us to provide not only the
material, but the instructors, for these programs.

Certainly, I am in agreement that judging by competency, but in
many of our apprenticeships, which are quite technicalI am talk-
ing about tool and dye, and wood pattern, which is now going into
working with plastics, adhesives, and coatingsthe training is
much more extensive.

I would also like to point out that some of the union contracts
limit companies to how many apprenticeships they can have in a
particular field at a particular time, which also plays a part in how
you design your training for your people.

And, yes, we do pay totally and we are not looking for funding.
And we are always delighted for tax breaks.

Mr GRIFFIN In response, Congressman Gunderson, as you relat-
ed to the Vocational Education Act, you are correct that no one
or. at least, we are not calling for a separate set-aside for appren-
ticeship training or anything like that. But we are calling for the
Congress considering encouraging the coordination between the vo-
cational education programs, greater involvement of business and
industry as was indicated here But to bring in the competency
based throughout the language of that bill.

You will note, and I think it is section 306 in the bill that is cur-
rently before the committee, however, does encourage the Secre-
tary of Education to try to find some way to better encourage coop-
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eration in this arena by authorizing the funding of kind of an ex-
emplary type program or demonstration kind of a program. It
doesn't call it apprenticeship but it is based on the concept of ap-
prenticeship. And cooperation with the vocational schools with con-
sortia, business organized labor at the local level to take that voca-
tional graduate and advance the level training situation. And it
goes all way around saying apprenticeship.

But it is that kind of a concept that we would encourage that co-
ordination through new legislation. We feel the encouragement is
needed.

Mr. GUNDERSON. One final question. Do you all believe there is
an adequate number of instructors out there for the apprentice-
ship, or is that a real problem today?

Ms. WALTER. If you are talking about people from within the
companies, yes. If you are talking about the new technologies in
the formalized school system, they, themselves, are searching and
addressing this situation.

Am I making that clear?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Yes.
Ms. WALTER. Yes.
Mr. GUNDERSON. OK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Again, I would like to thank the witnesses: Dr. Wells, Ms. Julie

Walter, Dr. Lyons, and Dr. Griffin. Thank you.
The next panel will consist of a State government panel: Mr.

John Brooks, representing the National Association of Governmen-
tal Labor Officials, and Mr. Donald Grabowski, of the National As-
sociation of State Apprenticeship Directors.

Mr. Brooks and Mr. Grabowski, come forward, please.
The prepared statements that we have will be entered in the

record at this point and we would appreciate the witnesses summa-
rizing from the prepared statements. Mr. Brooks, we don't have a
statement from you.

Let us begin, then, with Mr. Brooks.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BROOKS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL AP-
PRENTICESHIP PROGRAM, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF GOVERNMENT LABOR OFFICIALS

Mr BROOKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am John Brooks, the elected Commissioner of Labor in the

State of North Carolina and chairman of the North Carolina Ap-
prenticeship Council, and president of the National Apprenticeship
Program.

And in addition to the hat L.hat Mr. Don Grabowski wears as
president of the National Association of State and Territorial Ap-
prenticeship Directors, he is the vice president of the National Ap-
prenticeship Program So we are colleagues here today and we ap-
preciate this opportunity.

I do want to express, first of all, my particular appreciation in
behalf of the National Apprenticeship Program, to all of you, for
these hearings and for this opportunity to appear before this sub-
committee in the interest of apprenticeship.
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I also want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for addressing the na-
tional meeting of the National Association of Governmental Labor
Officials this past summer. We appreciated your comments rery
much.

I have very extensive comments which are not completed, an
with your permission, I will send them later for inclusion in the
record. I do have a summary statement today.

Mr. HAWKINS. The record will be kept open for that reason.
Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Apprenticeship, we do feel, is a very practical, effective, and cost-

efficient mechanism for the training of the essential high-skilled
workers in American industry and business.

It is my sincerest hope that Congress will act to amplify the abil-
ity of the apprenticeship system to meet our national needs for
skilled workers to the end that we will once again become the
world's leading competitor amongst the industrialized nations.

The National Apprenticeship Program is the cooperative effort of
the National Association of Governmental Labor Officials that you
addressed this summer, Mr. Chairman, the Organization of State
Labor Commissioners and their counterparts, and the National As-
sociation of State and Territorial Apprenticeship Directors, the Or-
ganization of Government Agency Directors who organize, approve,
certify, license, and promote professional apprentiteship programs;
the president of whom is Don Grabowski. e

The responsibility for promoting apprenticeship training has
been principally that of State governments for many years. Thirty-
two States and territories perform the tasks of determining which
high-skilled crafts are apprenticeable in their respective jurisdic-
tions and of registering those privately sponsored apprenticeship
training programs that qualify.

As a State Commissioner of Labor and as president of the Na-
tional Apprenticeship Program, I want to take this opportunity to
call to your attention some concerns that I have about the Federal
administration of apprenticeship training which arise from my
daily observations of this program for the past 61/2 years.

At the outset I want it to be understood that I am an advocate of
an expanded role for formal apprenticeship training in the United
States Indeed, I am concerned that the Nation is not now pursuing
a comprehensive manpower training program adequate to produce
the high-skilled craftworkers needed today to sustain economic re-
covery nor that is needed in the near future to support the econom-
ic expansion.

In fact, today we are addressing one of the four horsemen bear-
ing economic chaos The four horsemen, of course, are the Federal
annual deficit which is approaching $200 billion this year; the defi-
cit balance of payments which continues to set new records each
successive quarter; the default in international private lending in-
stitutions loans, and the dearth of high-skilled craftworkers.

The Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training has been in-
effective in recent years. Its current status is one of atrophy. The
Bureau does not receive the support it needs ...nd deserves either
from the U S Secretary of Labor or the Assistant Secretary of
Labor for Employment and Training.
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Indeed, the Federal Apprenticeship Committee is totally ineffec-
tive as well, as you have heard from its previous chairman.

It is composed of persons representing the wrong interests, in
light of its assignment. This is constantly reflected in the members'
frustration. The Federal Apprenticeship Committee hasn't even
met since June 1982.

The Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training needs new
and additional attention and support from the U.S. Congress. The
Bureau should be separated completely from the administration of
the JTPA and should be headed by an administrator of the rank of
an Assistant Secretary of Labor.

Although the national apprenticeship program petitioned Assist-
ant Secretary of Labor Albert Angrisani for a meeting with its offi-
cers at his convenience every 90 days while he was in the position
of Assistant Secretary of Labor for Employment and Training, Mr.
Angrisani never found the time for accommodating the first meet-
ing. He always said that he was too busy with CETA and JTPA
matters.

The Bureau's $15 million budget does not begin to accurately re-
flect the importance and magnitude of this program that is fi-
nanced by $1 billion a year in private sector dollars, not Federal
dollars.

This is not to say that the U.S. Congress should not appropriate
more public funds in support of apprenticeship training, particular-
ly its promotion and certification. Indeed, I believe that the Con-
gress should appropriate additional public money in support of
formal apprenticeship in each of the next several years.

But we are not here today for the purpose of outlining how many
additional public dollars I perceive should be allocated to the pro-
motion of apprenticeship through the U.S. Bureau of Apprentice-
ship and Training, but rather today, we want to address the most
effective use of the public resources that are already appropriated
to the U.S. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.

The U S. Bureau will have 256 authorized positions at the end of
fiscal year 1984, down from approximately 495 authorized positions
in 1978.

The Bureau has recognized State-administered apprenticeship
training programs in 32 States and territories that are termed the
SAC States. Each of these programs is headed by a State Director
of Apprenticeship and Training. Most of these Directors are fur-
nished State staffs with which to operate State-administered ap-
prenticeship programs as agents of the Federal Government.

In these same States and Territories, the U.S. Bureau of Appren-
ticeship and Training maintains a Federal State Director of Ap-
prenticeship and Training, a secretary and, in most cases, addition-
al field staff that is charged with exactly the same responsibilities
as are principally assigned to the State programs as lead agencies
in their respective jurisdictions. These federally furnished staff per-
sons in these 32 States and territories are simply not needed.

What is needed includes the possible supplementation of the
State staffs through the provision of Federal grantspossibly re-
quiring State matching moneyto the certified State and territori-
al apprenticeship programs; the development, production, and dis-
tribution of apprenticeship promotional materials; the develop-
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ment, production, and distribution of self-teaching audiovisual
training materials to complement each recognized apprenticeable
occupational craft; and the development, production, and verifica-
tion of tests for the certification of skill attainment in the pursuit
of competency-based apprenticeship training.

Support for the development of an expanded formal apprentice-
ship program throughout America requires the deliberate pursuit
of job analyses and the manufacture of related-instruction materi-
als for each apprenticeable craft in the next few years.

This has been done for a small number of the 800 apprenticeable
occupations thus far at a cost of approximately $2 million per craft.
This need should be responded to by the U.S. Congress with major
appropriations to the U.S. Bureau in each of the next several yeses
until this job is completed.

The existing resources of the Bureau should be redirected to this
effort immediately. However, I recognize that this will not happen
unless the Congress directs that this be done.

I recognize the interests of those U.S. Bureau staff members who
reside in the various SAC States. Many of them are not interested
in moving and many may not be qualified to pursue the alternative
activities that I advocate for the U.S. Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training.

What can be done immediately is for the Bureau to adopt a
policy of not filling any vacancies arising in its staff within any of
the SAC States and territories. There are now many vacancies, and
were even more a few months ago.

However, unfortunately, with the lifting of the Federal freeze on
hiring, the Bureau is moving, and has moved quickly to fill these
unneeded positions. And this is sad.

[The prepared statement of John C. Brooks follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN C BROOKS, ELECTED COMMISSIONER OF LABOR, STATE
OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAIRMAN, NORTH CAROLINA APPRENTICESHIP COUNCIL,
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM

First I want to express my appreciation and that of the National Apprentict.ship
Program to you for these hearings and for this opportunity to appear before the sub-
committee in the interest of apprenticeship Apprenticeship is a practical, effective,
and cost efficient mechanism for the training of the essential high skilled workers
in American industry and business It is my sincerest hope that Congress will act to
amplify the ability of the Apprenticeship system to meet our national needs for
skilled workers to the end that we will, once again. become the world's leading com-
petitor amongst the industrialized nations.

THE NATIONAL APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM

The National Apprenticeship Program is the co-operative effort of the National
Association of Government Labor Officials Ube organization of state labor commis-
sioners and their counterparts) and the National Association of State and Territori-
al Apprenticeship Directors )the organization of government agency directors who
promote. organize. develop, register, and certify professional apprenticeship training
has been principally that of state governments for many years. Thirty-two states
and territories perform the tasks of determining which high-skill crafts are appren-
ticeable in their respective jurisdictions and of registering those privately sponsored
apprenticeship training programs that qualify.

APPRENTICESHIP

Apprenticeship is the age-old custom of training high-skill craftsmen by indentur-
ing an apprentice (a trainees to a journeyman craftsman in his chosen trade or to an
employer who in turn employs a journeyman The employer promises to train the
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apprentice, through on the job experience and related instruction, in all the skills
and knowledge about the particular craft Apprenticeship training recognizes the es
sential requirement that a journeyman achieves proficiency in his craft, not just a
mastery of the knowledge and theory about the craft

Apprent.ceship in the United States is a totally voluntary system of training The
sponsors elect to sponsor a program to train their most highly skilled workers, and
the apprentices elect to be trained through apprenticeship

There are about SO apprenticeable occupations currently recognized in the em-
ployment community of the United States' Apprenticeable occupations traditional-
ly include silver and gold smithing, the eighteen building industry trades such as
carpentry, plumbing, and electrical work), and the industrial manufacturing trades
(such as tool and die makers, machinists, and boiler makers) More recently recog-
nized apprenticeable occupations include several in the allied health sciences where
for example an apprentice can learn to become a laboratory technician, X-ray tech-
nician, or an industrial hygienist The range of apprenticeable occupations is all-en-
compassing of the high-skill crafts Diamond cutters, airplane jet-engine mechanics,
diesel engine mechanics, elevator mechanics, loom fixers, computer programmers,
and deputy sheriffs can all learn their trade through apprenticeship.

In 1937 the Congress enacted the Fitzgerald Act 2 which established the basis for
a formal apprenticeship system in the United States The Act is short, vague, and
general A significant labor-force training program, nevertheless, has been devel-
oi)ed within the parameters of this legislation during the forty-six years of its enact-
ment The current federal apprenticeship program, however, reflects the strains re-
sulting from the Fitzgerald Act's vagueness There is an urgency for the Act to be
amended or replaced with legislation that establishes a more definitive federal ap-
prenticeship program capable of producing the number of journeymen craftsmen
needed by industry as we attempt to revitalize our economy during the remainder of
the twentieth century

New legislation should specifically provide for a national system of determining
apprenticeable occupations and for the establishment of uniform minimum stand-
ards and criteria for each recognized craft Apprentices should not be forced to ac-
quire their related instruction from expensive correspondence courses of question-
able quality or from proprietary material that is not generally available Access to
propriety materials is oftentimes contingent upon the condition that the apprentice
either work for an exceptionally large employer or belong to a prescribed labor
union, or both New legislation should provide for the federal government to design,
manufacture, and distribute related- instruction materials for each of the recognized
apprenticeable trades ' For most trades there should also be produced a self-Instruc-
tion audio-usual curriculum of related-Instruction material These instruction mate-
rials should be available to the public at very modest purchase and/or rental prices,

'The Dictionary of Occupational Titles lists .24,000 jobs performed In the United States (Ray
Marshall and Ernest G Green. -Dictionary of Occupational Titles,- 4th ed (Washington, DC
US Department of Labor. 1977p

A copy of the Fitzgerald Act is attached as app A At the time that the Fitzgerald Act was
1.11711 ted. the dongressional Record for the House (1,937) shows that the expenditure of $56,900 to
operate the system was contemplated The immediate preceding issue was the funding of a
monument to Will Rogers in the amount of approximately $500.000, which was approved with-
out debate

' At the time thet the Congress was considering the enactment of the Fitzgerald Act in 1937.
the S Department of Labor and the US Office of Education sent a -Joint Memorandum to
the chairman and nwrither of the Subcommittee on Appropriations for the Department of
Labor House of Representatices. a copy of which is attached as Appendix B. which stated in-
pertinent part

Inn( ri in two distinct groups of responsibilities and functions in the promotion and subse-
lt at apt ration of plan. for apprentice training One group deals with the apprentice as an em-

ployed worker the conditions under which he works, his hours of work, his rates of pay, the
lc ngth of his !earning period and the ratio of apprentices to Journeymen so that overcrowding
in shortages of skilled workers in the trades may be avoided in large part The second group of
Nvponvibilities deals with the apprentice as a student--the related technical and supplemental
11071111 t needed to make him a proficient worker and the supervision and coordination of this
instris t ion with his Job experience

Fh. me morandum coati mplated cooperative relationship between the US Department of
Labor .and the S Office of Education in behalf of 71 formal apprenticeship In the forty-six
%tar. viind 1111 enactment of the Fitzgerald Act the contemplated relationship has failed to ma-
t -hill" and the Office of Education, now Department of Education, has yet to develop any cur
raula that complements lurmal apprenticeship Nor is there any evidence that the U S Depart

nt of Labor has ever initiated any incitation to the Office of F,ctucation to assist in any way
in promoting qualitc apprenticeship
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New legislation should also provide for the development and validation of compe-
tancy examinations for each apprenticeable skill The legislation should also provide
for the development, manufacture, and distribution of promotional materials for
each trade.

This legislation should become one of the cornerstones of a deliberately promul-
gated national manpower development strategy and program.

APPRENTICESHIP UTILIZATION

The low level of utilization of apprenticeship in the United States is a major con-
tributor to the continuing problems of the nation in meeting competition for world
markets. As an example, while the United States presently registers less than
300,000 apprentices in all age groups, one of the United States' most effective corn.
petitors, Germany, registers approximately 628,000 apprentices in just the 16- to 18-
year age range, which is approximately one-half of the German citizens in that age
range If North Carolina, alone, registered a proportionate number of 16- to 18-year
olds as apprentices, there would be at least 170,000 apprentices in the State.

In North Carolina there are presently approximately 1,350 of these voluntary
sponsors of apprenticeship training and about 2,550 registered apprentices in train-
ing It appears that there is a need in North Carolina alone for training opportuni-
ties to be in place for at least 20,000 apprentices if the State is to meet the most
minimal needs for skilled craft workers in the immediate future.

Most of the industrialized nations with which the United States competes for
international markets provide either significant incentives to operate apprentice-
ship programs or significant penalties for failure to operate apprenticeship pro-
grams At present the only instance of such incentives that are in effect in the
United States is the Davis-Bacon Act which provides wage incentives to contractors
doing business on federally funded construction projects Not even the new Jobs
Training Partnership Act provides any realistic opportunity for an employer to re-
cover a significant portion of the training investment for apprentices through gov-
ernment support Clearly. there is a substantial need for incentives to encourage the
private employer to take action to train the highly skilled craft and trades workers
that the United States needs in order to be an effective competitor in the interna-
tional marketplace

MEETING THE NEEDS OF THE NATION'S ECONOMY

Today we are addressing one of the four horsemen bearing economic chaos The
four horsemen, of course, are the federal annual deficit which is approaching 200
billion dollars this year, the deficit balance of payments which continues to set new
records each successive quarter, the default in international private lending in.,titu-
tion's loans, and the dearth of high skilled craftworkers

An unrecognized cause of inflation is the growing scarcity of the nation's high-
skill labor force Although the United States continues to produce a steady supply of
journeyman craftsmen, it is also producing an expanding work force amidst a
second industrial revolution Micro-electronic computerized robots are replacing
many unskilled workers (Unskilled workers are those persons who have less than
six months of specific training for the tasks required by their jobs and/or who have
less than a high-school equivalent education including reading, writing, and mathe-
maticsi While the unskilled workers in an expanding population experience in-
creased difficulty in finding a job. those few trained in newly developing occupations
are in great demand, thereby commanding higher wages Increasing the number of
skilled craftsmen will moderate labor's wage demands while also reducing unem-
ployment.

Apprenticeship programs offer relief for the vicious economic cycles that have
plagued this country in recent years Even during prosperity the nation has a base
workforce of 10.000.000 people who lack marketable skills in today's economy Add
to this figure the number of persons who are displaced because of the current reces-
sion and also those persons who lose jobs because of the new industrial revolution
and the result is an economic crisis Until the federal and state governments recog-
nize this problem and implement programs capable of remedying the situation, con-
tinued cycles of inflation. recession, and possibly depression are in store for the
nation

' Attached as app C is a news release of the N C Department of Labor setting forth "Antici-
pated Annual Average Job Openings for 1391 Priority Occupations for 1983-90 In only the 25
apprenticeable occupations reflected in this one analysis there are anticipated to be some 27.26S
new fob opportunities in North Carolina annually
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Inflation results from the operation of the "free-enterprise." "demand and
supply" theory While the theory is old, it still works When the demand for goods
and services cannot be met by supply because there are insufficient craftsment to
till the critical ten to twenty percent of the jobs found in most industries, the wages
or salaries of those who possess the required skills are bid up This is precisely what
has occurred in the United States in recent years and what is also likely to occur
during the remainder of this decade.

For the past five years. the nation's high-skill craftsment have demanded and re-
ceived wage increases of approximately 25 percent to 30 percent per yearthis is
nearly three times the national rate of inflation In fact. these increases are, and
will continue to be, one of the causes of inflation Today's high-skill labor force is at
near full employment just as it has been for the last forty years Skilled labor in all
probability will continue to enjoy this status at least for the rest of this century.
Thus, it is critically important that the United States put into place a high-skill
training program capable of dramatically increasing the numbers of journeymen-
level craftsment in the nation's work force

In an excellent study of the United States' manpower development programs and
lack of national manpower development policy and strategy. Dr Robert Taggart
writes in his monumental work "A Fisherman's Guide An Assessment of Training
and Remediation Strategies" as follows.

It is human nature to neglect and squander resources which are plentiful. It is
also human nature to react with alarm and surprise when these same resources
later become scarce and valuable For decades, our nation has had a surfeit of un-
skilled and entry workers, the result. first, of rising agricultural productivity and
rural migration, and, subsequently, of increased female labor force participation and
the coming of age of the post-war babies Because these human resources were plen-
tiful. they have been wasted and disdained As a nation, we have concentrated our
investments on higher education and advanced levels of preparation for those best
able to compete in and contribute to the labor market Persons of limited employ-
ability have been provided income maintenance, makework, and remedial band-aids
in order to assure minimum well-being and to buy social peace'

Dr Anthony Patrick Carnevale. writing in "Human Capital A High Yield Corpo-
rate Investment" in 1982,6 wrote

[W]hile we have learned to value people for their purchasing power, we have not
.een them as critical resources for production

Unfortunately. our misconceptions and the biases of our recent history are
threatening our nation's economic future

We cannot compete for low wage. low skill production markets
Our real competitors are the other, more developed' countries As the pace of

technological change accelerates, competitive advantage depends on our ability to
adapt, to apply new technologies to production and to integrate human skills with
new machine technology Adaption will be all the more difficult as product life and
skill life become shorter and shorter Ultimately it is the rate at which we apply
new technologies and integrate them with ready labor that will determine our suc-
cess At. the international rationalization process accelerates, the constant and opti-
mal shifting of human and machine resources will be required, as will the constant
retraining of the workforce

In and address before the Southeastern Atlantic Coastal States Regional Confer-
ence sponsored by the American Council on Education Commission of Higher Edu-
cation and the Adult ['earner. C C Cameron. chairman of the board of the North
Carolina Citizens for Business and Industry, The Voice of Business," stated the
forecast as follows

Report Taggart. A Fi4herman s Guide An Assrssment of Training and Remediation Strate-
gies lhalamamo :Michigan 13011 South Westnedge Avenue. 490071 The W E Upjohn Institute
for Employment Research. 19811 p vii

Anthony Patrick Carnesale. Human Capital A High Yield Corporate Investment- [Wash-
ington DC (WO Maryland Avenue. S W Suite i85.200241 American Society for Training and
Deslopment 1'i21 pp I and fi
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"Enlightened businessmen believe they will have to retrain their employees every
four to five years Some say we are on a four-year technological obsolescence cycle,
down from the 10-year cycle it was at about 15 years ago. "'

Dr. Carnevale continues his assessment of the situation by saying that:
"The economic effects of population decline are already upon us. Overall short-

ages of workers are hidden, however, under the cloak of the current high rates of
unemployment Recovery will reveal this overall shortage quickly and dramatically.
In the 1970s, for instance, even the slower rates of growth produced 19 million new
jobs for new workers As the effects of population decline begin to impact in the
1980s, there will be only 16 million new workers If the eighties achieve even the
middling rates of economic growth characteristic of the seventies, the economy will
generate a minimum of 19 million new jobs, creating a gap of 3 million jobs for
which there will be no workers.

The long view of economic history teaches us that people are the master econom-
ic resource They are the master resource because they use their acquired skills and
abilities as the catalytic agents that combine tangible elements and intangible ideas
to make machinery and usable goods and services. In spite of that fact, the is a
great temptation for employers to ignore the long term value of human investment.
This is especially true in times such as these when investment capital is short and
unemployment lines are long Secondly, in the short term, individuai employers are
faced with the prospect of losing their investment in people. Employees are mobile
and machinery is not. When one employer invests in training and development, an-
other can invest in wages and pirate employees at the completion of their training.
Lastly, when jobs are in short supply, there is an equally great temptation to rely
on a quantity of cheap labor rather than a quality few With jobs available for only
one in ten unemployed workers, it is indeed a buyer's market.

"Although employers generally appreciate the longer term yield of current invest-
ment in human resources, the press of daily business and the realities of the labor
market encourages them to win their share of the nation's skilled workers through
wage bidding and not through human resource development We, as a nation of em-
ployers, have been going to the well for some time for skilled workers without re-
plenishing the source of supply As a result, the long term finally is arriving as evi-
denced in a spate of statistics that suggest mounting skill shortages, reduced overall
quality in the American labor force, shoddy workmanship, unsatisfactory mainte-
nance and wages which are not balanced by worker productivity Further, attempts
to improve productivity by increasing machine capital are proving costly and are
resulting in protectionist resistance among current workers who are concerned for
their own job security Individual firms that once found it profitable to buy skilled
workers by bidding up demand now find the price high, the supply short, and the
quality low What was good for individual employers has proven costly for all.

As a society, we will have to discover new mechanisms for employers to realize
the longer term benefits of employee training and human resource development.
Public incentives that place investment in human resources at least on a par with
investment in machinery will help Federally operated training programs for skill
shortages which do not have the accountability of the workplace will only be mar-
ginally effective In the final analysis, resolution of the problem depends on the will-
ingness of employers to look beyond the short term economic dynamics that discour-
age human resources investment. In the absence of employer-based strategies, how-
ever. public programs and regulations are inevitable." 8

The report of The Preparatory Conference on Private Sector Initiatives, for the
White House Conference on Productivity, summarizes the outlook as follows.

"The pace of economic change, the current investment incentive structure, the
structure of American industry, demographic changes and repeated recessions sug-
gest that the United States is currently undennvesting in job related training. Addi-
tional incentives are required to encourage greater commitment to job training and
career development among employees and employers °

' C C Cameron. "Higher Education and the Adult Learner A Businessman Responds"
!Speech presented to the Southeastern Atlantic Coastal States Regional Conference sponsored by
the American Council on Education Commission on Higher Education and the Adult Learner,
Raleigh. North Carolina. Oct 26. 1983) iC C Cameron is chairman of First Union Corporation.
a bankirg institution. Charlotte. North Carolina

Carnevale. pp 1 and 6
White House Conference on Productivity Report of the Preparatory Conference or Private

Sector Initiatives Pittsburgh. Pa. August 2 -3. 1983 [Washington Th.: White House 1983) p
19
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THE IMPACT or A HOUsINtt ON THE ECONOMY AND MEETING THE NEEDS OF AN
INDUSTR1THF. HOMERUILDING INDUSTRYFOR MORE CRAFTSMEN

When the housing Industry experiences a slowdown, one hardly thinks about the
industry's future need for skilled tradesmen or about the serious shortage of ade-
quate housaig that now exists, yet a crisis of grave dimensions in the home-building
industry is in the making In 1981, the home building Industry constructed 900,000
units of housingstngle family, apartments condominiums, and attached dwell-
ingsto accommodate the "expressed" demands of Americans for some place to live
Unfortunately, this figure represented less than 50 percent of the supply needed
12,000,00( units) to meet the demand for new housing units each year In 1982, the
home building Industry constructed some 1,100,000 units of housm, In 1983, the
nation will probably realize another 1,100,000 units of housing When the unmet
demand for 1981, 1982, and 1983 is added to the unmet demand from preceding
years iapproximately 5,500,000 housing units), the resulting figure of 8,500,000 un-
built housing units poses a significant problem that Increases each suceeding year
In prosperous times the nation's homebuilding industry work force, at full employ-
ment. is capable of building housing units at the annual rate of 2,000,000 units Of
great importance is the fact that this figure equals the annual demand for new
housing units only Therefore, even at full employment, the construction Industry is
incapable of reducing the chronic shortage of housing that exists in the United
States

Where has the housing "demand" been') Where was this "demand" in 1981, 1982,
and P0,3" The "demand.' for housing units has been suppressed by high Interest
rateS and by inflation Typically, buyers enter the housing market when they per-
eeive Interest rates to be affordable or at a periodic low While Inflation has de-
creased to under five percent, real interest has continued to Increase and is now
.1 Intrust four times as much as it was when President Reagan took Ake. The result
has been a continued suppression of the home building industry

The construction industry can meet an Increased demand until the number of
units being built equals about 2,000.000 units a year When "expressed demand" ex-
ceeds that figure. prices of homes and real estate will again Increase sharply be-
cause there will be more buyers than there are new housing units Thts predictable
inflation in real estate and housing will generate inflation throughout the economy.
In particular. the wages of home building craftsmen will surge upward as the short-
age is recognized, outstripping the national rate of inflation.

Wages and salaries of craftsmen in the home construction Industry Increase an
average of twenty-five to thirty-five percent per year in high demand years As
home buyers are forced to borrow ever larger sums of money, real Interest rates will
be pushed even higher as home buyers compete with the federal government, for-
eign governments. and business for available capital As real Interest rates increase,
the expressed demand" for new housing will decrease and construction workers
w ill be laid off eventually and not recalled until real interest rates drop significant-
ly When buyers re-enter the housing market, Interest rates and construction wages
again will be driven higher than they were in the previous cycle

Part of the solution to this cyclic problem must Include an expanded partnership
between government and business to train a work force capable of accommodating an
expanding homebudding industry A significant part of this partnership must in-
clude expanding formal on-the-job training through apprenticeship The skills of the
working journeyman must be harnessed by an expanded training program to pre-
pare the building tradesmen who will be needed m the near future

Another part of the solution to this cyclic problem is the establishment of a feder-
al program to stabilize the housing industry and the housing market One compo-
nent of such a program would be the elimination of vast fluctuations in the demand
for craftsmen in the home building industry By stabilizing demand, many crafts-
men who are routinely permanently lost to the industry during periods of low con-
sumption. would not only be retained. but would develop even greater skill and pro-
ficiency A full description at a proposed federal housing Industry stabilization pro-
gram is contained in Appendix D

AN EXAMPLE OF THE. IMPACT OF A CRAFTSMEN SHORTAGE ON AN INDUSTRY AND THE
NEED FOR MoRF: ELEVATOR INSTALLERS AND MECHANICS

Conditions in the elevator industry present a glaring example where the nation is
paying dearly for having an inadequate high-skill labor force Although the nation
continues to experience a recession in the home building industry. the elevator in-
dustry is at full- employment In fact, the backlog of orders for installations of new
elevators is so staggering that the industry has been forced to rehire previously ter-
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minated employers, postpone scheduled retirements, and extend the work week just
to keep up with the demand for more elevator mechanics. Joarreymen elevator one
chanics are spread as thinly as possible to maximise the number of teams installing
new elevators.

Few journeymen elevator mechanics are being trained in the United States today.
The nation is riding on the backs of the elevator work force trained in yesteryear.
There is no public institutional curricula for training elevator mechanics anywhere
in the country If meeting construction demands is dilTicult today, where will the
elevator industry be when recovery in the building industry takes place? If the
"demand" for new high -rise buildings increases during economic recovery, there will
be unavototable delays in completion of these buildings due to the insufficient supply
of elevator mechanics. As a result, construction costa will increase, thus fanning
even more the fires of run-away inflation.

An important part of the solution to this problem must be the inauguration of a
partnership between the government and private business to immediately establish
a formal apprenticeship program for the on- the -job training of elevator mechanics.

Even this important step will not be without its problems because many journey-
men elevator mechanics are unfamiliar with new solid-state technology that is revo
lutionizing the elevator industry This added complexity only increases the national
urgency for proceeding now with establishing highapiality training programs capa-
ble of producing journeymen elevator mechanics in significant numbers.

MAIMING TINS NERDS OT INDIVIDUAL MENIIITAS Cr Tie woes roast TOR JOS TRAINING

In recent years most training and remediation for persons of limited employabil-
ity has been provided under the aegis of the Comprehensive Employment and Train-
ing Act iCETA) JTPA and now apparently is to be provided under the aegis of the
Job Training Partnership Act tnPA). JTPA allocates federal funds to state and
local governments for classroom and ors4ht-job training, as well as for job creation
and other activities Job Corps is a nationally-operated residential training program
for young adults also authorized by JTPA.

It is striking how little this nation commits to improving the employability of
those at the end of the labor queue Under CETA in 1980, there were '100,000 new
participants in institutional or on- the -job training, representing just 4 percent of all
those who experienced unemployment during the year. a miniscule .6 percent of all
persons in the labor force, and lees than a tenth of all persons in the labor force at
least half the year whose earnings, when combined with those of other family mem-
bers. fell below the poverty level.

Again Robert Taggart sets forth an astute evaluation of how well the CETA pro-
gram met the needs of individual members of the work force for job training
monumental study. "A Fisherman's Guide: An Assessment of Training and l-
otion Strategies Some insightful quotations are set forth below."'

ITIhe primary emphasis of CETA has been to provide jobs rather than training,
and a helping hand rather than substantive remediation or career ladders. Three-
fourths of all local CETA allocatons in 1980 were used for subsidized employment
rather ':tan training or transition services Less than one in fifty terminees from
local programs were graduates of more than a year's training

"CDTA's planning. budgeting, record-keeping, decision making and management
approaches for local programs evolved to accomplish short-term palliative missions,
they discourage training investments and undermine training quality

"For a disadvantaged individual to attain a high school equivalency or post-sec-
ondary training degree. or to learn almost any occupational skill, takes substantial-
ly more time than the average duration of CETA training. Only a small minority of
participants are assigned to training that is long enough to provide credentials and
competences that will help to feed them for a lifetime. Perhaps only a few in a hun-
dred participants have the endurance or capacity for the one-, two- or even four-
year training. but it is critical to begin providing opportunities for this minority to
achieve 'quantum leaps' in employability

'"Taggart. pp SM. ix. x. 9. and 10
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"Ilniforns. federallyantlated eornpetency assemment systems should be adopted
to measure academic and vocational skill acquisition, to organize individualised,
selfpaced instruction, to judge the effectiveness of training institutions, and to certi-
fy competencies attained

'Residential 'corporate career' training and internship programs operated by pee
vate sector corporations and associations in their own training facilities should be
developed at the national level, with opportunities available equally to all in need
who prove their commitment and capacity.

'Training requirements for carver entry jots in our economy need to be formal-
ized through an expanded and more flexible apprenticeship system

"CF.TA is now essentially a 'one-shot' intervention rather than anligulemployability
development system. The participant enters the door, is assessed, ass' to line
ited duration component, and then (sometimes) placed in a job on completion. What
is needed is an opportunity ladder which individuals will mount and scale at the
level and pace dictated by their ability and motivation. This, in turn, requires
system for measuring competencies and competency acquisition It requires stand-
ards of completion as well as qualitative standards for inputs. Most of all, it requires
that theme standards be maintained

-1,M)ore sorting must be done among those in need. The labor market's leftovers
include individuals of widely-ranging potential, and too little is now done for those
who have greater ability and motivation

"If a second tier of advanced opportunities were added to what now exists in
CIRTA. no one who exerted an effort %m aid get lees than under the current system,
but those who exerted more effort and had more potential could advance substan-
tially Alternatively, the second tier might be financed by savings which could be
achieved under current programs if they were focused solely on training rather
than functioning as stopgaps for persons with no other options. Allowances in class-
room training and wages in on-the-job training should be used as a means to reward
performance, to cover the extra costs of participation, and to meet only the poverty
deficits which would hinder participation, cather than providingan incentive to par-
ticipate even when there is no desire to be trained. There is room for some savings
in this regard. probably enough to finance longer training for a reasonable propor-
tion of current trainees But a tradeoff is inherent Fewer individuals can be served
when longer training is provided with any given a level of resources. While the net
result of adding a second tier of opportunities will be greater average and aggregate
impacts for those in need, the benefits will be less broadly shared This is only equi-
table if the opportunity structure is established so that all participants have an
equal shot at the longer and more promising training opportunities

"Some changes are needed in law. regulations, program design, and management
in light of these findings, but the bigger challenge is to alter thought processes
which hate guided manpower programs and policies for years We must begin
thinking ,'bout long-term impacts and 'quantum leaps not just immediate outcomes
and marginal gains A stable training system is needed rather than an ever chang-
ing arrtt of separate training programs There must be long-term strategies, both
Iixally and nationally, for building a range of new opportunity tracks for disadvan-
taged individuals with potential Quality not Just quantity, needs to be emphasized
in curricula in staff and in outcomes The employment and training system must.
in ,eery way possible utilize existing institutions rather than maintaining segregat-
ed and frequently second-class delivery approaches for the disadvantaged

with such changes, the potential of training efforts for persons of limited
emplotabilitt will be circumscribed unless the institutional setting is altered As
long ,u there are disincentives for training by the private sector. as long as the COM
petencies and training needed to fill available fobs in the economy are uncertain,
Ind as long as help is offered to persons of limited employability as an act of 'no-
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blew oblige. public moraine will cseitiaue to have difficulty detenniaing and
meeting private sector needs, private employers will stay at arm's discount-
ing the quality of training. and public reseurem will MINI* y distributed
and overly concentrated on advanced education even though entry -level investment
would yield more perff in the expected labor merket of the neat two decades. Same
of the longtern °ODOM which need to be reasidered are. first. a GI11111 approach
calm training and education. when all *dividers!s wadi be guaranteed two year*
of postanimiary training or retraining to be purchased hem public and private M.
*IMMO** by voucher: emend, employer and employee (sass to cent part of the
costs of this caner training, with credits where the private sector pennies the
training itself, in order to encourage man entry training: and third. eapa of
the apprenticeship system to kimono, the career entry tracks aced to illy the
competencies and training necessary is perform caner *airy jobs in our economy "

mostroniumniou o1 snamencesine

As a state commiesioriet of labor aid as premitioat of the National Apprenticeship
Program, I want to take this oppretimity to call iss your attention MOW MOM*
that I have about the federal administration of apprenticeship and trate*g which
arise from my daily observations of this program fa the past six and half years
At the outset I want it to be understood that I am an advocate of an espanded role
for formal apprenticeship training in the United Slates Indeed. I am cencetned that
the nation is not now pursuing a conspeeheneive manpower training program ads
quate to produce the high-skilled creftwoekere needed today to sustain 41001141ffliC re
covery, nor them needed in the near future to support economic *mansion.

The federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training has been ineffective in recent
years.ka cinema status is one of atro_phy. The Bureau dyes not receive the 'tippet
it needs and deserves either from the U S Sec ryry of lobor or the Assistant Seers
tary of Labor for Employment and Training needd the Federal Apprenticeship
Committee is totally inflective as well It is composed of persons representing the
wrong interests, in light of its amignment This is comiaally reflected in the mew
tiers' frustration The Federal Apprenticeship Committee hasn't even met since
June. 1982 It should be reorganiaed to include 25 members: five from EU
five from labor, five from among the state labor commissioners, five from the state
apprenticeship agency heads, and five from the public at large.

The federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training need* new and additional at-
tention and support from the U.S Congress The Bureau should be separated cow
pletely from the administation of the Job Training Partnership Act OTPA) and
should be headed by an administrator of the rank of an Assistant Secretary of
Labor Although the National Apprenticeship Progam petitioned Assistant Spero
tary of Labor Albert Angrisans for a meeting with its officers at his convenience,
every 90 days while he was in the position of Assistant Secretary of Labor for Em-
ployment and Training, Mr Angrisani never found the time for accommodating the
first meeting He always said that he was too busy with CETA and JTPA matters.

A serious problem facing the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training is its need
for additional funding Ironically, this need exude while the Employment and Train-
ing Administration ithe organisational unit to which the Bureau is attached in the
U S Department of Labor) is being administratively overwhelmed by the billions of
dollars that it must administer under JTPA tion, and in past years under
CETA legislation Although the Employment and Training Administration passes
the bulk of its JTPA funding to to prime and balance-of-state sponsors nth° in turn
distribute project grants and stipends on to subcontractors and recipients), the sheer
magnitude of administering this multibillion dollar" program has skewed all acil4i-
ty in the Employment and Training Administration toward the JTPA program. Tie

"The following totals reflect the amount appropnated foe the CETA and JTPA programs
over a six-year period The amount listed under fiscal year 1904 is a 21-month total. Oct 1. 1903
through June 30. 1905. reflecting the beginning of a two-year. new-fiscal year grant eyck foe
JTPA
Fiend Year

is,s tfic.gr14144
isso 8.127fr2k094
tto l 7.5.25.83 LOW
Mt/ 3 131.840100
I 9st.t 1006.7171:000
ON C419.100,000

Thus amount IP low because $1.000.000.000 appropriated an fiscal year 1901 was caned forward Into fiscal
:.ear 190,2. seducing the need lot sekbbonal appropetaltona

171
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Bureau ul Apprento.t ship and Training. with its budget of $11 million dollars.'2 has
been Lompletely overshadowed in terms of priority and resources If apprenticeship
promotion is to expand, the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training needs greater
iisibility and influence within the U.S Department of Labor

The Bureaus $11 million budget does not begin to accurately reflect the impor
tame and magnitude of this program that is financed by $1 billion a year in private

dollars, not federal dollars
The actual cost of apprenticeship training in the United States is largely borne by

pm ate employers For this reason it is difficult to determine how much money pri
%ate industry i. spending on apprenticeship, but the figure is estimated by some to
he several times larger than the federal JTPA budget Since both JTPA and ap-
prentneship programs have training as their ultimate objective, isn't it more eco-
nomital for the go.ernment to allocate more public funds to promote apprenticeship
programs.'

The congress should appropriate additional public money in support of formal ap-
prentice.hip in each of the next several years Rather than for me to try, to propose
eactly how many dollars should be appropriated by the Congress for an expanded
apprenticeship program in each of the next several years, I want to address prob.
lents .urrounding the most effective use of those public resources already appropri
ated to the U S Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training,

The l'S Bureau will have 2.11' authorized positions at the end of fiscal year 1984,
down troth approximately 491 authorized positions in 1978. The Bureau has recog
listed .tate-,administered apprenticeship training programs in .t2 states and terra°
rues ISA(' statesr Each of these programs is headed by a stateemployed state three.
tor 14 apprenticeship and training who has the full authority and responsibility for
diretting all government apprenticeship programs to that respective jurisdiction
Most at these directors are furnished state staffs with which to operate stateadmin
eaered apprenticeship programs as agents of the federal government In these same
.cite. and territories the US Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training also employs

state director of apprenticeship and training.- a secretary. and. in most cases.
additional field staff that is charged with exactly the same responsibilities as are
principally assigned to the state programs as lead agencies in their respective juris
dictions The federally-furnished staff persons in these 32 states and territories
are .imply not needed. and there is no viable justification for the continued expench
tore of federal funds for their employment

What is needed includes the possible supplementation of the state staffs through
the pro% e.lon of federal grants:possibly requiring state matching monies, to the cer
tilled tote and territorial apprenticeship programs. the development, production,
and distribution of self-teaching audio-visual training materials to complement each
re(iignited apprenticyable occupational craft, and the development, production. and
writ-Kano:1 of tests for the certification of skill attainment to the pursuit of coinpe
tency lia,ed apprenticeship training Support for the development of an expanded
formal apprenticeship program throughout America requires the deliberate pursuit
f )(lb analyses and the manufacture of relatedinstruction materials for each ap-

prenticeable craft m the ne.t few years This has been done cur a small number of
the ',Ito apprenticeable occupations thus far at a cost of approximately. $2 million
per tract This need .hould be responded to by the US Congress with major appro.
;illation to the U S Bureau in each of the next several years until this job is come
;rifled

' Veder.il budget for Bureaus of Apprenticeship ,end Training for fiscal icar 1*.icl was
:I% 7 {7 ,M14t tor ear P: sass for fiscal yrnr is SI i.169.01,0 anti for fiscal scar
1 ; .,11 tae ? t ; ' Itht

" Fspenslitures for ;in, ate ,ocational and technical school training in 19all were art estimate
.4 41 billion isith some of this subsidised by public funds. part:el:lark, under the veterans
tr noon; programs and nun h of it be,ond the means of persons sith lira red earnings and
!motile The estomste of formal tr.lining and education financed by tndutrs are not very de
pi tillable but a hest guess is that btssern billion and SS Milton 'sere spent in 19ald. exclude
ing the "age and alms iost for t raining during work hours Taggart. p

\lam tomparmis ar, m.e.nng large amounts on training and des elopment of thew employ
m Zorne training budgets mat the Rdeh budgris of compantes Cameron

ire tior Carries ale estimates that mplosers are nisi-sting morr than £.1f, billion annually
formal rmilinee training animate p i Also, White Muse Confrrcncr on Productisit,

Report of the rreparators Conference on Pris ate Sector Initiators, l'Otsburgh. August 1-
: ;Washington The White House, p

merlins, are no. spending hemeen :in and Sr, Milton a ,sear on training costs,
mil if the 0.14 emplosees alanes are int !tided in these estimates the:, aggregate to SZI bit

Ism Wilde !louse ( oriference on rroductod Report of the l'reparator, Conkrrnce on
!Immo, fie.ourty St Loom Nto .luny /Washington The White Ifouse, l'Ia.t), p t
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An expanded federal apprenticeship program desperately needs to furnish the
states with promotional materialsliterature. supporting letters and T.V. spots for
the apprenticeable crafts. A promotional campaign not unlike the campaign con
ducted by the armed forces is needed for recruiting young persons into apprenticea
ble occupations.

The existing resources of the Bureau should be redirected to these efforts immedi-
ately. however. I recognize that this will not happen unless the Congress directs
that this be done I recognize the interests of those U.S. Bureau staff members who
reside in the various SAC states Many of them are not interested in moving and
many may not be qualified to pursue the alternative activities that I advocate for
the U S Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training What can be done immediately is
for the Bureau to adopt a policy of not filling any vacancies arising in its staff
within any of the SAC states and territories There are now many vacancies. How.
ever. unfortunately, with the lifting of the federal freeze on hiring, the Bureau is
moving quickly to fill these unneeded positions. This is sad.

1 appeal to you for your assistance in redirecting the activities and resources of
the US Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and in obtaining the resources that
this vitally important program requires.

AN ADEQUATE NATIONAL APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM

A comprehensive national apprenticeship training program should include. (I) a
nationwide determination of all apprenticeable occupations: (2) the establishment of
precise training standards for each apprenticeable occupation: (3) the provision of
governmentdeveloped instruction materials, including competency-based training
modules, for all apprenticeable occupations: (4) the provision of validated competen
cy-determinable examinations for each skill: (5) certification of journeymen and re-
latedstruction instructors: (6) the provision of employer and employee promotion-
al materials. (71 financial and training assistance to state agencies that certify ap-
prenticeship programs, (81 relieving apprenticeship agencies of the responsibility for
enforcing Equal Employment Opportunity requirements; (9) tax incentives for ern
ployers to encourage them to develop apprenticeship programs: and (101 member-
ship of apprenticeship management professionals on manpower-development adviso-
ry boards and planning commissions.

STATE APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS

In addition to reorganizing the federal apprenticeship program, there is an urgent
need for the states to Independently reassess their apprenticeship activities. In the
long run every state would be better off by investing considerably more funds in its
highskill training programs This is being necessitated by the growing number of
dislocated and displaced workers. by the changing technology in the work place. and
by the need to spend tax dollars allocated for vocational education more efficiently

Apprenticeship has proven to be a good investment of the taxpayer's money.
States generally realize a two-fold increase in tax revenue as paid by the skilled
craftsman for each dollar the state spends on promoting his or her apprenticeship.

Most states need to increase their appropriations for apprenticeship training by a
factor of ten Notably. many states provide at least one home demonstration agent
for each county while apprenticeship programs are staffed with only a few individ-
uals statewide " Consideration should be given to staffing every Industrial county
with at least one apprenticeship representative.

It ia, also important to point out that apprenticeship is a training system that is
not limited exclusively to either a union or non-union environment alone. It is clear
that n works effectively in any setting where there is an apprenticeable occupation
and where there is a serious intention on the part of a program sponsor to train
aprentices In North Carolina. for example, there are 34 programs of the about 1.350
programs that are currently registered that have any form of union involvement.
which amounts to about two and one-half percent of the total number of programs
On the other hand about ninty-seven and onehalr percent of North Carolina's regis-
tered apprenticeship programs have no union Involvement

' North arolinn has county agrtrulturen1 ngenta located in its 100 Counties Of these 185
arr home demonstration ngents These employees nre funded 2.1 percent by local county govern
mrnts, 4.: percent by thr Federal Government. and 42 percent by the State government
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NI w TEACHING TECHNOLOGY

Both the emergence of new science and technology with its accompanying new
high-skill occupations and the development of new materials machines, and process.
es relative to the older apprenticeable occupations necessithtt the continuing devel
opment and refinement of the curricula used for training journeymen craftworkers

Indeed, in an address before the North Carolina Job Training Coordinating Coun-
cil Ottober 1$. I9S:i. at the Raleigh Hilton in Raleigh. North Carolina, Dr. Carl
Dolce Dean of the School of Education, North Carolina State University. University
of North Carolina. pointed out that even "'Basic Skills' include the development of
attitudes, motivation, and discipline. as well as the ability to analyze, think crittcal

and comprehend
Audio-visual technology and the arrival of multi-channel cable television open up

new opportunities for the development and provision of more accessible, more effi.
tient, more thorough, and less expensive quality training Individualized instruction
al media such as programmed learning, educational television and the use of the
home and business computer provides a whole new opportunity for arming our na
tions work force with the skills that the workers need in order to enjoy employ.
merit and that the nation needs in order to be internationally competitive.

The provision of an entire library of audio-visual curriculum materials for all of
the nation's apprenticeable occupations is estimated to cost between $1 and 35 W.
lion dollars depending upon who the contractors are and how well they are super.
isd Some proprutory sponsors of apprenticeship have developed high quality full.

turriculum mattbrials at a cost of approximately $2.000.000 per cumuclum
The International University Consortium for Telecommunications in Learning

presents a model in liberal arts teaching technology for also establishing a similar
consortium of business and government for telecommunications in the teaching of
technology and gkills

The corporate campus is a tremendously large and growing adult educational pro-
i rain' Corporate America is using teletraining. interactive video, programmed in.
.truetIon, electronic libraries and corporate computers to train and educate its ern.
ployees

"At our bank. we have a fully staffed and equipped video production studio which
produces 7n training videotapes a year to go along with the heavy classroom train-
ing we do

The nation must also begin to take seriously the challenge of providing continuing
education to adult students who often may be displaced workers We must begin to
understand what we can about the adult learner We need to find our what mot'
%%des flit- adult learner We need to discover the educational media that appeals to
the adult learner. especially those who have not been in a formal educational set
tiro g for many years We also need to inaugurate a program capable of transcnpting
the adult learners' successful completion of certified courses

We need to try to discover newer educational instruction media such as telecom
ferencing. interactive educational technology. and others that appeal to the adult
learner New instructional technology provides the United States a great opportuni
ty to improve and expand educational opportunities in a quality manner

The Iiitermitionaf University Consortium (or Telecommunications in Learning Uric I is a
oat project supported in part by the Carnegie Corporation of New York It's address is the
Center of Adult Education Adelphi Road and University Boulevard. College Park. Maryland
20712 and PO Il t to Owings Mdl., Maryland 21117 The telephone number of the College
Park addreso is tot, t.".4-tai'27 and the telephone number of the Owings Mills address is 13011
Co: ',4,00 The International University Consortium (or Telecommunications in Learning now
h... ni.nor program The Consortium is committed to providing members of this program
,sith .1 Itichelor's degree curriculum (or adults who cannot. or choose not to, enroll in courses on
,/a1T1/111, lull time f(f( rolirig.4 are in thre areas of study Technology In Management. Beha
vori.11 and ca ial Sciences, and Flom:Indies The Consortium develops its own courses and
adapts flnh.h ()pro University rourteit IUC curreith has access to 140 Open University cours
es iteseloped hj eminent scholars and brondcasting experts at a cost of roughly 3700 million

The British Open University wn. chartered in 1969. by 19SO it was enrolling 90,000 students a
.ir and had ..11,0011jjraduntes The first IL/C students were enrolled In September. 1980. in the

...Sett I natittetiona and affiliated hromicasting sersices selected to participate in the pilot year
IUC coin.r ikselopment processes, teaching method and many of its original materials were
Amity(' from the highly acclaimed Itrilish Open Unisersity In its second yenr. WC operated in
11 stasis In .1111 19'42 17 ingtstotionii and 23 televsmon stations and cnhle system. belonged to
the Coniiiirtioto
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OMPETENCY-HASEI) APPRENTICESHIP

Traditionally, formal apprenticeship has been organized on a time basis with an
apprentice typically spending four or five years working with a journeyman
craftworker while taking 1-1-1 hours of related instruction each year Completion of
the time resulted in the ending of the apprenticeship and certification by the em-
plover that the trainee had become a Journeyman craft-worker While this time-
based .ipproach has not always been successful and has left many employers discon-
tented with the end result, new teaching technologies have opened the way to the
prinision of competency-based or proficiency-based apprenticeship training

Competency-based apprenticeship allows an apprentice to advance at whatever
rate is comfortable for that trainee while assuring that "completion" signifies a
mastery of both theory and proficiency associated with the craft

Competency-based or proficiency-based apprenticeship requires standardized tests
to determine each apprentice's mastery of a required minimum level of proficiency
necessary for becoming a journeyman There is little justification for each state to
design produce, and validate these tests separately Not only would the costs be pro-
hibitiee, but the validation part of the process requires larger numbers of tested ap-
prentiket, than most states have for a given trade In addition, there is a need for
recognition and registration of qualified journeymen on a national basis Indeed, one
of the services that a national apprenticeship program should provide is a nation-
ev ide registration system for journeymen craftsmen With today's computer technol-

, such a system could be easily developed
National curriculum committees need to be established for each recognized craft

Mese «munittees should be charged with reviewing and recommending standards
as well .is for developing minimum curricula for each apprenticeship program The
establishment of a national institute for high-skill training would be invaluable for
inerseeing the design, development, and manufacture of quality related-training
and testing materials A proposal for such an institute to be established at the state
IV% VI by North Carolina is attached as appendix E

Such ,in institute could monitor new developments that impact upon high-skill
rafts and it could accelerate the adoption of these developments into the craft

training materials The institute could also fill several important voids in this coun-
try's eovational education apparatus by being a training center to train and up-
grade the teachers who are needed for local-based vocational education, (2) assisting
in the design of curricula and tests, i3) providing training in crafts where the scarci-
te it journeymen prohibits local training, and 11) initiating training and comple-
mnting curricula for newly identified crafts

APPRENTICESHIP FINANCING

It is again important to note that the nation's apprenticeship program is an em-
plueer financed training system While 'here is no proposal that this be significantly
changed, it is suggested that government incentives be inaugurated that will en-
coinage a much greater use of employers resources in behalf of formal apprentce-
ship training

l'he role of governments in the apprenticeship program is circumscribed The gov-
ernment s role is that of a catalyst/ facilitator, promoter/organizer, minimum stand-
ard &terminator, program certifier, and guarantor of availability and accessibility
l'he role of governments is not conceived to be that of a deliverer of training as pro-
gram sponsors

The appropriate role of governments, nevertheless, requires an adequate level of
funding that has not been experienced in past years

Financial resources are critical to the success of the apprenticeship system in the
Pouted States For example, the states, such as Nortth Carolina, that operate a state
apprenticeship council are on their own, financially There is no subsidy from the
federal government for the states acting to carry out the business of the federal gov-
ernment in apprenticeship Moreover, even the most well-financed states suffer a
significant underfinancing of their apprenticeship system As a further example, it
has been recommended that there be an increase in the size of the apprenticeship
field st.ia- in North Carolina by approximately 30 workers "in order to market and
sere ice apprenticeship at an appropriate level The North Carolina General Assem-
ble has been unable to find its way clear to give the financial support required for
such .1 significant initiative It is obvious that the federal government has the re-

\firth ( arolina (tirrentIN gate-employed apprtnticeship staff consisting of a director
an assistant director, six cleri(11 and It. field representatives
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sources to fund the states to this level of staffing and could financially justify it on
the basis of the present tax income generated by apprentices that are presently reg-
istered, with any additional apprentice-generated tax income being, essentially, a fi-
nancial boon to the government.

There is little doubt that training and remediation activities for persons of limited
employability are profitable According to the best available evidence, short-dura-
tion local classroom training raises earnings by a tenth in the year after termina-
tion, while training on-the-job yields increments almost twice as large. Comprehen-
sive residential training for the most disadvantaged youths pays off in earnings
gains of a tenth as well as large reductions in crime and dependency Moreover, the
impacts of local classroom and residential training pays off more than proportion-
ately Every dollar spent on residential training yields at least $1.45 in social bene-
fits, according to conservative estimates of the current values of benefits and costs
and after accounting for alternative real returns on the same resources Local class-
room training returns an estimated $1 38 for each dollar invested, while the payoff
of on-the-job training is substantially greater The investment in remediation and
training is, thus, at least as profitable as the investment in higher education, and it
is profitable despite labor market conditions which currently militate against train-
ing and despite correctable shortcomings in programs and policies.'"

Equally important is the fact that apprenticeship training is a good business deal
for government According to a recent document prepared by the acting administra-
tor of the United States Department of Labor (USDL) Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training, state and local government receives about $17 000 in taxes paid by ap-
prentices for every dollar it spends in administering the apprenticeship system,
while the apprentices are in training, not years later From the standpoint of simple
enlightened self interest, it is incredible that the United States has not made ap-
prenticeship its number one priority for worker training. It is obviously the only
recognized training system that is more than totally self-supporting while the train-
ing is taking place It should also be pointed out that the acting administrator of the
USDL Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training used an average apprenticeship wage
of about $4 00 per hour in making his calculations, while in "poorly paid" North
Carolina the average hourly wage of apprentices exceeds $6 000 per hour, thus, the
return to government shown in the referenced administrator's report may be consid-
ered substantially understated on a national basis.

Oftentimes those formulating new legislation desinged to promote and support a
new or expanded endeavor such as increasing the supply of military hardware) re-
alize that the supply of craftsmen in the American workforce required to achieve
the desired goal is inadequate Typically they propose sonic measure to promote
high-skill training in the occupations necessary for the fulfillment of the stated ob-
jectives The objectives, however, are seldom achieved because the drafters of the
legislation overlook the fact that it is the state and territorial governments and not
the federal Government that have the principal responsibility for promoting and
registering apprenticeship programs Legislators seldom allocate resources to state
agencies to enable the agencies to expand their efforts to promote and register de-
sired apprenticeship programs Because state agencies are servicing all the recog-
nized apprenticeship programs that their current resources will permit. efforts to
expand the training of high-skill craftsmen will be futile unless additional resources
,ire provided to the agencies It should also be pointed out that most state govern-
ments are experiencing economic hard times because of the current recession. As a
result. they are decreasing or. at best, leaving unaltered their appropriations to ap-
prenticeship promotional, approval, and accrediting agencies Even where appro-
priations are not cut, inflation continues to erode these agencies' rates of productivi-
ty in generating journeyman-level craftsmen

It is often the practice of Congress. when drafting new legislation, to provide "set-
aside- funds from those monies appropriated for the purpose of carrying out the
proi,Isions of an act in order to assure the proper funding of special emphases of a
particular program CETA and JTPA, for instance, provide for "set-asides" for the
funding of the -Job Corps." but do not provide for any "set-asides" in behalf of ap-
prenticeship, These acts. as well as Section 2306 of the Vocational Education Act
and future legislation in support of maintaining a viable military industrial manu-
facturing capacity should all provide for "set-asides" in behalf of formal apprentice-
ship

Despite inadequate government promotion, apprenticeship training continues to
be a iable process for producing journeyman-level craftsmen The public, the em-
ployer and the employee all benefit from apprenticeship Such training is an eco-

' ^ Taggart p N II
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nomical approach to producing craftsmen because (1) private employers, using pri-
vate machinery kind resources, pay for the training and (2) the training process
takes advantage of the proven ability of a recognized journeyman-level craftsman
while simultaneously producing a marketable product. The sale of the end product
usually offsets a large part of the training costs Public educational institutions
could not begin to duplicate most industry -run apprenticeship programs because of
the prohibitive cost of materials and machinery

Whenever the United States takes manpower development seriously, the future of
the Nation's economy will brighten and the Nation will be enabled to deliver on its
promise to her people of providing "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness".

APPENDIX A

THE FITZGERALD ACT, H R. 7274

AN ACT to enable the Department of Labor to formulate and promote the further-
ance of labor standards necessary to safeguard the welfare of apprentices and to
cooperate with the States in the promotion of such standards

Be a enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of Labor is hereby authorized
and directed to formulate and promote the furtherance of labor standards necessary
to safeguard the welfare of apprentices, to extend the application of such standards
by encouraging the inclusion thereof in contracts of apprenticeship, to bring togeth-
er employers and labor for the formulation of programs of apprenticeship, to cooper-
ate with State agencies engaged in the formulation and promotion of standards of
apprenticeship, and to cooperate with the National Youth Administration and with
the Office Of Education of the Department of the Interior in accordance with section

of the Act of February 23, 1917 (39 Stat. 932), as amended by Executive Order
Numbered 616(i, June 10, 1933, issued pursuant to an Act of June 30, 1932 (47 Stat
1141, as amended.

St:c 2 The Secretary of Labor may publish information relating to existing and
proposed Libor standards of apprenticeship, and may appoint national advisory com-
mittees to serve without compensation. Such committees shall include representa-
tives of employers, representatives of labor, educators, and officers of other execu
tive departments, with the consent of the head of any such department

SEC 3 On and after the effective date of this Act the National Youth Administra-
tion shall be relieved of direct responsibility for the promotion of labor standards of
apprenticeship as heretofore conducted through the division of apprentice training
and shall transfer all records and papers relating to such activities to the custody of
the Department of Libor The Secretary of Labor is authonzed to appoint such em-
ployees as he may from time to time find necessary for the administration of this
Act. with regard to existing laws applicable to the appointment and compensation of
employees of the United States Provided, however. That he may appoint persons
no employed in division of apprentice training of the National Youth Administra-
tion upon certification by the Civil Service Commission of their qualifications after
nonassembled examinations

SEC 4 This Act shall take effect on July I. 1937, or as soon thereafter as it shall
be approved

Passed the House of Representatives June 30. 1937

APPENDIX B

JOINT MEMORANDUM TO THE CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

From The Department of Labor and the Office of Education
In re apprenticeship
There seems to be some question in the minds of the committee members as to

which phases of apprentice training relate to labor standards and which relate to
education It is clearly and officially recognized by the President. the United States
Office of Education, the United States Department of Labor, the National Youth
Administration. the American Federation of Labor, various national associations of
employers, and State governments that there are two distinct groups of responsibil-
ities and functions in the promotion and subsequent operation of plans for appren-
tice training One group deals with the apprentice as an employed workerthe con-
ditions under which he works, his hours of work, his rates of pay, the length of his
learning period. and the ratio of apprentices to journeymen so that overcrowding or
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shortages of skilled workers in the trades may be avoided in large part. The second
group of responsibilities deals with the apprentice as a studentthe related techni-
cal and supplemental instruction needed to make him a proficient worker and the
supervision and coordination of this instruction with his job experience

The United States Office of Education and educators generally have not conceived
it to be a part of their function in providing educational training for apprentices to
give consideration to problems which relate to labor standards. Mr Frank Cush-
man, Chief of the Trade and Industrial Education Service of the United States
Office of Education, has stated, We think there are two groups of responsibilities
In apprenticeship' One group has to do with labor standards, wages, hours, quotas,
length of apprenticeship period, etc The other group has to do with education and
training of apprentices Mr Thomas Quigley. professor of industrial education at
the Georgia School of Technology, and vice president of the American Vocational
Association, said recently. "Certainly the vocational schools and their staffs do not
wish to entangle themselves in the wages, working hours, and labor disputes in-
volved in apprenticeship agreements any more than they do in other issues extrane-
ous to the -schools' one great job of training and coordinating such training."

There also seems to be a question in the minds of the committee members as to
whether the two distinct phases of apprenticeship can be most effectively furthered
nationally by a single administrative agency or by the two Government agencies
which have jurisdiction, experience, and facilities in the respective fields. It has
been amply demonstrated that the responsibilities in connection with the apprentice
as an employed worker can best be carried on by the State labor department which
is charged with the general responsibility of improving working conditions and fos-
tering the well-being of the workers, and that the responsibilities in connection with
the apprentice as a student can best be performed by the State board for vocational
education These State agencies in turn look to the United States Department of
Labor and to the United States Office of Education for leadership and research and
for the determination of national standards in their respective fields.

Except in a few States there has been no adequate machinery developed to pro-
mote uniformity and give adequate protection to employment standards of appren-
ticeship Partly because of lack of interest in apprenticeship on the part of employ-
ers and partly because of this lack of machinery, this vital system of training for
the highly skilled trades has not kept pace either with the needs of industry or with
the opportunities for employment in the skilled trades The United States Employ-
ment Service, as a consequence, warns that unless apprentices are put on now,
within a very short period of time there will be a real shortage of skilled workers in
many of our most important industries. Labor has repeatedly expressed itself in op-
position to any apprenticeship program that does not provide proper safeguards for
labor standards If young workers are to be apprenticed to prevent this impending
shortage, the trade-unions must be assured that the boys' interests will be safe-
guarded, that labor standards will be upheld, and that the apprentice will not be
put on at the expense of the older worker The agencies that can gain the coopera-
tion of the trade-union movement with employers in the development of the labor
-tandard phases of apprenticeship are the labor departmentsFederal and State

With funds for apprenticeship promotion on a national basis, the Department of
Labor will be carrying out the purpose for which it was created, to foster, promote,
nd dmelop the welfare of the wage earners of the United States, to improve their

working conditions and to advance their opportunities for profitable employment."
It 1..01 in no v.ay encroach upon the work now being done by the United States
Office of F -location but, on the contrary, as evidenced by the activities of the Feder-
al Committee on Apprentice Training during the past 2 yea's, will vitalize and
gre.itly nt rease tht demands upon the school authorities for preapprentice training,
related instrt Won for apprentices. coordination of this instruction, with job expen-
em.e. the prt [iration of trade analyses and outlines of instruction and for specially
trained teachers to carry on these functions

APPENDIX C

The North ( aro' Ina Derartrnent of Labor has assembled the following informa-
tion in ret.ponz4 to inquiri. s about occupations in which many of the nevi jobs will
occur in North Carolina
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ANTICIPATED ANNUAL AVERAGE 10B OPENINGS FOR PRIORITY OCCUPATIONS RANKED BY HIGHEST

ANNUAL AVERAGE 10B NEEDS 1983-90, NORTH CAROLINA STATEWIDE TOTALS

(Nu ectotuts Gut are amentctatie are edcated yen the numbs( ol years ol trammt tem*, neared)

Ocautorol Cescnarn

PeVenteeable Iona Job cpenangs

Yes /No
'tors

tr annt [4mM RA:02-
meet

Total

Stenographers No 7,063 3.920 10.983

Clerks, general office No 4,445 2.910 7.355

Clerks, sales No 1,766 3,081 4.847

Nurses aides. adobes Yes I 2.271 L334 3.605

Truck drivers Yes I 2.268 1,234 3502

Cashiers No 1.368 1,629 2.997

Assemblers No 2.152 569 2.721

Waiters and waitresses No 1.695 845 2,540

Nurses, licensed practical Yes 1-2 1.369 1.006 2.375

Nurses. registered _ No 1,376 897 2,273

Sewing machine operators _ No 662 1.513 2.175

Food aeparabon and service workers. It food restaurants No 1.246 746 1.992

Maintenance repairers, general utihty Yes 2 -t 1,354 550 1.904

Sales managers, retail trade and store No 713 1.099 1,812

Mechanics. automotrve Yes 3-4 951 569 1,520

Stock clerks No 879 640 1,519

Heavy equipment operators Yes 2-4 839 661 1.500

Carpenters Yes 4 607 845 1,452

Mechanics, heavy equipment Yes 3-4 816 411 1,227

Ponce and detectives Yes 1-3 920 233 1,153

Drafters - Yes 2 955 187 1.142

Keypunch (data entry) operators No 608 318 926

Electrical, electronic technicians Yes 2-4 722 166 888

Plumbers and/a apefitters Yes. 4 439 397 836

Electricians Yes 4 490 315 805

Welders and flaroecutters Yes 1-2 505 182 687

Machinists Yes 4 459 185 644

Computer systems analysts No 503 77 580

Computer programers Yes 2 467 72 S39

Painters, construction and/cr maintenance Yes 3 236 289 525

Precision machine operatives Yes 1-4 373 125 498

Computer °pinatas Yes 1 418 73 491

Clinical lab technologist, technicians Yes 1-3 320 135 455

Diesel mechanics Yes 3-4 288 156 444

Cement masons Yes 2-3 191 129 320

Designers Yes 1-2 177 119 296

Mechanics, heating, an coMitioning, and refrigeration Yes 2-4 166 91 257

Structural steel workers Yes 3 138 63 201

Health record technologist, technicians No 66 39 105

Totals 42,281 27,810 70,091

Ire stew torteovIt otorrnatee Ns been asseMNed Cy ire ?kelt Grams Oetsgteent of OW from the best estmates voetled by miry
(was any (s rot the Drake( 04 a smile survey or study

APPENDIX D

PROPOSAL. FOR A FF.DERAL PROGRAM TO ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN ECONOMIC.
CONSTRUCTION. AND LABOR STABILITY IN THE HOUSING INDUSTRY

By John C Brooks Commissioner of Labor. State of North Carolina. and Vice
President. National Apprenticeship Program. Inc

The backlog in needed construction of housing for Americans has reached an
alarming level Even though the housing industry is now operating at only 43 per-
cent of capacity, the point of inelasticity in production can be reached within six
months time and looms as precursor of critical economic conditions for the nation in
the near future On this Labor Day one can not help but observe the disastrously
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high level 01 iimiliplo%ilient and note particularly the irony of unemployed horn-
builders in the Lieu 01 al national crisis with regard the need for significantly more
housing lot Americans

The tollovking proposal is made made mindful of the Nation's commitment to the
true enterpiise systt m and the integral part that free enterprise plays in our hous-
ing inklustr% anti market and the integral part. in turn, which the housing industry
plays in our tree enterprise system, as well as the part that government already
plays in the housing industry and market It is today recommended that the United
States teo%ernment embark upon a lettered housing program %%hitt) has as its princi
pal obit cti%es the establishment and maintenance of stability in the housing indus-
try Dm purposes ut pursuing such ubjet,t tws are to assure the availability of hous-
ing to meet the cations needs at affordable prices reflecting "protected'. values, to
aid the reestablishment ut economic stability generally, and to train a labor force
1 a pabit of and employed continuously building a minimum of L000.000 units of
housing for Amerikans a nn ua I ly , without in any way impairing our free enterprise
sy stem

Die United States has a history of establishilg and supporting commodity stabih
/atm) programs 11., is a proper role of go%errment This proposal does not suggest
that government take over the responsiblity fur providing Americans the housing
that they need It does ad%okeite. however. that the government foster economic sta-
bility, foster stability in the labor market, and assure the ability of the nation to
pro% ide a minimum number of additional housing units each year

Diu United States is generating a need for additional housing units at an annual
rate of 2. tilll.000 or more As recently as four years ago the journeymen-level crafts-
men in the tIghteen building trades and their helpers had the capacity to construct

toilsome otitis of housing each year Beyond that number the housing industry is
urgently tut Itn-t it. Today the housing industry is producing at the rate of approxi-

mately 1.000,ui1t units annually There are many craftsmen and helpers unem-
ployed Many of the former employees have left the industry Many will never
make themselves available to this industry again because of their frustration with
the k%clical and seasonal employment, unemployment vhich it has provided them
Ilea many of these tratftamen No ill be unavailable in the future remains to be deter-
mined

It takes lour or live years to train journeymen electicians, plumbers, carpenters.
sheet metal vorkers. etc Relatively fee% are in training today A critical shortage of
these craftsmen is imminent

As interest rates recede. many of the 7,;(10.000 (print) units who desire housing,
but %%he, have restrained their demand for housing Goring the past decade because
they lt.lt that they could not afford it in the current financial market place. will
conclude that the time has armed to seek their long-desired units of housing This
may result even though a fall in interest rates is not commensurately reflected in a
Lill ui the rusts of home mortgages Just out of the realization by millions of would-
be hum buyers that the availability of more desirable and acceptable home mort-
gages is nut in the offing As these home buyers enter the housing market. demand
%%dl rise from the current 'mei of 1.000.000 units per year Demand can and will
rise to the level of 2,306,0011 units annually in a short span of timepossibly within

months as compared to the four years required to tram Journeymen-level build-
s is Demand, because of the pent-up backlog, will significantly exceed 2,300.000
unit annually

hen this happens. those unemployed building craftworkers and their helpers
%Alio are willing to. %%ill rejoin the home construction industry Nevertheless.
demand potentially %%ill exceed supply %kithin a year's time The total unmet
demand for lln-ta will approximate 9,S00,000 units of housing I The result %%ill be sig
niticant increases m the costs, and value, of housing

Ihis 'mans that conditions in the housing industry and the housing market will
most likely lead the next, and successive rounds of inflation As inflation ballons to
tveny and t%%e. nty-fike percent annual levels. the federal government most likely
vv ill again take the steps to deflate the economy. leading to successive periods of re-

ssion Intere.st rate:, vv ill most assuredly loom back up And much needed housing
%%ill become even more out-of-reach for the average American family

flw eins%%i r' A ant part of the ansv)er must be the expansion of the hous-
ing industry to enable it to meet demand as that demand shoots by the industry's
current maximum level of ability to supply 2..100.000 units. or less. of housing annu
all% sue h am epammoa requires the training of craftsmen vkho are not now in
t raining

tire, al Z,Ol.Itt get people interested in learning a trade and committed to
pursuing the rekiiiired foci -year curriculum vhen half of the relevant industry is
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closed down" This is clearly 11 /filet-finial and national challenge which the housing
Industry can not meet by itself either today, or at any time in the near future.

This is where the people of America join in through their corporate representa-
tion in the United States Government The nation should establish a federal hous-
ing program designed to contract with private builders for the construction of such
number of housing units annually which represents the difference between the
number of housing units that private enterprise is constructing on its own initiative
and 2000,1)011 units Observing that the median price of a house in America in 1981
was ;7'2.-10000, the government should probably contract to have built townhouse
and condominium-type housing with a retail value of approximately 350.000-
$60,000. although the kind of housing might reasonably vary in different locales Re-
flecting national policy objectives to foster land conservation, minimize fuel con-
sumption, and promote urban revitalization, these housing units should probably be
near-downtown, multi-family developments

This housing should not be placed on the market for sale at this point, but should
be rented or leased Whenever the private housing market exceeds 2,000,000 units
annually, the United States Government should discontinue its construction pro-
gram and proceed to place such number of housing units on the market for sale as
represents the publicly declared excess of demand for housing over 2,000,000 units
annually The number of federally-owned housing units offered for sale should be
increased in accordance with a schedule reflecting total demand in excess of
2 000,000 units annually until they have either been exhausted or the number of
housing units being built by the private sector on its own initiative again drops
below 2,000,000 units annually

This sell-off program, perhaps needless to say, will not augment the supply of
housing when demand exceeds the level of 2,000,000 units annually since it can not
be counted twice depending upon whether it is rental or for-sale property, but the
sell-off program would be a feature designed to reduce the government's investment
in housing at such time as that purpose could best be pursued without impacting in
an undesirable way upon the construction of housing units by private builders on
their own initiative Moreover, the sell-off program would be an added feature de-
signed to reduce the inflationary impact resulting from housing demand significant-
ly exceeding supply on future occasions In other words, the governmentally-initiat-
ed built housing might be rented at a loss, while this loss might be recovered when
units are later sold at market prices reflecting inflated value due to scarcity.

An accomplishment of this program would be that it would protect jobs for the
highly skilled artisans who are already in the building trades, and whose skills are
needed both to construct the housing that Americans need and to train the highly
skilled building craftsmen for tomorrow Most of the journeymen in the building
trades are the product of on-the-job training formal apprenticeship programs. These
training programs must continue in recessionary periods as well as periods ofpros-
perity if the nation is ever to be prepared for prosperity, but currently they are not
keeping pace

A feature of this federal housing program should be the establishment of a re-
quired formal apprenticeship training program inclusive of all construction projects
that are a part of the program This would provide a source of journeymen to the
private sector in periods when the economy is recovering and expanding.

Even now it is likely that the implementation of this proposed federal housing
program would be too late to forestall the next cycle of inflation caused by the con-
ditions that have been described above, however, implementation in the near future
would hopefully and reasonably impact favorably upon the next cycle and help to
forestall successive cy.cles thereafter

Areestmc E

MEMORANDUM

To Members of the North Carolina Board of Science and Technology
From John C Brooks
Date November I, 1983
Re establishment of Center for Applied Technology and Skills

The draft of the proposed final report of the Governor's Task Force on Science
and Technology addresses recommendations to the State's needs for technical train-
ing and employee retraining to each of Chapters II, iii, and IV These recommenda-
tions while helpful do not actually cover adequately the needs which are sought to
be addressed In keeping with the theme of the report, "New Challenges for a New
Era Progress Through Innovation. Education and Research in North Carolina,' I

64
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should like to conccy fur the Board's consideration for inclusion
in its final report which might pull together helpfully these recommendations on
technical training and retraining into a more comprehensive proposal with a more
specific focus

There are some 24.000 occupations which are defined by the U S apartment of
Labor and which are pursued in our society Of these. 800 are considered to be high-
skill nun professional These are the skills whose masters are termed "journey-
men The predominant current existing educational mechanism in North Carolina
fur training persons in these SOO crafts is through formal apprenticeship training
'mauled by private employers through on the-job-training Most of the training pro-
vided through this mechanism is neither duplicated nor complemented through any
institutional curricula ur related training The training for most of these crafts is
now of four to five years duration

When une reviews the spectrum of educational institutions provided by the State
ul North Carolina. one finds a gap in the educational structure with regard to the
o vistence of any instituiun which is charged with generating and offering curricula
in these particular skills

The two-year community college system predominantly offers liberal arts curricu-
la with a few high-skill related courses which are in themselves insufficient to train
journeymen level craftpersons These institutions have neither the faculty, laborato-
ry facilities, nor libraries adequate to tram journeymen-level craftpeople. The provi-
sion uf an adequate faculty would require faculty salaries from 50 to 100 percent
higher than the maximum currently authorized within the community college
syster This is partly due to the fact that journeymen-level craftpeople in North
Carolina are currently averaging approximately $27.000 annual income and are na-
tionally aceraging almost $37,000 annual income in the private sector The provi-
sion of adequate libraries and laboratories for hands-on training would require the
expenditure uf significantly more monies oy the State and local governments than
any current appropriations which are being contemplated would conceivably supply

The university system generally picks up technical curricula in the professional
occupations, however. the system does provide some curricula offerings which would
complement needed curricula in some of the apprenticable occupations The appren-
ticeable lx.i.upations are characterized by both a high level of understanding of
theory and mathematics, and the development of proficiency in manual manipula-
tion A list of these apprenticeable occupations is attached in an appendix.

Set forth below is a proposal for the establishment of a Center for Applied Tech-
nology and Skills in Raleigh. North Carolina.

LOCATION OF FACILITY

It has been determined that the State no longer needs as many centralized psychi-
atric hospitals as it now has As a result of this determination, there is under way a
project to phase out Dorothea Dix Hospital as such a facility It is herewith pro-
posed that the Dorothea Dix campus, with its two thousand acres and dormitory
space. be converted into a residential Center for Applied Technology and Skills The
concersion of the physical facilities into a Center for Applied Technology and Skills
could be achieved within a short period of time, would save the State millions of
dol.ars in capital expenditures for such a facility, and would be a very practical con-
version of the existing facilities The proximity of this institution to North Carolina
State Unicersity would highly facilitate attracting competent faculty members,
permit the avoidance of duplication of basic educational courses which such a center
would otherwise require, and provide access to a major library which would reduce
some of the needs of duplication which the establishment of a comprehensive re-
search library for the new center otherwise would require

MEETING THE NEED FOR QUALITY ACULTY

rhv kind of Center for Applied Technology and Skills which is needed in North
Carolina requires a highly Skilled faculty capable of conducting research, designing
curricula. developing and validating 'ests, and capable of teaching graduate stu-
dents Tt, have an effective institution requires a -critical mass' of competent facul-
ty members It is nut enough. even if it were possible. to have a single competent
faculty person at a random community college who might undertake to design cur-
ricula and tests and conduct research in a given apprenticeable occupation Over
and beyond the problem uf an inadequate faculty salary schedule to attract such a
ptrson, such a faculty member would not normally be attracted by the professional
status and professional support system furnished under such conditions The estab-
lishment of a Center fur Applied Technology and Skills would offer faculty members

28-768 0 84 5
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the required professional litmus and support system needed to attract the quality of
faculty members such an institution would need to have to be successful

The faculty salary schedule established for this kind of facility could take into
consideration both the added responsibilities and higher mission of th facility and
thus accommodate the need to have competitive salaries sufficient to attract the
needed faculty. This would mean that the faculty salary schedule would be consider-
ably higher than that which is presently available to the community college system

An additional mission of this facility would be to train the faculty which our com-
munity college system is in need of to accommodate the provision of as much of the
curricula for teaching applied technology and skills as might be usefully and appro-
priately distributed to and implanted in the various institutions within the commu-
nity .ollege system. Such a facility or institution might also design and administer a
certification system for such teachers

MEETING THE NEED FOR CURRICULA

There is currently no institution In North Carolina where curricula for courses in
applied technologies and skills are developed and updated. To begin with, there is
not currently a faculty in place in North Carolina capable of designing the curricula
which is needed in these areas The level of expertise and ability which this require-
ment demands will have to be assembled if the job is to be done One of the benefits
of establishing a Center for applied Technology and Skills is the assemblage of a
lak ultv capable of developing the curricula which are needed in North Carolina for
trawing persons with the marketable skills demanded in the work place The curric
ula which are designed at this center may be disbursed for use in the high schools
for use at the junior and senior levels, in the community colleges, and in public and
private institutions of higher education, as well as at the center itself

MEI:TING THE NEED FOR WELL-EQUIPPED LABORATORIES

Trw four to five years of training which is normally required to produce journey
nicn level necessitates the students developing manual proficiency
through hands-on experience with the tools and resources of their trade This re-
quirement can be met in one of two ways on a practical basis (1) through the utili-
/anon of the equipment and resources of private industries in the normal produc-
tion of the products of business, and 12) through the provision of facsimile facilities
iii laboratories of an educational institution While the first alternative is most eco-
nomical and in many instances will be the only practical approach due to the exor-
bitant expense of the type of equipment and resources required to develop manual
proficiency, the provision of laboratory facsimile training facilities will be desirable
in many situations to accommodate large numbers of students, to facilitate research,
.111d to provide training opportunities where a complete training facility is not avail-
ablt in a single business in North Carolina The kinds of laboratories that the teach-
ing of applied technology and skills required are very, very expensive to establish It
van cost in thousands to millions of dollars to equip a single laboratory for the
teaching of a single craft It is not reasonable to contemplate that the community
ollege system of North Carolina will have the resources from either the State or
local Z/urLe:, sufficient to equip adequate laboratories for the teaching of very many
high technology and skill curricula Currently. the community college system of 58
institutions has only a handful of schools which offer well-equipped laboratory facili-
ties for the teaching of more than four crafts.

While the State as a whole may need WIN high-skill craftpersons a year trained
in a given craft. the need, when distributed throughout the State. often does not
just ifv the establishment of a well-equipped laboratory at a single existing COMMU-
1111 aollege The assemblage of a sufficient number of students to make the offering
of a curriculum and the provision of a well-equipped laboratory efficient and eco-
nomical suggests that in many instances a residential institution is necessary in
order that the students wishing to pursue the training can assemble in a central
location where a well-equipped laboratory can be provided

MEETING THE NEED FOR TEST DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION

fhe teaching of applied technologies and skills requires the ability to certify the
students achievements and proficiencies upon completion of individual modules of
training There is currently unavailable adequate tests for determining this certifi-
cation One of the roles of this particular center would be the development of tests
and their validation
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mil-TING THE NEEDS Or STUDENTS

In many instanks this Center for Applied Technology and Skills would offer cur
rieula which is otherwise unavailable in North Carolina. An example of such a cur
riculum would be one to tram elevator mechanics.

In cases where .1 curriculum has been implanted into the community college
system, students pursuing the third and fourth year level of the program could
transfer to the .enter where the advance levels of training are available and where
al faculty 1$ assembled capable of teaching these levels of the curriculum A faculty
can." of teaching these advanced levels of such curricula can not be found in the
Comm :ray college system today

This center would also be a facility for training new faculty members both for the
.enter and other institutions which might teach components of the curricula which
the .enter generates It also would have the capability of guiding the work of gradu
ate students in vocational education

MEETING THE NEEDS Or TIIE EXISTING WORK FORCE

Many of the persons who are in need of training opportunities in North Carolina
are already members of the work force and are already employed One of the func
bons of the center, and a very important one, would be the designing of training
programs which an be implanted In existing businesses for the utilization of work

who arc on the job These programs would permit workers to retrain for the new
tee hnologies which are introduced in the industries in which they are already work
tug

MEETING TIIE NEED FOR RELATEDANSTRUCTION MATERIAL

Whitt thin is some high quality related instruction material already in existence
for k,ome of the n1/0 high skill occupations. most of this material has been produced
by proprietary interests which either restrict access to the use of the material or
sell its usage per student at an unreasonably high price There needs to be at least
one facility In North Carolina with the audiovisual production capacity to produce
related instruction materials which can be packaged and distributed to the high
schools and community colleges for use in the classroom as well as for use in !earn
ng labs wherever they may exist This function of a center of this kind could oe the

one which has the greatest impact upon opening opportunities for training in many
occupations to women, blacks, and others to whom opportunity is now denied. The
equipping of an adequate production .enter for related insttoction materials would
require both experow.t equipment and high priced editors and production personnel
that lain only be efficiently located in a single facility in the state of North Carol'
na Adequate related instruction materials are generally unavailable in North Caro
lira today The lack of a capacity for production of this kind of material is impeding
the provision of mole curricula in the apprentaceable occupations today

MELTING THE NEED FOR RESEARCH

Then is a tremendous need not only in North Carolina, but in all of America. for
tit conduct of significant research in the teaching of vocational education The con
,lust of creditable research requires a good faculty, well-equipped laboratories, a

01,11 library, grants, and a supply of research fellows The conduct of research is not
out of the kontemplated activities of the community college system Research with
regard to, the teaching Of applied technolowes and skills in apprenticeable occupa
tams is not kart ntly being conducted to any significant degree in the University of
North Carolina Tht kind of .enter that is contemplated in this proposal would sup
pert the conduct of significant research in these areas of vocational education A
tat alt% of substamt could be assembled that 15 of sufficient size to support the
worthwhilk activities of research fellows who might be attracted to this facility

NtEETING THE NEED FOR LIBRARY SUPPORT

A lieekalized library of materials is necessary if the kind of curricula develop-
ink lit and research set forth above Is to be conducted in the State of North C.rolina
Thk rk is currently no assa rublage of materials anywhere in North Carolina adequate
fur this need In fast, then ark few library assemblages of materials of this kind
any t% 11, re in Amtnca Mic,. The best library of this kind of material of which I m
.ivart is a WAS) %tuumt tulle. tion at Ohio State University While that particular
collection i. available fdr use at the location in which it is situated, it is not a lend-
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mg library The second beta library of this kind of material may be at the Universe
ty or Texas

No one institution within the community college system nor the cent-al commune
ty college administrative offices themselves have adequate resources, or are likely
ever to have adequate resources, with which to assemble a library sufficient to sup
port curricula development and research in the apprenticeable occupations if the
State as serious about providing training opportunities an these crafts, a library will
have to be assembled to accommodate this need.

MEETING THE NEED FOR etimacstioNs

A professional cadre of teachers and training directors in North Carolina's high
schools, colleges, community colleges. and private industry in the fields represented
by the apprenticeable occupations needs the support and information which can be
provided through publications and journals addressing their particular fields and in
terests Such publications and opportunities for publication do not currently exist in
North Carolina Those persons in these are of vocational education are without
the supply of information and support which is nided to keep them abreast of new
developments and which are needed to develop a high level of professional compe
tence in these fields It would be practical to establish a location for the generation
of such a publication or journal at the proposed Center for Applied Technology and
Skills

MEETING THE NEED FOR GRANT DEVELOPMENT

There are many opportunities for the development of grant proposals for submis-
sion to federal government agencies and private industry which would Lorre to the
benefit of research and development of curricula, curricula materials. and the estab-
lishment of demonstration projects in promotion of furthering the provision of qual
ity training opportunities in the apprenticeab!e occupations Most of these opportu
nities for the submission of grant proposals are not pursued in North Carolina be
cause there is no one with the time and resources to write the grant proposals and
to pursue the procedures required for obtaining and administering such grants. Mil
!ions of dollars in grants could successfully be procured for furthering the work con
templated for the proposed center were a staff assembled with the skills needed for
this activity Given the assignment and resource.. to puree grants, the public would
be amazed at the amount of funds that could be generated through this activity. A
case in point is the recent offering of grants to the states in the Appalachian Region
by the Appalachian Regional Commission for innovative programs An the provision
of skill-training in the Appalachian Region

MEETING THE NEED FOR F.STARLISHING EMPLOYMENT POLICY PLANNING

While an elf urrently underway through a labor market information task
force to develop a mechanism for the State of North Carolina state government to
begin to cullett and forecast labor market information, as a member of the task
force. I tan report that it is unlikely that any significant inroads will be made upon
collecting an adequate amount of labor market information sufficient to be the basis
for any useful forecasting activity in the near future Ultimately, the development
,f talxi: market information and forecasting on A useful basis toward the end of de
%eloping an employment policy and planning the effective use of the State's re
sour. es for training North Carolina's work force in needed occupations will have to
revive upon an assemblage of persons who are not currently on the State's payroll
This function may very well be one that can more logically be performed by the
assemblage of persons contemplated through the establishment of the proposed

cntt r for Applied Technolog. and Skills This function would complement the re
search which this kind of center would be conducting anyway

MEETING Tilt' NEED FOR A BROKERAGE AGENCY

Then is a rule that needs to be played by some institution in the State of North
Carolina that is not currently being played by anyone This role is a combination of
beim, catalyst and a bruker in working out cooperative arrangements between

rrhim .it. public and private educatit,nal institutions. and private businesses in
the provision of ocat.onal education training opportunities The administrative
ff.ce of the community ccIlege system does not and cannot effectively pie: this role
because of its jurisdictional limitations Vocational training curricula need to be de
sa,ned which are then implanted. I n some instances in high schools. in some in
.lances ,n community colleges. n some instances in private colleges. in some in
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tenets ui hr.uu6i of the l uieirsitv..Unl In IILII1) instaciLes in individual business
is .lddition.il k plicuiming konqaments or IntX11111:5 of a green Lormuluto which
Interlake with those which .ire implanted in these situations need then to be proved
ed in other institutions The distribution of these programs in geographical areas of
the State is yet another dimension of the brokerage activity which sh"uld reflect the
determinations of labor market forecasting and student employee Laming needs
and requirements There needs to be a central facility with the ability to compre-
iii lid the entire provision of oti_upational education opportunity in the State of
North Carolina The proposed Center for Applied Technology and Skills %Amid ac-
commodate this need

CONCLUSION

The establishment of the proposed Center for Applied Technology and Skills
would assemble the resources necessary for effectively and efficiently providing the
moth needed services in support of the provision of adequate vocational education
in North Carolina The esUblishment of this center would fill a very significant void
in the educational structure of the State This center would hate the resources and
the kr-akal masse necessary to be successful. This center would not be in competi-
Loa with the Lurrent community college structure of this State. but would complete
this existing system in very important needed ways and would, in fact. strengthen
our community college system significantly

Enclosure.
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Mr. BROOKS. In response to the question of Congressman Er len-
born's, I would like to just call attentionand I will include in my
full remarks, the entire joint memorandum to the chairman and
members of the Subcommittee on Appropriations for the Depart-
ment of Labor House of Representatives of 1937 submitted by Fran-
cis Perkins, then Secretary of the U.S. Office of Education, and J
C. Wright, then Assistant Commissioner for Vocational Education,
a very significant statement published in 1937. And I just want to
quote it from a three brief statements from this joint memoran-
dum.

First of all, it points out, that
There are two distinct groups of responsibilities and functions in the promotion

and subsequent opernuon of plans for apprentice training One group feels with the
apprentice as an employed worker, the conditions under which he works, his hours
of work, his rates of pay, the length of his learning period, and the ratio of appren-
tices to Journeymen so that overcrowding of shortages of skilled workers in the
trades may be avoided in large part.

The second group of responsibilities deal with the apprentice as a student The
related technical and supplemental instruction needed to make him a proficient
worker and the supervision and coorwnation of this instruction with his job experi-
ence

And skipping over, a continued quote:
Partly bevause of lack of interest in apprenticeship on the part of employers and

partly because of this lack of machinery, this vital system of training for the highly
skilled trades has not kept pace either with the needs of industry or with the oppor-
tunities for employment in the skilled trades.

The United States Employment Service, as a consequence, warns that unless ap-
prentices are put on now, within a very short period of time there will be a real
shortage of skilled workers in many of our most Important industries

And skipping further, and continued quote:
It will in no way encroach upon the work now being done by the U S. Office of

Education but, on the contrary, as evidenced by the activities of the Federal Com
mute(' on Apprentice Training during the past two years, will vitalize and greatly
oat-ease the demands upon the school nuthorities for pre-apprenticeship training,
related instruction for apprentices, coordination of this instruction with job experi
enve, the preparation of trade analyses, and outlines of instruction, and for specially
trained teachers to carry on these functions.

Again, this is from a joint memorandum of 1937 And as Dr. Bob
Glover said in his opening statement, essentially in answer to a
question. There has been no fulfillment of what is stated in this
joint memorandum. That which I just indicated was a commitment
from Francis Perkins, then Secretary, U.S Office of Education, and
J C Wright, Assistant Commissioner for Vocational Education,
has not come to pass. And the coordination needed even today be-
tween the U.S. Department of Labor and the U.S Department of
Education to fulfill this commitment is still in the future.

There is not any evidence of any activity in a period of over 40
yearsnow 46 yearsto fulfill the promise of this joint memoran-
dum to the members of the Subcommittee on Appropriations in
1937

With that, I would relinquish this opportunity to Don Grabowski,
and then answer any questions you might have.

Mr ERLENBORN [presiding]. Mr. Grabowski.
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STATEMENT OF' DONALD J. GRABOWSKI. DIRECTOR. EMPLOY-
ABILITY DEVELOPMENT. STATE OF NEW YORK DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL. ASSOCIATION OF
STATE & TERRITORIAL APPRENTICESHIP DIRECTORS

Mr. GRABOWSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Donald J Grabowski, the president of the National Associa-

tion of State & Territorial Apprenticeship Directors, which is an
organization of State government officials with the principal re-
sponsibility for the promotion, registration, supervision, and cre-
dentialing of apprentice training programs in their respective
States and territories.

We are deeply grateful for the opportunity to present our views
on apprentice training because we believe the willingness of this
committee to look at apprentice training indicates that its impor-
tant contributions to the Nation's skilled human resources are fi-
nally beginning to be realized.

You have heard a number of comments today which are ample
evidence to what I am going to say The problem with apprentice
training is that it works It is a silent success And it is also one of
our best kept secrets Each month and year, thousands of appren-
tices complete their training, become fully skilled workers who im-
prove the Nation's productivity through their work in meaningful
career jobs They are proficient in thousands of skilled occupations
and they are the heart of the Nation's productive capacity.

As you heard earlier, the cost to Government for this array of
skilled workers is minimal. Private sector program sponsors pro-
side wages and almost all training costs. Apprentices are employed
taxpayers from the first day of their enrollment.

Government's contribution to apprentice training is limited to
providing staff support for the promotion, administration, supervi-
sion, and credentialing of apprenticeship. From the taxpayers'
point of view, apprentice training is the most cost-efficient employ-
ment and training program operating in the Nation today.

Having said all that, Mr Chairman, and being preceded by a
numbe'- of witnesses who have given ample testimony to it of the
obvious advantages of this program, yet, apprenticeship today is
largely unrecognized. often misunderstood, poorly supported at
both the State and Federal levels, and fragmented in its adminis-
tration.

We commend the committee for its beginning of an overview
which we hope will correct these shortcomings.

The first essential step to forestall this loss of apprenticeship
training in our Nation is that the program be recognized by the
Congress and the Department as an important component of the
Nation's employment and training programs and policies.

It must be recognized as the key to skilled development and the
thousands of apprentice graduates must be acknowledged as the
core of our Nation's skilled worker resources and the key to im-
proved productivity

This simply can't happen without the action we hope the Con-
gress will take
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We have four specific recommendations that we sincerely hope
the committee will consider and the first is, to our way of thinking,
the most important:

The Congress must adopt a clear, concise national policy on ap-
prenticeship training. That policy should emphasize its importance,
its costs efficiency, and stress the necessity to expand and improve
the program.

You have heard comments about linkages, and we believe that
the statutory language relating to apprenticeship should firmly
link it with other employment training and education programs. It
must have an identifiable priority among employment and training
programs.

The national policy needs to go one step further, as Dr. Glover
pointed out It needs to spell out appropriate roles for Federal and
State governments to insure that scarce resources are not used to
perform functions best delivered at another level of government.

We in NASTAD believe that the registration of apprentices and
programs, the day-to-day supervision of program operations, and
the credentialing of skills and experience acquired are best per-
formed at the State level.

U S Department of Labor efforts can be most effective when
they are directed toward a targeted promotion of the program, the
forging of linkages with other employment and training programs,
which, as you have heard from previous witnesses, is a formidable
task, and the provision of technical assistance and oversight to
assure minimum standards on the part of the States.

There is more than enough work available for everyone, Mr.
Chairman, there is no need to duplicate efforts.

NASTAD wants a strong, effective Federal/State partnership
and substantial expansion of effort at both levels.

Our second recommendation concerns the need for a current reli-
able national apprenticeship data system.

We simply must know the kind and quality of apprentice train-
ing being conducted nationally by State, by occupation, and indus-
try Unless we do, we simply cannot plan and make the kinds of
linkages that are so necessary to bringing this program to full frui-
tion.

Several witnesses have commented about the relationship of ap-
prentice training to high-tech. In New York State we have done
several studies on this and we find, first of all, that apprenticeship
is in fact at the heart of much high-tech industry today, as was
mentioned by several previous witnesses.

It is not a question of developing a system to enhance high tech-
nology occupations. That system is already here. We need to recog-
nize it and to expand it.

Third, and in order to get the States to establish and accept the
kinds of responsibilities that they need, apprentice training incen-
ti% es need to be offered to the States. As was noted by previous wit-
nesses, some States have accepted their responsibilities, others
ha% e not yet gotten started. Some form of incentive needs to be de-
%eloped so that all States will accept these obligations and allocate
sufficient resources to fulfill them.

And, finally-. as was noted by previous witnesses again, there is
an important need for updated related instruction curriculae so
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that apprentices, particularly in the related-Instruction portion of
their progiams, have the opportunity to become familiar with the
latest equipment and devices. and to understand how it works

There are a number of successful model programs already link-
ing apprentice training with secondary and postsecondary level en-
deavors throughout the Nation We need to Identify those, to pro-
mote their expansion, and to provide the kind of support that is
neLessary so that this program can make the contribution it is able
to make to our national human resources.

The temptation to leave things alone and hope for the best Is
'very strong But when a skilled development effort like apprentice
training does not yield the benefits it could, it is indeed broken,
and It needs to be fixed

We hope that you and your colleagues, Mr Chairman, will con-
tinue your oversight in the apprentice training area and we stand
ready to 5, ork with you in your efforts to fashion appropriate im-
provements

Thank you very much for the opportunity to be here.
'The' prepared statement of Donald J. Grabowski follows.]

r mai) SIATIMI -NT OF DONALD J GRABOWSKI, FOR THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
STATE & TERRITORIAL APPRENTICESHIP DIRECTORS

Mr ( HAIRMAN I ani Donald J Grabowski, President of the National Association
S.: Territorial Apprenticeship Directors, an organization of State Govern-

!it UffillaiS cLith principal responsibility for the promotion, registration, superci-
,ion Lredentialing of Apprentice Training programs in their States and Territo-
rik. We deeply appreciate the opportunity you and your colleagues have given us to
prek nt our clews on Apprentice Training Your willingness to review this impor-
tant 'abject indicates that Apprentice Training's important contributions to the Na-
tions killed human resources are beginning to be recognized

\pprtntice Training is a silent successone of our best kept secrets Each month
old year thousands of apprentices complete their training and become fully skilled
worker. who improce the nation's productivity through their work in meaningful
Lareer jobs They are proficient in hundreds of skillea occupations, they are the
heart of our nation's productive capacity

The Lost to government for this array of skilled workers is minimal Private
,Ltur program sponsors provide wages and almost all training costs Apprentices
,ire employed taxpayers from their first day of enrollment During these proceed-
ing, coo will hear many representatives of these private sector programs who an-
nually -Tend hundreds of thousands of their dollars to train the nation's future
skilled workers

tkoc t rimuolt s contribut -1 to Apprentice Training is limited to providing staff
-kippor t kir thL promotiei Ldministration, supervision and credentialing of appren-
tikkhip From the taxpayLts point of clew, Apprentice Training is the most cost-
elf. nt employment and training program operating in the nation today

Despin Ouse obc musk advantage to all concerned, apprenticeship today is largely
11111-I'l °gni/v(1 Ater, misunderstood, poorly supported at both State and Federal
II cell. ,Ind fragmented in its administration We commend you and your Committee
lkii bt ginning an u.ers v.v. which we hope will promote efforts to correct these short-
L orni ngs

t nle.s positive actions are taken at the federal level. Apprentice Training prob-
ill Lunt inue at about Liu-rent levels and fail to yield the benefits it could pro-

>ule to our nation and its youth The absolutely essential first step necessary to
lartstall thl. low ts for Apprentice Training to be recognized by the Congress and
the Dt partment of libur as an important component of the nation's employment
and training programs and policies It must be recognized as the key to skill decel-
opna nt and the thousands of skilled apprentice graduates must be acknowledged as
the core of Our nation s skilled worker resources and the key to improved productiv-
ity Ord% alter that awareness becomes generally accepted throughout the nation
Lill it ht reflected Ir. federal and state employment and training policies and plan-
now. This cannot happen cc ithout the action by the Congress
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The Federal statute on apprentice training has remained unchanged for many
years Its existence is seldom acknowleged in employment and training legislation
Thus. Federal and State roles and responsibilities have become blurred, operating
procedures often overlap, and the develop of effort from State to State is very
uneven Two decades of employment and training legislation have failed to recog-
nize Apprentice Training as an essential component of national, state and local
planning and programmatic activity The result has been lost opportunities for
youth. lost skills for our workforce and lost revenues for government

To correct these shortcomings, we urge the adoption of the following recommenda-
tions

I i The Congress should adopt a clear concise national policy on apprentice train-
ing The policy should emphasize its importance and cost efficiency, and stress the
necessity to expand and improve it Statutory language should firmly link it with
other employment, training and education programs Apprentice Training must
have an identifiable priority among employment and training programs Our na-
tional policy statement should spell out appropriate roles for federal and state gov-
ernment to insure that scarce resources are not used to perform functions best de-
livered at another level of government For example, NASTAD believes registration
of apprentices and programs, day-to-day supervision of their operations, and the cre-
dentialing of skills and experience acquired are best performed at the State level
U S Department of Labor efforts can be most effective when directed toward target-
ed promotion of the program, forging linkages with other employment and training
programs under Department of Labor supervision, and the provision of technical as-
sistanke and oversight to the States. There is more than enough work available for
everyone, there is not need to duplicate efforts

t 2J US Department of Labor should create a current reliable national apprentice-
ship data system We must know the kind and quantity of apprentice training now
beng conducted nationally. by State, occupation and industry Unless we do, plan-
ning and linkages are impossible Furthermore, a national data system is essential
to expanding skilled training in the high technology industries and growth occupa-
tions whit. h will provide stability of employment and satisfying careers to youth
while enhancing our productive capacity

(3J The Congress should offer apprentice training incentives to all States We
should have incentives for States which already support apprenticeship staffs to
expand their efforts, and encouragements for those which are not yet meeting their
responsibilities Most states have their own State Apprentice Training laws, regula-
tions and appropriations, but some do not Federal polices and incentives should be
developed to insure that all States accept these obligations and allocate suficient re-
sources to fulfill the While economic self-interest probably will produce the same
result over time, we cannot afford to wait if we wish to remain competitive in world
markets

(41 Federal and State educational agencies should develop updated related instruc-
tion curriculae Apprentices must have the latest technical information in their oc-
kupations and the opportunity to use and become familiar with the electronic de-
vices upon which tomorroWa industrial works will be built Successful model pro-
grams linking apprentice training with secondary and college level training already
exist, and offer the best practical way to meld private sector efforts with educational
systems

Selling success is not easy The temptation to leave things alone and hope for the
best is very strong When a skill development effort like apprentice training does
not yield the benefits it could. it is indeed broken, and needs to be fixed You are to
be commended. Mr Chairman, for recognizing this fact NASTAD is ready to work
with you, your colleagues and with staff to fashion appropriate improvements
Again. our thanks for this opportunity

RATIONAL AND STATE GOVERNMENT APPRENTICESHIP GOALS

A primary goal in all government apprenticeship activities is the protection of ap-
prentices and the establishment of acceptable labor standards

There are three additional goals which government seeks for apprecticeship They
are

li Expansion
Both the concept and the system of apprenticeship should be expanded through-

out the public and private sector work force Apprenticeship is a time-tested, cost-
effik lent training system which produces highly skilled workers to meet present and
emerging state and national skill shortages Expanded apprecticeship will Increase

73
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the nation s defense tapabilities, improve worker productivity and strengthen state
and national competitive efforts in economic development

Qua/it,
In order to be effective, apprenticeship must be a high quality program which

Lombines learning on the job with theoretical instruction in the classroom Since
gLkernment Lrdentials the apprenticeship experience. its important to have a clear
definition of apprentkeable oL.Lupations and a strong supervisory system to monitor
the quality of the program Quality of training is best measured by the labor and
management participants through performance testing

f1)Ateess
GoLernments must insure that all citizens have equal opportunity to participate

in apprentkeship programs This requires wide dissemination of information about
apprenticeship opportunities and accurate statistical reporting on participation
rates to identify problems and progress

GOVERNMENT APPRENTICE TRAINING ACTIVITIES

In order to aLhiew the stated goals, federal and state governments must under-
take a variety of activities Among them are

Ii Promotion
This involves widespread 'selling" of the concept and system of apprenticeship to

prop Ric l'Ncr expanding number of skilled trade training opportunities It also in-
dudes promotional activities among the general population, especially applicant
target groups, to promote general knowledge of the opportunities and understanding
that they are open to all

i2Inerelopnient
Sound apprenticeship programs require realistic OJT and classroom training out-

lines wh ch meet minimum standards for competency in the occupation and produce
workers with the skills industry requires Training programs must clearly show
what will be learned, when and how Development of strong programs is the basis of
expansion since it illustrates what can be achieved by use of apprenticeship.

/.1) Registration

The certification and credentialling function must accurately identify all pro-
grams and apprentices It forms the basis for recordkeeping, compliance with laws
and regulations and the issuance of government certificates.

Seruieing

A regular ph3,sical review of apprenticeship programs and enrollees is required to
insure proper program operation and to provide an opportunity to correct problems,
Nerd') and updt.te records, note needed changes, and establish the basis for creden-
tialhng

Mr ERLENBORN Thank you, and I want to thank both of you
Let me direct a few questions to you, and either one of you may

answer these, or both
First; I think you both have made the point that the Federal

Government needs to improve its administration of the Apprentice-
ship Act Mr Brooks, I think, suggested that we have personnel in
the States that is duplicative and unneeded.

Let me ask Do you think that we need for any of these purposes
amendments to the basic apprenticeship law, or is it more a matter
of allocation of resources rather than spelling out duties and re-
sponsibilities?

Mr BROOKS Mr Congressman, the Fitzgerald Act of 1937, as you
are aware, is a very brief act. It is more of an umbrella act. In fact;
apprenticeship, in my estimation, would be well served by a corn-
pletel) new statute, spelling out much more parallel, for instance,
to the Vocational Act and other educational acts, and the JTPA
Act. the particulars that are anticipated for the program and the

7,1
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responsibilitiesand including the establishment, as I will spell
out in the larger expanded, extended comments that I will file with
you, the establishment of an institute to help promulgate the relat-
ed-instruction material that is so vitally needed.

There is so much support material that is needed for which there
is no reason for the different States to duplicate effort and expense
in producing the goods. This is the sort of thing that could be eco-
nomically, effectively, efficiently done on a national basis for the
entire country, and moreover, because of the limited resources in
terms of people who are knowledgeable in these areas, capable of
providing these support materialsit makes a lot of sense if we are
going to do it, to combine resources and do it on a national basis.

I would much rather see major allocations of resources directed
in this effort. But a national piece of legislation spelling out these
functions as well as what I would contemplate the reorganization
of the Bureau and essentially elevating it out of the current area of
the U.S. Department of Labor in which it is located.

The problem right now, in short, if I may pick up on what some
earlier speakers were saying, is that within Assistant Secretary
Angrisa,,i's division, the appropriations that have gone to CETA
and JTPA, in the next biennium, essentially we are talking about
$6 billion. But we have talked about 4, 5, 6, and at the height, $14.6
billion to CETA. This has overwhelmed the staff of the Employ-
ment and Training Division of the U.S. Department of Labor.

I notice one of the former directors of the Bureau here. But I
asked him several years ago, and again at his retirement, how
many times he had even seen the Assistant Secretary. I believe if I
am correct, he reported to me he had seen him to talk with him
twice since he took office in this administration.

There has not been any time on the part of the hierarchy of the
U S. Department of Labor for this particular interest within that
division because they don't see it in the budget and personnel in
their Department, because they see billions of dollars for CETA
and JTPA, and $15 million, just petty cash money, for apprentice-
ship.

This is why it is so down played when, in fact, it is worth a com-
plete division within the U.S. Department of Labor because the
money is not Federal money for apprenticeshipit is billions of
dollars of private money. But that needs coordination to be effec-
tive, and that is what is missing.

It is just as important, and, in fact, in my estimation, in the long
run it is more critically important to this Nation that it be strongly
supported than anything we have ever done in CETA or JTPA and
which, as a commissioner of labor of a State, I have an interest in
as well also. We are trying to perform and effectively carry out
those mandates and those acts.

But in my estimation, neither of them are a shadow of impor-
tance compared to apprenticeship.

Mr. GRABOWSKI. We believe that certainly legislative review and
overhaul is quite essential in this area. No other method exists for
establishing the Federal policy guidance that is needed in this pro-
gram area.

As Commissioner Brooks pointed out, this is the most cost effi-
cient program from government's point of view, a minimal govern-

b 0
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mental elfin t genii ates millions and billions of dollars of private
sector investment Why? Because the program works.

There are some outstanding examples of that, yet, tli program
does not seem to filter up It does not filter up because the promo-
tional and sales effort, the record of success simply has not been
delivered to the general public and even to entire industries which
could benefit from this.

For example, Mr Chairman, one of the areas where we are
making substantial inroads in the expansion of apprenticeship in
New York State is in government employment. Government is a
large employer of many apprenticeable occupations. Yet, the con-
cept of government and apprenticeship seems foreign to many
people.

It is necessary that we think that through because when you
look at it, you find out that it is quite appropriate to use the ap-
prentiLe training system to develop the skilled workers you need in
government and not just the maintenance people, either. For exam
ple. we had computer programers and systems analysts that alb ap-
prenticeable occupations in New York State, as do a number of
other States

The message needs to get out there and it cannot get out there
without that clear signal, that folks mentioned earlier, on the part
of the Congress and the U.S. Department of Labor that this is im-
portant and we have to do something about it.

Mr ERLENBORN. It was mentioned that not all States have their
own apprenticeship department What do you think we can do to
encourage the rest of the States to take action? Does it require
some incentives to be built into the law or merely extort them
through the Department of Labor's stepped-up activity?

Mr GRABOWSKI. Well, extortion has existed since 1937, as Com-
missioner Brooks has pointed out, and it has worked only partially.

We believe that incentives are appropriate, perhaps on a match-
ing fund basis It is important to remember, and I think a part of
our problem, that we are not talking about big dollars here. If we
vv ere talking about $20 billion, we could get everybody's attention.
But we are talking about several million dollars, which, on a
matching fund basis, would go a long way toward getting each of
the States active in the apprenticeship area. The amount is so
small that it is hard to get anyone's attention. But we do believe
that in some form of incentive is necessary to get the States
moving here.

We recognize that there will be some difficulty in balancing that
w ith the States that have historically made a rather substantial In-
v estment and might feel disadvantaged if those who had done noth-
ing for years were suddenly rewarded.

So we understand that the technical problems are a little bit dif-
ficult but we believe that they are not insurmountable.

Mr BROOKS 1 might add, Mr Chairman, and I will again elabo-
rate on this, that It was interesting that when this program was
first funded in 1937, there was a lot of discussion about the alloca-
tion of something like $15,000 for funding the Bureau.

Mr ERLF.NBORN. It is worth about the same amount as $15 mil-
lion. [Laughter.]

Mr. BROOKS. Almost, almost.

28-768 0 - 84 - 6
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But It was succeeded in discussion by an act of Congress that was
adopted to allocate $700,000 for a Will Rogers Memorial.

But the point is that at the time, Government programs of this
kind were not viewed as being of significant responsibility of the
Federal Government. We have seen that changed with the estab-
lishment of the- now- instead of Office of Education, the Depart-
ment of Education, but also with enactment of a lot of public assist-
ance in educational programs like CETA and JTPA, and the kinds
of funds that we are putting into that. As a matter of fact, even
our State OSHA programs that we have have incentives of either
50 or 90 percent Federal funding, depending on which component a
State wishes to pursueIn consultation, 90 percent, and enforce-
ment, 50 percent.

We now have a great deal of experience in providing Incentives
of this kind by the Federal Government as a part of Federal policy
to the States to encourage them.

But this act in 1937 preceded all of that experience. And that is
why it is timely now to be addressing it again and looking at it
through the eyes of the developing and developed Federal policy
and perception of Federal responsibility.

And as an earlier speaker said, when we are looking at the na-
tional economy, this has got to be, must be, of a national conse-
quence and perception And we have a Federal responsibility in ad-
dition to the State responsibilities, and it would be both appropri
ate to appropriate several millions of dollars for matching mono;
In matching the staffs that are financed by the States as well as
perhaps considering some incentive programs such as tax incen-
tives for employers who participate in this.

Both of these approaches would be very relevant and appropriate
for consideration today. We advocate looking at both of these. And
as Mr Grabowski was just indicating, we are not talking about big
money, really, to make a tremendous difference here. In fact, if you
put $1 billion in a 10-year period in apprenticeship, you might kill
it. As a matter of fact, because it is evolutionaryyou can t train
the second and third and fourth year until you train the first year
students. You can't Just throw a lot of money in it and change it

ernight, $50 million to $100 million would make the program fly
in ways nobody has imagined. But that is all the kinds of money
that we are talking about. We are not talking about half a billion.

I hate been very disappointed that with regard to the discussions
of the Vocational Education Act renewal that, in fact, there was no
discussion to have some set aside money in that act of that money
fot apprenticeship. They skirt all around it, but no set-aside money
for apprenticeship.

Just $10 million set-aside out of all of that money would make so
much difference to apprenticeship.

And, again, another act that is pending before the Congress deal-
ing with the training of needed workers for the Military Establish-
ment, yet another bill, again, no set-aside money. The bill itself
talks about the allocation of billions of dollars and yet no money as
a setaside for the actual apprenticeship training.

It talks about training, It allocates money for training, or pro-
poses to allocate money for training. But there is no set aside
money for apprenticeship And apprenticeship is not all of the
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training that the hill eunteniplates, or the same with regard to the
Vocational Education Act It is only a fraction of w hat that bill en-
compasses But without any set-aside money, the experience is. it
doesn't get a proportionate amount reflecting the number of train-
ees in the programit gets zero dollars. And it will only get zero
dollars unless it is called for as a set-aside in those kinds of act.

Mr GitABowsx1 As Commissioner Brooks pointed out in that
regard. one of our largest tasks in reviewing and analyzing and
,uggesting recommendations on legislation is to get into the defini-
tion section. because eerybody walks all around this program and
doesnt simply want to put it in the definition section and recognize
it as an established and important component of our national em-
ployment. training, and manpower policy. And until tnat happens,
every time we work on matters such as this we have to literally
fight our way in the door and go through all of the explanations
that you and your colleagues have heard here this morning.

Mr ERLENBORN I want to thank both of you. You are both ar-
ticulate spokesmen for the program.

1 hate a lot of other questions I would like to ask but our full
committee is supposed to be meeting this hour, so thank you once
again. This concludes the witnesses for today.

Let me also say before I bang the gavel, it is a real pleasure for a
membei of the minority to be chairman for once. [Laughter.]

Adjourned
[Whereupon. at 11 35 a m , the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Material supplied for the record follows]

PREP %RED STATEMENT OF JOHN A GANNON. FRF-SIOENT, INTERNATIONAL. ASSOCIATION
or Flia: FIGHTERS. AFL/C10 CLC

The International Association of Fire Fighters ilAFFI. is an affiliate union of the
WI -CIO. representing 170.000 Professional Fire Fighters throughout the United
states and Canada, and the oldest public employee union Our International Union
has Lit ilued Apprenticeship Programs since 1973 to train fire fighters to meet Na-
tional Professional Qualifications and nos% has more than 16,000 apprentices in
t raining

This training assures quality tire protection and emergency medical services for a
=aihstartial segment of the population Measured in increased productivity, the re-
duction of fire loss. and improved care to the sick and injured, the cost effectiveness
of Apprenticeship Programs is unexcelled

In the past. the offices of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, US De-
partment I if Labor, have been extremely helpful in assisting us in the formalization
of `itandard. of Training and ulth the registration of these standards with the appli-
cable State Agency

The I -\ F F wishes to express its concern over the apparent lack of support for
the B \ T as indicated by staff reductions that in some instances has seriously af-
fected the functional ability of the field offices I understand. also, that projected
plans would still further reduce the staff level in Fiscal Year 1985

on sure that any such further reduction in the staff of this agency will cause it
to become totally ineffective and consequently µill have a severe adverse impact on
the Apprenticeship system in the United States

The Fitzgerald Act, although %critter, in 19:37. contains broad enough language to
enable it to function in the SO's and beyond as the vehicle to insure the development
of highly skilled craftsmen in a cost efficient manner What the Act needs is sup-
port and compliance

I feel that some of the problems being encountered by the Bureau of Apprentice-
-hip and Training are due to the lack of a dedicated budget Dependency on a
budget based on discretionary funds confers second class citi/enship on the rem)].
ent A normal budget process with its associated justifications and hearings %could
provide the necessary Congressional focus on the Apprenticeship Program
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I airs hopeItil that the. Coniniittei will give due consideration to recommendations
that will :support th. maintaiiiim.. of the bureau of Apprenticeship and Training at
effective :_stafling

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL CONSTRUCTORS ASSOCIATION

N1r Chairman The National Constructors Association iNCAi is pleased to be per-
mitted to present for the record testimony to the Employment Opportunities Sub-
committee on Matters of Apprenticeship Training We also appreciate the concern
the Committee has shown on this matter by conducting these hearings

The Natio:ail Constructors Association is made up of A of America's largest na-
tional constructors who design and build major plants for the electric power genera-
tion, oil relining. chenucal. petrochemical. paper. ruining, and metal fabrication in-
dustries

A, a national association working to improve the engineering and construction
services of its member companies. NCA is vitally interested in the continued oper-
ation of apprenticeship programs. especially as they apply to the construction indus-
try

NCA members employ building tradesmen for their field construction operations.
and it is estimated that in 1982. a slow year for construction. NCA contractors ac
counted for in excess of 200 million manhours of work on construction projects na-
t ionwale

Ile apprenticeship training system may not be the total answer to fulfilling the
nation's need for ,killed workers. Experience has shown, however, that it may be
the only successful method to supply skills in construction on an industry-wide
basis It is certainly the most cost effective method of training people to acquire
needed job kill while still performing productive work and getting paid while
they learn Apprenticeship training in the construction industry as we have known
it has turned out well-rounded productive workers who are skilled in the multi-Ele-
cted requirements of qualified building tradesmen. This is accomplished through the
comprehensive blending of on-the-job training with the required course of study that
each apprentice has to master before graduation to journeyman status It should be
noted here that a majority of today's apprenticeship programs have mandatory re-
quirements of a specified amount of time (hours) devoted to on-the-job training and
accomplishing all of the study requirements before any consideration can be given
to joining the journeyman rank. The flexibility of many apprenticeship programs in
the construction industry is shown in the innovative feature of allowing credits for
proven experience gained by the individual apprentice prior to his of her indenture
into a program

Fur the unionized sector of the construction industry, the apprenticeship pro-
grams are a unique success story of joint labor-management cooperation Programs
are sponsored by joint apprenticeship committees where labor and management
share in the duties and responsibilities of program administration. Revenue to fund
joint apprenticeship programs is determined through the collective bargaining proc-
ess where contribution rates are agreed to by the appropriate negotiating commit-
tees who have recognized the need for continued support of effective programs that
will meet the needs of the industry

It is NCA s position that the national apprenticeship program not only remain as
presently established. but some effort be made to strengthen the role of the Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training in setting national standards for regulating and ad-
ministering apprenticeship plans.

The construction Industry is such a diverse industry with so many elements that
the federal government is the only entity that can set realistic guidelines for admin-
istering apprenticeship programs that will serve the construction Industry as a
,6 hole Many apprenticeship programs are regional or national in scope and having
met national standards and certification requirements, can devote their time and
energ to meeting the skill training needs of the industry Any move to decentralize
the functions of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training to the individual states
V6 ould be chaotic and counter-productive The amount of time and cost involved in
certifying apprenticeship programs to meet each and every state's criteria would
put a serious burden on many programs and take away the resources now being
used to promote sound programs to meet the industry needs for trained and skilled
t radesmen

Although the construction industry has been severely depressed in the last few
years. it is also true that the Department of Labor has forecasted that over 2 million
new construction craftsmen will be needed by 1990 Best estimates show that less
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than :al.nou u.ill use a aie being turned out each year by existing training programs
and at this rate, the projected needs for the 1990's will not be met All the more
reason to support and seek to expand and promote apprenticeship programs.

It is a generally accepted fact that American industry in general has been suffer-
ing from a decline in productivity that is seriously affecting its long standing stat-
ure in providing goods and services here and around the world The construction
sector has much to do to improve its own productivity and one of the many ways to
accomplish positive productivity gains Is to give full support to the ninny established
apprenticeship and training programs that are geared to provide the industry with
skilled craftsmen

There is a great deal of discussion these days of not only improving existing train-
ing programs, but utilizing the existing structures and making good use of appren-
ticeship training experience to extend training efforts in the areas of foremen train-
ing. supervisory training. and journeyman upgrading. These efforts should be pro-
moted by all segments of the industry as a continuing effort to meet those needs we
will all race in the not too distant future.

Recent studies have shown that for many reasons there is a desperate need for
the construction industry to greatly improve its ability to develop skills and training
methods that will help this country return to a vibrant economy

In conclusion. the NCA submits that the presently established apprenticeship and
training functions be given the appropriate support and resources to actively pro-
mote programs that will enhance the ability to provide greater employment oppor-
tunities for all people and to explore innovative methods of training that will begin
to meet the needs of tomorrow It is also the opinion of the NCA that any consider-
ation toward decentralization of the apprenticeship training function would consti-
tute a gaint step backward and would not serve to benefit any sector of the indus-
try

A great deal of money and time have been expended to bring the apprenticeship
training programs where they are today and our efforts must be to preserve and
improve on going programs that have shown a willingness to provide a critical in-
dustry with properly trained and motivated tradesmen

The National Constructors Association wishes to offer any other assistance the
Committee would deem appropriate

HONE BUILDERS INSTITUTE.
Washington, DC. November 29. 198.1.

lion Gus IlAwKiNs.
Chuirmon, House Subcommittee on Emplopiscnt Opportunities, Rayburn House

Office Budding. Washington. 11C
MAR CONGRESSMAN FlAwKiNs On behalf of the Home Builders Institute (HBIL

the National Association of Home Builders. I am pleased to submit our views on
apprenticeship Our association commends you for lending your respected leadership
and attention to this very critical issue

The apprenticeship system of the United States is in very serious trouble We
need the help of these persons in Washington most able to help the situation,

There are presently only 300.000 apprentices registered in the United States Ger-
many registers more than 1.300.000 There is little doubt in my mind that this low
level of utilization of the apprenticeship system is a major contributor to the con-
tinuing employment problems our nation faces.

A recent document prepared by the Acting Admin.strator of the United States
Department of Labor. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. stated that for every
dollar spent in administering the apprenticeship system. the government receives
return of 00 in taxes from each apprentice enrolled No other training program
that i know of returns such a handsome investment The apprenticeship system is
not only time honored, it is cost effective

Nly comments will be directed to specific issues of importance to the home build-
ing industry, the sixth largest employer in the country i can tell you there are in.
sufficient apprenticeship programs to serve our industry Almost lost because of the
flume building industry s concern over high interest rates is the undeniable fact
that builders are facing a serious shortage of skilled labor The situation is camou-
flaged fur the moment because of slack production But when the economy com-
plc tes its turn-around. builders must supply shelter for the 2 1 million new house-
hold formations of the 19`,0 s As the true demand for housing returns, we will be
unable ti duce housing fast enough and our lobo; problems will be acute With
apprentice ship a systematic approach to learning by doing a young person
can be productive during the entire period of training
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B, Solt I make ,iat lecomintattlations iu improve and strengthen the appren-
Int system. It t am -d'art a few pertinent statistics about our industry's appren-
(nes!' ,p programs This year approximately 2..100 youth and adult., enrolled in 11BI
apprt idneship programs in seven construction trades Women represented b.,5 per-
cent of the total enrollment in pre-apprenticeship programs. minorities represented
32 percent

In the Northeast Florida Builders Association. of which I am a member. our cur -

rtut I nicillnit sit of apprentices in the fise trades of carpentry, electrical. heating
int! air conditioning, plumbing and sheet metal. has a good mix of minorities, but

success with female representation Although we participate in high school
career days. attend workshops for women in apprenticeship and advertise for
women ,applicants of the 600 construction applicants for our apprenticeship pro-
grams this year. only t; were females Two were qualified for selection We do point
with prItle however, to the fact that our Vice President for Training is a woman. as
is our Training Director Our placement and job retention rate is an impressive 98
percent

The specific recommendations I would like to offer to the Subcommittee on behalf
of the NAIIII Ilona. Builders Institute arc as follows

I Fed( legislation spearhead the development of standardized competencies in
each trade to improve both (111.1(alt1011 and apprenticeship programs

%Ithotigh the apprenticeship system is largely privately financed. it IS in the na-
tional interest to masomze employment opportunities for all cltizens If the federal

ninit tit stimulated the development of standardized competencies in each trade,
inditidual, would lx assured of training that Is industry approved and transferable
ones -.tate line. These standardized competencies would be the basis for integrat-
ing socat tonal education and apprenticeship programs.

Fedt 1,d legislation should not require apprenticeship programs to be registered
through the the Ftder,d Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training or a similar state
agency

%NT( iiticeship predates by centuries any thought of public manpower policies
and amain:, the preserve of ornate employers Thus. industry experts in collabora-
tion with educators and community leaders. should hate the prerogative of register-
ing ,mprentict ship programs The federal government should be concerned only
with the related issues of access. equity, and the protection of apprentices to assure
that training takes priority over production

Federal legislation Shou!d encourage flexibility in determining the ratio of ap-
prentices to Journeymen

flistor ',ally, apprenticeship has been structured on a one to one basis Regula-
r.' .11\ like thte in Florida for the electrical industry. now require a ratio of one
apprtntnt to that Journeymen With the millions of young people needing employ-

-t it is indeed ,t shame that this arbitrary rule denies ,pportunity for
training to young people

I I.'edt rail legislation, and its accompanying regulations. should allow apprentice -
.hip programs to be structured on the bast:, of competencies learned

\LInt ternent nut time, should be the measure of an indisidual's attainment of
urn., man statu, Competency-based instruction. which incorporates written and

,1( rfunnance test,. IS .1 eery successful teaching method Neither the federal or state
..,,.tirnment should et er be in the posItion of dictating specific teaching inethodolo-
gie,

Fick rid legislation should encourage innosatise efforts to link taxational educa-
1011 and apprenticeship programs

t t t r , i r t i c u l a t am IS needed between education institutions and employers to en-
ham' young person s acquisition of basic skills treading. writing. math) and occu-
p it ',nal Collaboratise efforts can help improve the employment status of vo-

itional education graduates and can help employers obtain indlsiduals who are
better prepared for an apprenticeship program.

In .um with rcvect to our country's pressing need to train young people and
adult, for productise employment. it is time to promote a sensible and open policy
,,n oppri titiLthip I urge you Congressman Hawkins. to put forth every effort to
.ti,p thi apprentict -dui, system from atrophying The Home Builders Institute, the

dutational arm of NAIIB. ,bands ready to assist you in this important effort.
Sincerely,

CARMEL MORRIS. Vice President.
Affitote E/ectrica/ Contractor'. The
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iWo.terii Union Mailgram!

INDEPENBENT BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Be (None. Wash. Novem ber .10, 1983

Re testimony for oversight of national apprenticeship program
lion Ataalsrus F HAWKINS.
('hairrnan. Sii&orillnittee un Ensplo,tnent Opportilnities. 11.Se Committee un &Inca

torn arid Labor Washington, 1) C
Dt AR CHAIRMAN HAWKINS AM) MEMBERS OP THE LOMMMTKE On behalf of thou-

sands of small business owners. Independent Business Association of Washington
State %%LAWN to express the concerns and views of small businesses regarding our
Nation's apprenticeship program Unfortunately. we must report that often, appren-
tIceship program,. are being used in Washington State to limit competition between
firms and to restrict work experience for trainees on Federal projects IBA's follow-
ing comments will support these statements

Independent Business Association has been working with several of the specialty
trades in the construction industry in an effort to register apprenticeship programs
with Washington's joint apprenticeship and training council Every such effort has
been met with strong opposition and has resulted in failure

The inability for specialty trades to register a parallel apprenticeship programs in
Washington State is primarily to limit competition This is done through the use of
tilt Federal and State Davis-Bacon Acts which require prevailing wages to be paid
tin Federal and State public construction projects All workers. except apprentices in
ippruved apprenticeship programs, must be paid 100 percent of the established pre-
% ading wage rate Apprentices enrolled in approved apprenticeship programs can be
paid as huh, percent of the established prevailing wage rate Apprentices not
enrolled in approved programs must be paid 100 percent of the established prevail-
ing vvage rate With apprentices often making up 25 percent to 3:1 percent of the
work force un such public construction projects. firms with approved apprenticeship
programs have a clear and sizeable competitive advantage over those employers do
not have approve apprenticeship programs

In an internal review done in Washington's Attorney General's office and dated
May 2$. 1981. the following comments were made

The section in controversy was not added until 1080 There is no clear indication
concerning its purpose or applicability The current regulation can be criticized in
many respects

1 It expands the wage-setting powers of the Department of Labor in areas never
considered under the Davis-Bacon Acts

-2 It mandates wage scales absent collective bargaining.
't It requires new programs to set wages at existing scales, thus eliminating

wage competittons
I 1 he scheme regulates substantive pros ision of contract, which has never previ-

ously been the purpose of the apprenticeship council The council was formed to
create education standards, not set actual wages.

"CONCLUSION

There Is no clear reason why this regulation is necessary It appears to be an
anti trust violation and beyond the council's powers Repeal would be appropriate.
absent some express policy by the legislature

Yet. the rules still remain in force in Washington State Thousands of apprentice-
ship opportunities go unfilled Federal and State public construction projects are not
i ailable for work experience to apprentices whose employers are unable to get ap-
proval of an appropriate apprenticeship program. The committee should understand
that if Washington were a BAT State, such programs would have been registered
many years ago for the benefit of Washington's workers as these programs meet all
of the Federal apprenticeship criteria.

Th- State rule that has been adopted requires that any apprenticeship program
established in an area already served by an apprenticeship program in the same
trade ur craft, that the new program must have the same wages as the existing pro-
gram. or the prevailing wage rate as established by either the State or Federal
Davis Bacon Acts Essentially. these wages are the union wages and non-union con-
tractors are then forced to pay union wages which they were unable to negotiate
themselves in the collective bargaining to set those wages This violates Federal
laws which prohibit enforcement of contracts where all parties to the contract were
not allowed to negotiate the terms of said contract
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RECOMMENDATIONS

I IBA strongly encourages the committee to continue the Federal apprenticeship
statutes to mold anti-competitive and non-educational manipulation of apprentice-
ship programs to restrict competition or facilitate some special interest group or
groups

2 IBA strongly supports the continued existence of the Federal Bureau of Ap-
prentiLeship and Training This is the only Federal agency in a position to try and
stop abuse of the Federal apprenticeship laws as is the experience here in Washing-
ton State

3 IBA strongly encourages the committee to consider legislation strengthening
the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training to enable them to approve pro-
grams in SAC States where the State established unreasonable requirements for ap-
proving apprenticeship programs.

I IBA strongly encourages the committee to review and consider repeal of the
Federal proisons wh!ch prohibit recognition of BAT approved apprenticeship pro-
grams in SAC States for construction industry programs.

Independent Business Association stands ready to assist the committee in any
way to insure the maximum number of apprenticeship training opportunities exist
for workers and employers and that our national apprenticeship programs are car-
ried out as intended and not abused to benefit limited special Interests

GARY L. SMITH,
Executive Director.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT

On behalf of the members of the American Society for Training and Development,
we should like to submit this testimony for the record of the Oversight Hearing on
the National Apprenticeship Act

Our Society represents the largest group of professionals engaged in human re-
source development in the world of work in the U S The field we represent is the
largest and most effective force in the training and retraining of the American work
force and is also in the forefront of the state-of-the-art of job training practices.

Prior to the Hearings, we expressly solicited comments from our members about
the federal role in apprenticeship through our newsletter and directly from our
ASTD National Issues Committee and the ASTD Technical Skills Training Division

Several of the witnesses at the Hearing were provided through our Society.
The comments here are intended to represent a synthesis of the comments and

reactions we have had form our members
I The comment we have had most consistently from our members is that appren-

ticeship programs should be based on demonstration of competencies rather than on
time spent in the program Professionalism in our field is invariably associated di-
rectly with job and career performance improvement and productivity improvement.
The universal objective is to provide the learner the needed job knowledge and skills
by the most efficient means Economic forces, both domestic and international,
argue inexorably that efficient development of the work force is essential for the
economic well being of both the individual citizen and the nation.

We have an extensive body of knowledge about how to determine training needs
for job performance, how to provide job training that will achieve that job perform-
ance and how to assess success in determining that achievement The underlying
premise is the competency-based approach Our Society stands ready to bring the
state-of-the art in job training to areas of need in apprenticeship. We should note
that many apprenticeship programs are now competency-based already, although,
unfortunately, most of these are not in the federal apprenticeship system.

2 We would suggest, as Dr Lyons did at the Hearing, that appropriate Depart-
ment of Labor personnel and others who administer federal apprenticeship pro-
grams receive education and training in modern job training practices. Job training
has changed dramatically over the past decade or so and is still changing especially
with regard to new information and communications technologies.

3 The whole federal apprenticeship system must be able to deal with change The
idence is overwhelming and obvious that jobs change and that what workers need

to know and be able to do to be successful changes continually, sometimes at quick-
ening paces There must be close ties to actual workplace needs

4 The Congress should make every effort to encourage investment in the nation's
human capital through worker education and training The federal government
should provide incentives and remove disincentives to this end Those being trained,
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,iich as apprentit ,huuld out be required to pay income tax on employer-provided
educational assistance that improves their earning and tax paying potential The
federal government should not discourage employers from investing in their employ-
ees' development of their potential by legislating extensive or unnecessary regulato-
ry and reporting requirements The quality of the work force will be the most criti-
cal factor in the nation's economic future.

We should be most pleased to aid and support the Congress in any way we can in
building America's work force

NOVEMBER 3, 1983.
Mr R H WEBB, Jr,
Chairman, Virginia Apprenticeship Council.
Richmond, Va.

DEAR MR WEBB Thank you for your correspondence with respect to apprentice-
ship programs.

The Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities, chaired by Representative Au-
gustus Hawkins, will be holding oversight hearings on the Nation's apprenticeship
programs on November 15 and 17 I have referred your correspondence to that Sub-
committee, to be included in the record in connection with these hearings

I appreciate your sharing your views with me.
Sincerely,

CARL D. PERKINS, Chairman.

RICHMOND, VA , October 17. 1983.
lion CARL I) PERKINS,
Ch,Airrrwn. House Committee un Education and Labor. Rayburn House Office Budd-

ing. Washington. D C
DE1R SIR I am writing to support the holding of hearings this fall on the Federal

\pprenticeship Program I am Chairman of the Virginia Apprenticeship Council,
however, sirce this matter has not been discussed with the Council, my remarks
should be taken as personal Apprenticeship training is vital to the manpower needs
of uur nation This Is particularly true at this time with the shift in worker require-
ments towards more technical workyet with the need for apprenticeship increas-
ing. these is little direction or impetus from the government.

There .ire several concerns that should be addressed by these hearings. First, the
rule tf the government in apprenticeship training needs better definition. This role
is very sirnple from my viewpoint. It should be to encourage and promote appren-
titcship trait-mg particularly in areas where there are manpower shortages. An im-
portant part of this activity is to assist employers in establishing training programs
where help is needed Second. I believe that the unnecessary and expensive overlap
of federal and state agencies in the states should be eliminated In my view, the
individual states should be given the resy.msibility for their apprenticeship pro.
grams They can do the job more effectively and at less cost than the federal
bureau There, of course. will still be a need for a federal agency to coordinate ac-
ti ales of the states and to gather and analyze statistics at the national level.

Very truly yours.
R H WEBB, Jr.,

Chairman. Virginia Apprenticeship Council.

NOVEMBER 3, 1983.
Mr FRANK B SMITH,
Labor Commissioner. Labor and Industrial Commission.
Santa Fe. N Mex

DEAR MR SMITH , Thank you for your correspondence with respect to apprentice-
ship programs

The Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities, chaired by Representative Au-
gustus Hawkins. will be holding oversight hearings on the Nation's apprenticeship
programs on November 15 and 17 1 have referred your correspondence to that Sub-
committee. to be included In the record in connection with these hearings
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I appreciate your sharing your views with me
Sincerely.

CARL. D PERKINS, Chairman.

NEW MEXICO LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION,
Santa Fe. N Alex, October 18, 198J.

I ton CARL. D PERKINS,
(11,Jirm.in. Mime Committer on Ediuution and Labor, Rayburn House Office Build

on,!. Washington. I) C
DEAR CoNl.RI;SsidAN PERKINS It is my understanding that the oversight hearings

on the Federal Apprenticeship Program are now scheduled to be held on November
9th and 10th

I have also heard that there is a possibility that strong opposition to hold the
oversight hearings may develop. This possibility, if it is in fact a possibility, greatly
disturb:- me I feel that apprenticeship is the most effective and cost-efficient
method of training ever der ised, and needs the support of concerned members of
Congressmen such as yourself to help assure that it is given more support at the
national level It is may hope that the oversight hearings will be held as I feel confi-
dent that testimony which will be given during these hearings will be of great as-
oiotance in reversing the preoent trend toward placing less importance on this tram
ing system

I firmly believe if this trend is allowed to continue, the consumers in this nation,
as %ell tit, the %urkers who produce our goods and services. will suffer as a result if
a more pour quality of goods and services caused by workers who are not nearly so
(Aell trainee. ao they would have been had they completed a good apprenticeship pro-
gram

1 respectfully request that you use your influence in every way to cause the&t-
oversight hearings to be held

Very truly yours
FRANK B SMITH.
Labor Commissioner

NOVEMBER 3. 1983

Mr JOSHUA C AGSALUIE
Dirt( tor. Labor and Lidu.triul Relations, State of Hatton. Department of Labor and

Industrial Relations, Honolulu. Hawaii
DEAR MR At.SALLD Thank you for your correspondence with respect to appren-

ice.ship programs
The Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities. chaired by Representative Au-

guotuo M...1(ms. %ill be holding oversight hearings on the Nation's apprenticeship
programs tin November 15 and 17 I have referred your correspondence to that Sub-
committee, to be included in the record in connection with these hearings.

I appreciate your sharing your views with me
Sincerely.

CARL a PERKINS, Chairman

STATE OF HAWAII,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS,

Honolulu. Hawaii. October 20, 198J.
lion CARL D PERKINS.
Choirnion. Mutsu Committee on Edutatzon and Labor. Rayburn House Office Build

Washington, DC
DEAR CONGRESSMAN PERKINS In response to NAP President John Brooks' letter

to me dated October 10. 1963 (copy sent to you). I am sending you a copy of my
ano%,.(r to Mr Thomas F Royals (liaison officer for Congressman Erlenborn)

Sincerely.

Enclosures

JOSHUA C. AGSALUD,
Director of Labor and Industrial Relations.
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NATIONAL APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM,
October 10. 1983

Hon JOSHUA C AGSALUD.
Director. Department of Labor and Industrial Relations,
Honolulu. Hawaii.

DEAR DIRECTOR AGSALUD. In recent months there has been discussion about the
need f,,r oversight hearings un the federal apprenticeship program and activities As
a result of the interest expressed by Congressman John N. Erlenborn, Republican
Representative for the 13th District of Illinois. the ranking minority member of the
Committee on Education and Labor. U.S House of Representatives, such oversight
hearings have now been scheduled for November 9 and 10 in Washington, D.0

Tom Royals of Congressman Er lenborn's staff has speculated that the subcommit
tee might decide to recommend some major change in the administrative authority
over the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and that perhaps it should be
placed under an independent commission separate from the U S Department of
Labor and Education.

The National Apprenticeship Program, the joint organization representing
NAGLO and the National Association of State and Territorial Apprenticeship Direc-
tors ,NASTADL met recently in Washington, DC, with Tom Hague. the designated
new director for the federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training Tom Hague
suggested that the Secretary of Labor and subordinate staff may be opposed to any
hearing being held which might give rise to such a proposal Nevertheless, there is a
great need fur an overall reassessment of the current predicament of the federal ap-
prenticeship program The National Apprenticeship Program is of the view that the
federal apprenticeship program is going nowhere fast and is probably atrophying at
a considerable rate of speed

Apprenticeship very much needs support from all across America, and we believe
that America needs to support apprenticeship Congressional hearings are essential
if there is to be a major shift in policy within the federal government on apprentice-
ship Hearings should be held and I would ask that you write Congressman John N.
Erlenborn, Congressman Augustus F Hawkins. Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Employment Opportunities, as well as Congressman Carl D Perkins, Chairman of
the House Committee on Education and Labor, supporting the holding of hearings
this fall on the federal apprenticeship program. You may also want to submit addi-
tional substantive comments t., both Congressman Erlenborn and Congressman
Hawkins

Thank you for your cooperation in this important endeavor
Sincerely yours.

JOHN C. BROOKS.
President. NAP. Inc

STATE OF HAWAII.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS.

Honolulu, Hawaii. September 13. 1983.
Mr THOMAS F RovAts,
Liaison Offuer. Committee on Education & Labor. House of Representatives. Ray

burn House Office aJulkitng. Washington. DC
DEAR MR ROIAIS Thalk you for your letter of August 29, informing me of the

planned hearings on the National Apprenticeship Program and for the opportun.ty
to offer a few comments regarding the apprenticeship programs

I m sure that the hearings will bring forth the current status on apprenticeship
and hopefully provide some positive support.

We have a state apprenticeship agency, and the administrator. Mr Stanley
Honda, ts a member of the National Association of State and Territorial Apprentice-
ship Directors iNASTADJ We support any positive help toward a better apprentice-
ship

Nationally. the apprenticeship program over the last several years has been stead-
ily declining in many areas. noticeably in the total number of registered apprentices
and registered programs

A large portion of this decline is attributed to the downturn of the economy. The
inability of employers to hire, due to economic reasons, obviously hampers the over-
all apprenticeship community because apprentice programs depend on employment
and empioyment opportunities.

There has been national emphasis on other programs to help ease the high rate of
unemployment, programs such as the Comprehensive Employment and Traming

;j1
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t V and t h. new Job, Training Partnership Act IJTPAi, jobs for veterans
program. and &Abel funding to help specific interest groups

Yet, there has been eery little help to rescue apprenticeship Apprenticeship
training has been for centuries the proven and preferred method of training Na-
tionally, there has beer. little support The Federal Committee un Apprenticeship
has been inactive for some time, and the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship has
been trying to survive with their limited budget

fie apprenticeship program throughout this country needs direction and leader-
-nip, especially during these times The future of apprenticeship in part, requires
the strong support from the Federal government

Sincerely,
JOSHUA C AOSALUD,

Director of Labor and industrial Relations

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington. DC.. August .19, 1983
ion JOSHUA C AGSM t D,

Direc tor, Department of Labor and industrial Relations,
Honolulu, Hawaii

DEAR MR AOSALta The Committee un Education and Labor is planning to con-
duit la aiings on the National Apprenticeship Program this autumn The hearings
w.11 locos on the rule and functions of business and industry, the labor unions, the
el lit alwoil aoili munity carious training, industrial and construction associations m

the national program A re clew of the operations of the Federal and State govern-
ments will also be part of these hearings

the Committee has a strong interest in seeing the apprenticeship program
:are, lad as a niecm, of supplying skilled training to meet our economy's chang-
ing employment rem ments

our a rate n Lunn' its un the status of the apprenticeship program, its operation
todac, and the future f apprenticeship would be most welcome

Il I can be of anc assistance in this matter, please call me at 1202i 226-3l10
Sincerelc,

THOMAS F ROYALS.
Liaison Officer

STATE OF FLORIDA,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT SECURITY,

OFFICE. OF THE SECRETARY,
Tallahassee. Fla . October 24, 1.98.1

lion ('ARt D PERKINS.
71,irm WI, House (onimittee on Edwation and Labor, Rioburn House Offite Build

tog Washington, DC
DEAR CuNt.RE:zsMAN Peitsisis liming been directly involved in Florida as the Sec-

retary of the Department of Labor and Employment Security, and as a participant
in the NAGLO. NAP, and NASTAD meetings. I am convinced that one of the major
factors contributing to the problems now facing America's industry is the &genera-
t 1011 Of the National Apprenticeship Program of this Nation

It is c dm to us, as a people. to ensure that the highly skilled work force of this
nation does not disappear, that we preserve and expand it In order to accomplish

a serious look must be taken at the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training and the individual State Apprenticeship Bureaus

The Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training has reached a low ebb, and it
is imlx ratite that the Bureau be reassessed There is no question in my mind of the
need for the services of the Bureau to the states and the apprenticeship community
However it is impossible for that agency to accomplish the mission given it by the
Fitzgerald Act, if it is not funded or staffed properly The Bureau is now located in,
and should remain in, the Department of Labor This is necessary, due to the fact
that wages. hours, and working conditions are the responsibilities of the Departent
.if Labor Subsequently. the Bureau of Apprencticeship and Training is responsible
tor the welfare of the apprentices, i ^ wage scales, hours and working conditions

The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and the Florida Bureau of Appren-
ticeship has( an excellent relationship and we have accomplished much However,
there are many opportunities for apprenticeship being lost due to lack of personnel,
funds, and promotional naterial These should be considered and serious consider-
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talon should be given to supplemental funding for the states which now have ap-
prenticeship bureaus I know there are many concerns and problems facing the ap-
prenticeship program, but we must take first things first and start with rebuilding a
firm foundation from Washington

I am sincerely interested in seing the National Programs become revitalized,
%lab le and operating as it should, and believe the hearings should be held this fall
on the National Apprenticeship Program.

Anything you can do to help will be appreciated
Cordially yours,

WALLACE E. ORR, Secretary.

NOVEMBER 3, 1983.
Mr ELMER J. STEIER, Jr,
Supervisor, Apprenticeship and Tnaining
Department of Libor, Frankfort, Ky

DEAR MR STEIER Thank you for your correspondence with respect to apprentice-
ship programs.

The Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities, chaired by Representative Au-
gustus Hawkins, will be holding oversight hearings on the Nation's apprenticeship
programs on November 15 and 17 I have referred your correspondence to that Sub-
committee, to be included in the record in connection with these hearings.

I appreciate your sharing your views with me.
Sincerely.

CARL D PERKINS. Chairman.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
Louisville, Ky.. October 18, 1983.

11011 CARL D PERKINS,
House of Representatives.
Washington, DC

DEAR SIR The Kentucky State Apprenticeship and Training Council. composed of
labor and management representatives, has met and given full endorsement to the
recommendations for strengthening the National Apprenticeship System as stated
in Commissioner of Labor. Thelma L Stovall's letter of October 3, 1983 to the Con-
gressional Committee on Education and Labor, which is attached.

The State Council urges your support for these recommendations and formulation
of legislation which makes a commitment to our na,:on's National Apprenticeship
Program and assures coordination with each cooperating state in a concerted effort
to achieve the expansion of our most time proven, cost effective skills training
method that we have, in order to meet the changing needs of all our nation's indus-
tries

The Congressional Hearings scheduled to hear these recommendations are sched-
uled for November 9 and i0, 1983 in Washington, D.0 at 9.00 a m. in the Rayburn
Building Your support in this matter would be most appreciated.

Thanking you in advance. on behalf of the Kentucky State Apprenticeship and
Training Council. for your support I remain

Sincerely,

Enclosure

ELMER J STEIER. Jr
Supervisor. Apprenticeship and 7'r-caning.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,

Frankfort. Ky. October J. 1983.
Mr THOMAS F ROYALS.
Liov-on Officer. Committee on Education and Labor. House of Representatives. Ray-

burn House Office Building Washington. DC
DEAR MR RON Ais. We most certainly support the Congressional Committee on

Education and Labor s interest in strengthening the National Apprenticeship Pro-
gram I recommend that a good start toward achieving this goal would be through a
.trunk, commitment and legislation by Congress to provide federal matching funds to
states as an incentive to support the federal commitment Follow this up with Na-
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111111.11 ppre 11111.1 ship PC111c ie.:, formulated and implemented by the US Department
of Libor as a priority under the direction of Congress to meet this commitment
Without this total commitment at the federal level, individual state apprenticeship
agencies and programs are facing dissolution as a very real possibility resulting
from state budget cuts with more in the offing

In response to employer complaints about their training apprentices to maintain
desirable journeymen levels in their india try while many employers refuse to train,
I recommend that federal tax incentives be provided to Sponsors of registered ap-
prenticeship training programs based on the number of registered apprentices
trained and Lunipleted In my opinion, this would assure at more continuous flow of
registered apprentices and alleviate to a degree the occurrence of cyclical skill
:shortages occurring periodically due to economic downturns and the i.ubsequent loss
of Continua) of training in many apprenticeship training programs

In order to ensure a partnership concept and a coordinated working relationship
between the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and State Apprenticeship agen
ties. I recommend a clarification of their respective roles and participation of Feder
al policy makers with BAT and State Labor Department representatives in discus-
sions of National apprenticeship administrative policies and delineation of areas of
responsibility There is a need for a central Apprenticeship and Training agency at
the federal level which provides oversight and technical support to state apprentice-
ship agencies It is my opinion that without this central support agency, the nation's
algae ilticeship program will become fragmented and the degree of effectiveness of
each state s apprenticeship program would be impacted adversely by its removal.

l'he national apprenticeship program of today has lost its thrust as a result of
Laing assigned a low level priority in the US Department of Labor, Employment
and Training Administration This becomes evident when you consider the abolish-
ment of the, State and National Apprenticeship Reporting System which provided
each state apprenticeship agency with vital national, regional and individual state
apprenticeship data from throughout the nation This data reflected the broad in-
voleement of the private sector in registered apprenticeship training in individual
industries and occupations and served as a tool for evaluating progress of affirma-
tiee, action in recruitment and registration of minority and female apprentices I
recommend national policy which recognizes the effeetivenm of the National Ap-
prenticeship Program in the private sector and sees to the publicizing of this recog
ninon At the present eve have the strange situation existing where the most suc-
cessful and effective private sector supported skills training which is embodied
within the National Apprenticeship Program, receives little or no public recogni-
tion When you consider this type of national approach and low priority apprentice-
snip putt,. le:, there 16 nu mystery as to why we need an infusion of national commit-

ra into our nation's apprenticeship training program In my opinion, if this Feder
al commitment is nut forthcoming in the immediate future the apprenticeship train-
ing system and our national program is going to languish on the vine

Activation of the dormant Federal Committee on Apprenticeship at this Juncture
is vital to the National Apprenticeship Program and its future Close communica-
tion between the Committee and the US Secretary of Labor concerning apprentice-
ship training recommendations by the Committee. is sorely needed I recommend
that R prest [dation on the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship be broadened an
order to provide for more input from states

Looking to the future and addressing the shifting skills training needs of private
industry relat lee to technological ad.ances in any industry, should be the responsi
bility of our National .apprenticeship Training Program with close cooperation and
support to states in accomplishing this task It is already the most time proven
adaptable, method fur training persons in skills which will provide the individual
with loin, term employment opportunities and the versat&laty to advance themselves
up a career ladder With this concept in mind. I recommend close Congressional at
tentiun to recommendation for investment and commitment in our National Ap-
prt itictship Program and consideration of the economic benefits realized by our
Na' ion as a direct result of utilizing this program as the best training system for
ietinoping persons to meet the labor market demands of today and in the future

Sincerely,
THE MA L SI WALL,
Corn issioner of Labor.

Kentucky Dept': trrymt of Labor
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STATE OF NEw YORK,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,

Albany. NY, September 1.1, 1.98.1
Mr THOMAS F Routs,
1,.i4son Witt r Hoist Committee on Edniation and Labor. Rayburn Offiic Budding,

Washington, DC
Dr AR MR Rol M.!. I ,ippretiated receiving your August 29 letter advising me that

the C Osmoses on Education and Labor will cunclact hearings on apprenticeship this
kutunin When learned earlier that the Committee was considering such action, I
wrote to Congressman Hawkins expressing my support and willingness to testify A
copy of my earlier letter is enclosed

I share the Committee's desire to see the Nation's apprenticeship program
stengthened Apprentice Training is the most cost-efficient way to produce the
skilled workers our Nation needs It is the private sector's preferred system of train-

110, evidenced by the thousands of firms and Joint Apprenticeship Committees
which regularly invest millions of their dollars in their programs Nearly 300,000
Apprentices are in training today, but the total national effort is ir.aufficient to re-
lieve potential shortages in sonic skilled occupations

ernment, too, invests in apprenticeship through ti. allocation of resources for
staff promotion, supervision and credentialing. The return on this investment is
substantial, the small amounts expended are quickly returned through the ni-
tre a.ted productivity of the work force plus enhanced earnings and purchasing
power for the apprentices

However, despite the obvious benefits of apprenticeship and it, proven quality
and oat effectiveness, the program is largely unrecognized, underfunded, and frag-
mented in its administration The upcoming hearings provide an opportunity to
begin correcting these weaknesses

1s a first ;at p. the Congress should publicly recognize the contribution which ap-
pre nticeship has made, and continues to make, to our Nation s skilled worker re-
sotirith Tht Committee on Education and Labor is to be commended for its aware-
ness of apprenticeship s important role and the need to strengthen it. That aware-
ness must become an accepted fact throughout the Nation, and reflected in pro-
g a nitwit ie changes

Fedt ral and State statutes on apprenticeship hate remained unchanged for many
.it at- Roles and responsibilities have become blurred, operating procedures between
State and Federal agencies often overlap, and the level of effort from State to State
is . cry um ten Thus it is essential that the Congress and the Executive Department
Adopt and promulgate a clear, concise national policy on apprentice training This
isJl y should emphasize the importance of apprenticeship and set forth its pilority
inea,, employment and training programs. Furthermore, the statement should
sot II out appropriate roles for Federal and State Governments, to insure that scarce
Fedi ral resources are not used to perform functions which are best delivered at the
State level, such as registration, supervision, and the credentialing of experience.
'2ederal efforts can be most effective when directed toward promotion, national and
State coordination, and the provision of technical assistance to the States

Must States hate accepted their apprenticeship responsibilities under their own
State laws. regulations and appropriations, but some have not Federal policy and
cite ntii es should be developed to insure that all States accept their obligations and

allat Ate sufficient resources to fulfill them Those States which are meeting their
tbligatiups now must be encouraged to expand their efforts, while States which
have not accepted responsibility must be prompted to get started

The Job Training Partnership Act can be an important part of a Federal. State
off art t, t .pand apprenticeship Private sector employer and union representatives

Pit' are familiar with the system, and will evidence strong support for expand-
old linking it with ongoing and developing employment and training efforts. MI

It it I, of government should encourage and assist such private sector efforts Feder-
al technical assistance describing how this is best done within the statutory fram-
work would be a valuable contribution to the total effort

Bey and these basic considerations there is an urgent need for a current, reliable
it it toital apprenticeship data system Federal. State and SDA officials need to know
tht timber, kind, and quality of apprenticeship existing in their areas to avoid du-
plication of effort, insure program linkages and provide for an adequate supply of
'killed workers Without this information, accurate planning is impossible

Nxional promotion efforts and technical assistance to the States also are needed
to ,treng-then the apprenticeship system Building a working. productive Federal,
State partnership requires both a small initial investment and clarity of purpose
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The reward% and returns will be substantial, satisfying and reflected quickly in the
Nation's competitive posture

I hope to have the opportunity to expand upon these comments at the Hearings.
Sincerely,

LILLIAN RORER'S,
Commissioner of Lat-or.

/Memorandum)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION,

Washington. D.C, August 6, 1982.

To Members of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship and Others Interested in
Apprenticeship.

From: Bob Glover, Chairperson.
The Department of Labor's neglect of apprenticeship and the Federal Committee

on Apprenticeship has re..ched such a high level that I feel it ludicrous to continue
to serve as chairperson of the Committee. Attached you will find a copy of my letter
of resignation to Secretary Donovan.

It is with sadness that I am taking this action, not only because I see so much
unrealized potential in the FCA but also because I have treasured working with so
many dedicated individuals on the Committee and in the apprentice ship commum
ty I shall greatly miss you.

Having served as chairperson of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship for the
past four years, I am convinced that it is essential to have a stronger national focus
for apprenticeship representing the Interests of apprentices, workers and employers
and the public across all apprenticable trades. Stronger national leadership is in the
Interest of apprenticeship both at the state and local level as well as the federal
level Further such a national coalition cannot be as dependent on the Department
of Labor as the FCA now is. Is it feasible to have a Federal Committee on Appren-
ticeship independently organized and privately financed and staffed' If so, how" Can
such a national apprenticeship coalition be built and maintained without total
Labor Department sponsorship? These questions merit serious consideration from
the apprenticeship community.

I plan to continue writing and researching apprenticeship Issues II think appren
ticeship is in my blood!) I hope many of our paths will cross again in the future.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION,

Washington. D.0 August 6, 1982.
Hon. RAYMOND J. DONOVAN,
Secretary of Labor, U.S. Department of Labor,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Smarr/an, DONOVAN. I am wnting you to resign from my position as Chair-
person of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship. I am taking this action to pro-
test the abysmal record of your admintstration regarding apprenticeship training

Due to disinterest, inactivity and neglect on the part of your administration, the
Federal Committee on Apprenticeship has become no more than a facade and I can
no longer tolerate the frustration of serving as chairperson. For more than six
months from September 1981 to April 1982, almost half of the memberships on the
committee remained vacant awaiting your apr intment of new members. More than
a year ago, the budget for the committee wa timinated and the committee has re-
mained in financial limbo ever since. Final. in July 1, 1982 the charter for the
committee lapsednot because of any conscic decision within the Department but
because the charter renewal papers have t :in an extraordinarily lengthy time
moving through the chain of command with the Employment and Training Ad.
ministration.

Twenty-two of twenty-five members of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship
are representatives of the private sector and by charter the Committee report: to
the Secretary of Labor It is ironic that ar. the same time that the Department of
Labor has been promoting greater public-private cooperation and urging local CETA
prime sponsors to work with Private Industry Councils, the Office of the Secretary
of Labor has been incapable of working effectively with its own private sector advi-
sory group

Most regretably, such ineffectiveness in working with the Committee is missed po-
tential The members of the Federal Committee offer to your office a huge wealth of

9u
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knowledge iind txpt litiot in training and an enthusiastic resource interested in
working with you. Your fatly policy statements emphasizing your concern for pro-
niutirig training ratlici than tu.uwe maintenance programs encouraged several corn
mittee members, but unfortunately. in the apprenticeship area, your actions have
failed to match your rhetoric

Curiously relative to other training actitAties of the Department. it would take
little time ur funding to goe a major boost to apprenticeship Such a move could
have a large effect because any public dollars would be multiplied and extended
manyfuld by private efforts and funds Anieman apprenticeship is primarily a ,ol-
untary privately sponsored and privately financed institution and will remain su
13ut precisely because it receives so fey, public dollars. it also receives little attention
from Labor Department offictals

The bald truth as that after more than a year and a half into this administration,
the Department of Labor has not achieved any positive accomplishments in appren
tkship training. Indeed therm is only a litany of losses for apprenticeship You have
all but wiped out almost every funded activity in the Department affecting appren
ticeship including Apprenticeship Information Centers and Targeted Outreach Pro-
grams. These tits of programs aimed at women and minorities not only reduce

of information regarding apprenticeship but also make it likely that
fewer women and minority men will be trained through apprenticeship. Apprentice
ship Nev. Initiatives contracts which promoted new apprenticeships and demon
strated that apprenticeship training could be linked with vocational education in
high school were also ut AU of these cuts were made across the board without re-
spect to program performance

Even the GAI.B testing service traditionally offered to apprenticeship sponsors by
Job Service offices has a questionable future Your attempted revisions of the Davis
Bacon Act would have undermined apprenticeship in the construction industry and
replaced apprentices with helpers for whom there is no training requirement All
sponsored research on apprenticeship has been closed dc.wn except one project
which itself has been badly mismanaged by the Department The Department has
even eliminated the state and national apprenticeship data system so that the only
information on numbers of aprentices is now collected through an inferior data
system operated by the EEOC

Department officials have talked of decentralizing apprenticeship administration
to the states without any consideration of implications of such a move nor any co-
herent plan for how that might be accomplished constructively Strengthening ap-
prnticeship at the state level is a worthy goal but difficult issues remain to be
workd out and sonic important national roles will remain For example, some mini
mal national standards need to be met. In our highly mobile society. transferability
of skiUs is important An ironworker trained in North Dakota ought to be prepared
and able to work at the same trade in California.

Employment and Training Administration recently has been reorganized de-
moting the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training to the bottom of the organiza
tam hart and inserting two to three additional layers of bureaucracy between the
Bureau and the Assistant Secretary Large number of staff vacancies including post
nuns fur state and regional directors have remained unfilled BAT staff have been
domated by reduction -in -force notices and remaining workers have lived under
constant threat of furlough ur future layoff It is difficult to imagine a worse envi
roliment for all umplshing anything constructive Personnel cots are likely to lead
to fewer registered apprentices

If apprenticeship is to help meet the nation s need for increased skill training. the
number of apprenticeship training places must be significantly expanded and the
orphan status that apprenticeship now endures in the Labor Department must be
eliminated.

Perhaps must of all, we must come to realize that training is indeed a joint enter
primc deserving and demanding the close cooperation of both the private and public
sectors Further, it is a joint venture that strongly influences our nation's defense
capabilities. productivity. economy and trade position in world markets

I urge you to reconsider the apparent low priority you have placed on apprentice-
ship and the work of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship I hope you will
work cooperatively with the next Chairperson of the committee

Sincerely,
ROBERT W GLOVER,

Chairperson. Federal Committee on Apprenticeship.

28-768 0 - 84 - 7 9 ,
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Ill II DINI. & CONSTRITTION TRADES DEPARTMENT. AFL-CIO.
Washington. DC, October 7, 198.1

lion At t.t IlAwKiNs.
(111,4 I rniunIlkortornittee on Emplo% merit Opporhstutws 11014 SC of Refire:411101(es.

Wosbtrigton, D C
DEAR t u:sedtt.ssmAN IlAtt kiNs The Budding and Construction Trades Department

of tic AFL CIO has been adtised of your intention to hold hearings this Fall on the
nation's apprenticeship programs

Oh behalf of the affiliates of the building and construction Trades Department.
I. tut utilti like to he our inditidual trews made known to the people of the
navel States flowerer, we are informed that at this time. only two days will be set

aside( for those hearings \V- doubt seriously that a balanced trees can be presented
during the aforementioned time period

Soffieaut Lime should be allocated w allow not only the critics. but the sponsors
1 apprenticeship programs (where the majority of apprentices are', an opportunity

to show how thc intent of Congress has been frustrated and ignored by the Depart-
ment of Labor for a number of years

I eould nut. and would nut. attempt to address all of the issues that should be
evimined. but the following is a list of area of concern to use all

The proliferation of training responsibilities in apprenticeable occupations by
the Assistant Secretary of Labor

Present regulations
a Rile .19, Part 29 The issuance of Title 29. Part 29 of the Code of Federal

Reg ulatu,ns bj. the Department of Libor in 1977 marked a significant change in
the hoard policy outlined by the Congress regarding apprenticeship

\Slide Chapter W of the Federal Code (regarding apprentice labor( stipulates
in part that ale Secretrary of Labor is authorized to formulate and promote
the furtherance of labor standards necessary w safeguard the welfare of tip.
prentices Title .9, Part 9 results In the opposite effect (Emphasis added.'

Th,n regulation defines an apprenticesable occupation as one which can be
taught with a minimum of 2.000 hours of the-job instruction Replacing the mini-
111l1111 ut 'DOD hours of instruction. this new regulation fragments the traditional
trades and allows each trade to be broken into many subcategories. The result

char whereas the traditional skilled craftsperson was equipped with enough
skills to bt tersatile in the many facets of el trade. the new specialized worker
will be skilled in wily one area and is consequently much more t ulnerable to
the changing winds of the market place

Trade fragmentation throughout this country does not serte to safeguard
the welfare of apprentices

This is not just a problem for the worker It is unwise gotermnent polity to
cause a proliferation of apprenticeship programs simply by expanding the
minibt r of apprentice occupations The prospect of hiring (1 or I workers to per-
form the same work as was preciously performed by one will give nightmares to
employers

b Title Part In Equal Empoloyment Opportunity The Department of
Labor e\ssistant Secretary, ETA( has seen fit to terminate all outreach pro-
...rai, which provided our affiliates with <ible and qualified minority and female
,.1Ilkhdiates That action severely reduced employment opprtunities for many
young and older minorities and women

111.. administration has removed, as much as possible. all of the under pin-
ning and support that the eipprenticeship programs hate enjoyed until now

c Title 29. Part This title allotted for trainees to be used on federally
funded construction sites in lieu of apprentices required by the bargaining
agreement The, regulation. while it was in place. did serve all parties intolted
because it allotted an employer to reach out and secure persons for spetific job
.ites

Date. Bacon Protection Another critical development which threatens the
witeite ul apprenticeship is the rent decision by the S District Court of Appeals
,ti the Dat is Bacon Act The Court eliminated the lung-standing requirement that
Lelia rs may du only tasks di:,tirkt from those undertaken by other classes of work-
ers

This r uling tt ill break down the distinction between apprentices tend helpers.
and kind,. [UMW tilt apprenticeship system. not only in the building trades. but
throughout all the trades and industries in the entire country

Put to these changes in the got ernment s tww of apprenticeship and other broad
r uifluences oCer the last ,eral _tears. apprenticeship today faces formidable prob-

lem,
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lh liepre,.. An the .tinstriktion industry during the last three years has SP-
% erelo diminished the uu0itx r of apprntits Some of the results of this are [II On-
the-Job training is an unit:Nil ion of alprentiteship. 2.1 on-the-Job training cannot
be dune it there are no Jobs therefore. it there are nut lor few' jobs. there will be
no Aor few, apprentices

Betaiuse of the slump An the OinArkEt,tion industry. the full effects of this decline
hate nut yet been felt But the startity of new apprentices gites a good indication of
the problems associated with allotting the fortes of the free market to got ern the
tdture of apprenticeship

In addition. there has detelopd benign neglect of apprenticeship over the
last seteral years Gotrnment and industry hate both stepped back from ,Ahat
should be natural leadership roles Labor unions, too, tannut be exempted from crit
it ism in this regard Some unions hate allowed the focus of their attention to
wander from the important area of the apprenticeship system to other lumerns,
such as severe high unemployment

The future of .apprenticeship is not yet tleiir Some factors make future workforce
needs MB-stint to assess The present method of projetting the needs of the work
for user the next detade, for example. is fundamentally flawed,

Rather than seeking a measurement of the number of apprentices currently grad
uat mg from apprenticeship programs. the Department of Labor questions employers
about the current at ailable supply of workers for their lon st ruLttun projects Be-
cause of the wide %dilations in labor supply, howeter, this method of measurement
1: subject to extreme distortions and is not reliable

Vi fine it is dillitult to assess the future workfurte needs of our ("tummy. it is dear
twin the problem outlined here that a stronger commitment must be made to ap-
prntitship in order to ensure the success of our nation s training system

Btaus the tountry is heading into an election year. we are concerned that hear-
ing:, at this time might nut be .t u bs tant t% e as this important subject desertes
Among the:-.e. .umerns are the dramatit changes in the Federal goternment employ
mnt and training programs as emitted in the Job Training Partnership Act
AJTPAA V e beht more experinte is netessary wish these programs to etaluate
their possible impact un apprenticeship and other employment opportunities

A renewed 4. unimament to apprenticeship is essential if our tountry is to continue
to produt a skilled. %%ell-rounded. tersatile worker who is produttite. efficient. and
nnw.ato.t. The apprentiteship system stresses a wide range of practical as well as

thortual skills and is uniquely qualified to pro% ide the country with these highly
skilled workers A produttite and innutatite workforte is an absolute necessity if
America is to meet the challenges of the 199Wsand beyond,

In the t.%ent that hearings are scheduled. howe ter. the Building and Construttion
trades Department will be prepared to offer full testimony on the status of appren
tice,hip today in the building trades

Sincerely
ROBERT A GFORGINE. President

M TAI. TRADES' DEPARTIRNT,
ANIERICAN FEDFRATION OF LABOR AND
CONGRESS OF INDVSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS.

October 14 19,s'.1

lion At co, S F I lAWKINS.
h(ttritiatt, tiulxumnutter un Enlphiment Oppw-Itgruta, 11,011.e Reprewnlolice.s,

Washrtigtem. 1) (
DEAR ( oNGRENNNIA \ I1A,A KINN Thc Metal Trades Departnient of the AFL CIO has

been advised of your ilitntiiin to hold hearings this fall on the nation's apprentice-
ship programs

On behalf of the affiliates of the Metal Trades. we would like to hate our %tots
made known lloweter, we doubt that only two days. which hat e been :et aside for
hearings. Skill be ample to athlete the balanted taw, µe believe is necessary Suffi
tient time should be alienated sponsors of joint apprenticeship can demonstrate
how the intent of Congress has been frustrated and ignored

I tould not and tould nut attempt to address all of the issues that should be ex-
amined, but two important areas are apprenticeability and lad, of suitable training
to support our defense preparedness

The issuante of title 9. part .9 of the Code of Federal Regulation by the Depart-
ment id Labor in 11071 marked a significant th.inge in the broad polio outlined by
origres Instead ut safeguarding the welfare of apprentices as protidt..d in Chapter
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SC ol the Federal Ccrtli. tht Labor Department changed its role to providing quanti-
ty and nut quality Because of this change in philosophy many of the metal trades
apprenticeable occupations hate. ur are now, been fractiunalized or specialized. This
has caused our stock of highly trained tool and the makers and machinists to de-
clIne

Sect-re personnel ceilings on government support and service agencies without
any latitude fur using apprentices have led agencies to abandon their apprenticeship
endeavors and to seek other sources for replacement personnel

These and other forms of neglect over the past several years hate made the
future of apprenticeship in the United States unclear There is a dire need for a
renewed .ummitment to apprenticeship if our country is to continue to produce a

well rounded. versatile worker who Is productae. efficient and innocative.
Since you are well aware of the implications that can be caused in an election

year. we must stress the point that the hearings you are proposing might not lead to
any substantae change. especially in the light that other employment and .raaning
programs might cause Therefore. we believe more experience is necessary with
these pr.rgrams so they may be evaluated as to their impact on apprenticeship and
other employment opportunities.

In the event hearings are scheduled the Metal Trades Department will be pre-
pared to offer testimony on the status of apprenticeship in the metal trades

Sincerely.
PAUL J BturNsior. President.

CHRYSLER INSTITUTE.
CHRYSLER CORP..

August 18. 198.1.
Hon JOHN N ERLENHORN.
Ranking Republican Member. Committee on Education and Labor. House of Repre

sentatires. Washington. DC
SIR It is gratifying to hear that some members of Congress are interested in the

future of the skilled workforce of our Nation, and the problems incolved in training
their replacements, as indicated in your letter to Congressman Hawkins. in which
you stated many of the pre'....ems as well as issues and questions that should be ad-
dressed by the Subcommittee later this year.

I " uuld like to compliment you and the members of your staff on doing your
homework un the problem_ The points raised in your communication to Congress-
man Hawkins for discussion are areas that must be addressed and hopefully re-
spiced in a manner that will provide incentae to cause the pri% ate sector to in-
crease apprentice training throughout the country.

It is imperatice that the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training be re-
tined and strengthened Fragmenting the system to the States " 1 1 only create
more obstacles in the system resulting in a greater resistance by both management
and labor to utilize the apprenticeship system

More emphasis must be placed on reducing the bureaucratic red tape instead of
increasing the number of agencies that program sponsors must deal with in at-
tempting to conduct an apprentice program

Many program sponsors operate in many States and if it should become necessary
tu deal with Indic idual State agencies I'm sure that more sponsors would discontin-
ue apprentice training.

The cost of apprentice training has increased drastically over the last decade not
just because of the training required to learn the trade. but we have found It neces-
sary tu cunduct preapprentice and remedial training programs in order to assist our
applicants to qualify_ This is an additional expense that would not be part of ap-
prentice training if our school systems were providing quality education in "K"
through twelve.

In conjunction with the above comments I am enclosing a copy of my response to
your questions and Issues that were solicited by A.S.T.D

Hopefully. the enclosed will be of assistance in your discussions with members of
the Committee.

As you can determine I am very much interested in apprenticeship. its future and
anything that I can do to preset-le and improve the apprenticeship system

Sincerely,
W L MAIN.

Manager. Skilled Trades Training.
Enclosure

luU
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RN SI.E.R INSTITUTE,
CHM SEER CORI. ,

A ugust S. 19S.J

Mr ROBERT I. CHAU.,
ht:ldt Golenlm,nt and Pabla .-11fagr, Anaraan SaKletl for Trattang and

Dvtloprnent. foe Washington. DC
DE.AR MR CHAR. In rk-porkl-e to your recent letter soliciting informational maten

al to be presented to members of the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
for their discussions to be conducted later this year, I would like to present the fol-
lowing iyoints for consideration on the specific questions and issues offered by Con
pressman Erlenborn

goes/ion hat broad policy considerations may impact upon attempts to
strengthen aprenticeship policy'

Response .Strengthen the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and de-
emphasize State Apprenticeship Councils Many employers and International
Downs operate in many states By registering with the Federal Bureau It precludes
multiple registeration, cats down on paperwork requirements for each state as well
as duplicate program reviews

Question ,' What complaints, problems, and recommendations hate been
culud riling current apprenticeship programs and policies'

Response Over Regulation
'c, Dual EEO Reviews and Enforcement
h, Too much emphasis placed on quotas in preference to qualifications

Tut, many regulations imposed by Individual states I e . SAC'sCalifornia.
Wisconsin. New York and Minnesota

(hi.st000 What steps might be incolced in efforts to insure..nore effectively.
that apprenticeship training is relevant to the skill -equirements of the 19i.sOs' Tu
make sure that manpower acadability and skill requirements are meshed"

Respons
Fade :al financial assistance to Joint Consortiums made up of representa-

tices from ( .,:iimunity Colleges, Industry and Unions to decelup updated curric-
ulums for related training

h, Federal financial assistance directed toward more vocational and technical
education for nocollege bound students

Somehow Influence improcement in basic education K through I.!
if Influence the utilization of qualified counsellors to assist students who

wish to prepare for a career in the skilled trades in preference to going un to
college

Question .; The future of apprenticeship in the 199oscompare the US pro-
gram with Europe and Japan

Response Apprenticeship has been on the decline in the late To s and early sO
and because of this there will be an upsurge as the economy strengthens Many
skilled people will be of retirement age within ten years The European system is

i,ifroci and many aspects of it should be adopted in this country Japan does not
have an apprentice program as we know it in this country

cha.tion ; Are there any general actions which might be recommended so
that policy makers might have a better understanding of apprenticeship and its
role broadly, in manpower training"

Response Incite Joint ( ommittees to meet with policy makers to discuss and oem-
"list rate what an apprenticeship program consists of Ie, selection requirements, re
fated training levels required for completion and the type of un-thevb reqairements
to successfully complete- the program Also the earning potential of qualified
,;killed trades person

Q110 St0//1 The need for new standards and techniques In Training and in-
struction. Wages. Pre-apprenticeship

Response
AI' Updated standardized curriculum for related instruction at the Communi-

ty College or Vocational Technical College
1.), There is a need for developers and instructors for delivery of related train-

ing for remote arca:, with insufficient educational facilities to conduct classes
The Development and Delivery of Pre-apprentice Training Incapably this

will consist of math and reading skills that should hate been acquired in K'
through twelve education

gostion .Vo : What is meant by a shortage of skilled workers' Is then. one now'
Will there be a shortag in the next ten years'

Response. With the rapid c ham., in technology and the trend to emulate the Jar,
anew and other industrial countries we are finding our skilled employees require
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toustatit upgrading to keep up with the state of the art and in many cases the
worker prefers not to go bat k to school or is incapable of assimilating the training
required to keep up with the elate of the art for his trade Further. with the skim.
Juan of training during the past decade we will experience a definite shortage
%%flint) the very near future

Question x Is there ci need for gcnernment training programs in apprentice-
she I las the Job Corps program been successful'

Response
tat Yes in all branches of the military

Yes other gcnernment agencies that will continue to employ them as Jour
ney persons

Personally the Job Corps has not been successful It has cost too much per
person for the little return potential

(hte.steo,, .V.) 5. Should go%ernment agencies be required to conduct and register
apprenticeship programs" In defense and civilian agencies'

Response.
tu. All branches of the military should register and conduct apprentice train-

ing The indnitheal and the taxpayer bath benefit from these programs
bi All gcnernment contracts to private industry for defense or construction

should have a mandatory apprentice program included
All gcnernment run agencies such as Veteran's Hospitals. Sub-Depots or

agencies that utilise journey persons should be required to conduct apprentice
training.

yiststi,,,, No. 10 The role of the government in the present program' Is there too
much red tape'

Response Yes. there are too many reports. too many reviews especially in the
areas of EEO and Veterans Benefits Especially in states viith State Apprenticeship
Councils

(it:L.:awn NO 11 The role of women in apprenticeship types of Jobs, types of Bar-
riers

Response Equal opportunity fur all All candidates must meet the qualification
standards established to enter the program and be able to perform all work assign
merits of the trade No company or union can afford to employ individuals that
must be given favoring assignments.

Question No. 1: }(ow does an older worker or a displaced worker obtain Journey
man status"

Response Some industries and some trade unions permit the issuance of Journey
man Status from specified numbers of years working on the trade Older workers in
most industries hate the same opportunity as the young worker Most older workers
du not want to go back to school to meet the requirements of the trade In the auto
industry the apprentice must earn two-thirds of an associate degree Just completing
the basic related training requirements for the trade This requirement often dis-
courages the older worker because they do not wish to return to school

Que.stitin No Id The effects of alien certification on the apprenticeship program
Response No comment or experience with this situation
Quesnon No 14 Should the apprenticeship program be turned over to the indkid-

ual states to be operated by them'
Response The program as operated at the federal level is the most desirable espe-

cially if tax exceptions or tax credits are considered Also, as commented before.
many t,rganirations operate apprentice programs on a national basis and it is pref-
trable to operate txith one government agency instead of many individual state
agencies

Question Au 1.; !len% can apprenticeship regictration procedures be improved and
demand occupations be addressed''

Response
me Registration with one agency
11, Offer assi.starhe to candidates as to where apprenticeships are a%adable

nationally
-e Offer assistance as to hot.% to obtain Pre-apprenticeship training prior to

making application
Queqiun Nu lb Financial Incentive Tax Deductionfull or partial. Tax Credit or

exemptions
Response

fat Tax Credit for total cost of training an apprentice
,h, Also. ectablish a quota for apprentices to be trained by an organiration

and then pay an incentive fur the number trained in excess of the quota estab-
lished
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Hopefully, the responses to the issues raised by Congressman Erlenborn will be of
assistance in your future discussions with members of the Committee

As you can determine from my responses I am very much interested in appren-
ticeship. its future and anything that I can do to preserve and improve the appren-
ticeship system.

Sincerely,
W L MAIN,

Manager, Skilled Trades Training

NATIONAL TRAINING FUND,
SHEET METAL & AIR CONDITIONING INDUSTRY,

Washington, D.C., November 10, 1983.

Hon AUGUSTUS, F. HAwKINs.
Chairman, Subcumnuttee un Employment Opportunities. .Thuse Committee on Educe

Lion and Labor. Washington, D.0
DEAR SIR. Thank you for your letter of September 20 in which you afforded the

opportunity to respond to the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities as part
of oversight hearings being conducted on the National Apprenticeship Act A state
ment which addresses our concerns on this important issue has been prepared for
your consideration and information.

Your thoughtfulness is appreciated.
Sincerely.

Enclosu res

W. L. FILLIPPINI, Administrator.

STATEMENT W L FILLIPPINI, ADMINISTRATOR, NATIONAL TRAINING FIND, SHEET
METAL & AIR CONDITIONING INDUSTRY

Mr Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee The National Training Fund of
the Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Industry is pleased to have this opportunity
to present our thoughts regarding the importance of employee training programs
and specifically the National Apprenticeship Act.

It is our opinion that the National Training Fund (NTF) is a unique program
which should be looked upon by your Subcommittee and the entire Congress as a
model for all industries

This candid opinion is based on unprecedented facts which have been developed
and proven during the 12 years that this comprehensive, joint labor-management
program has been in existence.

To provide you with a better idea of the scope of the National Training Fund and
k Ls programs, I have provided, along with my statement. a copy of the 1983 NTF
Annual Report and a copy of Volume 7 of the NTF Training Tips, a publication
which is distributed to approximately 900 training instructors nationwide

On May 12. 1971, a joint trusteeship was signed between managementthe Sheet
Metal and Air Conditioning National Contractors' Association (SMACNA!--and
laborthe Sheet Metal Workers' International Association (SMW1A)--for the pur-
pose of creating a national depository of monetary contributions The monies de-
rived were and are intended solely for the training of apprentices, retraining of
journeyman mechanics. industry vocational instructor training, research into new
technologies. plus other related subjects.

Our program s uniqueness includes the fact that 100 percent of all contractors sig-
natory to a collective bargaining agreement throughout the United States, plus cer-
tain provinces of the Dominion of Canada. contribute on an hourly basis to the
NTF The hourly contribution rate is presently 4 cents per hour of work for each
sheet metal journeyman and apprentice A rate of 5 cents per hour has been negoti-
ated for 1984. and 6 cents per hour for 1985

As we have approximately 10.000 apprentices presently in training and represent
in excess of 100.000 journeyman workers, our annual income per one cent contribu-
tion amounts to approximately $1 2 million.

At the hourly contribution rate of 4c for 1983. this comes out to $4 8 million For
1981 at the rate of 5c an hour, the amount will be $6 million and for 1985 at the
rate of be an hour. the total wIII be 37.2 million This is in addition to approximate-
ly $12 million contributed at the local level in support of our 200 Joint Apprentice-
ship and Training Committees iJATCsi These Committees function at some 250
school sites throughout the country

1 0
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fo date. $3.2 %alum has be n spent on national standardized curricula develop
ni ZUppkflot 11k1 41k11.0. ItAlal Rocking support utilizing the latest techniques of
laser bean, disc playback Limbo, an intensive instructor training program under
contract for 11 years with Ohio State University, plus research itraming potentials)
involving professional institutions of national repute

'Die program is extremely successful due to the strong and active support of both
its parent organizations SMWIA and SMACNA, plus the fact that our policy is to
work with and through our JATCs as constituted on state, local, and provincial
levels One of our mottoes is to work through .end with 'the local school board" con-
cept

WL have proven that our industry itself is the only knowledgeable and capable
decision-maker relative to its present and ever-changing needs In order to justify
this concept, labor and management are supporting this national endeavor with
moves from within the industry. are directly and indirectly relieving the local tax
payer of millions of dollars by supplementing public school expenditures. and most
important. they are making a nationalistic contribution of no little consequence as
it effects manpower development

however, in spite of all of this private sector, independent effort, very little, if
anything. could have been accomplished if it were not for the long proven system of
apprenticeship established by the Department of Labor through the Bureau of Ap-
prenticeship Standards

To destroy or weaken that fundamental, proven arm of manpower needs in our
country would be counterproductive Our program would likewise be fragmentized
and severely v.cakeried if the responsibilities of this important agency were elimi
noted or weakened

It is our opinion that apprenticeship training wittnn the United States must be
strengthened if the United States is to meet the future manpower needs brought
about by changing technology and foreign competition To be effective, apprentice-
ship training must have substance Related training and the on-the-job training
must complement each other Some 'apprenticeship" programs are little more than
entry level titles with little or no training Our industry s apprenticeship tenure is
four yearsd period of training time, negotiated and agreed to through the collec-
tive bargaining process It, plus other standards, is constantly being re-evaluated by
both management and labor, collectively

We in the sheet metal industry have always believed that increases in productivi-
ty and employment are directly related to training A sound apprenticeship pro-
grain promotes job satisfaction, provides the employer with qualified manpower and
insures the customer of a quality product

We .also believe that increased federal involvement u. registering land monitoring)
apprenticeship training would help insure a training effort that is rigorous, job-re-
lated, progressive, and substantial Anything less is a disservice to our country in
general and the apprentice in particular.

The !honorable John N Erlenborn, the ranking minority member of the full com-
mittee. recently stated in part that, 'Government also has related objectives in ap-
prenticeship which have been established by law over the years Governmentfed-
cral, state and localencourages the expansion of apprenticeship because it is a
tune-tested, cost-efficient method of producing skilled workers

e fully agree with that stuement and respectfully oppose any effort to frag-
rricntir.c or dismantle existing federal programs regarding apprenticeship training

On lochall of the National Training Fund. I would welcome the opportunity to pro-
vide further information that you may deem helpful

UNITED BROTIIER11001) OF CARPENTERS AND JOINERS OF AMERICA,
December 5. 198.1.

Hon Au:usTus F I lAwKINs.
House Reprecentatirec,
Washington. D.('

DEAR MR IlAwKiNs In regard to the hearings on the National Apprenticeship
Act, we appreciate your leaving the record open for further comments As we review
the recommendations made at the hearings, there .ire specific issues which we wish
you to consider

The first issue is.
It is our opinion that the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training should be strength-

ened as to personnel .and administrative capabilities so that the Bureau can carry
out the attic ales for which the Bureau originally created, i e to advise appren
ticcship programs as to legalities and operational procedures for apprenticeship pro-
grams. and to monitor programs to make certain that they are carrying forth ap-
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pre ntiveship Vitith are legal and consequently, in the best interest of the
apprentices and the miliii.try sector for which they are preparing.

In l9 t,1 there was an extrenie reduction in personnel and departmental capabili-
ties in the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training Further, the Bureau was administra
tively weakened by being structured as a low level sector of the Employment and
Training Administration The Director of the Bureau was required to penetrate sec
era! laye rs of administrators and had little, if any, direct voice with the Secretary of
labo-

With the weakening of the Bureau as to personnel and policy admininstration,
there have been sectors in industry that would like to use an apprenticeship regis
try as a means of accommodating certain legal requirements. In the guise of appren
ticestAm, bogus programs have been established and the Bureau has not had the per
swinel or the mandate to keep the proper surveillance, and evaluate each appren
ticeship programs specific process The above has resulted in a developing of a lack
of respect for the apprenticeship system, which of course this organization considers
to be the most appropriote manner by which persons wishing to enter industry are
prepared for performance in that industry

The second issue is-
We firmly recommend that the Bureau be established as a specific and independ

uit agency, reporting directly to an undersecretary, rather than an appendage to
some other Bureau or department, in an obscure position.

The third issue is:
A recommendation has been made that there be direct funding of apprenticeship

programs by the federal government with matching state funds. We firmly oppose
that tax dollars be spent upon an activity which should be funded by the industry
served by that 4ttiity, in this instance the activity is apprenticeship, and training,
in general.

The apprenticeship training as carried forth by most of the construction unions is
industry funded, for the greater part, by negotiated agreement between manage
ment and labia. with butn management and labor contributing to the undertaking.
Because many negotiated funds are relatively old, there ate some who considered
them to be management contributions only, not knowing that originally most of
these negotiated funds were established with the affiliate members contributing a
few cents per hour from their incomes and management matching the contribution
at the same level The negotiated fund cf this structure is a practice that continues
An the industry For instance, in 1979 in the State of Washington, the negotiated
contribution had been at the level of Lt per hour. To implement the manipulative
training program .FETS, developed by this union and endorsed by the signatory sec
ta, of management. the area s joint labor management training committee deter
mined that there would need to be as increase in the revenue of joint training
fund. The committee determined that the funding per hour shoulc be increased
from .2r to la, and the joint committee further offered that this increase in negotiat
ed funding should be burnt equiAlly y labor and management. Resultant of the con
elusion drawn by the joint committee, the management chapters and the affiliated
local unions agreed to open the in place negotiated contract solely to this consid
eration Consequently, the decision on the part of labor was made by the member
ship in a special election The members of this union in those affiliated bodies in
that area voted on a percentage or ratio of .1 to I to match the contribution, taking
a reduction in their take home pay With these unselfish actions on the part of
management and labor, the funding level was increased so that the industry could
be best served with the employer and the employees sharing the costs and the bene.
his We -Ate the above as being typical of industry contribution historically in effect

In sonic geographic areas in the negotiated contract the amount of cents per hour
worked to be allocated to apprenticeship training is determined by the membership
in this manner The emplcyers offer a maximum per hour rate which covers both
take home wages and fringe benefits The members determine how the fringes shall
be allocated. at. to cents per hour for apprenticeship, cents per hour to health care
and pension. etc When a package of this nature is negotiated, it is purely a mem
bership contribution that supports training. because if the members did not vote to
donate a portion of their wages to training, they could put that money in their
pocket It our opinion that either of the above described negotiated funding prat
tices 1J a just and adequate way to service the industry with trained personnel in a
way not dependent on tax dollars

We advise against. as stated earlier, tax dollars being used to support specific seg
mints of industry at the expense of all taxpayers. particularly as it has already
been demonstrated that there is a manner by which apprenticeship is well funded
at no expense to the taxpayers

10
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Ire stlinnEll) Vtr, letintinnnd that
The Bureau ,Nppri nticeship Iranian, be funded to an adequate level so that

it Lis the tondaq, and pc I necessary to register. guide and maintain bona Fide
apprenticeship training programs

The Bureau be made an independent Bureau reporting directly to the Secretary
Labor and fulfilling the role described in the original legislation that established

the Bureau.
' There Ix no funding of tax dollars to pruside for the implementation of appren-

ticeship programs. eser as an insentite, because we feel that the industry that ute
fats the workers should and will bear the cost of the training for incoming workers.

If your ,umnritttet has further questions concerning the abuse remarks, this office
shall be prepared to respond in e specific manner

Sincerely yours.
PATRICK J CAMPBELL,

General President.

INTERNATIONAL UNION or OPERATING ENGINEERS,
Washington. 1) C. November 18. 198.1.

lion Aeuttsics F Awxtris,
Claiirmon, Emplo?nant Opportundat, Subcommittee. House of RepreNeriadao.

Washington, DC
\IN DLAR MR DAWKINS Thank you for the opportunity to appear at your subtom-

iiiitt,..e Marini;, on apprentice-ship I appreciate the fact that you base directed the
record to bx kept open for comment, and I am submitting the attached material as a
part of the testimony of the Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee panel
charred by Mr Ray Robertson on November 17, 1983

Thank you for your concerns and your actions
Stncerely yours.

Enclosure

REESE IIANINIOND,
Director, Education and Training

THE FEDLRAL ROLE IN APPRENTICESHIP EqvAL Orpok Twiny

I These osersight hearings un apprenticeship come at a critical juncture for the
American work force

A The legitimate demands for greater participation in the skilled crafts by me
hof a a s 'St re headline stories. in 1963, and for the past twenty years those associated
with -ipprentiseship and society in general have grappled with the issue

13 Twenty years is a long time to study a problem
C Some people hose- gained twenty years experience, while others hose repeated

One year's experience twenty times
II There has been sery re-al progress in opening up the building trades to minors

ty males in these twenty years and, more recently, to females
A In my union, minority participation in apprencticeship as of June 1953 was 31

Percent
II Female participation is 15 percent
U °serial. in the building trades, minority participation exceeds IS percent.
III But at the same time that minority and female apprenticeship participation

has been going up at the direction of the federal government the quality of ap-
prenticeship has been going down"

IV Unequal training is the worst form of discrimination Yet, in the past 13
sear., the- federal government has systematically diluted craft skills

A On October 2, 1171, the process started with the U S DOL coining the concept
of a construction 'trainee- offered as an alternative to apprenticeship

B The trainee- position required none of the discipline of apprentices, none of
the It Wed theory required of apprentices, and offered no protection indisichiat reg
earation and appeal available to all registered apprentices

U And so. 11 years ago the federal gusernmt nt began to undermine skill training
h. ctiminatini, the requirement that all candidate's for craft worker status must re-
cose technical theory as well as on-the-job training skills

D In 1971_ in a misguided attempt to open up a fast track to journeyman skills.
the USDOL manufactured the title of enrolee in training programs supposedy
leading to craft status, but

tVith no OJT schedule. nor

t-1
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Any theoretical tnrniung
E In 1977. another blow was stuck at the quality of apprenticeship when the

CSI)01. announced that On mum term of apprentaeable occupations was
chopped Irvin I,000 hours of OJT to 2,000 hours of training, thus cutting by 101 the
time available fur a potential craft worker to attain the knowledge and skills previ
ously identified with journey person status

I Da specter of fragmentation of apprenticeable occupations became a reality in
when the USDOI. published a list of apprenticeable occupations" totaling

sonic 01i job titles. many of which were simply a small portion of skilled craft work
ers occupations

I Dr Wolfer property pointed out earlier in these hearings that, as of December
1975, there were no apprentices registered in 149 of the job titles listed.

d Fragmentation has been addressed in our testimony, so I won't belabor the
topic, 111 simply point out that it diminishes dedication and commitment required of
individuals, and further weakens the drive for truly skilled workers.

t: Other all advised activities of the federal government that adversely affect ap-
prenticeship include that portion of the proposed Davis Bacon regulations that
would pt unit uatation of low wage helpers on construction projects instead of ap-
prc rants, thus removing the econv.nic incentive to employ apprentices. and the vac
uous treatment of tht Federal Committee on Apprenticeship for the past ten years.

V In short. for the past thirteen years. federal aet.vities in the apprenticeship
area have.

A. Diluted skills,
11 Diminished status,
C Disillusioned thousands;
D Depleted the wealth of our skilled work force; and
E Raised serious questions about the reality of equal opportunity.
As Representative Erlenborn recently stated "we are eating our seed corn

I Quality Mahout equal opportunity is elitism. Equal opportunity without quad
it:: is a fraud

In the List resort, if you take the letters quality out of equality- all you have
tell is an "o" and everyone knows what kind of grade that is.

VII Congress can c greet this situation by 'caring- about how our nation devel
ups its skilled work tore*. These hearings are a welcome step towards enlightened
public policy if when they are completed. someone really cares

VIII. We would welcome the opportunity to work with congress and the federal
government to restore positive direction for real EEO in our trades

nEk 191+3.

Mr LAWRENCE BARKER.
ontimmoontt of Libor. Sion of West Virginia. The Department of Labor. ('harks

ton, W Va.

MAR BARKLR Thank you fur your correspondence with respect to apprentice
ship programs

The Sobeummittet on Employ incat Opportunities. chaired by Representative Au
gustus Ilaw tuns. Mill be holding oversight hearings on the Nation's apprenticeship
programs on November 17, and 17 I have referred your correspondence to that Sub-
committee. to be included in the record in connection with these hearings

I appreciate your sharing your views with me
Sincerely.

CART. D PERKINS. Chairman

STATE OE Wes-r
Tut: DEPARTMENT OF LAMM,

Charleston. a tober
lion Cmu. D

ho..tmot,. Boom Coronothl on Et/ututton and Libor. Ra,tburn noose Offite Build
ing Washington. AC

DLAR NOUNS I have observed, under the policies of the present
adniirostration, that the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training has been Da sub-
ject of at least 20 percent decreases and a much higher percent loss through more
stringent rules and regulations
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It is niy bell' l that flit present administration has every intent of throwing the
baby with Mt batliviati r I hate worked with the United States Department of
Libor continuously ante Pail. and up until the present time 1 have always been
able to work in perfect harmony with the US Department of Labor officials in
West '4'irginia.

I hate sensed under lice administrations in this state and I believe that I have a
better perception of the type of service that I must render to my people than any
other state labor official

1 have urged Secretary Donovan to stand up for those programs which have con.
ributed su much to the working people The nationwide standards of the Bureau of
apprenticeship and Training far outweigh both the watered down approach of the
present administration and the efforts of a few states to set their own standards.

Vier careful consideration and intestigatiun into the status of the apprenticeship
program and its operation today. I must say that the West Virginia programs are
opi'rating under BAT far better than the surrounding states which have state ap-
prenticeship councils I du not believe in the concept of state apprenticeship councils
and I shall continue to cooperate with BAT and the building and construction
trades apprenticeship committees

There is no doubt that BAT needs stimulation. Therefore, the future of appren.
ticeship lies within the actions of the oversight hearings and I urge the nationalized
standards rather than a hodgepc.dge of state rules and regulations

Respect fully.
LAWRENCE DARIO it,
Commissioner ofLabor

NATIONAL AssoctATton or STArr AND
TERRITORIAL APPRENIICESUIP DIRECTORS,

Albany. N Aventber 18 198,1
lion AtmusTlYs F IlAwKirrs.
Chairman. Con:mike on Education and Welfare. House of Representatiies. Rayburn

Muse Of Bldg, Washington. DC
nuts CoNt.sr.sssilisi HAtvicisis During my testimony before your Subcommittee
Frupluy meat Opportunities on Notembet 13th. I mentioned two Ili Tech studies

which were conducted in New York State Enclosed are copies of those documents
for inclusion in the Hearing Record

There art many opportunities to expand apprenticeship in the Hi Tech Industries.
In addition to the already apprenticeable occupations found in these industries.
there are many more present and emerging occupations which can and should be
made apprenticeable Several States are working hard in this area now

N.S.TAD appreciates the opportunity provided to us to express our views. The
1pprt nticeship Program needs Congressional attention and oversight if it is to yield
the human and productive benefits it could produce We are ready to work with
your Committee to develop lasting solutions

Sincerely,

Enclosures.

1..13

DONALD J GsAbowsKr.
Prestdent. NASTAD
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Introd

RECENTLY in response to high unemployment
and budget restrictions at all levet> of government
administrators and planners have begun to review

their plans for unarming the state s economy Special
attention is being focused on strategies for attracting
new industries and expanding those already tocated in
New York State Particular emphasis is being placed on
industries associated with the high technology field, as
these area promising source of substantial and sustained
demand for skilled labor

This report contains Information on the occupations
Mond., the 52 high technology industries that have been
.elected by the Battelle Corporation for their high
potential for long term growth in the state Occupa
tonal staffing patterns. significant occupations. appren
nc eship occupations, educational requirements. on the
tot, training, occupational outlook, and supply and
demand are among the topics covered in this report
Two significant features are a table providing data on
assemblers at the various skill levels, by industry, and a
ratite showing educational and training routes in key
occupations in high technology industries

This report presents occupational intormaton at the
three digit SIC industry level except where otherwise
noted Detailed staffing pattern data tin four digit SIC
industries are riot available

The 52 four digit SIC industries are found within 29
three digit SIC industries For the purposes of occuPa
tonal comparisons, these 29 industries ate considered
as neing high technology in this report In the state,
employment ii the 52 ,ndustnes averaged 401,100 in

The Bnitelle CorPoranon was 4.01WIVSVOnld by the New York State Science and Technology Foundatx. to &sr'', a $
the dewtoornent of high technology activity in New York State

Sto,Word ind.stnot Closidiconon Manual (SIC)
See Industrie, Surveyed pages ) and a foe timing, of the 29 three digtt and 52 four digit industries

uction

196U or 68 percent of the approyanate employment of
600 000 in the 29 industries covered in this report

Three digit industry employment data are from Ern
ploy merit by Occupation Marbdoctunng New York
State April June 1980 Supplement and Occupational
Employment Srutistis Sena( es, New York Stat e. Apnl
June 1978 Four dig dostry employment is denved
from employer report, d workers covered by the New
York State Unemployme it insurance Law

Of the 29 three digit indus.nes, 28 Hein manufactunng
and one is in services Occupational comparisons,
throughout this repott, are made between these 29
Industries and the 63 remaining three digit SIC manufac
turing industries for which data were published in
Employment by Occupanon, Mont /ac luring, New York
State April June 1980, Supplement

Another report High Technology lndustnes in New
York State, salto available for 35 It reviews the status of
high technology industries in the state, particularly the
52 selected by the Battelle Corporation The report
includes informatic I on employment and earnings in
these 52 industries a by four digit SIC industry code and
by area To the extent that comparable data were
available. comparisons have also been made with high
technology industries nab mode

This information is directed to education, employment
and training program planners and adrturustrators,guid
ante and employment counselors, teachers, students,
rob seekers, employers, and others to assist in their
efforts to plan programs related to the occupations in
high technology industries 0

L)

trategy lot
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Highlights

High ter hnoiogy industries rely heavily on professional
and ;ethnical workers About 225 percent of the
emptoyment in these industries was comprised of
worker, in this category in 1980

[he percentage of skilled workers is greater in high
technology ilidust nes than in noniugh technology man
°tailoring industries However the opposite is true for
unskilled workers who accounted for only, about 8 3
percent of nigh technology employment in 1980 as
oppmed to about 15 b percent of nonhigh technology
employment

Many of the occupattons with significant levels of
emptoyment in tugs technoiogy industries occur in
nearly all manufacturing industries They tend, how
ever to be bound in larger numbers in high technology
industoes

Mu, h of the employment in high technology industries
is closet,' associated with electrical and electronic
mat nineryot othet products that incorporate electrical
,'flit etei ironic components The significant occupa
tionsl,clud via( trii al and electronic engineers, electn

cal and electronic technicians, efectro mechanical
equipment assemblers, electrical and electronic assem
biers, and electronic wirers

Assemblers Isiolled, semiskilled, unskilled) represent
over nine percent of all employment in high technology
industries

With their reliance on professional and technical
workers, high technoli gc nclustries have a greater
demand for conege trained corkers than do nonhigh.
technology industries

Occupations that are in demand In hrgh technology
tndustries include electrical and electronic engineers.
computer scientists, Computer programmers, systems
analysts, industrial engineering and mechanical engr
neenng te chniCia ns, and electrical and electronic tech

(MUM

New York State hasa large supply of workers qualified
for NO technology employment anda strong educator),
al system capable of educating and training an adequate
number of students for future fob openings 0
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Industries Surveyed

Thretdigit SIC

The 29 industries, upon which the maronty of this
report ,S beoed, are listed below along with their three

SIC code Industry

dst standard industrial classification (SIC) code desig
nation

SIC code Industry

272 Periodicals 364 Ekon( lighting and wrong equipment
275 Commercial Printing 365 Rader and TV receiving equipment
281 Industrial inorganic chemicals 366 Communication equipment
283 Drugs 367 Electronic components and accessories
284 Soap. cleaners. and toilet goods 369 Miscellaneous electncal equipment and

supplies
286 Industrial organic chemicals
287 Agricultural c he mic als 371 Motor %eludes and equipment
289 Miscellaneous chemical products 372 Aircraft and parts
346 Metal forgings and stampings 376 Guided missiles, space vehicles. parts
353 Construction and related machinery 381 Engineering and scientific instruments

382 Measuring and controlling devices
355 Special industry machinery
356 General industrial machinery 383 Optical instruments and lenses
357 Office and computing machines 384 Medical instruments and supplies
361 Electric distributing equipment 386 Photographic equipment and supplies
362 Electrical industrial apparatus 737 Computer and data processing services

Fourdigi: SIC

All em one of the 52 industries surveyed were engaged
manufact.iring They aci.ounted tor two of ei.ery seven

iobs in rnanutactunngin the state (27 9percent) Throne
nonmanufacturing industry tSIC 73721 Prn ^4 ..orn
outer Programming and software services

The following is a 'ist ot the S2 industries. tncluding
their tour dist standard industnal classification (SIC)
code designator,

SIC code Industry SIC code Industry

2nI Periodicals 3,66 Crowns and closures
2752 Commercial lithographic Pnntin9 3,31 Construction machinery
2819 Industrial inorganic chemicals c 3532 Mining machinery
2831 Ehological products 3551 Food products machinery
2833 Medianals and botanicals 3559 Special industry machinery. n e c

2844 Toilet pteparator. 3569 General industrial machinery. n e c
2809 Industtial organic chemicals. n t c 3573 Electronic computing equipment
2879 Agricultural chemicals n e c 3576 Scales and balances. except laboratory
2891 Adhesnes and sealants 3579 Office machines. n e c
3465 Automotne stampings 3613 Switchgear and switchboard apparatus

11
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OUFdign SIC.00111111.4414

SIC code Industry SIC code

3622 Industrial Controls 3811

3623 Welding apparatus. electric 3822

3641 Electric tamps 3823

3643 Current carrying scratng devices 3824

3644 Noncurrent carrying waiter dresc es 382$

3643 Residential lighting fixtures 3829

3647 Vehicular fighttng equipment 3832

3632 Phonoaph records, video apparatus 3841

3661 Telephone and telegraph apparatus 3842

3662 Radio and TV commumcanon KiknDment 3843

3674 Semiconductors and related dodges 3861

367a Electron. connectors 7372

3674 Electronic components, n e c

3692 Pianos, batter*, dry and wet
3693 X fa* apparatus and electromedical

equipment

Industry

Engneertng and scuent& instruments
Environmental controls
Process control instruments
Fluid meters and counting devtces
Instruments to measure electricity

Measuring and controlling de Aces. n e
OPncal instruments and lenses
Surgcal and medical instruments
Surgical apOcantes and supplies
Dental adult:intent and supplies

Photographic eatsoment and supplies
Computer programming and software

3'11 Truc k and bus bodies
7713 Truck trailers
i7:1 Am tan
3764 Space propulsion ants and pans

3769 Space senile equipment n e c

NOTE e c trice eiew hetet .assittedt is used to group mdustnes not classified in other 4 611 codes that fall uathin the

;.3,5114, ahors
0

28-768 0 84 8
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Occupational Staffing Patterns

A74 important characteristic of the 52 high tech
. 0,,y tndJstnts.), is their relatneh, high reliance
on profess...mat and tec hnical wor k er s As shown

,n i6 char' below workers in this category composed
approximately 22 5 percent of total employment in the 29
three digit SIC industries in which the specific 52 four

hi

drgt high technology industries are ound Of the esti
mated 685 500 employees in the 61 remaining New York
State three digit SIC manufacturing industries, on'y
about 47 0) 0. or 6 9 percent, are ri the professional and
technical category

Oc cupational Cholnbut ion in litgh tc Ant:stogy and
NOnhtghTeChnOtOgIr Industries

New York State. 1960

On the following page. Table I shows employment by
xi upational category in the 29 three digit SIC industries
and n ihe 63 remaining thtee digit SIC manufacturing
industries

-g spec 6. three digit industries .he percentages
prufessional and technical workers vary greatly Fot

example offn e a nd computing mac hoses (SIC 157) with
above 80 percent of as employment in electronic
onn, rig equprnent tSIC 35731, has about 35 percent

of as workers us the professional and technic al category
A. the ow end of the range commercial printing (SIC
2-4 with anovr 66 percent of as employment in

"me, ie. ,NograDhil printing tSIC 2-521 has only
ahoy, i : persist n the profession' and technical
Catieg(if ,

11

Nonmpri iechnoogi. InCAirie$

Another important characteristic of high technology
industries is their requirement for semiskilled, cientel
and skilled craft workers Analysis of estimated employ-
ment les els shows that the second largest percentage of
employment is in me semiskilled worker category in
high technology industries Cereal workers (office and
Pant) make up the next largest category followed closely
by skilled workers Unskilled ..e0tkers represent only a
little Over 8 percent of total employment in high technol
ogy industries compared with over 15 6 percent In other
manufacturing industries

The largest percentage of workers in nOrihrgh teChnCe
ogy industries is In the semiskilled category. whereas
high technology industries have a higher percentage of
skilled workers
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1465r Mil 01 MINI IN 29 HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES
AND 61 REMAINING MAN( ,f At TURING INDUSTRIES BY OCCUPATIONAL t A II GORs5

NEW YORE STATE 1960

29 Hh ec 63 No555.q 55 hnok,r,
inciutnes P1.01,41("Ur 53

( ,r,3550,65 45e495,

Em4,0,,,,
.5c .55,5

5,5 to:4, F5,5P565.0.555
Pe 5
pi 5045

600 120 100 03 665 5,0 10009

P59',,,,,net 3,d 134 070 22 49 46 4+9 6 eS

93 :30 15 52 375" 5 48

-T CZ+ 41 840 697 93t0 : 37

S. . 97 470 16 24 88450 12 91

127,330 21 22 255 370 37 26
Li,,, . 1 49 700 828 107 190 15 64

0", erKd 83:60 13 86 71 210 1039
23 070 384 29000 423
84 420 14 07 87 103 1272
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Significant Occupations

M UtiiH .hr ePo..nent to hg's tet he.010,,j),
s assoc abed with electricai

and etec'ronic mach,rtery sof other products
"xorpeara:e eet. al arid tort true., components

For occurring professional and
oci.upations ascrude e1eictriyal and Piet Iron,

enginee and elk, tocal and..et:tom. hnkians The
snaked category nidudes a significant number ot el., Ito
....echa-iicalequipmen slernbletS NU"ser0tIS els ironic
...met, and InSpe,,,, at e Sou: arerOns Hr ItSred ver,
se..ted Tab1r 2 I

It n he .mphas son quiay congor skilled non
sup, y -so, and ,iietnn..111ed inspec tors ake up

. n 2a a the 2, 'Mee dc;:
.ret.s

e. ee Za'a t ...at,. 'or Se
sr!: .,:qh.e's 3501 The 10

...a. .8 ;es' ...":-...yrnent 21 or he 20

... ,,-. Appwre.,. 7...es 125

urge pcr, er t ages t al employment In lugh technology
-.,.:,..ses In :act SUPervISOS were arnorl :he lop 10

uNItKol, in 17 industries and tnspectots in 16 In
.050 there ..ere about 11 000.nspet 'or, .n high technol
o.1 tnclus.:s compared 'o abou: 7 MO in 1,0R.A.911
. indu, tbors Su, is workers are noted vtr:tbarly

a tnductriec Out not urge numbers shown
n1ogh rechnotog, indusiey

An, ...ipationai gnu... I underemphasized
in studies or discussion> y. ecno1oy is unskilled
assemblers Thooseluns, . ;workers represent
afloat than 3 percent of :oral epkyyrnen: r1 NO
:echnoloT,, inds.SrdeS as compared with over 156
p.rcen; in other rnanutacturng InduSlheS). unskilled
asYernplers rank among tic top .0 oc,upahons .4.1 nine

hnology industries See pages 12 to :6 to more
dr 'al on aiSenlbet SI

ie OCCUPATIO S RANKED IN THE TOP 10 IN EMPLOYMENT
1 AT t EAST ONE HIGH TEC/12.010CW INDUSTRY

NEW YORK ST A TE F.,41

°CCU:. f

As c nis.nan and al.dor
Ak gY,^ r 1, :ere
A ....t sou, .re a.3Ce asset-0,4er
A ,'4(

N, of industry,
toCCuPd:SOn

an.is in top :0

6

nt r, a,erniyi
s4,ente IeChnKtert

El/ or,^
i'le*-ee:,e haul 2

2

^ s
P I 1,., 2

11
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at ,:r 2 OCCUPA PIONS RANX1.0 IN 11W 10P 10 IN EMPLOYMENT
IN AT t EAST ONE HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY
'Eta YORK STATE, 1980 Continued

Occupation

Number of Industries
in which occupation

tanks in top 10

Cacul.etors (trek
Cat hnshet 1

vondet 3

C orunerc at artist
,,MP..,eM and or ditectxm ro:dInq machine Operator plastics 1

ompu'er operator 2

( onPseer peogramrnet, bushne, 2

()rah,
DPI press °peat*,

4

2

rry a, and electronic assernNer 10

F estv, and electronic technic an 10

1n.ctr,, an I

o net !lenient eos,Prnen, assembler 10

I ntjtbeet .P,IOnaUtil al 2

I n.pn r eiecttKal and electronic 9

f. ^ .or tn4ustrtal 5

FrNnes, me. hang 2

Fropne. fit; teChtl,an

f e it neer huffy chipper' cleaner and or polisher 3

n. 1 L

( ft Olt; "9 Mai' hale (,Par a, or metal

f I.up.r rades

13

2

2

IncvstaI rs. operator 4

nip tnt 16

maea t and or assembler 3

KeSPI,a h. operator

I arta 1,C of Len.n..3 laCt'ne operator metal
1 ,0,.ender 1

tbt otes nr sheet roil Of wen fed 1

Ma< b 1sta f 4

%la, hr n, op. rarer coMtstnabOn 1

%Cu r . ... Meta' v,orstnq
Ma<

1

11
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lac, OCCUPAI IONS RANKED IN DIE TOP 10 IN EMPLOYMFNT
IN AT LEAST ONE HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY
NEW YORK STA1 7, 1980 Continued

Occupation
Number of tndustnes
nn which occupatIon

ranks in lop 10

Maintenance repairer, general utility 2
Mechanic maintenance 2
Mixer and.or blender chemicals and chemical products 2

Offset nthograPhtc press operator. sheet. roll or web led
Order

Physical science technician 2
Press assist ant and feeder
Finer brake and or benang machine operator metal

1

F.roducnon clerk and or coordinator
Produr hon packager, hand or machine 9
Punch press operator
Purchasing agent and or buyer

Re:soer arid (nrr. sponden:
1

St tem.. technician 2
Secre'art, 17
Sewn; operator regular equipment nOngatrnent

h,Pttto7 Pat 'st,
tin sits.; 1e1. ylts3 2
qt,roraphe

2
Yin, OW stockroom warehouse or storage yard 2
ts.I.POs r

1

SUPerstsor norms orktng 17

Systems analyst business 2
Systems analyst scientific and technical 1

1,.stsr
2

Tinter 1

Tot>i Ind die maker
Truth drtser 2
Ts Pt, 1

os's 6etrolr t 9

!tel. r and 13're( tete, 6
It r.r yr nom, 9

,rd rt. yr? ha 1

-. at , are `Torts the Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) classification system
I` 'r. jh eau .r. the op 10 of cornrnerctal prtnong (SIC 275) is not found m the specific high technology
dos r omt-ert il la hographic Prinhrt9 (SIC 2752)



Apprenticeship Occupations

MANY of the skilled craft occupations, some of
the semiskilled and a few of the technician
titles may be teamed through apprenticeship

Programs

Apprenticeship occupations that rank among the 10
largest occupations in one or more high technology
industries, with the industries and standard industrial
classification (SIC) codt(s) in which they are found.
appear in Table 3 below

Other apprentsceable occupations found in high tech
noicx_4 industries include the following

Etcher and/or engraver
Plumber and/or fspehtter
Millwright
Carpenter
Instrument repairer
Stationary engineer
Mechanic, refrigeration and or air conditioning
Shettmetal work."
Platertiaker
Mechanic, aircraft

fn addition to the occupations discussed in this
chapter. there may be other occupations in these
industries that are or could be apprenictable

Tattle 3 APPRENTICESHIP OCCUPATIONS IN HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES

Occupation

orninercial ratio Periodicals

omptesswan and or imecisin molding
machine operator plasts

Drafter

E f cal and elecfronic tec hnrc Ian

E

,rind nq machin., operator metal

't.onon, .rid of tante

Industry SIC code

272

Radio and TV receiving equipment 365

Construction and related machinery
Special industry machinery
Electric distributing equipment
Engineering and scientific instruments

Office and computing machines
Electric distributing equipment
Radio and TV receiving eguipmer.l
Communication equipment
Electronic components and accessories
Miscellaneous electrical equipment and supplies
Guided missiles space vehicles, parts
Engineering and scientific instruments
Measuring and controlling devices
Computer and data processing services

Motor vehicles and equipment

General industrial machinery
Electric distributing equipment
Electrical industrial apparatus

11

353
355
361

381

357
361

365
366
367
369
376
381

382
737

371

356
361

362
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db.e s Arrsitra IL ESHIP OCLUVATIONS IN IOGII TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES Continued

OCcutietion Industry SIC rods

Inspector continued Electrical 1,9,iting end unfrlf tqwpI6.61 364
Radio and TV let twIng equipment 365
Communication equipment 366
Electrons components and eccessones 367
Miscellaneous electricet equipment and woolens 369
Motor setuctes and eQuitineM 371
l'attraft and pans 372
Corded missiles, space vehicles, pans 376
Mtmunna end torero/ Leg domes 342
Oincai instruments and knnss ILI
Medea, ..0(1061.). and supplies 344

1.0 W.W.II maker and or assembler Meesunn9 and contioltinq dews, In
00.'61 inetturnents end lenses 343
teedwal instruments and supplies 364

Lathe and or wrung matte." overvalue, Construction end 'elated machinery 353

metal Spieled Industry 'euchre's' 353
General trek:teal rnactsnery 356
Decimal es:hatred apparatus 362
Electric Ightins and ennng ettuVairm 364
Mneellentous electncel equipment end supplies 344

Lens ynndsr 00+00 anstisomenni and lensed 343

Nlachtnod Special 6ndusny mastunetry ISS

lntendoee replier, tffl,lit uhldY Ayncuttigat thernicats 243
Meceltaneous chyme.' peoducts 749

Mecham".countenance Inelumnal era/gone chemicals 281

Motor vermin and euuroment 371

Offset blhosraphre guess operator. sheet. Convnercal poems 27S

toll os web led

Press assistant and feeder Conunticial penury 275

Stnpper Commercial smsnnns 223

Systems analyst. bes .was COMPOtt, and data procesuris 'evinces 737

Tool and dk maker Metal lotwt9s and sturtM^91 346
Decline ightusg and runnst equipment 364

Mora uttuctts and st;snsxnent :71

Wskles and ttamveunss Metal Ic.9ngs and 04.V. e, 346
COASHUC 6J. and 'elated Matharrny 353

Specs)) fins/only iniesneni 335

General eufwenal nacbautty 156

Motor whelps and etturPment 371

Guided meddles. space eeheles, parts 976

Thr imeentu eatitv inspector tee w "hest metustnes ki machete shop /Scot inspector
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Assembkrs

AS Ms& 01 td f Art41 01 th.s repOrl, assemblers
ewes tally the vernal...14o. but also tot shard and
unskilled Ire sent a hotly large percentage a

employment e hush tt Analogy mdustnes Makin<
the 19 three dqt SIC mdustnes that include the

syseola SZ tour dlt tw9h technology ndustrus restahl
that o..vt 9 re.s',nt Oi 611 rmolOYMenl.sm the assembler
occ upehons

In 1%91, there .sere oset 22030 sermskilled AiwrntavIS
1,111041, 2 [AV urtskitiv..1 astemblers 4K1 about 11,000
sin.lect assemblers o the stare rurtharmore unskilled

assemblers are among the tup 10 taryest ott,,,p0,01s$
nine 01 the theft chgu NO technology ofsluStr*S. StM1
slueed assemblers Aldtpttmanho WW1 at +Malec (forte
assembterst and skogedessemNets. 12 ttneenlY Neu nes
mrcharucal tutapment aswmblerst

Table a presents three &et SIC "AuSUPPSMI.NI. h thy

loot dIst SIC lugh ter h 4..4y .miustIlleS at bound. 04
VStinsatt'S .4.0p VIYIOOS/Meft/ and the

Ok upatIoNli tmployme. s 40E51111*th* the
thre es.embler wow.

I
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Table EMPLOYMENT Ot ASSEMOLERS IN 1(IG11 TECHNOLOGY LNDUSTRIES
BY SKILL LEVEL AND INDUSTRY NE1V YORK STATE, 1960

Number i
Number of stint

Ertipkiy of skJkd
Industry Occupation skated (3, cupatron

mem assem
1144M

biers bins

Number
ol un

assem
bless

i

Occupation
I

Total boo :al Loo 22.200
I

I 82020'

272 Penockcals 2asso

275 Comte roAl 0+0,649 38.700 870 bindery 1.044'.
assembly

281 Industnal Inorganic
chemicals

8.080

283 Drugs 21.780

280 Soap, cleaners,
toJet goods

18.560

286 Inclustnal organic
chemicals

11,130

287 Agricultural chemicals 1200

289 bfacellaneous chssrsca/ 3420
Products

346 Meal Ice9rigs and
sr ansP^9s

14.620 n a Assembler

353 Construction and
retrace. machinery

7,060 I 170 Electromectr eane)
assembler

690 Machine assembler. I

electrical & electronic I

assembler

140 Jrnkilled assembkrs

See tocanote al encl.:4 table

122



OYMI N1 OF ASSEMB1 ENS IN HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES
It`i 9/01 I 1 EV11 AND INDUS IRV NEW YORK STATE 1980 Continued

SIC
code Industry

Employ
men:

Number
or skilled

assem
bless

Occupation

}

Number
01 semi
skilled i Occupation
assem
blers I

Number
of un
skilled
assem
blers

Occupation

1S5 Spei al industr.
machinery

14 OCO 720 Electro mech equip
assembler

1.160 Electrical and electronic
assembler

130 Unskilled assemblers

356 Genera: industrial
machinery

27;9.00 n a n a Machine assembler.
electrical & electronic
assembler

n a All other assemblers

157 (Mice and computin9
machines

54,940 3.320 850 Electrical and electronic
assembler

240 Unskilled assemblers

361 Electric distnbutinq
equipment

4.750 n a n a Electrical and electronic
assembler, machine
assembler

362 Elec.hcal industrial
apparatus

20.980 340 1.380 1.410 Unskilled assemblers

364 Electric hqhtina and
...mini equipment

25.140 910 1 2.160 Electrical and electronic 3.160
assembler

3M Radio and TV receiving
equipment

8.700 560 .10

3M Communeation
equipment

45 110 1 250 Instrument maker
and'or assembler
electro rnech equip
assembler

2 740 Machine assembler 940 Unskilled assemblers
electrical & electronic
assembler

367 Electronic components 40,060 4 520 Electrical and electronic 1.860
and .1c4 naton, eat'
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SIC
N't

Indust ri
Employ

Men!

Number
of skilled
assem
blers

Occupatusn

Number
of semi
skilled
assem
blers

Occupation

Number
of un
skirled
assem
blers

Ocupation

369 Mme eleaneous ele. roc a.
equipment and supphes

7 640 n a C/ock...eatth assemb1er.
electro meth equip
assembler

n a E/ee local and electronic
assembler, machnie
assembler

n a All other assemblers

37 I Motor seh (les and
equipment

31 670 80 Machine assembler ' 6,550 Unskilled assemblers

372 Airc raft and Palls 31 ISO MO Electro mech equip
assembler

2 380 Aircraft structure and
surface assembler.
machine assembler.
electrical & electronic
assembler

1.110

37o Guided missiles, space
vehicles. owls

1 760 n a

381 Engineerin, and
scientific instruments

11.250 240 Electro mech equip
assembler

290 Electrical and electronic
assembler

140 Unskilled assemblers

382 Measunny and
controlhog devices

11 560 1.660 Instrument maker
ancbor assembler,
tlectro mech equip
assembler

800 Electrical and electronic
assembler

38.1 Optical instruments and
lenses

2 870 70 Instrument maker
and/or assembler

100

384 Medical instruments and
supplies

13.820 850 Instrument maker
and/or assembler.
electromech equip
assembler

1,650 Unskilled assemblers
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I

' Number t
SIC : Employ of skilled

Industrycode meat ; assem
Weis

Occupawn

Number
of semi
skdkd
4SI4Tn

Wen

Number
of un

Occupation skied Occupation
ISSern 1

biers Illl

38o Photograph,c equmment 75.880

and suppler

737 Computer and data 18 SCO

prOGeS3109 SennCeS

n a Electromech equsp
assembler, usstrUMent
maker and/or
assembler. clock/watch
assembler

n a Decimal and electronsc
auembler

n a M other assemble."

Includes ill h4 technology industnes, including those for uttNeh employment estimates ehd not Melt an t$ tabhshed standard of reliabhty and were not
published

Zero
n a Not aua,lable

1 2
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Educational Requirements

Alarye segment of employment in high technology
industries is made °pot workers in occupations
where four year or two year degrees or other

post wcondary education is required or preferred

The majority of these occupations are in the proles
sional and technical caregory. however many positions
in the management. sales. and office clerical categories

Accountant and auditor
Biological ccientnt
Chernist
Commercial artist
Computer programmer business
Computer programmer. scientific and

technical
Contract administrator
Design?, *industrial etc
Erigmoir aeronat.hcal
Engines r r Iwm.cal
Engineer electrical and electronic
Engineer .ndustnal
Engineer methassat

Biological science technician
Cost estimator engineering
Drafter
Electrical and electronic technician
Engineering technician

Accounting clerk
Bookkeeper. hand
Computer °twat Or

usually are filled by indyytkiatS with college degrees or
other post secondary trairung For example, many am
plOyerS prefer leteretanalapplsnantS with business SC hoof.
junior, or community college training

The training req.ared or preferred for a number of
occupations is illustrated below

Fouyeas degree

Lawyer (plus law school)
Librarian, professional
Market research analyst
Mathematician
Medical scientist
Personnel and labor relations specialist
Purchasing agent and or buyer
Reporter and correspondent
Sales representative (technical sales)
Statistician
Systems analyst. business
Systems analyst, scientific and technical
Writer and,or edits

Two-year degree

Physical science technician
Sales representative
Science teChnrcian
Tool programmer. numerical control

Postsecondary

Ed...anonu preparation and frame" utes followed
c. improyee, In mans oci,DatiOnS. or required or
prvtnprd M emPtuyers selec tins lob applicants van,

Man,. suns represerratoyeS for example. may
ex i Sege trammg 'au/ PosieS, other attributes such as

wth a par tit aim product one enthusiasm
s a r and petsuasi,e abitites Some engineering and

Production clerk and or coordinator
Secretary
Stenographer

science technicians may recenee their mina! training
the Armed Forces and a few may learn their slats on the
rob Finally. though engineers usually are required to
possess a bachelor sdegee. some positions may require
a graduate degree The attempt, in this reprint, his been
to show the primary educational arid, or gaming routes.
not the only ones that may be followed successfully
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On1 he Jots Training

Oc.upations uhuh arr usually learned or Me rob
,.s nide a Large masonry of assemblers, inspectors super
y sots in.schine operators plant slerkal L.oriters and
err Orr Aotkrrs Many skilled craft worker also lona.

s rra .1`004. on Atr ne, Ira ring is
.,.a v .pplen'ened u ^h assroom rod, as as the

"" ippremiorship pr,uaams Some posasons gen
,yin rwu sear four year or 41odUalre. "01'S ',My : warned n the ion est*, stily in

a na F r rsar"p'r peer, hasing ate some
.,es mei, er Ale v.ho rhirhy eS
A, ands ' r Star,* ....A., Aer,..fra

ano Si tar r 4 Pi 44.4

dui onion and I raining Route

I * pr, k " st on o.4 -col ="44 In MO
- r L. rk dkrion.a, A tArar edu
'or irrai cii,k, (o Of Ed. alional Dewlpa

. r Di ,55 "rrrer, kr11,514.11 Pr. [SlraTrtrit iSVP,

, rei, red o. irkers .hoar

I 9,9 I 9., ,,9 .91 tN, are those
e i 4, go t r eournenr Sta. i siOESi
deft et AddrAr.. rAt..re deNtrattrd

t Se .a k va no titles oso din 'hr D. non
upo-.no r ,1x)T fourth eclhon 1977

1^ ;VA. se. a s .darAn In Tahat 5 Erarwer
,(1,04 tar DOA.... rf n n. speci.v DOT rine. The

n a t" A r ' s rs Mute, a, u di dA the
if L. '441,P .3.. are A 'Auk faLid with many of

41. IA ir.trus.' ...Atter ed. n atedOES
l tany, mane, more than Orr .00r number

p. , , ,, GED and SST rye s This simply
, . . 44' " isok at.'d DOT .4. -aye yarong

Say, educatrontt and train/kJ routes fOltOwed vary
widely both usual and possiNe routes are ukcircated in
Taber S

General Educational Development

Genera. Educational Development is education of a
general nature L.his h Locorinutes .4 mesoreng develop
meta and the a. quisition rnathernatical and language
skins that art requ red u! e worker is, actors-east...rage
sun le$01.4. rot, per anLar. This educatIon, which does
not haw a Ttsoyn trC >, fk 0, uPational obiecrne
can he Obtained n el* mentdry school high
ist hooi or coilge or int, "rough experien,e or
independent stud.

Genera Edin at road D .rtop. t 'boded
'arms of OltfhStit aOr us T.,jd

I reasor.ing creyek4P en,
2 mathim.yrk a', dry. pmer 9 fr.
3 Langicao. a. 45. +P ',I

The soots e dt (AO is "is highest A rough
ornParison DPMn,, tit: r asa educational abeam

mem can , made with 1.., 3 signifying a hgh
hortledr(dr.or et, an arses 4.11r degree, kart S a

tai helor s clegov, nct 'eye n a raster s degree

Specific Vocanorel lmgvvranon

Spec'f,c VOA att . Aatt0^ ,51.TIrellnesents The
/fferor:rot AI,. red ...t..eare the techniques acquire
avormation and e.e.op ids, needed for average
performance n a ,pis t.. tot, worker situation The
traovng may he a. audea in a school work military,
n4. futon or a yocational enoronment It dors not
is d.de ohentat.Or train "3 tea.. red of earn a fully

'si Je of Sp.* flit

I rt..'

ocabonal Preparation
Q a nee worse, ti, heron 4,, orned to the special
cindrions of any nevi oh

Handbook for Analyzing lairs S Department of
Labor May 19612
I, oho, Market kformarion Hancihous 'Or Occupational

0 Planners and Admisstrarors n 5.r.. York State tiew
York State Department of l abor September 14,30

; A , A ^ A oo,,,o, Pran,on btrotmorron for 'Manpower Planners
.Nouns Ax a' Year :583 Ke,. Yiak Skit. New York State

Ind nctuo ng : Ls sir Dettartfh.nt sd labor May 19a2

er 5 44`n 014r
5r. r nc'cid 4 wars

her

f " I . anoi Honabook (or
ko un,



Table S TYPICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING ROUTES FOR OCCUPATIONS FOUND IN THE
10 LARGEST OCCUPATIONS OF AT LEAST ONE HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY

Occupation

Education Trurung 1 SVP GED

Hsh
school

Pose.

secondary i

2 yr
college

Cyr
college

1 Graduate
OJT ;Apprenbce/j

Duration
degree months 1

Level

Accountant and aucbtor 8 5
Accountmg clerk a 5,4 3,4
Aucraft structure and surface assembler a 6 4

Assembler 2 2

&nom corker, alum.* 4 2
BoOwe) science, techructan * 6 4

&dowel soentist a 8 6
Bookbinder, machine 4 3
Bookkeeper. hand a 5 4

Chemeal operator A . 7 3,4
Cherrucal operator B a 4 3
Chemical operator helper 2 2
Chemist . . 8 6
Chid operator a 7 4

Caculation clerk 3 3
Cot Maher 4

Cal sunder . 6 4

Commercial artist . a 60 7 5
Com:reason and/or mreeron rroacio3
machine operator. Olog'cs 36 2.5 2.3

Computer operator 6 4

Computer programmer, buuness a 7 5

Drafter a . 46/60 7 5
Drill press operator 2 2

Elecmcal and electrono assembler 3.6 2.3
Elecmcal and electrono technsoan I it OS 7 4.5

Usual education/tram/vs route.
Possable eck,catron/tratreng route

12:i

8



Table 5

10 IA
TYPICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING ROUTES FOR OCCUPATIONS FOUND IN THE

GEST OCCUPATIONS OF AT LEAST ONE HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY Continued

Occupation

Education Training I SVP GED

High
school

(Post I

secondary !
2 yr

college
4 yr

college
i Graduate

degree
OJT tAPPrentice/1 Ouration

months
Level

Electrician 48 7 4

Dectmmecharucal equipment assembler s 7 4

Engneet. btionautKal 7.8 5,6

Engmeer, electrical and electronic 8 5

Engneer, industnal 7.8 5,6

Engneet, mechanical 8 5

Engneenng tectrucsan 5.7.8

Fe ler, grinder, buffer, chopper, cleaner,
and/or poksher 3.4 2.3

General cleet 2 3

Grinding machine operator. metal 48 3.7 2,4

Helper, trades 2 2

Industrial truck operator 3 2

Inspector s. 48 2.7 2.3,4

Instrument maker and/or assembler 48 3.8 3.4

Keypunch operator 3.4,5 3.4

Lathe and/or turning machine operator.
metal 48 6 4

Lens grinder 48 5 4

Letterpress 01X11110(. sheet. roll or

Web fed 60 7 4

Machine assembler 6,7 3.4

Machrne tool operator. combination 3.6.7 2.4

Usual education/training route
Possible education/training route



4r S TYPICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING ROUTES FOR OCCUPATIONS FOUND IN THE
tai ARGEST OCCUPATIONS OF AT LEAST ONE HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY Continued

OccupaPon

Educatan T melon I SVP GED

FlIgh
Khoo?

Post 2y'
; secondary conege

y, Graduate
OJT

college dew..
Apprentsce/i

months
Land

Machine nal setter metal working 6.7 43

Mecham! 48 7 4

Marttenance reporter, general salty 36/48 7 4

Mechanic. tnatntertant 48 7 4

Miter and'or bIendet, chancels and
chernscal products 4 3

Onset Inhograohe Press operator. sheet.
I03 or web led ett 7 4

Order filter 3 3

ss
Physical sttence technscan 48 7 5 th)

Press assistant and feeder 36 6 3
ths)

Power brake and/or bending machine
operator. metal 3

Produchon dells and or coorchnator 6 42

Produchon packager. hand Of machine 2 2

Ninth Nets npeenor 3

Purthastng agent and/Of buyer 7 4

Reporter and Correspondent 7 5

techn.cmn 6
StSecretary 6

Se^tssng machine operator, regular
COS.prhellt. nongarment 4 3

Shtet'atng packer 3 3

Shtl,Ptng/r et awing eke 5 3

Stenographer 5 3

Usual edllCateteVitatnIng route
POSOOk erhxataNtra,n.ng route



LINN( s TN MAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING ROUTES FOR OCCUPATIONS FOUND IN THE
ARGEST OCCUPATIONS OF AT LEAST ONE HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY Continued

Occ upar ton

Education Trarrung SVP GED

Figh Pots! 2 y, 4 yr Graduate
OJTschool secondary 1 college college degree

IrApprentsce/
months Duration Lottel

Slats clerk. slockroorn warehouse
or storage yard 6

Stopper 60 8
SUDCMSOf , nonworking 6.8

Systems analyst, business 30 7 5
Systems analysl, scientific and technical 7 6

Tesler 6 3
Ttnier 5.6 3
Tool and die 'maker 45 7 4
Truck &rue 4 3
Typo! 3 3

Unstated assembkri 2 2

Welder and 0arnecutter 6
Wirer, elect rontc 3 2
Wnler ancVor editor 8 6

Usual educaoorytrarntng route
Posohle educanon/ matrons route

131
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Outlook for Occupations in
High-Technology Industries

HIGH TECHNOLOGY industries employ large
numbers of professional and technical workers
and also need highly skilled craft workm end

productive operatives and semiskilled workers What,
however, a the proacted demand for these and the
other categories of workers such as the clerical, mks,
and management groups'

The New York State Department of Labor protects a
strong demand for professional and technical workers.
especially electrical and electronic engineers. computer
scientists, computer programmers, systems analysts,
and industnal, mechanical and electronic technicians
OccuPotionof Protections. New York State. 1974 198S,
published by the state Labor Department, illustrates this
assessment While anticipating a rue Of 4,9 percent in
total employment in the state between 1974 and 198S,
the department protects a rate of growth of 8 6 percent
for the professional, technical and kindred worker
category Total employment of electrical engineers a
expected to be up b y I I percent and mechanical
engineers 92 percent Very little change (11 percent
growt hlis expected in the number of industrial engineers,

.although this particular protection would no doubt
Change should an influx of high technology industries
take place or if an unanticipated large expansion
existing turns were to occur

Similarly, the department predicts an overall growth of
17 6 petcent in total employment of engineering and
science technicians, IS 0 percent for electrical and
electronic technicians, 12 7 percent for industnal teCbm
sans, and 22 4 percent for mechanical engineering
technicians Employment of computer programmers is

expected to grow by 21 9 percent and computer systems
analysts by 37 0 percent.

In the clencilworker category, a 20 5percent ma eaSe
in secretaries and a 14 0 percent Me in the number of
computer and peripleral equipment operators is ex
petted Interestingly, the office machine operators cate
gory. overall. IS expected to decline by about 8 8 percent

Growth IS expected in the number of skilled craft
workers that will be needed, especially nischow set up
and maintenance workers, but also operators of sophis
Mated new machinery Labor Department proactipto
anticipate growth of about 12 6 percent in the employ
meet level of metal ob and die setters and moderate
growth of about 4 3 percent for tool and demakers, and
apprentices Machinists and apprentices are expected to
expenence a dechne of about 6 percent, a/though/Men
rents Of the supply and demand situation for this
occupation have been wry controversial in recent years
A forecast of a 10 6 percent rise in the employment of
numerical control tool programmers, one of the occu Pa
bons in the technician category. may imply a similar
increase in semiskilled numerical control machine tool
operators It IS expected that operators involved with
such machinery will be in demand even though the need
for unskilled and semiskilled production workers should
decline sharply The Labor Department protects a
decline for virtually all of the operative categories, with
increases expected only among welders and narnecutterS,
checkers. exammerS, inspectors, and assemblers

Employment of managers, officials, and proprietors,
except farm, is expected to expand by 4 1 percent and
that of sales representatives, and sales workers, not
elsewhere classified. by about 3 8 percent. 0
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Occupational Supply and Demand

AN assessment of Labor supply and demand
request accurate data on yob applicants, yob
openings, completer* of vocational educational

programa, recent degree recipients from higher education
institutions, as well as miorrnanon on current emPiointxml

levels and Yob openings Protections

This section of the report uses statistics derived from
the Job Service ....r1Traming Division and the Research
and Stemma Division o :Se New York State Department
of Labor. Despite their scope and detail, these statistics
do not provide a comprehensive view of all labor market
transactions They do, however. provide valuable insight s
Into existing and anticipated labor supply and demand
for occupational categories arid for specific occupations
relevant to high technology industries in the state.

New York State has a large and diverse supply of
workers qualified for tote within high technology Indus
tees Additionally, the state's universities, community
colleges. BOCES network, and other public and private
secondary and post secondary educational institutions
have excellent facilities and Programs that provide
training for substantial numbers of students in virtually
all of the relevant occupational categories Although
some employers, educators and others believe they have
observed isolated shortages of workers in certain oc
cupauons and predict future problems if corrective steps
are not taken, the current and potential supply of
workers seems adequate to meet the demand in most
occupations

Professional and Technical Occupations

As indicated previously In this report, many proles
nova and technical occupations in high technology
industries have significant levels of employment and
strong current and/or protected demand Job openings
for electrical and electronic engineers in the state, for
example, are expected to average over 2.550 each year
through 1985 In addition. over 6.400 openings per year.
during the same period. are expected for other technical
engineers. including industrial, mechanical and chemical
bee Table 6)

In recent years. about 68.000 engineering students
annually have received bachelor s degrees in the nation

s colleges and universities have conferred
aboui 200 engineering degrees (about 5.800 at the
hachi lot s level) annually in recent years Job operungs
have been Projected at 120.000 to 136.000 annually

through 1990 nationwide According to national data,
virtually all recent graduates in this field have been able
to find jobs

New York State Job Service statistics on applicant
region atone and job openings received for engineers for
fiscal year 1982 (October 1,19811 to September 30.194)
show a different situation (see Table 7) They indicated
525 electrical and electronic engneersresetered for jobs
while 78 yob openings were received statewide. Meehan
lad engineering applicants numbered 640 with 70 open
Mgt feted. There were 257 industnal engneers registered
and 31 lob openings received. Chemical engineers
registered totaled 224 with 20 job openings fisted. The
apparent oversupply of applicants and the limited number
of openings shown in these statistics reflect several
factors Poor economic conditions prevailed in New
York State (and most of the nation) during the Period
These conditions help to explain some of the differences
between the projected openings data refined to in the
previous section of this report and the actual openings
received by the Job Service

A second factor involves the special nature of the Job
Service and Training Decision Data collected do not
represent &abbot market transactions for an occupation
Of occupational category. The Job Service registers a
higher percentage of available lob applicants and receive,
a higher percentage of job openings in some occupations
and categories than in others. Generally, the Job Service
receives a smaller share of lob openings foe professional
and technical personnel than for clerical workers or
semiskilled workers Employers of engineers do much of
their recruiting through proleasional trIgillteirog organi-
zations, erigneenrig schools, and direct advertising.
Consequently, while the Job Service data are useful for
assessing current trends, the readers cautioned to
recognize their imitations Finally, the state Labor
Department's prosections assumed a gradual growth in
the economy from the high unemployment levels of the
and 1970's and therefore do not reflect cyclical flue
tuatara in the economy. Annual average openings, rn
this method, remain constant and should not be expected
to reflect actual openings

The demand for computer specialists (including com
puler programmers and systems analysts) is strong and
expected to remain so, both nationally and aide state In
this field, rob openings in New York State through 1985
are expected to average over 5,000 per year. Education
and training requirements vary greatly, making an as
sessment of the adequacy of supply based on degree
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reoments difficult Nevertheless, INA.* motor helds ol
study fromtolitc h employees oh en choose eanddates for
employment in computer occupations Alva 'entmaaad
increased enrollments and degrees conferred m regent
years For esampk, the number 01 indmduals receiving
bacheloAdtgretstncomputet and intortnamon soences.
rose from 1,024 to 1979 to 1,724 by MI to New York
State Additionally, job openings lift high.teChnokell
COMPUlt1 occupations alekkey job. mom plentiful lot
those with supplemental engineenn51. Malt, and science
backgrounds In fact, business programmers may on*

nonce strong compentort Unmet demand. *hem It has
OtCurr ad, has been lor high kwldeveloPmantalgreraber-
nel.not to: programmers petfoernmg tier.* comma,
butane% appkations

Job Senate local °ekes registered Len busmese
PrOgrafnmen and received openings lot Si tat Swat year
1962 There wire 1S3 engneenng and scientific pee.
yammers available and 22 rob openings taetwod. Thu*
were 472 electronic data processing 'Warns analysts
tfgateted with 63 °Penult listed.

Table 6 PROJECTED AVERAGE ANNUAL OPENINGS FOR SELECTED
HIGH TECHNOLOGY OCCUPATIONS, NEW YORK STATE

1974 1965

Occupation Pond ago annual °WWI.

Professional and techrucal

Engineers. techrucal 6.965
Engineer, croft 1.2%
Engineer, eleCtrwal 2.544
Ellymeed, mduslInal 1.1%
Engineer, mechanical 1,239
Engineer, other 2,726

Computer speoalist 3.267

Engineering and science 11[0%11414m 9,056
Engineering and sconce ItChmCrair 5.973
Drafter 3.041

Clerical

Set relotY (other than legal, medical) 44.51S
Typist 16,456
Mks(eparleeara clerical worker 42-192

Mac haust and apprentrce 2,129
Other metal craft workers 1.523
Other mechanics and repairers 4,332

Sern,361ed

Welder and flanNecuttet 1883
A.embler 7.401

13j
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Ptoprt tect otyrsoys for togAoroog and st..rwe tech
mc tans, acept drafters, are en peeled to average nearly
6.006 per year through 198$ Th.s category Incknits
*tem-kat taxi tiect vonIc tech...vane, Indust nal ensenert
My, and trurchamcal impotency tech...mese, amoog
others all of these are n demand m tvgfoectmology
mJusffirs A large At Feast A operungs 4 also expaciad
for &arm, Imilt yob %wrung; per year aueragmg floor
than J,000 flot Y ot StmeJob Sttwerdata aid a

report ...anted Supply, Demand Dorsi°. Occuootronof
Edutonon Marmot' in Nr1A, York Store, 1967,Pubfahed
by the Pima York State Educator Department, prousde
useful odor melon on 11'414 I.chnKal occuiratons

Job openusgs Isted 'nth the Job Servrce m kcal ysay
1902 for electnca and electromc tech....trans rotated 216
t.hae 1,603 sob applkants regstered for sobs Otnnotrt
for mechamcal drafters, dung the some pined, num

table T APPLICANTS AND JO8 OPENINGS RECEIVED FOR SELECTED
HIGH TECHNOLOGY OCCUPATIONS. NEW YORK STATE JO8 SERVICE

FISCAL YEAR 1962
(October I. Mt September J0, 1982)

Occupanon
Appkanti
reepalered

Openings
L received

Protessonal a.d tychmt al

nimeer. elector-al and electromr S2S 76

mlneer. mech./meal 640 70
Engmeet, mdustoal 2S7 3:
Eogneet. therrucal 224 20

Computer programmer, blames: 1,02S 87
s:omputer iwocramitupr, encl....nom; and actentk 155 22

Systems analyst, electrone data orocessto9 472 63

Elettncal and electromc techrucon 1,403 216.

Indortnal engrueenng technetan 76 12

Mechanical eng.netrIng tethsuCQA 343 38
Mechanical drafter &SI 137

CaPC,%!

S./Meaty 13,905 3,179

General doh 39.43$ 13,751

Clerk Must 19,103 4,276

SkAxi

ht r i'1111S1 2,003 321

hi.WW11.11,[q ITeChaluC 1,643 290

We, hane set up operator and metal job setter 764 90

Sem,skIlect

Welder and NiTtetUltel 4,200 632

Est uauca assembler 3,850 1,113
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bered /bout 140 while about MO applicants welt avail
able, Openings lot endustrud tnignerong technerans
numbered only 12 with 76 /mitten's registered Job
opieengs FeC enind lot met harecat engineering tec totuess
m(641138 while 363 apple ants ricestered

The Supply Armond ferret alsotompares completer;
of vocational education programs ws the stele wrath Job

eigiipl4 en IS eve.151515.0idoobot.0.54510001"nOnS

publohed by the skit, t.."05 04.0401'n.00 Program
complete's data 24, Int the school giver ending in June
1980 urine data for Job StnineOPPleants avadtt4e art
to tool ceet 1981 (October 1, 1980 to September 30,
19811 The statewele date for completees 01 combmed
ere hnaal 1010C/1.00 (00914050 and sob applicants reveal
that about 11,100 indivcduals were evadable to 141 the
eponnematety 9,400 lob openings Protected for this
period There may be some duplication us the courd of
t1'{5vfm and 501nen1S because some Jun? 1980

woduates may be cntluded in !item year isti data /01
Job Senxt aPpkants registered

In ierms d speck programs *ohm techncal educe
nun enpleters of electric Al technology programs mum
tiered Anil 720 with 260 aPenm93 lore( est Electron*
'es hcielogy supply totaled 4,466 with aPPeommately
000 uperanas fedtlsin al, MStrumentalon, and Intehen

tti trioh 0109N, SOPP4$4 totals weft kis than the prorec ted
ailabn openings, suggesong I most IAVOlible sup

ply demand netillii5n0lip in these kids Theft were $4S
+Mutt/cal technology pogrom completes and eppleants
n,i1010 edtOmpareciunih a mete ted 8S4 openings The

suPPlYof insteumentation technology related cOmotelers
and ,mplx ants was S8 oath 167 orneargs Pe9reeltd
Comp:eters and applicants 01 ineChiliniC5.1 hr t15001099
Programs totaled 1 186 wth e protected 1 19S operungs

Cier'rcarOccup atlorui

Pneectird average annual openings theough 1983 foe
item al occupations include secretary over 44,500;
typist abOul 1000, mocellaneous clerical workers

about 32,000

tn year 1982, the Job Service listed almost 3,200
oper ys whew& tot secrinartes Y. Pule /Warty ta,Cek

'nal applicants regotervdtot empOyment General
erk **lungs totaled about 31,030 cods about 40,000

recptic red appla ants Almost 20,000 clerk typists were
a,.1 s kg reterrat to about 0.300,,.1. openusgs

Sii411..11:0( upillOns

opengn9Stog rnak ham.. and mac enniSi Opp/en
is es Iry expec tad to .5,11.59. Mt, 7 100 per year

1 3 r)

through 1985 Openings tot mechanics and repaceers,
group that includes mientenance mechetec, are lin on fird
to average wet 1,500 during the same prod Operunges
for other meal wit workers ate expected to average
about 1,500 antsureay

Job Setvsce swetishes mckate many skdted craft
woe kr ft, 5,015biLy 01.4501015i. nUmnt Omit*, ,turrets, end
metal job atrtus, wwtt in ntrunid410 supply &Mg fiscal
vele 1982 Neatly 2 000 InSchmisis were evadable at Job
SitiviCe Otitis kW 0 12' .01) openings toted About 290
sob openngs were . v for Mt 1,643 fneggenent4
mecheeks regstrie,' 763 metal fob urtets and
Maitternit set up optima Finjkstertd for 90 openings

Semliadter3 Otcupetlens

Average annual openings for a0 wekters end NM*
cutters are expected to tot al about t,9e0,4,A4 those lot
aft assemblers should amount 10 0.vv 7,400

Large numbvi% 4 applicants *eft evealabSe et Job
Sew*, local °Aces siateunde during fiscal year 1982 tot
two of :he important semiskilled occupations found n't
high technology esclusteres There cum oyes 4;(0 weld
SFS Icombusotion and an) !fostered. *axle over 3,850
electrons essemblers were evedeble °Perim% 403d
tot wittdets end elettroncs assemblers totaled S32 end
1.113, respecocely

Supply eel De.eend

Despite the tame supply of applicants avaleble info:et
occupations land posuble ostnupply .1 some, the Job
Selince 5 OP51151,0101$15100c$10# 244n1 reef pg82 send,

in some cases, to support the 4144 #hit salts 01 `.044,1
on not match 'moll:sm. demands The appkants and
openings data for flee meet and electronoe engrants 0g
one example With S23 iNkint5 available in 05551
Odes, only 78 openings .411t received stetewide by local
Job Se once offices M local year 1982 Only 10 openings
welt filled and 88 openings had been unfdltd foe over 30
days at the end of the period I some openings were carry
0,e4, 110411 the poevous year) Though severe) PossibLe
e.planations may be pertinent d is e. dens that Wilke
tans of many eppkants simply did not match the
employers' tunny spectficatons

The date lot business programmers also selves to
illustrate the above peoblem Wth 1.025 regstered
appkantt, only 87 openings Well haled, pi uduch 28
were Idled A. the end ed the year. 27 openings had 155'50
timed toe over 30 days
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In contrast. of the 3.179 sob openings received by the
Job Service for secretaries, 1.288 wer e filled and 621 had
remained open for more than 30 days at the end of the
period 01 the nearly 14,C00 sob openings recened for
general office clerks. 12.163 had been filled and only 255
remained open

The difficulties that exist in matching workers skills
and employers hiring specification may increase with
changing technologies and products It emphasizes the
need to retrain some experienced workers and to modify
educational curricula for those still in school to enhance

their employability

To summarize, the state's current supply of qualified
workers is large and its capacity to educate and train

students for future Pb openings in NO technology
industries is strong Available statistical data suggest
few, 4 any, current supply shortages, current economic
condmons may. sn fact, be responsible for an oversupply
of workers as many occupations High technology firms
that are now located In the state, as well as those that
may be considering coning to New York, should find
favorable labor supply conditions On the other hand,
qualified workers, in most categories, should experience
increased demand for thee services from high technology
firms Although some retraining of experienced workers
and modifications of educational curricula may be nec
essary because of the introduction of new technologies.
New York State's overall labor resources are funds
mentally sound and should be able to meet the forsesable
needs of high technology industnes 0

1 3
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Appendix Tables

Appendix tables 1.28 show the 10 occupations with the largest employment in 28 of the 29 threedigd

industries that include the 52 fourdigit hightechnology industries. Insufficient data were available for

the 29th industry, Photographic equipment and supplies (SIC 386).

The tables provide employment and the percent of total employment by occupation for each

industry, except for those in which the employment estimates did not meet anestablished standard of

statistical reliability and were not published. In a number of tables, there may be a different percent of

total employment for occupations which appear to have the same employment This has occurred

because the percent of total employment is based on unfounded data

In the tables, the term n.e c (not elsewhere classified) is used to group industries not classified in

other 4digit codes that fall within the 3.digt classification

133
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Table 1 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN PERIODICALS (SIC 272) '

1900

Rank Occupation Employment
Percent of total

employment

Total all occupations in perioccals 26,580 10000

1 Writer and,or editor 3.840 14 44

2 Secretary 2.910 10 91

3 General clerk 2,020 762
4 Typist 870 327
5 Reporter and correspondent 750 2 82

6 Commercial artist 530 200
7 Bookkeeper, hand 503 186
8 Circulation clerk 409 1.52

9 Accounting clerk 330 123

10 Stenographer 290 109

Thii. industry includes high technology industry periodicals (SIC 2721)
SOURCE New York State Department of Labor. Division of Research and Statistics, Employment by
(hi Ittxmon Manutut curing. New York State, Apnl June 1980, Supplement, Fall 1981

Table 2 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN COMMERCIAL PRINTING (SIC 275) '

1980

Rank Occupation Employment
1 Percent c4 total

employment

Total all occupations in commercial printing 38.700 100 00

Ott set lithographic press operator sheet, roll or web fed 5.120 14 01

2 Press assistant and feeder 1.830 4.73

3 Letter press operator, sheet roll or web fed 1.740 450
I Stripper 1.240 320

5 Shipping and or receiving clerk 1.030 266

o Bookkeeper hand 1,000 258

7 Bookbinder machine 990 255

8 General clerk 990 230
0 Bindery worker assembly 870 2.24

10 Secretary 930 2 07

This oit..1, includes high technology industry commercial hthographic pnnting (SIC 2752)
SOURL E New York State Department of Labor, Division of Research and Statistics. Employment by
(k, Pporion Mono/flawing New Yoe", State Apnl June 1980 SuPplement, Fan 1981

1 3 j
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Table 3 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN INDUSTRIAL INORGANIC CHEMICALS (SIC 281)

1980

Rank Occupation Employment Percent of total
employment

Total all occupations in industnal inorganic
chemicals 8,003 100 00

1 Chemical operator B 550 682
2 Secretary 530 656
3 General clerk 370 CD
4 Engineenng technicians 350 439
S Chemical operator helper 310 3 80
6 Mechanic maintenance 280 3 48
7 SU,NP.1,01. nonworking 270 333
11 Chemist 261) 3 09
9 Chem', al operator A 240 297

10 Science technicians 160 198

This industry includes high technology industry industrial morgansc chemicals. n e c (SIC 2819)
SOURCE New York State Department of Labor, Omission of Research and Statistics, Employment by
(hil,potron Manufoc wring, New York Store, Apristuoe 1981 Supplement, FaE 1981

Table 4 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN DRUGS (SIC 283)

1960

Rank Occupation Employment Percent of total

employment

Total all occupations in drugs 21.780 100 CO

I Production packager hand or machine 2.090 958
2 Secretary 1270 5 81
3 Chemist 1,160 532
4 Si..pennsor. nonworking 630 2 87
5 Biological science technician 610 2 79
6 Biological scientist 570 260

Chemical operator A 500 230
8 General clerk 500 229
a A( t ountant and auditor 410 190

It) Physical science technician 350 162

In , ,dus( t, ,nkludvs high technology industries biological products (SIC 2831) and medicinals and botanicals
SIC Ps.33s

SOl Rt. E Neu. tkrk Stare Department ol Labor Ehyssion ol Research and Statistics. Employment by
Oci ..ponon Monufoi taming New York Store April June 1980 Supplement. Fall 1961

1
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Tater S THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WTTIE THE LARGEST DEPLOYMENT
IN SOAP. CLEANERS. AND TOILET GOODS (SIC 260

1910

Rank I Occupation Employment Percent of total
employment

Total aD occupations it soap, cleaners,
and toilet gxicts 11.560 10300

1 Production packagstr, hand or machine 2,400 12 93
2 Secretary 1,670 10 10
3 General clerk 990 5.31
4 Accountant and auditor 590 3 19
5 Accountrng ckrk 490 262
6 Morn 'rigor blender, chemicals and cheer/cal products 350 1 II
7 Industrial truck operator 290 15S
8 Chemist 270 1 44

9 Science technicians 270 1 43

10 Systems analyst, baseness 260 1.39

This industry includes high technology industry toilet preparations (SIC 2144)
SOURCE New York State Department d Labor, Damson Cl Research end Statenca, Employment by
O cop a oa Manufacturing. New York State. ApniJunt 1960. Stopilement, Fal 1961.

Table 6 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN INDUSTRIAL. ORGANIC CHEMICALS (SIC 210

1910

Rank Occupation proloyment
Percent ol total

ampkyrnant

1 Chemical operator A nip nip

2 Supervisor, nonworking nip nip

3 Order filler
4 Secretary nip. nip

5 Chemical operator B nip. nip.

6 Chemist nip nip
7 Accounting clerk nip nip.
8 Chet operator nip nip
9 Miser and/or blender, chemecals and chemical products nip. nip

10 Physical science technician nip nip

TIvs industry includes lugh techno.1/47; aldustry industrial orgarsc cherracalt. ne c (SIC 2669)
n p Not publishable
SOURCE Nes. York State Department ot Labor, Casesion ot Research and Statistics, OccuPatsonal Employment
Statistics, manutactunng survey data. Apri-June 1900, unpublished.

1 4
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Table 7 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
N AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS (SIC 237) 1

1900

Rank Occupanon Employment 1 Percent of total
employment

I Truck drover n p n.p
2 Maintenance repairer, general unkry n p n p
3 Supervisor, nonworking n p n p
4 Chemical operator A n p n p
S Chief operator n p n p
6 Industnal truck operator n p n p
7 Production packager, hand or machine n p n p
8 Stock clerk, stockroom, warehouse or storage yard n.p n p
9 Shippng recennrg clerk np np

10 General clerk n p n p

This industry includes high technology industry agncultural chemicals, n e c (SIC 2879)
n p Nor publishable

SOURCE Ne., York State Department of Labor. Diyauon ol Research and S tat ancs,Occupat *nal Employment
Stattsnc s, manufacturing survey data. Ana June 1900, unpublished

Table 8 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN MISCELLANEOUS CHEMICAL PRODUCTS (SIC 209)

1900

Rank Occupation Employment Percent of total
employment

1 Production packager, hand or machine n.p n p
2 Miser and or blender, chemicals and chemical peoducts n.p n p
3 Secretary rip rip
4 Supervuor, nonworking rip n p
S Industrial truck operator ri p ri p
6 Maintenance repairer, general utihry n p rip
7 Tinter ri.p n.p
8 General clerk rip n p
9 Truck dnver n p n p

10 Chemist rsp Ti p

This industry tectudes high technology industry adhesives and sealants (SIC 2091)
n p Not publishable
SOURCE New York State Department ot Labor. Dn/S+041o4 Research and Sta tat bcs, Occupational Employment
Statistics manutactunng survey data. April June 1900, unpublished
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Table 9 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN METAL FORGINGS AND STAMPINGS (SIC 346) '

1980

Rank Occupation

1 Punch press operator. metal
2 Assemble!
3 Tool and the maker
4 Welder and flarnecutter

Filer grinder, buffet. chipper, cleaner end/or Polisher
6 Supervisor. nonwortung
7 Helper, trades
8 Power brake and/or bending machine operator. metal
9 Production packager. hand or machine

10 Inspector-1 -

Employment
Percent of total

employment

n.p
n.p n p

n.p
tip p
n.p n p
nD n p
n.p n p
tip n.p
tip tip
np n p

This ,-idustry includes high technology industries automotive stampings (SIC 3465) and crowns and closures
(SIC 3466)
n p Not publishable
SOURCE New York State Department of Labor, Division olResearch and Statistics, Occupational EmPloymerif
Statistk s, manufacturing survey data, Apnl-June 1960, unix/Nulled.

Rank

Table 10 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN CONSTRUCTION AND RELATED MACHINERY (SIC 153)

1980

Occupation EmPloirminI employment
1

Percent of total

Total all occupations in construction and
related machinery 7.080 100 00

1 Welder and flarnecutter 570 806
2 Machine assembler 510 720

3 Supervisor. nonworking 280 396
4 Lathe end/or turning machine operator. metal 260 366
5 Stock clerk. stockroom. warehouse, or storage yard 240 3.37

6 General clerk 200 284
7 Production clerk ands coordinatoe 190 2 61

8 Electrical and electronic assembler 180 233
9 Unskilled assemblers 140 1.96

10 Dreher 133 178

This industry includes high technology industries construction machinery (SIC 3531) and mining machinery (SIC
3C321
SOURCE New York State Department of Labor. Divrein of Research and Statistics. Erroloyment by
Occupation, Monufocrunng New York Store, Apnl..tune 1980. Supplement. Fel 1961

1 4
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Table .1 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN SPECIAL INDUSTRY MACHINERY (SIC 155) '

1960

Rank Occupation Employment Percent of total

employment

Total an occupations In special Industry machinery 14.030 100 00

1 Machos assembler 1.050 748
7 Electromechanical equipment assembler 720 5 12
3 General clerk 4E0 3 42
I Lathe ardor turning rnactune operator metal 480 340
5 Supervisor. nonworkrng 440 3 17
e Eng neer, trechan.cal 410 289
7 Welder and flamecutter 400 286
ti Drafter 380 274
4 Machinist 370 266

10 Mac tune tool operator. combination 340 2 46

This industry includes high technology Industnes food products machinery (SIC 1551) and 'pedal usdustry
machinery, n e c (SIC 3559)
SOURCE New York State Department of Labor. Dwipori of Research and Statrsocs. Employment by
oc a upOtron Monaoctunrs New York State. April June 1980. Supplement. Fen 1961

Rans

Table 12 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN GENERAL INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY (SIC 356)

1960

Occupation Employment
Percent of total

employrrient

Lathe and or turning rnactune operator metal n p n p
2 Supervisor nonworking nip n p
3 Grinding machine operator. metal n p n p
I Machine tool operator, combination n p n p
3 Inspector nip n p
6 Drill press operator n p n p

Machine assembler n p n p
0 Electra mechanical equipment assembler n p n p

4 Helper trades n p n p
10 Welder and flarneoutter n p n p

Thia industry includes hugh technology industry general Industnal rnachmery, n e c (SIC 1569).
n p Not publishable
501 RAE Net York State Department of Labor Duaston of Research and Statsocs.OccuPational Employment
Stant% manufacturing survey data AprJ June 1960, unpubkshed

1.4q
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Table 13 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
LN OFFICE AND COMPUTING MACHINES (SIC 357)

1980

Rank Occupotron Employment
Percent of total

employment

Total occupanona at office and
computing machases 54.940 100 00

1 Computer Programmer. business 4.160 758

2 Electromechanical equipment assembler 3.230 588
3 Secretary 2.790 508
4 Electncal and electronic technacsan 2.440 444

5 General clerk 2,430 442
6 Engineer. industrial 1,590 362
7 Accountant and auditor 1.560 284
8 Production clerk and/or coordinator 930 1 69

9 Inspector 920 1 67

10 Computer operator 910 1 65

This industry includes high technology industries electronic computing equipment (SIC 3573). scales and
balances, except laboratory (SIC 3576). and office mac/lanes. n e c (SIC 3579).
SOURCE New York State Department of Labor. Chvsston of Research and Statistics. Employment by
Occupation. Monufoctunng New York Store. ApnlJune 1980. Supplement. Fall 1981

Table 14 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTING EQUIPMENT (SIC 361)

1980

Rank Occupation I Employment
Percent of total

employment

Electromechanical equipment assembler np rip

2 Wirer electronic p rip

3 Cod winder p rip
4 Electrical and electronic engineer np rip

Supervisor. nonworking p np
6 Tester np rip
7 Electrical and electronic technician p rip

8 Cal finisher p np
9 Drafter p np

10 Inspector p rip

This industry includes high technology industry svatchgear and switchboard apparatus (SIC 3613)

n p Not publishable
SOURCE New York State Depar rnent of Labor. Division of Research and Statistics, Occupational Employment

Statistics manufacturing survey data April June 1980. unpublished

28-768 0 - 84 - 10 1 4
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Table 15 nit. 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN ELECTRICAL NDUSTRIAL APPARATUS (SIC 3621

1980

Rank Occupation Employment
1 Percent of total

employment

Total all occupations m electrical industrial
apparatus 20.980 100 00

Unsintted assemble IT 1410 6 73
2 non"rk'n9 90 () 4 29
3 Electrical and electronic assembler 720 342

Inspector 670 3 18
Machine assembIs r 660 3 IS

6 Coil under 500 2 40Wirer electronic 490 233
S Engmeer electrical and electronic 440 209
o Lathe and or turning machine operator, metal 440 208

10 Electro mechanical equipment assembler 340 162

This tedustrs includes high technology inclustriesindustnalcontrOIS (SIC
3622) and welding apparatus. electric (SIC

16211

SO( IR( F Ni,g, York State Department of Labor. Division of Researchand Statistics. Employment by OCCuP000".AttmIm fur g Nw. Voek State. Aped June 1980. Supplement, Fall 1981

Table 16 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND WIRING EQUIPMENT (SIC 364/ '

1980

Flans Occupation Employment Percent of total
Iemployment

Total al occupations in electric bghting
and ..ring equipment :5.140 1000

1 Unskilled assembler 3.160 12 56
2 Electrical and electronic assembler 2,160 860
3 Electto mechanical equipment assembler 910 362
1 Lathe and or turning machine operator metal 730 290
S Punch press operatot. metal 730 289
6 Wirer e'ec Ironic 690 2 76

Production packager hand or nochme 670 266
8 Supervisor, nonworking 570 225
S Tool and die maker 490 1 95

In Inspector 430 171

th ids e Ludes high technology inclustoes electric lamps (1T. ".01). current carrymg wrong (toilets (SIC
th.t 1 oncurrent ,arrymq wiring devices (SIC 3E411, rescientus1 bghtmg fixtures (SIC 36451. and vehicular lighting
,g,epeient ISIC 3647)
Snl <('E N. u York SiAt. Department of Labor Division of Research and Statistics, ErnpJoymen, by Occupation

tior,1 Neu Yoe, State Aped June 1980, Supplement Fall 1981

14 0



Table 17 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN RADIO AND TV RECEIVING EQUIPMENT (SIC 365) '

1980

Rank Occupation Employment
Percent of total

employment

Total all occupations in radio and TV
recemng equipment 8,700 103 0

I Secretary 730 839
2 Electrical and electronic assembler 560 638
3 Unskilled assemblers 410 4 65
4 Production packager hand or machine 290 3 31

5 Wirer electronic 270 3 14

6 Inspector 240 2.76
7 General clerk 240 2 70
8 Electrical and electronic technician 210 237
9 Engineer, electrical and electronic 190 2 21

10 Compression andfc intecton molding machine
operator. plastics 170 195

Thn. industry ink Mdes high technology industry phonograph records. kndeo apparatus (SIC 3652)
SO1)Rl. L New York State Department of Labor. Division of Research and Statistics. Employment by Occupation.
Manidrii luring New York Stole. April June 1980. Supplement, Fall 1981

Table 18 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT (SIC 366)'

1980

Rank Occupation Employment
1 Percent of total

employment

Total all occupations In communication
equipment 45.410 100 0

1 Engineer, electrical and electronic 3.670 807
2 Electrical and electronic technician 3.050 6 71

I Electrical and electronic assembler 2.640 582
4 Secretary 1.920 4 22

S Electro mechanical equipment assembler 1.200 265
ti Wirer, electrons 1.120 248
7 Engineer, industrial 1.100 241
8 Inspector 1.010 2 22

9 Unskilled assemblers 940 208
pl Accountant and auditor 870 191

The. industry imludes high technology industries telephone and telegraph apparatus (SIC 3661) and radio and TV
nenmunrcanon equipment (SIC 3662)

hl1w 1 nth State Department of Labor. Division of Research and Statistics. Employment by Occupotion,
510enlor turinq Neu York State April June 1980, SuPPlement, Fad 1961

1 A
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1.44e 19 211E 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN iLECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES (SIC 367)

1960

Rank
-r

Occupanon Employment Percent ol total
ImPlosernent

Total all occupant:ma in electronic components
and accessones 40,960 100 0

I Eket:IIK a and electronic assembler 4.570 11 03
2 Inspector 1,860 4 SS
3 Unskilled assemblers 1.0611 4 S4
4 Electrical end electronic techrucsan 1,710 4 17
S Wnet. tlec none 960 23S
6 Supervisor, nonworking 090 2.18
7 Cod uander 890 2 17
8 Secretary 820 200
9 Tester 730 I 77

10 Engneer.industrul 680 16S

This industry includes hgh technology .nclustnes serruconductors and related levees (SIC 3674). electrorac
conewctors (SIC 3678), and Cectrone components, rte c (SIC 3679)
SOURCE New York State Department ol Labor, Dnaston ol Research and Statutes, Employment by Ota,Pai.0,4
MonujOCtufpng, New York Stott. Ac4Junc 1900. Supplement, Fab 1961

Rank

Table 20 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN mtSCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES (SIC 369) .

1980

Occu ninon Employment Percent al total
employment

I Electrical and electronic assembler It() rtp.
2 Wirer. elec Pone rip rip
3 Inspector MP nisi
4 Supervisor, nonworking rip 11.13.
S MiChMt tool operator, cornbmanon rip T.1).
6 lathe and/or turning mech.( operator. metal is p rip
7 Production packager, hand or mactune is p rip
8 Electrical and electronic technician rip n p
9 Punch Press operator. metal rip 11.13

10 MbCiUnt tool Setter. metal Working rip rip

Thu industry mctudes high technology industnes primary batteries, dry and wet 1SIC 3692) and X ray apparatus and
rlectromedeal equpment (SIC 3693)
n p Not publishable
SOURCE New York State Department 01 labor, Division of Research and Statutes. Occupational Employment
Staintes manufaclunng survey data. Apra June 1980. unpublished
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Table 21 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS MTH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
04 MOTOR VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT (SIC 371)

1980

Rank Occumnon

Twat to occupatens m motor veha its

Employment Percent of total
employment

and Moaned 31.670 10000

1 Unskilled assemble. 6.550 2069
2 Insp.. tut 2.010 6.36

Welort and Ilamecutter 1.470 465
4 Macaw kw/ setter metal working 810 2 SS
5 Me( k.Ost. rtia.nteftanct 770 243

Industrial rut k OpylatOf 700 220
TOO, .,.414e maker 600 184

8 De 570 1 80
9 Pun, prms operator, metal 550 1 7S

10 Drill press and or boring machine Opna107 510 160

TMs If kali). .ndodvs NO technology industries truck and bus bodies (SIC 3713) and liuCk trades (SIC 3715)
,01311( E Neu 5.ak State Department ol Labor. Onsion d Research and Statism*, Employment by Occupotron,
%Nadu. turimi Ntu York Stow. Aatl Jun* 1980, SuPPle"*t^l, Fa 1981

Table 22 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN AIRCRAFT AND PARTS IS1C 372)

1980

Rank Occupation Employment
Percent ol total

employment

Total all ozcupanons m rumen and pets 31.130 100 0

1 Aircraft structure and surface assembler 1,630 322
2 Engineer. aeronautical 1,200 3M
3 Unskilled assemblers 1 100 354
4 Engmeer electrical and electronic 1.080 345
S Engineer industrial 990 3 17
6 1 nspe. tor 850 2 71

Accountant and auditor 790 252
li Secretory 740 238
9 Purchasing agent and'or buyer 560 1 80
IA Engineer, mechanKal 560 179--- -

rho. dustny dx tales high technology tridustay auctaft (SIC 3721)
ARA 6. N... Y at, Staff Department of Labor. Div ston ol Research and Stonstics, &via/meg by OCIW>OnOr..
%fano.. Nom) N. York Store Apnl June 1980 Supplement Fall 1981

143
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UN 23 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN GUIDED MISSILES. SPACE VEHICLES, PARTS (SIC 3761 '

1100

Rog. Octupatton 1 Employment Percent of toed
emokPir**^1

I Emerge.. industrial tsp. no.
7 Emmett. ntronaute al Is p no.
3 Stenograplyet nip esp.
4 Enrico, monchtmcst n es es
3 Engineer, tketterce) end tiett1004 fl p np
6 Supenmsoe, nomuozlung n p np,
7 Inspector np np
$ Products:A clerk and/ot toorcfrisrot ri p np
9 Nettersl and elletrome MC/NUMMI fl p. np.

10 Welder and Ratnecutril no ft.p

' 'Ms industry includes Ngh technology mlustnes space coopuloon um** snd puts (SIC 3764) and *boa whole
trOopmcnt, n t 4 (SIC 3769)
n p Not putArshable

SOURCE Noe York S. Department of Luba, Dunsion of Research and Statuties, Occupiers...61 Employment
Statutes. manutectunng surety date, Apol June 1140. unpublished

Ude 24 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN ENGINEERING AND SCIINTIPIC INSTRUMENTS (SIC 311) '

1940

Rstl, Occupation Employmem
IPatent ottiolat

I emplOyment

Tots) 4 OCCUPAIKOW I% enrvenn9 and
sciennhc instruments 11 220 1000

I Engneet, **(Inca! out tiectronse 2.200 1951
2 General 414,4 510 469
3 Secretary 600 355
11 Ete(tiKil and stedion4 technamn 340 21111
5 Wirer. electromc 290 261
6 Decimal and tkectroruc assembler 290 2 53
7 Actountan1 rind *Wool 240 2.14
$ Elect:or/who/we,' tourpment /44.emblet 240 211
9 Production clerk and/or coordinator 240 211
10 Drab.' 220 195

Itus industry trejudgs P. technology industry vignetting red scone& osournems (SIC 3814
SOURCE New York State Department of Labor. Dunoon ol Reseuch and Stsosocs, empiornen1 by Occup:mon
NionuIck turost. New York Sion. AprJ JuNr 1980. Suook~^1.F 1961

u
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Table 25 1211; 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN MEASURING AND CONTROLLING DEVICES (SIC 3821'

1950

Rank Occupation

TOW; al Oteu DariOrts m Meartoroy and
conuoNn9 devoces

EmPlovrnent
Percent ol total

employment

11.560 100 0

I Insnument maker and/or assembler 1,160 10 04

:steal and clef Pone ssernblet 688
3 Entpneet. ekstr Kal and elects one 680 589
4 Warr, eleelsonK 600 5 15

EIeetro teseets.snK at etloopmen: anfembkr 500 4 32

n F.Ir. :real and e!eenonst: brehmetan 410 354
: Seeletaty 350 300

S_11()Yr,301. mow:colony 270 229
Plesfooststs ler la and or coon:boa:or 250 2 12

10 Inwes for 230 202

rt.n indoor, tns.kseles !ugh techno(o9), mdustrees cm/nommen:A controls (SIC 38221. process conuol InflroMergr
Ali (6 /1t more,: ,Irldr.ountoarjele,,e, (SIC 3824Ltnstrurnente to measure electrK0y (SIC 38251. and rneasonny and

....undo.' des, ek. n0.4 (SIC 38291
St /UM e Nest N.o hi Stale Department of Labor. Destteson of Re,. .101 and SlalotKr. Employment by OttoPOtlon.

rirr.1 Neu York SNP.. Aped June 1961. SuppIerrrenr, Fall 1951

Tat4e Vs THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS AND LENSES (SIC 383)

1950

%TM OCCupabon

Total A tVenpanons sn opt.( tropsonent
and lenaes

Emptoynsenl
Percent ol total

empiown4r4

2.870 KO 0

I Lens tittnEer 150 S 29

2 14er grinder tutfee clypsyet Cleaner and or P145her ISO S 19

1 Inspector 140 4 94

4 bleep cal and eleerronw assembler 100 362
5 Lathe ,rod or ruining maestne operator meta; 70 2 SS

0 Instrument maker and or atserrMier 70 2 37

7 Secretary 60 202
5 Entencer eIecuocal and deem One 60 1 9$

9 Cansdnys macho...opt-smog metal 50 166

:0 Mt. Nate loot sett., metal noskinti so 161

rn,., Iducts, ,nt rude. hell, teehrsolcegs optseal mstruments and lente: (SIC 30321
N01 ! Non. State Department of LANNI Ilnerroln of Research and Slain:re:. Emblovment by 0(es/roe/bon,
Stoo..o. 0, no, N.,. York Store Apo, Jo.ne (900 SoPohenlent, F a 1961
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Table 27 THE 10 OCCUPA (IONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPLIES (SIC kul

1900

Ran; OccuPaton

Total a7 occupassen. an med.ca: mstrument.
(4.:44«,/,

Urisrktred Asserr4.4f s
Product.. pac4....ser. hand u. Illaihane

Em loYment

13 820

LIZA,
710

Percent of total
empLpyrnent

100 00

1( 94
5 14

I n. :rumen: rrsafo r And or .114.ern(4,1 5J0 3 Se
SUpe1,00, 360 2 63

4 from, tut 330 2.39
'. bk. tro mechann .4 eq....I:omen( forrIlI4e, 320 2 33

Sectelats,

Se.o.411 re.r tome opt, ator. (41.9u:4r equmment
310 2 23

230 166
9 Fder to bu"er. el...poet. cleaner. and:or Polober 200 (47

Sh'Pr.`"3 0444e, 1E0 (25

Th...kh to. holl, :et Anolow ondu(4,14(1.14.4 TC al and rerthcal trotrument.(SIC 3541 surgeal applunces and
.onofn s t 19471. and denta: cow:sown: and WM:S (SIC 38431
S(111HC1 New. Yuen State Department of Labor Onns.on of Research and Statnoc.. Empfoymenr by 0<cummon.
.Manunn :wog New York State Artlittne 1980. SuPPle"."st. Fa 1941

Tab:a 28 THE 10 OCCUPATIONS WITH THE LARGEST EMPLOYMENT
IN COMPUTER AND DATA PROCESSING SERVICES (SIC 7371'

1975

Ran, Occur...boo f Employment/ IPercent of total
employment

eta] a7 o<CuDatoom. o. Compultr and data
preerraarg senace. (8.500 100 00

: /icy ;Kw( h atm 3.370 IS 20
2 C pfiyVa71,17.1r 2.250 12 30
3 COMMart °part ator 1.670 903
3 Systems analyst. bosmess 1.200 646
S Secretary 630 3 42
6 Genoa: alerk sao 3 13

System. analyst. re,entrk and techmea/ 440 240
Elettocal and Are:tome lechnspan 390 2 12

9 Pr.nlut ton clerk and or cerrobnator 370 19 9
:0 Accounong (fee. 320 1 71

Inn .th..try leCKnO:nth COrripvt,, preyanonang and software (SIC 7372)
SOL'RCF Non York Star. ()apartment of Labor Onnston of Res earch and Stansbes. Otoopoppoor Employment
Samtn Sen n Nese Veett 5mm ApLlyne 197( February 1900
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Introduction

RISING unemployment coupled with budget re
strictions at all levels of government have led
administrators and planners to review then plans

to Improve the economy of the state Special attention
has been focused on attracting new industries and
expanding those already located in New York State,
particularh,iin high technology fields, as these have been
a source of substantial and sustained demand for skilled
labor

This report reviews the status of high technology
industries in the state, particularly the 52 industries that
have been selected by the Battelle Corporation for then
high potential for long term growth in the state The
report includes information on employment and wages in
these 52 industries ' detailed by four digs SIC industry

code' and by area To the extent that comparable dm.
were available comparisons have also been made with
high technology industries nationwide

Another report, Occupations in MO Technology, is
also available or S5 It contains information on the
occupations found in the 52 industries selected by the
Battelle Corporation Topics covered include occupy
tonal staffing patterns, sgraficant occupations, appren
ticeable occupations, educational requirements, on-the
fob training, and occupational outlook and supply Two
other features are a table providing detailed data on
assemblers at the various skill levels by industry, and a
tabular presentation of educational and training routes
for key occupations in the high technology industries 0

The Batte:le Corporation was commissioned by the New Yoe. State Science and Technology Foundation to design a
rtrategy for the development of hgh technology activity in New York State
Ste Appends A for defmntIons of the 52 high technology industries and Appendix B for technical notes describing

data sources used in this report
' Standard Industrial Classification Manual (SIC)

15,1
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Highlights

High technology industries already comprise a Large
share of New York State's industrial base Their
payrolls amounted to over S9 billion or 9 9 percent of
ornate sector payrolls in 1983

High technology industry employment in the state
averaged 407,700 or 7 0 percent of private employment
in 1980

The state s share of nationwide employment in NO
technology industries declined 1 6 percentage pants
to 106 percent from 1975 to 1980

Over one hall of the employment in high technology
industries was attributable to lust sin industries photo
graphic equipment and supplies (SIC 38611. electronic
computing equipment (SIC 35731 radio and TV corn
muncatron equipment (SIC 36621, periodicals (SIC
27211 commercial lithographic printing (SIC 2752),
and aircraft (SIC 3721)

The average weekly earnings of high technology in
dustry workers was 3429 compared with $302 for all
ornate sector industries and 5355 for all manufactunng
industries

Of the high les nnolorly industrres weekly earnings
for workers averaged highest (S 23) in the telephone

and telegraph apparatus industry (SIC 3661) and
lowest ($2411 in the office machines, not elsewhere
classified industry (SIC 1579) Weekly earnings
of workers employed in the manufacture of photo
graphic equipment and supplies or electronic comPut
rog equipment, the largest industries providing high
technology robs in the state, averaged $497 and 5525
respectively Nearly one haH (480 percent) of the
reporting units were in on/y two industries periodicals
(SIC 2721! and commercial lithographic printing (SIC
27521

Some areas of the state had an intense concentration
of high technology activity in 1980, most did not In
each of three areas (Binghamton, Poughkeepsie. and
Rochester) about one of every five persons in the
civilian labor force was employed in a high technology
industry

Geographically, 60 1 percent of the employment in
high technology industries in New York State was in
the Nassau Suffolk and Rochester areas and New
York City in 1980

Electronrc connectors crowns and closies, and
computer programming and software were the fastest
growing high technology industries in New York State
from 1975 to 1980

15
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Criteria for Industry Selection

NEV., York te in a struggle with other states for
robs For numerous reasons robs in !ugh tech
nology industries are constricted/is being among

the most desn,ti,t Acting on a comoussxon horn the
NCo. York State Science and Technology Foundatxon,
'he Battelle Corporation xclentified 52 high technology
induor ws who h are both desirable and feasible for New
York State The industors were tdentihed by Standard
tndustnol Cicight open Manual (SIC) four digit code
and title Those bgh technology mchistnes whxch New
Y k has the best c onipetitive POS,I,on are the sub"! of
Misreport High technology industresm which the state
does not enjoy the best potential for long term growth
ha,* been escluded as an area of study

high tee hnoksgy industries most desirable and feasible
tor decelopment in New York State tend to

Be part Cease economic based the state (that cs they
hong cloths into the state from outsde the state
rather than circulating dollars already within the
Oalei

(,row taster than other components of the economic
base

Hase pots nal for future empoymoit exparchon

Otter abuse average pas scales

Be frequently capital intensme resulting in high
proctor ho, and salars

Contract less than other industnes with high pay
scales dunng recessionary penods and expand
more during upturns.

Employ a 'urge number of prolessixonai and technical
workers.

Employ the cream of the trots in nonhigh tech
nology personnel,

Include many occupations common to nonhigh
technology industries.

Have many employees devoted to research and
development carters

Have cooperative arrangements cot!, secondary
schools and take an Interest In vocational training
programs because of interest in latest technolopes
and dew. to employ the "cream of the crop- .n all
occupations).

Add considerably to the wotth of product pe-
smployee e hqh value added per employee t.

Be composed of firms with headquarters CM adrrun
istrattve othces in New York City.

Have few negative energy or environmental Impacts
and

Have domestic technology equal or wan*, to
for vgn compenoon 0
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Industries Surveyed

ALL but one of the 52 tndustnes surveyed were
engaged to manufactunng. They accounted for
two of every seven pis m manufactunng in the

state (27 9percent) The one norvnanufactunngmckstry
(SIC 7372) provided computer programming and soh.
wilt MTV1CP

The following is a bung of the 52 industnes, viclucfing
their standard Industrial classification (SIC) code
designation:

SIC code Industry SIC coda Industry

2721 Penofica Is 3674 Stnuconductors and related devices

2752 Commercial btbograptvc panting 3678 Electronic connectors

2819 Industrial inorganic chemicals. n e c 3679 Electronic components, n e

2831 Ettologcal products 3692 Primary batteries. dry and wet

2833 mecbc,n,b and botanicals 3693 X ray apparatus and electrornecbcal

luiPment
2834 Toilet preparations
2869 Industrial organic chemicals. n e c 3713 Truck and bus bodies

2879 Agricultural chemicals. n e c 3715 Truck trailer
2891 Adhesives and sealants 3721 Aircraft

3465 Automotive stampings 3764 Space propulsion units and parts
3769 Space vehicle equipment, n e c

3466 Crowns and closures
3531 Construction machinery 3811 Engneenng and scientific Instruments

3502 Mining mac Misery 3822 Environmental controls

3551 Food products machinery 3823 Process control instruments

3559 Spewl industry mac htnery, n e c 3824 FAA meters and counting devices
3825 Instruments to measure electricity

3569 General industrtal machinery. n c c

3573 Electronic computing equipment 3829 Measunng and controlling demccs, n e c

3576 Scales and balances. except laboratory 3832 Optical instruments and lenses

3579 Office machines, n e c 3841 Surgical and medtcal instruments

36:3 Swuchgear and switchboard apparatus 3842 Surgical appliturces and supplies
3843 Dental equipment and supplies

3622 Industrial controls
3623 Welding apparatus electric 3861 Photographic equtpment and supplies

3611 Electric lamps 7372 Computer programming and software

3643 Current carrying wiring devices
3644 Noncurrent carrying wing devices

3645 Restdenttal bgbling fixtures
3647 Vehicular lighting equipment
3662 Phonograph records. video apparatus
3661 Telephone and telegraph apparatus
3662 Pad. and TV communication equipment

NOTE nec t not elsewhere classified) ts used to group industries not classified in other 4 Mgt codes that fa within the

3 dotit I lassification
0

1 5i
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New York State's Share of United States Employment
in High-Technology Industries

NEW York State at 1900 account.
ed for 7 4 percent of the total
U S crnhan Labe( force, 6.0

percent of the neon's ?obi n nonagre
cultural Industnes, and roughly 11 0
Percent of the employment at the na-
non's 52 hgh technology Industrtes
surveyed (see Chart 1)

Comparator tndostry data for both
New York and the neon were evadable
for 31 of 0,052 industries covered In the
report In 1903. these 31 mdustnes
employed 902 percent of the workers
in AO technology pubs In the state, and
they accounted for 10 6 percent of the
nstmes employment rt these mclusrnes

New York's share ot the natton's
NO le( hnologypbs In the 31 Industnes
vaned wed* by industry, rangeng Rom
a tugh of 57 6 percent to the photo-
graphic equmenent and supplies modus
try to a Low of 0 2 percent en rruntng
macrvnery (see Table 1)

Cheri 1. NEW YORK STATE AS A PERCENT OF UNITED STATES:

POPULATION
CIVILIAN LASOR FORCE
JOSS IN NONAGRICULTURAL INOUSTRIES
JOSS IN HIGH-TECI4NOLOGY INOUSTRIES

111110

JOSS MI 14/014-TICHNOLOOY INOUSTIMU 11.11.6

I I I 1

20 a0 LO SO

proont

153

I I

111 141.11
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Table 1 NEW YORK STATE EMPLOYMENT AS PERCENT OF UNITED STATE cMPLOYMENT
IN SELECTED HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES, 1980

SIC
code. Industry Percent of

U.S employment

3861
2721
2844
3644

Photographic equipment and supplies
Penootals
Toilet preparations
Noncurrent carrying wiring devices

57 6
303
21 3
18 7

3652 Phonograph records, video apparatus 17.2

3645 Residential lighting fixtures 153

3811 Engineering and scientific instruments 14 7

3643 Current carrying wiring devices 14 5

3573 Electronic computing equipment 13 5

2752 Commercial hthographic printing 11

3662 Radio and TV communication equipment 108

ALL 31 INDUSTRIES 10 6

3841 Surgical and medical instruments 89
1832 Optical instruments and lenses 82
3342 Surgical applicances and supplies 77

3823 Process control instruments 74

3674 Semiconductors and related devices 67
3679 Electronic components n e c 66
3721 Aircraft 64

3551 Food products machinery 55

3622 Industrial controls 54

2869 Industrial inorganic chemicals, n e c 44

3613 Switchgear and switchboard apparatus 39
3465 Automotive stampings 37
3641 Electric lamps 36

3825 Instruments to measure electricity 35
3661 Telephone and telegraph apparatus 31

3822 Environmental controls 24

3713 Truck and bus bodies 20

3715 Truck trailers 16

1531 Construction machinery 11

3532 Mining machinery 02

1 5
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Trends in Employment in High-Technology Industries
1975-1980

FROM 1975 to 1980 the number of sobs in high
technology industries In New Yotk State and the
United States increased at a faster rate than sobs

in all manufacturing and in all pnvate sector industries
This increase reflected the vitality of high leClIOnOlOgy
industries The growth rate was more thandouble that of
the clinhan tabor force in both the state and nation The
labor force and employment in high technology Indus
Pea however, expanded much more rapidly es the
United States than m New York State This to some
extent may reflect the early development of high
technology sobs in New York compared with other parts
of the country (see Table 2 I

Table 2 Rates oI Growth for Selected
Indus try Groups and the Civilian Labor Force

ew York State and the United States
I9751980

Industry group

Growth rate
L 1975 1980

New
UnitedUnitedYork Un

State States

31 hsgh technology industrses II 9
52 high technology Industrws I1 5

29 I
n a

Manufacturing Industries total 1 9 10 7
Private sector industres total 8 I 19 I

CrAcan kaki, force 4 5 14 0

n a Not available

As a group emNoyment for the 3 !Indust nes expanded
29 1 percent nationwide compared with II 9 percent sn
New York Only so. of the 31 industnes grew at a faster
Pace in New York than nationally They were

SIC code

3613
3641
3643
3652
3662

3822

Industry

SwAtChgear and switchboard apparatus
Electric lamps
Current carrying vanng devices
Phonograph records video apparatus
Radio and TV communication equIpment
Environmental controls

Emptoyment declined between 1975 and 1980 In both
the state and pawn in two industries construction
machinery (SIC 3531) and truck and bus bodes (SIC
3713) However, it dropped at a slower pace In the state
than in the natson, expectally sn the truck and bus bodies
industry, because the decline us the state commented
pray to 1975

In five Indust nes.employment dechnedin the state but
expanded nanonally The industries were

SIC code Industry

280 Industnal snorgansc chemicals, ne c
3465 Automotive stamllsms
3644 Noncurrent can rig w,nng devices
3661 Tekplsone and telegraph apparatus
3721 Aircraft

Rates of growth for the 31 lash technology sndustnes
from 1975 to 1960in the United State and New York are
shown in Table 3 The table also includes United States
employment In thew industries m 075 and 1980

Since employment in lush technology industries ex
panded more rapidly In the Urated States than In New
York, the state's share of the natson's high technology
employment declined horn 1975 1980 In 1975, New
York accounted for 12 2 percent of the natsons lush
technology robs in the 31 industries, but by 1980 the
percentage had dropped to 106 The state's share
declined in 23 industnes, remained the same In one, and
expanded in seven others Hee Table 4) The high
technology industrses with the greatest concentration in
New York photographic equspment and supplies (SIC
3861), and penochcals (SIC 2721) were anxing Indust nes
employing proPortsonately lewer workers in New York
at the end of the period 0
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Table 3 EMPLOYMENT IN UNI HD STATES AND RATES OF GROWTH FOR
UNITED STATES AND NEW YORK STATE

IN SELECTED HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES, 1980 AND 1975

SIC
code Industry

United States
employment

(000's)

Rate of growth
from 1975 to 1980

1980 1975 United
States

New York
State

2721 Periodicals 884 68 1 298 11 1
2752 Commercial lithographic printing 229 5 167 3 37 2 16 6
2819 Industrial inorganic chemicals, n e c 106 8 962 II 0 -3 2
2844 Toilet preparations 55 5 48 9 13 5 11 1
3465 Automotive stampings 943 82 1 14 9 -23 7

3531 Construction machinery 148 5 156 8 56 -0 5
3532 Mining machinery 37 9 31 8 19 2 70
3551 Food products machinery 46 2 40 6 13 8 54
3573 Electronic computing equipment 350 2 210 4 664 19 6
3613 Switchgear and switchboard apparatus 69 0 605 14 0 292

3622 Indust n< controls 72 2 606 19 1 17.1
3641 Electrus lamps 36 4 35 4 28 47 7
3643 Current carrying wiring devices 88 5 70 7 25 2 26 3
3644 Noncutrent carrying wiring devices 22 4 209 72 -8 3
3645 Residential lighting fixtures 25 3 202 24 6 77

3652 Phonograph records, video apparatus 23 7 22 1 72 88
3661 Telephone and telegraph apparatus 162 9 147 5 104 -37 3
3662 Radio and TV commumcations equipment 376 3 309 8 21 5 25 3
1674 Semiconductors and related devices 226 9 121 7 864 92
3679 Electronic components, n e c 215 3 130 8 646 48 9

3713 Truck and bus bodies 386 45 5 -17 9 -17
3715 Truck traders 28 0 192 45 8 19 7
3721 Aircraft 354.1 292 8 20 9 -11 2
3811 Engineering and scientik Instruments 76 8 617 24 5 11 8
3822 Environmental controls 47 4 37 3 27 1 38 8

3823 Process control instruments 52 9 410 290 24 8
3825 Instruments to measure electricity 102 1 604 690 11 0
3832 Optical instruments and lenses 32 9 22 2 482 96
3841 Surgical and medical Instruments 71 5 419 70 6 32 5
3842 Surgical appliances and supplies 66 7 52 7 26 6 18 8

3861 Photographic equipment and supplies 135 5 121 1 119 57

I6
28-768 0 84 11
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Table 4 NEW YORK STATE EMPLOYMENT AS A PERCENT OF UNITED STATES EMPLOY 'ENT
IN SELECTED HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES, PAO AND 1975

SIC code Industry

Stater a
percent of USA

Percentage
dome
from

I975 to 190319410 I 1975

TOTAL 106 122 -16

2721 Periodicals 303 35 4 -s
2752 Commercial hthographt ponting 11 1 13 1 -2 0
2819 Inclusion inorganic chemeals, n e c 44 50 -06
2844 Toilet preparations 213 213 -04
3465 Automotive stampings 37 56 -19

3531 Construction machinery 1 1 1 I -
3532 htiung machinery 02 0 1 4.1
1553 Food products machinery S S 6.0 -OS
3573 DectromC computing equipment 135 165 -53
3613 Switchgear and switchboard apparatus 3 9 3 S 0 4

3622 Inclusion controls 54 SS
3641 Electric lamps 36 2S 11
3643 Current canyons wrong devices 145 14 3 02
3644 Noncurrent carryvig snob demon 1$7 21 -3 1
3645 Residential lighting fixtures 15 3 17.$ -2 S

3652 Phonograph records. video 17 2 17 0 0 2
3661 Telephone and telegraph apparatus 3 1 S 4 -2.3
3662 Radio and TV communication equipment 106 103 0.5
3674 Semiconductors and related devices 6 7 11 S -4 $
3679 Elecuro6K components. n e c 6 6 7 3 .0 7

3713 Truck and bus bodes 20 1 7 03
3715 Truck trailers 16 2 0 -0 4
3721 Aircraft 6.4 67 -23
3811 Engineering and Ktenttfic tnatruments 14 7 16 3 -1 6
3822 Environmental controls 2 4 2 2 0.2

3823 Process control instruments 7 4 7 7 -0.3
3825 Instruments to measure electricity 3 S 5 3 -1 3
3832 OptKal instruments and lenses $ 2 11 1 -2.9
3841 Surgical and medical instruments 69 113 -2 6
3842 Surgical appliances and supplies 7 7 6 2 .0.3

3861 Pbotographirc equipment and supplies S76 610 44

162
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Statewide Employment
in High-Technology Industries

1980

EMPLOYMENT in New York States leciNtech
nology Gelds was concentrated to a handful of
industries In 1960, 54* of the 52 industries et

counted for 59 3 percent of the 407.700 high technology
lobs

Jobs in photographic equipment and supplies alone
composed nearly one of every five robs followed by
electronic computing equipment, which accounted for
Or, int every run( tobs, and radio and TV communic at NNI
equipment one of every 10

Of the S2 industries in New York surveyed, sin
employed 20.000 or More workers. 10 employed be
tweeii 5,000 and 19399. 21 employed 1,000 to 4.999: and
IS employed Inver than 1 003 The S2 high technology
ITICki1MYS are ranked by employment tn Table S

SIC code

3661

3573

3662

2721
2752

3721

lesdnetry

Photograploc equipment
and supplies

Dectronrc computing
equipment

Recto and TV commute
canon equipment

Periodicals
Commercial hl1109raplut

printing
Aircraft

Coons INSTIttellttON Of ItIfttOYMINT
SflICTIO100#44t CHNOLOOT INOUSTIP if

logy 5055 STAMM.

163

Employment

71.100

47,200

40,500
26.600

25,500
22.703
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lade 5 10611 TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES RANKED BY EMPLOYMENT
NEW YORK STATE. PRO

sc 1

code I
Industry i ...,....

(...)

1 3861 PhotoprePtaC ecnarmant and guppies 71
2 3373 Electronic computing equipment 47 2
3 3662 Rads* end TV tommuntaiton earn yment 403
1 2721 Persockals ICS
5 2752 Commercial Ithorpraphsc primes' 235

6 3721 &Knit' 227
7 1674 Semiconductors and related dew's 1S.3

3679 Dectronrc components. It e c 14.2
9 3643 Current carsymq winos devices 12

10 2644 Toilet preparations, 11

11 3611 Enyneenng and %event AC initilImetlIS 113
12

13

21569

3641
Industne(619enrc thernat ale. n e c
Surgical and medscal mstruments

9.8
6.4

14 3642 Stowe! appliances and utopias S.1
13 5 1569 Geneva) industrust machnery. n t c S 0

IS S 3661 Telephone end telYpaph OPPwatOS S 0
4.717 2819 Industnal irotyanst thenuak.ne c

18 3SS9 Special industry nuchnety, n e c 43
I19 5 3644 Noncurrent carryon' annng dynces 4

4 219 5 7372 Compute, prossarntems end software

21 3652 Phonograph records. video apparatus 41
3.923 3823 Plocess control instruments
3923

23
3622
3645

Industrial controls
Residential lighting &shares 3.9

3 425 3625 tristruments to measute electricity

26
2?

28.5
28 5
30

3465

3829
3613
3832

1351

Automotive 41%441..91
Measuring and controllmq &wee, rte c
Suntchyear and ovechboaed aPPol1104
(Vocal instruments and krises
Food products machinery

3S
29
27
27
26

31 3 3379 Othct machines. n e < 2 o
2 031 5 3843 Dental equtpment and suPP641
1733

34 5
34 5

37M
3531

3693

Space Propulson units and pans
Constructron machinery
X ray apper.vus and ete<trornedical equipment

16
I 6

36
37

160
3822

Electric tamps
Environmental controls

13
1 1

OS39 S 2833 Medicinals and botanicals 0395 3678 Demonic tonnectots
OS39 5 3692 Primary batteries dry and wet

16
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Table S. HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES RANKED BY EMPLOYMENT
NEW YORK STATE Continued

SIC
code

Industry Erni:400.'4M
(000's)

39 5 3713 Truck and bus bodes 0 8
43 2891 Adheswes and sealants 0 7
43 3647 Vehsculas Wiling equepnent 0.7
43 2031 Brologcal products 0.7
4$ 5 2879 Agncultural chenucals. n.e.c. 0.6

45 5 1576 Scales and balances. except IllbmatntV 0 6
47 5 3623 Welting apparatus. *leant 0.S
47 5 3715 Truck tuellers 0.5
49 3466 Crowns and closures 0.4
50 3824 Fled meters and counung devices 0 3

51 5 3532 Krung nwchwery 01
51 5 3769 SPace velvet( egusprrurnt. n e.c.

16)
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net...en 1975 and 1490 la : ...teorte
sun <y rd reported rob dams in :be Ihe Lows:
co....",i raUur red in estats'ashmenls maroda norm; twlw

and telavonan tansmnt.g, soynalm9 and deteciron
aqu,pmen: and apparatus (a mat a 8 400) and Ir
esabItsbrnents mane.aeturtny eltrettOn.0 COn,79:.,9
equqwn..,n la nse ot 7 7001 S.. Oer endufnef On

.ern et: an ...au, or 2 000 10 707

bnp4nOnfn: hoed in 10 mdustr vas. the ttlyrst
,shs. h were ,n :he telephone end tetryrap.h equipment
..nanulacrunna groups a droo 01 3,000 and in aircraft
to-mut...et ut al:A*012.9C° No employmem hanyes
were reported In four Indus:nes

The 57 hrj, technology outustnts are ranked by
emp:oyment change m Table 6

TAN., H1611 TFCHNOLOG1 !NIX:SIR:ES RANKED BY CHANGE IN NUMBER OFJOBS
NFU: YORK STATE, 197S 1900

lean;

:
9

SIC
:ode

3662

15:3
3679

3661

7767

377:
27:,
3641

1,14:

36%

Industry

Had. and TV fOrntnunkeJnOn <e :omen:
-tputins ..quIpmen:

E.leZtrotut eumponens, n e c
19..otostraph.e eqotornent and supp4es
Commeta/

C9,p9:et NOT arInunl and nOinafe
Per.odo als
Current e 3 wotni deves
Surea: and rnedwa: Instruments
$11114 cond.< roe s and ratted &roc.

Champ m
employment

1000'0

6 4
7

K7
4 2
3 I.

-2
2 7
2
16
1

:! Entaneennq and stenrsk auirumenrs !2
1:5 21,44 Totet preparanon 1
116 344: Surer a1 stssqmns. es and suophes .0
11 1611 Prtess cntro: mstruments s
1: 3A7S U. t tom( eonoeetors -06

362% Mraininn.j and fOnirt!1,11 done es, n e -06
36:3 Soath9ear and snuf hboard apparatus -06
3569 Gen0,4 trulustrul rnaKluntry. n -06

I- 3559 Spacal mdustry rnschsnen. n « -06
:7 5 367: Industoa: eonttois -06

3691 N rat, apparatus and etec:romed.C.11,,:nr.,..! .0'I 7.613 Med.emaIs and botamea:s
1 s 3o4: Eief In( !amps .01

71 I. .1875 !not tenants to measure eketr.edv -04
77 .345? fixowesraph record, vni<no apparatus -03

JAZZ Enoronmentai controls -03
77 IAN? Pr nut, hanenef di), and we: -03
77 13.fo Cronns and e1rnures -03
27 Srvtl Res.denna: filbteng fstur es -03
11 y 343: Opora1 Instrument., ant: tenSef -07

1 6
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Table ts HIGH TECHNOLOCA INDUS I klES kANKLD BY CI IANCL iN :.UMBER OF JOBS
NEW YORK STATE Continued

Rank SIC
coda

Industry

31 5 2831 Bio:ogical produi ts
31 5 3824 Fluid meters and counting devices
31 5 3579 Office mac tunes. n e c

.1551 Food products machinery
2891 AdSestvres and sealants

36

lo

.:(1

40

:n

51

3576 Sales and balances. except laboratory
3715 Truck :radios
364: Vehicular oghtang equipment
353; Mining machinery
353: Construe non role: tuner',

3713

3621
reel
2879
:519

34,4-1

37o4

Oo
3.4.11

34n5

Tracts and has hod.es
Wek5ng apparatus, deCtr.0
Spas e veSK1e equipment. is e
Agocultur.si chemicals. n
Indus:nal en. g.1.W chemicals. n e c

Noncurrent tarrying wiring cto.wes
Spice propulsion units and parts
Indus:n..1 organic chennca1s. n e C
Dental equipment and supplies
Autoongn, stampsngs

31:! Autratt
Son: Telephone and telegraph apparatus

E^ en. tp.'w a: a nun. rapid rate among small
.i.g5 sevluslfVfhdin 3+1,0,19 arge MKS Table

.ut re-a:Kinships among three measures of
r. aced so :he rob market emptoyrnent an 1980.

rx e i ,r errrivoyMent1Vtvee en 6975 and ION. )..ind rate
Sewleirl 19'5 and 1980 It includes three

ono:. ns ea. 5 of .0.01 .ists the 10 mous:v.v.; that were
:1w rescm.cme 'Malang,

tr:St 0: she :0 Largess industries shown an
.ne sane anal listed among:he 10 industries that

eP.kr:cd the karges: emparnment gains het .dven 10:5
mei :960 tef4nrnn :w01, only one .14u0f1; c;rftt onK

1 Change in
employment

(000.51

0 2
02
02
0 1
0 1

0 1
0 1
0 I
00
00

00
00

.0 I
-0 2
.0 2

-0 4
05
.0 7
.08
-1 1

-3 0

components n e c appeared in all three columns In
other wads. although Industries that ernoksyedcomPar
a tryek Large number sof workers in 1980 had gained most
in total employment. their rated growths...as considerably
bekne that of smaller industries Thus. the elet ironic
connectors industry, which ranked 40th n total employ
ment among she 52 industries studied (see Table 5).
achieved the highest growth rate between 1975 and 1980
(371 percent) The crowns andelosures industry. whose
ponsary product is bottle caps and top and tar crowns.
ranked 49th an total employment in 1980. and achieved
an employment growth rate of 359 percent dung this
period
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Tattle 7 1OP 10 HIGH 1 ECHNO( OGY INDUSTRIES BY EMPLOYMENT
BY INCREASE, IN EMPLOYMENT,AND BY GROWTH RATE

NEW YORK STATE

EmPloyrnent
1900

Photographs egutpment and
suppltes' 178 ICO)

2 Dec:root< comp:tog
equtpenent (47200)

3 Radio and TV commumcanon

4 Persodwals (26 900)

Commercial lithographic

6 Alf/ raft tn.nol

7 Sernscorvtuctors and related
et 115,3001

8 EleerOnm COvnponenis
ne, - (14203)

9

10 Tottet preparanons
(11900)

(4o.soo)

printIng 125.5001

Current carrysets w r, g devices
112 930)

Increase In
employment

1975 1980

Growth rate
197$ 1980
(percent)

Radio and TV cornimuntcanon
equrpment (8,400)

EkttfOnIC COMputIng
equIpment (7200

Electron< components.
n e c (42001

Photographic equipment
and suppbes (4200)

Coenrnercu.1 Itthograph<
onnung (3603)

Computer programming
and software (2.800)

Periodicals (2,7001

Current carrying wrto9
desnces (2.700)

Surval and meettcal
Instruments (1 6031

Semiconductors and
related dessces
(1.3001

Electron< connectors
(370 9)

Crowns and donates
(358 8)

Computer prograrnoung
and soltware (201 7)

Fluid meters and counting
deuces (1681)

Med<Inals and began
cal (1253)

Pornarl, batteries. dry
and wet (601)

X ray apparatus and
electromed<al equip
rnent (50 7)

Electron< components.
nec (489)

Electric lamps (47 7)

Ensnronmental controls
(38 8)

Ind.Istrs. .1 mc)uded among the to 10 tn another category
Industry rncluded among the top 10 tn two other categoetes
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Table 8 shows for high Ittthno1099 indPslf it's in New
Y irk State the number of establishments covered under
the New York State Unemployment Insurance Law in
1980, their aver age empioymt at, and the aver age weekly

earnings of their employees Nearly one half of the firms
were in only two industries periodicals and commercial
lithographic pnnting.

Table 8 NUMBER OF REPORTING ESTABUSHMENTS, AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT
AND AVERAGE WEEKLY EARNINGS OF WORKERS

HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES
NEW YORK STATE. 1960

SIC Lode Industry
Reporting

lestablashments

Average
employment

(000'0

Average
weekly

earnings

,-21 Periodicals 711 268 $449

2752 Commercial lithographic printing 1,811 255 369

26.9 Industrial inorganic chemicals, n e c 40 4 7 495

263: Biological products 14 07 256

:t.43 Medicinals and botanuals 12 0 8 383

28144 T.iiiet preparations 109 11 8 470

23409 : ,ciustrtal organic chemicals, n e c 52 95 531

28'9 Attu weir al ch., rucals, n e c 18 06 375

:t t' clot s a arid ealants 40 07 342

340,-.. uitornorn e >tampings 6 3 5 554

14,6 l' 'owns and ckuures 4 0 4 350

1 ,. C, .ruction machinery 27 16 330

a 4' MNria machinery 5 01 296

15V., Foo(1 products machinery 71 26 342

I ,U Spinal industr. machinery, n e c 81 4 3 348

',to Geieral ndustrial machinery, n e c /5 5 C 386

V t El( :tonic computing equipment 83 472 525

35 r J, ayes and balances. except laboratory 5 0 6 300

>, ' Oise 11126Chine n e c 24 20 241

le, t

r2
S.. is gear and switchboard apparatus

hi ,,s,.I c oht,,,..s

47,

42

2 7

39

283

384

At ,rull apparatus electric 6 0 5 396

tot ' t lts-ic lamps 15 1 3 292

i.41 Curren: carrying wiring devices 57 12 8 273

3,..,44 "4..onct 'Vent carrying wiring devices 22 4 2 363

.4bts Residentioi ligh rig hxtures 145 3 9 243

364, Vehicular lighting equipment 9 0 7 286

3c,,,. Porx.graph records video 138 4 1 388

,001 TelettNont and telegraph apparatus 28 50 623

"4, ,2 Radio and TV communication equipment 213 405 390

36:4 Scrroconduct-irs and related devices 45 153 420

rtc Electronic connectors 5 08 255

4e79 Electronic components, n e c 236 14 2 269

360: Primary batteries cln, and wet 6 08 333

4693 X rat apparatus and etectromedical equipment 19 1 6 333

See ntc cite of table
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Table 8 NUMBER OF REPORTING ESTABLISHMENTS, AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT
AND AVERAGE WEEKLY EARNINGS OF WORKERS
HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES
NEW YORK S FATE Continued

SIC code Industry Reporting
establestablishments

Average
emP116ment

(000's)
I

Average-
weekly

earrungs

3713 Truck and bus bodies 27 0 8 $2633715 Truck 'rasters 6 05 2733721 Aircraft 5 22 7 5103764 Space propulsion units and parts 3 1 7 4723769 Spate vehicle equspment n e c 7 0 1 426

3811 Engsneenng and scsentsk Instruments 78 11 3 4473822 Environmental controls 23 1 1 255
3823 Process control instruments 35 3 9 3373824 Fluid meters and counting devices 12 03 2873825 Instruments to measure electricity 50 3 6 330

3829 Measunng and controlhng devices, n e c 54 2 9 3083812 Optsc al Ills t r u men! s and lenses a 2 7 322
33341 Surgsc and medical Instruments 71 6 4 2503642 Surgical appliances and supplies 20 5 1 2813843 Dental equspment and supplies 37 20 322

3861 P1yotographsc equ1pment and supplses 127 78 1 4977172 Computer programming and software 314 4 2 428

52 high technology industries 5255 407 7 429

All manufacturing 32 967 '4509 3S5
Durable goods 10.871 746 1 385
Nondurat3le goods 22 096 704 9 322

All private sec tot 409.220 5,858 7 302

Estabhshments covered by the New York State Unemployment Insurance Law
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Average Weekly Earnings in High-Technology Industries
in New York State

AVERAGE weekly earnings of employees in
the suc largest high technologY Industries
were higher than comparable earnings of

workers in an manufactunng, and in all private
sector industnes (see Chart 3) Of the six largest
industnes, wieldy earnings of the workers averaged
the most for electronic computing equipment ($525)
and the least for commercial lithographic pnnhng
($369) Of the 52 high-technology industnes, weekly
earnings averaged highest in telephone and tea--
graph apparatus ($623) and lowest in office ma-
chines, n e c ($241li followed closelyby readetell
lighting fixtures ($243) (sae Table 8) Despot*
generally above average pay scales for Via,
occupations, weekly eamisiga in 17 high technology
fields averaged less than the average in an pnvate .
sector industnes The may be a function of the
occupational ma in these industnes.

In most cases, industnes in which lower avenge
weekly earnings were received by workers em-
ployed relatively few workers With exceptions of
noncurrent carrying weng devices, electronic CO
ponents, n e c , surgical appliances and supplies;
and surgical and medical instruments, these m
dustres employed few*- than 5,000 workers, 0

Chart 3. AVERAGE WEEKLY EARNINGS:

LARGEST HIGH-TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES
ALL $2 HIGH-TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES
ALL MANUFACTURING
ALL PRIVATE SECTOR INDUSTRIES

NEW YORK STATE
i1110

0 108

1.71

aN WS
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Geographic Distribution of High-Technology Industries
in New York State

L THOUGH there was some high technology
actity in each of the state's rnator metropolitan
reas as defined below and shown on the map on

page 29, measured in terms of employment as a Pen ent

of labor force, the concentration was heaviest In three
nighami on (21 6 per c entl Poughkeepsie (21 4 percent/.

and Rochester (190 percent)

Area Defined as

Nev. York City Bronx, Kings New York, Queens. and Richmond counties

Remainder of state

Alniny Schtdy Troy. Albany, Montgomery, Rensselaer Saratoga, and Schenectadycounties

Binghamton (NY portion) Broome and Toga counties

Buffalo

Elmira

GI. s f ails

Nassau &Atoll%

7'4n...burgh Meldlenivm

Poughkeepsie

Rochester

Syracuse

Lite.

Baldry e of state

Erie and Niagara counties

Chemung County

Warren and Washington counties

Nassau and Suffolk counties

Orange County

Dutchess County

Livingston Monroe. Ontario. Orleans. and Wayne counties

Madison Onondaga. and Oswego counties

Herkimer and Oneida counties

Allegany tattaraugus. Cayuga, Chautauqua, Chenango, Chnton, Co-
lumbia, Cortland. Lelawar e, Essex. Franklin Fulton Genesee, Greene.
Hamilton Herkimer Jefferson, Lewis, Otsego, Putnam, Rockland. St
Lawrence, Schoharie, Schuyler, Seneca Steuben, Suffolk, Sullrvan,
Toga Tompkins, Ulster. Westchester Wyoming, and Yates counties

In the Binghamton area (Ness York portion) high
rechnoloir(v employment is ionc. ntrated in three in
Lustre,. electronic computing equipment (SIC 3573)
radio and TV communication equipment (SIC 3662)
and photographic equipment and supplies (SIC 38611
Nearly all high technology ions in the Poughkeepsie area
were Ir. the electronic computing equipment (SIC 3573)

,em. <Inductors and related devices ISIC 16741
field. In the Rochester area photographic equipment
and supplies (SIC 3861) accounted for nearly eight of
',in. 10 nigh techne4o9Yrobs The next largest industries
in this area %vs re radio and TV communication s quiPment
(SIC 3662( and process control instruments ISIC 36231

1 7

As shown in Table 9 and Map 1, employment in high
technology industries as a Percent of labor force in the
other 10 areas ranged from 0 9 percent in Albany
Schenectady Troy to 6 0 percent in Nassau Suffolk It
should be noted that the percentage reported for the
Albany Schenectady Troy area is small mainly because
the General Electric installations in the area were not
included among high technology industries with long
term growth potential
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Mop 1. EMPLOYMENT IN HIGH-TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES
AS A PERCENT OF LABOR FORCE

SELECTED AREAS IN NEW YORK STATE
19110

liALANOI Of VAT{
U.

T
IltOOU PAK.

MOP TOM UT
171

Mop 2 GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYMENT
IN HIGH-TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES

SELECTED AREAS IN NEW YORK STATE
19$0

&WIWI OP SPAT*
Mt.

14...1111401
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Wth the esti noon of New York City, areas wth Large
number of iobs m high technology industries (Rochester
and Nassau Suffolk) had lower unem, Z19rnent rates
than did the state as a whole in 1980 Areas with many

high technologytobs per capita. e g Binghamton, Pougo
keeps* and Rochester, also had a lower plaless rate in
1960 These relationships have held over the years (see
Table 9)

Table 9 EMPLOYMENT IN HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES AS A PERCENT OF
I ABOR FORCE, NUMBER OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY JOBS PER 1,000 POPULATION

AND UNEMPLOYMENT RATES, NEW YORK STATE AND SELECTED AREAS
1980

Area

Employment in
high technology
as percent of
labor force

Number of
pobs m high
technology Unemployment

industnes per rate
1,000

population

Binghamton 4N Y portant 216 99 61
Poughkeepsie 21 4 94 53
Rochester 19 0 92 60
Nassau Suffolk 6 0 30 60
Utica 5 4 23 74

NF W YORK ST ATE- 5 1 23 7 5

Bala°, e of state 42 20 66
Buffalo n 19 97
Syratuse 41 19 73
Glens Falls 33 15 88
Newburgh Middletown 3 12 7 7
New York City (5 county/ 7 12 8 6
Elmira 2 2 9 7,7
Albany Schenectady Troy 09 4 58

1j
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Crtart 4. PERCENT DISTRISUTtON
NEW YORK STATE

11410 , wymuomi

is nt emplos menu three areas Rochester.
eiiti.,k and New York City accounted for

three tic high technology lobs in the state

In ti est thlishments (reporting units). nearly
of, halt e.e .4 n. if in New York City (see Chart 4b)
I tos la , entration of establishments may be a
In I..") I 41. tact that high technology industries
throfighinit the -.tate often have administrative offices in

rid more importantly, there are a few high
odustries in the city characterized by a large

numb r of establishments. e g commercial htho-
.,-.1o1. printing Oyer one of every five high technology
eat -I, ,shnit n. s were located in Nassau Suffolk.with em
ploy, f toe aircraft industry (SIC 3721) accounting
fin nearly Int. emit of every 10 high technology industry
ots, Radio and IV communication equipment (SIC
Vital n if engineering and scientific instruments (SIC
18111 were also prominent in the Nassau Suffolk area

1 he disparity in the distribution of high
tei irployment and establishments compared
e, tm distribution of the civlban labor force, population
and iiimrioiisment in New York State IS highlighted in
Chart 4 incl petaled in Table 10

i.. Rochester area had a commanding 21 8 percent
of high tee hrolo.ty industry lobs in the state withonly 5 9
per e.,i if , he lanor force. 5 5 percent of the population
and : per eat of the unemployed The Binghamton

rSt portion) with only 15 percent of the
s thou !once and population and 1 2 percent of the

st s unemployed accounted 'or 6 4 percent of the
etnplosn ern of high technology industries Similarly the

ps.i. area with lust 14 pe cent of the state's
lab if fore inn, POPIII4110(1 and I 0 percent of the state's
III/C11 IA, yea a«nanted for 5 6 percent of high tech

ions

PUMP. WON IMMO!
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table 10 DISFRIBUTION OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY ESTABUSHMENTS, HIGH TECHNOLOGY
EMPLOYMENT. CIVIUAN LABOR FORCE, POPULATION AND UNEMPLOYMENT

NEW YORK STATE, 1900
(Percent)

Area
! Reporting 1. High I Civilian
! establish ! technology labor Population

meets employment force

UnemPloY
mem

New York State 1000 1000 WO 0 1000 1000

New York City 466 203 381 403 439

Albany Schenectady Troy 22 08 47 45 37
Binghamton Y portion) 11 64 I5 I5 12
BOA, 49 58 72 71 93
EIMNIA 01 02 05 06 05
Glens Falls 03 04 06 06 07
Nassau Sugolk 211 190 162 148 129
Newburgh Middletown 08 07 I4 15 14
Poughkeepsxr 10 56 14 14 10
Kxhester 48 218 59 55 47
Syracuse 22 30 38 37 37
Utica 12 18 17 18 17

BAIN e of Stat 138 141 171 167 153

Regardless of the number of high technology yobs in an
area these tubs are concentrated in a limited number of
industries For example, in the Binghamton, Pough
keemie and Rochester areas, where about ont fifth of
the labor force work in high technology industries, at
least 80 percent of the high technology employees work
in three industries (see Table II) Even in the Buffalo

1-d

area, which accounted for only 58 percent of the yobs in
high-technology industries in the state, three industries,
employed over 40 percent of these workers It would
appear, therefore, that dominance of one or more high
technology industries and low unemployment rates go
hand in hand in New York State
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Table II EMPLOYMEN1 AND NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS OF THREE LARGEST
HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES, NEW YORK STATE AND SELECTED AREAS, 1410

i

1

SIC I

rode l

t

Area and industry

Portion of
high technology

employment
in area

Number I Percent

Number
a

reporting
establishments

New York State

3861
3573
3662

Photo7aphic equipment and supplies
Electronic computing equipment
Radio and TV communicatrrn equipment

Total 165,800 40.7

127
63

213

423

New York City

2721 Periodicals S32
2'52 Commercial lithographic printing 992
2844 Toilet preparations 70

Total 42,500 S13 1,594

Albany-Schenectady-Troy

2752 Commercial lithographic printing S2

3825 Instruments to measure electricity 3
2833 Medicinal* and botanicals 1

Total 1,900 Sli 0 SS

Binghamton (New York portion)

3513 Electronic computing equipment 3
3662 Radio and N communication equipment 4

3861 Photographic equipment and supplies 7

Total 21,000 80 2 14

Buffalo

2869 Industrial organic chemicals, n e c 12

3465 Automotive stampings 1

3622 Industrial controls II
Total 9,700 41 I 24

Elmira

3721 Aircraft 1

3662 Radio and r,./ communication equipment 1

3569 General industrial machinery, n e c I

Total 800 83 0 3

Glens Falls

3841 Surgical and medical instruments $
2752 Commercial lithographic printing S

2869 Industrial inorganic chemicals, n e c 1

Total n d 98 9 11

28-768 0 - 84 - 12
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Table 11 FMK OYMLNI ANO NUMNEK OF 1STABLISHMENTS Of THREELARGEST
10G71 TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES, NEW YORK STATE 1,740 SELECTED AREAS- Continued

SIC
code Area and sndustre

Fortson of
Ints-tecNiolcor

employment
a NMI

Numbet I Percent

Number
of

reporung
estebkahments

Neseesa-Seirellk

3711
3662
3811

Aoc rah
Racks and TV communication equipment
En9neenn9 and scsentsfic instruments

3
90
36

Total 42.600 54 9 129

NeseinteseePtiddletessm

2844 Tale, preparanons
42869 Indusinal organic chemicals, n e c 33715 Truck traders
3

Total 1,1130 59.3 10

PeargOsieepoie

3571 Firs none- computing equipment 63674 Sumuuncluctots and !elated &vets
1674 Electroruc components, n e c

Total sod 1I6 7 17

Rochester

3661 Photurpapbsc equipment and suppler 27
3662 Radio and TV communication equipment 133823 Process control instruments 4

Total n.d 671 44

Syracuse

3622 Rad.) and TV comrnunscanon equipment 12
3644 Noncurrent carrying .nruse devices

1
3641 Su rsacal and medial instruments 4

Total 9,100 733 17

Utka

1662 Radio and TV communication equipment 2
3573 Electronic computing equipment 4
3679 Elecrroruc components, n e c 4

Total 5.300 72 3 10

n cl Not dsclosabte
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11s, ,ao isost oot the ..tis ti, 1.11 K51 tot hiwiosy
Olt 5tatt kphOlustaphm euontoment and

0.t al the Rochester area The second
.{1.0. 5: rid.5tr, eles :sums computing equopment. was
o, ,entrated on a sy one single area but many of the
.1s on ofw todustly Weft in the Binghamton (NY

t A ii P.,...;lsoosopso. areas The largest song.,
at . 0," Na".16 SUthltik !or the state s third lai gest

sh tc hrusugy Industry radio and TV cornmunot abon
ettwo,an. ni Th. Syr.. use Rochester and Utota Rome
Ate,. and New York Cob: also had substantial employ

°sent in the industry l'eriodicals. the fourth largest high
technology industry, was concentrated in New York
City Commensal lithographic pointing, the filth largest,
was also concentrated in New York City, but riot to the
same extent Nearly all)obs in the ailing aircraft industry.
sixth largest, were on Nassau Suffolk The geographic
dostrobutoon sit .4 $2 high technology industries that are
consodered to have a !ugh potential 'or growth and
development in New York State is shown in Table 12
Areas ate listed by employment wsthin each industry.
Largest first 0
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DKPM S EMPLOYMENT OF SELECTED HIGN-TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES
NEW YORK STATE.

u0T00aAl1aC 404.1601.1r4T AND suevues
71.110

e. 1140.0 ANO TV COWWaCATION 401APIKKI
at 144

COlmfaCIAl. 1.1TwOCWubc "awful()
ri..141

I. tlitel'alposC CONPUTne0 101.1.0.111EMT
47.141

atalO0.CA1.1.
24.4118

AlfiClulT
22.7.00

Wm.. 0. V.,11
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Tat. 1: I.ICh.RAPHR CONCENTRATION OF REPORTING ESTABLISHMENTS AND
WORKERS LN HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES. NEW YORK STATE. 1900

S 1C

ode Ind astry and area Reporttng
establishments

Statewtde
employment

hues PNLI1l,j1.4:th% ectsapmen. and sumiltes Et3 73 100
Rochester 27
Nassau St.t.tork 32
B.nythanitort IN V porttont 7

Yoe:, Cay 39

3573 Electron( cornputin.; senstpment 83 47200
B.r.lhar.tor IN V :..orr..ont 3
Puti.;h1teepue 6
Nassau Sitrott. 27

4

9,62 R.4.o and P. commun.cation ecnapment 213 40.300
51.11554. Su^ak 90
$1.1.<5.1.11 12
Rochester 13

Nw
U:.ca

1 Of C
2

4!

Pe an 711 26.600
041 Cr, 532

(0.Imer, Ls: 5:SisgrarOt.c prn.mg 1.611 25.500
N.,. 1.1:11, Cty 992
Nas.... Sunolls 296
Rt........er 82

r?: Atte tat. S 22.700
S..tor.t 3

Fir-.1 1

.5-4 S. r^K co16..c 0, 5 and telated dewes 45 15.300
pou.e,seePs, 4

Surt..1, 2!

F:ecro.,K corportents n e c 236 14.200
N.15,1.1 Su:toils 92
Mr....astn..) IN V 6.nrton/ 14

nr; Cs.y. 51
Re.,ester 17

n4 Curer - carryon.; ..ortns deletes 57 12.600
Nes. 1 or.. C01. 24

Nassat, SutM:1. 17

2E.44 prenarattnn. 109 11.800
Y(011 Cay, 70

Nasuu Suff.:, 20
NevenurgS Mtddetosen 4

En.s,..:trw, and acentdtc 78 11.300
Stsflor, 36

Rong...tenton V PortIon/ 1
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alw GEOC,RAPHIC CONCENTRATION OF REPORTING ESTABLISHMENTS AND
WORKERS LN HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES. NEW YORK STATE Connn,ed

SIC
code

Industry and area
Reportmq

! establishments
1

Stateonde
I employment

2nr,4 Indus:rat organs clNerman n e c 52 9.500
NYV, York City 13

Buffalo 12

32441 SW spcal and rnedscat Instruments 71 6.400
Glens Falls 5

Syracuse 4

3842 Surgscal appliances and supokes 120 5.103
New York City 17

Nassau Surfoik 28

Buffalo :0

39,4 General industral mechmery. n e c 75 5.000

ButaIo 5

km: Telephone and telegraph apparatus 28 5.000
ties ,r ark Cay 9

".".00 Inklastru: VXX9dflC ctscr ucah. n e c 40 4.700

New York City 12

1504 Specks! mdustry nacho-wry n c c 81 4,300

Roc Nester 10

Rtnotarnton :N Y porno.) 2

le.:: son. uf fent CaMong werIng CINVeS 22 4200
Syracuse 1

"I'? Comp...ter prospamrrung and software 314 4 200

New York Cit,. 139

3152 Psorso9raph records mcleo apparatus 138 &ICC

New 'r ark City 103

Nassau Suttotts 15

4423 Process control Instruments 35 3.900

Rochester 4

Buda* 4

36.72 Industral con:rots 42 3,900

Bu'talo 11

5,111CuS2 6

Nassau Sutfons 7

3645 Resscknt.: lighttng fixtures 145 3.900

New York Cal, 87

Nassau SutfoIls 32

WS Instruments to measure tiral,Csty 50 3.600

Nassau Surfotk 32

Albany Schenectady Ira, 3

h.
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aNe 12 GEOCAAPIIK (_ ONCINTRATION OF REPORTING ESTABLISHMENTS AND
WORKERS IN HIGH TECHNOLOG1 INDUSTRIES NEW YORK STATE Continued

SIC
code

1:o5

3329

Industry and area Repoctun
estableshments

Statewide
employment

AL.:et-some stampings
Piuttaki
Utica

Measuring and controlling devices n e c
1NesS0J Suffolk
New York City

6

1

1

54
18

14

3 500

2,900

36 Li Switc'igear and switchboard apparatus 47 2;700
Nassau Sutton, 12

333? Opot a: ,nstrumentS and krises 05 2.700
Buffalo 2

Nassau Sunolk 23
litok'Nest.r 10

Middletoswri 3

Nev York City 13

Food products ir.azhinen, 71 2.603
New l'or's City 25
Bonak 12

Fick ',ester 6

Nassau Sutfolis 12

35,0 Otrlf f1116,11,)(1 n e c 24 2.000
New fork City 10

bi43 Dental equipment and supplies 37 2.000
New York City 17

Rochester 1

Butalo 5
Nat5.1.1 SlItSC1k 11

t4 Space P. otNulsion units and Parts 3 1.700
R.tain

3531 Cons:: uc Kin rnachinen, 27 1.603
Utica 2

Rochester 4

3o93 X rev apparatus and eleCtrOmliChCa1 equipment 19 1.603
Rutta, 1

Nassa., Suffolk 8

Svlac.se 1

3641 E:. -card amps 15 1 300
New `r or n City 5

3822 Envit oilen:a! controls 23 1,100
Nassau Sutto1it 10

Rocheste 2

UiC 1

1 S
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able 12 GEOGRAPHIC CONC I N1RA HON OF REPORTING ESTABLISHMENTS AND
WORKERS LN HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES, NEW YORK STATE ContInued

SIC
code Industry and area Reporting

establishments
Statew,de

ernoloyment

2333 Medicinals and botanicals 12 800
Albany Schenectady Troy 1

Newburgh Middkzown 1

3678 Electronic c onnec tots 5 800
New York Cab 2

3692 Primary battens do, and wet 6 803
Buffalo

3713 Truck and bus bodies 27
New York City 9
Nassau Suffolk 3
Buffalo

730: Adhesnes and sealants 40 703
New York City 20
Nassau Suffolk 7
Buffalo

3o47 Vehiculat lighting equipment 9 700
Syracuse 2

2831 Biological products 14 703
Buffalo 3
Nassau Suffolk 2

:217.4 Agricultural chemicals, n e c 18 603
Buffalo 2
Rochester 2
New York City 7

3576 Scales and balances except laboratory 5 603
New York City 2

3623 Welcimg apparatus electoc 6 503
New York City 4

3715 Truck trailers 6 503
Newburgh Middletown 2

3466 Crowns and closures 4 400
New York C,ty 4

3824 Fluid meters and coun:tng devices 12 303
Nassau Suffolk S

3532 Mining machinery 5 103

3769 Space vehicle equipment, n e c 7 103

1 S
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Industry Title and Definition

Appendix A

2721 Penochcals PuNishing. Publishing and Printing

Estaahshrnents primarily engaged in publishing periodicals or in preparing publishing, and printing
Periodicals These establishments carry on the various operations necessary for issuing periodicals, but
may or may not perform ttv own printing

2752 Commercial Pnntina, Lithographic

Establishments primarily engaged in printing by the lithographic process The greater part of the work
in this industry is performed on a sob or custom basis, but In some cases hthographed calendars, maps
Posters, decakomamas, etc are made for sale Offset pnnting, photo-offset printing, and photohtho
graphing are also included in this industry

2819 Industrial Inorgansc Chemicals. hot Elsewhere Classified

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing industrial cnerrocals, not elsewhere classified
Important prodicts of this industry include Inorganic salts of sodium excluding refined sodium cNorideb
potassium alu-ninurn calcium chromium magnesium, mercury, nickel, silver, fin, inorganic compounds
such as alums calcium carbide hydrogen peroxide. sodium silicate, ammonia compounds (except
fertilizers) rare earth metal salts and elemental bromine, fluorine. iodine, phosphorus, and alkali metals
isodium potassium, lithium etc

2831 Biological Products

Esiablechments primarily engaged in the production of bacterial and virus vaccine, toinsids and
analtigous products such as allergenic extracts), serums, plasmas, and other blood derivatives for
human or veterinary use

",33 Medicinal Chemicals and Botanical Products

Leablishments primarily engaged in 1 I I manufacturing bulk organic and Inorganic medicinal chemicals
and neir dein raves and 121 processing (Wading 9nncling, and mulling) bulk botanical drugs and herbs
Ens i.yhmenty primarily engaged in manufacturing or isolating basic vitamins and isolating active
media pr is pals such as alkaloids from botanical drugs and herbs are also included in this industry

:Me Perfumes, Cosmetics. and Other Toilet Preparations

I siatilishrnents primarily engaged in manufacturing perfumes inatural and synthetic), cosmetics and
'ode: pit parations This industry also includes establishments primarily engaged in blending and

umia .riding perfume bases and those manufacturing shampoos and shaving products, whether horn
(essc or synthetic detergents

2869 Indust nal Orgenic Chemicals, Not Elsewhere Classified

Establishments primarily engaged m manufacturing industrial organic chemicals, not elsewhere
assured Important products of this industry include i., noncychc organic chemicals such as acetic
hkiroacetis adipic formic oxalic and tartaric acids and their metallic salts. chloral, formaldehyde and

meth, famine 121 solvents such as amyl. butyl, and ethyl alcohols, methanol, arnyle, butyle acetates et hel
ether ethylene glycol ether and diethylene glycol ether. acetone. carbon disulfide and chlorinated
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178

Industry This and Definition

lndustnal Organic Chemicals, Not Elsewhere Classified (continued)

solvents such as carbon tetrachloride, perchloroethylene and
trichlorOethylene; (3) polyhydnc akohols

sac h as ethylene glycol, sorbitol, pentaeryllintoi, synthetic glycerin, (4) synthetic perfume and tlavonng
materials such as cournarm, methyl salcylate, saccharine, citral, citronella!, synthetic geraruol, kinone
terpntol, and synthetic vanillin. (5) rubber processing chemicals such as accelerators &Manna:dant*,
both cyclic and acyclic, lb) Plasticizers, both cYclic and acyclic, suchas esters of phosphoric acid. Phthahc
anhydride, adipic acid, launc acid, oleic us.). 'abbot acid. and steanc acid; (7) synthetic tanning agents
such as naphthalene su(fonic acid condensates. (8) chemical warfare gams and (9) esters, amines, etc of
polyhydnc alcohols and fatty and other acids

2879 Pestkides and Agncukural Chemicals, Not Elsewhere Classifisd

Establishments primarily engaged in the formulation and ;separation of ready-toum agricultural and
household pest control chemicals, including insecticides, fungicides and herbicides from technical
chemicals or concentrates, and the production of concentrates which require further processing before
use as agricultural pesticides This industry also includes establishments primarily engaged In
manufacturing or formulating agricultural chemicals, not elsewhere clamant& such as manor or trace
elements and sod conditioners

2891 Adhesives and Sealants

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing mdustnal and household adhesives. glues. Calling
,omoanents, sealants, and linoleum, tile, and rubber cements from vegetable, anrnal, or synthetic
plastics materials, purchased or produced m the same establishment

3465 Automotive Stampings

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing automotive stampings, such as body parts, hobs
and mm

1466 Crowns and Closures

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing honk caps, metal jar crowns and kV",

3531 Construction Machinery and Equipment

Establishments pnrnanly engaged in manufacturing heavy machinery and equipment used by the
construction industries such as bulldozsrs. concrete mixers, cranes. except Industrial plant type,
dredgng machinery. pavers. and power shovels

3532 Mining Machinery and Equipment, Except Oi Field Machinery and Equipment

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing heavy machinery andequipment used by the
mining industries such as coal breakers, mine cars, mineral cleating machinery, concentration
machinery, core dells coal cutters, portable rock drills, and rock crushing machinery

3551 Food Products Machinery

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing machinery for We by the food products and
beverage manufacturing industries .n the preparation, canning. or pac kagmg of food products; and parts
and attachments for such machinery
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Industry Title and Definition

3559 Special Industry Machinery, Not Elsewhere Classified

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing special industry machinery, not elsewhere
classified such as smelting and refining equipment, c ement making, clay working cotton ginning, glass

:raking, hat making incandescent lamp making leather working, paint making, rubber working. cigar

and cigarette making tobacco working shoe making, and stone working machinery

3569 General Industrial Machinery and Equipment, Not Elsewhere Classified

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing machinery, equipment, and components for

General industrial use. and for which no special classification Is provided in the Standard industrial

Cass/brawn Manua(

3573 Electronic Computing Equipment

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing electronic computers and peripheral equipment
and or nape logical components Intended for use io electronic computer systems Included are general

purpose electronic analog computers, electronic digtal computers, military. ruggechted, and special

purpose computers The electrons, computers may be used for data processing or may be incorporated

a. component. of control equipment for industrial use, and as components of equipment used m weapons

and weapons systems space and oceanographic exparatan, transportation and other systems
Ile, nano( %01 rputer s,,tems contain high speed anthrnetic and program control units, on line
information storage devices input output equtpment, terminals, data communication devices, and

Punched card equipment Examples of input/output equipment are converters(card and/or tape),

readers and printers Examples of storage devices are magnetic drums and disks. magnetic coresand

nagnefic film memories In addition ro providing technical manuals necessaryfor the operation and

umtenans s su the equipment, establishments in this industry usually furnishgeneral purpose computer

program., arid basic operating systems programs needed for effective use of the computer system
Establishments primarily producing rebuilt electronic computers ate also Included in this industry

3576 Scales and Balances. Except laboratory

Estatiliahments primarily engaged in manufacturing weighing and force measuring machines arid

de% K es ot all types except those regarded as scientific apparatus for laboratory and e xpenment al wor k

3579 Office Machines. Not Elsewhere Classified

Establishment primarily engaged in manufacturing office machines and devices. not elsewhere

classified in the Standard Industrial Classification Manual

3613 Switchgear and Switchboard Apparatus

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing swrtchgeat and &vide hboard apparat us Important

products of tars industry include power switches, circuit breakers, power switching equipment and

similar switchgear tot general industral application. switchboardt and cubicles, control and metering

panels power fuse mountings and similar switchboard apparatus and supplies

3622 Industrial Controls

Establishments prima a engaged in manufacturing motor starters and controllers, control accessories,

electronic controls and other industral controls
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3623 Welding Apparatus, Electric
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Industry Title and Definition

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing electric welding apparatus and accessoriesEstablishments ;manly engaged In coating welding wire horn purchased wire or from Vint drawn in thesame establishment are also included

3641 Electric Lamps

Establishments primarily engaged in manufactunng electric bulbs. tubes, and related light sourcesImportant products of this Industry include incandescent
filament lamps, vapor and fluorescent lamps,

Photoflash and photoflood lamps, electrotherapeutK lamp units for uftravvolet and infrared radiation,
and other electric fight sources

3643 CurrenbCarrying Wiring Devices

Establishments primarily engaged in manufactunng current carrying wiring devices ImportantProducts of this industry include attachment plugs
and caps, convenience outlets, lamp sockets andreceptacles, snap switches, conductor connectors,
overhead trolley line material, rail bonds for bothpropulsion and signal circuits, lightning arrestors, and other lightning protective equipment

3644 NoncurrenCarrying Wiring Devices

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing noncurrent carrying wring devices. Important
Products of this industry include conduits and fittings, electrical

insulators and insulation rnatenals,
except porcelain insulators and glass insulators, outlet, switch and fuse boxes, and pole line hardware

3645 Residential Electric Ugh' Fixtures

Establishments primarily sl .ged In manufactunng residential electnc lighted fixtures and equipment,fixed or portable

3647 Vehicular Lighting Equipment

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing vehicular lighting equipment

3652 Phonograph Records and Pre- recorded Magnetic Tape

Establishments primarily engaged n manufacturing phonograph records and pre recorded magnetictape

3661 Telephone and Telegraph Apparatus

Establishments primarily engaged in manufactunng wire telephone and telegraph equiPment, eminent
especially designed for telephone and telegraph use

3662 Radio and Television Transmitting. Signaling. and Detection Equipment and Apparatus

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing (I) radio and television broadcasting equipment,
12) electric communications equipment and parts, except telephone and telegraph, (3) electronic fielo
detection apparatus, light and heat emission operating apparatus, °bisect detection apparatus and
navigational electronic equipment, and aircraft and missile controlsystems, and (4) high energy particle
accelerator systems and equipment designed and soldas a complete package for radiation therapy.
Mad...man. mad ogy aphic Inspection, and research (linear accelerators,betatrons, dynamot rons. Vander
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Industry Title and Definition

Radio and Television Transmitting, Signaling. and Detection Equipment and Apparatus
(continued)

graft generators. resonant transformers, insulating core transformers, etc 1, (5) high energy partKle
electronic equipment and accessories sold separately for the construction of linear accelerators,
cyclotrons, synchrotrons, and other high energy research installations (transmitters/modulators,
accelerating waveguide structures, pulsed electron guns, vacuum systems, cooling systems, etc ). (6)
other electric and electronic communication and signaling products, not elsewhere classified

3674 Semiconductors and Related Devices

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing semiconductors and related solid state devices,
such as semiconductor diodes and stacks, including rectifiers, integrated microcircuits (semiconductor
networks). transistors, solar cells, and light sensing and emitting semiconductor (solid state) devices

3675 Connectors for Electronic Applications

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing electronic connectors

3679 Electronic Components, Not Elsewhere Classified

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing electronic components, not elsewhere clasified,
sic h as receiving antennas, printed circuits, switches, and waveguides

3b92 Primary Batteries, Dry and Wet

Establishments primarily engaged in manufac unng pronary batteries, dry or wet

3693 Radiographic X ray, Fluoroscopic X-ray, Therapeutic X-ray, and Other X-ray Apparatus and
Tubes, Electromechcal and Electrotherapeutic Apparatus

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing radiographic X ray, fluoroscopic X ray, and
het apeui M. X ray apparat, s and tubes for medical, industrial, research and control applications This

tnclustry also includes establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing electromedical and electro
thirapeutis apparatus except electrotherapeutic lamp units for ultra violet and infra red radiation

3713 Truck and Bus Bodies

stablIshments primarily engaged in manufacturing truck and bus bodies, for sale separately or for
assembly on purchased chassis

3715 Truck Trailers

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing truck trailers, truck trailer chassis for sale
se0.173.ely, detachable nailer bodies (cargo containers) for sale separately, and detachable trailer (cargo
container) chassis, for sate separately

3721 Aircraft

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing or assembling complete aircraft This industry also
trx ludes establishments primarily engaged in research and development on Aircraft or in factory type
aircraft modification on a contract or fee basis

1S;
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Industry Title and Definition

3764 Guided Missile and Space Vehkk Propulsion Units and Propulsion Unit Parts

Establishments primarily engaged in inanufactunng guided mime propulsion units and propulsion unit
parts Research and development on guided missile and space vehicle propulsion units and propulsion
unit parts is also included in this industry

3769 Guided Missile and Space Vehicle Pails and Auxoliaty Equipment, Not Elsewhere Classified

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing guided missile and space vehicle parts and auxiliary
equipment, not elsewhere classified, is also included in this industry.

3811 Engineering, Laboratory, Scientific, and Research Instruments and Associated Equipment

Establishments primarily engaged in manufactunng engneei mg. laboratory, and scientific instruments,
including nautical, navigational, aeronautical, surveying, and drafting equipment and instruments for
laboratory work and scientific research (except optical instruments)

3822 Automatic Controls for Regulating Residential and Commercial Environments and Appliances

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing temperature and related controls for heating and
air conditioning installations and refrigeration applications, which are electrically, ekttrorucally. or
pneumatically &lusted, and which measure and control variables such as temperature and humidity, and
automatic regulators used as components of household appliances

3823 lndustnal Instruments for Measurement, Display, and Control of Process Variables, and
Related Products

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing industrial instruments and related products for
measuring, displaying (indicating and/or recording), transmitting, and controlling process variables in
manufacturing, energy conversion, and public service utilities These instruments operate mecharucallY,
pneumatically, electronically, or electrically to measure process variable such as temperature, humidity.
Pressure. vacuum, combustion, glow, level. viscosity, density, acidity, alkalinity, specific gravity, gas and
spud concentration sequence, time interval, mechanical motion, and rotation

3824 Totalizing Fluid Meters and Counting Devices

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing totalizing (registering) meters monitoring fluid
Rows, such as waterroeters and gasmet ers. and producers of mechanical and electromechanical counters
and associated metering devices

3825 Instruments for Measuring and Testing of Electricity and Electrical Signals

Establishmei it is primarily engaged in manufacturing instruments for measuring the characteristics of
electricity and electrical signals. such as voltmeters, ammeters. wattmeters, watt hour meters, demand
meters. and equipment for testing the electrical characteristics of electrical. radio, and communication
circuits and of internal combustion engines

3829 Measuring and Controlling Devices, Not Elsewhere Classified

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing measuring and controlling devices. not elsewhere
classified, including testing instruments to determine the physical properties of materials, nuclear
instruments, aircraft engine instruments, and liquid in glass and bimetal thermometers

1 0 J
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SIC Industry Th le and De Anitiors
Code

3832 Optical Instruments and Lenses

Establishments pninarly engaged in manufactunng instruments that measure an optics) property,
apparatus este pt photographic that protects or magnifies such as binoculars, prisms, and knits, optical
sighting and fire control equipment, and related analytical instruments

3341 Surgical and Medical Instruments and Apparatus

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing medical, surgical, ophthalmic, and veterinary
instruments and apparatus

3342 Orthopedic, Prosthetic. and Surgical Appliances and Supplies

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing orthopedic, prosthetic, and surgical appliances
and supplies, arch supports, and other foot appliances, fracture appliances, elastic hosiery, abdominal
supporters, braces. and trusses, bandages, surgical gauze and dressings, -.Auras, adhesive tapes and
medicated plasters, and personal safety appliances and equipment.

3843 Dental Equipment and Supplies

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing art ific:al teeth, dental metals, alloys and amalgams,
and a wide variety of equipment, instruments, and supplies used by dentists, dental laboratories, and
dental colleges

3861 Photographic Equipment and Supplies

Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing (1) photographic apparatus, equipment, parts,
attachments, and accessories, such as still and motion picture cameras and protection apparatus,
Photocopy and microfilm equipment, blueprinting and chazotype (white printing) apparatus and
equipment, and other photographic equipment, and (2) sensitized film, paper, cloth, and plates, and
prepared photographic chemicals for use therewith.

7372 Computer Programming and Other Software Services

Establishments primarily engaged in providing services in computer programming. systems design and
analysts. and other computer ''software"

19i
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Appendix B
TItCheita N44011

Seneca of Employment and Ps Ytsll peso fot Now Vsne Slats

The employment and payroll data for New York State n compiled from Quarterly contnbuten reports sub sutted by
employers covered under the New Yak State Unemployment Insurance La. Pot the triclinium* tolveYed, the
employment levels are generally comparable to those developed under the Cement Employment Statistics program.

Employment Dom foe United States

ThewW(' ofemploymentdatatottheUnitedStatessttheCurrentEmploymentStatisticspro gram atom effort Cif
The cooperating stare Employment Security Agencies and the avresu of Labor Gravure' Data on employment are
collected monthly from a sample of establahments es no signcuhuralactweres. InckeloS government

Industry ClaseiScation

Data on employment and wages are maintained according to the wrdostnal classification of the reporters empinyer
Thos is m accordance with the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1912 Edition. h r skarn ar thiCal system of lour

ch9ts which can be agspegated by SIC at the three, two or one drgt level

The Average Weekly Wage

Average weekly wages are gross weekly aver ages Included are wages for full and part time work and lot al grades
and last. s of wage and salary workers Also mcluded we overtimepay. vac &nor. allowarices, bonuses. pod sick leave
and the cash value, ol goods and services 'reeved by ',sockets The payroll data we. therefoi e, good indicators of t rends
or relationships among industnes rather than sztual pay scales of the industnes

Confidentsebty

Data are not disclosed for any industry Wail walun an ownership class consistingol lowerthan three reporting units.

If there are three or more report mg units, data are alao withhekl for an industry levelin which one and accounts for SOerr. or more 01 that industry's employment

192
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Appendix C

PAYROLL OF HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES
NEW YORK STATE, 1900 AND 1975

fln millions)

SIC
code

Industry
Payroll

Percent
change19130

I

I 1975

2721 Periodicals $625 8 $374,3 67 2
2752 Commercial lithographic printing 488 1 307 6 58 7
2819 Industrial inorganic chemicals n e c 120 6 922 307
2831 Biokeacal products 90 43 107 5
2833 Medscrnals and botanicals 167 56 199 4

2844 To3141 Pre Parancins 289 0 159 1 817
2869 Ind ...stn..' organic chemicals n e c 261 5 176 7 48 0
2879 Agricultural chemicals. n e c 125 102 224
2891 Adhesnes and sealants 133 77 716
3465 Auromotne stampings 1013 697 454

3:66 Croons anci closures 6 7 0 9 631 3
1531 Construction machinery 282 206 37 3
13332 Mining machinery 1 4 0 9 58 3
1551 F0.4 products machinery 453 29 4 54 6
155 Sp,csal industry machinery, n e c 77 4 50 7 52 7

3569 General industrial machinery. n e c 101 1 615 64 5

3,3 be, troroc con puong equipment 1,289 4 722 1 78 6

3,76 Sca es and bears es except laboratory 90 55 643
3,9 Office machines n e c 249 203 227
36.3 Switchgear and switchboard apparatus 40 0 216 84 9

3.622 Indust nal controls 779 441 766
1,2 f Weking apparatus n e c 112 80 403
PA. E:ecInc lamps 196 86 127 9
3673 Current corrylng Wring devices 181 6 96 0 89 1

563:4 Non current carrying wiring devices 79 1 51 5 53 6

3645 Residential lignbrig fixtures 490 339 445
3647 Vehicular lighting equipment 109 64 707
36;2 Phonograph records. indeo appartus 82 2 63 0 30 5
73661 Telephone and telegraph apparatus 161.2 150 8 69
3E62 Radio and TV communication equipment 821 4 449 5 82 7

3674 Semiconductors and related devices 134 0 215 1 55,3
3678 Electronic connectors 10 7 I 5 593 8

3679 Electronic components n e c 198 I 1602 97 6

3692 Primary batteries dry and sett 14 0 5 5 153 2

3693 X toy apparatus and electromedical equipment 26 6 113 135 6

3713 Truck and bus bodies 105 79 332
3715 Truck trailers 65 34 878
3721 Aircraft 601 0 440 9 36 3

3764 Space Propulsion units and parts 409 380 77
3769 Space vehicle equipment n e c 17 25 -351

1 S 3
28-768 0 84 13
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PAYROLL Of 10611 TECFINOLO(sY INDUSTRIES
NEV. YORK STATE 1960 AND 1975 Connnurd

P4YrollSIC Industry I Percentcode
1960 1975 s change

3611 Engneenng and sceennbc ,nstrumen:s $261 8 $164 8 58 8
3/522 Ensronrnental contrds IS 1 80 87 8
3623 Process conttol ontruments 68 8 37 7 82 6
3624 Flud meters and counung desnc es 3 8 10 269 1
3825 Instruments to measure electmily 61 4 402 52 6

3629 Measunng and controlling deoces. n e c 46 4 22 9 102 4
3i132 OPtKat Instruments and senses 451 29 7 521
3tt41 Surgscal and rned.ca; Instruments 82.9 45 7 81 3
Segt Surg.(41 appliances and suPPlies 74 7 434 7220,43 Uwe.. equ.prnent and supplies 331 325 19

3661 Photogsaphw equipment and suP:i,es 2,016 9 1,250 5 61.3"3"2 Co p.n.s prograrroung and sottware 92 6 22 9 305 2

Tote. 521'1.0 technology industrees 9.102 2 5.578 6 63 2

An prs.4tt se, tot Indstots 92.131,3 60,502 4 52.3
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Appendix 0

EMPLOYMENT FOR SIX LARGEST HIGH TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRIES
NEW YORK STATE. 1964-1976 AND 1967

(In thousands)

Year
SIC code ,

3861 3573 3662 2721

1%4 484 n a 392 246
1965 524 n a 387 247
1966 59 9 n a 42 I 25 3
1%7 65 0 n a. 44 4 26 1
1968 665 448 459 266
1969 683 485 455 263
1970 699 475 400 260
1971 693 435 329 247
1972 71 4 40 8 32 7 24 1
1973 748 390 31.7 238
1974 779 422 305 240
1975 739 395 320 241
1976 759 380 316 240

1960 781 472 405 268

I 2752 3721

165 31.3
17.A 310

35 1
20 2 36 0
205 37.3
208 3S1
211 298
21.1 246
20 7 22.9
205 231
203 250
218 255
21.3 240

255 :27

SIC (ale and industry

3861 Photograph,c equipment and supplies
3571 Electronic computing equipment
3662 Radio and TV communication equipment
2721 Penockals
2752 Commercial lithographic waving
3721 Aircraft

n e Not avadabk

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES P. MITCHELL, PASADENA, MD.

In any review of the status of apprenticeship in this country there are two impor-
tant preliminary considerations:

1. While the two are not inimical, there is a distinction, often ignored, between
the administration of public policy in apprenticeship and the administration of an
apprenticeship program. Except for those instances where it is the employer and
sponsor, governments neither Federal nor State do not "run" apprenticeship The
Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) does not conduct training for
any apprentice. It, like its counterpart agencies at the State level, is responsible for
implementing public policies in apprenticeship With the exception noted, the con-
duct of programs of apprenticeship is by private sector employers or employers and
unions jointly Conformity to policies of government apprenticeship agencies by pro-
gram sponsors is onthe-whole, voluntary.

2. References in this statement to the national apprenticeship system means those
programs and their enrolled apprentices collectively that are "registered" or other-
wise credentialed by the Federal bureau or appropriate State apprenticeship author-
ity. It is for these programs and apprentices that some information, however limit-
ed, is available. Most guesses are that registered apprentices account for about two-
thirds of the nation's total although the last comprehensive look at formal training
in American industry by the Department of Labor is some 25 years old Data for
registered apprenticeship will likewise soon become out-of-date with the last official
data for end of calendar year 1979 collected through the State-National Apprentice.
ship Program Statistics (SNAPS) system.

A brief description and more important characteristics of the national apprentice.
ship system is next presented in this statement followed by a discussion of the more
important issues in public policy impacting upon the vitality of the system and op-
tions for addressing those issues.
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NATiONAI. AIHENTICE.SIIIP SYSTEM

Apprenticeship, by its generally accepted definition in this country, is a system of
.tructured training given on the job supplemented of by off -job study or instruction
in subjects related to the trade being pursued. It is distinguished from other on-the-
job training by its objective )( a worker fully accomplished in a broad range of skills
and family of tasks customarily making up an apprenticeable occupation and by the
fact that the conditions of employment and training are known and stated in ad-
vance

The basic fundamentals of .,ound training and labor standards for apprenticeship
that must be met for a program to be registered by the federal agency tBAT) are
enumerated in Title 29 CFR Part 29 These same standards have been adopted in
principle by all of the existing state apprenticeship agenices who. in doing so. may
function in behalf of the Secretary of Labor as the program and apprentice registra
tion authority for federal purposes in their respective states

The national system is characterized by a large number (above 80% of the the 40
to 10 000 registered programs) of small employers with one or two apprentices and
without a bargaining agent The minority number of registered programs are spon-
sored by larger industrial establishments jointly with union and by groups of em-
plovers banding together as in an association, to sponsor a program most often joint-
ly with a union These will account for about three-fourths of the apprentices. More-
over well over one-half of all registered apprentices are concentrated in a dozen oc-
cupations with the majority being those of the construction industry.

Most programs of apprenticeship are local, i e., a single employer with one facility
or a group of employers within the same industry banding together to operate a pro-
gram in that community Other programs may be state-wide, multi-state or nationalin scope including the typical multiple plant corporation programs Finally military
sponsored programs for uniformed personnel are world wide.

The federal BAT serves as the direct registration authority in 22 States, for U S.
government sponsored programs, and for certain others that are national in scope.
In the remaining States, the District of Columbia. Puerto Rico and the Virgin Is-
lands the State functions is the approval and registration authority About one-half
M these States and territories Igenerally referred to as State Apprenticeship Council
or SAC states) are without an operating staff

ISSUES IN APPRENTICESHIP

Adequacy of program level for today and future needs
The civilian registered apprenticeship level today stands at about 2b0.000down

more than 50,000 in three years The historic inverse correlation between new en-trants into the program and unemployment rates no longer appears operative. The
recovery and recent decline in unemployment rates has not been matched by an up-swing in new apprentice registrations and such is unlikely with a continuation of
this Administration policies The decline may to some extent be related to shifts in
labor demand profile. but the major cause is the deliberate and continued reduction
in the number of people, both Federal and State, engaged in the promotion of new
apprenticeship opportunities and programs The direct correlation between density
of apprenticeship staff and density of apprenticeships In a given area on the same
population base can be well established. The Administrations reductions and those
planned in the employment level for the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training to
;shout one-half the position level authorized by the Congress three years ago togeth-
tr with retrenchment experienced by many of the State apprenticeship agencies
offers no promise the downward trend will be reversed.

The product of apprenticeship is a qualified craft worker In reasonably stable
years of the mid to late 197(rs, the annual output of new craft workers had gradualIv risen to nearly 10(000 The Labor Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics had
heen estimating the ten year growth needs for skilled workers at some four million
or 300 000 annually at an average rate While those estimates may have overstatedthe needs it is quite obvious the apprenticeship system will not meet the require-
ments unlecs greatly expanded Shortages of fully qualified skilled workers invari-ahl!. results in higher product costs. poorer quality. delivery delays, wage pressures.
and loss of any real surge capability in our defense industry base

Compared to other industrial nations of the free world, the United States ranks
far behind in apprentices ,is a percent of total civilian employment i 34. 1980. less
than one -half the rate in France 1 7:31 and Canada i I(i). less than onefifth the rate
in Great Brtain it 87i less than a tenth that of Italy i3 fif)) or oncfifteenth of WestGermany i 141 the nation most often cited for the excellence of its apprenticeship
system and national commitment to worker training
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ExprorIgng the pogrom let,e1
Over-siniplifiek1 thee an' three basic ways to expand the appernticeship program

One is to move toward mandatory requirements for establishment of programs and
employment of apprentices It is not universal then through regulatory require
uunts ao m appropriate government procurement contracts A second general
method is to use financial inducements, in effect to purchase programs and new
hues Ob% iu kv,I there is a point when the inducement is great enough, a decision of
nut to train can be reversed A third bask method is that envisaged by Congress in
its emikAment of the National Apprenticeship Act of 1937 to advance the program
by promotion. persuasion and assistance It is the method this Administration and
to a lesser extent the previous Administration expects to be used unsupported by
the most modest non labor and personnel resources An effective promotional effort
kannot be launched at no cost. prospective sponsors cannot be reached on the parsi
monious travel dollars allotted for this purpose

reverse the downward trend in the program level and build the system to meet
the nation s skilled worker requirements for defense and for competition in world
markk ts..1 lit:ter:tuned commitment must be made A professional staff of training
ewer ts. trained and fully supported. deployed in every major industrial center must
be provided fur Staff levels should be increased as rapidly as their absorption and
cfli..ient use permits to double and redouble personnel over the next two to three
year` bulled with personnel expansion must be provision for training and retrain
mg of both Federal and State staff. for research in apprenticeship. and for reestab-
11.h:tient of a cornpehensive national statistical system.

.Vet Feder-oh:an- ond FederolStote roles ui apprenitreshtp
Apprt iiticeship does not lit well the mold of new federalism- as a program to be

operated alrno.t wholly within a State for the benefit of the citizenry of that par
ocular Stitt as for example. the employment service Nor is it a program funda-
mcntally federal or national in character. as for example the public postal service

ertairily the highly skilled worker produced by bona fide apprenticeship is impor-
tant to the economy of the State in which he or she resides. equally important to
the nation s well being is the population of such workers Moreover, while training
takes at a Specific geographic location and many apprenticeships are served
entirely with one employer. in one plant. or in one community in one State. others
are not Indeed in the, rase of apprenticehips for uniformed military personnel, the
training may take plate outside the United States Thus it is evident that programs
ut appruniceship may be local...multi-state or national and that the program of ap-
prenticeship" is of both national and State concern With respect to new federal-
ism the is:,kie is whether the administration of public policy is apprenticeship is
best ;xi-formed by federal or State government. The answer is that neither should
be exclusively vested and arrangements pursued that would provide a mkitliplica
tion, not duplication. of effort National needs must be served in any event

the \tent of cooperation between the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
and State Apprenticeship Councils is far more notable than isolated instances of
friction Present formal and informal working agreements have generally served
well Clearly there is a federal role in the collection and analysis of national data, in
lirrecasting, in establishing national priorities. in research. in introducing new tech

in assisting industry with model, innovative or experimental programs, In
serving multi-state sponsors, in assuring standards are met for credentialling. and
others including the full range of promotional and technical assistance to industry
functions as it does now an SAC States not having an operating capability

A chn nis:ro lire procedural barriers to expanszon
the hearings in April. 1:)57 by the [louse Subcommittee on Labor identified or

anticipated one of the issues that remains todaynamely the absence of reasonable
uniformity in the requirements for registration among the %anon:. Stale Apprentice-
ship ( ouncils. Mr Oscar Rosenthal who at that time represented the National Asso-
ciation of Building Trades Employers testified before the Subcommittee on the ne-
cessity of uniformity among the States that Each State should accept the train
ing cif apprentices from all other accredited States C'her witnesses spoke in
the same vein on the necessity for uniformity of training standards between
Notes The Department of Labor sought to remedy this diversity by publication in
P.177 of fitly .:9 (1( Labor Standards for Registration of Apprenticeship Pro-
grams. this regulation to which each SAC subsequently subccribed set forth the
basic ,tandords for all to use It has failed to achieve that objective and sponsors
who operate programs ui more that one state continue to by confronted with diverse
requirements
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Multi employer unilateral programs sponsored by non-union employers in the con-
struction industry are relatively new on the apprenticeship scene dating from the
early Mfrs Up to that period, the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training's own
policies had discouraged such sponsorship. These artificial prohibitions were re-
voked and in those States where it was the direct registration agency, the Bureau
began to register unilateral programs that otherwise met all requirements. Prospec-
tive sponsors of this type of program continue to meet resistance sn- refusal in a
number of the SAC states The regulation, 29 CFR 29, has not proven an effective
Instrument to remedy this problem.

A third illustration of administrative barriers to program expansion is in the pro-
cedure for determining the apprentiveability of occupations Apprenticeability crite-
ria are published in 29 CFR 29 Of the four criteria only one is specific. The Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training sought and eventually did so) to establish for its
own purposes, specific and objective criteria for determining apprenticeabikty of oc-
cupations within the definition given in the regulation This was a deliberate effort
to reinove to the extent possible pressure group influence on such decisions. The
Bureau has not succeeded in achieving adoption of these or substitute objective cri-
teria by the State Apprenticeship Councils Thus a program sponsor might conceiv-
ably have registered apprentices in an occupation in one State but find that classifi-
cation unacceptable when transferring to another State.
A legislalice ()piton

Forty-six years ago Congress enacted the National Apprenticeship Act in a time of
relatively stable labor market conditions and simple industrial environment. The
\cts language is general, essentially hortative in character, and its authors antici-
pated use and growth of the apprenticeship system without the need for more ex-
plicit or directive public policy.

Over the same period of time the nation's industrial technology has become in-
creasingly complex as has the economic-social milieu of work and family life. Few
indeed are the workers, employers, and jobs unaffected by the stream of governmen-
tal employment and training policies and programs of the last few decades. In that
same -Hi years. government policies for apprenticeship have been administratively
generated by both Federal and State to interpret, to adjust, to patch, fix and add-on
as circumstances required The national thrust for a unified program has weakened
and diffused among more than 30 differing political jurisdiction approaches. Vitality
is rapidly draining from the program from neglect.

The original Act should be amended to review the national thrust for a unified,
better coordinated program with a new sense of direction to address specific nneds.
An amended Act can give legislative standing to certain administrative policies
while retaining the proven concepts of the original Act. In addition to dealing with
the issues outlined above, and amended Act could:

Cause to be identified occupations in short labor supply and those critical to
the nation's defense posture;

Require that employers having substantial contracts with the federal govern-
ment do their fair share of skill training to reduce competitive bidding for
highly skilled workers, improve productivity and quality, and reduce costs,

Give substance to the original Act's hope that the States would take action
with respect to their skilled worker resources by providing a mechanism for fi-
nancial aid to the States when needed;

Insure that the federal government itself as a major employer will be a leader
in the development of competent, highly skilled craft workers,

Give meaning to the Congressional intent of the earlier Act for a truly na
tional uniform system of apprenticeship and more carefully delineate Federal
and State roles.

A wet! conceived approach to the legislative objectives was provided in H.R. 4884
offered in the First session of the 97th Congress by Mr. William Clay and Mr. Carl
Perkins

Conch:grim
The Subcommittee review of the apprenticeship system, a system widely recog-

nired as the most effective means for producing the highly skilled workers essential
to the nation's economic well being and defense posture, is indeed timely. Clearly a
watershed point has been reached in apprenticeship. Either the system and public
policies to undergird that system be vigorously prusued or the governments role in
development and maintenance of our skilled resources be abandoned and the public
interest ignored.

Apparently the latter course is preferred by the current Administration. The lan
guage of the 1t)s11 Republican party platform. we also support expansion of proven
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skill training practices such as apprenticeship is empty of substance. The Ad
ministration has chosen to reduce the number of persons engaged in the promotion
and provision of technical assistance to the employers for establishment of programs
and to camouflage and minimize the effects of the reduction of resources requested
for the programs. The employment level of the federal apprenticeship agency is ex-
pected to be down by close of this fiscal year to one-half the level of positions Con-
gress had authorized when this Administration took office In all probability, an-
other 30-35 federal apprenticeship field offices will be closed No expansion by the
States can be anticipated nor could the States be expected to perform the national
role as outlined in this statement.

The hearing by this Subcommittee can and should become a turning point in a
positive direction for the apprenticeship system.

1Si



OVERSIGHT HEARING ON THE NATIONAL
APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING ACT

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 19E13

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES,

COMMITITX ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.0

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:37 a.m., in room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Hayes, Jeffords, Er-
lenborn, Petri, and Bartlett.

Staff present: Susan Grayson McGuire, staff director; Brad Jef-
feries, legislative assistant; Terri Schroeder, administrative assist-
ant; Tom Royals, minority labor liaison; and Beth Buehlmann, mi-
nority senior legislative associate.

Mr. HAWKINS. The Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
is called to order. This isa continuation of the hearing on the Na-
tional Apprenticeship Act. The Chair has no statement. Mr. Erlen-
born, do you have a statement.

Mr. ERLENRORN. No; I have no statement.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. We will then proceed with the list of

witnesses.
The first witnesses are Mr. William M. Roes of William M. Roes

and Associates, Inc., Ms. Diann Rust-Tierney of the National
Women's Law Center, and Mr. Fred Herzog of the Outreach pro-
gram.

Would those witnesses whose names were called kindly be seated
at the witness table? It is a panel and we consider the wit-
nesses together.

You are Mr. Herzog?
Mr. HEazoc. Yes, sir.
Mr. HAWKINS. Is Ms. Rust-Tierney in the audience?
Ms. Run-TIERNEY. Yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. I understand that Mr. Ross will be slightly late.

His plane has not yet arrived so we will simply call on him at some
subsequent time.

Mr. Herzog, we welcome you and you may proceed. May the
Chair indicate that all of the statements will be entered in the
record in their entirety, and to the extent possible, we hope that
the witnesses will summarize from their statements so as to leave
room for questions. We do have a rather lengthy list of witnesses,

(193)
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but everybody will be reached and we will try to give adequate
time to each one of them.

Mr. Herzog, we welcome you as the first witness and you may
proceed.

[The prepared statement of Frederick Herzog follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT Or FREDERICK HERZOG, FORT WASHINGTON, Ma.

Good Morning Mr Chairman and members of the subcommittee. My name is
Frederick Herzog. I am a member of the International Association of Bridge, Struc-
tural and Ornamental Iron Workers. I am also a past staff member of the National
Iron Workers and Employers Training Program, a national training program that
through outreach, recruited minorities, females, veterans, displaced workers and
other economically disadvantaged persons for training and employment as iron
workers. In the y,,tir of 1%8 I organized and supervised the first journeyman out-
reach and training program for minorities under federal contract, for all trades as-
sociated with the Buffalo Building and Construction Trades Council, I have been as-
sociated with apprenticeship since 1952, a total of 30 years. In addition, I was em-
ployed as an assistant professor by Erie County Technical Institute and also was ap-
pointed apprentice coordinator for the basic trades by the Construction Industry
Employers Association of Buffalo, New York.

Permit me, first of all to congratulate this subcommittee for conducting thisovet-
sight hearing This lends an academic atmosphere to the problems under discussion
today The problems of outreach and apprenticeship that this subcommittee is look-
ing at are by no means academic in nature--they are real, in fact frighteningly real.

Why are we talking about outreach here today? Principally because it is badly
needed, often overlooked and widely t&sunderstood, this subcommittee, concerned
as it is with unemployment of minorities, displaced persons, females and other eco-
nomically disadvantaged, should be fully aware of this important system and its pos-
sibilities.

First, it is not a system of skill identification promoted Ly minority groups and
construction unions. Many industries are proponents of the system.

Second, it is not just a fancy word that can be applied to any recruitment effort to
make the effort more attractive.

Third, outreach is not a simple, single solution of skill identification and job place-
ment.

What then is the role of outreach? First and foremost, it is a system where trans-
ferable skills of the unemployed can be identified and with the establishment of req-
uisite skills they can become employable in another industry of 'rade.

Quality in outreach is an impotant concern of American industry because of the
credible role it plays in recruitment and establishment of requisite skills and be-
cause of its concern for the general well-being of the unemployed, displaced persons,
minorities and females.

Finally, access to employment opportunities have long been a social goal in this
nation The U S Department of Labor should remain active in promoting efforts to
attain this goal, instead of turning the responsibilities over to other entities.

Mr Chairman, many serendipitous discoveries are the results of outreach. I would
like to break the "outreach" down to its simplest elements because it identifies the
reasons why individuals have dead-ended, suffered career arrest, or are otherwise
stymied Outreach is in certain respects typical of a wide variety of educational or-
ganizations that are also involved in apprenticeship, based on their participation in
related instruction. Of course not all individuals who are school dropouts or persons
displaced from career progress can be reactivated or salvaged. However, outreach
gives each individual the chance he deserves to protect the investment he has al-
retxdy made.

A significant consideration in assessing the quality of an apprentice program
might be the degree to which it is linked to outreach. The absence of such linkage
may be the cause of the training sponsor inability to orchestrate passage of the eli-
gible enrollee through a sequence of available services starting from the apprentices
Initial need and completing, with having attained employability and a job. Instead
of watering down standards, outreach reinforces them by matching the individuals'
skills to the job instead of trying to match the job to the individual.

A sharp differentiation must be made between outreach services and apprentice
training components The first places the emphasis, with potential, for placement in
long-term employment The attributes of employability can be developed through
outreach as well as by training Good quality training does not guarantee good re-
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sults in terms of employment and income improvement for its recipients The status
of labor market demand. the access of the recipients to the demand institutions, the
consistency between the demand and training, and the learning ability of the train-
ing participants are additional variables that are element of outreach.

A notable development, as a result of outreach, has been the expansion of non-
occupational trainingremedial basic education, English as a second language,
search training. prevocational and preapprentiorship esploration and the like No
overall data is available separating gains from these components from those of other
type services, yet the ,tsults of many demonstration projects indicate a substantial
pert' from at least the first three categories.

since outreach encompasses opportunities for minorities, females, displaced per-
sons and other economically disadvantaged individuals in jobs placement, training,
transfer of skill, individual qualifications and various types of personnel policies it
can be a major player in placing into longterm employment many persons who
have become unemployable because of plant closings and skill obsolescence.

Outreach is of sufficiently universal value that it should be available to all. It in-
cludes understanding of labor market structures and dynamics on a very practical
level, criteria for choice among industries, occupations, and employers depending on
the job seekers objectives as well as the techniques of job search. Outreach is many
things to many people It can bring about benefits to those of any age, race or any
other characteristic of the economically disadvantaged or displaced persons.

Decisions regarding the employment of people are especially hazardous because of
the difficulty of knowing all the factors influencing those decisions Accuracy and
reliability in identifying the qualifications of the potential employee is the key to
making the right decision. If facts are inaccurats,,obialete, inadequate or distoroed,
they result in bad decisions. In order to meet the challenge of obtaining facts, faster
access to accurate and completed information is available through a goad outreach
system.

Though improvement is to be expected in the employment picture, there is less
reason to be sanguine about the labor market problems of therasanomically disad-
vantaged. minorities, displaced persons and females. In the background of the
present recession there has been the problem of unemployment because of plant
closings creating skill obsolescence and ambitions for economic development and ad-
aptation to technological-change If American industry is to produce and deliver the
best product and service-continually, it must search for the skills to accomplish this
task Thus, the performance and survival of American industry may depend on prof-
itable utilization of outreach

No system is ever good enough and no group of human beings ever make a perfect
adjustment. The promising factor for the years directly ahead is that what was done
largely for compassion may now be more readily accepted as an element of Ameri-
can industry We have behind us 20 years of productiveexperience and an outreach
system in place which works moderately well. We are not faced with a de novo chal-
lenge of inventionwhich is the present belief of the United States Department of
Labor, an empirical errorbut with a process of improvement and adaptation Even
in times of public frugality, it is well to keep in mind that the task of outreach will
not become cheaper in the years ahead, but funds expended for this activity will be
an investment in human resource development for American industry Significant
cost saiangs and productivity Improvements are strong arguments for investing in
apprenticeship and outreach

STATEMENT OF FREDERICK HERZOG. MEMBER OF TIIE INTER-
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BRIDGE. STRUCTURAL & ORNA-
MENTAL IRON WORKERS. FORMER STAFF MEMBER OF TIRE NA-
TIONAL IRON WORKERS AND EMPLOYERS TRAINING PRO-
GRAM. REPRESENTING THE OUTREACH PROGRAM

Mr. HERZOG. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the
subcommittee, I am Frederick Herzog, past staff member of the na-
tional ironworkers and employers training program, a program
that through Outreach, recruited minorities, females, veterans, dis-
placed workers, and other economically disadvantaged persons.

In the year of 1968 I organized and supervised the first journey-
man Outreach training program for minorities for all crafts associ-
ated with the Buffalo Building & Construction Trades Council.
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Permit me, first of all to congratulate this subcommittee for con-
ducting this oversight hearing. This lends an academic atmosphere
to the problems under discussion. The problems of Outreach and
apprenticeship that this subcommittee is looking at are by no
means academic in naturethey are real, in fact, frighteningly
real.

Why are we talking about Outreach here today? Principally, be-
cause it is badly needed, often overlooked, and widely misunder-
steod.

This subcommittee, concerned as it is with unemployment of mi-
norities, displaced persons, females, and other economically disad-
vantaged, needs to be fully aware of this important system and its
possibilities.

First, it is not a system of skill identification promoted by minor-
ity groups in construction unions. Many industries are proponents
of the system.

Second, it is not just a fancy word that can be applied to any re-
cruitment effort to make the effort more attractive.

Third, Outreacl s not a simple, single solution of skill identifica-
tion and job placement.

What then is the role of Outreach? First and foremost it is a
system where transferable skills of the unemployed can be identi-
fied and with the establishment of requisite skills they can become
employable in another industry or trade.

Mr. Chairman, many serendipitous discoveries are the results of
Outreach. I would like to break the Outreach down to its simplest
elements because it identifies the reasons why individuals have
dead-ended, suffered career arrest, or are otherwise stymied. Out-
reach is in certain respects typical of a wide variety of educational
organizations that are also involved in apprenticeship, based on
their participation in related instruction. Of course, not all individ-
uals who are school dropouts or persons displaced from career
progress can be.reactivated or salvaged. However, Outreach gives
each individual the chance he deserves to protect the investment
he has already made.

A sharp differentiation must be made between Outreach services
and apprentice training components. The first places the emphasis
with potential, for placement in long-term employment. The at-
tributes of employability can be developed through Outreach as
well as by training. Good quality training does not guarantee good
results in terms of employment and income improvement for its re-
cipients. A notable development as a result of Outreach has been
the expansion of nonoccupational trainingremedial basic educa-
tion, English as a second language, job search training, prevoca-
tional and preapprenticeship exploration and the like.

This Outreach encompasses opportunities for minorities, females,
displaced persons and other economically disadvantaged individ-
uals in job placement, training, transfer of skill, individual qualifi-
cations and various types of personnel policies. It can be a major
player in placing into long-term employment many persons who
have become unemployable because of plant closings and obsoles-
cence.

Though improvement is to be expected in the employment pic-
ture, there is less reason to be sanguine about the labor market
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problems of the etonomically disadvantaged, minorities, displaced
persons, and females. In the background of the present recession
there has been the problems of unemployment because of plant
closings creating skill obsolescence and ambitions for economic de-
velopment and adaptation to technological change If American in-
dustry is to produce and deliver the best product and service con-
tinually, it must search for the skills to accomplish this task.

No system is ever good enough and no group of human beings
ever make a perfect adjustment. We have behind us 29 years of
productive experience and an Outreach system in place which
works moderately well. We are not faced with a de novo challenge
of inventionwhich is the present belief of the U.S. Department of
Labor, an empirical errorbut with a process of improvement and
adaptation. Even in times of public frugality, it is well to keep in
mind that the task of Outreach will not become cheaper in the
years ahead, but funds expended for this activity will be an invest-
ment in human resource development for American industry. Sig-
nificant cost savings and productivity improvements are strong ar-
guments for investing apprenticeship and Outreach.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Herzog. We will hear from the

other witness and then leave the time open for questions. I under-
stand that Ms. Rust-Tierney has a statement. We will hear from
you ct this time.

STATEMENT OF MANN RUSTTIERNEY. STAFF ATTORNEY.
NATIONAL WOMEN'S LAW CENTER

Ms. RUST-TIERNEY. Good morning. Thank you for the opportunity
to present testimony today on the status of women in apprentice-
ship programs.

As you said, my name is Diann Rust-Tierney and I am a staff
attorney at the National Women's Law Center. The National
Women s Law Center is a Washington based organization which
provides legal representation to women's interests. In that capacity
we have worked with the problems of sex discrimination in employ-
ment, and particular, we have worked on the enforcement of Exec-
utive Order 11246 which prohibits employment discrimination by
employers receiving Federal contracts.

My testimony will discuss facts which demonstrate that women
continue to face barriers to employment in skilled crafts and trades
and that programs which have assisted women in removing these
barriers are being dismantled.

The first question that should be asked is: Why are organizations
like the National Women's Law Center and women interested in
getting women into these apprenticeship trades?

The answer to that question is found in the economic status of
women. The number of women in the work force has decreased
over the past decade dramatically. The increase in the number of
women entering the work force coincides with the increased
number of women who have substantial financial responsibilities.

Despite the increasing number of women in the work force and
the increasing number of women who must support families on
their wages and salaries, women remain severely economically dis-
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advantaged In 191 the poverty rate for families maintained solely
by women was more than three times the poverty rate for families
maintained solely by men.

Furthermore, although many are affected by adverse conditions
in the economy which cause high unemployment, women experi-
ence disproportionately higher rates of unemployment. For exam-
ple, women in nontraditional construction jobs were more adverse-
ly affectly by the recession in the construction industry than their
male counterparts.

The unemployment rate among female construction workers was
17 percent as compared to 12 percent for male construction work-
ers You should remember that in 1979 women only comprised 3
percent of all construction workers.

In 1980 most women earned less than $15,000 annually. The
median weekly income for a female-headed family at the end of
1983 was $274 as compared to $426 for a family headed by a man.

Apprenticeships provide women with an opportunity to learn a
skilled trade while getting paid wages at much higher rates than
many jobs paid to workers with substantial experience in jobs tra-
ditionally held by women.

There are basically two ways of entering the tradesthe infor-
mal nonunion route and the formal union route. Individuals hired
through the informal nonunion route are generally hired directly
from the community or an established recruitment and training or-
ganization.

White males find this informal route a viable means of obtaining
a job because informal, old boy networks inform prospective trades
workers of openings Moreover, the presence of the old boy network
and familial ties within the trade increases the likelihood that an
employer will hire an inexperienced white male on the strength of
a recommendation by a friend or a relative.

Women and many minorities, however, rarely enter the trades
through familial ties or by applying directly to the contractor for a
job Those networks simply do not exist for women and minorities.

In the heavily unionized areas, the method most often used by
women to enter the trades is the union apprenticeship program. As
is true of the informal route, the access of women to apprenticeship
programs is influenced greatly by cultural stereotypes and dis-
criminatory barriers, which tend to prevent women from becoming
apprentices.

Consequently, most women who enter apprenticeships and thus
the trades, enter those trades through federally funded Outreach,
recruitment and preapprenticeship training programs.

I am going to talk a little bit about the status of women in a
number of apprenticeship programs and where women are found.
But before I do that I would like to say one thing that I think is
very important When I set out to prepare this testimony, the one
thing that I found that was shocking is that there is presently no
national information collection system for apprentices and appren-
ticeship programs in this country. The latest generally available
statistics on apprentices was compiled by the Bureau of Appren-
ticeship and Training in 1979.

Current statistics for apprentices or apprenticeship programs are
available only as national totals, that is. the total number of ap-
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prentices or apprenticeship programs at the end of a specific
period. The problem with too few women in the trades cannot be
dealt with effectively unless we have more accurate information
about the number of women placed in apprenticeable trades.

Detailed and accurate information about the apprentices them-
selves is essential to designing apprenticeship programs which ad-
dress the special needs of women seeking nontraditional jobs.

Women represented 6.6 percent of all apprentices nationwide, al-
though the percentage of registered apprentices who are female
has increased steadily from 4 percent in 1979 to 6.6 percent in
1983, the total number of registered women apprentices has actual-
ly decreased. The same phenomena is observed for minority ap-
prentices.

The combined statistics for Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan in
region 5 indicate that for selected trades a total of 84 percent of
women apprentices are either carpenters or electricians. The State
apprenticeship council for the State of Virginia reports a total of
6340 apprentices of which only 755 are women. Fifty percent of
those female trades apprentices in the State of Virginia are in the
traditionally female trades of cosmetology or cook apprentice.

Although half of all women apprentices were in the construction
trades in 1979, as I said earlier, women comprised only 3 percent of
all apprentices in that industry.

These statistics indicate that, although the percentage of women
has Increased, the numbers of women employed as apprentices are
still exceedingly small and clustered in a few trades. One question
that is always raised about women in apprenticeship programs
when we start looking at the small numbers is whether or not
there are women available or women who want these jobs.

Mr. HAWKINS. Ms. Rust-Tierney, may the Chair interrupt just for
1 second?

MS. RUST-TIERNEY. Sure.
Mr. HAWKINS. The Chair is called to the House for a period of

about 10 minutes. I say that because I don't want you to think that
you have forced me to leave for any reason. [Laughter.]

May I ask Mr. Erlenborn to assume the chairmanship and I shall
be back just as quickly as possible.

Thank you very much.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Please proceed.
MS. RUST-TIERNEY. The question is raised as to whether women

want these jobs. The experience of many women's organizations
working in this area has been that women do want these jobs. The
experience has been that the number of women interested in non-
traditional jobs has routinely exceeded the number of positions
available. When you go to Outreach centers and ask the people
who try and place women that's always the answer.

In San Francisco, for example, an organization funded by Advo-
cates for Women received 1,100 applications from women for 125
positions. The Southeast Women's Employment Coalition adver-
tised for women for heavy road construction and received over
L600 responses. Again and again, these organizations are finding
that women are, when they become aware of these jobs. applying
for them.

eN(,
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Even the modest gains made by women are threatened by drastic
reductions in funding for Outreach and training programs and lack
of civil rights enforcement by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training.

As mentioned earlier, the informal networks which have been
traditionally used to recruit and hire trade workers tend to exclude
women from the skilled trades. Consequently, women are forced to
use alternative methods of entering the trades. That alternative
has been Government-funded Outreach and training programs.

Outreach and training services are particularly important to the
goal of increasing the number of women apprentices because
women are more likely to be unfamiliar with career opportunities
in the skilled trades than their male counterparts because of sex
role stereotyping. Many women, particularly in the age group of
women that are now trying to get into these jobs, were not given
the opportunity to take vocational education.

Even today, a recent stu ly of vocational education in New York
City indicates that vocational education in that Stateexcuse me,
New York Statethat vocational education in the State of New
York is still sex segregated, and that, furthermore, young women
often face hostile attitudes by teachers in classes that have previ-
ously only been for young men.

In spite of all of the reasons why Outreach programs are critical
to increasing the number of people in apprenticeship programs,
there is currently only one federally funded nationwide Outreach
program which serves women left in the country. That program is
called PREP, Inc., and it is based in Cincinnati and operates in five
major cities.

The funds for PREP, Inc., were so drastically reduced in fiscal
year 1982 that the program's Long Island site is now operating
with a volunteer staff. All other federally funded nationwide, tar-
geted Outreach programs serving women are now closed. Women
cannot increase their numbers in apprenticeship programs without
these special programs.

The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training is authorized to con-
duct compliance reviews and investigate complaints. It may impose
sanctions against noncomplying programs. In most areas, sponsors
of apprenticeship programs are required to make a good faith
effort to meet a 20-percent goal for female apprentices. The Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training has not enforced that 20 percent
goal for women. In addition, the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training rarely, if ever, sanctions programs for violations discov-
ered during compliance reviews.

Another consideration is the maximum age limits for apprentice-
ship programs. Although the national standards for many appren-
ticeship programs no longer use maximum age to determine eligi-
bility for admission to apprenticeship programs, these national
standards usually do not expressly prohibit local apprenticeship
programs from using maximum age ceilings.

These maximum age ceilings limit the pool of women who are
otherwise eligible for apprenticeship programs. This has been
shown by studies that show that most women who enter appren-
ticeships do so after they have already had some experience in the

20i
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work force. Therefore, women seeking apprenticeable trades tend
to be in their late twenties and early thirties.

The Department of Labor regulation which provides that spon-
sors may waive the upper age limits to meet affirmative action
goals does not solve the problem entirely because women become
discouraged when they learn of maximum age limits or they read
of maximum age limits in the eligibility requirements for certain
programs. This problem could become increasingly serious when
federally funded Outreach programs which had previously recruit-
ed older women and informed them of the possibility of waivers,
and oftentimes even sought the waivers for these womenas those
programs are forced to stop the older women will be again ex-
cluded from the pool of eligible applicants for apprenticeships.

Maximum age limits for admission to apprenticeship programs
should therefore be prohibited.

Another issue that is important to women in the apprenticeship
program is the issue of hazing and harassment. Hazing and sexual
harassment by coworkers and supervisors is a major problem for
women in nontraditional jobs. At a conference of over 300 trades-
women from the Midwestern States, hazing and harassment were
major topics of discussion and were often cited as the reasons for
many women not completing their apprenticeship programs. The
ordeal of having to face what at times is a hostile work environ-
ment day-in and day-out is often more difficult than mastering the
skills of their trade or adjusting to a more vigorous physical rou-
tine than they are accustomed to.

In conclusion, although the statistics indicate that women have
increased their percentages among apprentices, the number of
women employed as apprentices is still far too small. Furthermore,
the access of women into the well-raid trades is in grave danger of
once again being closed because programs which have been instru-
mental in increasing the number of women have not been funded.

Congress should reaffirm its national commitment to equal op-
portunity in apprenticeship trades by providing specific funding for
Outreach recruitment and training programs.

More effective enforcement schemes should be developed for the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. The present sanctions lack
serious consequences for many sponsors and are used by the
Bureau too infrequently. The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train-
ing should improve its efforts to conduct compliance reviews and to
investigate complaints.

I appreciate the opportunity to discuss the problems facing
.omen in apprenticeship programs. I hope you will consider the
issues that have been raised and the recommendations that have
been made. I urge you to reaffirm our commitment to equal oppor-
tunity in apprenticeship programs.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you very much.
Let me ask first if Mr. Ross happens to have arrived, the third

member of the panel?
(No res.77nse.]
Mr. ERLENBORN. He has not arrived. I think then we will direct

questions briefly to Mr. Herzog and Ms. Rust-Tierney.
Let me begin the questioning by asking you, Ms. Rust-Tierney,

can you tell me what the Outreach programs were doing when

28-768 0 - 84 - 14 203
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they were funded on a better basis than they are today? How wide-
spread were they and what was the funding?

Ms. RUST- TIERNEY. As I understand it, the funding was from dis-
cretionary moneys within the Department of Labor. This money
was not specifically set aside for these programs. What these pro-
grams were doing was conducting community awareness programs,
going to schools, going to other women's organizations, and, first of
all, informing women of the possibility of entering these jobs that
they probably had never considered as being a job that a woman
could do.

Because of sex role stereotyping and women being told from very
young that there are certain things that boys do and certain things
that girls do, a number of women are not accustomed to tools. So
what these programs would do would be to provide beginning, rudi-
mentary, tool-readiness type of training. This is how this type of
tool is used, and just getting women interested and ready to begin
an apprenticeship program.

Another service that was provided was counseling. There is some
feeling that more of this counseling needed to be done. When
women enter nontraditional jobs, because of the harassment that
they face they often need the support of other women, of organize
tions which gives them the strength to go back into work and put
up with a lot of the harassment, gives them some idea on how to
handle their coworkers. Often times women in nontraditional jobs,
as they move into jobs where they are being paid better, there are
conflicts in the family because they have to get their husbands ac-
customed to the possibility that they may be earning more. Women
in these situations need the counseling that these services can pro-
vide.

Mr. ERLEN BORN. Can you tell me, were these Outreach programs
specifically designed for women or was this just a component of an
overall outreach into the community.

Ms. RUST-T1ERNEY. They were a combination of both. There are
certain programs such as the program in San Francisco, Women in
Apprenticeship Programs, which was a program specifically for
women. Other programs were part of programs which had been
begun like the recruitment and training program, which was origi-
nally started to try and encourage more minority people to enter
the trades. Those programs developed components for outreach for
women. So we had a combination of both types of programs that
were operating.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Who would conduct the Outreach program?
Some community organization that would submit a proposal to the
Secretary of Labor and then be funded or was it within the Depart-
ment itself?

Ms. RUST- TIERNEY. It was a community organization, as I under-
stand it.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Herzog, maybe you can tell us something of
the history of Outreach. What level of funding did it have in the
past and what is the funding today?

Mr. HERZOG. The best figure that I can state now is the cost of
$800 per participant and that would be for approximately a 10-
week period Usually the sponsoring organization got the funding
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from the U.S. Department of Labor. Now the U.S. Department of
Labor has stopped all this.

Mr. ERLENBORN. There is no funding at all now?
Mr. HERZOG. Not that I know of. There may be very little. The

Job Corps may have some for Outreach, but as far as the really
workable programs, they have shut the money off.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Petri.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you. I am going to be running off in a minute

or two so I will just be very brief.
From my own experience, and that's rather limited, I've found

it's hard getting into trades and. people often succeed on the basis
of family recommendations and this sort of thing; it goes from
father to son and so on.

Has there been a change where people who are in trades are be-
ginning to want to get their daughters into the trade. Have you no-
ticed anything of that sort beginning to happen?

Ms. RUST-TIERNEY. I haven't noticed anything of that sort. Get-
ting into the trades through the family is still more of a benefit to
males than to women. I think most women entering the trades
have done so through the Outreach programs. I don't have any in-
dication that there has been a change in that.

Mr. PETRI. There are laws in this whole area to try to provide for
equal access, but they don't work very well. This is one of the diffi-
cult areas where, as you were pointing out, there is still a pattern
of intercultural discrimination against women. Maybe, just because
of the way it was, it continues to be that way. It's not intended,
perhaps, but, nonetheless, it's a problem that we are going to have
to address.

Ms. RUST-TIERNEY. Yes, and I think what's happened is that you
have the old system of getting into the trades still operating and
you have this new Outreach program system which is bringing
people in and I don't see either one of those changing the other
system very much. I think that they are going to continue to go
separately until more women and minority people are in the
trades. Perhaps then you will see the need for the other program,
the other route.

Mr. PETRI. I guess the rules or the laws are the stick here, saying
that you are supposed to include women and minorities, and impos-
ing penalties for discrimination. Is there some carrot that we can
hold out to people to encourage them to reach out to women and
minorities? I suppose when jobs are hard to find, people are wor-
ried about their family members getting in and it's hard to expand
opportunities at that time.

Ms. RUST-TIERNEY. Well, one, I guess, carrot has been theone
reason for programs trying to comply with the national standards
for apprenticeship programs has been registered apprenticeship
programs get certain benefits. For example, the benefit of the
Davis-Bacon Act which allows them to waive some of the minimum
standard requirements. That's been the carrot. That's been what
has encouraged programs to try and comply with standards.

The problem is that act doesn't apply to all contractors or all
sponsors and so, again, if you have small businesses with small con-
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tracts that may not be Federal contracts, that carrot doesn't exist
for them so there is a need for something more.

Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Well, the young lady certainly made a rather com-

prehensive presentation. You mentioned, in particular, the region
which comprises the States of Illinois, Indiana and Michigan. You
said 84 percent of the people there wind up as carpenters or electri-
cians. Is there any particular reason they don't enter to the other
trades?

Ms. RUST-TIERNEY. I think one of the reasons is that women
aren't familiar with the whole range of opportunities in the skilled
trades and so women will tend to, when they begin thinking of the
nontraditional jobs, think of the more familiar-type jobs like car-
penters and electricians. I think that's probably one reason.

Another reason is there has been in these programs an emphasis
on getting women into construction jobs, because of the enforce-
ment under Executive Order 11246, which would seem to be very
good, and the fact that there were goals under that order original-
ly. So we found placement offices pushing women into those types
of jobs. Those may be two reasons.

But, again, one of the things that I have tried to bring out in my
testimony is the need for further research as to why women are
concentratingI have given two reasons, but there may be others.
There may be other barriers that we are not aware of in the other
trades.

Mr. HAYES. To satisfy my curiosity. You mentioned sex discrimi-
nation and the lack of employment of women at certain levels of
the apprenticeship programs. You didn't break it down according
to race. You know, there is two-tier discrimination, as I see it.

Ms. RUST-TIERNEY. Right. It's true. Minority women suffer the
problem of double discrimination and so the numbers of minority
women among women in each of the trades are even smaller.
That's right.

Mr. ERLENBORN. The committee will recess. There is a vote on
the floor and we will recess for approximately 15 minutes.

[Brief recess.)
Mr. ERLENBORN. The committee will reconvene.
Some of our members found when they went over to the floor

that the schedule had been changed and bills that they were man
aging may be coming up so we have lost a few.

I would like to ask one or two more questions of this panel and
then we will call on the succeeding panel.

Can either of you tell me how many people in absolute numbers
have gone through the Outreach program?

Mr. HERZOG. No.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Or would you have a source where you could

find that out or I might even ask my staff to do that.
Mr. HERZOG. I doubt it very much, sir. Thousands, I am sure, but

I don't believe any record was ever kept. There was the joint ap-
prenticeship training program, the Urban League, 01C. They went
through thousands of people. I imagine it would just be impossible
to compile these statistics.

Mr. ERLENBORN. When did the Outreach program begin?
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Mr IIF:Rzoc. Outreach really caught on in 1964 with the passage
of the Civil Rights Act. We had to go out and find the people that
had transferrable skills, that had aptitude for the crafts they
wanted to come into or the industries they wanted to enter. We
found that many didn't have the aptitude, we found many that
didn't have the transferrable skills. Those that we took an individ-
ual look at and identified their transferrable skills, what they
would need to compete for a job in the industry they desired. We
set them on the track for that.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I am going to ask our staff to see if they can get
for the record from the Labor Department the numbers of those
who have gone through Outreach and of those numbers, how many
have actually entered the trades, and I think most importantly,
how many minorities and women have actually been recruited for
the trades through the Outreach program. I think those figures
would be important for the record.

[The information follows:)
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Assistare Secroary ?Or
EMplOiMenT and Trawling
Wasrundton D C 20210

Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman, Subcommittee on

Employment Opportunities kfCtIVED

Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

?,./ 1964

Dear Mr. Chairman: ....4,suRom1atu0eu4OMAkaqr.

This is in further response to your March 28,1etter request-
ing information on Outreach Programs conducted by the
Department of Labor. -In our April 16 interim. response, we
Indicated that provision of the detailed information you
requested was delayed by the need to determine whether data
were available with which to respond.

After an extensive search, we have identified data to respond
to your questions, however, these data are incomplete and do
not allow for response by fiscal year. Further, no specific
data on participation in Outreach Programs, or on completion of
apprenticeship were reported. Rather, the reports show the
results of the program only in terms of successful completions,
or placements.

This letter transmits the available information in as full and
complete a fashion as possible and responds to each major area
of inquiry. The following information on Outreach Programs is
provided:

1, Cumulative Placement Information through 1983

2. Placement Information for Discrete Periods from June
1977 through September 1983

3. Outreach Program Funding Levels for FY 1977 through
FY 1983

4. Listing of Sites and Cumulative Placements by Site
through 1980

5. Cumulative Placements by Occupation through 1983

6. Outreach Programs and Sites Fiscal Year 1982-83

We believe that this information is responsive to your
request.

Sincerely,

PATRICK J. O'KEEFE
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Labor

Enclosures
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TARGETED OUTREACH PROGRAM
FUNDING FY 1977

Fiscal Year

- 1983

Funding ($000s)

1977 $15,800

1978 20,700

1979 19,500

1980 15,200

1981 17,800

1982/83 2,500
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PLACEMENTS IN SKILLED OCCUPATIONS AND TRADES
ET 1977 - FY 190) CUMULATIVE

Placements in Skilled
Occupations and Trades

Apprentices Journeyworkers
Other

Trade

Asbestos worker 841 160 1.001

Bricklayer 2,6)6 160 ).506

Carpenter 13.486 4,26) 17.749

Cement masonry 2.729 985 3,714

Electrician 9.340 2.582 11.922

Elevator Construction 1.262 290 1,552

Glacier 489 122 611

Ironworker 2.655 1.802 5.457

Lather 566 14) 709

Machinist 1.229 844 2,123

Operating Engineer 4,550 2.384 6,934

Painter 4.326 2.353 6.679

Pipe Trade 7.267 3.525 10,792

Plasterer 753 155 908

Rooter 2.556 957 3,513

Sheetmetal 3.669 749 4.418

Tilesetter 271 286 557

Other 6.633 20.435 27,068

TOTAL 66,260 42,953
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OUTREACH PROGRAMS AND SITES
FISCAL YEAR 1962 $3

Recruitment Training Program Preparation Recruitment Employment
(RIP) Program loc. (PREP) State of Florida

San Francisco Cininnati Jacksonville

Pascaguola Kansas City Orlando

Savannah San Francisco Miami

Orlando Hew Orleans

New York City Long Island

Long Island

Evansville

Boston

Footnote:
Contractor not required to report information at the site level.
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U S DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

SECIlettAIIT 0 LAII10411
waitimMITOPIL 0 C

MCItiriD

APO 13 hors

Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman, Subcommittee on

Employment Opportunities
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. Hous.b of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

This is in response to your letter of March 21, 1984, re-
garding the Department's delay in responding to your earlier
request for information concerning the apprenticeship system
and the Targeted Outreach Program.

I have investigated this matter and have concluded that the
delay inadvertently occurred as the response was prepared,
reviewed and revised. It was a case of too many people
becoming involved in a project that should have been handled
more expeditiously than it was. I am advised that the final
response was mailed on March 20, 1984. I regret the delay
and any inconvenience it may have caused.

Sincerely,

(1 (177

mond J. Donovan{
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Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman, Subcommittee on

Employment Opportunities
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman'

This is an interim response to your March 28 letter requesting
further information on Outreach Programs conducted by the
Department and on the status of the Federal Committee on
Apprenticeship.

We have enclosea a listing of the members of the Federal
Committee on Apprenticeship for which Mr. William F. X. Flynn
has been designated as Chairman by the Secretary. The next
planned meeting of the Committee will be in mid June of this
year. The Department plans to renew the charter of the
Committee prior to its September expiration date.

With respect to Outreach Programs, we are currently conducting
research to determine. whether data are available to respond to
your request. We will provide you with a further response at
the earliest possible date.

Sincerely.

PA rick J. o'Keefe
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Labor

Enclosure
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COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U S locust 0 NIMMUNTATIVISMa WWI IS %SUMS

IiA4100470111. SC. HMI *

SUOCOmmentt ON ImPLIMMINT oreogrumnws

March 21. 1904

Honorable Raymond Donovan
Secretary of Labor
U. S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue. N.M.
Washington. D.C. 20210

Dear Secretary Donovant

.1111Mr OPIUM
ANN IMO. 1111
MEND 114.01. . 11.11111
MVP 4.1.11.01011.00 OM..

Chum.. Ile
.101.11 OIM
rook ownsnora

ONI

.11111110 MIIMMON,

As 1 mm sure you are aware, the Subcommittee on Employment
Opportunities. which I chair, conducted oversight hearings on the
National Apprenticeship Act on November IS and 17, 1913. The
Subcommittee heard testimony from representatives of the various
aspects of the National Apprenticeship System in an effort to
evaluate the current status and future direction of the program.
The Subcommittee was enlightened by information received at the
hearings, and plans to conduct sore in the future.

What you may not be f is the negligence your Depart-
ment has displayed in responding to a series of questions that I
submitted. During the hearings. I questions arose
concerning the Targeted Outreach Program funded by the Department
of Labor and the national apprenticeship data collection system.
Ny letter of December S. 1513 (enclosed) formally requested the
information which the Subcommitee desired. I instructed my staff
to work with your Department to collect this information.

Mt. Donovan, it has been over four months since that initial
request was submitted to your agency. Since that time. my
Subcommittee staff has made numerous calls to the office of
Acting Assistant Secretary Patrick OKeefe in pursuit of a
response. The repeated frustration that they have met with on
this matter is extremely distressing to me. At best, one can
interpret this lack of responsi as merely a lack of
efficiency within your agency. At worst, it can be seen as an
affront to the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities. the U.S.
House of Rep e tatty**. and an indication of your lack of
interest in this time-honored and cost effective program.
Presently. I as inclined to believe that this entire matter is
result of the former explanation= however, if my Subcommittee

"Si
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does not receive the requested information by March 22. I can

only assume that the latter explanation is correct.

Kindly see to it that the information I requested from your
Department is transmitted in time to arrive by that date. If you

have any questions or wish additional information on this matter,
feel free to contact Bradley Jefferies of my Subcommittee staff

at 225-1,21.

kfllibjb

Enclosure

cci Patrick O'keefe

28-768 0 - 84 - 15

Si cerely

Chairman
wki
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COMMITTEE DN EDUCATION AND LABOR
U S HOUSE OF A(PRISENTATIWS
)...040.1,1 0101 ..0..0.

WASHINGTON. o G. 70515

SUOCCITAINTIET ON TMPLOTTA(HI OPPORTUNITICS

December 9, 1983

Mr, Royal Dellinger

Acting Assistant Secretary for
Employment and Training

U.S. Department of labor
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20210

Dear Mr. Dellinger:

As you are undoubtedly aware, the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities.
which i chair, conducted oversight hearings on the National Apprenticeship Act
on November 15 and 17, 1983. The purpose of the hearings was to ascertain the
current status of the National Apprenticeship Program, and to identify the future
policy direction that the Federal government should pursue. Testimony was
received from the labor, industry, and education and training communities, and
from representatives cif minorities, women, and state governments.

During the course of the hearings, several questions arose concerning the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. The Subcommittee would find it extremely
helpful if you would promptly respond to these questions, listed below, so that
they can be included in the hearing record.

1) Several witnesses alluded to the fact that the State an4 National Apprenticeship
Reporting System (SNAPS) was eliminated in a budget cut in January of 1980.

When, if ever, does the BAT plan to reactivate SNAPS?
- By what mechanism has the BAT collected statistical data on apprenticeship

since the SNAPS was eliminated?

- Please forward to the Subcommittee all available statistical information
concerning apprenticeship since January, 1930.

2) Witnesses also spoke of other budget cuts within the BAT during the past three
years. The Subcommittee requests a copy of the total budget for the BAT for
fiscal years 1977 through 1983. We are particularly interested in the alloca-
tion of funds for: promotional activities for apprenticeship; BAT staff
positions; and, apprenticeship outreach programs.

225
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3) The hearings also addressed the Apprenticeship Outreach effort of the BAT.
The Subcommittee is interested in a complete statistical analysis of the
effectiveness of outreach programs funded by the Department of Labor. In
particular, the Subcommittee requests information concerning the number of
People who began outreach programs each year, the number who successfully
completed the programs, the number who entered an apprenticeship program,
and the number who successfully completed the apprenticeship program, thus
achieving Journeymen status in the trade. We are interested in this data

for each year that the Department of Labor funded Apprenticeship Outreach
programs.

I would appreciate your prompt response to our requests. This information

will prove extremely valuable to us in our efforts to evaluate the National
Apprenticeship Programs.

With warm regards, I am

AFH:tps

Sincerely,

Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman

22 s
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COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
U S HOUSE OT REPRISINTATIVES
CM/. 0,MIllustl>04

WASHINGTON. 0 C 20511

suscoo.o.ericc ON DAPLOWAC NT OPPORTUNITITS

March 28, 1984

Mr. Patrick O'Keefe
Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Employment and Training
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W.

, Washington, D.C. 20210

Dear Mr. O'Keefe:

wftoboof OOM
V'tft. 1vor 1.4

oft to,../. 4 wftft

On March 21, my Subcommittee staff received the information
that I requested from former Assistant Secretary Dellinger in my
December 9, 1983 letter. Unfortunately, your replies to some of
the questions were less than adequate.

In question number two, you were asked for the budget
allocation for the Outreach Programs funded by the DOL for fiscal
years 1977 through 1983. This information was not contained in
your March 21 reply. The Subcommittee again reiterates its
request for this information. Your response to question number
three was merely an aggregate figure for the number of
individuals who had participated in Outreach Programs since 1968.
We specifically asked for a more detailed breakdown. To
reiterate our request, the Subcommittee would like a complete
statistical analysis of the effectiveness of Outreach Programs
funded by the DOL. This analysis should include, but need not be
limited to. figures representing:

- the number of people who began Outreach Programs;

- the number of people who successfully completed the
program;

- the number of Outreach graduates who entered an
apprenticeship program;

- the number of Outreach graduates who successfully
completed the apprenticeship program, thus achieving journeyman
status in the trade;

for each year that the programs were funded.
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At this time, we would like to request some additional
information. With respect to question number two, we would like
the figures representing the actual outlays for Outreach
Programs, as well as the number and location of these programs
and the number of participants served in each program for each
year during the fiscal years 1977 through 1983.

Regarding question number three, we would like to know the
specific trades that are represented in the second, third and
fourth of the above categories of Outreach participants.

Finally, we are interested in the current status of the
Federal Committee on Apprenticeship. Specifically. we would like
to know who the current members of the committee are, who the
chairman is, when the next meeting will be held, and whether or
not the committee will be recommissioned prior to its September
27, 1984 expiration date.

Because we need this information to complete the official
record of the November 196) hearings on apprenticeship, kindly
respond to our requests as soon as you possibly can. if you
anticipate any difficulties in meeting these requests, please
contact Brad Jefferies of my Subcommittee staff at 225-1927.

Anitbjt

Sincerely yours.

Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman

22
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Mr. Royal Dellinger
Acting Assistant Secretary for

Employment and Training
B.S. Department of tabor
200 Constitution Avenue. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20210

Dear Mr. Dellinger:

As you are undoubtedly aware, the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities,
which 1 chair, conducted oversight hearings on the National Apprenticeship Act
on November 15 and 17. 1983, The purpose of the hearings was to ascertain the
current status of the National Apprenticeship Program. and to identify the future
policy direction that the Federal government should pursue. Testimony was
received from the labor. industry, and education and training communities. and
from representatives of minorities. women, and state governments.

During the course of the hearings, several questions arose concerning the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. The Subcommittee would find it extremely
helpful if you would promptly respond to these questions, listed below, so that
they can be included in the hearing record.

1) Several witnesses alluded to the fact that the State and National Apprenticeship
Reporting System (SNAPS) was eliminated in a budget cut in January of 1980.

- When. if ever, does the BAT plan to reactivate SNAPS?
- By what mechanism has the BAT collected statistical data on apprenticeship
since the SNAPS was eliminated?

- Please forward to the Subcommittee all available statistical information
concerning apprenticeship since January, 1980,

2) Witnesses also spoke of other budget cuts within the BAT during the past three
years. The Subcommittee requests a copy of the total budget for the BAT for
fiscal years 1977 through 1983. We are particularly interested in the alloca-
tion of funds for: promotional activities for apprenticeship: BAT staff
Positions: and, apprenticeship outreach programs.

22i1
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3) The hearings also addressed the Apprenticeship Outreach effort of the *AT.

The Subcormittee is interested in a complete statistical analysis of the

effectiveness of outreach program funded by the Department of tabor. In

particular. the Subcomulttee requests Information concerning the number of
People who began outreach Programs each year. the number who successfully

completed the programs, the number who entered an apprenticeship program,
and the number who successfully completed the apprenticeship program, thus

achieving journeymen status in the trade. We are interested In this data

for each year that the Department of Labor funded Apprenticeship Outreach

Programs,

I would appreciate your prompt response to our requests. This information

will prove extremely valuable to is In our efforts to evaluate the National

Apprenticeship Programs.

With warm regards. I am

AiNaps

Sinterely

Augustus F. HawtimS
Chairmen

23 j
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Ms. ItusT-TIERNicv. I may be able to identify for staff some pro-
grams that have placed women that may have kept records that
could give you some figures.

Mr. ERLENRORN. Thank you.
Mr HERzoo. Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out one thing

about Outreach. I have been following the training and retraining
program in California of the auto workers and according to the
Washington Post this program was a dismal failure. I often ask
myself the question, why was each of these men who have reached
out and identified their previous skills like, they went into an elec-
tronics class? If they didn't have any background in mathematics,
they were almost failures before they started the program, and
then again, they may not have the aptitude. This is one of the ben-
efits of the Outreach is to prevent failures of this type, not to en-
couraFe Outreach reinforces the standards set by industries. It
doesn t tear them down, if it's handled right.

Mr. ERLENHQ'RN. Thank you for that comment. I don't recall
where I read it, but recently I did read a commentary on that
series of articles and the thrust of the commentary was that it was
a program designed for failure. They tested so that they could find
those without an aptitude and put them in the program and then
had all kinds of disincentives built in. So I hope that not too many
people were discouraged because of reading that series of articles,
but would know to put it in context. Training, retraining and ap-
prenticeship and so forth are valuable tools.

Mr. Hayes, do you have any further questions?
Mr. HAYES. No; thank you.
Mr. ERLENRORN. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON One thing that I would be interested in is the

history of the Outreach program, and the success of that. Is there
any indication in the followthrough through the apprenticeship
that those who are brought in as a result of Outreach are also suc-
cessful down through the apprenticeship programs? DO we have
any kind of history statistics on that?

Mr HERZOG. The programs that I was connected with, yes, we
did We kept a running tally, an updated inventory of the whole
thing For instance, in Buffalo, the first program of Outreach train-
ing we took in FA, minorities and 48 of them passed. I think that
the past program that I was associated with took in probably 3,000
and we probably graduated 2,200 people out of 3,000; they received
their journeyman s card, union card.

Ms RUST-T1ERNEY There was a study conducted in 1970 of sever-
al Outreach programs for women and what came out of that study
was that the majority of women going through the Outreach pro-
grams successfully completed their training to the point of being
certified as apprentices. It was the majority of women that went
through that program and then compared to, like, 14 percent of the
people who went through those Outreach training programs were
unable to complete the apprenticeship programs.

Mr GUNDERSON. Is the basic need for Outreach one of knowledge
and awareness to that potential skilled tradesmen or is the prob-
lem that if you don't have Outreach you simply have those road-
blocks. those fences there, either by the company, by the union, by
whoever or a combination? What's the basic need? Which side?

231
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Mr. titazoc. There has to be a balance. Industry needs a certain
amount of people and you have got to give that industry the people
that not only complete apprentice programs, but the success of it
is. does he remain in the industry after he completes his training?

Mr. GUNDERSON. Does apprenticeship follow through that long?
Mr. HERZOG. Pardon?
Mr. Gu Nontsorv. Excuse me, does the Outreach program follow

through that long?
Mr. HERZOG. Yes, we did.
Ms. Iturr-Tizarity. I think what you're sayingit's a combina-

tion of all of those things in the case of women. First of all, you
have to make women aware that these nontraditional jobs are
really jobs that they can consider and, as I said before, for women,
a lot of what has to happen is familiarization with the common
tools. Also there are support services that are needed for women
because their taking a nontraditional job may cause changes in
their family's living situations. They may need services such as
child care services or transportation services. So, for all of those
reasons Outreach programs are important.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I don't want to take any more time but I do
want to ask one final question. That is, let's take women's Out-
reach programs. What is the major tool of that Outreach program?
Do you get to the high school guidance counselors? Do you work in
the job service program? Where is it that women's Outreach really
makes that contact?

Ms. Russ-Titaray. I think that it has to be all of those places. I
think that they have to go to the schools and make young women
aware of the opportunities. I think that these Outreach programs
have served as go-betweens, they have developed relationships with
the employer and unions that are sponsoring these programs so
that those sponsors are more likely to treat those new women fa-
vorably or at least fairly. I think it has to be at each one of those
stages.

Mr. GUNDERSON. OK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Jeffords.
Mr. JEFFORDS. I have no questions of this panel, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. May I ask the witnesses, with respect to the drop-

out rate for minority apprentices, my understanding is that the
dropout rate is 1.5 times as great as for those who enter the pro-
gram as those who actually complete the program. Would either of
you care to explain why this very high dropout rate exists?

Mr. HERZOG. I believe you can trace your dropout rate back to
the Outreach functions. I have noticed that you can go into a city
and start up an employment training program and you have tot
everybody standing in line. Many people just filled out papers and
they were sent to jobs. If they had been looked at first and coached
and put on the right path, I feel that that dropout rate would di-
minish way down. There were many people put into industries that
just didn't have the aptitude to get into it, and after they got into
it they couldn't compete with the training.

Mr. HAWKINS. Are you saying that minority apprentices are not
screened as carefully as others?

Mr. HERZOG. Well, that's all apprentices. I don't think the minor-
ity apprentices' dropout rate is any higher than the white rate.
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Mr. HAWKINS. Well, we seem to have- -
Mr. HERZOG. I think its pretty well balanced out.
Ms RUST-TIERNEY I think for women one thing that needs to be

looked at more closelyI suggested it in my testimonyis whether
or not harassment on the job attributes to women not completing
their apprenticeship programs It is my understanding from talking
to women who are going to these programs that more than the dif-
ficulty of learning the skills and perhaps even the difficulty of ad-
justing to the physical requirements of the job plays a big factor in
whether they can make it another daywhether they can get up
and go to those job sites So I think that further study about that is
necessary.

That would be one suggestion that I would have with regard to
women.

Mr HAWKINS. Well, the figure that we have is from a GAO
report in 1979 that said that the dropout rate of apprentices was
extremely high and that it amounts to 1.5 times as often as they
complete the programs In the case of white apprentices, there are
two times more completions than dropouts We are relying on this
GAO report from 1979 for this information.

Any further questions?
[No response.)
Mr HAWKINS If not. may we again thank the two witnesses, Ms.

Rust-Tierney and Mr Herzog. You have been extremely helpful.
'The prepared statement of Diann Y. Rust-Tierney follows.)

PRI.PARLD STATEMLNT OF DIANN Y RIST-TIERNEY. NATIONAL WOMEN S LAW CENTER.
WASHINGTON. D C

Thank you for the opportunity to present testimony today on the status of women
in apprenticeship programs My name is Diann Y Rust-Tierney. I am a staff attor-
ney at the National Women's Law Center

The National Women's Law Center is a Washington-based organization which
protides legal representation for women's interests In this capacity. we hate
vt rked on the problems of sex discrimination in employment We hate worked. in
particular. on the enforcement of Executite Order 11246 which prohibits employ-
ment discrimination by employers receiving federal contracts

My testimony will discuss facts Vhich demonstrate that women continue to face
barrier, to employment in the skilled crafts and trades and that programs which
have assisted in rernot ing these barriers are being dismantled

THE ECONOMIC STATUS OF WOMEN

De number of %% omen in the workforce has increased o'er the past decade from
million in 1970. or '15 percent of the cit than labor force, to 43 million or 43 per -

it nt of the tit ilain Libor force in 1'93 ' This increase coincides with the increasing
number of women Vho must either work to supplement a family income' or work
to _support a family iilane In 1()tl, 21 percent of women were married to men who
earned :SI Vim or less ' In 083 nearly 110 percent of women in the labor force were
the sole support for themselves and their families'

Despite the increasing number of women in the Vorkforce and the increasing
number of %%omen µho must support families on their wages and salaries. women
remain seerel:, economically disadvantaged In 19t,l. the povert:i, rate for families
maintained sold by viomen was more than three times the poverty rate for fami-
lies maintained isole;i, by men The poverty rate for female-headed families was five

' %%omen Emploed In.titute Working IA omen ChallenginE the Status Quo. 3 i Ills.31
S Department of 1-it,or Bureau of Labor Statistics 20 Facts on Women Workers.

' Id
((omen Emploed Institute Working Women Challenging the Status Quo. ti

S ( ornme,ion on (i,11 Right:. A Growing; Crisis Disad,antaized Women and her ( hil
dren In.0
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times the poverty rate for married-couple families 6 Although many are affected by
adverse changes in the economy which cause high unemployment, women experi-
ence disproportionately higher rates of unemployment' Even when the economy is
expanding, or recovering, women remain disproportionately unemployed* In 1981,
61 percent of Black women, 51 percent of Hispanic women and 45 percent of white
women as compared to 35 percent of white men were either unemployed or under-
employed.* Women in nontraditional construction jobs were more adversely affected
by the recession in the construction Industry than their male counterparts The un-
employment rate among female construction workers was 17 percent as compared to
12 percent for male construction workers in 1981 10

When women are employed, they are concentrated in jobs which provide low pay
and few opportunities for advancement In 1983 women were 81 percent of all cleri-
cal workers, 45 percent of all retail sales workers, and 62 percent of all service
workers, but only 7 percent of all craft workers and 4 percent of all apprentices"
In 1980, most women 160 percent) earned less than $15,000 annually as compared to
only 28 percent of all men." Forty-seven percent of all men earned over $20,000
annually as compared to ten percent of all women 13 The weekly income for a
female-headed family at the end of October 1983 was $274 as compared to $426 for a
family headed by a man.' 4

Apprenticeships provide women with an opportunity to learn a skilled trade while
getting paid wages at much higher rates, higher than those to paid workers with
substantial experience in many jobs traditionally held by women

ENTRY INTO THE TRADFS

The historical development of many of the trade industries, particularly the con-
struction industry continues to influence the access that women have to the
trades is The construction industry has been characterized by a proliferation of
small and medium sized businesses which are oftentimes family-owned The employ-
ment practices of these family-owned businesses are often shaped by custom 16 Re-
ferrals and hiring is often conducted by word-of-mouth, with special consideration
given to friends and relatives."

There are basically two ways of entering the trades the Informal non-union route
or the formal union route'" Individuals hired through the Informal non-union
route are generally hired directly from the community or an established recruit-
ment or training organization)* White males find this informal route a viable
means of obtaining a job because informal "old boy" networks inform prospective
tradesworkers of job openings Moreover, the presence of the "old boy" network or
familial ties within the trades increases the likelihood that an employer will hire an
unexperienced white male on the strength of a recommendation by a friend or rela-
tive Women, however, rarely enter the trades through family connections or by ap-
plying directly to a contractor for a job, but rather through referral and placement
services 20

In heavily unionized areas the method used most often by women to enter the
trades is the union apprenticeship program 21 As is true of the informal route, the
access of women to apprenticeship programs is influenced greatly by cultural stereo-
types and discriminatory barriers which tend to prevent women from becoming ap-
prentices Consequently, most women enter apprenticeships and thus the trades
through federally funded recruitment and pre-apprenticeship training programs 22

6 Id
US Commission on Co.11 Right.. Unemployment and Underemployment Among Blacks.

Hispanics and Women, 14 11982)
Id at
Id at i Underemployment is defined as only able to find part-time work work which is

inadequate to support a family, or work which uses fewer skills or less education than possessed
' ' Special Studies Branch. Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs. -Women in Con

'it ruction xi il9Sli (hereinafter OF('CP Study)
%%omen Employed Institute. Working Women Challenging The Status Quo it 119gtii

" Id
S Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics News lOct 11 l9 .ti

' OFC P Study at
' Id

'
' ' Id at 2.1
" Id

' OFCCP attd).
-' Id at -.

Id at .:11
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In 1982, 7 percent of all craft and kindred workers were women." The term craft
and kindred worker includes carpenters and electricians of whom women comprised
approximately 2 percent in 1982; brick and stone masons of whom women comprised
approximately. 7 percent; painters and construction maintenance workers of whom
women comparised approximately 6 percent; and plumbers of whom women com-
prised. 8 percent.

The small percentage of women and minorities when compared to their labor
force participation demonstrates the need to increase the opportunities to enter
these trades.

THE NEED FOR CURRENT INFORMATION ABOUT APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS

There is presently no national information collection system for apprentices and
apprenticeship programs in this country." The latest generally available, nation-
wide statistics regarding female and minority apprentices by trades were compiled
by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training through the State National Appren-
ticeship Reporting System (SNAPS) for the calendar year 1979 Current statistics for
apprentices or apprenticeship programs are available only as national totals, that is,
the total number of apprentices or apprenticeship programs at the end of a specific
period." Although State Apprenticeship Committees (SACs) and the Bureau of Ap-
prenticeship Training (BAT) offices in states without SACS compile statistics on a
statewide basis. the reliability of this information varies from state to state."

We know from the dismal overall statistics that women have not been placed in
apprenticeship programs in acceptable numbers. The problem cannot be dealt with
effectively without accurate Information about the number of women placed in ap-
prenticeable trades. Detailed and accurate information about the apprentices them-
selves is essential to designing apprenticeship and training programs which address
the special needs of women seeking nontraditional jobs. For example, improved doc-
umentation of attrition among female apprentices will assist apprenticeship place-
ment directors in determining the extent to which such problems as sexual harass-
ment increase the likelihood that women will not complete apprenticeship pro-
grams Such documentation will also assist them in designing programs to address
the problem.

WOMEN IN APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS

Federal and state apprenticeship agencies recognize over 700 occupations as ap-
prenttcable." There are currently approximately 50,000 registered apprenticeship
programs nationwide." At the end of October 1983, there were approximately
253,000 apprentices nationwide." Women represented 6 6 percent of all apprentices
nationwide.3' The percentage of minorities which includes minority females was
20 2 percent The relative progress that minority males have made in the skilled
trades and craft apprenticeship demonstrates the effectiveness of goals and timeta-
bies which were implemented under Executive Order 11246 before goals were re-
quired for women in apprenticeship programs.

The total number of registered apprentices decreased from 323.866 in 1979 to
2:>3.187 in 1983 32 Although the percentage of registered apprentices who are female
has increased steadily from 4 percent in 1979 to 6 6 percent in 1983," the total

2' The percentage of minority craft and kindred workers was almost as low as the percentages
of women (S percent) craft and kindred workers US Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor
Statistics. Employment and Earnings January 1983

2 Id,
2' Telephone conversation with Dan Burkitt. Program Analyst. BAT (Nov 10, 19831. Memo-

randum to Leonora Cole Alexander. Director. Women's Bureau from Minor R Miller, Acting
Director of Bureau of Apprenticeship Training (Oct 18. 1983)

" BAT has additional internal statistics which are not generally released to the public be-
CAUF.e they are considered to be ).ery unreliable Telephone conversation with Dan Burkitt. BAT
(Nov 10, 19$3i

Id
U S Department of Labor. Employment and Training Administration. "List of Occupations

Recognized as Apprenticeable- (Mar II. 198.0
'" Telephone conversation with Dan Burkitt. Program Analyst. BAT (Nov I1. 198.31
2" Id
" Telephone conversation with Dan Burkitt. Program Analyst. BAT (Nov 10. 1983)

Office of Comprehensive Employment and Training. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train-
ing BAT,. Washington, D C (summary of statistics presented to Women's Monitoring Commit-
tee for annual meeting)

" Id
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number of registered women apprentices has actually decreased from 17.992 in 1981
to 16.754 in 1983'4

The same phenomenon is observed for minority apprentices Although the per-
centage of registered apprentices who are minority group members increased stead-
ily from 17 percent in 1979 to 20 percent in 1983, the number of minority r..gistered
apprentices decreased from 58,032 in 1981 to 51,075 in 1983."

The combined statistics for Illinois. Indiana and Michigan in Region V indicate
that for selected trades. a total of 84 percent of women apprentices are either car-
penters or electricians 36

The State Apprenticeship Council for the state of Virginia reports a total of 6,340
apprentices of which only 755 are women." Fifty percent of those few female ap-
prentices in the State of Virginia are in the traditionally female jobs of cosmetology
or cook apprentices'"

Most apprentices in 1979 (61 percent) were concentrated in the construction
trades.3'' Although half of all women apprentices were in the construction trades in
1979,40 women comprised only 3 percent of all apprentices in the industry 41 Simi-
larly, although 66 percent of all minorities 42 were concentrated in the construction
trades minorities comprised 18 percent of all construction apprentices" In 1979 a
total of 49 percent women were apprenticed as either carpenters or electricians."

These statistics indicate that although the percentage of women and minorities
has Increased, the numbers of women employed as apprentices are still exceedingly
small and clustered in a few trades.

Unfortunately. even the modest gains made by women may be threatened by
drastic reductions in funding for outreach and training programs and lack of civil
rights enforcement by BAT.

DRASTIC REDUCTIONS IN FUNDING FOk OUTRIAGH AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

As mentioned earlier, the informal networks which have traditionally been used
to recruit and hire tradesworkers tend to exclude women from the skilled trades"
Consequently, women are forced to use alternative methods to gain access to the
trades. Government funded outreach and training programs have played a vital role
in increasing the access of women and minoritic to apprenticable trades." Out-
reach and training services are particularly important to the goal of increasing the
numbers of female apprentices because women are more likely to be unfamiliar
with career opportunities in the skilled trades than their male counterparts, be-
cause of sexrole sterotyping.47 Many women need to learn of the advantages that
nontraditional careers offer, and become familiar with the use of tools before they
can seriously consider a nontraditional job as a career option " Moreover, women

" Id
" The number of minority apprentices decreased from 55,323 in 1979 to 54.85.5 in 1980 before

increasing to :0032 in 1981 Office of Comprehensive Employment and Training. BAT. Washing-
ton. DC

" Telephone conversation with Dan Burton, Program Analyst. BAT reporting Regional Ap-
prenticeship Record Entry System for Region V (Nov 14, 19831

"Telephone conversation with Robert Bumgardner. Virginia State Apprenticeship Council
(Nov 14, 19$3)

" Id
U S Department of Labor. Employment and Training Administration. Bureau of Appren-

ticeship Training, Apprentice Registration Data for Calendar Year 1979 obtained through State
and National Apprenticeship Reporting System ISNAPS1 (June 22. 1981i (hereinafter SNAPS
19791

all Id

" Id
Iraluded in the category of minorities are Black. Hispanic. Asian and American Indian per-

4,011h

SNAPS 1979
" Id

See discussion p 5, supra
" Id See also R Kane & J Miller. "Women and Apprenticeship A Study of Programs De-

signed to Facilitate Women s Participation in The Skilled Trades.- (19771 (preliminary findings,
The study of ten outreach-recruitment programs conducted in 1977 revealed that 80 percent of
women (...ho participated in an outreach-recruitment program were successfully named to eltgi
ble apprenticeship lists

' See R J Associates, Problems of Women in Apprenticeship- (1977), J Miller and R Kane.
Women in Apprenticeship A Study of Programs Designed to Facilitate Women's Participation

in the Skilled Trades- (1977) [hereinafter RJ Study)
" Institute for Women s Concerns. "Women and Apprenticeship A Study of Programs De-

..14iied to Facilitate Women s Participation in the Skilled Trades.- (1977). RJ Study
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often require additional support such as assertiveness training and counseling on
sexual harassment.

There is currently only one federally funded nationwide outreach-recruitment
program which serves women in the country: The PREP Inc. program which oper-
ates at five major sites. The funds for PREP Inc. were so drastically reduced in
fiscal year 1982 that the program's Long Island site is now operating with a volun-
teer staff 49 All other federally funded targeted outreach programs serving women
are now closed 60 Without the recruitment. training and supportive services provid-
ed by these programs. women will not increase their numbers in the high paying
skilled trades.

LACK OF ENFORCEMENT BY BAT

Although the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training is required to encourage State
Apprenticeship Councils to enforce equal opportunity requirements for apprentice-
ship programs, the Bureau retains its authority to enforce equal opportunity as
wells '

The Bureau of Apprenticeship Training is authorized to conduct systematic re-
views of apprenticeship programs and investigations of complaints to determine
whether apprenticeship programs comply with the requirements of the regulations
governing apprenticeship programs 62 and impose sanctions against non-complying
programs."

Sponsors of apprenticeship programs are required to make a good faith effort to
meet a goal of not less than 50 percent of the proportion of women in the workforce
in the sponsor's labor market area." In most are sponsors are required to make a
good faith effort to meet a 20 percent goal for female apprentices. Despite its obliga-
tion to ensure that sponsors of apprenticeship programs make a good faith effort to
meet these goals. the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training has not enforced the 20
percent participati goal for women." In addition, the Bureau of Apprenticeship
Training rarely if ever imposes sanctions for violations discovered during a compli-
ance review.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Age

Although the national standards for many apprenticeship programs no longer use
maximum age limits to determine eligibility for admission to apprenticeship pro-
grams, the national standards set by many apprenticeship programs do not express-
ly prohibit local apprenticeship programs from using maximum age limits. These
maximum age limits reduce the pool of women who are otherwise eligible for ap-
prenticeship programs because women as a group tend to become interested in ap-
prenticeable careers when they are older. Studies have shown that most women
enter apprenticeships after they have already had some experience in the work-
force S6 Consequently, women seeking apprenticable trades tend to be in their late
twenties, and early thirties. The Department of Labor regulation which provides
that sponsors may waive upper age limits to meet affirmative action goals does not
solve the problem 57 Women who see the maximum age limit listed as an eligibility
requirement or women who learn of the maximum age limit in other ways will be
discouraged from applying or the program. This problem could become increasingly
serious when federally-funded programs which previously recruited and encouraged

" Meetingwith Lucy Green. Executive Director. PREP Inc INov 14. 1983)
" Meeting with Lucy Green. Executive Director. PREP Inc Nov1 14. 1983) The National

Urban League's Labor Education Program I LEAP) and the Recruitment Training Program Inc
I RIP). and the Women in Apprenticeship Program Inc in San Francisco. California were also
dosed

" 29CFR §3015tax3m19781
"29CFR §301.29CFR §309(1978)
'3 See 29 C.R.0 § 30 1311918)
" 29 CF R § 30 4111(1978) See also Memorandum for EAT Regional Directors from James P

Mitchell. Administrator. BAT (Dec 8. 1981) (Solicitor's Interpretation of 29 CS R §30.41f).
"See Letter from Lucy Green. Acting Chair. Women's Monitoring Committee to Raymond J.

Donovan Secretary of Labor )Dec 13. 1982) The Women's Monitoring Committee was organized
pursuant to a Consent Decree in Advocates for Women v Marshall. Civ. Action No. 76 -0862
kr) D C k to monitor the Department of Labor's enforcement of equal opportunities for women in
nontraditional employment

" See U S Department of Labor. "A Women's Guide to Apprenticeships" 4 11980) (Pamphlet
17) See also. R. J. Study at 24

" 29CFR. § 30 4(cS9)11978)
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older women. Infornits1 them of the waivers, and often obtained waivers for these
applicants are forced to stop providing this service. Maximum age limits have been
held to violate Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 when that eligibility require.
ment perpetuates past discrimination 56 Maximum age limits for admission to ap-
prenticeship programs should be prohibited

flarnssment
Hazing and sexual harassment by co-workers and supervisors is a major problem

for women. At a conference of over 300 trudeswomen from the Midwestern states,
hazing and harassment were major topics of discussion, and were often cited as the
reason many women did not complete their apprenticeship programs.

The relationship between harassment and the attrition rates for of female appren-
tices should be studied. The Bureau of Apprenticeship Training should require spon
sors to take responsibility for maintaining a work environment which is free from
harassment. Sponscrs who fail to make a good faith effort maintain a work environ-
ment which is free from harassment should be reported to Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs,
when the sponsor is a government contractor.

CONCLUSION

Although the statistics indicate that women have increased their percentages
among apprentices, the number of women employed as apprentices is still far too
small The access of women into the well-paid trades is in grave danger of once
again being closed because propams which have been instrumental in increasing
the number of women have not been funded.

Congress should reaffirm its national commitment to equal opportunity in appren-
ticeship trades by providing specific funding for outreachrecruitment and training
programs which are essential to increasing the employment opportunities for
women and minorities.

The Bureau of Apprenticeship Training has not enforced goals for women or
maintained accurate and detailed statistics on the number of women in apprentice-
ship programs. A more effective enforcement scheme should be developed for the
Bureau of Apprenticeship Training The present sanctions lack serious consequences
for many sponsors and are used by the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training too infre-
quently. While a more comprehensive enforcement scheme is being designed, the
Bureau of Apprenticeship Training should improve its efforts to conduct compliance
reviews and to investigate complaints.

Age ceilings continue to be a barrier for women. Other problems such as harass-
ment by co-workers and supervisors threaten to drive women from their workplaces
after they have crossed the first hurdle of becoming a certified apprentice.

I appreciate the opportunity to discuss the problems facing women in apprentice-
ship programs. I hope you will consider the Issues that have been raised and the
recommendations that have been made. I urge you to reaffirm our commitment to
equal opportunity in apprenticeship programs.

Mr. HAWKINS. The next witnesses are from industry and will
consist of Mr. John Bell, National Tooling and Machining Associa-
tion; Mr. John Smith, Associated Builders and Contractors; Mr.
Gary B. Warner, Associated General Contractors; and Mr. A. J.
Phillips, National Electrical Contractors Association.

Would those gentlemen please be seated at the witness table?
Gentlemen, we welcome you and we look forward to your testi-

mony. We have already indicated that all of the prepared state-
ments will be entered into the record in their entirety. We would
appreciate your giving us the highlights of your statements and
leave time for some questions from the members of the committee.

We will begin with Mr. Bell of the National Tooling and Machin-
ing Association.

'" tl U S C § 20110t. (196.1) See Stevenson v International Paper Co. 10 FEP Cas 138615th Cir
19. Pettr,ai v Ameraan Cast Iron Co. 7 FEP Cas 1115 45th Cir 19181. Judson & Judsoon v
tippnnikeship Training Council of the State of Oregon. 4 FEP Cas 747 Ore Ct App 19721. US

Steamfinen Loml 6.18. 6 FEP Cas 319 IDCNY 19731. See also Quinn v N Y. Electric and
(;as Corp No 82-CV-716 iN DNYi 119831
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[The prepared statement of John A. Bell follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN A BEM, MANAGER OF TRAINING FOR THE NATIONAL

TOOLING & MACHINING ASSOCIATION, FORT WASHINGTON, MD.

Good morning Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

BACKGROUND

My name is John A Bell I am Manager of Training for the National Tooling and
Machining Association (NTMA). Our industry represents 14,000 small companies in
the tool, die and precision machining industry. These companies build special tools,
dies, molds, die casting dies, jigs, fixtures, gages, special machines and precision ma-
chined parts and components They use a wide variety of equipment and processes,
including most machine tools, from the simplest lathe to the most complete electri-
cal-chemical milling and electron-beam welding equipment, and lasers. They com-
monly achieve tolerances to one tenthousandth of an inch and regularly use com-
puters as an aid in design, machining and control of operations.

Our industry is literally the keystone of all manufacturing, serving virtually
every other manufacturing industry, including those supplying the Department of
Defense The parts they produce range from the simplest to the most complex, in-
cluding such critical jet engine parts as turbine blades. Most of them provide their
services as subcontractors, bidding under open competition to provide original as
well as spare parts for the Department of Defense. Congress on several occasions
has noted that the tooling and machining industry is a basic industry upon which
the economic welfare and security of the United States depends.

The tooling and machining industry, while noted as a capital intensive industry,
in reality is selling skills and ingenuity The sophisticated machines cannot be oper-
ated efficiently and effectively without a highly skilled and trained workforce.

Accordingly, one of the five principal NTMA goals has been:
"To develop a comprehensive structure for training on all levels "
To accomplish this broad training objective, NTMA has a well-organized, conscien-

tious Apprenticeship and Training Committee composed of owners and managers
who share their talents and expertise to improve industry-wide training.

Most of these owners rose through the ranks beginning as apprentices and they
are keenly aware of the need for training.

NTMA has provided leadership and guidance for the entire industry on all train-
ing related matters The Association publishes a wide variety of training texts, films
and other teaching aids which are marketed throughout the world. NTMA has also
gained substantial experience in the actual operation of training programs.

In 1964, the Association established Itself as an Innovative training organization
through its now widely recognized, highly regarded pre-employment training pro-
grams Nearly 16,000 persons have started training for career opportunities in the
tooling and machining industry through this pre-employment program. This pro-
gram pioneered the concept of pre-employment training. The program has conclu-
sively proven that a highly structured, compressed pre-employment training pro-
gram is a very efficient method of preparing people for job entry. This program con-
cept has been copied by many other organizations and used effectively in many
other trade occupations.

NTMA is nearing completion of a major overhaul of the entire training apparatus
used throughout the tooling and machining industry. Early next year NTMA will
introduce a comprehensive training package developed by Industry specialists.

This first program, and subsequent programs for other metal working occupation-
al specialties. will contain detailed daily lesson plans, work assignments and compe-
tency tests It will be constructed on a modular basis for greater flexibility. This pro-
gram will also be customized for use in public school systems thorughout the coun-
try

INTRODUCTION

NTMA appreciates this opportunity to testify before this Subcommittee of the
!louse Labor and Education Committee The purpose of these hearings is to examine
the current "state of heal,h" of the National Apprenticeship Act and the future out-
look for education and training There now seems to be a fairly general concensus
that the American education and training system is not providing an adequate
number of skilled people to maintain America's competitive position in the global
economy
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At the outset I strongly recommend the Subcommittee's attentioa to several
lecent studies which have devoted considerable resources and talents towards exam-
ining the American education and training systems The first study. titled "A
Nation At Risk," was completed in April. 1983 by the National Commission on Ex-
ccIlence in Education and presented to the Secretary of Education A companion
report. titled -Education for Tomorrow's Jobs,- is a more recent study, also complet-
ed at the incitation of the Department of Education, by the Committee on Vocation-
al Education and El.1)111)Mll. Development m Depressed areas This second report de-
votes its entire attention to the problems and challenges facing vocational educa-
tion.

A third study. titled "Human Capital A High Yield Corporate Investment," war-
rants even more serious consideration It was prepared by Dr Anthony Patrick Car-
nevale for the American Society for Training and Development in an attempt to
create a greater national understanding for the need to invest in human capital as a
means of improving the overall performance of the American economy The follow-
ing significant citations from that report will give you a good overview of this theme
and thrust:

Educated, healthy, trained and spirited people are the ultimate source of eco-
nomic gruksth They are not simply the passive consumers of an automous and inhu-
man economic yield.-

"Peoplenot machinesare the wellspring of productivity
The historical dominance of the human factor in economic growth and productiv-

ity will persist and grow
All three of these studies hammer home the point that our education and training

systems ,ire not functioning efficiently nor effectively Each study contains signifi-
cant suggest 1011S and recommendations to solve the education and training problem

The Faigerald Act was enacted in 1937, and it still constitutes the basic frame-
work for federal involvement in apprenticeship There are instances of state appren-
ticeship legislation predating that Act However, it is apparent that the United
States no longer has a clear cut strategy or policy on how to maintain and expand
America's skilled work force

During the past decade the major government emphasis has been devoted toward
social uplift programs almost entirely Some seem to believe that these programs
will also solve the skills shortage problem No doubt successful social uplift pro-
grams 1..1n help alleviate the skills shortage problem, but that effort alone has been
and will continue to be inadequate to maintain and expand America's skilled work
lurca Until a comprehensive strategy or policy is developed, our resources and sys-
tems will not be properly focused and America will continue to relinquish its Corn-
Pet itIve position in the global economy

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

NTNIA suggests the following specific recommendations be woven into the overall
labric of a national strategy and policy directed towards maintaining and expanding
America's skilled work force

I Tax credits hr framing
Many proposals over the past do-ten years have been raised seeking tax incentives

lu improce and widen training Currently there is a bill before the House of Repre-
yentatives afi R 897i on this particular measure It was introduced in January, 1983
by Rep Claudine Schneider

Such .1 LIA credit would be helpful and no doubt increase industry's training ac-
tivities 1 he costs of training programs to the business community have accelerated
tremendously Rapidly advancing technology has pushed up the cost of training
llovveei, the biggest cost accelerator is the fact that America's educational system

to provide people with basic skills The business community must therefore
devote considerable time and money to remedial education and training According-
ly, until the education system remedies that failure, industry needs some type of
financial support or incentive

Edmational assyffim«.
Einplo,,,ers provide mibstatitial education and training assistance to their employ-

ers Tho. incisiMiic us to advance and improve employee skills There appears to be
ol growing debate whether or net this form of assistance should be taxable to the
employee

Any legislation which hinders or restricts this form of assistance will be a back
wards step There are presently bills in the !louse of Representatives and the
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Senate to extend the Educational Assistance Act (H R 2568 and S. 249). Those bills
should be passed in their original form Any amendments which would raise addi-
tional paperwork reporting requirements for employers, or affect the taxability of
this assistance would destroy the intent and effectiveness of the legislation current-
ly in place.

3. Federal committee on apprenticeship
Although the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship (FCA) actually predates the

Fitzgerald Act, the Committee, in recent years, has become more and more impo-
tent Before its recent year and a half hiatus, the Committee was unable to muster
a quorum in most of its meetings over a period of several years. In those instances
when the Committee submitted recommendations to the Secretary of Labor, they
were more frequently ignored than acted upon.

Either the member compostion of the FCA or the operational guidelines should be
changed so that attendees can act when they have a concensus. Furthermore, the
FCA and the National Advisory council on Vocational Education should be required
to maintain a regular liaison with one another. Both of these adviscry groups have s
substantial stake in all maters related to work-training.

4. Linkage programs

During the past several years there seems to be little disagreement that educa-
tion, industry, government and labor must collaborate and work together. There are
a growing number of instances where these linkages have been developed with good
results.

Several years ago NTMA developed a linkage proposal entitled "Open Road Pro-
gram to Careers in Metalworking" This proposal was examined closely by the FCA.
On two separate occasions the FCA recommended this NTMA linkage proposal to
the Secretary of Labor for action. No action followed. Programs of that type, which
integrate apprenticeship with secondary school education, should be pushed hard at
the federal and state levels.

.5. Apprenticeship registration
Under present circumstances, requirements to register training programs either

through the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) or the appropri-
ate state apprenticeship agency is more of a deterrent than an incentive to training.
Business people increasingly rebel against federal/state interference and/or red
tape Furthermore, because of the BAT or state personnel makeup, the small busi-
ness community, most of which is not unionized, fears that any Involvement with
registered apprenticeship activities will bring on "unionism" The underlying cause
of that apprehension must be addressed.

It is widely recognized that a much larger number of people are being trained in
unregistered programs compared to registered programs Many of these unregis-
tered programs are highly structured and sophisticated. They merit the same recog-
nition and status accorded registered programs.

6 Curriculum/course content
Many of the existing training programs in schools are based on curriculum devel-

oped years ago Many programs embrace outmoded techniques and technology no
longer used in the modern work place Presently many trainees receive theory in-
struction on topics or techniques long after they have mastered them on-the-job or,
conversely, far too soon before they receive hands-on experience The related theory
portion of curriculums should also be coordinated with on-the-job training activities.

All programs should be examined by Industry experts and coordinated and updat-
ed to meet industry's needs of today.

7 Teacher/instructor competency
Some states have procedures and mechanisms intended to Insure that vocational

teachers and instructors are, in fact, competent However, a substantial number of
those currently teaching vocational courses are not competent either because of long
absence from industry, new technology, or because they never had the basic practi-
cal experience needed to instruct specific occupational skills.

Competency certification of all teachers and instructors should be mandatory on a
regular periodic basis Industry should be involved in developing those certification
standards to insure competency.
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8. Length of framing
Traditionally apprenticeship programs have been heavily time-oriented. Appren-

tices were expected to put in a specified number of hours in the classroom and on
the job Over the years, the time spent in training became more important than the
skills and knowledge acquired.

All programs should be reoriented and based on competency. Apprentices and
trainees who demonstrate competency should be allowed to move ahead at a pace in
keeping with their individual abilities rather than "putting in time:'

CONCLUSION

Thank you for allowing NTMA the opportunity to present some recommendations
which should help strengthen training and restore America's competitiveness. The
problems surrounding our training and education systems are substantial and
severe. The system, as they were originally designed, can work. Unfortunately
modifications and interpretations have damaged the effectiveness of the s7stem. So-
lutions must be found quickly.

NTMA stands ready and anxious to participate in any subsequent projects or pro-
grams which might improve quality of training and rebuild America's skilled work
force.

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. BELL, MANAGER OF TRAINING FOR THE
NATIONAL TOOLING & MACHINING ASSOCIATION (NTMAI

Mr. BELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's a privilege to have an
opportunity on behalf of the National Tooling and Machining Asso-
cation for which I am the national training manager, to testify
before this committee. I am not going to read my testimony. I am
going to try to distill it into my own language and the prepared
statement will stand.

A little background on the association. The industry that I repre-
sent is the tooling and machining industry. It is made up of ap-
proximately 14,000 very small companies that average about 25
employees. The association has been around since 1943. The indus-
try itself has been classified in most emergency situations as an es-
sential industry. The occupations that are employed in the indus-
trytoolmakers, diemakers, moldmakers, machinists and so
forthhave been classified as critical occupations.

The industry has a reputation and has a nickname of being
called the keystone of all manufacturing, the keystone of all pro-
duction. Congress on several occasions has classified the industry
as a very basic industry on which the economic welfare and securi-
ty of the United States depends.

The association has been very much involved in skills training
since it was organized in 1943. As a matter of fact, one of the five
goals of the association is toI'll read it"develop a comprehen-
sive structure for training on all levels."

The association has had a very active Apprenticeship Committee
since it has been organized. The Apprenticeship Committee is made
up of owners of tool shops, machine shops, and mold shops across
the country Most all of these people are people who have come up
through the trade, have served an apprenticeship and they know
the value and the need for high skills training. The association has
provided a considerable amount of leadership to the overall indus-
try in its training needs and today the association and its chapters
actually own and operate 10 training institutes ia different parts of
the country.
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As I say, we, the association, have pioneered a training technique
that has become quite popular in recent years called preemploy-
ment or preapprenticeship training and NTMA back in 1964 was
probably the first national organization to be actively engaged in
that type of experimental program. Since then many other organi-
zations in many occupations have copied that type of training.

The preemployment training has proven to be a very, very effec-
tive tool of getting people prepared for jobs in today's world. The
preemployment training program has been made necessary, unfor-
tunately, because of some of the problems and failures of our own
education and training systems as they exist.

The association right now is on the verge of making a major up-
grade of the training apparatus that is used throughout the indus-
try By that I am talking about the curriculum materials that are
being used in our own industry and used in the school systems. We
have, the past 2 years, had a series of training experts from our
own industry that have gone over all of the training materials and
we are coming down to the point where we will have daily lesson
plans, competency tests, and everything else that will be available
for our industry as well as the school system.

We have made some major efforts on our own behalf to improve
the training programs that we offer.

I would like to recommend to this committee serious attention to
three printed reports that have come out in the last year and a
half. They are referred to in my testimony. One of them I think
everybody is aware of; it's called "A Nation at Risk," which ad-
dressed itself more to the academic problems that exist in our
school system. The other report which came out just recently
there was a special meeting just a few weeks ago by the Depart-
ment of Education on the report that's called "Education for To-
morrow's Jobs." This report focuses in on the vocational education
system and some of the problems that exist there.

The third study, which I feel is equally if not more important is
one that was produced by the American Society for Training and
Development and the title is, "Human Capital. A High Yield Cor-
porate Investment."

Those three reports, I think, contain a tremendous amount of
valuable information that should be studied closely. I won't go into
any of the details that are in there because I am sure that you can
pick them up on your own and I am sure that some of the other
witnesses have referred to them.

But I would like to just cite three passages from the "Human
Capital: A High Yield Corporate Investment" report because I
think it gives us a couple of very, very pungent thoughts here that
we really ought to really keep our focus on I would just like to
read those for a second.

One of them says, and I quote, "Educated, healthy, trained and
spirited people are the ultimate source of economic growth. They
are not simply the passive consumers of an autonomous and inhu-
man, economic yield."

The second one, and I quote, "People, not machines, are the
wellspring of productivity."
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The third one, again quoting, "The historical dominance of the
human factor in economic growth and productivity will persist and
grow."

I think those three thoughts right there contain some very pow-
erful things that we should keep in mind.

These studies really are talking about the problems that exist in
our education and training systems and they offer a number of rec-
ommendations that I think we ought to pay close attention to.

I would like to switch to a few of the recommendations that the
National Tooling and Machining Association would like to offer to
the committee for consideration.

The first one is a tax credit for training. This association and in-
dustry has for years endorsed and sponsored activity that would
result in some legislation to that effect. There is presently a bill
before the HouseH.R. 897which was introduced this past Janu-
ary, that would provide tax incentives that would induce more
training and improve the quality of training throughout the coun-
try. I would hope that some activity will develop from the passage
of that legislation this year. There have been bills up on this meas-
ure for the past several years and they have not passed.

Industry needs some help, particularly dealing with the deficien-
cies of the young people coming into the work force. Industry has
to do a tremendous amount of remedial training, and until that sit-
uation can be changed, I think we have got to do something to help
industry to provide the remedial training. The tax credit training
would be one of the ways of offsetting the growing cost of training
people and preparing them for the work site.

Another item that we would like to address is the Education As-
sistance Act. That legislation is supposed to expire at the end of
this year. There is a bill before the Senate and the House right
now to extend that legislation, but. I also understand that there are
some amendments that have been proposed that, if they go through
in the language that I have heard, I think will just about defeat
the purpose of the act itself. It would be going to a lot of paperwork
requirements and everything else that is going to be required and I
think the whole thing would just fall.

I would also like to focus on another item which would be the
Federal Committee on Apprenticeship. The Federal Committee on
Apprenticeship actually predates the Fitzgerald Act; it was around
before that act was passed. That committee over the years has pro-
vided a tremendous amount of guidance that has been acted on,
but in the last 6 to 8 years our experience with that committee has
been fairly dismal.

The committee was made up of industry, labor, and the public
sector. Unfortunately, the past several years when they were meet-
ing, and they have not met for the past year and a half, they were
very frustrated in being able to take any official action because of
the lack of a forum. I think something needs to be done to either
restructure the composition of that committee or provide some new
operational regulations under which that committee could func-
tion.

I think the other thing that needs to be done is that committee is
intended to be an advisory committee to the Secretary of Labor
and quite frequently many of the things that the committee recom-
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mended to the Secretary did not receive proper attention or ade-
quate attention. I will refer to one specific piece later on in my own
testimony.

I think the Federal Committee can provide tremendous backup
to the Secretary of Labor. A tremendous amount of talent has been
brought into that committee. They have been very, very fortunate
in having some very knowledgeable people and I think they should
be paid attention to a lot more than they have been.

I would like to talk for a second about linkage programs. I think
everybody is in agreement, I don't think there is any debate on the
point that education, industry, labor, and the Government have to
work together. I think that's probably been the intent all along,
but the fulfillment of that hasn't been realized.

There are a number of examples in the recent years of some
linkage programs that have worked out quite effectively. I think
that that needs to be looked at very, very closelythose exemplary
situations that have worked, I think we need to copy those and we
need to do something aggressively, positively that will push those
linkages more to the surface and get more of them operating.

This association, the National Tooling and Machining Associa-
tion, proposed such a linkage program several years ago and it was
reviewed by the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship on two sepa-
rate occasions. They debated the merits of that particular proposal
and voted that it should be acted upon by the Secretary of Labor.
The Secretary did nothing on either of those occasions. What I in
referring to is the inaction on the part of the Secretary sometimes
to the recommendations of that committee.

That particular proposal is one that we still have. It is being fol-
lowed, and some of the sample linkage programs have been success-
ful. We have called it "the Open Road Program for Careers in the
Metalworking Industry." We would like to see more of those types
of programs which integrate apprenticeship into the secondary
school system acted on. We need to do more of that.

I would like to talk for a few minutes about apprenticeship regis-
tration. Apprenticeship registration in theory is a good concept. In
actuality, I think today it is probably more of a deterrent than an
encouragement to industry, particularly small industry. to register
their programs.

The small business community is becoming more and more sensi-
tive_ They rebel more and more every day to any interference or
redtape that has connections with the government, either Federal
or State. I think that's a problem that we have got to face up to
and we have to do something about it.

I think one of the other problems with registration is something
that needs to be recognized. I don't have any particular recommen-
dations on how to solve it, but it is a problem that needs to be rec-
ognized. Small industry in particular, which is basically nonunion.
does have an apprehension for registration because they associate
registration with possible unionization or union involvement. That
is a fact that you can't ignore and I think that you have to address
yourself to that when you talk about registration.

When you talk about registration I think one thing that we must
keep in mind. and it has been pretty well documentedour figures
vary but they are substantialthe number of unregistered people
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m training probably exceeds those that are in registered programs.
Now how large that overage is I don't know. There are no hard fig-
ures on unregistered training activities, but it is substantial and
some people have put the figure as high as no billion a year that
industry spends on programs that are in-house type programs that
are not registered with the Bureau or the State agency.

Another item that I would like to address for a second is curricu-
lum and course content Our School systems and many of the indus-
try-sponsored programs. I think, less there than in the schools, but
I think they are both at fault, a lot of the training programs that
are going on today are being conducted under curriculum guide-
lines that were set up many, many years ago and don't really ad-
dress themselves to the new workplace technology that exists
today. Outmoded techniques, outmoded activities are being taught
to students that are no longer used in industry and I think what
we need to do is to make a very, very close scrutiny of materials
that are being used in any particular system and make sure that
they are up-to-date and teaching the technology that needs to be
taught today.

I suggest that industry be heavily involved in any scrutiny, any
examination, any attention that is given this matter because I am
convinced that if you rely on the professional educators, the aca-
demic people to do this for you you will have more of what we al-
ready have, which is outdated techniques and outdated technology
being taught. Industry knows what they need and basically are the
people that should govern the content of those programs. They are
the ones who are hiring the people out of the system.

Along the same lines is teacher and instructor competency. I
would tike to talk to that topic for a second. Today, particularly in
the school systems in the secondary schools and the community
colleges we see it all the timethe teachers that are supposedly
tompetent to teach a particular occupational skill are not. I think
something needs to be done to set up competency certification for
teachers and instructors. We should not allow people into any
classroom or teaching situation if they are not prepared to teach
the particular skill that they are attempting to teach. There are
far too many examples of people who have been out of the trades
for II. 20. 30 years in the classroom teaching techniques that are
that old or older That needs to be addressed. It's a serious failing
on the part of what is going on out there.

Another point and the final point that I would like to make is
the length of training programs. I know there is considerable
debate on this. There are different sides to this issue, but we have
foundwe have proven it some years ago in our own industrywe
ran some experimental programs to compress the length of time
for training Typically, most apprenticeship programs are about 4
years There are some that are less than that and there are some
that are more than that, but typically an apprenticeship program
runs 4 years.

We have found that training programs that typically are four
years in our trade can be compressed into at least three years and
vie feel very strongly that. given a little bit more experimentation
that we will get it down to 2 years. That's an item that needs to be
addressed because the length of training, I think, is a significant
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thing in the completion rate. I think people who are in programs
and studying in classrooms, being "taught," theoretically, and I put
taught in quotes, being "taught" subjects that they have already
been exposed to several years before in the on-the-job training
aspect of their program, it's a big incentive to get out of the pro-
grams. I think that's something that we need to address is com-
pressed programs into a realistic timeframe, make the programs
competency oriented rather than time oriented.

I would like to conclude my comments on those points and just
close with a statement that the National Tooling & Machining As-
sociation has been very much involved in training for its own in-
dustry for a long time. We feel that we have made a lot of progress;
we have got a lot of progress yet to be made. We would be very
anxious to work with the committee or any other agencies that
might be designated to improve some of the items that we have
just addressed here to help rebuild America's skilled workforce.

My comments today were addressed to the skilled workforce spe-
cifically, because our industry really is selling its skilled, innova-
tive techniques; that's really what they are selling.

I would like to close my comments there.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Bell. The next witness is Mr. John

Smith, Associated Builders & Contractors.
(The prepared statement of John Smith follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OY JOHN B. SMITH, ma THE ASSOCIATZD BUILDERS
CONTRACTORS, INC.

My name is John B. Smith. I am President of Lake Plumbing, Inc. in Eustis, Flo!,
ida I am currently serving as Chairman of Associated Builders and Contractors'
(ABC) National Education Committee. ABC is a national construction trade associa-
tion representing over 16.000 members who subscribe to the Merit Shop philosophy.
The Merit Shop philosophy (simply) is a concept which calls for open competitive
bidding, with contracts awarded to the lowest qualified bidder.

Before I begin my testimony, I would like to take this opportunity to thank you
for the invitation to address this Committee. On behalf of ABC I wish to express our
support of apprenticeship training and all forms of craft training. As we are pro-
gressing from the 1980's to the 1990's, we see how vital craft training is to the
future of the construction industry. Open shop contractors have made substantial
gains in the volume of business performed on an annual basis. Fifteen years ago
open shop contractors were performing only 20 percent of the actual volume each
year Today, open shop contractors are completing nearly 70 percent of all construct
tion projects. We have utilized apprenticeship training as a very appropriate and
efficient means of training our young craftsmen. We are very serious about craft
training as demonstrated by our multi-million dollar project called the Wheels of
Learning The Wheels of Learning will provide task-oriented. competency-based.
modular programs in 22 construction trades once completed. Initiated in 1979, we
have now completed 24 individual, 150 hour programs in 10 construction trades,
which include the recently completed 4 year (600 hour) courses on Electricity and
Plumbing and a 2 year (300 hour) curriculum on welding. By this time next year 5
more trades will be completely finished and subsequently the next two curriculums
will be complete in 1985.

The key point I wish to make is thisABC supports the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training (BAT) and the language of the Fitzgerald Act of 1937. Furthermore,
we object to the concept of "liquidating" the BAT agency and turning over control
to local State Apprenticeship Councils (SACS). This is not to say that BAT could not
stand some improvement. We are not totally satisfied with the Bureau of Appren-
ticeship and Training, and sincerely believe modifications should be made which
would turn this agency into a more responsive. objective and purposeful body. Con-
versely. we are convinced that a network of SACS could never be as effective or effi-
oent.

Our support of the BAT is deep-rooted in our concern for all forms of craft train-
ing which includes apprenticeship training The enactment of the Fitzgerald Act of
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1437 modrnited and consolidated a time tested method of training for this nation
Apprenticeship training throughout history and today has proven to be a very ad-
%antageous training option for both the employer and employee The benefits are as
follows.

I Apprenticeship is efficient while still being comprehensive The on-the-job
training :OJT) has always been emphasized. with most programs in the construction
trades lasting 1-4 years :6.000 to 5.000 hours) The utilization of 144 hours of direct
.lassroom training each year makes apprenticeship comprehensive The OJT may
show a trainee how to work in a trade. but the classroom instruction teaches "why-
things are performed as they are.

2 There are not many opportunities for an individual to learn about his/her
chosen %ocation. while at the same time earning a good living in the same trade!
Apprenticeship affords a young employee the opportunity to become a productive
taxpayer and learn marketable skills. An apprentice's time is usually his/her big-
gest imestment Additionally. although the employer's expense to train an appren-
:Ike is significant. he is receiving some productivity from the young employee:train-
ee More importantly. the nation's taxpayer gets the real bargain Most costs of ap-
prenticeship are absorbed at the pmate sector level. although the government does
supplement apprenticeship instructor wages.

3 Apprenticeship training is a solid. time-tested option a contractor can utilize in
the dxelopment of a skilled workforce. The training is thorough and is steeped in
tradition The completion of a bonafide apprenticeship training program is as pres.
iigious and important as a graduation from an accredited college.

Apprenticeship is still popular There have always been more applicants than
there were opportunities and apprenticeship is no longer for the individual who was
considered too weak :academically) to go to college Strong math and language skills
.reading and oral) are vital ingredients for a successful apprenticeship.

Bcalee of these three factors. ABC supports apprenticeship training Further-
more. ABC supports the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training as the governmental
agency most suited to administer. coordinate, promote and advise this nation's ap-
prentiteship program. Our support of BAT stems partially from our grave concern
with State Apprenticeship Councils Let me explain our uneasiness regarding SACS
and the possible chaotic and devastating consequences of instigating a national net-
work of SACs

Many SACS are politically motivated. Under the guidelines of the Fitzgerald Act
of 1937, local states were allowed the option to implement and conduct their own
SAC as sanctioned by BAT. Approximately 30 states have chosen to establish SACs.
The Council usually consists of State appointed members who represent manage-
iii.-nt. labor and the public. it in turn works with a staff of state employees in the
day-to-day administration of the programs BAT at this point takes on an advisory
role

In 1937, the union's were active in apprenticeship The open shop sector's role was
cirtually nonexistent As a result, the union label has been entrenched in most
SAC. The labor representatives are often represented by union business agents.
management by union contractors and the public by someone who has little or no
experience in apprenticeship training.

Consequently, representatnes of open shop training programs are met with adver-
,arial confrontation when attempting to develop. implement and register new ap-
prenticeship programs There are exceptions to this rule. but the majority of SACS
cot had mark% from ABC This is a significant issue when considering open shop
contractors represent nearly 70 percent of today's construction market

Our criticism of SACs tin general) is based on one other reason besides the afore
uu ntionrd inert and prejudicial discrimination towards the open shop contractors.
Namely. SACs are not standardized Interstate contractors prefer working with BAT
biause they can more easily transfer their apprentices along with other employees
to jobs outside of their home state SACs have no reciprocity with one another. The
District of Columbia does not even recognize programs registered in the Maryland
SAC A national network of SACS such as this would result in a horrendous war of
turf protection' and the eventual death of apprenticeship Contractors could no

longer afford to employ apprentice.% or fight the -red tape battle of the century
I must point out ABC's support of this federal government agency is contrary to

our general philosophy ABC supports President Reagan's stand for decentralization
of federal go%ernment and gicing more control to the state% in every way. except on
the issue of apprenticeship training. In this Instance. the concept or autonomous
...tat/. run programs is unworkable
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Therefore. BAT Lim provide consistency and continuity It can be more objective
and open minded than most SACs. not to mention operating more effectively while
being less burdensome to the taxpayers.

On the other hand, BAT is not perfect and changes Li., warranted I would like to
share my recommendations and concerns.

1 BAT must move assay from the traditional concept of time based training and
toward the concept of competency based training In looking at the overall training
needs of this nation. what is more important, the length of an apprenticeship or the
acquisition of journeyman skills" It's skills' Using time as the benchmark is archaic
thinking

I am glad to report that the National office of BAT accepts and supports this phi-
losophy, but that is nut enough BAT should be the spearhead behind developing
competencies for the industry A standardized list of competencies in each trade
would improve and ensure quality of all apprenticeship graduates.

BAT must recognize other formats of training as viable avenues towards the pur-
suit of skilled craftworkers Task training emphasizes hands-on skills training. It
allows an employee to be prockctive very quickly and it affords him/her an opportu-
nity to develop a variety of marketable skills in a rapid manner As merit shop con-
tractors, we wish to support an individual's growth in his/her chosen vocation ac-
cording to his her aptitude, attitude and level of motivation We need BAT's sup-
port. otherwise the success of apprenticeship is in jeopardy I support this argument
with the following evidence

ABCs completion rate for apprentices is 35 percent while only 17 percent (accord-
ing to 1979 BIS report) of union apprentices become journeymen ABC's completion
rate is higher (most likely) because we approve credit for an applicant's previous
experience and education and allow for accelerated advancement based on merit.
Completion rates could easily be doubled, and the quality of apprentices who gradu-
ate would not be jeopardized in the least, if an apprentice (faced with a four year
apprenticeships could take advantage of a competency based, marketable skills ori-
ented program This would allow the apprentice to advance through his/her appren-
ticeship based on ability, ambition and aptitude, rather than a formula of 8,000
hours of OJT and 144 hours of classroom training that was developed at the turn of
this century.

Furthermore. the opportunity to learn marketable skills that ensures job security
and advancement would appeal to the kind of trainees we wish to recruit into our
programs The industry has changed in 40 years It's time BAT adjusted

BAT must further move away from recognizing trades the way unions do and
forcing open .hop programs to utilize the same criteria A trade should be identified
by marketable skills The recognition of the metal building assembler classification
was a step in the right direction. but we must go further Why not a classification
fur general construction workers' Why not a classification for a forming carpenter'
Why not let the industry set the standards and length of training"

By moderni/ing BAT in these ways, this agency can become tonce again' respon-
sive to the industry's training needs

I also have sonic serious concerns In 1981 there were 459 BAT officials through.
out the United States Today there are only 291 It is no surprise that apprentice-
ship enrollments base decreased from an estimated 324.000 in 1979 to the 253,000 of
today The premeditated reduction in staff is killing apprenticeship in the United
States SACs are not picking up the slack and BAT states are losing their ability to
promote and advise on issues regarding apprenticeship and training Stop the reduc-
tion Fill the vacant positions. Allow BAT to be the responsive agency it is capable
of being

I think much of the criticism of !3 r today would have never begun had we kept
.1 full force of BAT officials flow can :'.91 officials provide the same service that 459
once provided' BAT used to conduct a national census of apprenticeship called the
State and National Apprenticeship Systems (SNAPS) We no longer have this valua-
ble ice and those invoked in arorenticeships want it reactivated This incident-
k. would probably be a service lost fore. -,er if a network of SACS was institued

On ,mother issue. the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship (FCA1 was once a
sital group recommending national policy concerning apprenticeship The FCA has
been virtually dormant FCA should be reactivated and members of this committee
should represent all facets of the industry to ensure objectivity and jurisprudence

The FCA. or possibly BAT. could also be of great assistance when a group or inch.
%ulna! has an unsolvable problem in regard to apprenticeship and training. The es-
tablediment of an appeals procedure could provide an avenue for anyone to
pursue who has a griesame with a local BAT or SAC This process should be easy
ind f-.:Onornit.,11 In this manner unresponsive and prejudicinl BATs and SACs
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ithrough its relationship with a "fair and objective central agency") would be com-
pelled to live within the guidelines established in the Fitzgerald Act If power were
unconditional and attached to the state funding, this procedure could be effective,
resulting in strong and vibrant apprenticeship training programs

I also see an opportunity for BAT to expand its "horizons" The Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPAi may be able to strengthen apprenticeship through pre-ap-
prenticeship A cooperative effort to initiate and utilize pre-apprenticeship training
programs will not only better prepare the nation's unemployed and displaced work-
ers for a career in construction. but would reward those who support apprenticeship
training and groups targeted by JTPA

In conclusion, the implementation of ABC's suggestions would make BAT strong-
er and more efficient We need a Bureau that is not only open but supportive of
creative and innovative ways of better training our craftsmen in a more timely
manner The Bureau of Labor Statistics has documented that our current pace of
training individuals is inadequate to meet critical shortages in the 1990's. There is
more than one way to develop journeymen within the construction industry and the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training must recognize this With the incorporation
of our suggestions, outlined in this testimony, I believe that BAT can be molded
once again into a vital agency within the federal government. It could be an agency
that not only provides guidance and support but also could be a clearinghouse for
information regarding statistics and figures on apprenticeship and training in the
United States.

ABC is a strong supporter of the free enterprise system and private sector in-
volvement By lifting a few burdens from our backs, the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training can help us to do our job better and help the United States prosper as
well Therefore, we would like to see these improvements initiated and incorporated.
We know there are many dedicated staff people at the state, regional and national
offices within the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training. We appreciate their help and
their concern. We support any changes that would help us train more people more
effectively and efficiently whether it be apprenticeship training, task training, or
any other innovative training method.

As a businessman and as a member of the Associated Builders and Contractors I
wish government to be responsive and supportive, not burdensome and counterpro-
ductive As an American, I want innovativeness, ingenuity and creativity to be our
hallmarks as we face the future That takes flexibility and open-mindedness Under
proper direction the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training can satisfy our needs,
those of the industry and of this nation.

STATEMENT OF JOHN SMITH, PRESIDENT OF LAKE PLUMBING,
INC., EUSTIS, FI.A., AND CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL EDUCATION
COMMITTEE, ASSOCIATED BUILDERS & CONTRACTORS [ABC]

Mr. SMITH Good morning, Mr. Chairman, gentlemen.
My name is John B. Smith. I am president of Lake Plumbing,

Inc , in Eustis, Fla. I am currently serving as chairman of the Asso-
ciated Builders & Contractors' National Education Committee.
ABC is a national trade association and it represents over 16,000
members in 77 chapters who subscribe to the merit shop philoso-
phy The merit shop philosophy simply is a concept which calls for
opera competitive bidding with contracts awarded to the lowest
qualified bidder.

Before I begin my testimony, I would like to take this opportuni-
ty to thank you for the invitation to address this committee and on
behalf of ABC I would like to express our support of all apprentice-
ship in all forms of craft training As we are progressing from now
the 1980's to the 1990's, we see that craft training is going to be
very important to the future of the construction industry. Open
shop contractors have made substantial gains in the volume of
business performed on an annual basis and at present are complet-
ing nearly 70 percent of all commercial, institutional, and industri-
al construction projects.
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We have utilized apprenticeship training as a very appropriate
means of training our young craftsmen and we are very serious
about craft training, as demonstrated by our multimillion dollar
project curriculum called the wheels of learning. The wheels of
learning would provide task-oriented, competency-based, modular
programed instruction in 22 construction trades when it is complet-
ed.

I guess perhaps the key point I wish to make is this: That ABC
supports the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and we sup-
port the language of the Fitzgerald Act of 1937. Furthermore, we
object to the concept of eliminating the BAT agency and turning
control over to local State apprenticeship councils.

This is not to say that BAT couldn't stand some improvement.
We are not totally satisfied with the Bureau of Apprenticeship &
Training, but sincerely believe that modifications can be made
which would turn this agency into a more responsive, objective,
and purposeful body.

Conversely, we are convinced that the network of SAC's or State
councils could never be as effective or efficient. My written testimo-
ny explains our arguments and suggestions in great detail, but I
would like to take a few minutes to cover some main points.

Again, ABC strongly believes that craft training is vital to our
industry, specifically apprenticeship training which provides many
benefits. Apprenticeship training is efficient and comprehensive be-
cause it combines on-the-job training with classroom training and
affords a new employee the opportunity to earn a living while
learning a trade. Also apprenticeship training is a solid option a
contractor can employ in order to develop the number of skilled
craft workers this industry is going to need in the very near future.

ABC believes that the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training is
the most qualified Government agency and is the most capable of
adequately administrating this Nation's apprenticeship programs.
Our reasons for BAT support are many. BAT can more objectively
and efficiently handle a program that oversees hundreds of thou-
sands of apprentices and do a lot better job than a network of State
councils.

ABC is quite critical of most State apprenticeship councils for
several reasons. First, State apprenticeship councils are normally
politically motivated. The councils are often composed of union
business agents, union contractors, and members representing the
public that have little or no experience in apprenticeship. These
appointed officials as a result tend to restrict or hold back our open
shop training programs and so we come to have an adversarial re-
lationship with most State councils.

There are exceptions to this rule, however, because we do enjoy
good working relationships with several State councils. But the
SAC's that we are able to work with are far outweighed by other
ones. Councils who refuse to support open shop involvement in ap-
prenticeship training do hurt us a great deal.

If, in a network of SAC's the mentality existed nationwide, it
would really just about totally eliminate open shop involvement in
registered apprenticeship programs. We feel like this is a grave
issue when considering that open shop contractors represent nearly
70 percent of today's construction workers.
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Second, SAC's !State apprenticeship councils], are not standard-
ized. Contractors working from State to State prefer working with
BAT because they can more easily transfer the apprentices along
with other employees to jobs outside of their home State. State
councils have no reciprocity with one another. For example, the
District of Columbia doesn't even recognize the programs regis-
tered in Maryland.

A national network of State councils such as this would result in
a tremendous war and eventually in the death of apprenticeship
for our contractors. The contractors could no longer afford to
employ apprentices and fight this redtape battle.

I must point out that ABC's support of the Federal Government
agency is contrary to our general philosophy. ABC supports Presi-
dent Reagan's efforts for decentralization of Federal Government,
giving more control to the States in just about every way, except
this one issue of apprenticeship training. The concept of autono-
mous, State-run programs is unworkable. BAT can be more effec-
tive and less costly with a better sense of fairness. On the other
hand, BAT does need improvement and I would like to share some
of our concerns and recommendations.

We would like to see BAT move away from the traditional con-
cept of time-based training. What's more important? The length of
an apprenticeship or the acquisition of journeyman skills. It's
skills--it's skills using time and when you use time as a bench-
mark, it's just archaic thinking.

I am glad to report that the national office of BAT accepts and
supports this philosophy, but that is not enough. BAT should be
the spearhead behind developing competencies for industry. A
standardized list of competencies for each trade would improve and
insure quality of all apprentice graduates.

BAT must also recognize other fotmats of training as viable ave-
nues toward the pursuit of skilled craft workers. Task training em-
phasizes hands-on skill training. It allows an employee to be pro-
ductive very quickly and it affords him an opportunity to develop
marketable skills in a rapid manner.

As merit shop contractors we wish to support an individual's
growth in his or her chosen trade according to their aptitude, their
attitude, and level of motivation. We could use BAT's support. Also
we would like to see BAT move away from recognizing trades the
way that unions do and then force open shop programs to use the
same criteria A trade should be identified by marketable skills.
The recognition of the metal building assembler, which BAT has
approved, was a step in the right direction but we must go further.

Why not have a classification for general construction workers or
a carpenter who builds forms and let the industry participate in
the selection standards and length of training? I also have some se-
rious concerns. In 1981 there were 459 BAT officials throughout
the United States and today there are only 290. It's no surprise
that apprenticeship enrollments have decreased from an estimated
324.000 in 1979 to 253,000 today. This reduction-in-staff is hurting
apprenticeship in the United States and State apprenticeship coun-
cils are not picking up the slack and BAT States are losing their
ability to promote and advise on issues regarding apprenticeship
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and training. Let us stop the reduction, fill the vacant positions,
and allow BAT to be the responsive agency it is capable of being.

We also feel that the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship was
once a vital group, recommending national policy concerning ap-
prenticeship. This committee has been virtually dormant. It should
be reactivated and members of the committee should represent all
facets of the industry to insure objectivity and jurisprudence.

An appeals procedure should be established to provide an avenue
for any individual or organization who has a grievance with the
local BAT or a State council to come to a place for help. This proce-
dure should be within the national BAT office with possible in-
volvement by the Federal committee and an unconditional author-
ity should be given to BAT to properly resolve all issues.

I also see an opportunity to expand its horizons. The Job Train-
ing Partnership Act may be able to strengthen apprenticeship
through preapprenticeship, a cooperative effort to initiate preap-
prenticeship training programs will not only better prepare the
Nation's unemployed and displaced workers for a career in con-
struction, but would reward those who support apprenticeship
training and the employment of the groups targeted by this Job
Training Partnership Act.

In conclusion, BAT has not sufficiently changed with the times
and the industry. Its staff has been reduced by 50 percent over the
last 4 years. The positive effectiveness of the Fitzgerald Act of 1937
has been watered down because of this and the existence of politi-
cally motivated State councils.

BAT, however, can do the job if molded to fit the needs of our
Nation and the construction industry is going to face a shortage of
2 million journeymen by 1990. A modernization of our concepts of
training will help us to meet this demand.

We would like to see the words "supportive", "progressive",
"flexible", "innovative", "objective", "competent", and "respon-
sive" be the list of adjectives used to describe BAT. Let us remove
the terms "burdensome", "prejudiced", and "bureaucratic". As a
businessman, a member of ABC and an American, I know the free
enterprise system works and giving rewards based on merit works.
Under proper direction BAT can help us do the job we need to get
done.

Mr HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Smith.
The next witness is Mr. Gary B. Warner.
Mr JEFFORDS. Mr Chairman.
Mr HAwKINS Mr. Jeffords.
Mr JEFFORDS I would like to introduce Gary. He comes from one

of the world's best construction companies which just happens to
be located in Vermont. That's probably why it is one of the best.
More than that, GP ry, as well as the Pizzagalli Bros., have been ac-
tively involved not only in the private sector but the public sector
and I want to commend you and all of the family for the tremen-
dous work that you have done in the public and the private sector.
Its a pleasure to have you before us here.

Mr WARNER. Thank you very much, Mr. Jeffords
[The prepared statement of Gary Warner follows:]
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PRI l'ARF A IF MINI oF GARY WARNER, THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF
ANIERR A, SOUTH BURLINGTON, VT

My name is Gary Warner I am Director of Administration for Przzagalli Con-
struction Company of South Burlington, Vermont I am Chairman of the Open Shop
Subcommittee of the Associated General Contractors of America's Manpower and
Training Conunittee I am here today representing AGC and am accompanied by
Chris f'.ngquist and John lief frier of the AGC National Staff

AGC believes that construction craft training programs must follow a competen-
cy based approach with each individual progressing at a rate commensurate with a
demonstrated ability to perform, as opposed to a specified length of time. Further,
the related instructional portion of craft training should be conducted at off-site lo-
cations to ensure a more formal and planned approach to training Training for the
construction industry should be developed and managed by the industry with the
government role restricted to encouragement rather than management

It is also ACC's position that construction industry training should make opt"-
MUM use of existing resources and maximize the return on trainin_ investment
through integration with out vocational education system Innovations such as the
pre-planned, joint utilization of physical training facilities and shared use of equip-
ment and professional expertise are examples of how industry and public education
can blend their resources to the mutual benefit of all, especially the traineee or ap-
prentice.

AG(' has adopted as its mission "to foster, promote, develop and implement poli-
cies, pro( edures and programs in such a manner as to develop an adequate supply of
qualified workers in the most expeditious. economical and practicable manner To
help meet this objective, AGC has submitted to the Department of Labor "Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training Criteria for Approval of Unilateral Trainee Programs"
and "Labor Standards for Training Programs These two proposals, which will im-
prove and add flexibility to registration procedures, will be discussed in greater
detail within this statement

COMPFTENCYRASED TRAINING

The acceptance and utilization of competency-based training by the construction
industry will serve to systematize often disjointed training mechanisms. Our current
training systems do not in all cases produce craft workers who meet the quality
skill standards required on the job site Within a competency-based approach to
training, all skill achievement is certified by written and actual performance tests
lb, administering performance testing under simulated on-site conditions, the ability
of an individual to perform specified competencies is documented

Based on Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates of 1980, the construction industry
at large will require a total of 900,000 new craft workers by 1990, in addition to
replacements for the I 5 million vacancies that will be created through attrition
Present training programs deliver approximately 60,000 workers to our industry an-
nually It is obvious that even with present expansion of instructional programs, ex-
isting training mechanisms cannot meet tht demands within this decade

In terms of sheer numbers, the ability to reduce the period of apprenticeship
through a competency-based method facilitates the training of significantly larger
numbers of worktrs within shorter time spans It is AGC's position that both union
.111(1 open shop construction craft training programs benefit from the adoption of a
competency-based training approach

Aside from establishing a more efficient vehicle for construction training in gen.
oral competency based instruction provides a better means to facilitate the entry of
females and minorities into the industry With certified skills attained over minimal
periods of time, females and minorities can represent to the construction contractor
an available manpower resource which can be based on skills and not arbitrary
quota requirements established by the federal government Having been evaluated
against performance standards, such a manpower pool represents trained craft
workers capable of functioning on a job site and seeing a project to completion Com-
petency based training also permits the varying rates of advancement necessary to
maintain the enthusiasm of the slower-than-average and the faster-than-average
trainee

OFF-SITE TRAINING

In conjunction with performance based on training, a primary aspect of AGC's
training philosophy is off-site training An off-site training system IS one in which
thc individual receives classroom and field training away from the job-site The
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training facility should provide a simulation of job site conditions for manipulative
skills training and classrooms for training in the theoretical aspects of a skill This
training system should Include a logical and sequential system that enables appren-
tices and trainees to move from the classroom to the field or training site and to the
job site They are thus provided with gradual and Individual development based on
their abilities.

MODULAR TRAINING

A modular training system is one in which there are short term units of training
in specific skill areas which, when combined with an off -site training system, pro-
vide several advantages over more traditional systems.

The utilization of an off -site modular training system enables an individual to
learn quickly by providing an atmosphere where training is concentrated with less
opportunity for distraction and therefore greatly enhanced learning retention.

A modular system is also highly adaptable to market demands with the individual
concentrating on needed and saleable skill areas In addition, modular training en-
ables better utilization of training system resources and permits apprentices, train-
ees, and instructors to measure progress based on demonstrated competencies in
specific skill modules The overall impact is greater efficiency and effectiveness than
is the case in traditional time-based systems

The modular system is also based upon the individual developing minimum pro-
ductivity levels within reasonable periods of training The individual is working,
learning, and simultaneously earning a wage commendurate with the contribution
Thus, unit labor costs do not Increase out of proportion to the abilities of the ap-
prentice or trainee.

There are several methods of funding modular off -site systems. As there'are for
any training system, the initial costs are exepnsive because of the physical facility
requirements. However, In the long term, the costs of establishing a modular, off -
site training system have been more than offset by the considerably greater benefit
to the training program, the trainee and the industry.

Modular off -site training is not just a theory It is being utilized in St Louis, Port-
land and throughout the country in both the union and open shop sectors of the
cosntruction industry, and its use is growing.

TRAINING MATERIALS

AGC has developed training materials, including curricula for carpenter, bricklay-
er, cement mason, millwright, construction craftsman and heavy equipment opera-
tor, which are designed for use in competency-based, modular, off-site systems.

In addition, AGC has supported the development of performance-based training
materials in the union sector of the industry The training system entitled the Per-
formance Evaluated Training System, or PETS, utilized by the International Broth-
erhood of Carpenters, and the Training Standards Project utilized by the Interna-
tional Union of Operating Engineers, are successful examples of this support

The AGC Model for Unilateral Trainee Program Standards, approved by the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training in 1980, is a further example of a modular,
competency-based training approach, which AGC is promoting among open shop
members

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND TRAINING

AGC would like to see the Department of Labor and the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training (BAT) actively promote modular, competency-based training. Although
AGC experienced some initial difficulty in registering performance-based training
programs at the federal level, we have had better cooperation from the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training in recent years This is not the case in many states
with State Apprenticeship Councils where approval of unilateral and competency-
based programs can be difficult and often impossible.

Currently, the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and the State Apprentice-
ship Councils, in those states which have them, monitor and approve training pro-
grams This division of responsibility has produced conflicting results In the present
context of State and Federal Davis-Bacon laws, and in order to establish uniform
policies, procedures, and standards, AGC feels that BAT should possess singular au-
thority within the areas of program approval, registration, and monitoring of indus-
try sponsored training programs.

Despite an increasing acceptance of modular, competency-based training at the
federal level. AGC believes that further training innovations are possible and desir-
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able Recently MA' submitted two proposals to the Department of Labor to rev'se
and improve training standards for registration of apprenticeship and trainee pro-
grams The first. entitled "Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training Criteria for Ap-
proval of Unilateral Trainee Programs" seeks to establish permanent competency-
based standards for registration of unilateral trainee programs The second, entitled
'Libor Standards for Training Programs," seeks to modify existing registration poll-

/ WS and standards for apprenticeship and trainee programs. The primary focus of
the proposals is to permit program registration for marketable occupations, rather
than traditional crafts This would give employers the flexibility they need to train
workers for today's and tomorrow's needs.

vOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING

The issue of the role of vocational education is also deeply Involved in solving the
training problems facing the construction industry Because vocational education is
not being adequately utilized, a large source of trained or partially trained manpow-
er for the construction industry currently lies virtually untapped A chasm, which
AGC and many educators are attempting to bridge, exists between our Industry and
the Notational education system Coordination can produce much more than each
system operating Independently.

Vocational education can, through pre training, pre apprenticeship and screening
functions. produce well prepared candidates If the vocational education community
adopted performance-based instruction, the system could produce apprentices or
trainees with advanced standing based on an objective assessment of prior training

Since construction training and vocational education are both highly decentral-
ited networks, the problem of communications has hindered cooperation It is essen-
tial that working relationships at the local level be established Leadership in this
endeavor must be exerted at the national level, however, to produce an environment
conducive to this cooperative effort

In any future legislation, it would be wise to give consideration to the promotion
of cooperation between vocational education and apprenticeship and training for the
construction industry Administration of both programs by one agency may be a
worthwhile alternative

AGC has established its own liaison with vocational education including establish-
ment of a joint committee with the State Directors of Vocational Education and
close relationships with the American Vocational Association and the Vocational In-
dustrial Clubs of America

ELEMENTS OF SUCCESSFUL TRAINING

The following represent AGC's views relative to creating an effective and expedi-
ent training system designed to facilitate increased training and worker productivi-
ty. while optimizing accessibility to construction skills for all

1 The overall objective must be the development of a training system which will
provide an adequate supply of qualified workers

2 Apprentice and trainee programs must be available in all geographic and craft
areas

.3 Entry into a program must be possible from all societal levels and sectors
I Basic inon-worksitel training should be a requisite to on-site employment
5 Entrance criteria reflecting aptitude and educational achievement level suffi-

cient to progress in a realistic training program must be utilized
I. Apprenticeship and training and upgrading training must be primarily con-

cerned with development of a saleable skill
7 Training must be relative to, and commensurate with, the skills required in the

marketplace
s Off -site training must be relevant and timely with on-site experiences
tt Training time frames must be commensurate with the training and the individ-

uals ability to progress
10 Accelerated entrance and advancement in apprenticeship and training pro-

grams must be permitted on the basis of performance testing
11 The training system must utilize today's educational and communicative tech-

nology, media. and methodology
LI Multi-craft apprentice and training centers simulating a construction site en-

vironment should be utilized Establishment and use of these centers must be predi-
cated on the premise of off-site academic and manipulative training within a con-
trolled en' ironment. and on-site experiences for development of proficiency and pro-
ductivity
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13. Labor organizations must be permitted to refuse dispatch of a craftsman who
is not certified for the specific skills required.

14. Employers must be permitted to refuse employment of a worker not certified
for the specific skill required.

15. The existing apprenticeship system must be preserved in order to assure an
adequate supply of master craftsmen who are qualified in all aspects of a trade.

15. Local sponsors or State Apprenticeship Councils must be precluded from im-
posing requirements in local standards which deter, whether in spirit or in fact, the
basic philosophy and objectives set forth in the national standards.

17 Local standards must set forth the criteria that constitute a saleable skill in a
given area so as to establish eligibility of program certification.

18 Standards must not provide a maximum eligibility age. Minimum age should
be sixteen or as required by State or Federal law.

19. National apprenticeship and training standards should:
A Determine what minimum subskills are a prerequisite for certification of a

given skill training program,
B Provide universally validated competencies and performance testing and a sys-

tematic approach to the training process.
20. Performance criteria must include scope and quality.
21. Accreditation reciprocity must prevail among training programs, which per-

mits enrollees in apprenticeship and training programs to move from one geograph
is area tr another with full credit.

22 Un.form subskills and reciprocity for same must be provided to permit appren-
tices to change their selected skill occupations and retain credit for that portion of
completed training which is common to a newly-selected skill occupation.

23 Standards should provide the minimum criteria for qualified training person-
nel.

In conclusion, we feel there are a number of specific steps which can be taken
that will help ensure efficient and effective craft training for the construction indus-
try Present instructional methodologies have advanced to the point that we no
longer need to rely upon the traditional, time-based, textbook or on-the-job ap-
proaches to train our workforces. It is time to implement those innovative, but
proven, methodologies that we have outlined.

STATEMENT OF GARY WARNER, DIRECTOR OF ADMINISTRATION,
PIZZAGALLI CONSTRUCTION CO., SOUTH BURLINGTON, VT.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
it's a pleasure for me to be here today on behalf of the Associated
General Contractors of America. As you know, my name is Gary
Warner and I am a vice resident with Pizzagalli Construction Co.
of South Burlington, Vt. I am also the chairman of the Open Shop
Subcommittee of Manpower and Training for the Associated Gener-
al Contractors of America.

AGC believes that construction craft training programs must uti-
lize a competency-based approach where each individual progresses
at a rate commensurate with a demonstrated ability to perform.
We believe that the related instruction portion of craft training
should be conducted at outside locations to insure a formal,
planned approach.

Training for the construction industry should be developed and
managed by the industry. The Government's role should be one of
encouragement rather than management.

Construction industry training should also make optimum use of
the existing resources such as integration of industry programs
with vocational education. Joint utilization of physical training fa-
cilities and shared use of equipment and professional expertise are
examples of how industry and public education can blend their re-
sources.
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The acceptance and utilization of competency-based training by
the construction industry can help systematize existing training
mechanisms.

In addition, the ability to reduce the training period through a
competency-based method assists in the training of large numbers
of workers within shorter time spans. AGC members believe that
both union and open shop construction craft training programs
benefit from the use of competency-based training Competency-
based training also permits the varying rates of advancement nec-
essary to maintain the enthusiasm of the slower-than-average and
the faster-than-average trainee.

Aside from establishing a more efficient vehicle for construction
training in general, competency-based instruction provides a better
means to increase the entry of females and minorities into the in-
dustry.

With skills attained over lesser periods of time females and mi-
norities can represent a known-skilled manpower resource and not
a requirement established by the Federal Government. In conjunc-
tion with competency-or performance-based training, two primary
aspects of ACC's training philosophy are modular and off -site
training. An off-site training system is one in which the individual
receives classroom and field training away from the job site. The
training facility provides simulation of the job site conditions for
manipulative skills, training, and a classroom for training in the
theoretical aspects of his skill. A modular training system is one in
which there are short-term units of training in specific skill areas
which, when combined with an off -site training system, provide
several advantages over more traditional systems.

The overall impact is greater efficiency and effectiveness than is
the case in traditional, time-based systems. The individuals are
working, learning, simultaneously earning a wage commensurate
with their contribution.

Modular off-site training is not just a theory. It is being utilized
in St. Louis, Portland and throughout the country in both the
union and open shop sectors of the construction industry and it's
use is growing.

The AGC has developed training materials, including curricula
for a carpenter, bricklayer, cement mason, millwright, construction
craftsman, and heavy equipment operator, which are designed for
use in competency-based, modular off -site systems. In addition,
AGC has supported the development of performance-based training
materials in the union sector of the industry. The training system
entitled "the Performance Evaluated Training System" or PETS
utilized by the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and the Training
Standards Project utilized by the International Union of Operating
Engineers are successful examples of this support.

The AGC model for unilateral trainee program standards ap-
proved by BAT in 1980 is a further example of a modular, compe-
tency-based training approach which AGC is using with its open
shop members.

In terms of the Government's role in training, AGC would like to
see the Department of Labor and the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training actively promote modular, competency-based train-
ing. Although AGC experienced some initial difficulty in register-
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ing performancebased training programs at the Federal level, we
have had better cooperation from BAT in recent years.

This is not the case in many States with State apprenticeship
councils where the approval of unilateral and competency-based
programs can be difficult and sometimes impossible.

Currently the BAT and the State apprenticeship councils in
those States which have them monitor and approve training pro-
grams. This division of responsibility has produced conflicting re-
sults. In the present context of State and Federal Davis-Bacon laws
and in order to establish uniform policies, procedures and stand-
ards, AGC feels that BAT should possess singular authority within
the areas of program approval, registration, and monitoring of in-
dustry-sponsored training programs.

Absent a workable alternative, AGC is concerned that the reduc-
tion of manpower and funding at BAT severely limits the ability of
that agency to carry out these responsibilities to the detriment of
our industry.

Despite an increased acceptance of modular, competency-based
training at the Federal level, AGC believes that further training
innovations are possible and desirable. rsiGC has submitted two pro-
posals to the Department of Labor to revive and improve training
standards for registration of apprentices and trainee programs.

The first, entitled, "Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training Cri-
teria for Approval of Unilateral Trainee Programs" seeks to estab-
lish permanent competency-based standards for registration of uni-
lateral trainee programs.

The second, entitled, "Labor Standards for Training Programs,"
seeks to modify existing registration policies and standards for ap-
prenticeship and training programs. The primary focus in the pro-
posal is to permit program registration for marketable occupations
rather than traditional crafts. This would give employers the flexi-
bility that they need to train workers for their particular needs.

The role of vocational education can also contribute to solving
the training problems facing the construction industry. Vocational
education is not being adequately utilized. AGC and many educa-
tors are attempting to increase linkages between our industry and
the vocational educational system.

Administration of vocational education and training by one
agency may be a worthwhile alternative. AGC has established its
own liaison with vocational education including a joint committee
with the State directors of vocational education and close ties with
the American Vocational Association and the Vocational Industrial
Clubs of America.

In conclusion, we feel there are a number of specific steps which
can be taken that will help insure efficient and effective craft
training for the construction industry. The present instructional
methodologies have advanced to the point that we no longer need
to rely upon the traditional time-based, textbook or on-the-job ap-
proach to train our work force.

It is time to implement the innovative proposals we have out-
lined. Thank you.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Warner.
The next witness and the final witness on this panel is Mr. A. J.

Phillips of the National Electrical Contractors Association.
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Mr. Phillips
IThe prepared statement of Andrew J. Phillips follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT Or A J PHILUrS, THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.0

My name is Andrew J Phillips I am the Director of the National Joint Appren-
%Reship and Training Committe* (NJATC for the Electrical Contracting Industry
and have been Assistant Director rind Director for 20 years.

By way of background, this office is )oint:, sponsored and financed by the Interne-
tional Brotherhood of Electrical Workers which represents approximately 200.000
construction electricians and the National Electrical Contractors Association which
represents some 5.500 electrical contractors.

The NJATC was established after the passage of the Fitzgerald Act and has pro-
ided national staff to assist the 375 local joint apprenticeship and training commit-

tees in carrying out their responsibilities in the most efficient and effective way con
sistent with the needs of the Industry to better serve the public in conformity with
existing laws and mutations

To accomplish this we prepare and make available national course instructional
materials, conduct teacher training seminars, committee operation seminars and
provide labor-management services which keep the local JATCs with a singular put-
pose of producing an adequate number of fully qualified and competent journeymen
to serve the public interestour customer, and meet our Industry s needs

The input of apprentices fluctuates with the economy, however. over the years we
have averaged an input of approximately 7,000 apprentices per year and maintained
a four t -It year program consisting of approximately 25,000 apprentices at any given
time This effort has produced approximately a quarter of a million journeymen
since the existence of the NJATC and represents approximately 10 percent of all
registered indentured apprentices.

In addition. this office supplies training materials and services to promote jour-
neyman training activities designzd to avoid obeolescence in the workforce and
assure the consuming public of the highest degree of worker competence in a chang-
ing and increasingly complex industrial society Today, for example, a large percent-
age of this Industry's 375 programs are using NJATC prepared materials to provide
journeyman training in fiber optics, electronics and programmable controllers em-
ploying the use of microprocessors which are used in robotics

The NJATC works diligently to maintain joint labor-management operations in
the fullest sense of the word In this instance, however, since the 1BEW is address-
ing this Committee separately. I have been asked by the National Electrical Con-
tractors Association to speak on their behalf in response to the invitation from this
Committee

Prior to the Fitzgerald Act only a few states had regulations concerning appren
tikestep Interest in promoting apprenticeship oa the part of the individual states
was lacking prior to National interest created, promoted and directed as a result of
the Fitzgerald Act I believe that it is historically accurate to state that the on
gress in their wisdom saw a deep depression in which training opportunities were
tirtually nonexistant and anticipated the coming of World War II in which we
would hate a shortage of skilled workers Passage of the Fitzgerald Act proved to be
of great importance to the apprenticeship system and very much in the interest of
national defense Expecting individual states to accomplish goals of such national
magnitude and importance would have been unrealistic Without the BAT, U.S De-
partment of Labor there would not exist the uniformity in the quality of training
the nation requires to meet its manpower needs.

The enabling protise n of the Fitzgerald Act recognizing State Apprenticeship
Council has been utilized by 32 states and territories The experience of this Indus-
tr.) has been excellent in working with both the BAT and State Councils. We be.
heti . however. that it would be a disservice to the system for the federal presence to
be weakened or eliminated It is logical to asaurne that the states. absent the um
formay of federal regulation. would differ widely in their concept of apprenticeship
Differing apprentteship laws, regulations and procedures would reduce the opportu
nity for hationally based Industries to conduct uniform apprenticeship and training
programs Without uniformity the mobility of well trained workers could be limited

Uniformity through national standards and procedures and the support of nation
al organizations working with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. US De-
partment of Libor is directly responsible for the high degree of success we have ex
periented in producing a competent mobile workforce capable of converging on

4.0nstruction projects in any part of the country with the assurance that work
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ers are equally trained and competent to meet the requirement of the customer, be
it private enterprise or national defense projects.

In summary. we believe the appenticeship system could best be served if proper
consideration were given to the following:

I A strong national presence (BAT) with which national programs can work and
cooperate to produce national apprentice systems. For the state to carry out the ad.
ministrative part of this responsibility would be workable but uniform policy must
be established by federal standards.

2 Since 1964 the publicity and interest in the apprenticeship system has been out
of proportion to the number of jobs available The Industry presently has 15% mi
nority participation in apprenticeship and is making reasonable progress under dif-
ficult conditions in accomplishing female participation. I would add that this has
been accomplished in the electrical construction industry at the expense of the In
dustr without receiving any federal funds. Efforts by the Federal Government to
"pay- entities to sponsor apprenticeship programs have been less than successful,
inequitable and should be discontinued.

3. Apprenticeship could best be served by making a distinciton between education
and training Presently there is a great emphasis on activities such as trainees.
preapprenticeship. etc.. which places the burden of education on JAT'ls which are
ill equipped to accomplish. At the same time large sums of educational moneys have
been allocated to teach manipulative skills in our educational system which often
fails to produce qualified applicants. This results from the lack of realistic experi.
ence which can be gained only through productive employment. In fact, viewing the
world of work ns an educational excercise may be one of the problems with declin
mg productivity. Schools should educateindustry must train.

4_ Since apprenticeship is a free (to the apprentice and to the public) training op-
portunity leading to excellent employment opportunities. it is logical that large
numbers of people woulc seek admission. It is not unusual for JATCs an the Electri
cal Industry to have as ninny as 25 applicants for each available job. This Industry
has a well structured Selection Procedure but the amount of time required by joint
committees, which serve without pay. to process the large number of applicants,
eliminating many and choosing few. has serious financial and legal implications. In
other words the number of jobs is finite and the number of applicants varies widely
with the economy, the amount of publicity. the excessive notification required and
other factors Regulations could be modified to give relief in this area.

For apprenticeship to accomplish results that program sponsors and the public
are entitled to. it must be viewed as a complex and demanding discipline in which
people enter without skills and in four years receive the related knowledge (class-
room work,, manipulative skills uob experience) and more important the drive.
pride and motivation to achieve and maintain excellence To accomplish this, joint
committees must be permitted to have screening tools such as educational prerequr
sites. valid aptitude tests and other means which are presently in existence but are
always under attack and often viewed improperly by the courts.

In conclusion. the world and the country is getting smaller, not larger. and mobili
ty is much more a factor an the workforce than it was in previous generations.
Action to improve uniform training and mobility should be increased not decreased.
I realize thnt apprenticeship. hke most entities. means different things to different
people. and that the responsibility of the Congress is to represent all segments. I
beie%e thnt it is in the best interest of our society that apprenticeship and training
begin once again to be viewed as a private labormanagement responsiblity, kss sub-
ject to the buffeting of all external forces that have been experienced in the last 20
years The public would realize reduced tax costs, better productivity and better
products produced by competent workers Industry carries on large training respon
sibilities with most of their employees on a continuing basis without :Ring subject to
all or the problems that seem to beset those that sponsor registered apprentice
training programs.

I appreciate the opportunity to present our views to you and I would be glad to
answer any questions that you may have.

STATEMENT OF A. J. PHILLIPS. DIRECTOR. NATIONAL. JOINT AP.
PRENTICESHIP AND TRAINING COMMITTEE OF THE ELECTRI
CAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION

Mr. PHILLIPS. Thank you. Mr. Hawkins.
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Panel members, I am inclined to throw away all of my presenta-
tion here and do something else. but I better stick to the plotted
course.

As you stated. I am Andrew Phillips and I am director of the na-
tional joint apprenticeship and training committee for the electri
cal contracting industry. By way of background as to whom I repre
sent and how many individuals. in which you might be interested.
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers has approxi-
mately 200.000 construction electricians that work in the construe
Lion industry. The total membership is 1 million. but I am involved
with approximately 200.000.

The National Electrical Contractors Association. which is a man-
atgement organization, represents some 5.500 electrical contractors
across the country.

Our training entities. on a local basis. are subsidies subdivisions
of these two parent organizations and we have some 375 local joint
committees, which at any given time have indentured under their
supervision approximately 25.000 electrical apprentices. The input
each year is approximately 7,000 It varies with the economy. But
over the years it averages about 7.000. and with some attrition. we
end up with about 25,000 apprentices at any one time.

Most recent BAT figures indicate that there has been traditional.
ly something like 250.000 indentured apprentices on an annual
basis. So I think that our input to that total represents about 10
percent of the total indentured apprentices at any one time.

You know, we talk about apprenticeship and that last 4 years.
and if somehow we don't motivate people to participate in continu
ing education. we could get into a situation of skill obsolescence. So
a large part of the activity of our office is to promote state- ofthe
art training. advanced training and journeyman training on a con
tinuing basis. At the present time we have a national program in
training in fiber optics. electronics, programmable controllers, mi
croprocessors and all of the basics for robotics which is going to be
one of the things that we will have to be prepared to face in the
future.

I find myself in a little bit of a unique situation here because I
am the director of the national joint apprenticeship and training
committee That's a joint labor-management operation and I think
the degree of success that we have enjoyed has been because we
have approached apprenticeship and training from that basis,
strialy a joint operation. Its not a situation where employers pay
into a fund and unions control it or that type of thing. but truly.
truly joint.

When you can approach things in that way, then the training
effort can be separated from the more selfish motives of both orga-
nizations and we try to keepcontractors' profits are most impor-
tant. The National Electrical Contractors Association has never
put producing an adequate number of fully qualified persons detri-
mentally in regard to profit motives. It's a separate thing and our
job has been to produce the people that we need to have to man
this industry.

I would point out that although it is a joint operation solely. Mr.
Edwards has spoken on behalf of the IBEW and the committee's
invitation to the National Electrical Contractors Association for
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input. they asked me if I would speak for them. So, in this in
stance. I am addressing you on behalf of the National Electrical
Contractors Association.

The issue of the BAT and its role in respect to the State councils'
I have addressed with a brief paragraph and by way of background,
I think the Fitzgerald Actprior to the Fitzgerald Actthere were
only a few States that had any legislation with bearing upon the
apprenticeship system The State of Wisconsin has an apprentice-
ship law that goes back to 1911. but Milwaukee was a machine tool
center and a lot of European customs and apprenticeship was much
more known to those tradesmen so they had an interest and did
certain things But, in general, where apprenticeship training exist-
ed. it existed without the support or opposition of legislation. It was
a private matter that people entered into if they saw lit.

I think that the Fitzgerald Act may have come fromthis is just
my opinionbut I have always believed that in a sense it was a
National Security Act. When it was passed in the mid-thirties in
the deep depression there was very little construction work going
on. there were no jobs for people who presently had the skills and
there was no input of youth or of new blood into the system so the
skilled work force was diminishing in number rather than increas-
ing.

I think in 1936. 1937, 1938, it was pretty apparent that there was
a war going on and we could be involved in it. So. I believe that the
MT's role as it was created was to do things to encourage an input
into an industry and produce people that we would vitally need in
a short period of time. My personal opinion is that's what hap-
pened and I think that's just as important today as it was then.

It's rather hard to believe that we have massive unemployment
and at the same time have manpower shortages and probably what
government could best do would be find ways to match those things
together and find some solution. I don't know how you do that. It's
a big job. but it does exist. They are people begging for jobs and
jobs begging for people.

I think that the Fitzgerald Act proved to be of great importance
to the apprenticeship system and I think we need it very much in
the national defense Expecting individual States to have done
that. I think, would have been unrealistic.

So yet the Fitzgerald Act provides; for State participation in this
process The enabling provision of the Fitzgerald Act recognizing
State apprenticeship councils has been utilized by 32 of the 55
States and territories, leaving what-23 States that are BAT
States. We have no quarrel with either one. We have %k irked with
great success with both the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
and all State councils.

I believe. however. that it would be a disservice to the system for
the Federal presence to be diminished or to disappear. I have no
quarrel with State councils doing the administrative work for ap-
prenticeship. but there certainly has to be a Federal presence. I
think to do away and leave it up to the States to pass whatever
rules or regulations that they saw lit would create a nonstandard
condition that would make it impossible for national industries to
conduct apprenticeship and trainee programs.
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I think the success of our program has been that we have a na-
tional program and it's made it possible for us to have as large
degree of standardization across the country.

Much has been said about vocational education, preapprentice-
ship. remedial education, and all of these things. We have tried in
our industry to be self-sufficient. We have produced an apprentice-
ship system that you may call a "cradle to the grave" kind of situa-
tion in that we provide our programs with the complete apprentice-
ship package. They have standards of operation, they have selec-
tion procedures, trust fund agreements, a nationally standardized
curriculum which we have staff that works on it constantly.

Obsolescence is not a problem with us because we don't have to
wait for an appropriation of State or Federal money to change our
curriculum, we do it on a continuing basis. The National Electrical
Code is revised every 3 years and to incorporate the new provisions
of the code and take advantage of the economics of one revision, we
revise our material each 3 years, with subsequent minor revisions
in between times. if it becomes necessary to do so.

So, we have a standardizedand I hate to use the word here
after what I have heardtime-based curriculum. I would like to
point out that I don't believe that the BAT has any reason to take
a position on any type of curriculum that an industry would choose
to use. I don't see that as a legitimate prerogative of administra-
tion. If people have questions, they should have information with
which they could advise people, and I am sure that for many indus-
tries and for many programs it may be a proper thing to do, but I
hate to see an idea conveyed that one is good and the other one is
bad, that one should be selected and the other should be eliminated
because there are differences between industries.

I think the reason that we have no problems with a time-based
curriculum is the tremendous number of applicants that we have
for apprenticeship. In many instanceswe had one city last year
that opened apprenticeship applications for four 4-hour periods on
I consecutive days and took 2,026 applications for jobs that were
practically nonexistent, they didn't even know whether they could
.tart any apprentices or not. but they had to be prepared if there
was a change in the work picture.

So I think what makes time-based curriculum useful and work-
able is the selection ratio that your industry can enjoy. Now we
produce a national curriculum. and because we have a national
curriculum that's logical that committees would have to select
people with certain prerequisites. So we decided the prerequisites
an offer for their consideration for local adoption. If they get the
right kind of people with the right kind of aptitude that could be
measured very successfully with aptitude tests: if they have the
proper educational background: if they have the proper motivation.
drRe. willingness. interest to succeed and to take advantage of the
opportunity that has been given them. then we have few problems.

The reasonif you are going to have low entrance requirements
and you have few applicants for apprenticeship. it's logical that
you are going to get a spread of people with abilities ranging from
marginal to excellent. We feel that when we sit down at the inter-
%iew table and apply aptitude testing. educational prerequisites,
evaluat transcripts. see how the individual did in school. that the
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people that we selectthe 10 out of 100 or the 100 out of 1,000
are very similar in ability, we don't have that spread across the
board that would make it possible to modify and adjudicate your
training efforts to accommoda:R the slow learner without holding
back the one that is capable. We have no problem with a time-
based entity. I would hate to see it go any other way.

I find that when you set standards, when you set expectation
levels for people, they perform. Left up to their own devices and
their own paceI am not concerned about the excellent people
anyplace; they will always be excellent; I am concerned about the
otherswe set the pace for them, we don't let them set the pace.
With proper selection, we don't have too many problems with
bringing that about.

The uniformity, through national standards and procedures and
the support of the national organizations working for the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training, has given us the success that we
have enjoyed. I think what's important is that we have to have
standardization because today we have electricians that go from all
50 States and converge on huge projects in certain areas, whether
they be private enterprise or national defense projects, and certain-
ly we can't say that a person from Delaware does electrical work
one way and from New Jersey does it some other way and from
California another I would hate to get us to where we had to have
a Montana electrician to do a certain job that's in the public inter-
est and in the national interest.

So, in summary, I have some points herespecific points that I
would like to present to you for your consideration and I will read
those because I put a little bit of thought into wording them.

One, I think a strong national presence, the BAT, with which na-
tional programs can work and cooperate to produce national ap-
prenticeship systems, is necessary. For the State to carry out the
administrative part of this responsibility would be workable, but
uniform policy must be established by Federal standards.

Two, since 1964, the publicity and interest in the apprenticeship
system has been far out of proportion to the number of jobs avail-
able The industry presently has over a 15 percent minority partici-
pation in apprenticeship and for making reasonable progress under
difficult conditions in accomplishing female participation.

What I mean byI will answer a question perhaps before it is
askedwhat I mean by "under difficult circumstances" is we have
difficulty in getting sufficient numbers of applicants from females
to meet the goals. Mr Petri, who isn't here now, mentioned a while
ago the carrot I think a carrot is only effective if it's held within
sight of whatever you are trying to entice. When we have a 20 per-
cent goal and we get, perhaps, 5 percent of our applicants that are
females, it would be pretty unrealistic. So we are making progress
in that field, but it has been slower than the minority input. We
have about the same mix of minorities in our apprenticeship today
that you see in the grocery store or on the street and that, I think,
is about what should be expected and I am proud of the progress
we have made.

They are members of a union, they have a future ahead of them,
they are capable, our dropout rates have been commensurate with
nonminorities and th- reason this is so is because of the selection
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that we have enjoyedthe entrance requirements and the prereq-
uisites I might add that we have had to defend those every day.
There is always someone that wants to shorten apprenticeship,
throw out every requirement, throw out every barrier that they see
to be a barrier and the first thing you know you have destroyed a
systemand apprenticeship is a system. It's not a bunch of individ-
ual opinions It's something that you have to agree on and give to
to get out of.

Three, apprenticeship can best be served by making a distinction
between education and training. Presently, there is a great empha-
sis on activities such as tra:.iees, preapprenticeship, et cetera,
which places the burden of education on JATC's, which they are ill
equipped to accomplish.

At the same time, large sums of educational moneys have been
allocated to teach manipulative skills in our educational system,
which often fails to produce qualified applicants. This results from
the lack of realistic experience which can be gained only through
productive employment In fact, viewing the world of work as an
educational exercise may be one of the problems with declining
productivity We believe that schools should educate people.

Personally, I don't want any school counselor influencing my
children to make a lifetime commitment to some occupation when
they are 12 years old I had a daughter that was in tears because
she felt like she was a misfit. She couldn't say what she wanted to
be. I had to go up and talk to the school counselor. I haven't made
up my mind yet what I want to be and I don't want anybody telling
me what I want to be. We need freedom in this country, not push-
ing people into molds.

Four, since apprenticeship is a freeto the apprentice and to the
publictraining opportunity leading to excellent employment op-
portunities, it is logical that large numbers of people would seek
admission It is not unusual for our JATC's to have 25 applicants
for every available job.

The industry has a well structured selection procedure, but the
amount of time required for joint committees which serve without
pay to process these applications eliminating many and choosing
few, has serious financial and legal implications In other words,
the number of jobs is finite. You can't lower entrance requirements
and increase advertising and do all of the things that you are re-
quired to do and start more apprentices. The number of jobs avail-
able determines the number of apprentices.

The amount of publicity, the excessive notification required, and
other factorsnotifications could be modified to give relief in this
area

In conclusion, I think the world and the country both are not
getting smaller, but larger Mobility is much more of a factor than
it used to be I worked at trade and I remember to go across half a
State was just almost an impossible thing to even envision and now
we have journeymen jump on a jet plane and on the job Monday
morning 2,000 or 3,000 miles away.

So, we need more standardization in our industry. Conditions dic-
tate it We have a National Electrical Code which is modified some-
what by State and local political entities But we have national
manufacturers. We need a national apprenticeship system.
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I have other things to read here but I think I have exhausted my
time and you've been very patient with me, I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to have addressed you and if there are any questions that I
might be capable of answering, I'd be glad to do that.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Phillips.
Let me begin the questions with you because your testimony

seems to differ from those of the other panel. And it seems to differ
rather sharply. You seem not to worry about the term "competen-
cy" in terms of training, as seemed to be implied in a shorter
period of time in your particular instance. I assume you support
the idea of a 4-year program as opposed to a shorter period of time,
and also seem not to be worried about the idea that there are a lot
of jobs waiting for individuals and therefore it's necessary to get
apprenticeships in and out in a hurry. Do I read correctly that in-
terpretation?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. Hawkins, what I intended to say was I don't
think 4 years is a magic number. I think every industry should
decide through job analysis what their occupations and trades con-
sist of and I think you should have a reasonable amount of time to
do that in. In our instance we used to have 5-year programs in the
electrical construction industry. We reduced it to 4 years.

Apprenticeship, traditionally, has been an educational process
coupled with job experience. That's what has made it so successful.
You learn how to do the things on the job. You learn why you're
doing them and the theory of doing it, which enhances productivity
and ability in related instruction.

So, you can have as many hours in a period of time as you choose
in related instruction. The job thing is finite. You only work so
many hours a year So that really determines the length of appren-
ticeship We could compress our related instruction into 2 years by
requiring them to go to school more hours per week and this type
of thing But absent some national defense motive for producing a
large number of tradesmen in a shorter period of time, I ask people
why, why.

I think most of our apprentices, you leave it up to most of our
apprentices, I don't think they'd want the short period of appren-
ticeship I think they welcome the opportunity to learn. And I've
often wondered why contractors are so impatient to pay people
journeyman's scale prematurely, if they pay journeyman's scale.

If the scale is whatever they arbitrarily decide, then there would
be no reason not to push people through the system as fast as pos-
sible I think probably an apprenticeI wish we could devise a way
so they had to study all of their life, not consider the apprentice-
ship the end of a road and so on.

Mr HAWKINS. Then you are saying, in effect, that the setting of
a period of time does not reject the idea of competency as being
still the guide?

Mr PHILLIPS Not at all, sir. Competency, any program that
doesn't produce competency isn't worth conducting. We gather job
information from our employers. You see, 1 think I sound like I'm
about the only person here that has some kind of a union feeling.
But where you have- -

Mr HAWKINS. You may detect that correctly. [Laughter.)
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Mr l'Hu.1.11>s I think what we're saying with training is that an
agreement is not just an agreement between management and
labor It's not just a labor agreement It's an agreement among em-
ployers as to how they will conduct an apprenticeship activity. And
it's binding on them.

We have rotation in our industry Our committees are in control
of apprenticeship They take an apprentice from this employer and
put him with that one, make both of them mad sometimes. But
they do it on a basis of experience that's necessary. We monitor
their experience through the 8,000 hours on the job and make sure
that they acquire competency in that area.

Our class related instruction is very much controlled and we can
guarantee competency in that area. Now, a lot of trades, and I'm
not criticizing themeverybody should do what they think does
best for thembut there's a tendency to bring parts of that job
into the classroom and teach it there. A lot of our programs would
like to do that. I discourage it because they have 8,000 hours out on
the job, with journeymen, with productive work, to learn the ma-
nipulative skills of the trade.

The 576 hours which develops the mind, I think you have to
guard that time jealously.

We have run surveys and most of our contractors that have re-
sponded to our surveys have no quarrel with the degree of manipu-
lative skill at the end of 4 years. Some of them have quarrels the
guy can't read blueprints the way he should, he doesn't know
enough about control work, he doesn't know enough about electron-
ics. I put him on jobs, he can do 90 percent of the work, but he lets
me down on 2 percent of it.

Mr HAWKINS I was going to ask one of the other witnesses to
comment on the same subject in order to give some balance. Does
any of the other witnesses at this time care to make a comment on
the same question?

Mr. SMITH. I think that the only problem we have with setting
limits is that, just like the gentleman said there, we don't want the
limit set, and right now we have to live with the limits, the same
type of limits, that he has. And I think all we ask is that if we feel
like we can train people quicker and better, that we be allowed to
do that, and from my personal point of view as an owner of my
company, I'm interested in having people that are going to be loyal
and with our company for a long time and I'd like to get them
trained and able to produce and to be a part of what we're trying
to accomplish.

I look for people that have a pride in their trade and want to do
good work, that want to produce. And I think that's one word that
we in the United States have almostwe're getting away from,
that we need to produce and we need to work hard, and this is the
type of people that we want to have And we feel like we have a
way we can do it better and quicker, and we're not trying to short-
change the apprentice, and we're not trying to shortchange the in-
dustry by doing that

Mr. HAwxiNs Thank you, Mr. Smith. Yes, Mr. Bell?
Mr BELL I don't think we have any difference here, really. Andy

is saying much the same thing that we've already said in a little
bit different way He used one term, "continuing education" and I
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think that's something else that we should be thinking about very
much, because continuing education is what all people are going to
need to keep up to date on whatever job they're in today.

Along those lines, this association, the National Tooling and Ma-
chine Association, is engaged in a project right at the moment with
Lawrence Livermore Labs, which is one of the largest research labs
in the United States, perhaps in the world, and they're engaged in
some of the ultimate Buck Rogers technology experiments out
there and some of that technology is ready for release to the com-
mercial world, and we're setting up a program whereby some of
that technology will be made available to people from our industry
to advance their skills beyond a normal journeyman to a higher
level, an expert, whatever you might want to call it, by utilizing
some of those things that have been learned at the lab.

Competency in time oriented programs, I don't know that we
have that big concept here.

Mr. RAwEINs. Well, I thought I had detected a rather strong
feeling on the part of some of the earlier witnesses that they were
very strongly opposed to the question of time based training, and in
connection with that the thing that worries me the most, the thing
that seems most confusing is that the training by one employer
does not necessarily mean that that training is going to remain for-
ever a relationship between that trainee and that particular com-
pany And there seems to be so much flexibility in the economy at
the same time that so much mobility is there, that that individual
moves from one job to another, from one region to another, and
that if that individual is turned out highly trained for that particu-
lar training unit, keeping in mind that that is largely company ori-
ented, that individual may not be trained for a job in some other
capacity.

That's one of the things. Perhaps you could comment on that
particular phase of it.

Mr. BELL. I'm not sure that I'm following you.
Mr HAWKINS. Well, there seems to be a suggestion or a Feeling

that the individual is being trained to forever remain with one
company Let's say that that company considers the individual
competent, so they re getting back to the idea of competency based.
It's a judgment of that particular training, that particular firm,
where the individual 1:- ,rained and, let's say, turned out rapidly.
That individual is trained.

Another company may not consider that individual trained at all
so the individual goeswhat happens to the individual? Unless you
have some type of a structured program that builds into it the
standards or the factors that make that individual, let's say, com-
petent to shift from one company to another, one industry to an-
other, depending on where the jobs are available. That's the factor,
it seems to me, that's not always considered, whether or not you're
in this issue between competency based, or so-called "competency
based programs" and those that are, let's say, build along a par-
ticular structured line.

Mr BELL Well, structured or coordinated programs will result in
a person that is mobile in their skills. They will be able to move
from employer to employer Needless to say, employers, with the
economics being what they are, when they train a person they
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would prefer that they stay with them for the life term. That's not
the situation. People do move around.

Good programs will try and train people for the marketplace, for
the job place.

I think that's what all four of us are talking about here, really.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. Mr. Erlenborn.
Mr. ERLENBORN. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. Yes; I have a couple of questions I want to raise.
This being the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities, and

this is an oversight hebeing on the National Apprenticeship Act,
there is a difference, as I interpret it, between the first three gen-
tlemen that presented testimony and Mr. Phillips' testimony. Be-
cause I understood Mr. Phillips to say, at least imply, that he had
some boot training that was in the industry itself, having been a
craftsman at one time or another.

But except what you said, Mr. Phillips, about the minorities in
the apprenticeship program, the other three didn't address them-
selves at all in the area ofno figures to support it, although I
haven't gone through verbatim your prepared statement, as to
whether or not your programs contained any provision whatsoever
for the admission of minorities and women in the program, and no
figures to support it.

I just wondered, you seemed to allude to the fact that you could
operate better without Federal interference, without unionism, and
yet the woman, if you noticed her testimony, Ms. Tierney, before, if
you looked at her statement, she mentioned that there are some
advantages of women being able to enter into apprenticeship pro-
grams through union programs rather than nonunion. I just
wanted you to address that. If either one of you want to address
yourself' to that kind of a problem.

Mr. BELL. In our program, the preemployment program that I re-
ferred to, that had brought in over 16,000 people since 1964, into
the tooling and machining area, we've had a very, very high con-
tent of minorities in that program. The minority content, consist-
ently, has been somewhere around 40 percent.

We have made some very strenuous efforts to i ecruit females
into the program and the highest we've been able to get up to is
about 13 percent. The average has been around 6 percent. We have
not been able to find an adequate number of qualified female appli-
cants for our particular trade. I think part of it is because of the
image that the trade has, tooling and machining trade, that you
have to get your fingernails dirty, and I think some of the women
just don't gravitate toward that particular trade. That's the only
way we can rationalize the lack of applicants.

But we have, as I say, averaged out 6 percent females over the
last 10 to 15 years. We've had better than 40 percent minorities
over the last 20 years.

Mr. HAYES. Neither one of you gentlemen is saying that the
union apprenticeship programs are governmental programs and,
then in term, would address itself to whatever illness that might be
suffered in a particular industry.

Mr. BELL. Again, I'm not sure of the question.
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Mr. 11Avxs. I don't think either one of you are prepared to say,
am I wrong in assuming this, that union apprenticeship programs
or Federal programs such as BAT, do you see that as a deterrent to
progress of the particular industry, a program that you represent?

Mr. WARNER. I might try to answer that, if I may.
I think there's a little bit of confusion here that probably should

be cleared. There's an old saying that, "If it ain't broke, don't fix
it." I think that what works for one party might not work for an-
other, or better yet, it would be, in this day and age, as far as ap-
prenticeship training is concerned, it might be nice to have a
choice.

What we are proposing is a competency-based program, as you
know.

I think the important things to understand, one, to answer your
question on minorities, we certainly are encouraging, and the pro-
gram is designed to accept females and minorities. There's no dif-
ference in the intent, the concern, as far as that's concerned.

The second part is that the measure of a person's learning abili-
ty, skill, if you will, are in place. There is a means by which you
can determine if that individual, once they complete the program,
is capable of completing it, whether it be at 3 years or 4 years.

As I mentioned in my testimony, the importance of competency-
based programs is the fact that the individual is, to a great extent,
allowed to progress at their own speed. Some people learn a lot
quicker than others do. What we're trying to do is to place the em-
phasis on the competency base because we feel that it's going to
produce, in the long run, at least for certain facets of our industry,
more qualified people, and also greater numbers, including, of
course, minorities and females.

I hope that adds something to your concerns.
Did you have something?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, Gary, if I can. I wanted to speak also, to make a

statement about the minority and the female. I feel like that in
most of our programs it's probably easier to get in our programs
than it would be the other programs.

I think we have a real concern in our industry and it's almost
time to get on the table and pound up and down, when I said in
here that we're going to be missing 2 million workers. That's a lot
of people in our industry we're going to need, and what an opportu-
nity for minorities, for women, to come into this area where we do
have a shortage. I feel very confident that the contractors are look-
ing for people that are craftsmen, that can train to be craftsmen,
that will do a good job for them. That's what they're looking for, to
do good work, and we can train them through this type of program
that we have set up.

But we welcome and we want minorities and women in our in-
dustry.

Mr HAYES. You recognize the economy has led to a sickness in
the old industry itself, particularly in the construction end. The
jobs just aren't there in many instances.

Mr. SMITH. Well, fortunately, I'm from Florida and Florida
doesn't have that problem right now. [Laughter.]

Mr HAYES. I'm from Chicago and we have that problem. [Laugh-
ter.]
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Mr. SMITH. I realize that. We need people.
Mr. HAYES. We'll send them to Florida then. [Laughter.)
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Jeffords, do you want to ask any questions

before we go to answer the bells?
Mr. JEFFORDS. All right. I'll try. I'll try to phrase it in a form

that's easy to answer.
I'm a little bit confused as to just what is meant by a competen-

cy-based program, and I want to see if I can give you my thoughts.
I think, first of all, we have to examine the goals, both from the
perspective of the employee, the employer, as well as the unions,
and that we have to try and balance those out.

I don't believe you mean, do you, that we should have no time
restrictions, that you just come in and take an exam and if you
pass it you're in. You don't mean that, do you?

Mr. WARNER. That's not the intent at all.
Mr. JEFFORDS. OK. But on the other hand, if as I understand

what you're saying, that an arbitrary, set length of time, which is
longer than may be necessary to determine whether or not the
person is going to be reliable and willing to work, but may be too
restrictive in the sense that it holds a capable and qualified person
back too long from being able to reach his goal of competency. Is
that it?

Mr. WARNER. Uh-huh.
Mr. SMITH. That's right.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Everybody nodded their head. OK.
Also, I was a little bit confused by some other statements ',.",.,u do

not mean that competency is only employer-specific, but rather,
competency means a more general set of competencies which would
be transferrable by the employer. I want to make sure that I un-
derstand In other words, there would be general sets of competen-
cy standards which should be met so that both the employee and
the employer would be assured that that individual knows the
trade. There's no disagreement with that?

Mr. SMITH. That's right.
Mr. WARNER. Right.
Mr JEFFORDS Now, as far as Federal and employer responsibility

here, do I understand you to believe that the Federal responsibility
and State responsibility is more to prepare somebody in remedial
aspects and to have them qualified to learn the specific aspects of
the trade and that industry should be more responsible for the spe-
cific aspects of training for the industry? Is that a generalization
that's correct?

I guess, Gary, what I'm thinking of is two things. One was the
comment about remedial training being difficult. Second, was a
comment in your testimony that we should make vocational educa-
tion more related to available jobs.

Mr. WARNER. Well, I guess I'll try to answer your question. In
many instances, in certain regions of the country, we think that
there are some deficiencies in the vocation education system as it
relates to the larger scope of the construction industry. I think the
relationship that is being established between the contracting asso-
ciations and the national association on the vocational side is the
first step in trying to resolve that problem.
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But we do feel and have some concern that the students that are
coming out of the vocational education system today, again, in cer-
tain regions of the country, do not have the basic understanding or
skills to enter the construction industry on the large scale: They
may be tine, for example, going into homebuilding, that area, but
m working for a medium- or large-sized general contractor, it is a
problem. So that, I think, is the point were trying to make in that
regard.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Well, thank you. I'm sorry, we have to go. We
have a choke now of getting the Greeks or the Turks mad at us.
And if we don't get there soon we'll have them both mad at us.
[Laughter.]

Mr. JEORDS. That's the choice at hand.
Mr. ERLENRORN. This panel will be excused and the committee

will be recessed for about 15 minutes. Thank you There's coffee in
the basement, if you want it. Be back in 15 minutes, please.

(Brief recess.]
Mr. HAWKINS. The committee will come to order. The next sched

uled witness is Mr. Robert Georgine of the Building Trades Depart-
ment. I understand that Mr. Georgine is not here. We will keep the
record open, however, for the statement which I am sure he will
submit in the event that he does not appear this afternoon.

The next- -
Mr. ERLENBORN. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. IlAwKiNs. Mr. Erlenborn.
Mr. ERLENBORN. There are several letters from other interested

parties that we have and I would appreciate it if the record would
be held open so that we could have those entered into the record.

Mr. HAWKINS. Without objection, the record will be held open.
[The letters from Interested parties mentioned by Mr Erlenborn

follow.)
(Material referred to appears at end of hearing.]
Mr. HAWKINS. The next witnesses on the panel, Mr. Raymond

Robertson, the Joint Apprenticeship Committee, AFL-CIO, and he
is accompanied by Mr. Kenneth Edwards, International Brother-
hood of Electrical Workers, Mr. Tom Gustine, Painters & Allied
Trades, Mr. Merlin Taylor, Bricklayers & Allied Craftsmen, Mr.
Reese Hammond of the Operating Engineers. Would those wit-
nesses please be seated? We're delighted to welcome you and I
assume that Mr. Robertson will be the anchorperson.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Yes.
Mr. IlAwKiNs. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Raymond Robertson follows:]

l'sremmo STATEMENT OF RAYMOND ROBERTSON. CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT APPREN-
TH SHIP COMMITTEE. OF THE BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TRADES DEPARTMENT
AND THE METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT. AFL-CIO

Mr Chairman. I would first of all like to thank you for scheduling hearings on
apprenticeship and also thank you for the opportunity to speak before the Commit-
tee today

My name is Raymond Robertson and I am Chairman of the Building Trades
Metal Trades Joint Apprenticeship Committee which has representatives from 2'2
international unions representing more than 5 million members and approximately
230.000 registered apprentices Also on the committee are representatives from
three departments of AFL-CIO the Department of Civil Rights. the Department of
Education and the Human Resource Development Institute I am also Executive Di-
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rector of Apprenticeship and Training for the International Association of Bridge,
Structural and Ornamental Iron Workers. AFIX10.

My testimony wilt concentrate primarily on apprenticeship in the building trades.
The testimony of Mr Paul Burnsky, President of the Metal Trades Department, will
cover apprenticeship in the metal trades affiliates.

In a previous letter U. he Committee concerning these hearings, Building and
Construction Trades Department President Robert A. Georgine pointed several con
terns which we in the building trades have with the federal government's role in
apprenticeship.

Today, however, I would like to focus on the strong record of apprenticeship in
the United States and in particular the success in the construction industry.

While apprenticeship isn't the answer to all of cour country's training needs, it
remains the best method of training skilled workers in the building trades.

wrtv airtatrencirssur

Apprenticeship, because it combines on.the-job training in manual skills with the
oretical underpinnings in the classroom, produces well-rounded, skilled, productive
workers who are the hallmark of quality in the building trades.

The achievement of quality craftsmanship isn't a quick process, nor is it easy. But
quality has never been quick or easy to achieve.

Quality construction is built on the foundation of a thorough knowledge of the
craft by the workers in the industry. Because apprentices are instilled with that
broadbased knowledge and commitment to the craft, they develop a strong sense of
pride in their work A construction worker's career wills span many years, requir-
ing him to adapt through his individual abilities to continuous technological change
in the craft Other industries, by contrast, break work operations down into special.
ized tasks, and many suffer accordingly in the skill capabilities of the worker.

The tragedy to the worker of this over-specialization can be seen on the assembly
line Work operations were broken down into minute, repetitious tasks which often
caused workers to lose a sense of identity with their work and pride in their accom-
plishment The result is a lows in worker skill levels at the expense of a temporary
gain in speed,

Many corporate leaders now recognize the long-term detriment of over-specializa-
tion and are taking steps to change it. Quality of worklife circles, popularized in
other countris, are again being used in American industry. These circles, which give
workers more input in their work environment, also add to the sense of pride and
accomplishment in their work.

U S manufacturers are also increasingly looking at examples in foreign countries,
where teams of workers produce entire assemblies rather than each worker putting
on specific bolts or parts on an assembly line. Because these teams of workers have
a thorough knowledge of their craft, they produce a higher quality product. They
are faster, more efficient and happier in their jobs.

The skill required for quality craftsmanship requires patience, commitment and
hard work.

It is skilled workers with commitment to excellence which we must have and con-
tinually strive to develop through our apprenticeship programs in the building
trades But it is not just the worker who benefits from his skill and dedication to
excellence Apprenticeship, and the high quality workmanship that results from it,
are also advantageous for the employer Concerned employers play a major role in
evrcy phase of building trades apprenticeship programs, and for good reasons.

As former Secretary of Labor Ray Marshall showed conclusively in his 1973 study,
workers who trained through apprenticeship programs are more productive and
more employable.

Journeymen who have completed apprenticeship programs thus pay rich divi-
dends to their employers because of their well-rounded training. The construction
industry rewards more productive workers and high quality workmanship by giving
steady employment to those workers.

Secretary Marshall found that in 84 percent of the cases apprenticeship-trained
workers enjoy more steady employment than other journeymen.

Secretary Marshall also demonstrated that journeymen who have come up
through apprenticeship programs move more quickly into supervisory positions than
other journeymenas much as 4-5 years faster in electrical work, iron work and
sheet metal work.

Marshall is not alone in these findings. Robert Glover. who testified before this
Committee, former Secretary of Labor John Dunlop and Quinn Mills. nationally
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known tonstrin tom industry monointst among others have produced similar results
when studying the construction industry

Most recently. Dr Steven Allen of North Carolina State University reported that
union construction workers are more productive than non-union workers, because of
superior training -Many construction workers go throLgh fouryear (union) appren-
ticeships." stated Allen They have very thorough and varied knowledge and require
less training on the job and less supervison

In short. apprenticeship programs produce the kind of workers we should be
training in order to maintain high quality construction and our commitment to ex
cellence

It is also important to note. that while we in the building trades have only begun
to be threatened by foreign competition which plagues other American industries.
we must continue our commitment to excellence if we are to compete effectively
with foreign construction

Foreign countries take advantage of their lower standards of living and lower
wage rates to undermine our construction Industry just as they have done in so
many other areas Our best defense against such competition is high quality work
based on the strong foundation of apprenticeship.

THE. STATUS OF APPRENTICESHIP IN THE BUILDING TRADES

The building trades' historical commitment to apprenticeship is clear by our con-
tinuing high number of apprentices in joint programs For the last 30 years. be-
twen :t0-65 percent of all apprentices in the United States have been in the build-
ing trades In 1979, the most recent year for which statistics are available. 58 per-
cent of all registered apprentices were in the building trades.

Apprenticeship programs in the building trades are also unique in their attach.
ment to sponsorship by Joint Apprenticeship Committees (JACs) Through joint
sponsorship, unions share full practical and legal responsibility for the operation of
apprenticeship programs with our management counterparts In the contruction in-
dustry as of 1979 86 percent of apprenticesmore than 150.00were enrolled in
joint programs This compares with only 48 percent of total apprentices in joint pro-
grams in the nonconstruction industries Thus, our commitment to apprenticeship is
also a commitment to joint control with management This is a healthy sign of the
needed labor-management cooperation so often talked about today

Although the Labor Department ceased keeping track of the number of appren-
tices in 1979. we can say without hesitation that there are fewer apprentices en-
rolled today than four years ago The blame for this can be squarely placed on the
sad plight of our national economy. which has kept the construction industry in a
depression for much of the last three years.

Unemployment in the construction industry hovers in the 20-25 percent range.
more than twice that of the overall rate in the economy.

Our apprenticeship programs have sufffered accordingly Without jobs, there can
be no on-the-yob training for apprentices If we can't keep our members working. are
fewer jobs for our apprenticesthe same apprentices whose skills will be in high
demand to bring us out of the recession and lead our economy to a strong recovery

In short, the single most detenmental factor for apprenticeship in this country is
the continued blight of unemployment caused by recession Even now, hope for re-
coNery in the construction industry continues to suffer under the threat of contin-
ued high interest rates due to the federal budget deficit.

Historically committed to apprenticeship, the building trades are. at the same
time. flexible to adapt to changing times Recruitment and admission. curricula and
teaching methods have been modernized and updated to meet the challenge of
recent years

The problem of minority under-utilization, which confronted the construction in-
dustry along with the rest of the society in the 1960s, was taken head-on by the
building trades As a result of apprenticeship information centers. outreach pro-
grams. various types of pre-apprenticeshtp, trainee programs and on-the-job train-
ing, minorities have made significant gains in construction apprenticeship since
1960 The record of minority participation in the building trades compare more than
favorably IA Ith the workforce in general and educational institutions Minorities
comprised only 2 2 percent of contruction apprentices in 1960 The total jumped to
7 2 percent by the end of 1968. 15 1 percent by the end of 1972 and more than 18
percent by the end of 1979 This is a record of progress of which we are proud

The lack of women in apprenticeship is a separate problem. however. not unique
to the building trades Along with the rest of the society, the building trades began
to be confronted with the need to increase the participation of women during the
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1970 Extensive efforts have been made to meet that goal By 1978. women were 1.9
percent of all newt) indentured construction apprentices. with some crafts consider-
ably higher than that For example. 4 2 percent of apprentices in the operating engi
neers' programs and 5.1 percent of painters apprentices were women

Progress is being made, but there is a long way to go. The problem of participa
tion of women in building trades apprenticeship programs, however, is fundamental-
ly different than that of minority participation

Even w ith all institutional barriers to enter into building trades apprenticeship
programs eliminated, there can still exist a physical barrier to entry for women.
Bringing women into apprenticeship programsand more importantly, keeping
them thererequires more than just encouraging participation. Society as a whole
must begin to change the entire socialization process that our children go through if
society is to significantly strengthen the representation of women in nontraditional
occupations

The building trades joint apprenticeship programs have always responded to the
needs of target groups in the society All building trades programs have a strong
record in admitting returning veterans to apprenticeship programs, giving that
target group a head start on readjustment in the civilian workforce.

We in the building trades have made and continue to make strong efforts to
achieve greater representation of women in apprenticeship programs. But we must
also recognize that the achievement of this goal must be the responsibility of the
entire society

Building trades apprenticeship programs are also changing rapidly with the
changing methods of instruction and demands of the apprentices. In many joint ap-
prenticeship programs, such as the electricians, operating engineers and sheet metal
workers, there is now an opportunity for apprentices to enroll in dual programs and
have their apprenticeship classroom instruction accepted as accredited coursework
toward community college degrees In this way, skilled craftworkers can round out
their education for their personal fulfillment.

Many young students cannot afford either the expense of going to college today.
nor the four years of lost income which they must forego. Because apprentices earn
money through their onthejob training, they are in an ideal position to learn a
craft and simultaneously use their apprenticeship background to pursue continuing
education.

Apprenticeship programs in the building trades today also take advantage of the
most modern teaching techniques in order to provide up-to-date instruction both for
apprentices and journeymen In order to adapt to rapdily changing technology, all
crafts have developed journeymen re-training programs to help workers keep their
skills up-to-date Advanced instructional techniques such as videodiscs, synchronized
slide and tape shows, and traveling instruction vans provide today's apprentices
with the necessary training to keep up with technological advances in the construc-
tion industry.

Several joint apprenticeship programs have also taken steps toward performance-
based. rather than timebased modes of training. In two building trades programs.
the entire system has been switched to peformance-based training, which stresses
individualized instruction with a heavy emphasis on manipulative training.

Other crafts have reduced the term of apprenticeship from five to four years
through the introduction of competency testing and other new teaching methods.

Programs have also been revised and updated to meet the challenges of advancing
technology in the construction industry The space industry, nuclear energy, energy
conservation, electronics, and other areas of increasing technological advancement
all add to the body of knowledge with which apprentices must be familiar. In some
cases. this has required apprenticeship programs to expand rather than cut back the
term of apprenticeship

THE FEDERAL ROLE IN APPRENTICESHIP

More than 40 years ago. the Congress mandated the role of the federal govern-
ment in apprenticeship for three primary purposes a) to protect the welfare of the
apprentice. b) to promote the system of apprenticeship, and ci to encourage manage-
ment and labor to jointly develop standards for the industry Those three purposes
are as necessary and proper for the federal government now as they were in 1937
when the Fitzgerald Act was passed

The Fitzgerald Act was .1.itten largely in response to the deplorable conditions of
apprentices which then existed in some areas At its best, apprenticeship has been
an important means to convey skills from one generation to another But at its
worst. through their indenture. apprentices were vulnerable to exploitation of one
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form or anothei in the wmkplase. including inadequate training, low wages and
terms of training beyond what was needed for learning These conditions can be re
peated in cases where apprentices have no representation in apprenticeship pro-
grams

l'oday s apprentice needs the same protection of the federal government as was
time...dry is 19.1: While the exploitise practices prevalent in the early part of the
senturs may he el thing of the past. new practices are equally detrimental to ap-
prentices Moses are currently afoot to break down the apprenticeable trades into
fragmented parts These efforts proside workers with such narrow training skills as
to lease them at the mercy of unscrupulous employers and the marketplace Where

craftworker IN presently employable beyond the life of a construction project, the
new so-called apprenticewho is taught only a narrowly defined skillwill be em
ploy able for only the short time it takes to complete this finite task This individual,
who has been promised a future by learning a craft will be forced to spend more
time looking for work than actually on the job Though this isn't the same as the
exploitation which took place prior to 1937, it is just as harmful and the federal gov
eminent has a irtiilar responsibility to prevent it.

The building trades. by necessity, play a significant part in building the military
bases. plants and air bases necessary for a strong national defense Brilliant exam-
ples of construction workers coming to the and of their country can be found
throughout modern historyin World War II. Korea and Vietnam most expect:illy
In the esent of a national emergency or national disaster. it is too late to begin
training the skilled workforce that will be pressed into action in the wide variety of
jobs that depend on peace-time apprenticeship programs The federal government
must inamtain .1 constant commitment to its skilled construction workforce in order
to insure our continued emergency preparedness and a strong national defense

Although we hear again and again today about the need for investment in plants
and equipment to rebuild our industrial base. there can be no wiser investment in
our nation than the investment in people Our country spends a great deal of money
and energy insesting in our natural resources Equally important is the investment
in our human resources America's greatness has come not as a result of our ma-
chines. but through the hard work and ingenuity of our people

Apprenticeship is certainly one of the most cost-effective investments that the fed-
eral gosernment can make Unlike many other programs. apprenticeship is nearly
entirely privately financed Union workers and employers recognize the need for
high-quality training in order to preserve the construction Industry As part of their
tolle:tase bargaining agreements. union workers support apprenticeship programs
in hell of higher wages Whereas the construction industry unions and employers)
spent more than $230 million to provide apprenticeship training last year, the feder-
al gosernment, through the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training spent less than
$1:, million That cost. which provides oversight. guidance and prevents abuse of the
system. is precious little to pay for the long-lasting benefits of a highly skilled work-
force

Another important role for the federal government is to set the standards for ap-
prenticeship throughout the country The construction industry is increasingly re-
gional and national in character Large construction companies operate in several
states at once and move their workforce with them as they go Many existing state
apprenticeship councils function well with both labor and management But, if ap-
prntues were governed by different sets of standards in each state. it would make
full employment sirtualiy impossible for apprentices and could cripple the construc
tion companies themselves

The enforcement of equal opportunity laws also presents itself as a proper area
for federal insolvement In no other area of education has the federal government
seen fit to lease the fulfillment of equal opportunity up to the states Apprentice-
ship is no place to start

Finally, there is a legitimate role for the federal government to play in stimulat-
ing apprenticeship during extended periods of recession As stated earlier. the
present recession has been the worst enemy of building trades apprenticeship pro-
grams If the federal government were to counter the recession by promoting con-
struction projects which could provide jobs for workers and training positions for
apprentices. it would simultaneously boost the economy and help to train the skilled
workforce which will be necessary once the recession is over

The apprenticeship system is one of the finest examples of successful manage-
mentlabor cooperation in modern society In the building trades. employers work
with unions to train workers recognaing both the advantage to their firm and for
the good of the industry It is a system which works well and has shown adaptabil-
ity and a capacity to innovate
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Our plot apprenticeship system deserves more continued support of the federal
government, not less It merits a strengthened and renewed commitment by the
Congress to its principles

Affiliates of the Joint Apprenticeship Committee
International Association of Heat and Frost Insulators and Asbestos Workers.
International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Shipbuilders. Blacksmiths. Forg

er and Helpers
International Union of Bricklayers and Allied Craftsmen.
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America.
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
International Union of Operating Engineers
International Association of Bridge. Structural and Ornamental Iron Workers.
Laborers' International Union of North America.
Tile. Marble, Terrazzo. Finishers, Shopworkers and Granite Cutters International

Union.
International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied Trades.
Operative Plasterers' and Cement Masons' International Association
United Union of Roofers. Waterproofers and Allied Workers.
Sheet Metal Workers' International Association.
United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the Plumb ling and Pipe

Fitting Industry.
International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers.
International Brotherhood of Firemen and Oilers.
Molders and Allied Workers Union.
Office and Professional Employees International Union.
Service Employees International Union.
International Federation of Professional and Technical Engineers.
Upholsterers' International Union of North America.
Department of Civil Rights. AFL-CIO.
Department of Education. AFL-CIO
Human Resources Development Institute. AFL-CIO.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND ROBERTSON, JOINT APPRENTICESHIP
COMMITTEE, AFL-CIO, ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH EDWARDS,
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS;
TOM GUSTINE, PAINTS & ALLIED TRADES; MERLIN TAYLOR.
BRICKLAYERS & ALLIED CRAFTSMEN; AND REECE HAMMOND,
OPERATING ENGINEERS, A PANEL
Mr. ROBERTSON. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
At the outset, I would like to thank you for scheduling these

oversight hearings and inviting me to testify on the important
issue of apprenticeship. My name is Raymond Robertson. I am
chairman of the Building Trades-Metal Trades Joint Apprentice-
ship Committee which has representatives from 21 international
unions representing over 5 million members and approximately
230,000 registered apprentices.

Also represented on the committee are representatives from
three departments of the AFL-CIO, the department of civil rights,
the department of education, and the human resources develop-
ment institute. I am also executive director of apprenticeship and
training for the International Association of Bridge, Structural,
and Ornamental Iron Workers, AFL-CIO.

My testimony will concentrate primarily on apprenticeship in
the building trades. The testimony of Mr. Paul Burnsky, president
of the metal trades department of the AFL-CIO, will primarily
cover apprenticeship in the metal trades affiliates.

With me here today are fellow members of the joint apprentice-
ship committee, Kenneth Edwards, director of skill improvement
training, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers; Reece
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Hammond, director of apprenticeship and training, International
Union of Operating Engineers; Merlin Taylor, director of appren-
ticeship and training, International Union of Bricklayers & Allied
Craftsmen; and Thomas Gustine, director of education, apprentice-
ship, and training, International Brotherhood of Painters & Allied
Trades.

I have submitted a statement for the record which I will briefly
summarize in my remarks today.

In a previous letter to the committee, the building and construc-
tion trades department president, Robert Georgine, pointed out sev-
eral concerns which we in the building trades have with the Feder-
al Government's role in apprenticeship. Today, however, I would
like to focus on the strong record of apprenticeship, especially in
the building trades.

Apprenticeship, because it combines on-the-job training and
manual skills with the theoretical underpinnings in the classroom,
produces well-rounded, productive workers, who are the hallmark
of quality in the building trades. Quality construction is built on
the foundation of a thorough knowledge of the craft by the workers
in the industry. Because apprentices are instilled with that broad-
based knowledge and commitment to the craft, they develop a
strong sense of pride in their work which will span many years and
must, in that time, adapt to individual abilities, to continuous tech-
nological change in a craft.

Other industries, by contrast, break work operations down into
specialized tasks and many suffer accordingly in the skilled capa-
bility of the worker. It is not just the worker who benefits from his
or her skill and dedication to excellence. Apprenticeship and the
high-quality workmanship that results from it are also advanta-
geous for the employer.

Concerned employers play a major role in every phase of build-
ing trades apprenticeship programs, and for good reasons. Former
Secretary of Labor Ray Marshall showed conclusively in his 1973
study that workers who have been through apprenticeship pro-
grams are more productive and more employable. Secretary Mar-
shall found that in 84 percent of the cases studied, apprentice-
trained workers enjoyed more steady employment than other jour-
neymen.

Marshall was not alone in these findings. Robert Glover, who has
testified before this committee, John Dunlop, former Secretary of
Labor, and Quinn Mills, nationally prominent construction indus-
try economist, and others, have produced similar results when
studying the construction industry.

More recently, Dr. Steven Allen of North Carolina State Univer-
sity reported in August of this year that union construction work-
ers are more productive than nonunion workers because of superi-
or training, also because many construction workers go through
multiyear apprenticeship. They have very thorough and varied
knowledge and require less training on the job and less supervi-
sion

In short, apprenticeship programs produce the kind of workers
we should be training in order to maintain high-quality construc-
tion and our commitment to excellence.
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The building trades' historical commitment to apprenticeship is
dear by our continuing high number of apprentices and joint pro-
grams For the last 30 years between 50 to 65 percent of all appren-
tices in the United States have been in the building trades. In 1979,
the most recent year for which statistics are available, 58 percent
of all registered apprentices were in the building trades.

The building trades also have a strong commitment to joint pro-
grams, programs jointly sponsored where unions and management
share both practical and legal responsibility for the operation of
the program Nearly 90 percent of apprentices in the construction
industry are in joint programs, and this is a healthy sign of the
needed labor-management cooperation so often talked about today.

The building trades are, at the same time, flexible to adapt to
changing times Recruitment and admission, curricula, and teach-
ing methods have been modernized and updated to meet the chal-
lenge of recent years. The problem of minority underutilization
which confronted the construction industry, along with the rest of
society, in the 1960's, was taken head on by the building trades.
Whereas minorities comprised only 2.2 percent of construction ap-
prentices in 1960, the total jumped to more than 18 percent by the
end of 1979 This is a record of progress of which we are proud.

The building trades joint apprenticeship programs have always
responded to the needs of target groups in society. All building
trades programs have a strong record in admitting returning veter-
ans to apprenticeship programs. We have also made significant
strides in bringing women into nontraditional occupations. While
we recognize that there is always room for improvement, we are
doing all we can to break down the institutional barriers to entry
for designated target groups.

It should be noted that apprenticeship programs in the building
trades today take advantage of the most modern teaching tech-
niques in order to provide up-to-date instruction, both for appren-
tices and journeymen. In order to adapt to rapidly changing tech-
nology, crafts have developed journeyman upgrading programs to
help workers keep their skills up to date.

It should also be pointed out that the building trades, by necessi-
ty, play a significant part in building the military bases, plants,
and airbases necessary for a strong national defense. Brilliant ex-
amples of construction workers coming to the aid of their country
can be found throughout modern history, in World War II, Korea,
and Vietnam most especially.

In the event of a national emergency or a national disaster it is
too late to begin training the skilled work force that will be pressed
into action in a wide variety of jobs that in the time of war become
dependent upon skills learned in a time of peace.

The Federal Government must maintain a constant commitment
to its skilled construction work force in order to insure our contin-
ued emergency preparedness and a strong national defense.

I would also like to point out that apprenticeship is certainly one
of the most cost-effective investments that the Federal Government
can make Unlike many other programs, apprenticeship is nearly
entirely privately financed. Union workers and employers recog-
nize the need for high-quality training in order to preserve the con-
struction industry As part of their collective-bargaining agree-
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meats, union workers support apprenticeship programs in lieu of
higher wages.

Whereas the construction industry, unions, and their employer
counterparts spent more than $230 million to provide apprentice-
ship training last year, the Federal Government, through the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, spent less than $15 mil-
lion. That cost which provided oversight and guidance and was a
barrier to abuse, is ..ecious little to pay for the long-lasting bene-
fits of highly skilled workers, a highly skilled work force.

In closing, I would like to say that more than 40 years ago the
Congress asserted the role of the Federal Government in appren-
ticeship for three primary purposes: One, to protect the welfare of
the apprentice; two, to promote the system of apprenticeship; and
three, to encourage management and labor to jointly develop stand-
ards for the industry.

Those three purposes are as necessary and proper for the Federal
Governmen, now as they were in 1937 when the Fitzgerald Act was
passed.

Specifically, let me outline what we believe are necessary roles
for the Federal Government and apprenticeship. One, it is neces-
sary for the Federal Government to protect the apprentice from
fragmentation of the trades, which leaves workers with such
narrow training as to leave them at the mercy of unscrupulous em-
ployers and to the marketplace.

Two, the Federal Government must maintain a constant commit-
ment to its skilled construction work force in order to insure our
continued emergency preparedness and a strong national defense.

Three, the Federal Government must set the standards for ap-
prenticeship throughout the country. Because of the increasingly
regional and national character of the construction industry, if an
apprentice were governed by different sets of standards in each
State, it would make full employment virtually impossible for ap-
prentices and could cripple the construction companies themselves.

And four, and finally, there is a legitimate role for the Federal
Government to play in stimulating apprenticeship during extended
periods of recession.

The apprenticeship system is one of the finest examples of suc-
cessful management/labor cooperation in modern history. It de-
serves more continuous support of the Federal Government, not
less. It merits a strengthened and renewed commitment by the
Congress to its principles. And that concludes my summary of the
statement submitted earlier, and the panel members and myself
are prepared to answer any questions that you might have.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Robertson.
May I, first of all, ask one of the questions directed at one of the

earlier witnesses concerning the high dropout rate for minority ap-
prentices? Assuming that our figures are correct, it would seem
that minorities had a dropout rate 1.5 times as often as their
record of completions as compared with an overall rate of whites
who completed the program, apparently 2 times as often as they
dropped out. Assuming that that is correct, have you any reason or
explanation for why that could happen?

Mr. HAMMOND. I'm not familiar with those statistics, Mr. Con-
gressman, but I must say that if they cover the period of time in
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the seventies, if I multiply properly, what you're saying is that
there was a 60-percent dropout rate for minorities. In other words,
if 100 complete and 150 don't complete, that's 60 percent didn't
make it.

And conversely, I believe earlier you said that there was only a
33-percent dropout rate of whites.

Mr. HAWKINS. That's roughly correct.
Mr. HAMMOND. Yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. I don't know my mathematics quite as well as you

do. But that comes near it.
Mr. HAMMOND. Then you're in trouble.
Mr. HAWKINS. What is your experience? Let's not rely on that.
Mr. HAMMOND. I have not found that's true in our trade.
Mr. HAwitiNs. In the current situation there's the current drop-

out rate among minority apprentices. Is it substantially higher
than that of other groups, in your experience?

Mr. HAMMOND. I would say, in all honesty, I would say in our
trade there was a period of time in the late sixties and the early
seventies, before Outreach programs got into place, and began to
function, that we did not get the kind of screening that was neces-
sary to give us what we like to call "the best bets ' for successfully
completing apprenticeship.

When we got the assistance of Outreach programs such as the
Urban League and the recruitment and training program, some of
the womens groups, PREP was mentioned earlier by one of the wit-
nesses, the level of success, if you would have it, became higher be-
cause the screening going in was better. Somebody indicated that
apprenticeship is a free opportunity to learn. And a lot of people
want to get in on that and that's certainly understandable. But
specifically in response to that question, I would say that if that
were the case 4 or 5 years ago, it's probably much less the case
now, and for the reasons I explained the better job you do in terms
of picking potential successes, the better luck you should have.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. Merlin Taylor would like to comment.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Taylor.
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; Mr. Chairman, those figures are all-inclusive.

Those are the union and nonunion apprentices totally. Is that cor-
rect?

Mr. HAWKINS. Yes, I think it is. My understanding is according
to the GAO study that was among unions-

Mr. TAYLOR. Just union programs?
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, I could only respond for the Bricklayers and

Allied Craftsmen, and within our organization that kind of dispari-
ty is certainly not evident. We've had extensive experience in
preapprenticeship through MBTA since 1960. I mean 1970 through
1979. And we have some very detailed figures on the experience of
minority and women candidates who came through our programs.

As I said, I could only respond on behalf of our organization and
perhaps we might have an opportunity to look at those figures and
further define them for you and get back later with them.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Robertson, you had indicated in your pre-
pared statement that 50 to 65 percent of all apprenticeships have
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been in the building trades. Does that include registered appren-
tices or all apprentices as well?

Mr. ROBERTSON. That's registered, I assume.
Mr. TAYLOR. Registered apprentices.
Mr. HAWKINS. It would seem the building trades has had more

than a proportionate share of that. Why is it that the other ap-
prenticeable occupations have been so underrepresented as com-
pared with the building trades? Any particular reason?

Mr. ROBERTSON. I don't think they have developed the types of
programs that we in the building trades have developed and the
standards and so forth have a lot to do with it. By us working joint-
ly with management I think we're able to have more, you know,
employ more apprentices and so forth and to start more- appren-
tices, and to keep them employed.

Ken.
Mr. EDWARDS. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes.
Mr. EDWARDS. I would say that on the average most of the con-

struction industry employers are quite small and they, themselves,
could not train sufficiently by themselves, so they have collectively
come together to train people and just have promoted more appren-
ticeship than you would find in the other ones.

The other thing that would influence this a great deal is the con-
tractors being allowed to use apprentices on Federal jobs under
Davis-Bacon which has influenced the use of apprentices more. It
was a carrot more than it was anything else.

Mr. HAWKINS. It would seem to me that that alone would skew
the situation of women rather badly because historically women
have not been highly represented in the building trades, and some
of the occupations in which they have been much more represent-
ed, apparently, there aren't many apprenticeship programs, and if
theif the status of women, if we consider that in the building
trades, with its great number of apprenticeship programs, would be
expected to share a much larger share of the burden, it would seem
to me, than any other industry.

In terms of the issue that was raised this morning concerning
the time-based version of the competency factor in programs. I
think you were present, most of you were present, this morning,
and the argument seemed to be used that, because of this time
factorthat is, a 4-year apprenticeship program, for example, or a
specified number of years, 3 or 4 or 5, is unusually long and that
that discourages the entrance of minorities, women, and disadvan-
taged groups into industry.

Would you care to comment on that, Mr. Robertson?
Mr. ROBERTSON. Actually there is no proof of the fact that that

would prevent minorities and women and so forth coming into the
building trades.

I would like Reece Hammond to answer that and also Tom Gus-
tine on the particular question. Is that all right, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. HAWKINS. Yes, sure. Anyone. Mr. Gustine, is it?
Mr. GUSTINE. Yes. On the performance-based training, I found it

rather interesting today that it seemed to come as a revelation to a
lot of people, as something new on the scene. It is, in fact, I think,
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as old as apprenticeship itself, and is really a term that can be ap-
plied directly to apprenticeship.

Performance-based training is a part of the training system. To
have a truly complete training system you also must couple that
with the testing procedure, a testing procedure that objectively de-
termines competence. Also you need ayou have to guarantee the
apprentice that he's going to get broad-based training, broad-based
in the sense that it's going to provide him with a true career oppor-
tunity, in whatever industry he goes into, whatever career he
picks, whether it's the construction industry or some industrial
career.

Without some time setting, it seems to me that you have no
finite situation. Who is going to determine competency levels? Who
is going to determine when a person is truly competent, when he
has truly achieved broad-based training and can function within a
given industry? Some of the comments I heard this morning and
the description I heard for performance-based training would lend
itself very well to narrow political training, very poorly to broad-
based career training for any individual. And I think that's the one
thing that perhaps is the most important about apprenticeship
today or the role of those of us that guide apprenticeship, is to pro-
tect the individual in this whole system, to see that he is able to
achieve his full pol .itial in the system and from the system.

Mr. HAWKINS. V 41, to what extent is the training specialized?
Let's assume it's in the building trades. Would an apprentice who
is, let's say, trained in an apprenticeship program for the bricklay-
ers be able to go into any of the other parts of the building trades
industry or is the training specifically geared to just one craft with-
out any possibility of adaptability to some other craft?

Mr. GUSTINE. Well, I can't speak for the bricklayers, but my ex-
perience with painters has been that there is a broad spectrum of
career opportunities within the painting trades. After one has
learned a broad-basedhas a broad-based knowledge of the craft,
there is a tendency, perhaps, to move toward a specialty that he is
particularly interested in and that he enjoys doing. But he has the
capacity and the ability and the knowledge to work where the
work opportunities are.

Those skills, some of those skills, would certainly be applicable in
other crafts, but not primarily.

Mr. HAWKINS. I assume that's generally the opinion of the other
witnesses?

Yr. EDWARDS. Yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Mr. HAMMOND. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to point out that compe-

tency-based training is no more a buzzword than apprenticeship is
a buzzword. In order to determine competencies in any kind of sci-
entific and objective manner, job analysis has to be done. And one
of the first things you do in a job analysis is to agree that you're
going to use words accurately and with a common meaning, and I
think one of the problems in this room today is that there is no
common understanding of the term of "competency-based train-
ing."

I submit, ac was mentioned by one of the AGC testifiers here, I
might point out the open shop AGC, that our union has gone into
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the field of competency -based training. As a matter of fact, we've
spent over $2 million in the last 6 or 7 years to determine what
those competencies are and how to reach them, and I can submit to
you, and I'd be interested in discussing this with the representa-
tive, the testifier, from the National Tool and Diemakers Associa-
tion, that there is no evidence that will stand up that the average
individual can achieve the same level of skill and the same number
of skills any faster or significantly faster under competency, so-
called competency-based training than a realistic time-based train-
ing.

In fact, competency-based training can quite often lengthen the
required time to finish a program because if the competencies
haven't been learned you'd have to stick around until you do learn
them. And I might further point out, sir, that the ultimate per-
formance test in competency-based training is supposed to lead to
successful performance. The ultimate performance test is being
able to hold a job and the really ultimate, ultimate performance
test is to be able to hold a job in your chosen occupation for your
life, and I'm not at all sure that we are using the term "competen-
cy-based training" in the same fashion in this room.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Erlenborn.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In the interest of time I m not going to ask very many questions.

This hearing has gone on quite a long time. We're probably all
thinking about lunch. But let me ask first, would you or any of you
recommend that we have a joint group, a committee, let's say, of
labor, management, education, and Government to review the ap-
prenticeship standards and related curriculum, to insure that we're
using the best techniques to train our Nation's craftsmen?

Mr. ROBERTSON. I'd say that this would be a good way of looking
at it and get everybody together jointly. That's what we do on our
apprenticeship programs now in the building trades. We work to-
gether jointly and I think that could be a very good move.

I don't know. Do all of the panel members agree with that?
Mr. EDWARDS. Yes.
Mr. ROBERTSON. OK.
Mr. TAYLOR. I think it would be a very great step forward, par-

ticularly now when apprenticeship is so beleaguered.
Mr. ERLENBORN. That leads me to my next question. You say ap-

prenticeship is beleaguered. I presume you're thinking of the De-
partment of Labor and the lack of emplu s there on apprentice-
ship. I note that none of you has really commented on that so far,
so let me invite you to do so. What do you think we should be
doing over at the Department of Labor,, with the Bureau of Appren-
ticeship and Training, and what other kinds of support should the
Federal Government, through the Department of Labor or other-
wise, be providing so that we can be certain that apprenticeship is
working well and providing the craftsmen that we need?

Mr. GusTINE. I welcome the opportunity to comment, with the
permission of the chairman.

Mr. HAWKINS. Yes.
Mr, GUSTINE. I think that the presenters on Tuesday, Mr. Gra-

bowski and the Commissioner of Labor for North Carolina, and Dr.
Glover made specific recommendations. I would not be able to say
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that I agree in detail and in analysis in every facet. However, I
think some very substantive recommendations were made at that
time. Personally I feel that the present administration of the ap-
prenticeship, national apprenticeship system, through the Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training, is w *fully lacking. The field staff,
everyone that I've talked to within the last 2 years, at least, these
people are just completely demoralized, mainly because they are
not able to carry out their task, their mandate, and for very good
and valid reasons, cutbacks, RIF's, travel budgets taken away.
They cannot service their accounts. And this is a waste. It's a
waste of good taxpayers' money for the number of people who are
still in place.

I think that there is a role for the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training to play under the new Job Training and Partnership Act,
because many of the area contracts, many of the PIC's will be ap-
proving contracts and subcontracts, which will train in the appren-
ticeable areas, building trades, and nonbuilding trades. I think, fur-
ther, that there has to be a resolution in the overlapping responsi
bilities that you've heard so much about between the Federal-State
relationship, and I think some of the recommendations that were
made deserve some very keen consideration.

Mr. ERLENBORN. I presume the rest of you are in agreement?
Mr. ROBERTSON. Anyone else? Ken, do you want to say anything?
Mr. ERLENBORN. I think it was suggested on Tuesday by one of

the witnesses that we need to redraft the underlying legislation,
the Fitzgerald Act, that legislative changes as well as just change
in emphasis or commitment would also be needed. I might suggest
to the chairman that Mr. Fitzgerald is probably unknown to all of
us, though he has become immortal by having his name attached
to the act.

If we were to redraft it, we could call it the Hawkins-Erlenborn-
Hayes Act. [Laughter.]

Mr. HAWKINS. It seems to me it's identified with a liquor of some
kind too, isn't it?

[Laughter.]
Mr. ERLENBORN. Isn't that Old Fitzgerald?
Mr. HAWKINS. Old Fitzgerald? [Laughter.]
Mr. ROYALS. Old Hawkins. [Laughter.]
Mr. ERLENBORN. What do you feel about that, or how do you feel

about the need for any legislative changes?
Mr. EDWARDS. First of all, I don't think we need any legislation

to change. What we need is enforcement of what was written in
the Fitzgerald Act. It's only three paragraphs long but the sub-
stance is in one paragraph, and if we can't get the Federal Govern-
ment to enforce what's written in that one paragraph, then why
have a new act with 30 to 40 to 120 pages, sir?

Mr. Gus-rniE. I think perhaps that we don't need new legislation
but we do need some regulations that clearly define the role and
the application of the Fitzgerald Act. In my short tenure in the
Washington, D.C. area I have seen what can be done in the writing
of regulations that apply to legislation, and then the subsequent in-
terpretation that is placed on those regulations, which builds a lot
of latitude for whatever administration happens to be in place at
the time.
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If there were some way of narrowing the latitude that exists and
providing some more consistency in the application, in the intent
and philosophy of the Fitzgerald Act, that's what we really need.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. In the interest of time I'm just going to raise one

question.
Is there anyhave you noticed any adverse impact on your

whole apprenticeship training program that you've conducted, the
association here, that has resulted from the Government's change
in its position in terms of funding of certain vocational school pro-
grams, CETA programs, and things of this sort which were de-
signed primarily to help the underprivileged prepare themselves to
fit into these kinds of things?

Mr. GUSTINE. Mr. Hayes, the Internatiots-1 Brotherhood of Paint-
ers & Allied Trades has participated in the affirmative action pro-
grams that were financed by the Federal Government since 1968.
We had our first national MDTA contract at that time. We entered
into the Job Corps program at the end of 1968.

We considered our activity a partnership with the Federal Gov-
ernment in achieving the goals of the legislation. We think that
was a very successful partnership. Unfortunately, our national
CETA contract came to an end with the demise of CETA and the
advent of JTPA and the new philosophy of the current administra-
tion regarding the training program. Its essentially to remove any
Federal responsibility for same and delegate it to the States.

I think by doing so they have eliminated a very, very valuable
resource that exists in the apprenticeship system today, that is, the
national structure of the painters and certainly all of the construc-
tion trades.

We have a network that's alive and well out there conducting
training throughout the United States. Through our national con-
tracts we were able to target areas of the country where we could
put that money to best use. We no longer can do that. That's
wrong. We still participate in the Job Corps program. We have an
extensive program within Job Corps and we're pleased to be there.
Continuing participation is being called into question today for var-
ious and sundry reasons.

Job Corps has the potential of being a truly outstanding program
to serve disadvantaged youth in this country. Its function, I believe,
has deteriorated in the last few years and unless philosophy
changes, will continue to deteriorate.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Anyone else?
Mr. HAWKINS. Do you care to comment, Mr. Robertson?
Mr. ROBERTSON. I would like to, if it's at all possible, to make one

last comment on the fragmentation issue.
Mr. Hawkins, yes, fine. Were you through, Mr. Gustine?
Mr. GUSTINE. Yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Robertson, go ahead.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Yes. On the fragmentation issue, this is of great

concern to the building trades as well as the metal trades and af-
filiates. Under title 29, part 29 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training has been registering
new occupations at an alarming rate with complete disregard as to
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what this may do to an industry and a trade. What is our concern?
The BAT. by registering some of these occupations which are al-
ready part of other occupations is fragmenting entire industries
and. of course, the crafts themselves.

The results are clear. Whereas the traditional skilled craftsper-
son was equipped with enough skills to be versatile in the many
facets of a trade. the new specialized worker will be skilled in only
one area and is consequently much more vulnerable to the chang-
ing winds of the marketplace.

I think it's safe to ,.4ay that title 29, pat t 29 is being abused some-
what in the sense that in order to get around the Davis-Bacon Act,
a new apprenticeshipable occupation is created which is already
part of another registered occupation. When this occurs, lower
wage rates are established for this new occupation which, in turn,
automatically disrupts bidding by other contractors who are work-
ing within, the wage structure of the previous registered occupation
that included the same type of construction.

Also, this trade fragmentation does not serve to safeguard the
welfare of apprentices, especially those who are being trained for
the same type of work. One other point, very few apprentices are
ever trained in these fragmented situations. As Dr. Glover pointed
out in his testimony, more than half of the 738 occupations deemed
apprenticeable by the BAT do not have more than 10 active ap-
prentices in training nationwide.

In 1978 there were 149 apprenticeable occupations without a
single apprentice.

You knew. this comes up withwhat happens, by fragmenting,
what they're attempting to do, is to takeand I'll use the iron
working trade. if you divide the iron working trade, for example,
into 10 or 12 occupations, in an attempt to do this, what happens is
when that. when that takes place, that individual, only working on
the one part of the overall trade, will consequently be unemployed,
because if that particular job or job operation finishes, then unlike
the all-around skilled craftsmen, he will not be able to go to the
next job. and we're very concerned about that.

I could use my own experience. When I served my apprenticeship
I learned as part of my training to be a certified welder among all
the facets of the trade, we have reinforcing, we have posttension-
ing. structural. and because of that, beingwhen I was laid off in
one instance I went to the union hall and there were not too many
jobs available. but there were jot- available for certified welders,
because I had learned to be a we 'r in my apprenticeship, I was
able to then go out and be gaini ly employed, and this is what
we're concerned about.

We want the individual to be employable, not work for a period
of time on the job and then that job finishes and there are no other
jobs just like that and what happens is you have a lot of people
sitting at home. We want them to be able to be portable, to go to
another job. and work in that, on that particular job operation.

So. in order to prevent this fragmentation problem it has been
suggested that once an occupation has been registered. describing
all the work processes, the BAT would be prevented from register-
ing new apprenticeable occupations that have already been previ-
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ously registered within another occupation. In this way the appren-
tice's welfare can be protected. I just wanted to point that out.

Mr. HAWKINS. You're suggesting that that be written into law?
Mr. ROBERTSON. Yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. My understanding is that this has been done by

regulation.
Mr. ROBERTSON. Yes. Well, it would be written into the regula-

tion is what I am suggesting. Right now it's in 29-29 and we sug-
gest that an additional paragraph be added.

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, if the Department of Labor is doing this by
regulation, you are suggesting that theyhow would they change
if this at present, their present position, to fragment rather than
do it through other means?

Where is the impetus for this coming, from the Department of
Labor, from joint management committees or from the unions or
from the management?

Mr. ROBERTSON. It's coming from the BAT and under 29-29.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Would the chairman yield?
Mr. HAWKINS. Yes, I'll be glad to yield.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Does the BAT, in these instances, act as a self

starter? Do they just dream up the idea of creating a new sub spe-
cialty?

Mr. ROBERTSON. No, they are requested.
Mr. ERLENBORN. There are requests from outside?
Mr. ROBERTSON. Outside to register a particular occupation. And

then they must meet their criteria under the 29-29, with a mini-
mum of what, 2,000 hours.

Mr. ERLENBORN. Where do those requests come from?
Mr. ROBERTSON. From various employers, employer groups.

That'sthey petitioned the BAT and at which time a decision is
made whether to register that particular occupation.

What they're not taking into consideration is that it's already
part of another occupation, and there's been a lot of discussion and
a lot of debate on that and a lot of controversy, I might say. I just
wanted to comment on that.

Mr TAYLOR May I just add one comment, insofar as the impetus,
that if my memory serves me correctly, the impetus for title 29,
part 29, was part of the State-Federal discussion many years ago as
to the establishment of a set of standards that would, in fact, cate-
gorize an apprenticeable occupation. During the course, in the proc-
ess, of putting together this proposed regulation, there was ample
time for everyone to comment on what was going into the regula-
tion and I think the position of the building trades is consistent,
that the building trades and the individual crafts opposed the in-
sertion of the 2,000 hours, which then opened, kind of, Pandora's
box It was the intent, I think, that this would then create a large
number of occupations where people could enter a bona fide ap-
prenticeship.

But at least since 1977 I just have not seen, and I don't think any
of my colleagues here have seen a tremendous increase except
breaking up of traditional crafts into segments of that occupation.

Mr. 1-1AwtuNs. It's not clear to me whether or not these regula-
tions are just simply changed without comment or without hear-
ings. or 1that seems almost unlikely.
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Mr. TAYLOR. Oh, they were published and there was ample tame
for comment. But the comments were ignored.

Mr. HAWKINS. I see.
Yes, Mr. Gustine.
Mr. GUSTINE. One of the areas of discussion during these hear-

ings and some of the questions that were asked dealt with the role
of vocational education in apprenticeship and as practitioners of
the art it's been stated that the building trades represent some-
where between 50 and 65 percent of apprenticeship in this country

I would like to offer for the record just some comments on what
their role might be, and I would like to start with a couple of basic
definitions. Vocational education is a public sector educational
system, publicly funded to serve public need. Perceived public need
is, I believe, to prepare young people for successful entry into the
real world of work.

Apprenticeship is primarily a voluntary, private sector, training
system, funded by industries within the private sector, to serve
that industry's training needs. The needs of the apprenticeship
system from vocational education are the same as those of all em-
ployers, whether or not they participate in the apprenticeship pro-
gram. Job applicants that are interested, enthusiastic, motivated,
and qualified, that is, they meet the minimum entry level stand-
ards that are either established by the industry or the individual
employers.

The role of vocational education in all of this is, I believe, to
graduate from the system young people who possess a solid founda-
tion of marketable, basic skills, skills that are needed at the entry
level in the widest possible field of careers. So when their initial
choice of jobs in the real world of work is made, it's based on an
interest and a desire, not on a lack of education or awareness of
existing opportunities.

If this role is fulfilled by vocational education, much of our dis-
cussion on dropout rate, need for outreach, need for remedial edu-
cation, preapprenticeship training, outreach efforts to bring women
into nontraditional employment, time-based as opposed to comp-
based training, a lot of those problems would be alleviated.

What vocational education must not become is a factory for
human robots, turned out to narrowly defined job specifications, by
a single employer or specialty industry who, when they are no
longer needed or a new model is turned out by the factory, are dis-
carded and then perhaps show up knocking at the door of appren-
ticeship sponsors, because they're no longer qualified to be em-
ployed in what was supposed to be their career's work.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Gustine.
We obviously have more questions but time does not permit. I

would like to thank the witnesses again for their presentation and
indicate that you've done, I think, an excellent job of presenting
your views. Thank you.

Mr. ROBERTSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. The next witness is Mr. Paul Burnsky, Metal

Trades Department of the AFL-CIO. Mr. Burnsky, we welcome you
before the committee.

Is Mr. Wesley Paine. Sr., here?
Mr. BURNSKY. Yes; he's present.
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Mr. HAWKINS. We'd be glad to have you be a part of the panel of
the metal trades.

All of the written testimony will be entered in the record in its
entirety and because we're running out of time, gentlemen, I would
appreciate brevity and the highlights of your presentation. Other-
wise, we may have some bills soon and we may lose members, I'm
afraid. I apologize for that, but that's the way of life.

Mr. Burnsky.
[The prepared statement of Paul J. Burnsky follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL J BURNSKY, PRESIDENT, MEI"" TRADES DEPARTMENT,
AFL-CIO

Mr Chairman, my name is Paul J. Burnsky. I am President of the AFL-CIO
Metal Trades Department. Our Department represents U.S. naval shipyard workers
and most skilled workers in major commercial shipyards, in atomic energy facilities,
NASA installations, petrochemical industries, and nonferrous mining and process-
ing plants, under collective bargaining agreements negotiated by our various local
and district councils. These views are presented in behalf of the almost 5 million
members of the 21 national and international unions that make up the Metal
Trades Department, AFL-CIO. A list of these affiliated unions is attached to my tes-
timony.

Before proceeding, I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for scheduling these
oversight hearings by your Subcommittee. They are timely and of great importance,
not only to the future of the apprenticeship program itself, but because of the rela-
tionship to other national issues. The erosion of our shipbuilding industrial base and
the efforts to rebuild our U.S. maritime and shipbuilding programs are directly
linked to the effective operation of the apprenticeship program. It directly affects
our ability to produce the quantity and quality of U.S. naval vessels to protect our
national security and to construct modern, efficient cargo ships to carry our goods
in world trade.

Whether we're talking about building ships, planes, space vehicles or nuclear
energy, the point I'm making is the same. We have generally accepted the nation's
need for trained scientists, physicists, engineers of all types, and other high technol-
ogy technicians. We spend billions of dollars each year in public and private funds
for higher education and advanced degree scientific programs.

Certainly, these scientific contributions are important in the design and concep-
tualization of industrial productive endeavor. But it is the skilled journeyman
craftsman who has the training and the skill necessary to actually translate that
scientific/technical concept into the finished product. It is the journeyman, working
with the engineer and scientist, who can take a blueprint and a mass of cold, un-
formed metal and machine it to a ten-thousandth of an inch, or to no tolerance at
all Journeymen make the experimental models and then set up the production jobs
that can turn out the completed product. Scientists can't do that, neither can engi-
neers, or other types of technicians.

It is no overstatement on my part, Mr Chairman, to say that in November, 1983,
our national/state apprenticeship system that has served us so well over the many
years since enactment of the Fitzgerald Act in 1931 is in troubleserious trouble.
We of the Metal Trades Department are no "johnnies come lately" in our support
and vigorous promotion of the apprenticeship program. It is true that in the public
mind, apprenticeship has been most popularly connected with the building trades.
But over the years. on the railroads, in the shipyards of our nation, in manufactur-
ing industries of all types, apprenticeship in the metal trades has been highly visi-
ble and of major importance in our nation's industrial development in the past 40
years As a machinist by trade, I can assure you that our apprenticeship programs
have a proud tradition of quality over the years. A number of our affiliated unions
are also members of the building trades and for more than two decades our Depart-
ment and the Building and Construction Trades Department have had a Joint Ap-
prenticeship Committee.

All of our apprenticeship programs in the metal trades have positive affirmative
action plans and participation is open to all who qualify, regardless of race, gender,
color, creed, or national origin We are proud of our role in opening up our pro-
grams to all Americans Equal rights and equal opportunity are closer to full real-
ization in our unions. in our workplaces, and in our training and apprenticeship
programs than in any other part of our society.
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The long-term value ul our allip(Vilt11.1..billP system has been pros en over the years
It has developed as a continuing luupvrati%e effort among workers, employers, and
government.

Government promotes apprenticeship and assures high standards of excellence for
each apprenticeship category, workers give up monetary compensation during their
training. and employers provide the training facility in return for an assured supply
of skilled production workers Workers. in turn. gain the ability to advance them-
selves economically through their own knowledge and application to their skilled
trade Employers then have a pool on which to draw for supervisory employees, as
well as the increased efficiency and productivity that skilled journeymen bring to
the production line And the nation as a whole benefits through increased gross na-
tional product, our supply of human and industrial resources, and in the strength
ening of our national security.

Mr. Chairman, when I said that our apprenticeship system 14 in serious trouble
today, let me point out that I am not comfortable in any Cassandra-like role How-
ever, there are many reasons why I feel such is the case Among them are basic
changes that have been taking place in our industrial economy, the decline of pro-
ductice capacity in the steel industry and other basic "smoke stack" industries, the
impact of foreign "targeting" of other U.A. Industries. such as machine tool compa
nies, increasing competition in the automobile industry from foreign car makers.
and in our shipbuilding industry. the foreign government-subsidized shipyards and
cheap labor that have dried up domestic orders for commercial vessels in U S yards
These and other factors, such as the rise of "high technology" industries in the U S..
have sharply reduced the numbers of job opportunities in traditional American in-
dustries that comprise our heavy industry production base AU of these industrial
upheavals have been compounded by the record high levels of industrial unemploy-
ment and the uncertainties among the young people interested in careers to skill
areas in metal trades, as to whether or not to enter comprehensive apprenticeship
training. that could be a dead end technological road leading to a row of closed in-
dustrial plants

The erosion of the apprenticeship system is all too evident The program is obvi-
ously' no longer ir.iportant to the Labor Department The office of Director of the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training BAT has been vacant for almost a year.
with no sign Or., it will be filled. From a high of 537 employees in 1965. BAT's per-
sonnel ceiling was slashed to 278 in fiscal year 1983, with many slots vacant In
fiscal year 1984 the ceiling will be little over 200 Reduction in force (RIF) notices
have fallen disproportionally heavy on BAT, compared with other offices Sharp
cuts in travel expenses in BAT regional offices have made it virtually impossible for
employees of the Bureau to site visit apprenticeship programs to assure that they
are in compliance with the basic principles of the system Since the end of 1979. the
Bureau no longer maintains statistical data on the apprenticeship programs, num-
bers of enrollees, training status by program, numbers of graduates, or other types
of statistical information that had been collected regularly for many decades to help
measure the system's progress.

A recent study of machinists and tool and die makers reveals that their average
ages are 38 years and 47 years, respectively, but fewer and fewer young people are
entering apprenticeship programs in these fields that have traditionally been the
mainstay of American industrial might The Department of Labor last year estimat-
ed that we will need nearly 9.000 tool and die makers and some 22,000 new machin
fists each year through 198i. Because of the relatively high age levels of workers in
these fields. attrition will account for an estimated 19 000 of these annual number of
vacancies However, the number of new journeymen for both of these key skill
trades amounts to only 5.000 per year according to the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training Here is a most disturbing paradox, Mr Chairman, that when unem-
ployment has stood at the highest levels since the 1930's. we have severe shortages
in major skill trade areas on which the viability of our nation's industrial base in
large part must depend. Similar patterns exist in other key journeymen fields But
in other cases, apprenticeship programs have been discontinued altogether because
of a dimmed economic and job future in certain industries sufficient to attract
promising young people

Few American industries and workers have been more adversely affected by this
latter problem than in our shipbuilding industry Despite the recent buildup of our
U.S Navy and the increases in number and variety of new ships being built. plus
conversion. refitting. and modernization work in our shipyards. the number of
skilled shipyard workers has been steadily decl,ning over the past 5 years in con-
mercial ship construction and repair work From a peak of some 48.000. such com-
mercial shipyard workers in 1977, we expect that less than 13.000 such skilled work-
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ers will be employed by the end of this year While some have been able to find jobs
in Navy shipyards, the vast majority of those laid off have left the shipyard work-
force for other jobs, have retired. or are otherwise no longer a part of the shipbuild-
ing manpower base.

This problem has major national security implic.,tions, made worse by the practi-
cal difficulties involved in seeking to match skill shortages in one geographic area
with layoffs of other workers across the country Recent testimony by Richard De.
lamer. Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, pointed out their
major concern over dwindling supplies of skilled manpower in defense industries.
He said that more than half of the skilled tool and die makers in the U.S. will retire
within the next S years and that the machine tool industry is producing only 25
percent of the skilled journeymen needed each year to replace those lost through
attrition.

It is a truism. Mr Chairman, that a skilled mobilization workforce cannot be
"mothballed" until needed to rapidly increase our industrial output in a time of
emergency A recent study by the Navy Department and the Maritime Administra
tion estimates that the shipyard mobilization base will require some 40.000 skilled
shipyard workers over the next 5 years. plus an additional 60,000 trained workers if
we were confronted with a wartime emergency Large numbers of skilled shipyard
workers laid off during the severe economic recession in the industry have been lost
forever, along with countless manyears of experience in shipbuilding craftselec.
tricians, plumbers. ironworkers, boilermakers, machinists, sheet metal workers,
pipefitters, painters, and dozens of other skilled tradesmen. A revitalization of our
American commercial shipbuilding capability, strongly supported by our Depart
nient and the AFL-CIO to restore the U S. Merchant Marine to a competitive level
will impose still additional demands for skilled shipyard workers beyond that
needed for our naval forces and for our shipyard mobilization base for national sect,
rity purposes.

Where are the apprenticeship programs to meet these needs? Where is the nation-
al program to preserve our American industrial machinery that made us the world
leader and gave us the world's highest standard of living?

I. for one. Mr Chairman am not ready to relegate America to an economic order
that limits us to being only the world's "breadbasket" in the production and export
of farm commodities and the exporter of "high-tech" knowhow, computer software,
and information technology How would our becoming the world leader in retailing,
hamburger innovation, entertainment enterprises, or in leisure time utilization
really strengthen us as a nation' We must never lose the dynamic industrial capa-
bility that has made America strong We must never turn over to foreign nations
our industrial knowhow. our petrochemical and metalurgical leadership that have
always signaled our progress. just because ithas become more difficult for American
industry to compete with offshore producers. Those governments which own or
heavily subsidize their means of production often exploit their country's workforce
for international trading advantages How can there be "fair competition" under
such circumstances' We must not. as a historic maritime leader in the world,
permit our American shipbuilding capability to wither away, eventually making us
a virtual captive nation relying on the skills and productive resources of other coun
tries for our survival in a hostile world The price foreign nations might demand in
such a tragic situation could well be beyond our ability or wilingness to pay. Free.
done and independence as a strong nation, capable of fulfilling our domestic econom-
ic needs and preserving our national security demands that we maintain our basic
industrial strength and sufficiently modernize our industries and work force to meet
any challenge from abroad.

Mr Chairman, in some quarters it has become popular to say that the time-tested
apprenticeship system has become outmoded because of the changing technology of
our workforce and the more glamorous appeal of "high -tech" skills. I do not believe
this to be the case in practical terms The skills of an experienced journeyman in
any Field are flexible and transferable Apprenticeship training combines a thor
ough. broadly based knowledge of the craft, its practical. as well as theoretical appli
cations. with down toearth on-the job training experiences. It brings the apprentice
into the real world in applying the job skills learned in the classroom to the actual
work setting The apprenticeship system isn't easy. quick, or inexpensive. But the
development of quality. highly skilled. and practically trained craftsmen through
apprenticeship programs is recognized by most employers as the superior end prod-
uct.

Skilled craftsmen with practical knowledge and experience in the workplace are
even more essential than ever because of newly emerging production technology,
more sophisticated machinery, assembly techniques. and other technological innova
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tions. For example, in my own crafta high degree of flexibility has been built into
the apprenticeship program. A machinist in a plant that manufactures "widgets"
can be switchedwith little or no difficultyto a line that is turning out "gizmoes."
A journeyman who has learned the basic techniques as an apprentice can adjust to
a related skill job, usually without extensive retraining.

But there has been a steady decline in the numbers of apprentices being trained
in programs registered with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. Less than
34,000 registered apprentices are being trained for the metal working trades, accord-
ing to most recent figures available. Of that total only 16,727 are learning to be all-
around journeyman machinists, while only 14,258 are being trained as tool and die
makers. The apprenticeship training is rigorous and the completion rate will be
only a fraction of these figures As I have pointed out earlier, the demand is in far
greater excess for these key crafts because of current age levels and resulting high
attrition rates. Actual completion rates for apprenticeship training in these and
other craft areas are much below enrollment Most metal working unions accept 10
percent apprentices; most often we are fortunate to get even 1 percent.

Chang-..s in direction and administrative interpretations of job training and their
application to the apprenticeship training program have resulted in an unwarrant-
ed fragmentation of various crafts, reversing a long-standing Bureau policy that ap-
prenticeable trades and crafts should be more unified From a manageable number
of apprenticed trades, there has been a proliferation of such categories of training
almost 100 in numberfrom aircraft fabricator to woodcarver Within these catego-
ries there are more than 400 subcategories, each one of them an officially recog-
nized craft. As of September, 1983, there are 783 occupations recognized as apprenti-
ceable by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training For example, there are 9 dis-
tinct apprenticeable crafts that fall under the general category title of "Painter and
Decorator." Such proliferation tends to blur the Important differences between the
apprenticeship system and more recently enacted job training programs. The ap-
prenticeship system, we have long argued, should not be subjected to excessive gov-
ernmental regulation beyond its role in assuring that appropriate minimum stand-
ards are met in apprenticeship training. Administrative fragmentation of the basic
crafts is contrary to the basic principles and objectives of the apprenticeship system
Unwarranted proliferation of job classifications by administrative fiat can result in
the gutting of established and highly successful labor-management apprenticeship
programs

At least part of the difficulty seems to be shifts in policy direction resulting from
newer job training programs enacted by Congress. The basic differences between job
training and apprenticeship programs must be clearly understood A job training
program is one that prepares workers to perform a specific task, or a range of tasks
that are tied to a specific company's product line, or operation, or to those of a spe-
cific industry. Such "tailored" job training is useful It instills good work habits It
upgrades educational opportunities and provides experience in interpersonal rela-
tions. It lays a foundation for future work progress But such job training prfograms,
while helping to achieve individual worker objectives and a level of skills, are not
the same as apprenticeship Every apprenticeship program, must, in fact, be certi-
fied as meeting necessary standards to equip its successful graduates with the broad,
flexible, transferable skills of the true journeyman.

By contrast, however, the newly issued regulations for the Job Training Partner-
ship Act have, in the opinion of many of us. already violated basic Congressional
intent. Local job training plans qualifying for grants may, in some cases, duplicate
apprenticeship programs already in operation or move Into fragmented portions of
occupations included in the registered program.

The Metal Trades Department, our individual unions, and the AFL-CIO as a body
have long been active in our vigorous support of major job training programs such
as the Manpower Development and Training Act, the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act, the Jobs Partnership Training Act, and other similar measures

These programs have been designed to meet special training needs of large seg-
ments of our entry level population They have been of value to the disadvantaged,
the school dropouts, those lacking basic literacy skills, and minorities They also
provide needed training and retraining opportunities for the unemployed, those
caught in the squeeze over plant closings, technologically declining industries, and
other types of specialized job-related situations.

Mr. Chairman, Congress never intended that these specialized job training pro-
grams should, or could be substitutes for the apprenticeship system Certainly.
many of those starting out in MDTA or CETA programs have gone on to enter a
certified apprenticeship program at some later time and have been successful in
achieving journeyman status Unfortunately, I believe that in the Federal and local
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adeamisteatian of ilia spy& ialued job training programs there has been a tendency to
lose track of the bast( principles and purposes of the apprenticeship system, and
how it should relate to these other programs and their shorter term objectives

Much of the specialized job training being conducted today is in tailored," or job
specific" categories Persons are often trained for individual employers for specific
types of jobs in a particular plantjobs that are narrow in the scope of the skills
required, requiring short time periods for such training Often these types of jobs
are short term in highly volatile economic situations For example, a manufacturer
wants to build his inventory of "widgets," and decides to hire 50 workers to reopen
two of his plant's assembly Imes Many of those who were laid off when the lines
were shut down six months earlier are no longer in the local workforce, having
taken other jobs or moved away It is therefore necessary to train 20-30 new em
ployees to the particular assembly line skill required So the employer takes advan
tage of one of the Federal job training programs including the tax incentives avail-
able, and arranges for such training to take place Unfortunately, in such situations
those newly trained workers may not end up with permanent jobs once the Invento-
ry is replenished and the assembly line is again shut down.

Since such workers have been trained for only a narrow, specialized job skill,
these skills are difficult to transfer to other potential job situations and the individ-
ual attains little job mobility as a result of his training. Certainly, no one would
argue that in this scenario, there has been no value to the program The worker has
received some job training, albeit highly specialized, and has no doubt benefited
from the practical job experience on the assembly line. Certainly, he has received
economic benefits through his wages and the employer has likewise benefited eco-
nomically and by receiving tax advantages Finally, government has benefited
through savings in unemployment or welfare costs if the trainee is placed in a pro-
ductive job, and through additional tax revenues from the former trainee's salary on
the job and in employer's profits

The point I'm trying to make here, Mr Chairman, is that our industrialized socie-
ty has room for both types of job training approaches. The careeroriented, highly
skilled apprenticeship system, the product of labor-management cooperation and
governmental promotion. featues in-depth study, practical experience, and onthe-
job training over a long period of time, with commensurate long term economic re-
wards It stresses flexibility in a particular craft field, with full transfer capability
of the journeyman to related jobs in his craft with little or no additional retraining
requirement We need a mix of both the "job specific" type of training, for shorter
range objectives, and that provided through the apprenticeship system A career
bridge from semi-skilled, entry level jobs to permit the upgrading of these skills is
essential to avoid, as far as possible, the peak and through, hire and layoff fluctua-
tions resulting from national economic trends

But the administrative philosophy governing the conduct of specialized job train-
ing programs should not be permitted to spill over to the apprenticeship system and
to distort its principles and operations that have probed so successful over the years
The administrative actions proliferating the numbers of subdivisions within crafts,
as discussed earlier, results in "mongrilization" of skilled crafts Such action re-
flects the "job specific." short-term type of job training philosophy of governmental
administrators Their role in the apprenticeship system should not extend into the
rearrangement of designations within craft areas that upsets the functioning of es-
tablished and highly successful apprenticeship programs negotiated by labor and
management to fulfill their skilled job requirements Rather, governmental partners
;n the cooperative apprenticeship triad with labor and management should exercise
their traditional role of being the promoter and advocate of the apprenticeshin
system and act as the bigilant protector against efforts by other governmental act.
ministrators of job training programs to impose the narrow assembly line training
concept on the apprenticeship structure

But much more is involved here than a clash of conflicting job training philoso-
phies Major public policy issues far transcend the specifics of the myriad of job
training options One of the hard realities emerging thus far in the 1980's is that
the United States no longer can be secure an its claim to world technological leader-
ship Other nations have caught up in many areas, and surpassed us in some others
Competition from foreign producers in virtually all major manufacturing product
areas is keen. not only in the world market, but here in the U S In fact, we have
.11rvad:, heard much lately about the quality of foreign- produced products when
contrasted with American made counterparts, often biewed by the public as being
shoddy overpriced. or inferior Obviously, for us to reverse this view and to dramati-
cally improve our ability to compete at home and abroad. American industry must
mane oar productiity lot +. and significantly improve the oerall quality of our
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manufactured products Dozens of national conomtc game plans have been suggest-
ed to accomplish this unpurtant goal involving efforts of management. labor. and
government and I will not attempt to discuss them here

Within the context of these hearings. however, I would point out that one of the
hallmarks of the apprenticeship system down through the years has been our fierce
dedication to high quality and efficient production objectives The pride of perform-
ing quality work is an integral part of the apprenticeship system, instilled from the
earliest day of an apprentice's training A skilled journeyman is a high-productivity
worker He knows his croft and how to use his tools properly He needs less supervi-
sion and can anticipate problems un the job and know how to avoid them He has a
personal vested interest in doing his job well because he, in fact, has made a consid-
erable investment of time and money by agreeing to forego some income during his
apprenticeship period in order to gain the opportunity for later economic gain The
apprenticeship system is one of the best working examples of the successful partner-
ships between labor, management. and government As the apprentice sacrifices
income, the employer is deferring a portion of productivity in order to maintain a
supply of highly productive journeymen The government contributes neutral assur-
ance that proper training standards are fulfilled, with only a minimum Federal ex-
penditure

I am not suggesting that the apprenticeship system should be applied to every in-
dustrial occupation However, experience has shown that for highly skilled and
technically complex occupations. apprenticeship programs offer the most efficient
means of producing a highly productive workforce If our current search for indus-
trial re%Militation is to be successful, it is only common sense that we continue to
du what works and to spread the apprenticeship system concept to every type of en-
deavor to which it is relevant

Mr ('ha irman. it is for all of these reasons and our firm belief that the appren-
ticeship system has significant future application to the changing industrial technol-
ogy of the Itisn's and beyond that we pledge our full cooperation to efforts of this
subcommittee to strengthen the rule of apprenticeship training in the United States
We respectfully suggest that the subcommittee consider the creation of a special ap-
prenticeship commission to study specific ways in which the system can be strength-
ened and how workable principles of apprenticeship might be incorporated into
utittr segments of our industrial society The Metal Trades Department would wel-
come the opportunity to contribute our experience and knowledge of how the ap-
prenticeship program has helped to enhance worker productivity and quality pro-
duction as part of such an effort Hupefally. such a broadly based commission, made
up of .q.prenticeship leaders in industry, labor. and educational sectors, could rec-
ommend leglislation in the next Congress that would offer positive approaches to
strengthen the apprenticeship system.

Thank you for the opportunity to present these views for your consideration

I s. ERNATIOS.M. UNIONS AFFILIATED WITH METAL. TRADES DEPARTMENT, AFL-CIO

International Association of Heat and Frost Insulators and Asbestos Workers
International Brotherhood of Boilermakers. Iron Ship Builders. Blacksmiths,

Forgers and helpers
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners
Internationa Chemical Workers Union
Internationa Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
Internationa Union of Elevator Constructors
Internationa Union of Operating Engineers
Internationa Brotherhood, of Firemen and Oilers
Internationa Association of Bridge. Structural and Ornamental Iron Workers
Laborers' International Union of North America
Internationa Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers
Internationa Molders and Allied Workers Union
Office and Professional Employees International Union
International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied Trades of the United States and

Canada
Operative Plasterers and Cement Masons' International Association of the

United States and Canada
United Association of Journey men and Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipe Fit-

ting Industry of the United States and Canada
Service Employees International Union
Sheet Metal Workers International Association
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Stove. Furnace and Allied Appliance Workers of North America.
International Federation of Professional and Technical Engineers.
Upholsterers' International Union of North America.

STATEMENT OF PAUL BURNSKY, METAL TRADES DEPARTMENT,
AFL-CIO

Mr. BURNSKY. We have a statement for the record and I have a
summary of that statement.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. BURNSKY. Mr. Chairman, my name is Paul J. Burnsky. I am

president of the AFL-CIO Metal Trades Department. I have with
me Ray Robertson of the International Association of Bridge,
Structural, & Ornamental Iron Workers and Ken Edwards of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and Bill Holiater
of the International Association of Machinists & Aerospace Work-
ers, who are experienced and knowledgeable experts on apprentice-
ship programs. They will be available for questions at the conclu-
sion of my remarks. In fact, Ray Robertson is the chairman of our
Joint Apprenticeship Committee and Ken Edwards is the secretary-
treasurer of our Joint Metal Trades-Building Trades Apprentice-
ship Committee.

Our department represents all U.S. naval shipyard production
workers and most production workers in the major shipyards,
under collective bargaining agreements negotiated by our local and
district councils.

My views are presented on behalf of the almost 5 million mem-
bers of the national and international unions that make up the
Metal Trades Department. A list of these affiliated unions is at-
tached to the testimony which I would like to introduce for the
record and for your consideration.

Mr. HAWKINS. It will be so included, without objection.
Mr. BURNSKY. Thank you.
My remarks which follow summarize that testimony and I wish

to thank you for r.,:neduling these oversight hearings. They are
long overdue. I understand the last meeting that was held was 21
years ago on apprenticeship.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Erlenborn might have been at that one. I
wasn't. [Laughter.)

Mr. ERLENBORN. I was at that one? Son of a gun!
Mr. BURNSKY. I believe they are urgently needed in view of the

serious implications for our national well-being resulting from the
strangulation of an apprenticeship system which has proved itself a
major component of our industrial abilities. The link between effec-
tive operation of our shipbuilding industrial base and the effective
functioning of the apprenticeship program provides a highly evi-
dent example of our need for a steady, sufficient, supply of the
trained, efficient workers provided by apprenticeship training.

A recent Federal study estimates that the need of 40,000 skilled
shipyard workers over the next 5 years, plus an additional 60,000 if
we are confronted by a wartime emergency. They are not being
trained, and the same lack of foresight is all too evident in other
industrial pursuits. The time is rapidly approaching when we will
have lost our capacity to translate our national genius for technical
invention into practical end results.

29
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Whether we're talking about building ships, planes, space vehi-
cles, or nuclear energy, the point I am making is the same We
have generally accepted the Nation's need for trained scientists,
physicists, and engineers. We spend billions of dollars each year in
public and private funds for higher education and advanced degree
scientific programs. But skilled journeyman craftsmen are neces-
sary to translate scientific-technical concepts into finished prod-
ucts. It is a journeyman, working with engineers and scientists,
who takes a blueprint and a mass of cold. unformed metal, and ma-
chines it to one ten-thousandth of an inch or to no tolerance at til.

Journeymen make the experimental models and then set up the
production jobs that turn out the complete products. Scientists
can't do that. Neither can engineers or other types of technicians.
Yet. we are choking off the supply of these journeymen through ne-
glect of the apprenticeship system.

The technological change we are going through and the economic
disasters of the past several years are only a part of the reason for
that neglect. We have met and conquered those same problems in
the past. We now face a vastly more threatening problem in the
active dismantling of Federal apprtnticeship training programs by
the present administration.

The Department of Labor estimates we need, for example, nearly
9,000 toot and diemakers and some 22,000 new machinists each
year. It is increasingly evident that the apprenticeship programs
that could provide these and other necessary skilled craftsmen are
of no importance to the Labor Department.

The office of Director of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train-
ing, that, has been vacant for almost a year From a high of 572
employees in 1965, BAT's personnel ceiling has been slashed to 291
in fiscal year 1983. In fiscal year 1984 the ceiling will be a little
over 200. Many of the positions remain unfilled. Sharp cuts in
travel funds have made it impossible for the Bureau to monitor
programs and statistical programs have been abolished The work
of the Bureau just isn't being done.

In addition, apprenticeship programs are being converted con-
trary to the will of Congress into job training programs that train
workers for limited, dead-end jobs. We recognize the needs for job
training programs and we support them, as well as the concept of
equal opportunity they represent. But we recognize that job train-
ing and apprenticeship programs have different goals and address
different needs

The fragmentation of crafts and skills that results from abolish-
ing apprenticeship programs and replacing them with limited
training has a direct impact on national economic goals It gives
immediate financial bonanzas to employers while depriving our
Nation of its pool of skills necessary for industrial progress.

The apprenticeship program is a working, successful partnership
between labor, management, and government The app-entice gives
up immediate financial remuneration for the sake of future ad-
vancement. Industry gives up some immediate productivity for im-
proved future stability and efficiency of the work force.

Government, at a minor cost. insures the necessary standards
are established and maintained. If we believe it is absolutely vital
for our Nation's future that we maintain a strong, functioning ap-
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prenticeship program we respectfully suggest you consider creating
a special apprenticeship commission to study specific ways of incor-
porating the proven principles of apprenticeship into all appropri-
ate segments of our industrial society. We would welcome the op-
portunity to contribute our experience to such a commission as
part of a contribution by labor, industry, government, and academ-
ic authorities that would hopefully recommend legislation in the
next Congress.

Thank you for the opportunity to present these views for your
consideration.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Burnsky. Mr. Payne, did you have
a statement to present at this time?

(The prepared statement of Wesley P. Payne follows:1
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staff of instructors. Although the instructors are sometimes

contracted for through private or public training agencies, the

management of the shipyard, working with a union in some cases,

maintains control of the operation. In practice, about 80

percent of an apprentice's time is spent setually on a productive

job. The other 20 percent is spent in academic or trade theory

el asses and labs. Cl in mathematics, science, drafting and

blueprint reading, shipbuilding theory, safety, economics and

marine engineering are typical co s in the academic portion of

the programs. Specific trade theory courses are taught

consistent with the trade requirements. This will vary from 300

to 1,000 hours of study depending on the length of the

apprenticeship and the difficulty of the trade. At the present

time, most shipyard connected apprenticeships range from three to

five years.

Until the mid sixties, most shipyard apprenticeship programs

were filled almost exclusively by white male applicants between

the ages of 18 and 25. At that time, many companies opened their

programs to minority males. It wasn't until early in the

seventies that shipyard apprentice programs were opened to female

applicants. Today, women and minorities compose a significant

percentage of shipyard workforce's; in fact, a higher percentage

than most industries considered to be non-traditional for women

and minorities. ?or example, the first female to graduate from

the NORSHIPCO apprentice program did so in 1976. In fact, only

51 females were hired as apprentices from 1972 through 1978 and

only eight graduated. In 1982 alone, there were 34 females in
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training in all three years of the program. Ten graduated in

December 1982, more than the first six years combined. Our

results continue to indicate that selection practices and proper

placement can insure greater success rates for females in

shipyard apprenticeship programs.

During the same period, 518 sales were hired and 186

graduated. Retention of males up to this point has been

significantly better than female retention. Comparing white

sales to minority males, there is no discernible difference in

retention rate.

A recent sent of the reasons that both males and

females voluntarily quit apprentice training indicated that there

is a real lack of understanding on the part of the apprentice

concerning the life of a shipyard mechanic. As a result, nearly

one-third of the apprentices do not complete the first year. In

an effort to combat this problem, NORSHIPCO has and Is

encouraging prospective apprentices to come into the yard as

trainees or as helpers in order to determine what shipyard work

Is like and decide if the work is suitable for them. Likewise,

the shipyard has an opportunity to evaluate the suitability of

the worker as an apprentice. Over the past three years, those

apprentices who were transferred from the general workforce or

trainee positions, after three or more months in the yard, were

twice as likely to still be in the apprentice program after the

first year as those who came directly into the program from the

outside.

Of course, the basis for any successful shipyard
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apprenticeship training program rents with two key lements. The

first is a basic workforce consisting, among other things, of
some genuine first-class mechanics. An apprentice cannot lesro
the trade unless he has an on the job teacher,' the mechanic.
second, and just as important, is the necessity of something to
work on - ships to build or repair. Without a reasonably
constant workload, private industry is unable to maintain the
apprenticeship program. When it comes down to laying off a
mechanic with ten years experience or a second -year apprentice,
the decision is clear.

NORSHIPCO, during the fall of 1982, had an apprentice
program with over 350 apprentices. Today, we have 28. And we

are in better shape than virtually any other private yard on the
east coast who specialises in repair. The long term impact of
this drastic reduction in apprentices is Indboggling when you
consider that our graduating class of 1985 will be 15 instead of
125. This not only impacts the quality of our overall workforce
but is indicative of the loss of the skilled shipyard trades
which are dying for lack of use by commercial and government
agencies. Without a viable apprenticeship system in the maritime
industry, the skills for building and repairing ships will
continue to erode.

Building or repairing a ship is said to be one of the most
difficult tasks performed in our country today. During the past

ten years, many of the skilled shipbuilders in this country have
lost their jobs and thus their skills. The impact of this
decline in skilled shipbuilders has become increasingly more
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evident as shipyards around the country seek skilled craftsmen to

work in the shipbuilding industry. The simple fact is that many

of the skills have and are being lost and, vithout a

comprehensive apprenticeship system for all sixes of 'shipyards.

the industry will not be able to meet the needs of our Nation.

There is no way to give $ new shipyard employee ten years of

experience in two or three years. The skills are just too

complex. Given the present situation of the industry and the

projected demands for repair and rebuilding of both our merchant

marine and our Navy, it is imperative that a strong industry -wide

program to develop skilled shipyard workers be supported and

encouraged.

28-768 0 - 84 - 20 3 0 j
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ATTACIAZAT A.

116GULAR DABARS

ADDSCO Industries. Inc.
Post Office los 1567
mobile. AL 36601

Tbe American Ship Buildino co.
S uit, 600
Lincoln Pointe 'wilding
1S61 Rocky Point Rood
Temps. PL 33607
Amship Division, Lorain. OB
Tamps Shipyards. Inc.. Tempe. IL

Avondale Shipyards. Inc.
Post Office Be* 50160
N ew Orleans. LA 70150

lath Iron Work* Corp.
700 Washington Street
lath. NE 0030

gay Shipbuilding Corp.
SOS N. 31,11 A
Sturgoon lay. WI S423S

B ethlehem Stet/ Corp.
Shipbuildinl Division
Sethlehes. PA 16616
Desumont. TX
Sparrows Point. ND

Coastal Dry Dock I Repair Corp.
D rooklyn Navy lord
building 131
Itoonlyn. NY 11105

Dillingham maritime Group
P. 0. Sox 367
Portland. OR 67206

6 1 Dynasics Corp.
Pierre Laclede Center
St. Louis. NO 63105
Blectrje boat Division. Groton. CT
and Quonset Point. RI

Malley Shipbuilding Division Quincy. MA
and Charleston. SC

C 1 Ship Corp.
400 border Street
Last baton. NA 02126

Ingalls Shipbuilding Division
Litton Industries
Post Office Dos 146
Pascagoula. MS 31567
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Jacksonville Shipyards, Inc.
750 East Say Street
Post Office Box 2347
Jacksonville, FL 32203

Jeffboat, Incorporated
P. O. Box 610
1030 East Market Street
Jeffersonville, IN 47130

Lockheed Shipbuilding and
Construction Company

2929 Sixteenth Avenue, SW
Seattle, WA 98134

Marine Power s Equipment Co., Inc.
1441 North Northlake way
Seattle, WA 98103

Marinette Marine Corp.
Ely Street
Marinette, WI 54143

Maryland Shipbuilding r.

Drydock Co.
Post Office Box 5)7
Baltimore, MD 21203

National Steel s Shipbuilding Co.
Harbor Drive at Twenty-Eighth Street
Post Office Box 80278
San Diego, CA 92138

Newport News Shipbuilding
4101 Washington Avenue
Newport News, VA 23607

Norfolk Shipbuilding s Drydock
Corp.

Post Office Box 2100
Norfolk, VA 23501
Norfolk, VA (2 plants)
Berkeley. VA

Northwest Marine Iron Works
Post Office Box 3109
Portland, OR 07208

Pennsylvania Shipbuilding Company
P. O. Box 442
Chester, PA 19016

Peterson Builders, Inc.
101 Pennsylvania Street
P. O. Box 47
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235-0047
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S h Shipyard Co.
Post Office Sox 7117
Savannah, GA 11402

Southwest Marine, Inc.
root of Sampson Street
Post Office Sox 113011
San Oiego. CA ,2111

Todd Shipyards Corp.
Todd Pacific Shipyards Corp.
One State Street Plaza
New York, NY 10004
Alameda, CA,
Brooklyn. NY, Galveston, TX
Houston, TX. Los Angeles. CA
New Orleans, LA. San 'concise°, CA, Seattle. WA

Tracer Marine, Inc.
Post Office box 11107
Port Everglades. rt. 11314
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ALLIED INDUSTRIES MEMBERS

American-Standard
Industrial Products Croup
Williamsville, NY

Bird-Johnson Co.
Walpole, MA

Borg-Warner Corp.
York Division
York, PA

Colt Industries, Inc.
Washington, DC

Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Windsor, CT

Eaton Corp.
Cutler-Hammer Products
Rockville, MD

General Electric Co.
Schenectady. NY

Hopeman Brothers. Inc.
Waynesboro, VA

Jamestown Metal Marine Sales, Inc.
Boca Raton, FL

Jered Brown Brothers. Inc.
Troy. MI

Lake Shore. Inc.
Iron Mountain. MI

MacGregor-Comarain, Inc.
Cranford. NJ

Raytheon Service Company
Arlington, VA

Sperry Corp.
Marine Systems
Great Neck. NY

Transamerica Delaval, Inc.
Trenton. NJ
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Union Carbide Corporation
Danbury. CT

Ward Leonard Electric. Co.. Inc.
mount Vernon. $Y

Western Gear Cotp.
Lynwood. CA

Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Pittsburgh. PA

Worthington Pump Corp.
Warrison. W3

3 0j
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NAVAL ARCHITECT MENDERS

J. J. Henry Co., Inc.
New York, NY

John J. McMullen Associates, Inc.
New York, NY

ASSOCIATION MEMBERS

The American Waterways Operators, Inc.
Arlington, VA

New England Ship Repair Yard Assn.
East Boston, MA

New York and New Jersey Dry Dock Assn.
New York, NY

Western Shipbuilding Assn.
San Francisco. CA

AFFILIATE MEMBERS

Tomlinson Refrigeration 6 Supply Co.
Elizabeth, NJ

Standard Marine Services, Inc.
Bayonne. NJ

New York Protective Covering Industries. Inc.
Brooklyn, NY

C-O-Two Salts a Service
Hoboken, Na

Ocean Electronics, Inc.
Brooklyn, NY

Terry Corporation
New London, CT

Hayward Industrial Products. Inc.
Elizabeth, NJ

Poten 6 Partners, Inc.
Wew York, NY

McNab, Inc.
Mount Vernon, NY

M:L,In Conttm,:tirg Company
Baltimore. MD

Tidewater Construction Corporation
Norfolk, VA

Williams 6. Watts. Inc.
Fairfield. NJ

Seacoast electric Supply Corp.
Bye, NY

NanTech Intr.aational Corporation
Alexandria. VA
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STATEMENT OF WESLEY I). PAYNE, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
NORFOLK SHIPBUILDING & DRYDOCK CORP.

Mr. PAYNE. Yes, sir. I thought it was too brief this morning when
I got here, but now I see the wisdom of this short preparation.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. PAYNE. Mr. Chairmam and members of the committee, I am

Wesley D. Payne, senior vice president of production representing
Norfolk Shipbuilding & Drydock Corp. and the Shipbuilders Coun-
cil of America. The Shipbuilders Council of America represents the
principal domestic shipbuilders, ship repairers, and suppliers of
equipment and services to those industries. A copy of the council's
membership list is attached to this statement and I respectfully re-
quest that that statement be included in the record.

Mr. HAwKINs. Without objection, it will be,
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you, sir.
For years the shipbuilding industry has provided significant

training and development opportunities for the young people. We
are looking for a way to develop special industrial skills.

Through the apprentice concept, many maritime companies with
medium to large size work forces set up a formal program of train-
ing to insure the availability of skilled work forces in the future,
The basic process is one of identifying potential apprentices
through the application process. Usually an applicant would be a
high school graduate with a background in math and possibly sci-
ence. An applicant would also be expected to demonstrate certain
mechanical and/or physical capabilities that would allow him or
her to perform the arduous tasks often connected with ship repair
and construction.

Shipyards have traditionally controlled both the academic and
on-the-job training of the apprentice, with its own in-house staff of
instructors. Although the public training agencies, the manage-
ment of the shipyard, working with the union in some cases, main-
tained control of the operation, In practice about 80 percent of the
apprentice's time is spent actually on the productive job The other
20 percent is spent in academic or trade theory classes and labs,
classes in mathematics, science, drafting, shipbuilding theory,
safety, economics, marine engineering, are typical courses in the
academic portions of the program.

Mr. HAwKiNs. Gentlemen, we have about 5 minutes, and if you
can try to summarize, unfortunately there is a vote pending in the
House and we do have 5 minutes latitude.

I'm sorry, Mr. Payne. You may proceed.
Mr. PAYNE. Specific trade theory courses are taught consistent

with the trade requirements. This will vary from 300 to 1,000 hours
of study depending on the length of apprenticeship and difficulty of
the trade. At the present time most shipyards connected appren-
ticeship ranges from 3 to 5 years.

Until the mid-sixties, most shipyard apprenticeship programs
were filled almost exclusively with white male applicants between
the ages of 18 and 25. At that time many companies opened their
programs to minority males. It wasn't until early in the seventies
that shipyard apprentice programs were opened to the female ap-
plicants. Today women and minorities compose a significant per-

3 1 i
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centage of the shipyard work force. In fact, a higher percentage
than most industries that are considered to be nontraditional for
women and minorities.

For example, the first female to graduate from Norfolk ship-
building apprentice program did so in 1976. In fact, only 51 females
were hired as apprentices from 1972 to 1978, and only 8 graduated.
In 1982 alone there were 34 females in training in all 3 years of
our program. Ten graduated in 1982, more than the first 6 years
combined.

Our results continue to indicate that selection practice and
proper placement can assure greater success rates for female* in
the shipyard apprentice programs.

During the same period, 518 males were hired and 186 graduat-
ed. The retention of the males up to this point has been significant-
ly better than female retention. Comparing white male* to minori-
ty males, there is no discernible difference in their retention rate.

A recent assessment of the reasons that both males and females
voluntarily quit apprenticeship training indicated that there is a
real lack of understanding on the part of the apprentice concerning
life of a shipyard mechanic. As a result, nearly one-third of the ap-
prentices do not complete the first year.

in an effort to combat this problem Norshipco has and is encour-
aging prospective apprentices to come into the yard as trainees or
helpers in order to determine what shipyard work is really like and
decide if the work is suitable for them. Likewise, the shipyard has
an opportunity to evaluate the suitability of the workers and ap-
prentices. Over the past 3 years, those apprentices who were trans-
ferred from the general work force to the trainee positions, after 3
or more months in the yard, were twice as likely to still be in the
apprentice program after their first year as those who came direct-
ly into the program from the outside.

Of course, the basis for any successful shipyard apprentice train-
ing program rests with two key elements.

The first is the basic work force consisting, emong other things,
of some genuine, first class mechanics. An apprentice cannot learn
a trade unless he has an onthe-job teacher, the mechanic.

Second, and just as important, it is a necessity for someone to
work on ships, to build or repair, without a reasonably constant
workflow. Private industry is unable to maintain the apprentice
program when it comes down to laying off a mechanic with 10
years' experience or a second year apprentice. The decision is quite
clear.

During the fall of 1982 Norshipco had an apprentice program
with 350 apprentices. Today, sir, we have 28. We are in better
shape than virtually any other private yard on the east coast in
specialized repair. The long-term impact of this drastic reduction in
apprentices is mind boggling when you consider that our graduat-
ing class of 1985 will be 15 in lieu of 125.

This not only impacts on the quality of cur overall work force
but is indicative of the loss of skilled shipyard trades which are
dying for the lack of use by commercial and government agencies.
Without a viable apprentice system in the marine industry, the
skills for building and repairing ships will continue to erode.
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Building or repairing a ship is said to be one of the most difficult
tasks performed in our country today. During the past 10 years
many of the skilled shipbuilders in this country have lost their jobs
and, thus, their skills. The impact of this decline in skilied ship.
builders has become increasingly more evident in shipyards around
the country who seek skilled crailsmen to work in the shipbuilding
industry.

The simple fact is that many of the skills have and are being
lost, and without a comprehensive apprentice program system for
all sizes of shipyards, the industry will not be able to meet the
needs of our Nation. There is no way to give a new shipyard em-
ployee 10 years experience in 2 or 3 years. The skills are just too
complex.

Given the present situation of the industry and the projected de-
mands for the repair and rebuilding of both our merchant marine
and Navy, it is imperative that a strong, industrywide program to
develop skilled shipyard workers be supported and encouraged. I
now conclude my remarks.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Payne. It's very well timed. The
committee must adjourn. We will keep the record open for any ad-
ditional staterrents that will be presented to the committee. I did
have a set .of questions that we would have asked. However, I will
submit their to you, Mr. Burnsky, and to you, Mr. Payne, and you
may allocate them out as you see fit, and I assume Mr. Erlenborn
has some. We will add his questions as well. We would appreciate
your answers. We will keep the record open waiting for that.

Mr. BURNSKY. Very good. Win tin,
Mr. HAWKINS. We certainly ,;ppreciate the testimony. We regret

that time has run out on us.
Mr. BURNSKY. And, Mr. Chairman, I would like to have you

deeply consider our suggestion about a commission. I think a com-
mission would be the proper vehicle by putting all these divergent
views together, to recommend to Congress as to what we should do
about improving the apprenticeship program for these United
States.

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, if you would submit details of that idea to
the committee, I will see that that is distributed and given consid-
eration.

Mr. BURNSKY. Thank you.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. That concludes this series of hearings.

I thank you all for coming.
[Whereupon, at 1:28 p.m., November 1 ?, 1983, the subcommittee

recessed, subject to the call of the Chair.]
[Material sut mitted for the record follows:]

Parr/4w STATEMENT Of WILLIAM M. Roes, WILLIAM M. Roes AND ASSOCIATICS.

As a brief introduction, I am William M Roes, president of William M. Rose and
Associates, Inc., a management consulting firm based in New York City. Prior to
starting my firm, I was involved in public sector training, education and employ
ment programs for over thirty years. The majority of my experience has been in
assisting disadvantaged groups such as minorities, women, veterans and youth in
moving into the mainstream economic survival. The groups and organizations
that I have worked with over the past thirty years list as a Who's Who of the local,
state and national scene regarding viable employment, training and education for
this country's poor and disadvantaged populations Until recently. I directed RTP.
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Inc.. the New Yorkbeard community-board organisation which operated a nation-
wide network dedicated to the involvement of the population groups in the primary
labor market, with a high priority on apprenticeship training opportunities. In my
present position I am continuing the initiative of promoting employment, training
and educational advancement for those disenfranchised populations.

It is apparent to the majority of this country'. work force that we are experienc-
ing one of the most fundamental change, our job market has endured in over forty
years. The nature of work and the complexion of skill* and occupations in the em-
ployment market continue to change significantly, displacing million, of today's
workers while opening other employment opportunities. Unfortunately, a great
number of these "new" job cannot be adequately addressed with the present work-
force. Thus, we in the employment and training arena find two critical mandates:
the effective retraining of displaced workers and the immediate production of newly
trained workers: both being essential to this country's economic stability and
progress, The predominant characteristic of today's job market is the increase of
technology in every industry. We are sure to see new industries develop out of
strong technological origins from the past thirty to forty years. In kind, we will ex-
perience a retooling of out older industries through technological improvement.

The question then is how to go about the preperetion of the prevent and future
workforces. Simply stated, we must address the need for effective, meaningful,
career-oriented training, coupled with essential, rested education. While there are
many means of achieving employmentrelated training, I can think of no other for-
mula that assures long-term benefits for both the employer and the worker and
forestalls the possibility of job and skills obsolesence.

flaring witnessed the spectrum of training systems in most industries and parts
of this country, I can speak, to the relativity of training, as it meets particular needs
and situations. As I previously stated, only when quality training is combined with
pertinent education will the employer, the worker and the industry realist maxi-
mum benefits. For this reason I can advocate du apprenticeship training system as
a comprehensive, wholly plausible alternative to many of our skills shortage prob-
lems. It is unfortunate that the federal government's interest has dwindled to the
degree that is evident today, particularly within the Department of Labor. National
emphasis on training, as reflected in the recently enacted Jobs Training Partner
ship Act, lends no credence, nor benefit of direct 'eference to apprenticeship train-
ing. The current decimation of the Department of Labor's apprenticeship-related of-
fices and bureaus, data collection systems and committee and program initiatives
has essentially gutted the National Apprenticeship Program of it's central focus and
operating network. There is undoubtedly a need for such a national emphasis,
which can address industry-wide apprenticeship issues more effectively than if left
to a multitude of local anchor state interpretations and implementations. A national
apprenticeship training agenda can draw upon vast resources, due to it's national
approach. versus more localized, Isolated resource potentials, To the high degree
that minorities, women and other socioeconomically disadvantaged groups have
benefited from a federal interest in apprenticeship over the last sixteen years hip
until this fiscal year), it seems reasonable to say that we can expect a severe decline
in their participation. Figures from the Department of Labor's Bureau of Appren-
ticeship Training reflect a twenty-two percent decline in registered appienticeships
from fiscal year 1979 through October, 1983. Much of this is due to a decline in con-
structionrelated apprenticeship opportunities. But we cannot Ignore the reduction
and elimination of federally-supported advocacy and service systems, such as the
Targeted Outreach programs and the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training field open
awns when it comes to assessing why registrations among mmonties and women
have fallen.

We should assess the National Apprenticeship Program in present day --ontext,
with an eye toward its future role. But to say that it has a questionable role at- SO
handicap it further will be to deny its capabilities and successes and to eliminate
the possibility of objective, necessary Investigation Into its current and future use-
fulness.

I would like to leave you with these few recommendations, offered with a deter
mined interest in the continued high level federal Involvement in the promotion of
apprenticeship training as one viable alternative to our nation's employment and
training dilemma".

Recognize apprenticeship training as a highly innovative, flexible system that can
be applied in a multitude of occupations and industries well beyond traditional con-
struction and manufacturing industry applications.

Amend J.T.P.A. to reflect support in the use of 'pprenticeship training as an ad-
vocated system for employment training.
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Assess the National Apprenticeship Program's goals, objectives and operations
with regard to present and future national employment and training issues, in order
to keep the Program contemporary and vital.

Establish an initiative in the promotion of the new apprenticeship occupations
and the development of the related training systems.

Re-emphasize the Program's commitment toward involvement of minorities,
women, youth and other socioeconomically disadvantaged populations, for whom
apprenticeship training provides more than employment and skills training but the
opportunities for self-sufficiency and economic independence.

INLAND STEEL CO.,
INDIANA HARBOR WORKS,

East Chicago, Ind., November 9, 1983.

Attention: Mr. Thomas F. Royals, Liaison Officer.

Hon. JOHN N. ERLENBORN,
Committee on Education and Labor, U.S. House of Representatives,
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.0

DEAR MR. ROYALS: Inland Steel Company established its first apprentice training
programs in 1936 in order to meet its need to maintain an adequate workforce of
skilled craftsmen. We now have apprentice training programs in 19 different crafts
and currently have some 700 apprentices in training (down from 1800 two years
ago). Therefore, we are very interested in providing some input into the topics to be
considered in the upcoming oversight hearings of the Subcommittee for Employ-
ment Opportunities.

When the general public thinks of apprenticeship training in the United States,
the average layman, including most Vocational Education people and high school
counselors, think in terms of the Building Trades. It must be pointed out that there
are large numbers of apprentices in the industrial trades as well with both union
and non-union involvement. The private sector should have a high priority in future
employment and training activ;*'Is.

The JTPA recognizes the neeo for increased cooperation between business, labor,
education and government. Likewise, the need for such cooperation should be devel-
oped in any future regulation of apprentice training programs. For example, at
Inland we have apprentices attending related education institutions in both Indiana
and Illinois and although our Indiana Harbor Works is located in Indiana, we are
also a member of the Manufacturers Association of Chicago Heights, Illinois and are
vitally interested in those developments affecting apprenticeship in both states.

Recognizing the fact that there had been shortcomings in direction of leadership
from the Department of Labor in the past, I still feel that central control would be
preferable to allowing the individual States and territories to govern their own pro-
grams. Strong direction at the Federal level is necessary to maintain uniformity in
the regulation of apprentice training.

At first blush, it would seem that given the proper restructuring, the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training (whose organization is already in place) could be up-
graded to meet the needs of apprenticeship in the 1980's and 1990's. A crucial ele-
ment in such restructuring should be the establishment of a joint task force of busi-
ness, labor and education, with the power to recommend those standards which will
be necessary to provide workable programs to cope with the ever-increasing de-
mands of changing technology.

Certainly if such restructuring is not possible, then the establishment of a Nation-
al Apprentice Council would be a viable solution to the problem.

Attached, please find my responses to some of the questions and issues on appren-
ticeship which I understand will be on the agenda for the oversight hearings sched-
uled to be conducted on November 15 and 17, 1983. If I may be of further assistance
in your deliberation, please contact me at (219) 392-5660.

Sincerely,
JOHN T. TRENT,

General Supervisor, Apprentice Training.

QUESTIONS AND ISSUES ON APPRENTICESHIP FOR OVERSIGHT HEARINGS

I. What broad policy considerations may impact your attempts to strengthen ap-
prenticeship policy?
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A definitive policy statement should be generated by the government outlining its
support for apprentice training. Minimum standards should be established for the
various types of programs. A better approach regarding the dissemination of infor-
mation regarding apprentice opportunities and training requirements is needed. All
apprentice programs with the number of participants in each should be listed with
the Federal Government for inventory purposes to help determine the magnitude of
involvement.

2. What complaints, problems, and recommendations have been voiced concerning
current apprenticeship programs and policies?

The most glaring problem with which we have been faced is the appalling lack of
basic education of apprentice applicants. The majority of applicants who attempt to
enter apprentice programs cannot meet the minimum standards in basic mathemat-
ics and reading comprehension to be able to cope with the related education require-
ments of the apprentice programs. The deficiency stems from inadequate fundamen-
tal education at both the elementary and secondary education levels.

3. What steps might be involved in efforts to insure, more effectively, that appren-
ticeship training is relevant to the skill requirements of the 1980's? To make sure
that manpower availability and skill requirements are meshed?

An effective means of attacking this problem is with the task force approach. A
task force composed of members of business, industry, labor and education should be
formed to (1) determine the skilled labor workforce requirements, both at present in
the area involved as well as forecasting those requirements for the next several
years; (2) determine the availability of manpower to fill those needs; (3) determine
the tiaining requirements necessary to develop the required skills both at the sec-
ondary and post-secondary levels of education; and (4) develop task analysis and job
analysis to develop the curriculum requirements to meet those needs.

Such task forces can effectively be administered in cooperation with local Work
Education Councils, Private Industry Councils or Trade Associations. The BAT
could also be a catalyst for development of such task forces.

4. The future of apprenticeship in the 1990'scompare the United States program
with Europe and Japan.

I am not familiar with the program in Japan, however, I do know that in Austra-
lia and Great Britain the programs are much more structured and closely moni
tored by the government. Most programs are much more task oriented than in the
United States.

5. Are there any general actions which might be recommended so that policy
makers might have a better understanding of apprenticeship and its role, broadly,
in manpower training?

One appropriate action would be to solicit more input from a broad base of people
involved in apprenticeship. Oversight hearings such as planned is a good approach.
A National Apprenticeship Council and/or the establishment of subcommittees to
review the various problems associated with apprenticeship and make recommenda-
tions to Congress would certainly be very helpful.

6. The need for new standards and techniques in training and instructions; wages
and preapprenticeship.

a. Training and Instructionas stated before, there is a very definite need for up-
grading training standards and techniques. For example, the old method of learning
on-thejob by means of osmosis is no longer adequate to meet the advances in tech-
nology in most industrial programs. Performance-based training must be imple-
mented to assure that the apprentice is, in fact, capable of performing the tasks re-
quired of his craft. In conjunction with this, related instruction must constantly be
upgraded to meet the challanges of the future.

b. Wagesthe area of compensation is generally governed by individual bargain-
ing agreements. Government should probably only regulate to the extent that a fair
minumum wage is maintained and a proper relationship between the ratio of wages
paid to apprentices as compared to those of the Journeyman be provided.

c. Pre-apprenticeshipsuch programs to be meaningful and cost-effective should
be primarily be geared to determining a person's aptitude for apprenticeship. An
assessment should be made of one's ability to absorb the required training and in
most cases, a program of remedial training would be helpful to upgrade the educa-
tional level of the potential trainee.

7. What is meant by a shortage of skilled workers? Is there one now? Will there
be a shortage in the next ten years?

In the present depressed state of the economy, one would not think that there is
any overall shortage of skilled workers. However, as the nature of business changes
as expected in the future from an industrialized economy to one which is more sci-
ence oriented and more highly specialized, I would expect to see many pockets of
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shortages in certain fields For example, as robotics and other related high-technolo-
gy fields become more prevalent, the need for craftsmen skilled in electronics and
instrumentation will be generated Word processing and computer related business-
es are rapidly accelerating the need for highly trained science technicians.

8. Is there a need for government training programs in apprenticeship'' Has the
Job Corps program been successful?

Although there is an increasing need for funding assistance and developmental
help for apprentice programs in construction and in the private sector, a need for a
fully subsidized or government managed type of apprenticeship program probably
does not exist.

One great need which has technically been ignored and one in which government
both on the State and Federal level should provide direction and financial support is
in the area of city, town, county and state services. Most of these traditional
branches of government operate with a great deficiency in skills Almost all of the
crafts which are apprenticeable in the private sector .1re required to operate and
maintain local government entities but formalized training for the thousands of
people in these positions is practically non-existent.

Other than in the Police and Fire Service where training is provided, it would be
most cost-effective to establish government sponsored apprenticeship training pro-
grams for such craftrelated positions as Maintenance Mechanic, Welder, Heavy
Equipment Operator, Stationary Engineer, Electrician, Water Treatment Operator,
etc.

With respect to the Jobs Corps program, 1 would have to say that, at least in my
experience in industry, it has not been successful for many reasons. 1 will not elabo-
rate at this time.

9. Should government agencies be required to conduct and register apprenticeship
programs? In defense and civilian agencies?

Other than as outlined in my answer to (8) above, 1 do not feel that government
agencies should be required to "conduct" apprenticeship programs. I feel that some
of the former restrictions to registration of apprenticeship programs should be modi-
fied so that more programs could be registered, monitored and inventoried Certain-
ly more stringent guidelines could be applied in defense agencies.

19. The role of the government in the present program? Is there too much red
tape?

The present program should be reviewed and standarized to be more effective For
example, the present staffing levels are not sufficient to provide the coverage
needed.

11. The role of women in apprenticeship: Types of jobs and types of barriers.
a. Types of Jobs.Speaking from experience in industrial apprenticeship training,

I have found that generally women have tended to gravitate toward the less phys-
ically demanding jobs and have been most successful where dexterity and mental
challenge was required. We have women apprentices who have progressed quite
well in such fields as Electrician, Welder, Machinists, Mechanic, etc.

b. Types of Barriers. Generally, as mentioned, the physical limitations of the job
Influence the selection of a particular program. Women tend not to be interested in
occupations where heavy lifting, climbing or a perceived exposure to heat and safety
hazards exist. Another factor which we have found in our operation is that the po-
tential for satisfactory earnings exist in most of the labor or production sequences
so that they are not necessarily attracted to apprenticeships solely to earn more
money.

12. How does an older worker or a displaced worker obtain Journeyman status?
In our situation, there has been little restriction on the older worker to obtain

Journeyman status. There is no upper age limit in our programs as in many others
A displaced worker has a more difficult situation in industry Most openings are

governed by plant seniority which is not in his favor We have been attempting to
find relief for these individuals through the JTPA.

13. The effects of alien certification on the apprenticeship program.
I have had no experience in this area.
14. Should the apprenticeship program be turned over to the individual States to

be operated by them?
I answered this question in my opening remarks.
15. How can apprenticeship registration procedures be improved and demand oc-

cupations be addressed?
If the requirement for joint manafementunion committee administration were

eliminated, virtually all apprenticeship programs would be eligible for registration.
The joint committee structure primarily exists in the Building Trades and with such
unionized Industries as automotive, for example, thus eliminating many industries
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and service organizations from participation. Certain basic standards with respect to
on-the-job training and related education hours could be established which would
guarantee compliance with apprenticeship guidelines.

16. Financial Incentive: Tax deduction, full or partial; and tax credit or exemp-
tions.

Any form of tax relief would positively influence the advancement of apprentice-
ship training. Because a large part of most apprentice programs is nonproductive,
there is a built-in constraint for most employees to add apprentices in appropriate
numbers to meet expected attrition in the skilled occupations. Tax relief would ease
this burden. The availability of funding sources such as grants for on-the-job train-
ing, equipment, tuition costs or classroom equipment would also be of great value.

CHRYSLER INSTITUTE,
CHRYSLER CORP.,

August 18, 1983.
Hon. JOHN N. ERLENISOIRN,
Ranking Republican Member, Committee on Education and Labor,
House of Representatives. Rayburn House Office Building Washington, D.0

SIR: It is gratifying to hear that some members of Congress are interested in the
future of the skilled workforce of our Nation; and the problems involved in training
their replacements, as indicated in your letter to Congressman Hawkins, in which
you stated many of the problems as well as issues and questions that should be ad-
dressed by the Subcommittee later this year.

I would like to compliment you and the members of your staff on doing your
homework on the problem. The points raised in your communication to Con
man Hawkins for discussion are areas that must be addressed and hopefulfreyrst.
solved in a manner that will provide incentive to cause the private sector to in-
crease apprentice training throughout the country.

It is imperative that the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training be re-
tained and strengthened. Fragmenting the system to the States will only create
more obstacles in the system resulting in a greater resistance by both management
and labor to utilize the apprenticeship system.

More emphasis must be placed on reducing the bureacratic red tape instead of
increasing the number of agencies that program sponsors must deal with in at-
tempting to conduct an apprentice program.

Many program sponsors operate in many States and if it should become necessary
to deal with individual State agencies I'm sure that more sponsors would discontin-
ue apprentice training.

The cost of apprentice training has increased drastically over the last decade not
just because of the training required to learn the trade, but we have found it neces-
sary to conduct pre-apprentice and remedial training programs in order to assist our
applicants to qualify. This is an additional expense that would not be part of ap-
prentice training if our school systems were providing quality education in "K"
through twelve.

In conjunction with the above comments I am enclosing a copy of my response to
your questions and issues that were solicited by A.S.T.D.

Hopefully, the enclosed will be of assistance in your discussions with members of
the Committee.

As you can determine I am very much Interested in apprenticeship, its future and
anything that I can do to preserve and Improve the apprenticeship system.

Sincerely,
W. L. MAIN,

Manager. Skilled Trades 'Daining.

CHRYSLER INSTITUTE,
CHRYSLER CORP.,

August 8. 1983.
Mr. ROBERT L. CRAIG.
Vice President. Government and Public Affairs.
American Society for Training & Development. Inc.. Washington. DC.

DEAR MR. CRAIG In response to your recent letter soliciting informational materi-
al to be presented to members of the Sub-Committee on Employment Opportunities
for their discussions to be conducted later this year, I would like to present the fol-
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towing points for consideration on the specific questions and issues offered by Con-
gressman Erlenborn:

Question No. 1. What broad policy considerations may impact upon attempts to
strengthen apprenticeship policy?

Response. Strengthen the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and de-
emphasize State Apprenticeship Councils. Many employers and International
Unions operate in many states. By registering with the Federal Bureau it precludes
multiple registration, cuts down on paperwork requirements for each state as well
as duplicate program reviews.

Question No. 2. What complaints, problems, and recommendations have been
voiced concerning current apprenticeship programs and policies?

Response. Over Regulation. la) Dual EEO Reviews and Enforcement.
tb) Too much emphasis placed on quotas in preference to qualifications.
tc1Too many regulations imposed by individual states i.e., SAC'sCalifornia, Wis-

consin, New York and Minnesota.
Question No. 3. What steps might be involved in efforts to insure, more effectively,

that apprenticeship training is relevant to the skill requirements of the 1980s? To
make sure that manpower availability and skill requirements are meshed?

Response. tat Federal financial assistance to Joint Consortiums made up of repre-
sentatives from Community Colleges, Industry and Unions to develop updated cur-
riculums for related training.

tb) Federal financial assistance directed toward more vocational and technical
education for non-college bound students.

(c)Somehow influence improvement in basic education K through 12.
Id/ Influence the utilization of qualified counsellors to assist students who wish to

prepare for a career in the skilled trades in preference to going on to college.
Question No. 4. The future of apprenticeship in the 1990scompare the U.S. pro-

gram with Europe and Japan.
Response. Apprenticeship has been on the decline in the late 'I0's and early 80's

and because of this there will be an upsurge as the economy strengthens. Many
skilled people will be of retirement age within ten years. The European system is
very good and many aspects of it should be adopted in this country Japan does not
have an apprentice program as we know it in this country.

Question No. 5. Are there any general actions which might be recommended so
that policy makers might have a better understanding of apprenticeship and its
role, braodly, in manpower training?

Response. Invite Joint Committees to meet with policy makers to discuss and
demonstrate what an apprenticeship program consists of i e , selection requirements,
related training levels required for completion and the type of on-the-job require-
ments to successfully complete the program. Also, the earning potential of a quali-
fied skilled trades person.

Question No. 6. The need for new standards and techniques in training and in-
struction, wages, and pre-apprenticeship.

Response. tat Updated standardized curriculum for related instruction at the Com-
munity College or Vocational Technical College.

0:0 There is a need for developers and instructors for delivery of related training
for remote areas with insufficient educational facilities to conduct classes.

tcl The Development and Delivery of Pre-apprentice Traininginvariably this will
consist of math and reading skills that should have been acquired in "K' through
twelve education.

Question No. 7. What is meant by a shortage of skilled workers? Is there one now?
Will there be a shortage in the next ten years?

Response. With the rapid chafige in technology and the trend to emulate the Jap-
anese and other industrial countries we are finding our skilled employees require
constant upgrading to keep up with the state of the art and in many cases the
worker prefers not to go back to school or is incapable of assimilating the training
required to keep up with the state of the art for his trade. Further, with the slow-
down of training during the past decade we will experience a definite shortage
within the very near future.

Question No. 8. Is there a need for government training programs in apprentice-
ship? Has the Job Corps program been successful?

Response. ta) Yes in all branches of the military.
du Yes other government agencies that will continue to employ them as journey

persons.
ici Personally the Job Corps has not been successful. It has cost too much per

person for the little return potential.
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Question No. 9. Should government agencies be required to conduct and register
apprenticeship programs? In defense and civilian agencies?

Response. (a) All branches of the military should register and conduct apprentice
training. The individual and the taxpayer both benefit from these programs.

(b) All government contracts to private industry for defense or construction
should have a mandatory apprentice program included.

(c) All government run agencies such as: Veteran's Hospitals, Sub-Depots or agen-
cies that utilize journey persons should be required to conduct apprentice training,

Question No. 10. The role of the government in the present program? Is there too
much red tape?

Response. Yes, there are too many reports, too many reviews especially in the
areas of EEO and Veterans' Benefits, especially in states with State Apprenticeship
Councils.

Question No. 11. The role of women in apprenticeship: Types of jobs and types of
barriers.

Response. Equal opportunity for all. All candidates must meet the qualification
standards established to enter the program and be able to perform all work assign-
ments of the trade. No company or union can affort to employ individuals that must
be given favoring assignments.

Question No. 12. How does an older worker or a displaced worker obtain Journey-
man status?

Response. Some industries and some trade unions permit the issuance of Journey.
man Status from specified numbers of years working on the trade. Older workers in
most industries have the same opportunity as the young worker Most older workers
do not want to go back to school to meet the requirements of the trade. In the auto
industry the apprentice must earn two-thirds of an associate degree just completing
the basic related training requirements for the trade. This requirement often dis-
courages the older worker because they do not wish to return to school.

Question No. RI. The effects of alien certification on the apprenticeship program.
Response. No comment or experience with this situation.
Question No. 14. Should the apprenticeship program be turned over to the individ-

ual states to be operated by them?
Response. The program as operated at the federal level is the most desirable, es-

pecially if tax exceptions or tax credits are considered. Also, as commented on
before, many organizations operate apprentice programs on a national basis and it
is preferable to operate with one government agency instead of many individual
state agencies.

Question No. 15. How can apprenticeship registration procedures be improved and
demand occupations be addressed?

Response. (a) Registration with one agency.
(b) Offer assistance to candidates as to where apprenticeships are available na-

tionally.
(c) Offer assistance as to how to obtain Preapprenticeship training prior to

making application.
Question No. 16. Financial incentive: Tax deduction, full or partial, and tax credit

or exemptions.
Response. (a) Tax credit for total cost of training an apprentice.
(b) Also, establish a quota for apprentices to be trained by an organization and

then pay an incentive for the number trained in excess of the quota established
Hopefully, the responses to the issues raised by Congressman Erlenborn will be of

assistance in your future °discussions with members of the Committe.
As you can determine from my responses I am very much interested in appren-

ticeship, its future and anything that I can do to preserve and improve the appren-
ticeship system.

Sincerely,
W. L. MAIN,

Manager, Skilled Trades Training.

ASSOCIATED BUILDERS & CONTRACTORS, INC,
Washington, D.C., October 14, 1988.

Hon. JIM JEFFORDS,
Ranking Minority Member, Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities,
House of Representatives, Rayburn Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN JEFFORDS: I would like to take this opportunity to formally
request that the Associated Builders and Contractors be included on the witness list

28-768 0 - 84 - 21 320
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for the Subcommittee's National Apprenticeship Act oversight hearings scheduled
for November 9 10. 198:1 ABC believes that the hearings will provide valuable in-
sight into the types of adjustments which should be made in the Apprenticeship Act
to facilitate the training and retraining of our unemployed and underemployed, as
well as the new entrants to the workforce.

ABC is the fastest growing national construction trade association, currently rep-
resenting over l6,000 member firms in 77 local chapters throughout the United
Stites ABC members share a common philosophy calling for contract award to the
lowest bidder At present. the open shop construction industry accounts for 60 per:
cent of all new construction.

Although open shop construction has grown dramatically as a percentage of over-
all building volume, our segment of the construction industry has, until 1980, been
training only a minute portion of the skilled construction workers we demanded. In
1980, the Associated Builders and Contractors created the Wheels of Learning pro-
gram, a private competency-based, task-oriented training program. When combined
with on-the-job training and classroom instruction, the curriculum provided by the
Wheels program allows an individual to complete the equivalent of a four-year ap-
prenticeship program in 27 to 36 months Moreover, Wheels has given the open shop
construction industry the tools necessary to train tomorrow's employees.

Although more than 2,000 apprentices are currently using the Wheels of Learning
curriculum, future projections for open shop construction labor demands show that
by 1990, the construction industry will create a need for more than one million addi-
tional employees ABC would like to join in the oversight hearings to elaborate on
the potential role of the private sector in providing alternatives to federally fi-
nanced apprenticeship programs and, more specifically, to focus on the continued
demand for a steady stream of skilled craftsmen to work on both union and non-
union projects.

In addition to acquainting members of the Subcommittee with the Wheels of
Learning program and the type of apprenticeship and training program which the
private sector can and should continue to provide, representatives from ABC would
also like to comment on current strengths and weaknesses of the Bureau of Appren-
ticeship and Training activities and the potential costs associated with decentraliza-
tion ABC would also like to discuss the advantages of moving toward BAT approval
of competency-based training programs and on the need to establish a national cer-
tification program to allow skilled construction workers to follow the demand for
labor without the fear of having their credentials questioned.

We apologize for the brevity of our initial comments and for the late date of our
response Unfortunately we were not made aware of the hearings until last week.
We are in the process of preparing additional comments prior to drafting testimony
and would welcome any specific questions you might have. Enclosed for your infor-
mation is some additional information on the Wheels of Learning program. Please
feel free to contact me or Meredith Bennett. Assistant Director of Government Rela-
tions, for further details

Sincerely,
JAMES P. SCHI.ICHT,

Director. Government Relations.

GOVERNMENT OF THE. VIRGIN ISLANDS,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,

Christiansted. St. Croix. V.I.. August 30. 198.?.
Mr THOMAS F ROYALS.
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor.
House of Representatives. Rayburn House Office Building. Washington. D.C.

DEAR MR ROYALS In response to your letter of August 18, the following com-
ments are submittes

THE APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM

The Apprenticeship System is an organized training plan through which individ-
uals acquire tiade! and technical skills and knowledge. Training involves daily on
the job training in the manipulative procedures with periodic instruction in the
technical aspects related to the work requirements. The training provided for learn-
ing all required practical and technical skills for the particular occupation. Theoret-
ical subjects are mastered during related instruction classes. which are conducted
daring the everting hours, and continue throughout the Apprenticeship term. This
arrangement. i.ar.ds on training in the practical operations of a skilled trade and
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related instruction dosses, provides a standard part of typical Apprenticeship
Agreements.

Under the V.I. Apprenticeship Law, registration is required and there are stipu-
lated requirements concerning time of training, gradually increasing pay and per-
formance reports. Apprenticeship terms of run from one to three years, depending
on the skills to be acquired and the basic educational level of the Apprentice Wage
rates begin at least 60 percent of the Craftworker's wage and increases progressive-
ly. as the apprentice becomes more competent in his chosen field One year's credit
is given for successful completion of vocational high schoolthree years in a par-
ticular trade, and the total apprenticeship term is correspondingly reduced Regis.
trants without this basic background are required to serve full apprenticeship
terms.

Near the end of apprenticeship term the pay rate is approximately 90 to 95 per-
cent of the Craftworker's rate of pay. The system also requires written agreements,
signed by the apprentice land his parent if the apprentice is under 18 years of age),
the employer, or training director and a union official if the employer's business or
shop has a bargaining agreement On the reverse side of the agreement, there are
provisions for related instruction, wage schedules, and a training outline or schedule
of work experiences for the trade or technical field involved.

Most apprenticeship agreements are non-joint, since only the larger employers in
the Virgin islands are subjected to bargaining agreementsUnion Contracts

SUC.CESTED FEDERAL POLICY

The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training of the U S Department of Labor
should continue its oversight responsibilities of National Programs, expand its role
in developing new apprenticeable occupations in high-technical fields and pars-pro-
fessional health occupations, as well as other areas, which are not presently consid-
ered apprenticeable.

The Bureau should also provide technical assistance. guidelines and an adequate
National Apprenticeship Reporting System. for the collection and dissemination of
statistics on apprenticeship registration. completions and future trends

Additionally, BAT should:
1. Foster and encourage the establishment of State Apprenticeship Agenices and

Councils, where no such State Agencies and Councils presently exist
2. Reduce the number of BAT staff personnel in SAC States, in order to reduce

jurisdicitional conflicts, and enhance the productivity of State Apprenticeship Agen-
cies.

.t. Provide financial assistance to State Agencies for staff expansion, training and
the promotion of Apprenticeship Programs.

4. Promote coordination and cooperation between BAT, SAC's, Vocational Educa-
tion (U.S. Department of Education( State Technical institutions, Junior and Com-
munity Colleges

3. Facilitate participation of State Apprenticeship Agencies in the State and local
administration of training programs for Korean conflict and Vietnam era Veterans
of the U.S. Armed ForcesPublic Law 98-77, as well as the on-the-job training pro-
visions of the new Job Training Partnership ActPublic Law 97-300

Onthe.job training programs have been effectively used in the Virgin islands for
pre-apprenticeship and as an entrance level program into full-time registered Ap-
prenticeship. in fields designated as Apprenticeable on the National and local levels

6. Invite the assistance of industry. Labor Organizations and Education, in the de-
velopment and design of related instruction courses. which are relevant to the needs
of State and local employment requirements.

Finally. may i suggest that Donald J Grabowski, President of the National Asso-
ciation of State and Territorial Apprenticeship Directors (NASTADI and/or Robert
S. Baumgardner. Secretary. be specifically invited to give oral testimony at your
hearings on the National Apprenticeship Program, scheduled for this autumn Both
these gentlemen are knowledgeable and experienced on the Apprenticeship System

Don Grabowski's address is. Bureau of Employability Development, N Y State De-
partment of Labor. State Campus. Building 12. Room 428. Albany. New York 12240
Tel: (3181457-6820

Bob Baumgardner's address is. Director. Division of Apprenticeship and Training.
Department of Labor. P O Box 12064, Richmond. VA 23241 Tel (804) 786 -238t

Sincerely.
AtvA C. MCFARLANE.

Director. Apprenticeship and Training
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GOVERNMENT OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,

Christiansted, St. Croix, V.1., September 12, 1981.
Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor,
House of Representatives, Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.0

DEAR MR. RovAts. Thank you for your letter of August 29th, and your request for
my written comments on the status of apprenticeship and its future.

The Director of our Division of Apprenticeship and Training, Mr. Alva C. McFar-
lane, has already iespon.k,d to a smilar request. His comments, suggestions and rec-
ommendations, in my opinion are adequate and reasonable.

Thcre are, however, a few observations, relative to the future of the apprentice-
ship system, which I would Re to share with you.

(A) The U.S. Virgin Islands are a relatively small community with a rapidly ex-
panding population, limited financial resources and a few large industries. Despite
this, hundreds of our young mPn and women have made significant strides in recent
years, through the Apprenticeship System.

(B) The larger industries have participated in apprenticeship training, in coopera-
tion with the vocational-technical divisions of our high schools. They have also con-
ducted related instruction classes in specific skill areas, at their own expense.

(C) The Division of Apprenticeship and Training administers (under an agreement
with JTPA) onthe-job training programs, and utilizes OJT as an entry level pro-
gram into apprenticeship, in apprenticeable occupations.

(D) CETA (now JTPA) funds have also been used to augment the cost of "Skill
Centers" which functions as a related instruction facility for disadvantaged regis-
tered participants; almost all of whom have had no previous skill training and/or
very minimum academic levels.

(E) Many small businesses could be encouraged to participate in apprenticeship;
but are reluctant because there is no financial incentive to them, if applicants re-
ferred are ineligible for JTPA programs. The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program
might be of some assistance. Here again, there are eligibility criteria for partici-
pants trainees or apprentices in TJTC.

RECOMMENDATION

Apprenticeship Training is designed for the development of highly skilled crafts-
men and women, to meet the demands of business and industry. In addition to
"hands-on" training in the manipulative skills, of a trade related technical instruc-
tion is of great importance In small communities, greater utilization of existing vo-
cational-technical school facilities might be possible; if Federal funds are made
available to expand night classes for registered apprentices, so as to defray the cost
of instructors training material and supplies. These funds should be made available
to vocationaltechnical education and specifically earmarked for this purpose.

Sincerely,
RICHARD M. UPSON,
Commissioner of Labor.

BUREAU OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES.
November 29, 1983.

Hon. JOHN ERLENBORN,
Committee on Education and Labor, U.S. House of Representatives,
Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE ERLENBORN. The State of Oregon formally began Appren-
ticeship Programs in 1931, six years before any national program was developed. In
fact, much of the national program was based on the Oregon experience. The need
for a skilled labor force is perhaps even greater today. The Bureau of Labor and
Industries' Apprenticeship and Training Division is responding to that need. Our
policy decisions are guided by our mandate under ORS 660, which states.

"To encourage the preparation of persons with skills that will enable them to find
gainful employment in an everchanging society and insure the continued growth
and development of the economy of Oregon by contributing to the maintenance of
an adequate supply of skilled workers

The significance of this policy is of increased importance today. Our agency is now
taking an aggressive, pro-active stance because we see Apprenticeship and Training
Programs as being part of the solution to Oregon's economic problems. The link be-

3 2 3
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tweet apprenticeship and etiinomI development needs to be understood and appn>
prude action taken The Bureau of Labor and Industries is endeavoring to educate
business, industry. employee groups and governmental decision makers as to the
benefits of apprenticeship and training programs. We need to continue developing a
supply of workers whose skills match industries' needs. We believe the Bureau of
Labor and Industries has developed the first comprehensive marketing plan in the
nation for apprenticeship and training. Our focus in the plan will be on the follow
ing

I Increasing overall participation in Apprenticeship and Training Programs
through the diversification of the type of trades and occupations utilizing the ap-
prenticeship system of training.

2 Providing cost-effective training programs through increased cooperation with
agencies and organizations which contribute to Oregon's economic growth.

I Increasing potential awareness and understanding of apprenticeship and train.
mg programs and services available through our agency.

In order to facilitate this process, the Bureau is networking with employer group.
vocational education professionals, the State Board of Education, community colleg
es. labor unions and other relevant organizations and groups.

We are also concerned with the development of a strong FederalState cooperative
relationship The State of Oregon needs support from the Department of Labor in
several areas research, technical assistance, and direct funding. Any funding re-
ceived would be targeted for promotion activities which focus on non-traditional in-
dustries ihigh.tech, health care, and service industries).

Such support in the past has proven very beneficial. For example, during the time
that our agency was receiving funds from the Department of Labor dedicated to in-
creasing the participation of women and minorities of Apprenticeship and Training
programs, there was a significant increase in their enrollment. The percentase of
women enrolled in apprenticeship programs increased from 2.5 percent in 1919 to
over 7 percent in 1982 However, since these funds became unavailable to us, we
have been unable to make any further gains in these vital areas. It is also necessary
to place more emphasis on Pre-Apprenticeship programs as well as a greater corm-
mittinent of JTPA funds for these types of programs.

These are some of the many concerns that we are addressing at the present time.
We would be glad to supply you with more detailed information or to act as a re-
source for your committee at some future date.

Sincerely,
MARY ROBERTS,

Commissioner.

JAMES P. MITCHELL,
POSOdena. Md., November II, 1981

Attn: Mr Tom Royals

Hon JOHN N. ERLENBORN,
House Employment Opportunities Subcommittee.
Rayburn House Office Building. Washington. D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN ERLENSORN Enclosed ts a copy of my statement respectfully
submitted for inclusion in the record of the Apprenticeship Hearings

Respect fully.

STATEMENT OF JAMES P MITCHELL

JAMES P

APPRENTICESHIP HEARINGS

In any review of the status of apprenticeship in this country there are two impor-
tant preliminary considerations.

1. While the two are not inimical, there IS a distinction, often ignored, between
the administration of public policy in apprenticeship and the administration of an
apprenticeship program Except for those instances where it is the employer and
sponsor. governments neither Federal nor State do not "run- apprenticeships. The
Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) does not conduct training for
any apprentice It. like its counterpart agencies at the State !eta is responsible for
implementing public polities in apprenticeship. With the exception noted, the con-
duct of programs of apprenticeship is by private sector employers or employers and
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union jointly conformity to policies of government apprenticeship agencies by pro-
gram sponsors is. on the whole. voluntary.

2 References in this statement to the national apprenticeship system means those
programs and their enrolled apprentices collectively that are registered' or other-
wise iredentialed by the Federal bureau or appropriate State apprenticeship author-
ity It is for the programs and apprentices that some information, however, limit-
ed, is available Most guesses are that registered apprentices account for about two-
tirds it the nation's total although the List comprehensive look at formal training
in American industry by the Department of Labor is some 25 years old. Data for
registeml apprenticeship will likewise soon become out of-date with the last official
data for end of calendar year 199 collected through the State-National Apprentice -
ship Program Statistics (SNAPS( system.

A 'id' description and more important characteristics of the national apprentice-
ship system is next presented in this statement followed by a discussion of the more
important issues in public policy impacting upon the vitality of the system and op-
tions for addressing those issues

The national apprentteeshtp system
Apprenticeship, by as generally accepted definition in this country, is a system of

structured training given on the job supplemented by off-job study or instruction in
subjects related to the trade being pursued It is distinguished from other on-thejob
training by its objective of a worker fully accomplished in a broad range of skills
and Iamb of tasks customarily making up an apprenticeable occupation and by the
fact that the conditions of employment and training are known and stated in ad-
vance

The basic fundamentals of sound training and labor standards for apprenticeship
that must be met for a program to be registered by the federal agency (BAT) are
enumerated in Title 29 CFR Part 29 These same standards have been adopted in
principle by all of the existing state apprenticeship agencies who, in doing so, may
function in behalf of the Secretary of Labor as the program and apprentice registra-
tion authority for federal purposes in their respective states.

The national system is characterized by a large number iabove 80 percent of the
hi to 10,000 registered programs, of small employers with one or two apprentices
and without a bargaining agent The minority number of registered programs are
sponsored by larger industrial establishments jointly with union and by groups of
employers banding together as in an association, to sponsor a program most often
jointly with a union These will account for about three-fourths of the apprentices
Moreover, well over one-half of all registered apprentices are concentrated in a
dozen occupations with the majority being those of the construction industry.

Most programs of apprenticeship are local, i.e., a single employer with one facility
or a group of employers within the same industry banding together to operate a pro-
gram in that community Other programs may be state-wide. multistate or national
in scope including the typical multiple plant corporation programs Finally military
sponsored programs for uniformed personnel are world wide.

The federal BAT serves as the direct registration authority in 22 States, for U.S.
government sponsored programs, and for certain others that are national in scope.
In the remaining States, the District of Columbia. Puerto Rico and the Virgin Is-
lands the State functions is the approval and registration authority About one-half
of them! States and territories (generally referred to as State Apprenticeship Council
or SAC states) are without an operating staff

Issues IPPRF.NTICFSHIP

tIdequat), of program level for today and future needs
The lit than registered apprentice level today stands at about 260,000down more

than -Amin in three years The historic inverse correlation between new entrants
into the program and unemployment rates no longer appears operative. The recov-
ery and recent decline in unemployment rates has not been matched by an upswing
in new apprentice registrations and such is unlikely with a continuation of this Ad-
ministrations policies The decline may to some extent be related to shifts in labor
demand profile. but the major cause is the deliberate and continued reduction in the
number of people. both Federal and State, engaged in the promotion of new appren-
ticeship opportunities and programs The direct correlation between density of ap-
prenticeship staff and density of apprentices in a given area on the same population
base can well be established The Administrations reductions and those planned In
the employment level for the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training to about one-
half the position level authorized by the Congress three years ago together with re-
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trencliment experienced by many of the State apprenticeship agencies offers no
pronnse the downward trend will l reversed

The product of apprenticeship is a qualified craft worker In reasonably stable
years of the mid to late 191'0's. the annual output of new craft workers had gradual
ly nsen to nearly 50.000. The Labor Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics had
been estimating the ten year growth needs for skilled workers at some four million
ar 100,000 annually at an average rate While those estimates may have overstated
the needs it is quite °blame: the apprenticeship system will not meet the require.
ments unless greatly expanded Shortages of fully qualified skilled workers invan
..bly results in higher product costs, poorer quality, delivery delays, wage pressures,
and loss of any real surge capability in our defense industry base.

Compared to other industrial nations of the free world, the United States ranks
tar behind in apprentices as a percent of total civilian employment 1.31. 1980), less
than one-half the rate in France t and Canada t 76). less than one-fifth the rate
in Great Britain 11,87i, less than a tenth of that of Italy tlfifil or onefifteenth that
of West Germany Alf.. the nation most often cited for the excellence of its appren
ticeship system and national commitment to worker training
Expanding the program keel

Over simplified there are three basic ways to expand the apprenticeship program.
One is to mote toward mandatory requirements for establishment of programs and
employment uf apprentices. It is no' universal then through regulatory require.
melds such as in appropriate government procurement contracts. A second general
method is to use financial inducements, in effect to purchase programs and new
hires Obviously there is a point when the inducement is great enough, a decision of
not to train can be reversed. A third basic method is that envisaged by the Congress
in its enactment of the National Apprenticeship Act of 1937 to advance the program
by promotion, persuasion and assistance. It is the method this Administration and
to a lesser extent the previous Administration expects to be used unsupported by
the most modest non-labor and personnel resources. An effective promotional effort
cannot be launched at no cost, prospective sponsors cannot be reached on the parsi-
monious travel dollars allotted for this purpose.

To reverse the downward trend in the program level and build the system to meet
the nation s skilled worker requirements for defense and for competition in world
markets, a determined commitment must be made A professional staff of training
experts, trained and fully supported, deployed in every major industrial center must
be provided for Staff levels should be increased as rapidly as their absorption and
efficient use permits to double and redouble personnel over the next two to three
years. Coupled with personnel expansion must be provision for training and retrain
mg of both Federal and State staff, for research in apprenticeship, and for reestab-
lishment of a comprehensive national statistical system.

"New FiVeralisra" and FederulState roles in apprenticeship
Apprenticeship does not fit well the mold of "new federalism" as a program to be

operated almost wholly within a State for the benefit of the citizenry of that par-
ticular State as for example, the employment service. Nor is it a program funda-
mentally federal or national in character, as for example the public postal service.
Certainly the highly skilled worker produced by bona fide apprenticeship is impor-
tant to the economy of the State in which he or she resides. equally important to
the nation s well being is the populatwn of such workers. Moreover, while training
takes place at a specific geographic location and many apprenticeships are served
entirely with one employer, in one plant, or in one community in one State, others
are not Indeed in the case of apprenticeships for uniformed military personnel, the
training may take place outside the United States. Thus it is evident that programs
of apprenticeship may be local, multistate or national and that "the program of ap-
prenticeshtp" is of both national and State concern. With respect to "new federal-
ism" the issue is whether the administration of public policy in apprenticeship is
best performed by Federal or State government. The answer is that neither should
be exclusively vested and arrangements pursued that would provide a multiplica-
tion, not duplication, of effort National needs must be served in any event.

The extent of cooperation between the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
and State Apprenticeship Councils is far more notable than Isolated instances of
friction Present formal and informal working agreements have generally served
well Clearly there is a federal role in the collection and analysis of national data, in
forecasting. m establishing national priorities, in research. in introducing new tech-
niques. in assisting industry with model. innovative or experimental programs. in
ser%ing multistate sponsors. in assuring standaras are net for credentia:ling. and
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others int hitting the hill range of promotional and technical assistance to industry
functions as it does now in SAC States not having an operating capability.

Admentstnittrp 'pro(vdteral borreers to expansion
The hearings in April, 1937 by the House Subcommittee on Labor identified or

anticipated one of the issues that remains todaynamely the absence of reasonable
uniformity in the requirements for registration among the various State Apprentice-
ship Councils Mr Oscar Rosenthal who at that time represented the National Asso.
tiation of Building Trades Employers testified before the Subcommittee on the ne-
cessity of uniformity among the States that " Each State should accept the
training of appreioices from all other accredited States .". Other witnesses spoke
in the same vein on the necessity for uniformity of training standards between
States.' The Department or Labor sought to remedy this diversity by publication in
1977 of Title 29 CFR 29. Labor Standards for Registration of Apprenticeship Pro.
grams This regulation to which each SAC subsequently subscribed set forth the
basic standards for all to use It has failed to achieve that objective and sponsors
who operate programs in more than one state continue to be confronted with di-
verse requirements.

Multi employer unilateral programs sponsored by non-union employers in the con
struction industry are relatively new on the apprenticeship scene dating from the
early 1970's Up to that period, the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training's own
polities had discouraged such sponsorship. These artificial prohibitions were re-
voked and in those States where it was the direct registration agency, the Bureau
began to register unilateral programs that otherwise met all requirements. Prospec-
tive sponsors of this type of program continue to meet resistance or refusal in a
number of the SAC states The regulation, 29 CFR 29, has not proven an effective
instrument to remedy this problem.

A third illustration of administrative barriers to program expansion is in the pro-
cedure for determining the apprenticeability of occupations Apprenticeability crite-
ria are published in 29 CFR 29 Of the four criteria only one is specific The Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training sought land eventually did so; to establish for its
own purposes, specific and objective criteria for determining apprenticeability of oc-
tupations within the definition given in the regulation. This was a deliberate effort
to remove to the extent possible pressure group influence on such decisions. The
Bureau has not succeeded in achieving adoption of these or substitute objective cri-
teria by the State Apprenticeship Councils. Thus a program sponsor might conceiv-
ably have registered apprentices in an occupation in one State but find that classifi-
cation unacceptable when transferring to another State.

temslattre option
Forty six years ago Congress enacted the National Apprentice hip Act in a time of

relatively stable labor market conditions and simple industr, , environment. The
1tts language is general, essentially hortative in character, airti its authors antici-
pated use and growth of the apprenticeship system without the need for more ex-
plicit or directive public policy

Over the same period of time the nation's industrial technology has become in-
treasingly complex as has the economic-social milieu of work and family life. Few
indeed are the workers. employers, and job unaffected by the stream of governmen-
tal employment and training policies and programs of the last few decades. In that
same lei years. government policies for apprenticeship have been administratively
generated by both Federal and State to interpret, to adjust. to patch, fix and add-on
ice tintimstances required The national thrust for a unified program has weakened
and diffused among more than '30 differing political jurisdiction approaches. Vitality
is rapidly draining from the program from neglect.

The original Act should be amended to review the national thrust for a unified,
better toordinated program with a new sense of direction to address specific needs.
An amended Act can give legislative standing to certain administrative policies
while retaining the proven concepts of the original Act. In addition to dealing with
the issues outlined above, an amended Act could:

Cause to be identified occupations in short labor supply and those critical to the
nation's defense posture:

Require that employers hate substantial contracts with the federal government
do their fair share of ,kill training to reduce competitive bidding for highly skilled
ttorkers. improve productivity and quality, and reduce costs:

Give substance to the original Act s hope that the States would take action with
respect to their skilled ttorker resources by providing a mechanism for financial aid
to the States when needed:
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Insure. that the federal government itself as a major employer wilt be a leader in
the development of competent. highly skilled craft workers; and

Give meaning to the Congressional intent of the earlier Act for a truly national
uniform system of apprenticeship and more carefully delineate Federal and State
roles.

A well conceived approach to the legislative objectives was provided in H.R. 4884
offered in the first session of the 97th Congress by Mr. William Clay and Mr. Carl
Perkins.

CONCLUSION

The Subcommittee* review of the apprenticeship system, a system 'atty recog-
nized as the most effective means for producing the highly skilled workers essential
to the nation's economic well being and defense posture, r indeed timely. Clete ly a
watershed point has been reached in apprenticeship. Either the system and public
policies to undergird that system be vigorously pursued or the governments role in
development and maintenance of our skilled frOCKITCOI be abandoned and the public
interest ignored.

Apparently the latter course is preferred by the current Administration. The lan-
guage of the 1980 Republican party platform, "we also support expansion of proven
skill training practices such as apprenticeship . . ." is empty of substance. The Ad-
ministration has chosen to reduce the number of persons engaged in the promotion
and provision of technical assistance to the employers for establishment of program*
and to camouflage and minimize the effects of the reduction of resourote requested
for the programs. The employment level of the federal apprenticeship agency is es-
pecteed to be down by close of this fiscal year to one-half the level of positions Con-
gress had authorized when this Administration took office. In all probability, an-
other :30-35 federal apprenticeship field office* will be eland. No expansion by the
States can be anticipated nor could the States be expected to perform the national
role as outlined in this statement.

The hearing by this subcommittee can and should become a turning point in a
positive direction for the apprenticeship system.

ASK/MTV) Buns* as & CONTI/AMU
or Wormers WASHINGTON,

Bellevue, Wash., November 11, 1983.
Mr. THOMAS F. Rovar.s,
Liaison Ofticer, Committee on Education and Labor.
House of Representatives, Rayburn House Office Building, Washington. QC

DCAR Ma. ROYALS: I have only recently learned about the hearing being conducted
on apprenticeship training, which, in my capacity as executive director of two con-
struction trade associations, is a daily concern to me. I hope that this letter will
reach you in time for consideration.

I serve as executive director for both the Washington State Electrical Contractors
Association, a state group of open shop contractors. and the Associated Builders and
Contractors, a local chapter of the national ABC representing merit shop contrac-
tors. Both groups have set craft training as a top priority, realizing that training of
future open/merit shop construction workers is the key to the success of the open/
merit shop movement. The Business Roundtable's Construction Wintry Cost F.ffec-
tiveness Report comes to the same conclusion. Currently 60 percent of the construe-
tion in this country is done on an open or merit shop basis, but only 10 percent of
the training dollars come from the open shopa situation that clearly carrot con-
tinue.

Because training and apprenticeship is such a major concern of these two trade
groups. I spend considerable time on the issue, and I would like to share my obser-
vations with you.

The apprenticeship system is the traditional form of training construction work-
ers. It combines onthe-job training and related classroom instruction to produce a
skilled worker at the end of the apprenticeship period, generally four years for most
skilled crafts.

The training of future workers must be dome with input from industry. Appren-
ticeship cannot exist in a vacuum. It must be responsive to the current and future
needs of industry. When significant changes occur in industry, the apprenticeship
system must respond to those changes. That is NOT happening in Washington
State. and perhaps in other places throughout the country.
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The construction industry is rapidly moving away from a monopoly by union
firms Open and merit shop contractors are doing more and more work Often only
the "downtown corridor.' remains solidly union dominated However, the appren-
ticeship system in this state is controlled by labor unions who regard it as their
system The Washington State Apprenticeship & Training Council's (WSATC) record
of approving nonunion apprenticeship programs (both multi-employer and individ-
ual) is appalling. (See enclosed letter, appendix 1)

The union apprenticeship system cannot, by its very nature, respond to the needs
of industry for future workers during a recessionary period When a local union has
hundreds of unemployed dues-paying members "sitting on the bench" the union
cannot take on new apprentices, to whom they must provide employment, at the
expense of employing their journey-level members The unions' structure prevents
them from being able to respond to future needs Ironically. in this instance. orga-
nised labor is a conservative organization, unable to change and respond to its
changing surroundings.

However, with the astounding increase in open/merit shop construction, the ap-
prenticeship system must be expanded to include training for contractors and work-
ers who chose the open; merit shop system This will not be done easily, but it must
be done The construction industry and the country will suffer if significant changes
are not made to include all employers and employees in the apprenticeship system
Maybe it is happening in other states, but it is certainly not happening in Washing-
ton. which has only one multi-employer state-approved apprenticeship program in
the construction tradesin a craft which did not overlap with an existing union
program.

The situation has become so dire in this state that four trade associations and
some individual plaintiffs have been forced to file a lawsuit in Federal district court
in an effort to coerce the state to allow non-union apprenticeship programs (See en-
closed appendix 2)

It has been my experience that the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train-
ing is providing a critical service in the entire apprenticeship system. BAT pro-
motes. ad%ises and coordinates for users of the system across the country More im-
portantly in this state. BAT helps prohibit abuses of the system by those who be-
lie%e that only those who carry union cards should have access to that system 1

have worked closely tth the representatives of BAT in this region, and while their
ability to act is res'.4...ed because this is a SAC state, if it were not for BAT open
shop employers would have no recourse or advocate for the system being made
available to all citizens of the United States.

Even the open shop division of the Associated General Contractors. a trade group
similar to ABC. has been forced to go to the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship &
Training for approval of their training program because the state council would not
approve their standards We have chosen to enter into a lawsuit in our attempt to
gain access to the state apprenticeship system, but the needs of both groups are the
same training

Of course there is more involved here than merely training and access to training
As long as open, merit shop contractors are denied a state approved apprenticeship
program. they are at a severe disadvantage in bidding Davis-Bacon work Union
contractorswith certified apprenticescan pay a percentage of the journey-level
wage to their apprentices on public works jobs Non union contractorswithout cer-
tified apprenticesmust pay full journey-level wages to all workers on the job This
disparity in labor costs makes it almost impossible to compete, thus giving union
contractors an enormous competitive edge

There is a great deal more I could relate concerning apprenticeship in this state I

could go on at length quoting statistics and relating the tales of the non-union em-
ployer trying to provide training to his/her employees I would be happy to do so
upon request You may be interested in knowing that the Washington State Electri-
cal Contractors Association has been sponsoring a non-approved training program
for years and currently has more than 225 students enrolled in five locations
throughout the state The contractors understood that training could not wait for
approval ABC of Western Washington. a new group. is also in the process of estab-
lishing two training programs. with or without the WSATC's blessing

Apprenticeship training has been the backbone of the construction industry by
training its future supervisors and workers it must continue to be so. but only if
the system is opened and expanded to include all aspects of the construction indus-
try At the same time the open 'merit shop must realize its responsibility for train-
ing its future workforce and allocate more of its resources to training of workers
and educating foremen and supervisors

or.
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Each employer should be able to decide whether or not he/she wants to operate a
union or open/merit shop. Each employee should be able to choose whether or not
he/she wishes to be represented by organized labor. Access to apprenticeship and
training should not be dependent upon that decision. Education must be open to all
regardless of race, creed, color, sex, national origin, age or labor affiliation.

The future health of the construction industry and American industry in general,
the future of America's ability to compete in a world market with other industrial-
ized nations, the future of our youth's employment opportunities depends upon the
solution to the problem of accessibility to the apprenticeship system.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. If you desire any additional informa-
tion, please don't hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,
KATHLEEN B. GARRITY,

Executive Director.
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Reply 10 The Atte nbon of

Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training

Fit.. Kathy Qrires, Research Assistant
State of Washington
Senate fsearch Center
101 Senate Office Building
Olyrpia, % 98504

pear Ps. Crimes:

In response to the several questions you posed in your Septerter 9, 1981 letter,
the following is offered.

Question ...1:

The agency and program inforration sheets provide data for Region X - tmuld it be
possible to break out the sane inforration (number of apprentices, cost per appren-
tice, agency staffing and budget) on state-by-state basis within the region?

A/SWER:

The U. S. Departrent of Labor Apprenticeship and Training resources for FY 1981
were disbursed as follows for each of the States of legion 10:

14151-111MON (SAC State)

BAT Staff (6) TechrticaLs (3) Clericals - 'Dotal 9
BAT Budget $236,000.00
Cost per apprentice (8500) basic $28.00

plus Region costs 6.00
'fetal $34.00

8 of )k..gional Work force 418
8 of Regional Apprentices 518
II of Regional Technical Staff 468
8 of 1gional Budget 378
IL of SpDrs5Ors (accounts) (400) 268

ORSCON (SAC State)

BAT Staff (4) Technicals (2) Clericals - 'total 6
BAT Budget 6162,000.00
Ccst per aiprentice (5500) basic 529.00

plus Region costs 6.00
'Dotal $35.00
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oarCH (continued)

% of Regional Work force 35%
% of Regional Apprentices 33%

% of Regional. Technical staff 31.5%
% of Regional Budget 25%

% of Sponsors (amounts) (450) 29%

1D7410 (BAT State)

BAT Staff (2) Technicals (1) Clerical - Total 3
BAT Budget 511.000.00
Cost per apprentice (1500) basic $54.00

'plus Regicn costs 6.00
Total 160r.bb

% of Regional Work force 11%
% of Regional Apprentices 9%
% of Regicnal Technical Staff 15%
% of Regional Budget 13%
% of Sponsors (accounts) (530) 34%

ALASKA (BAT State)

BAT Staff (1) Technical (1) Clerical - Total 2
BAT Budget $54.000.00
Cost per apprentice (1200) basic $45.00

'plus Region costs 6.00
Total 151.00

4 of Regional Work force 5%
% of Segicnal Apprentices 76
4 of Regional Technical Staff 7.5%
4 of Regional Budget 86
4 of Sponsors (accounts) (170) 11%

Pegicnal Office operating =LS are factored as an overhead of $6.00 per apprentice
which is disbursed equally to the States an a numter-of-apprentices factor.

All figures are rcheckwi and based on 3rd Quarter 1981 statistical data.

Several variables can are to play in b-siget disburscnent fray the basic cost
average base. These could include geographical distances for travel - variety of
travel and per diem costs - ntrber of sponsors of apprenticeship programs such art
Idaho with only llt of the work force yet have 34% of the sponsors accoants.
Also. as rule of thumb we assess the work load by area work force which defines
potential expansion for develop and install. Usually in a BAT State we estimate
800 to 1000 apprentices as one Teeclical's work load. In a SAC State 1000 to 1500
is a work load. This is balanced somewhat with ntrioer of programs in any given area
of work. Exerple: BAT representative in Boise. Idaho area has within the work load
275 accounts with BOO apprentices. In the Tacoma area, the RAT representative has
65 accounts with 1600 apprentices. The responsibilities vary in regards to whether
the area is a BAT State or a SAC State. In the disburscmcnt of budget and staff.
we primarily try to balance the per cent of work force and per cent of apprentices
and sponsors with the per cent of Trdinical Staff before applying variables.
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cnmrstien 2:

There are several apprenticeship programs that operate within WashingtonBureau
of Appreeticeship and Training. State Ceparteent of Labor and Industries. and
the Vocational 'Noe:deal Institutes/ccerunity colleges. (bat are the differences
between these programa in their missions. population served, provisions of services?

teSWER:

In the State of Washington only the Washington State apprenticeship Council
(Departrent of Labor and Industries) aininistrates apprenticeship program in
acmrdance with the State Apprenticeship Act. The one exception is Apprenticeship
progr,rs on so-called Federal areas such as Bremerton Navy Yard, eilitary Bases or
Indian Feservations. These programs are registered nationally with the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training with the °aunt available to individual States for
statistical purposes. ktcational divisions conduct pre - training (classrexel for
entry into programs of aeprenticeship and also the ma)ority of related instruction
for working aporentices are conducted at Veer-Tech or Community Colleges. A State
Board for Vocational Instruction representative also serves as an ex-officio
merber of the Washington State Anprenticeship Council. Each of the Agencies
mentioned have individual roles in the total system of Apprenticeship Training.
more are also cooperative formal working agreements (attached) which atte-pt to
define roles and eliminate duplication of e(fgrt. VA also. under DCL Standards,
registers individual sponsors-- see cenerai currents.

Question 3:

You renticeed during our telephone conversation that Alaska and Idaho do not
utilize an apprenticeship council, but are administered throull your office.
Any °relents you have on the differences between these two states and Washington
would be helpful. that are the pros and cons of utilizing a council?

eNSWIT:

Since the inception of the Fitzgerald Act, which established the Bureau of Apprentice-
ship and Training within the Cepartment of Labor in 1937. one of our priorities
has been to actively prcmote and assist to establish and maintain State Apprentioer
ship lam or Acts. Thirty-one States and Territories have such Acts on the becks
with State Cozncils. The basic differences between Idaho or Alaska and the State
of Washington is BAT also handles all the registration of program Standards and
maintenance of these programs in addition to promoting the Sysbrn of Apprentice-
ship Training with Industry and Labor. Also, in BAT States the criteria of estab-
lishing Standards with Sponsors follows the Labor Standard Title 21. cra 29 with-
oat a Cceincil. The process is perhaps less carberscre and such quicker than in
Washington where the Council only meets every three months. (see reoammendaticns)
This is not to say there is. as an end result. a better system in one area (BAT
State) than another (SAC State). I believe the delegation of authority is what
makes a difference in the application of the process. In a SAC State the wystam
is btaxeyht such closer to the sponsors and apprentices because of local application
and State recognition. It is the intent of the Fitzgerald Act and subsequent Labor
Standards that States would adopt harmnnicus Acts and procedures in concert with the
National Apprenticeship program. as it so states in the Washington State Act.
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Question 3 (continued

BAT supports the concepts of a State Council althoit at tires we may disagree
with their kplicotion of the Act in a mural rather than a broad sense.

Question 4:

What are your staff resionsibilities in interacting with the council structure?

ANSWER:

In the Washington State Apprenticeship and Training Act as it states. fnormqvotel
that policies and proardJres should be in harmony with the U. S. Cepartrent of
Labor. Nhen this was vritten into the Act in 1941 it was recognized there is a
national purpose for Apprenticeship Training to meet the demands for sksll'1
workers and for the general welfare of the Naticn. The close ties with the
National program was reinforced when the States with Apprenticeship Acts formed
the National Association of State and Wrritorial Apprenticeship Directors (N\ST7Z)
organization. Collectively they meet periodically with the Administrator of the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and forward suggestions and recommendations
to the Secretary of Labor to further the Apprenticeship System. There are also
]Dint Federal and State sub-coraittees who meet an special issues. The WASTAD
Chairperson also reefs and is an Advisor to the Secretary of Labor's Federal
Cormittee on Apprenticeship. This sets the tone for the regional and State Directors
and Field Representatives to meet regularly at local levels where information and
problems can be cu-runicated. In both the Sates of Washington and Oregon - SAC
States - there are formal working agreements between BAT and SAC to reinforce this
policy. Also, in each State there has been adopted Labor Standards Title 29 CFR 30
for Equal Drplo,,ment Opportunity and Title 29 CFR 29 which standardized nationally
the criteria for Registration of Apprenticeship Programs. In order for a State
Apprenticeship system to receive recognition from the Secretary of labor the intent
and purpose of these Labor Standards rust be adopted by the State. Both there
Standards have been adopted by the State of Washington Apprenticeship Council since
1977. It is the responsibility of BAT to monitor the State's application of these
Standards and rake reccrwendaticns where necessary and to assist the Council and
Apprenticeship Division in interpretation and application to program sponsors.
Since 1941 the State Director of BAT has been an Advisor to the State Council
primarily to advise and oarnaricate Apprenticeship and Training information nation-
wide. BAT also coordinated the reciprocal agreement on reeistration of apprentices
where collective bargaining )urisclacticn crosses state lines between the States of
Washington, Oregon and Idaho. All three States are signatory to this agreement
which enables employers to work apprentices across state lines without violation of
registration policy and circumvention of other erploynent regulations. The bottom
lire is - there is open and on -going relationships with the Apprenticeship and
Training Divisicn and the State Council.

Question Sr

What changes. if airy, do you forsee in the status of the National Apprenticeship
Program in the coring year? If funds were cut in any of the programs operating in
the state, what would be the impact an the re airing programs?
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ts.':S TA:

There is no qaestion in anyceS nand who are close to the ttaticnal and State
e that the re,v>are and worth of irogr.r-s rust tx measured by caLY;t.

eff..tiv,...nss. The BAT bud et to date and forecast for '82 (at this writing)
is for no ir.rear.es but rather staff and budget will nrain at erd of FY '81
lea'ls. (There coald h.-LA evar be further cuts, in ry ct-inion). In this regicn
there have, to data, be - -n no cuts in ceiling ho,tver, we are urder a hiring freeze
as are all Federal kJ-Ilexes. Until the fiscal year resources levels are ironed out
by the Ce...ess thete will to holes in our staff because of retire--ents arc) trans-
fers. ,t.t the begirmang of r\.arter I for exa-ple we will be C.o (2) ','.'echrtical and
one (I) Clerical polition short. In other worts, I do not expect any increases
and here to fill our positions to the forecast ceiling. The priorities for oar
staff is to can...aam.trate the tra)crity of our tire and resources in the area of
expiating the perenticaship tt-rxpt of training in so-called ran.-treational
tr Ade areas, Van:if:Kt-wring, Suvrce, Wnolesale/Petaal Trade and the Public IMploy-
rrnt Sector. If state funds were cut, it would put a crimp in our prcrotion
efforts as the primly re.-.pcnsibility of the State is to register programs, track
apprentices, and prepare necessary statistical inforration to the Council, Legisla-
ture and citizens of the State, The State's responsibility with their present
limited staff to gust maintain contact with existing program sponsors and track
pie-sent registration plus preparaticn of new standards is limited at best. On the
National and hopefully at the State level this pagram rust be viewed as cost
effective and with direct u-pley7-ent and progressive training and wage earning
of the api-xentices it pays back in taxes mach more than the minimal cost of maintain-
ing the system. tb rater how you slice it - cost effectiveness is guaranteed.
respite the present unemplotment levels in this State and the Region the program
is still intact and there are over 8000 in washington and 17,000 Regionally receiv-
ing direct employment. As the C MICrly increases so will the progra-s. The one
factor that is being overlccked is the present potential to increase the ntriber of
apprentices in hundieds of occupatacns not new approved by the Council in Washington.
(see arrests).

GeneralCarents:

I sincerely hope the above has at least in part answered your specific questions.
As we discassed Co the phone, there are several arexwhich, in my opinion, can take
place to enhance and expand the program in the State of Washington. When BAT

worked with the State in 1941 to establish the State Act there were few, trades with
apprentaccshap training opportunities. The Building Drat.- s, Printing Trades and

ttadure 'Ito' Trades historically and traditionally had airrenticeship prcgra-G and
over the years have muntaired and rovectrostly thrcugh collective hargairu.ng
agrec-ents. their individual craft goals. These proyars are still the nucleus
of the program and nationally co.:statute approximately 501 of all apprentices. If
you subtracted these trades fen the present registraticri in Washington State ycu
will find very little has been do-le to eicand the prccram. This past year we have

'Thad ac.-.,anoved in this Region over 150 new sgorsors of aprenticeship program. Of

that total only 8 have been approved to date by the wshangton State Apprenticeship
Cormal. to make ratters worse only 24 spc-sors' progra-s were aFproved in the

past two years. In Alaska with the highest t--va.-Tplcyrrent in the Pc-glen and only
1 staff technical OAT has alaroved over 20 re., pregra-s. The work force potential
is only 1/10th of washington's and 51 of the Region. There has been in Washington
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...
ithe loss of program approval by the Veterans it:ministration. VA ar,noved nearly
80 new prograns this past year in tvashirgton based on the so-re criteria as in the
State Act. AU of these progra-s should have been registered with the State of
Washington as done in the past. The Council, not the Labor and Irdistry Appren- -

tioeship Division, has by there- narree interpretation of the Act excluded sponsors
fits, participating in tde program rather than including additional potpie. tbch
of this can be directly traced to the Council's action tcLards unilateral or nett-
union itrojeems. The rake,:p of the Council al d the v.._ral phticwphy has txx to
-turn of f" csiilo,ers repiesting non-union or unilateral prograns. There hew been
nil es and policies initiated by the Council in the past ,..hich were in ref opinion
and the Attorney Cereral's (Washington) opinicn contaary to the Act. There have
been undue pressures placed on the Council by organized labor in the State to limit
participatiorij teich of this is Ferfectly un:erstardable and advocacy positions are
certainly the right of these orgaru Lotions. Ho.ever, the Apprenticeship System was
est abl is!ied to offer }outh erpla,rent ere,orterti tics and a chance to enter the work
force learning a skilled cicc,reeational trade. It. uas not established to use as a tool
(or organizing or estahlis'enent of jurisdiction. I personally terrier these re.. its
by stating I c.re through a Union program of apprentioeship and support the concept
of Unions' rights under collective bargaining. The Apprenticeship concept and the
opportunities for youth and the Act tran.cends this particular philosophy. There is
ro question or diseiereernents that the pregrars under collective bargaining offer the
very finest of trade training. He.ever, not everyone can be a Harvard or Stanford.
The Nyelenticesh.ip Act ,..as passed to offer opportunities for all the citizens of the
State to participate as long as the basic criteria and Standards are net. Otis trend
in the past 3 or 4 years to limit prey-nets I believe is only tem2orary and in no way
has become the policy of all Cce.nctl tethers. Bit-by-bit and piece-by-piece there
have been several irproseetents initiated as to procedures ,.'tide I believe will rake
the program viable and again in harrory %nth the Act. Recently a pattern standard
procedure %. es ,v2,-.9txd with enetepasses universal provisions of reqJesting registration
unddr a standard criteria. (BAT has used a pattern standard (or years and we
assisted in preparing the rew State Standards). Once crealoyers ra_ect the criteria
as set forth, the Council should approve the Standard without question, te:ardless
of Union or Non-Union affiliation. The welfare of the apprentice Is well protected
under the re.: Standards whidl Is extrcrely iteiaortant. This program should not be
used as a cheap labor or te-xirary source of erploynent.

WWI LNONTIO :

There should be a review of the Act itself with the intent to streamline pro-
cedurally the ap2roval of Sponsors' re:Jests to enter into registration pith
the State under a standard a plicable policy.

There should be included provisions for rrore irdtvtdual e'llaloyers to
participate. (BAT calls these, Indavtdual tbn-joint Standards).

- The structure of the Coancil should be changed to an erparded body. Arpreserr-
tation co the Council should include rerbership free, trdtstries such as
Building Train, tianufacturirq. Service Trades, Vnolesale/Retail Tiede, Forest
Preducts/ratung and Public Ssctor eeplopent. Ore roc -pier earn representing
labor and ranage-ent. There shaild be at least tuo public meters represent-
ing the rights of Minorities and Fe-ales since Equal L.-plc:trent Opporturuty
is a vital part of Kuril action. The Csiairperson should serve .ntheut vote --
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or wee only in car.e of a tic. Ile Director of ta`er and Irdu.stry or the
Xp,,:entia..hip Division series in many States.

There s`loild lr. rore delegation of authority given to the Director of the
kricntire:,hip Division. ihere is very little no and staff is not being
p:operly utilized.

", rally, the Cr--inzil should set policy, prccedtu-e_s and act to exp and the
syst,:n end tut a....^anistrative actions be carried out by the Director of

ship and staff. eVe tlu ng should not hinge cn the Council rooting
every three ronths where all issues are decided. If standards and criteria
are adopted and set to function progr.Tratically the athinistrative structure
should be left to do the )cb.

Cri:Ls, this has turned into a lengthy response and perhaps borders on the
irevati..e rather than cn the positive. It is ay hope the legislature will look
at the State vciirem as the dividend it is. It should be expanded rather than
cut back. You don't, as the saying goes, "thrad oat the baby with the water*.
This ilogrrra of a,s--ienuocship with all the potential there is in Washington and
the continuing r.--d for skilled and productive people ccriirq into our industries
can rc;ay hurl:re-if:1d the runl:ral costs incurred. I believe the State should
respezd affirrati%.ely to the direct crplolrent concept Apprenticeship offered.
The top:as shc_ld continue as a State vehicle serving the citizens of this State.

Sincerely,

t1:123:a4 P. :,,ruse z:
Di rector

Attachrents
Letter of ltderstanding and

Cooperative : :ori.irg Agretrent,
State of t:ashington

Federal Register Title 29 CFR 29
Federal Frgister Title 29 CFR 30
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ASSOCIATED BUILDERS & CONTRACTORS
Of WESTERN WASHINGTON,
Bellevue, Wash., May 11. 198i.

To All members.
Subject Association files antitrust lawsuit against Washington State over non-union

apprenticeship program approval.

The Associated Builders and Contractors of Western Washington, along with
three other construction Industry trade associations and certain members, have filed
suit against the State of Washington, its Department of Labor and :Industries and
certain members of the Washington State Apprenticeship and Training Council
(WSATC) in Federal district court in Seattle on May 10, 1983.

The other plaintiff associations are the Associated Builders and Contractors.
inland Pacific Chapter; the Washington State Electrical Contractors Association;
and the Washington Association of Plumbing-Heating Cooling Contractors.

The Association and other plaintiffs assert that a regulation adopted by the Coun-
cil requires non-union open shop contractors wanting a multi-employer approved ap-
prenticeship program to agree to fix wages in violation of antitrust law prohibition's
on price fixing.

The plaintiffs assert that the defendants have agreed to refuse approval of certain
kinds of non-union apprenticeship training programs in an effort to preclude open
shop firms from effectively competing for public works projects in Washington
State Plaintiffs refer to a May 1981 memorandum from the Office of the Washing-
ton State Attorney General and a letter from a U.S. Department of Justice Anti-
trust Division attorney which the plaintiffs say support their position that the ac-
tions of the defendants are in violation of antitrust laws.

The Association and the other plaintiffs in the suit are asking for injunctive and
declaratory relief from Federal district court to prohibit the alleged violations of
antitrust laws The Washington State Apprenticeship and Training Council has the
authority to change the disputed rule and practices without legislative action.

The plaintiffs believe that if the rule and practices are rescinded and not replaced
with another restrictive regulation, non-union construction contractors could spon-
sor approved apprenticeship programs, improve the educational opportunities for
their employees, compete fairly for public works projects and perhaps lower the cost
to taxpayers for government-funded construction projects

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE ASSOCIATION'S LAWSUIT ON APPRENTICESHIP

The Washington State Apprenticeship and Training Council (WSATC) was origi-
nally established to promote aprenticeship, approve proposed apprenticeship pro-
grams and to carry out the Intent of the Fitzgerald Act of 1937, the national appren-
ticeship law, and similar state legislation.

The Council adopted a Washington Administrative Cods: (WAC) rule in February
1980 which says:

"WAC 296-04-27012Xc) The statement of the progressively Increasing scale of
wages IRCW 49 04 050150 which shi:1 provide that the entry level wage for all ap-
prentices shall be at least a precentage of the journeyman scale set by the applica-
ble collective bargaining agreement ,.,: at least a percentage of the prevailing wage
for the craft for the area set by the United States Department of Labor pursuant to
the Davis-Bacon Act (40 USC Set 276) where no collective bargaining agreement is
in effect In the event an apprenticeship program is proposed for an area already
served by an apprenticeship program, the new program t wage scale shall be identi-
cal to or greater than that of an existing program. ."

This WAC rule requires all employers signatyory to a multi- employer apprentice-
ship program to pay the same wages to their apprentices and to match or exceed
the apprenticeship wages of the existing program, which is the union wage in
nearly every case

On the other hand. federal and state antitrust laws prohibit a group of employers
who do not have a collective bargaining agreement to pay a set scale of wages
except under certain very limited and specific conditions.

This WAC rule was proposed by one of the defendants. G. David Hutchins, when
he was a member of the WSATC. representing IBEW Local 46. Mr. Hutchins is now
Assistant Director for Apprenticeship. Department of Labor and Industries and Sec-
retary of the WSATC.

The state apprenticeship law's only reference to apprentice wages states. "RCW
49 04 05015) A statement of the progressively increasing scale of wages. (must be In-
cluded in apprenticeship standards.)'
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There is no provision in federal or state statutory law that requires apprentice
employees of open shop contractors to be paid union wages or the same wages as an
existing approved apprenticeship program Neither the Fitzgerald (Apprenticeship)
Act nor the companion state legislation contain either an express or implied exemp-
tion from antitrust laws. The Department of Justice Antitrust Division has issued a
business review letter reserving its right to challenge a proposed directive of the De-
partment of Labor under which apprentices would be required to be paid at a rate
not less than a fixed percentage of the arithmetic average of journeyman rates as
applied to open shop apprenticeship programs

The effect of the Council's rule is to prohibit non-union employers from sponsor-
ing multiemployer approved apprenticeship programs awl having apprentices that
are registered with the Washington State Apprenticeship and Training Council The
construction industry by its very nature must have multiple employer standards
rather than single employer standards The plaintiffs maintain that there is only
one non-union multi-employer program in the construction industry that has been
approved by the Council and that was in an area not served by a union apprentice-
ship program

Contractors without registered apprentices are at a severe disadvantage in bid-
ding on any job involving federal, state or local government funds because the
DavisBacon Act allows contractors with registered apprentices to pay their appren-
tice employees a percentage of the prevailing wage (on a sliding scale based on expe-
rience). Contractors without registered apprentices must pay the full prevailing
wage to all workers, both journeymen and traineesdramatically increasing labor
emits anti therefore excluding open shop contractors from effectively competing for
public works projects and, according to the plaintiffs, this restrains trade in viola-
tion of the state and federal antitrust laws.

The suit's plaintiffs claim that trainees not registered to an approved apprentice-
ship program have suffered from decreased employment opportunities and are pre-
cluded from gaining training on public works projects.

In addition to the injury done to non-union contractors and their trainees and
journeyman employees, the plaintiffs assert that the state's taxpayers have to pay
millions of dollars a year in inflated construction costs by artificially raising and
stabilizing wages.

FACTS AND FIGURES

Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that there will be a need for 2 million addi-
tional construction workers by 1990

It is projected that current training and apprenticeship programs will fill only one
quarter of those jobs, leaving a shortage of 1.3 million jobs

The Rand Commission projects a need for a .500-1000 percent increase over current
certification rates to meet the need for skilled workers for the rest of the century

It is projected that the Pacific Northwest will experience a growth rate of 14 for
the next 20 years, compared to 08 for the rest of the nation

The Business Roundtable estimates that 60 percent of this country's construction
is done open shop. yet only 10 percent of the training is done in the open shop
sector

The Business Roundtable concludes. 'There is a need for a recognized and accred
tied training curriculum that can be utilized by open shop contractors to train
craftsmen for industrial work by modern skill-related methods, particularly in the
specialized trades " (Emphasis added )

During a one-year period in the early 1980's 130 new apprenticeship programs
were approved in the region (Washington, Oregon. Idaho and Alaska) Of those only

were approved in Washington. even though Washington has 41 percent of the re
gion's work force

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD or ELECTRICAL WORKERS.
LOCAL UNION 697.

Hammond. Ind , November 14. 1981
Mr TilostAs F ROYALS.
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor.
House of Representatives. Rayburn House Office Building. Washington. DC

DEAR SIR. I have been associated with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.
U S Department of Labor for many years My first encounter was as an electrical
apprentice and from there I served six years as a member our Joint Apprentice and
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Training Committee before holding my present position. The Bureau has been most
helpful in handling problems relating to our program and industry.

It appears of late this service and interest has suffered due to certain restrictions
and a declining staff.

I personally fail to see any just reasoning in discontinuing the National Appren-
tice Activity when in todays labor market there are so many problems dealing with
unemployment and underemployment.

We in our community, would appreicate your support in properly funding and
staffing the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.

Sincerely.
ROUST L. Laura,

Business Manager,
Local Union 697, 1.13.E.W.

NATIONAL TOOLING & MACHINING Assommois,
Fort Washington, Md., August 1C 1989.

Hon. JOHN N. Eatinsoan,
U.S. House ofRepresentatives.
Washington. D.C.

Du* REPAUENTATIVE Eatensolus: The 8 members of the National Tooling & Mae
chining Association in your district need your help. Our industry is the keystone of
all manufacturing.

The tooling and machining industry is critical to our country's health u it makes
possible the existence of virtually every other manufacturing industry. Tooling is, in
its simplest sense, the means of production In its current modern industrial 'liege,
tooling refers to the special, often one-of-a-kind products manufactured to desired
levels of uniformity, accuracy, interchangeability, and quality. It includes custom
designed machine tools or machining systems which serve a specific function or
series of functions related to the manufacture of specific end products. Machining
Involves the use of mechanical, electrical. chemical, and photooptical techniques to
form material, usually metal, under precisely controlled conditions.

Our Industry supplies the necessary precision tooling and machining for such
vital industries as defense, automotive, aerospace, appliance, business machines,
electronics. agricultural implements, ordnance, transportation, environmental, con-
struction equipment, nuclear, and many more In point of fact, nearly every manu-
facturer does business at one time or another with the contract tooling and machin-
ing industry.

Despite the sophistication of the equipment used in our industry, we depend as
much as ever on the highly refined skills or our innovative toolmakers, themakers,
moldmakers, and machinists. These are the most highly skilled craftsmen in
modern 'Austrial society and the typical four-year apprenticeship requires 640
hours of classroom study and 8,000 hours of owthe-job training.

The cost of training these individuals is very high. An investment averaging
$60,000 is required for everyone on the shop floor They are trained in the manner
of traditional apprenticeships, with highly skilled journeymen foregoing many pro-
ductive hours to work with their apprentices As a result, the apprenticeship results
in a significant financial loss to the employer, typically a small businessman with

employees, during his first year of employment and often in the succeeding
year as well.

The result of these high training costs has been a chronic shortage of skilled labor
in this field Recognizing the importance of this skill to the defense industrial base
and the overall economic health of the country, the U.S. Department of Labor has
for over 20 }ears funded pre-apprenticeship training programs for our industry.

Unfortunately, we have recently learned that they are most unlikely to fund addlr
norml training in the next fiscal year, despite language in the new Job Training
Partnership Act of 1982, which calls for programs such as ours.

The result of a cancellation would be to aggravate the problem still further, hurt-
ing our members' training capability in your district. In many cases, the 12-16
weeks of pre-employment training provided by our program makes the difference in
whether our members can afford to hire an additional apprentice Those receiving
the pre-apprenticeship training are much further along and represent a much
quicker payback, a matter of great importance to a small company The result of a
cancellation of our program will be fewer new jobs created in your district and a
greater reliance on imports of the crucial products provided by our industry.
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You can help us by seeking to convince Assistant Secretary of Labor for Employ-
ment and Training Albert Angrisani of the crucial importance of this program. Our
members would be most appreciative if you could wnte Mr Angrisani at the U.S.
Department of Labor, Room S2307, 200 Constitution Avenue, NW , Washington, DC
20210 and express your strong support for our program.

Cordially,
BRUCE N. Halm

Manager. Government Affairs.

NATIONAL TOOLING & MACHINING ASSOCIATION,
Fort Washington. Md., September 30, 1983.

Hon. Aucusios F. HAWKINS.
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.0

DEAR RETRIZENTATIVE HAWKINS: We were very pleased to hear that the House
Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities will be conducing oversight hearinp
on the National Apprenticeship Act and other training related matters. The Nation-
al Tooling and Machining Association represents an industry which has the second
largest number of registered apprentice,* in the United States. This Association has
had a longstanding interest in the apprenticeship system and has been actively en-
gaged in helping the industry Improve training on an overall basis. We welcome the
opportunity to testify and offer our thoughts and comments.

In general, apprenticeship training in the United States hat been in a steady de-
cline when compared to the growth of the overall work force. There are many rea-
sons, real and fictional, that have worked against the apprenticeship system.

The Federal and State governments must develop cooperative systems with indus-
try to Improve our training systems. The critical shortage of skilled workers has al-
ready seriously impaired America's competitive position in the world market. The
skills shortage has a direct bearing on American economic welfare and national se-
curity Enclosed are two recent articles about a study which clearly points up one of
the more significant reasons why small companies are finding it particularly diffi-
cult and expensive to continue training. Also enclosed is a bnef paper describing the
National Tooling and Machining Association's position on training.

The United State does not have a comprehensive policy which will insure the
maintenance of an adequate, welltramed work force. We sincerely hope that your
hearings will result in a clear-cut policy addressed at this serious shortcoming.
NTMA looks forward to these hearings.

Sincerely
JOHN A. BELL,

Manager. 71-runing Activities.

CRITICAL SKILLS FOR AN ESSENTIAL INDUSTRY

The independent contract tooling and machining Industry is represented by the
National Tooling and Machining Association iNTMA), It is made up of approximate-
ly 14.000 small custom metalworking manufacturers which design and build special
tools. dies, jigs, fixtures, molds, gages, special machinery and precision machined
parts The products of this relatively small Industry are essential for virtually all
mass production All product manufacturers rely heavily on the talents. skills and
ingenuity of the contract tooling and machining Industry The Industry has well
earned its nickname "keystone of mass production" Congress on several occasions
has noted that the tooling and machining Industry is a basic industry upon which
the economic welfare and security of the United States depends.

Individual contract companies use a wide variety of sophisticated and expensive
equipment Tolerances of one ten-thousandth of an inch 1.0001") are common. Com-
puters are used regularly to design and control manufacturing operations. However.
the technologically advanced equipment used throughout this essential Industry is
useless without a highly skilled and talented workforce Total employment in the
contract tooling and machining industry is approximately 350.000 persons. This rel-
atively small but highly skilled workforce however is crucial to the maintenance of
America's high standard of living and international security

Unfortunately there is a growing shortage of the high skills required by the toot-
ing and machining 'Indust!" For several generations American society and. partIcu-
larl. the American school systems have been college oriented. Vocational schools
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are typically considered holding pens" for those students who must complete the
requisite number of years of secondary education Increasingly the education/train-
ing burden has been shifted from the schools to the employers.

The sharply increasing cost of training is very diMcult for small companies to
absorb, particularly for tooling and machining companies whose average national
employment is only 25 persons per company There are basic costs which must be
incurred in even the most modest training operation and, accordingly, it costs
nearly as much to train one or two people as it does to train 15 or 20.

An apprentice typically requires four years to reach Journeyman status. The ap-
prentice receives a minimum of 8,004) hours of on-the-yob ,raining on equipment
which costs an average of $40-60,000 per employee Highly skilled Journeymen must
divert many hours from productive work to assist and train the apprentice. As a
result it is generally agreed that in most cases the entire first year of the four-year
apprenticeship program represents a significant net financial loss for the employer.

Recognizing that economies could be realized through a nationally coordinated
training program, N7'MA. the only national trade association representing the con-
tract tooling and machining industry, inaugurated a pre-employment training pro-
gram on a national scale in 1964. NTMA's pre-employment training program was
the prototype which has since been copies by many other industries. Because of the
essential nature of the tooling and machining industry, NTMA has received contin-
uous funding assistance for this training program from the US. Department of
Libor il)01.! since 1004 This funding assistance has helped NTMA provide pree
ployment training to over 18,04)0 persons On average, 80' of the starters have
graduated and secured gainful career employment as machinists, tool, die and mold-
makers, or machine operators in American industry

NTMA's widely regarded and copied pre-employment program is an accelerated,
full time ill hours per week) course with a 12 week term Trainees receive hands-on
machine. training experience combined with classroom instruction in blueprint read.
lag. basic shop math ant machine shop theory NTMA has developed and refined a
wale array of specialized training materials and techniques to insure the sontinued
success of this nationally coordinated program.

This NTMA program has consistently produced entry-level yob candidates at a
total cost of less than $2,000 per trainee One hundred and twenty t120 separate,
distinct manufacturing communities across the country have been served by this no
Hominy coordinated program Typically the DOL funding arrangements have been
12 month contracts enabling the Association to pretrain 1,000 persons. In recent
years the program has not provided a stipend or allowance for trainees For the past
several years overall DOL CgTA funding has been curtailed substantially and
NTMA contracts have been cut back as well The current abbreviated 10month con-
tract expires September 30, l9S3 This contract, in the amount of $661,000, author-
174.$ NTMA to start only 400 persons in training,

The recession abatement and the attendant increase in manufacturing activity
will accentuate and aggravate the skills shortage situation The Administration's
proposals to rebudd American military preparedness will place additional demands
on the thin manpower capacity of the tooling and machining industry

(Prom Wtk Sept i 1943j

SMALL Beseses-s TOE NATION'S TRAINING Gamma

A it at ixsople suspect that small business contributes more to economic vitality
than it generally gets credit for But providing this is another matter Writing in
On latest issue of The Public Interest. American University's Bradley R Schiller
actsontes the case a notch He finds that small companies are the nation's mayor
training ground for new workers He shows that they are subsidizing the training
costs of large corporations, since many of these workers ultimately work for large
companies Ironically, Schiller points out, big companies, not small ones, get most
federal training grants

In a study for the Small Business Administration. Schiller examined the earnings
records of a sample of young male workers He found that companies with fewer
than WO employees hired percent of first time workers, more than their 58 per
cent share of total employment But nine years later, small business had retained
only 11 percent of the first-time workers

Thy reason behind this corporate kidnap is higher wages. Schiller explains. On
ask-rage, the worker who weal to a big company from a small one earned 23 percent
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more in the first year with the new companyan increase that would have taken
him years to attain by sticking with his first employer.

Large companies pay more because their profits are higher, says Schiller And
they usually have more capital per worker. so worker productivity is higher. Be-
cause they can afford higher wages in the first place, big companies also benefit by
being able to choose experienced workers, leaving the costs of initial training to
small companies

TWO-THIRDS 01, WORKERS START OUT AT SMALL COMPANIES. STUDY FINDS

(By Meryl Gordon)

New YORK W.F. Rothwell. president of the Universal Fastener Co. of Charlotte,
N.C. says he's given up on hiring young workers, because the aggravation isn't
worth it.

"I'm so gun-shy of young people, those just coming out of high school and college.
because you bring 'em in. train 'ern. give 'em descipline, and then they're recruited
away by large companies or the competition. said Rothwell, who runs a specialty
hardware distribution firm with 70 employees.

As a result, he said, "I try to hire middle-aged to older workers, for their stabili
ty."

Rothwell's frustration is very understandable, and probably widespread, in light
of a recent study by American University professor Bradley Schiller for the Small
Business Administration.

Schiller. using Social Security income data, tracked work histories of 22,340 young
men from 1957 to 1971, focusing on where they got their first real jobs (a job held
more than six months and paying more than $1,000 a year), how long they stayed.
and what they did next.

"Two-thirds of them got their first jobs in small buisnessescompanies with 100
employees or less," Schiller said. But two years later. a large majority of those
workers were lured away by big firms, with average salary hikes of 25 percent. he
said.

His conclusions. "Small business is providing a disproportionate share of jobs and
training opportunities. The big corporations are able to avoid initial training costs
by letting small firms do it."

Small firms. particularly those with skilled workers are disturbed by this trend.
according to William Dennis. research director of the National Federation of Inde-
pendent Business, a Washington, D C., lobbying group with 560,000 members.

"The machine tool industry has had a terrible problem with this." he said.
"They're always complaining about training a guy and losing him to a larger firm."

Small businesses generally can't compete with large companies in terms of milli
ries. benefits. and job opportunities.

"The only carrot you can offer has to do with personality," said businessman
Rothwell. "Someone has to be more independent" to want to work for a small firm,
he said.

Lisa Mauer. director of marketing service for Rickert Industrial of Milwaukee, an
industrial distributing company with 50 employees, agrees. She said the firm, run
by her father, Bruno. "has had very low turnover," with employees staying an aver
age of nine years. "The atmosphere is very personalized," she said. "Everyone is
very open."

But she acknowledged that ambitious employees could become frustrated working
at a small firm. since there aren't many opportunities to advance with the company.
We aren't one of those 'senior vice president, assistant vice president' sort of

places. There just aren't that many places to go." she said.
Beyond exploring the problems of small businesses in keeping workers. Schiller's

study of young workers is intriguing because of the implications it has for govern
ment policies.

Although small firms provide the majority of first jobs for young male workers.
Schiller said. "Large businesses get the lion's share of all subsidies for job training."
That's primarily because "small business found it isn't worth their while to go
through all the red tape" to get government breaks.
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CENTER FOR CAREER ALTERNATIVES.
Seattle. Wash . November S. 198d.

lion ALA:us-re:: F. liAwitiss.
Ch iii, our a Aix ,,,,, mate,. on Employment Orpoi hurdle.. Hoime Committee on &Inca

t and Labor. Rayburn House Office Building. Washington. D.C.
Di AR Nla IlAwKiNs I an; writing to express my concern over the funding cut.

bit,. of filed apprenticeship program act limes of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training IBATI It is my understanding that the parent orgamtation, the Employ.
Went and Tr.' g Administration. is at this moment decent rail wing the BATs ap-
prenticeship program at ti%ities to the states This should not be allowed to continue.
it the :amt.s are the only source for the promotion and development of apprentice-
ship. minority opportunities will decline.

The ('enter for Career Alternatives ICCAI has had four years of direct experience
working iirth local BAT Their staff is highly competent and have been most helpful
in twinkling our chents with apprenticeship information, trade related employment
assistance and career counseling When problems have arisen with regard to ap-
prenticeship the BAT has Interceded successfully between the affected parties and
helped to bring the problem to resolution Their staff is knowledgable and attuned
to the problems and needs of minorities as well as the general population attempt.
ing to enter and remain in apprenticeship In addition, they have the necessary ca
validities and self-starting initiative to continue to provide more opportunities for
minorities m apprenticeship

I would appreciate your taking a general interest in behalf of the Bureau of Ap
pre ntneship and Training and lending your :arcing support to them They are doing
an outstanding job'

Sincerely.
ALAN SUCIIVAMA.

Erecirtir e Secretary,

STATE Or DELAWARE,
DEPARTMENT OF LAROR,

WtInsington. Del,. November S. 198.1
.$r IIIONIA F lin,ALs.
Lonson Of/ii er, C S Rouse Gorimittee an Education and Labor,
((ii bane Douse Woe Budding. Washington, DC

DP nit Mu HO% AI.% You have asked for may written comments on the status of the
\ min litaieThip Program and ts future I am pleased that the !louse Committeettee on
1.du_ itain and Labor is planning to conduct hearings on this subject and by doing
so bruig appropriate attention to the apprenticeship system Of all of the govern
nu iii s manpower training programs apprenticeship has probably received the least
amount a reit. and yet seems to have achieved one of the most costeffective
records of training programs that I bane reviewed As an example of this costeffec
fineness. here in Delaware. about -3.100 in Federal. State and local revenue is real.
tied for every SI 00 II1VeMed in the apprenticeship system.

In the current apprenticeship system. young apprentices generally finish high
-411001 haying taken a iarrety of courses. and then enter an aprenticeshm program
.it age Is r older A more traditional approach is takzn in Germany. however.
under which youths lane finished their basic education by the age of Ili. and are
enrolled in .1 three year apprenticeship. While the German system is voluntary, the
support given it by gmernment. business and unions is so complete that apprentice.
ships are a prerequisite for over I:indifferent job classifications

In addition, technological changes are occurring in the economy which. arc in
creasing the demand for an industryspecific trained workforce Recent stitches
.horn that ..!0": of the existing jobs in the auto industry will be performed by corn-
outer controlled machines by OK:, and will reach :07:- by 1195 This requires re.
training of these displaced workers- in order to keep pace with this technology. As
an (-couple of t hrs. one of Delaware's two local auto manufacturing companies. Gen
era' Motors has just instituted a new apprenticeship tr. g program. specifically
to train elect rimic technicians to repair their computer.controlled robotic equip-
ment General Motors' decision was based on simple economics and the fact that
they could not find indRidmil. with the skills required in the existing labor market.

The future gl Id bring the Federal Government closer to the states in accord.
once with their indnidual manpower needs in a real partnership In a state such as
Delaware, which hate in place its own selfsufficient apprenticeship agency. the Fed.
eral government could share and participate in promotional efforts. educational et%
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lorts to both the prisat sector and the school system, by being a national resource
and data center. and by encouraging multstate programs

The Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training could offer other support re-
sources. while at the same time, encouraging thoyi tate that do not have state ap-
prenticeship offices to establish them in coordinatii with the Federal government
and other states Most important would be the Federal lead in determining the an-
ti ipated retirements of skilled workers during the next two to five years on a na-
tional level and bridging the gap to insure their replacement in a scheduled and
timely manlier It may also be appropriate to look at a restructuring of the national
apprenticeship ..ystein along more traditional lines as seen in Europe and to consm:-

competency in skill areas .IS a basis for enrollment and progression in an appren
ticeship program in lieu of the current strict timetables.

Obciously, these are but a few items that the committee may wash to look at. but
let me conclude with this thought. The apprenticeship training system affords a
practical approach to help resolve this country's shortage of skilled workers The
comni.ttees evpressed interest in seeing the apprenticeship system strengthened is
welcome news

These youths. trained by industry. are given considerable responsibility and expe-
rience at an early age and are excepted as good potential employees in their field. It
is no coincidence that the unemployment rate for youth in Germany averages 5 per-
cent. in contrast to 1$ percent in the United States.

During the recession. America's inability to train blue-collared workers to fill in-
dustry demand:. Is hidden As the economy expands, however, shortages of skilled
,corkers in some areas are evident. The ups and downs of the business cycle and the
long period of time necessary for adequate training of the workforce almost guaran-
tee shortages of skilled employees during periods of rising business volume

Consersely, dung recessionary times where production demand declines. for ex-
ample. in the precision metal working industry, studies revealed that while total
plant employment in that industry dropped by just under during the first half

in the tact of recessionary pressure, industry employment of skilled journey-
persons and machine operations declined by only 1$, while the number of appren-
tices and trainees employed, fell by fully IS%

Adequate provision of the skills training necessary to meet our changing employ-
ment requirements ,till be a challenge for us all, and certainly the apprenticeship
system has a vital role to play in providing that training.

Sincerely.
DE:4'41S C CARRY,

Secretary of Labor

NEw MEXICO HOME BUILDERS ASSOCIATION.
N Mex. November 10. 1/18.1.

Congressman MAsurs. LuaAN.
lamg,north House O/ /ie But Hug!,
MishIngt(m. II C

DI AR COM.RESSNIA:3 Le ins: Concerning the House Labor Committee hearings on
Amor ntaeship, my schedule does not permit me to testify However. I would like to
include this written comment to the Committee if your time permits

fhe New MCS WO !mottle Builders Association has participated in apprenticeship
programs for ten year, Our "Standards- were the first open-shop standards ap-
proved in New Nlxico

Nev. Mexiyo has a Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training Representative, but the
direct control user programs in New Mexico is done by our State Apprenticeship
Council

As the Committee listens to testimony. I would like them to consider several of
my observations

Apprentrceslup programs in New Mexico exist strictly for the benefit of employ-
ers Nlost employer participants are incolced because having apprentices enables
thvos to pay less than journeyman wages to apprentices on public works budding
Yes. there art. contra, tor, among the open shop sector who choose to participate be-
yaose they reeognirc the value of trained people, bat they are few For ever, one in-
y ed, from ihy arprentill to the yontractor. to the sponsoring organization. the
my 'lad rqutrt ant nip. tht Standards and in the Rules and Regulations from the
Stott Apprenticeship Count it are hew ildermg The only contractors who are willing
t,. undertake 1%11 %thing incolyed milvt either benefit financrally or be organi7ed
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(where there is no choice) The value of training to the apprentice gets lost in the
shuffle either way

In New Mexico the organized sector has manipulated apprenticeship to the best of
their ability to keep open-shop contractors out of heavy commercial construction.
This effort continues today Anyone reviewing the actions of the organized labor
sympathizers on the State Apprenticeship Council over the years must come to that
conclusion.

The Federal Equal Employment Opportunity regulations designed to allow fe-
males equal access to the trades have been a disaster Women have used the lever-
age they possess to damage well-meaning contractors who have hired them. Contrac-
tors who truly attempted to train apprentices in the past no longer participate be-
cause of EEO requirements

In conclusion, apprenticeship in the present form doesn't work very well. The
good intentions and high ideals of apprenticeship have been perverted and changed
into weapons The volumn of work done by contractors using apprentices continues
to shriek When compared with the results to the apprentices the efforts spent on
apprenticeship today in New Mexico cannot be justified

Thank you for your time.
Sincerely.

JACK C. MILARCH, Jr.,
Executive Vice President.

WESTERN NUCLEAR, INC.,
Lakewood, Cola, November 11, 1983.

Mr TOM ROYALS,
Liaison °flyer Committee on Education and Labor, US House of Representatives,

Rayburn House Office Building, Washington, DC
DEAR MR ROYALS It is my understanding that a hearing is scheduled regarding

apprenticeship programs I feel it my duty and obligation to respond and express my
sentiments regarding apprenticeship training programs

I have been a strong supporter of apprenticeship programs for a number of years
while employed by another corporation During these years of experience, it has
been my observation that this type of training has resulted in a stable, productive
work force which was just the opposite prior to our implementation of a formal ap-
prenticeship training program

At present, we are in the process of registering a four-year apprenticeship train-
ing program This program will be registered with the Spokane Tribe of Indians and
Western Nuclear, Inc as Joint sponsors. It will be for Mine Electricians, Mine Me-
Lhanics, Mill Electricians, and Mill Mechanics The Spokane Tribe of Indians will
receive most of the training benefit due to or preferential hiring agreement.

It appears to me that training may be the answer to many of our nation's eco-
nomic problems today Many basic industries, particularly mining and steel, have
suffered severe cutbacks and possibly will never return to their original production
lo,els Consequently. many employees are out of work and require additional or
cross-training to become employed and productive again. I believe this training
could be available through additional apprenticeship programs Statistics reveal
that unemployment is on the decrease so some of these displaced workers are find-
ing new employment in other industries Surely, if more funding were made avail-
able for upgrading or retraining, these new employees would become more stable
and productive.

It is my candid opinion that the Government must continue to cut budgets, but
surely not in an area that is as Important as training workers to be journeyman.
enabling them to retain employment and become more productive

Very truly yours,
F A. JOHNSON,

Director. Industrial and Public Relations
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,

Frankfort. Ky., October .1, 1981

Mr THOMAS F ROYALS,
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor. House of Representatives. Ray-

burn House Office Building. Washington. D.C.
Dk AR MR. ROYALS We most certainly support the Congressional Committee on

Education and Labor's Interest in strengthening the National Apprenticeship Pro-
warn I recommend that a good start toward achieving this goal would be through a
strong committment and legislation by Congress to provide federal matching funds
to states as an incentive to support the federal committment Follow this up with
National Apprenticeship policies formulated and implemented by the U S Depart-
ment of Labor as a priority under the direction of Congress to meet this committ-
ment Without this total committment at the federal level, Individual state :2ppren-
ticeship agencies and programs are facing dissolution as a very real possibility re-
sulting from state budget cuts with more in the offing.

In response to employer complaints about their training apprentices to maintain
desirable journeymen levels in their industry while many employers refuse to train,
I recommend that federal tax incentives be provided to Sponsors of registered ap-
prenticeship training programs based on the number of registered apprentices
trained and completed In my opinion, this would assure a more continuous flow of
registered apprentices and alleviate to a degree the occurrence of cyclical skill
shortages occurring periodically due to economic downturns and the subsequent loss
of continuity of training in many apprenticeship training programs

In order to ensure a partnership concept and a coordinated working relationship
between the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and State Apprenticeship agen-
cies, I recommend a clarification of their respective roles and participation of feder-
al policy makers with B A T and State Labor Department representatives in discus-
sions of National apprenticeship/administrative policies and delineation of areas of
responsibility There is a need for a central Apprenticeship and Training agency at
the federal level which provides oversight and technical support to state apprentice-
ship agencies It is my opinion that without this central support agency, the nation's
apprenticeship program will become fragmented and the degree of effectiveness of
each state's apprenticeship program would be impacted adversely by its removal

The national apprenticeship program of today has lost its thrust as a result of
being assigned a low level priority in the U S Department of Labor, Employment
and Training Administration This becomes evident when you consider the abolish-
ment of the State and National Apprenticeship Reporting System which provided
each state apprenticeship agency with vital national, regional and individual state
apprenticeship data from throughout the nation This data reflected the broad in-
volvement of the private sector in registered apprenticeship training in Individual
industries and occupations and served as a tool for evaluating progress of affirma-
tive action in recruitment and registration of minority and female apprentices I
recommend national policy which recognizes the effectiveness of the National Ap-
prenticeship Program in the private sector and sees to the publicizing of this recog-
nition At the present we have the strange situation existing where the most suc-
cessful and effective private sector supported skills training which is embodied
within the National Apprenticeship Program, receives little or no public reccgni-
tion When you consider this type of national approach and low priority apprentice-
ship policies. there is no mystery as to why we need an infusion of national commit-
ment into out nation's apprenticeship training program In my opinion, if this feder-
al commitment is not forthcoming in the immediate future the apprenticeship train-
ing system and our national program is going to languish on the vine

Activation of the dormant Federal Committee on Apprenticeship at this juncture
is clear to the National Apprenticeship Program and its future Close communica-
tion between the Committee and the U S Secretary of Labor concerning apprentice-
ship training recommendations by the Committee, Is sorely needed. I recommend
that representation on the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship be broadened in
order to provide for more Input from states

Looking to the future and addressing the shifting skills training needs of private
industry relative to technological advances in any industry, should be the responsi-
bility of our National Apprenticeship Training Program with close cooperation and
support to states in accomplishing this task It is already the most time proven
adaptable method for training persons in skills which will provide the individual
with long term employment opportunities and the versatility to advance themselves
up a career ladder With this concept in mind. I recommend close Congressional at-
tention to recommendation for investment and commitment in our National Ap-
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prenticeship Program and consideration of the economic benefits realized by our
Nation as a direct result of utilizing this program as the best training system for
equipping persons to meet the labor market demands of today and in the future

Sincerely,
THELMA L. STOVALL,
Commissioner of Labor,

Kentucky Department of Labor.

STATE OF MARYLAND,
DEPARTMENT or HUMAN RESOURCES,

Baltimore, Md., September 23, 1983.
Mr. 'Thomas F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ray-

burn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ms. RovAts: This will respond to your letter of August 29, 1983 in which

you requested written comments on the state's current operation and the future of
the apprenticeship program. As Secretary of the newly created Maryland Depart-
ment of Employment and Training, which will assume responsibility for administer-
ing the Maryland Apprenticeship and Training Council on October 1, I am pleased
to respond to your inquiry.

Currently, the Maryland Apprenticeship and Training Council (MATC) consists of
seven CD members three (3) represent employees and/or employees' organizations,
three (3) represent the business and industrial community, and one (1) is a public
member The members of the MATC are appointed by the Governor with the advice
of the Secretary of Employment and Training and with the advice and consent of
the State Senate At present, one business/industry representative's position is
vacant but should be filled within the next 30 days. The MATC also has on staff five
(5) field representatives whose function is to encourage business and industrial em-
ployers to register apprenticeship programs with the MATC.

The United States Department of Labor's State Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training (BAT) and the MATC have a very harmonious working relationship. The
State BAT Director and two staff field representatives work closely and cooperative-
ly with the Council However, one State BAT field representative's position has re-
mained unfilled for six (6) months. Filling this position is the responsibility of the
Regional Director of the USDOL-BAT. We believe that a fully staffed State BAT is
essential to the future of a viable apprenticeship program Strong, efficient and cost-
effective apprenticeship programs are badly neeoed and sufficient personnel are
needed at both the federal and state levels to assist sponsors in developing these
programs In particular, the Bureaus of Apprenticeship and Training should be
stronger than the individual state councils because the bureaus must be in a posi-
tion to support businesses and industries which are diversified and which operate
under more than one state's jurisdiction.

Currently, Maryland has 574 registered apprenticeship programs with a total of
4,366 enrolled apprentices The number of enrollees in an individual program
ranges from one (1) to 1,115 Generally, the number of enrolled apprentices has been
steadily declining while the number of sponsors remains fairly stable However, the
rate of sponsor turnover is high. There are three factors which contribute to this
situation. 1) the poor economy, 2) insufficient BAT and MATC field staff to service
current and potential program sponsors, and 3) the inability to access additional
funds as the fiscal year progresses to fund new/additional programs. In summary,
since 1971, the rate of program completions increased by about 21%, while new en-
rollment declined by about 22%.

The MATC maintains a viable linkage with the Maryland State Department of
Education In its FY 1984 budget, the department distributed $581.194 to state and
local educational agencies for the purpose of providing apprenticeship-related in-
struction to individuals enrolled in MATC apprenticeships The department also has
an ongoing pre-apprenticeship program which links schools and employers in an
effort to involve students in work-study experiences which can lead to actual ap-
prenticeship enrollment once students leave school This program is being operated
on a pilot basis in several subdivisions within the state and is showing very favor-
able results

The future of the apprenticeship program will ultimately depend on the degree of
commitment and cooperation among all concerned entities. government at all levels,
business. industry, unions, the educational community, and the sponsors of other
training programs in particular, it is imperative that federal funds which are alto-
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sated to the states under the Vocational Education Act, as amended, be made avail-
able to fund apprenticeship programs Under the Act, funds from which monies for
apprenticeship training can be drawn are made available to the States' Supervisors
of Vocational Education to be disbursed at their discretion To date, no federal funds
have been allocated to apprenticeship training in Maryland from this source This is
a situation which urgently needs to be remedied.

This Department is strongly committed to the future of the apprenticeship pro-
gram in Maryland and we would welcome the opportunity to send a representative
to testify at the committee's hearings or to meet with you or any committee
member at a time which you may select.

Sincerely.
BRENT M. JOHNSON,

Secretary, Department of Employment and Training.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA,
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

Richmond, September 19, 198i.
Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS.
The Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Rayburn House

Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. ROYALS. You must excuse the length of time it has taken me to answer

your request on my thoughts on apprenticeship.
I think that the status of apprenticeship today, at least in Virginia, is neutral I

have been in this position for some twelve or thirteen years and the total number of
apprentices served each year hasn't varied more than four or five hundred from one
year to the next

I would hazard an opinion that apprenticeship is not growing as it should for sev-
eral reasons. The first being that sources of revenue, national and state, are getting
much tighter Secondly, I would suggest that the public Image of apprenticeship is
not what it should be. And third, I would bring up the ugly word of turfism

Let me elaborate on funding First, I would refer you to the enclosed letter from
Bob Glover. the recent chairperson of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship I
can't help but think that he is precisely on target in the stand he has taken at the
federal level. If apprenticeship had but a small portion of the funds that Manpower
and CETA have had. I believe we would not have such trained craftsman needs
today I have always wondered why, when a training program is undertaken that
the existing sources and resources for delivering this training or retraining are ig-
nored and new systems of departments set up.

Another big problem in the satisfactory delivery system for apprenticeship train-
ing has been an overriding fear of someone treading on someone else's "turf"

There has been a feeling among those in the registration agencies that Vocational
Education is II) useful only in providing funding for Related Instruction and (2) is
trying to take over the entire program because they (Vocational Education) feel
they can do a better job

Both of these precepts are wrong Vocational Education can and does work har-
moniously with the registry agency in promoting the system In Virginia, we have
several full time local coordinators of Related Instruction that work closely with
their apprenticeship representatives in developing new programs. In one area of the
Commonwealth they have assisted the apprenticeship representative in registering
i; et- '200 apprentices in the past year that probably would not have been registered

without this cooperation
While "taking over the system may have been in some Vocational Educations'

minds years ago. I doubt if anyone now in Vocational Education gives this any seri-
ous thought The Vocational Educators I know and work with all want to know
more about the system. how it works, and how it can "mesh" with their programs
and benefit their products If Vocational Education were admitted to the Appren-
ticesh,p System .is a full partner, rather than continually being a "step child' , the
system would imp ove and prosper

I really don't s'e much hope for apprenticeship in the foreseeable future without
a major image caangc Many industries perception of apprenticeship is negative I
think this is because the word "union has been closely associated with apprentice-
ship and all its aspects for a long. long. time It's true that some of the most satis-
factory delivery systems of apprenticeship training in this country have been
through the JAC .s. the tt,operative accommodation between labor union and a
group of contractor sponsors, particularly in the construction trades Its an excel-
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lent system and develops some fine journeymen However, there are just as many
non-union independent apprenticeship programs that also do a good job. I think that
this is the major problem that apprenticeship faces in this country for the foreseea-
ble future Solving the problem will take money and a very perceptive public rela-
tions program.

The philosophy that we have undertaken with regard to apprenticeship in Virgin-
ia is one of service Vocational Education in Virginia is a contracting agency with
the employer (sponsor) to provide the Related Studies that he, or she, the employer,
deem necessary for satisfactory journeymen level performance A great deal of time
has been spent working with Vocational Educators explaining apprenticeship as it
works in Virginia More local directors and principals of area Vocational Centers
are becoming knowledgeable about the program they (the students) are currently in
as one involving the first two years of a six year program.

Now to the final part of your letter. You asked for some thoughts about the
future of apprenticeship Unless, or until, we, in apprenticeship, can make a positive
image change, I don't think that apprenticeship has much more of a future than it
has a present It will just exist. I would hope that your committee would see fit to
try and do something along these lines I can, however, see a great deal of potential
for apprenticeship in the future with a change in image.

I have mixed emotions about the role of the Department of Labor I think that the
Department of Labor has deliberately low rated apprenticeship so that It will not
grow However, I believe that if we are going to have an image change that this
would probably be the most satisfactory place for it to come from since the states of
localities are saddled with the expenses and efforts of operating the programs. Per-
haps the Federal Committee could work toward the development of (1) an exam-
plary public image, and (2) the minimizing of turfism Perhaps a good place to start
would be in emphasizing apprenticeship in the JTPA Programs nationwide.

I would hope that this response to your letter is adequate and relevant to the
questions you raised to me in your request If you have any questions, feel free to
respond either with a phone call or by letter My phone number is (804) 225-2090.

Cordially yours,
H. P ALLYN,

State Supervisor,
Apprenticeship Related Studies.

Enclosure

U S DEPARTMENT OF LABOR MEMORANDUM

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.C, August 6, 1982.

To Members of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship and Others Interested in
Apprenticeship

From Bob Glover, Chairperson
The Department of Labor's neglect of apprenticeship and the Federal Committee

on Apprenticeship has reached such a high level that I feel It ludicrous to continue
to serve as chairperson of the Committee Attached you will find a copy of my letter
of resignation to Secretary Donovan

It is with sadness that I am taking this action, not only because I see so much
unrealized potential in the FCA but also because I have treasured working with so
many dedicated individuals on the Committee and in the apprenticeship communi-
ty I shall greatly miss you.

Having served as chairperson of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship for the
past four years, I am convinced that It is essential to have a stronger national focus
for apprenticeship representing the interests of apprentices, workers and employers
and the public across all apprenticeable trades. Stronger national leadership is in
the interest of apprenticeship both at the state and local level as well as the federal
level Further such a national coalition cannot be as dependent on the Department
of Labor as the FCA now is Is it feasible to have a Federal Committee on Appren-
ticeship independently organized and privately financed and staffed/ If so, how/ Can
such a national apprenticeship coalition be built and maintained without total
Labor Department sponsorship/ These questions merit serious consideration from
the apprenticeship community

I plan to continue writing and researching apprenticeship issues (I think appren-
ticeship is in my blood') I hope many of our paths will cross again in the future

3 u u
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
EMPLOYMENT AND TRkINING ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, DC. August 6, 1982.
Hon RAYMOND J DONOVAN.
Secretary of Labor. U.S. Department of Labor,
Washington. DC

DEAR SECRETARY DONOVAN I am writing you to resign from my position as Chair-
person of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship I am taking this action to pro-
test the abysmal record of your administration regarding apprenticeship training

Due to disinterest, inactivity and neglect on the part of your administration, the
Federal Committee on apprenticeship has become no more than a facade and I can
no longer tolerate the frustration of serving as chairperson For more than six
months from September 1981 to April 1982, almost half of the memberships on the
committee remained vacant awaiting your appointment of new members. More than
a year ago, the budget for the committee was eliminated and the committee has re-
mained in financial limbo ever since Finally, on July I, 1982 the charter for the
committee lapsednot because of any conscious decision within the Department but
because the charter renewal papers have taken an extraordinarily lengthy time
moving through the chain of command within the Employment and Training Ad-
ministration.

Twenty-two of twenty five members of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship
are representatives of tne private sector and by charter the Committee reports to
the Secretary of Labor It is ironic that at the same time that the Department of
Labor has been promoting greater public-private cooperation and urging local CETA
prime sponsors to work with Private Industry Councils, the Office of the Sceretary
of Labor has been incapable of working effectively with its own private sector advi-
sory group

Most regrettably, such ineffectiveness in working with the Committee is missed
potential The members of the Federal Committee offer to your office a huge wealth
of knowledge and experience in training and an enthusiastic resource interested in
working with you Your early policy statements emphasizing your concern for pro-
moting training rather than income maintenance programs encouraged several com-
mittee members, but unfortunately, in the apprenticeship area, your actions have
failed to match your rhetoric.

Curiously, relative to other training activities of the Department, it would take
little time or funding to give a major boost to appenticeship Such a move could
have a large effect because any public dollars would be multiplied and extended
manyfold by private efforts and funds American apprenticeship is primarily a vol-
untary privately sponsored and privately financed institution and will remain so
But precisely because it receives so few public dollars, it also receives little attention
from Labor Department officials.

The bald truth is that after more than a year and a half into this administration,
the Department of Labor has not achieved any positive accomplishments in appren-
ticeship training Indeed there is only a litany of losses for apprenticeship You have
all but wiped out almost every funded activity in the Department affecting appr'n-
ticeship including Apprenticeship Information Centers and Targeted Outreach Pro-
grams These cuts of programs aimed at women and minorities not only reduce
availability of informs on regarding apprenticeship but also make it likely that
fewer women and mini ity men will be trained through apprenticeship Apprentice-
ship New Initiatives ntracts which promoted new apprenticeships and demon-
strated that apprenticeship training could be linked with vocational eduction in
high school were also cut All of these cuts were made across the board without re-
spect to program performance

Even the GATB testing service traditionally offered to apprenticeship sponsors by
Job Service offices has a questionable future Your attempted revisions of the Davis-
Bacon Act would have undermined apprenticeship in the construction industry and
replaced apprentices with helpers for whom there is no training requirement All
sponsored research on apprenticeship has been closed down except one project
which itself has been badly mismanaged by the Department The Department has
eten eliminated the state and national apprenticeship data system so that the only
information on numbers of apprentices is now collected through an inferior data
system operated by the EEOC

Department officials hate talked of decentralizing apprenticeship administration
to the states without any consideration of implications of such a move nor any co-
herent plan for how that might be accomplished constructively Strengthening ap-
prenticeship at the state level is a worthy goal but difficult issues remain to be
worked out and some important national roles will remain For example, some mini-
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mal national standards need to be met In our highly mobile society, transferability
of skills is important. An ironworker trained in North Dakota ought to be prepared
and able to work at the same trade in California.

The Employment and Training Administration recently has been reorganized de-
moting the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training to the bottom of the organiza-
tion chart and inserting two to three additional layers of bureaucracy between the
Bureau and the Assistant Secretary Large numbers of staff vacancies including po-
sitions for state and regional directors have remained unfilled BAT staff have been
decimated by reduction-in-force notices and remaining workers have lived under
constant threat of furlough or future layoff It is difficult to imagine a worse envi
ronment for accomplishing anything constructive. Personnel cuts are likely to lead
to fewer registered apprentices.

If apprenticeship is to help meet the nation's need for increased skill training, the
number of apprenticeship training places must be significantly expanded and the
orphan status that apprenticeship now endures in the Labor Department must be
eliminated.

Perhaps most of all, we must come to realize that training is indeed a joint enter-
prize deserving and demanding the close cooperation of both the private and public
sectors. Further, it is a joint venture that strongly influences our nation's defense
capabilities, productivity, economy and trade position in world markets.

I urge you to reconsider the apparent low priority you have placed on apprentice-
ship and the work of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship. I hope you will
work cooperatively with the next Chairperson of the committee.

Sincerely,
ROBERT W. GLOVER,

Chairperson,
Federal Committee on Apprenticeship.

STATE OF FLORIDA,
DEPARTMENT OP LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT SECURITY,

Tallahassee, Fla., October 24, 1983.
Hon. JOHN N. ERLENBORN,
Ranking Minority Member. House Committee on Education and Labor, Rayburn

House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN ERLENBORN Having been directly involved in Florida as the

Secretary of the Department of Labor and Employment Security, and as a partici-
pant in the NAGLO, NAP, and NASTAD meetings, I am convinced that one of the
major factors contributing to the problems now facing America's industry is the de-
generation of the National Apprenticeship Program of this Nation

It is vitt.1 to us, as a people, to ensure that the highly skilled work force of this
nation does not disappear, that we preserve and expand it In order to accomplish
this, a serious look must be taken at the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training and the individual State Apprenticeship Bureaus.

The Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training has reached a low ebb, and it
is imperative that the Bureau be reassessed. There is no question in my mind of the
need for the services of the Bureau to the states and the apprenticeship community
However, it is impossible for that agency to accomplish the mission given it by the
Fitzgerald Act, if it is not funded or staffed properly The Bureau is now located in,
and should remain in, the Department of Labor This is necessary, due to the fact
that wages, hours, and working conditions are the responsibilities of the Depart-
ment of Labor Subsequently, the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training is respon-
sible for the welfare of the apprentices, i e wage scales, hours, and working condi-
tions

The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and the Florida Bureau of Appren-
ticeship have an excellent relationship and we have accomplished much However,
there are many opportunities for apprenticeship being lost due to lack of personnel,
funds. and promotional material. These should be considered and serious consider-
ation should be given to supplemental funding for the states which now have ap-
prenticeship bureaus. I know there are many concerns and problems facing the ap-
prenticeship program, but we must take first things and start with rebuilding a
firm foundation from Washington

I am sincerely interested in seeing the National Program become revitalized,
viable and operating as it should, and believe the hearings should be held this fall
on the National Apprenticeship Program

28-768 0 - 84 - 23 354
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Anything you can do to help will be appreciated
Cordially yours.

WALLACE E. ORR, Secretary.

STATE OP FLORIDA,
DEPARTMENT OP LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT SECURITY,

Tallahassee, Fla., September 21, 1983.
Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ray-burn House Office Building, Washington, D.0

DEAN Ms Rorsis: In Florida, which has traditionally been one of the leading
states in apprenticeship, we are feeling the effects of the recession. In relationship
to apprenticeship that means a drop in the number of registered apprentices and
programs. However, we are optimistic and feel that in the future the demand willbe greater.

At present the majority of the registered apprentices, not only in Florida, but na-
tionwide, are in the construction industry. We are making attempts, somewhat suc-
cessfully, to expand the program to nontraditional occupations now, and plan tomake more of a concerted effort in the future. That expansion includes the prison
system, government, etc.

I feel very strongly that the Committee on Education and Labor should consider
the problems of the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training; e.g., funds,
staffing Consideration should be given by the U.S. Department of Labor to some
support funding for the State Apprenticeship Council states. A national effort onthe part of the federal government to promote, in every state of the union, the con-
cept of the apprenticeship system should be made.

I am vitally interested in the structured, formalized apprenticeship system for our
young people of this state It is the "workingman's college" and deserves assistanceand recognition Additionally it has proved itselfover and over again to be an excel-
lent means by which minorities and females may reach their potential, become a
supporter of both family and government. Thus I, as Secretary, am personally com-
mitted, as is the Department of Labor and Employment Security, to the promotion
and development of the Apprenticeship Program in Florida.

Please feel free to call me for any assistance I may give.
Cordially yours,

WALLACE E. ORR, Secretary.

STATE or FLORIDA,
DEPARTMENT Or EDUCATION,

Tallahassee, October 11, 1983.
Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ray-

burn House Office Building, Washington, D.0
DEAR MR ROYALS First, let me thank you for the opportunity to provide input to

the Congressional hearings on the American Apprenticeship System from the Voca-
tional Education perspective The hearings are timely and I am confident that they
will have a positive effect on our skilled labor force at a time that our whole indus-
trial thrust appears to be in a period of transition.

My comments are intended to be representative of our national apprenticeship
system, although I have drawn upon experience I have encountered in my duties as
the Florida Director of Vocational Education I realize that the committee hearings
on this important matter will be severely limited in available time and I have re-
stricted my comments to those areas in which I consider priority items.

The national apprenticeship effort over the years is being de-emphasized, as evi-denced by the reduction in funding for the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.
It is suggested that the National Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training be consid-ered for

(1) Elevation to a higher level of government organization.
(2) Removal from direction of the Department of Labor.
(3) Appropriate staffing and funding commensurate with its relative national con-

tribution to a skilled labor force
Partial federal funding should be considered for specific support of apprenticeship

activities by state apprenticeship bureaus and councils. and for state educational
pre-apprenticeship and apprenticeship related instruction.
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In view of the voluntary nature of apprenticeship and its financial burden being
borne primarily by industry, tax incentives would appear to be one method of im
proving and increasing industrial participation in apprentices..ip

Research has shown a general lack of knowledge of how apprenticeship training
occurs 'Wells. 1982) A multi-prong public enlightenment campaign should be con-
sidered from the highest levels of government, a campaign spearheaded by the De
partment of Education and Labor This publicity effort might be associated with a
national apprenticeship week and carried forward thoughout the years.

The preparation of our young citizens for career choices has been limited to col-
lege orientation or other educational disciplines supplemented with vocational
courses An effort should be made during the early school years to Improve the
image of the vocational student and the apprentice These routes of training should
be viable career alternatives, Perhaps we could look to lessons learned in other
countries.

This committee might consider further hearings as early as practical. It is sug-
gested that the new hearings be expanded both in time and an scope, permitting
working groups, made up of a crosssecton of the national apprenticeship communi-
ty. to explore apprenticeship in depth This committee could provide direction for
our national effort.

Our interest in apprenticeship in Florida is sincere and I am optimistic that my
comments will contribute to the undertakings of this committee hearing Please call
or write if I or my staff can be of further assistance.

Since rely.
Joe D Maas,

President, American Vocational Association.

STATE OF FLORIDA,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT SECURITY,

Tallahassee. Fla., September 1, 198,1
Mr THOMAS F ROYALS,
Liaison Officer. committee on Education and Labor. House of Representatives. Ray-

burn House Office Building, Washington. DC
DEAR MR ROYALS Responding to your request for comments in your letter dated

August 18. 1983. I wall try to be brief
The status of the apprenticeship program both an Florida and nationwide leaves

something to be desired in that we are and have been focusing the majority of our
attention on the construction trades Need I say that we, meaning the apprentice-
ship community, are saturated with construction programs This, in itself, is as It
should be, however, apprenticeship should not be only primarily associated with
construct ion

The building trades programs have served us well and we should be very proud of
that fact They have supplied this nation with highly skilled craftsmen, and even
though at present new and different channels of thought regarding the operation of
a given program are being tried. I'm sure that the true, pure and tried methods of
apprenticeship will survive In fact, they must if this nation is to survive. After all,
a skilled labor force Is the very first line of defense of any nation

As to the future of apprenticeship, as I said before, new and different concepts
and methods are coming We. as a people, should not blindly close our minds, but
rather explore the merits of such There are many apprenticeable occupations.
many employers when once the value of the apprenticeship system is brought to
light and understood. would be willing to develop and have registered apprentice-
ship programs

Apprenticeship is a continuation of the learning process. a means of developing
skilled labor It is 9f; percent on-the-job training and four percent related instruc-
tion Its credibility is unquestioned, but sadly enough its Importance to this nation
is not realized, I repeat, is not realized. promoted, nor given the recognition It so
justly deserves by our nation's leaders

The Committee on Education and Labor should indeed focus their attention on
the role of business. industry, labor unions and lastly educational support for relat-
ed instruction in the national program The federal bureau of apprenticeship should
be revamped, support of the S AC states in the form of funds for the state bureaus
of apprenticeship should be considered This nation. in order to regain our strength
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and place in the world as the Number One industrial nation must address, support,
and promote the apprenticeship system.

Sincerely,
Rao mits Y. McCauizv,

Chief Florida Bureau of Apprenticeship.

STATE or Fwalea,
DEPARTMENT OP LA11011 AND EMPLOYMENT SECURITY,

Orlando, Fla., October 25, 1983.

Mr. 'remises F. Rorau,
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ray-

burn House Office Building, Washington. D.0
DEAR Ma. Rovsts I am an apprenticeship representative for the State of Florida,

located in Orlando. Information reveals that you are the person to communicate
with concerning apprenticeship activities that the Committee on Education and
Labor will be considering in November.

A situation exists of which the committee should be aware.
The Bureau of Apprenticeship is in the Department of Labor on a national level

and in most states. Mutation, on the other hand, is in another department, usually
the Education Department.

Herein lies a problem as I see it. EducatPm is always talked about and glorified
by government officials and the news media to the point that education most always
ends up receiving necessary monies to carry on their functions.

Apprenticeship on the other hand is directly associated with labor and does not
get the credit it most assuredly deserves as an educational function.

More people have been trained through the apprenticeship system than all other
processes combined since its inception before Christ. It has proven by the test of
time to be one of the best ways (probably the best) to train a person to do a job, yet
it gets very little support from Government (financially) to carry on its functions.

1 think the committee should study and take a good look at the benefits that ap
prenticeship provides this nation and properly consider funding it sufficiently to get
the job done.

I understand that amendments to the National Apprenticeship Act have been sub-
milted. Please call this to the attention of the Committee on Education and Labor
and ask them to seriously consider the amendments for the life of a great training
system.

Sincerely,
W. E. LivEric000,

Apprenticeship District Program Manager

Puatie Seems Co. or New Mexico,
Albuquerque. N. Mex., October 25, 1983.

Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer. Committee on Education and Labor, House ofRepresentatives, Ray.

burn House Office Building, Washington. RC
DEAR Ma. Rovaut Public Service Company of New Mexico has long been a sup-

porter of the apprenticeship system. We registered our first program with the New
Mexico Apprenticeship Council in September of 1952, in cooperation with the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, U S. Department of Labor. Today, we have

16 different crafts registered.
The aprenticeship training program is administered by a joint union-mangement

committee and by a management person in the training department. The General
Apprenticeship Committee (GAC) appoints subcommittees in various locations of the
Company to monitor the program in their area and to make recommendations to
the GAC for action.

For the last several years, the apprenticeship program has constituted approxi-
mately ten percent of the total employment at PNM, with roughly 250 apprentices
in the program at this time as in 1982. We register from 50 to 60 apprentices yearly
and graduate approximately 50.

We believe that apprenticeship training has proven itself over the years and con-
tinues to be the best form of training to provide a qualified and productive work
force
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As this country eras in on the productivity issue and the education and training
factors are closely scrutinised. I predict that the apprenticeship approach will
emerge as the winner.

Sincerely,
J. D. Germ,

Cha;rrnart and President.

STATZ or WILMINGTON.
DAARTDIANT Or LAWS AND INDUSTRIAL

Olympia, Wash.. September 22, 1981
Mr. 'Mores F. Ragas.
Liaison Officer, Committee on education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ray-

burn Rouse Office Building Washington, AC
Dean Mn. Rosins: I am pleased to be informed that the House Committee on Edu-

cation and Labor will be reviewing means for strengthening the National Appren-
ticeship Progran. The washington State Apprenticeship Program was recently re-
viewed and evaluated by both houses of our state lealature. The results of that
evaluation underscore the fact that here, in Washington, State, apprenticeship
training is not only viewed as a vital and coat effective method of employment train-
ing but also legitimate public policy concern at the state level. It should be no less
of an interest to the federal government.

In your August 29, 1983 letter, you correctly identified that a successful national
and state apprenticeship program must have strong linkages to business and indu*-
try, employee and employer associations. and to the educational systems. Since the
apprenticeship method of training is formulated to meet both the present and
future skill needs of employers and employees, its strenghtening would be positive
step toward ensuring that skilled workers are available to meet industry's future
needs

Frankly, the recent state of apprenticeship has been stagnant. There are several
reasons for this. First, and foremost, there has been lack of government involve-
ment in economic development planning. Employment and training policies and
programs are critical component of economic development. Service such
as apprenticeship and training, which are directed at the on-going and uture Lneeds
of the private sector are often placed on the fiscal and programatic back- burner. Ob-
viously, government must respond to immediate critical needs of eitisens. The basic
services and benefit* which preserve quality of life, such as medical, retirement
and income maintenance programs, must continue to be funded. However, govern-
aunt policies and programs which address the future employment and training
needs of business, industry and employees are only now receiving attention.

Secondly, the national and many state apprenticeship prngrams have found them-
selves reduced to playing a bureaucratic numbers game rather than providing serv-
ice In the politics of the budgetary process, numbers of programs and apprentices
count for more than quality of service and involvement and training in planning
and ensuring sound economic development.

Lastly, apprenticeship and training has failed to include all the necessary con-
stituencies to achieve program growth and adaptability to changing national and
international economic environment. All too often, the national and various state
programs fail to establish program linkages to all affected constituent groups.

The Washington State Apprenticeship and Training Program has initiated seri-
ous effort to participate in state economic and human resource planning. The
Aprenticeship and Training Program has re-defined 'its business' on an intergovern-
mental and interagency level. Since modern apprenticeship training inherently in-
volves a partnership between industry, labor and government, the Washington State
Apprenticeship Program has adopteci a facilitating role to better coordinate the de-
livery of available technical assistance to program sponsors. To accomplish this ob-
jective, our apprenticeship program has established linkages between itself and rele-
vant state and local economic development, employment training and educational
agencies at the policy-making and service delivery levels.

The Washington State Apprenticeship Program has adopted a long-range plan to
expand apprenticeship to new industries and occupations. Our state program has
given a high priority to reviewing and enhancing the quality of registered programs.

In order to achieve these goals, our state program found it necessary to reorganize
its staffing patterns. New supervisory positions were created to ensure uniform, con-
sistent and timely application of apprenticeship policy throughout the state. A new
staff position was created and charged with maintaining close interagency, intergov-
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ernmental and constituent group relations in the development of new apprentice-
ship programs.

The membership of the Washington State Apprenticeship and Training Council
also reflects our state's redirection of apprenticeship The Washington State Ap-
prenticeship Act has been amended to add a public member, appointed by the Gov-
ernor and confirmed by the Senate, in addition to the existing employee and ern
ployer representatives

At the present time. the majority or registered apprentices are indentured into
programs in the construction industry Any discussion concerning the future or ap-
prenticeship must anticipate that this will also be the case in the near and interme-
diate future. Apprenticeship programs in the building and construction trades have
been and will continue to be vital to the health of the national economy. Construe
tion industry programs are affected by technological change, as are other sectors of
the economy. The successful application of new materials, tools and construction
techniques depends upon the existence of a quality work force. The national and
individual state apprenticeship programs should continue their awareness as to the
service needs of these programs particularly in terms of quality applicants, related
instruction requirements and new work processes.

There will be. however. new opportunities for apprenticeship training in newly
emerging industries and occupations. In service industries, such as health care, and
in the development of technologically advanced products, there is a potential for
program growth. This will require that the national and individual state apprentice-
ship programs undertake a serious effort to understand the special training require-
ments of each potential program sponsor and deliver whatever array of services are
available to meet those indentified needs.

Of course, no review of apprenticeship would be complete without discussions of
federal and state roles. A distinction should be made between overall national ap-
prenticeship needs and the special role of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train.
Ing IBAT1 U.S. Department or Labor, in states without a state apprenticeship coun
cil

In my opinion, the entire national apprenticeship system would benefit from na
tionally sponsored research in program development. This would include identifying
emerging apprenticesable occupations. development of related instructional materi
als and teaching guides for apprenticeship instructors. Furthermore, the BAT could
be of great service in disseminating case study information on successful program
development efforts throughout the nation.

The BAT should consider redeployment of personnel to those states without State
Approving Councils. It is imperative that these states receive the level technical as-
sistatne necessary to preserve and expand apprenticeship training opportunities In
states with State Approving Councils and adequate staffing. the federal government
should maintain a level of effort necessary to disseminate national apprenticeship
research. provide liaison services to state agency directors and monitor state efforts
to assure compliance with affirmative action in apprenticeship Activities pursued
in addition to those just mentioned are largely duplicative of state level resources
and efforts.

Sincerely.
G DAVID HUTCHINS.

Assistant Director.
Apprenticeship Section ESAC Division.

APPRENTICESHIP AND TRAINING.
CARPENTERS LOCAL UNION 210,

Norwalk. Conn...September 198.1.

Mr THOMAS F' ROYAIS.
Liaison Officer. Committee on Education and Labor. Flaihurn House Office

Washington. D.C.
DEAR MR. ROYALS, I am responding to your letter of August 18th. 1983 relative to

my opinion of the status of apprenticeship and its future.
As you no doubt know. the recession has upset the continuity of apprenticeship in

many of our industrinl plants. thus reducing the need for large volume of training
In 19:i7. I recommended to the President. Michael Svirdoff. Connecticut State Labor
Council. for the need of an expanded increase in training for machine tool appren-
tices. as Connecticut faced is drastic shortage of skilled manpower I stated that
unless we continue to train at least 1:i00 to 2000 machine tool apprentices each
j,ear. mom of the Connecticut Industries would lose out to other areas of the cairn
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try mid to foreign producttoti. two major firms in the Hartford area Underwood
Typewriter Company to Italy. the Royal Typewriter Company to England.

In similar cases the Silver Industry, the heavy machine tool firms likewise have
suffered extensive setbacks because of competition building up in the other areas of
America and overseas.

We, in turn. reverted to extensive use of Federal Contracts under M,D.T,A.-
CETA and other manpower programs to absorb the youth of the state in skills
training programs

My recommendation to Dr. Garth Mangum, author of the Manpower and Develop-
ment and Training Act who accept nine points, recommended by my office, one of
which was to enable Labor Market areas to project potential manpower needs, espe-
cially in the skilled areas.

Surveys conducted throughout Connecticut during 1962.63, projected our con
firmed skilled workers needed. In turn. I. as Manpower Director, organized PreAp
prenticeships Programs to give potential candidates basic orientation in the several
skills involved. All candidates were then referred on to firms interested and entered
into employment opportunities in many skilled employment areas available at the
time.

These programs proved most beneficial in preparing minorities in skill training
programs leading to full apprenticeship status.

Carpenters L.U. 210 presently has 209 carpenter apprentices employed through
the Western Connecticut area Carpenters LaborManagement Committee We have

female appntices and 47 Black and Hispanic (Apprentices in the skilled manpow
er areas.

This .JATC has utilized the PreApprenticeship Orientation Program since 1962
with a total of 62% retention and completion of training.

With the success of this program, I delivered the group of mixed apprentice candi-
dates. all ethnic applicants, for training and membership The International Union
adapted PreApprenticeshtp recommendations and pursued contracts with the US
Labor Dept.

Incidentally. the first fifteen programs registered and approved in Washington.
D.C. under M.D.T.A. were programs developed and submitted by my office in the
State Apprenticeship Council.

I strongly recommend that programs be organized. after a manpower survey need
is conducted thus preparing the youth of the community for entry into a BonaFide
apprenticeship program. Our JATC has waived high school entry requirements, and
accepts all candidates 17 years of age and over into training.

Our most recent class established by our own JATC is with the Conn State Tech.
ntcal College here to Norwalk. leading to college level credits. in the field of Archi.
tecture studies, leading to a superintendent position with construction firms

I would be pleased to meet with you in person in order to give you detailed expla
nation of how this .JATC works with each apprentice to prepare them and pursue
them in all phases of the carpentry trade

Should your people be interested. please advise me My telephone number is (203)
:453-6022

Sincerely.
THOMAS Yuczut. Consonant.

NrW MIOCICO LAPOR A,n 44mm-raw. Commtsstos.
Santa Fe. N Mex.. October IS, 19 8.1.

lion Jotts N Eitt.f:SHOKN.
Ranking Minoru:, Member. Howie Committee nn Eduent.on and Labor. Rayburn

Mose Office Badding. Washtngton. D.C.
1),:art CONGRV-C.4MAN ERLENHORN It is my understanding that the oversight hear-

ings on the Federal Apprenticeship Program are now scheduled to be held on No.
Treiber 9th and 10th

have also heard that there is a possibility that strong opposition to hold the
oversight hearings may develop Thts possibility. if it is in fact a possibility. greatly
disturbs me I feel that apprenticeship is the most effective and cost-efficient
method of training ever devised. and needs the support of concerned members of
Congressmen such :Is yourself to help assure that it is given more support at the
national level, It is my hope that the oversight hearings will be held as I feel confi
dent that testimony which will be given during these hearings will be of great as
sistance in reversing the present trend toward placing less importance on this train.
ing system.
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I firmly believe if this trend is allowed to continue, the consumers in this nation,
as well as the workers who produce our goods and services, will suffer as a result if
a more poor quality of goods and services caused by workers who are nearly so well
trained as they have been had they completed a good apprenticeship program.

I respectfully request that you use your influence in every way to cause these
oversight hearings to be held.

Very truly yours.
FRANK B. SMITH,
Labor Commissioner.

NEw Mimic°
STATE LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION,

Santa Fe, N. Mex.. September 15, 1983.
Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS.
Liaison Officer. Committee on Education and Labor. House of Representatives. Ray-

burn House Office Building. Washington. D.C.
DEAR SIR: In response to your recent letter to me regarding hearings on the na-

tional apprenticeship program by the Committee on Education and Labor, this in-
formation is very encouraging to me. It also pleases me to learn that the Committee
has a strong interest in seeing that the apprenticeship system is strengthen in this
nation.

Our Apprenticeship Council Director. Mr. Wendell L. Boswell. has already re-
sponded to your letter. and I concur in his observations that the apprenticeship
method of training is the most effective method ever conceived for training in those
occupations for which it is best suited. I feel that it is very important that this
training method be expanded into many occupations which have not traditionally
used the system. In order to effectively accomplish this. I believe that incentives.
perhaps initiated by Congress itself. will be needed.

I rim confident that the hearings will result in many innovative ideas on how to
best expand the system. I wish to express my appreciation for the interest the Com-
mittee is taking, and hopefully new enthusiasm can be generated which will cause
renewed interest in this excellent training system. If our agency can be of any as-
sistance. please let me know.

Very truly yours.
R. C. BROOKS,

Labor Commtssioner. State of New Mexico.

NEW MEXICO STATE APPRENTICESHIP COUNCIL,
Albuquerque. N. Mex.. August 10. 1983.

Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS.
Liaison Officer. Committee on Education and Labor. House of Representatives. Ray-

burn House Office Building. Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. ROYALS: Thank you for your letter of August 18. 1983. informing me of

the proposed hearings on the national apprenticeship program this autumn.
I have just read the minutes of the Annual Conference of the National Associa

tion of State and Territorial Apprenticeship Directors (NASTAD, a conference
which I was unable to attend. That association intends to cooperate fully with the
hearings I am very pleased to learn of the interest in apprenticeship being demon.
strnted by the Committee.

I am not going to write a long dissertation on apprenticeship. as I'm sure that you
are going to receive many position papers on the subject. My main concern is that
the apprenticeship method of training be much more widely recognized for what it
is. the most cost-efficient, visible. effective. and positive training method that exists
when utilized correctly Obviously. more incentives are needed to cause more em
ployers to become interested in the system and to give it a chance in their business-
es. etc. and thereby it will prove itself. Of course. more promotional material. a
better "selling job" and more personnel to do the "selling" are badly needed in my
opinion and all this hikes money When we take a look at the increasing prolifera-
tion of foreign mnde goods in our stores. spending more money to train our own
citizens to become more productive and thereby making our own industries more
competitive makes a tremendous amount of sense to me I honestly believe if we
don't do thin. we as n nation will suffer the consequences even more than we are
already.
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The fact that in occupations for which apprenticeship is applicable, the apprentice
earns as he/she learns, and learns by actually performing on the job, causes the
system to be so effective, and cost less, in my opinion, than any other training
system that could be used in the same situation

Again, I appreciate the Interest of the Committee, and hopefully some very posi-
tive results will be achieved as a consequence of the hearings.

Very truly yours,
R. C. BROOKS,

Labor Commissioner.
(By: Wendell L Boswell,

Manager V. Director of Apprenticeship).

U S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION,

Columbus. Ohio, October 21, 1983

To Tom Royals
From Daniel T. McCarthy, State Director.
Subject input for hearing on apprenticeship per our discussion.

A certified national apprenticeship training program within American industries
is of vital important to this nation as a whole The nation can only be as strong
militarily and economically as the skilled labor force within it

Within the past few decades, the emphasis on broad training to include exposure
to all aspects of a skilled trade has been somewhat diminished in favor of special-
ized training geared only towards segments of recognized trades The industrial
strength of this country was built through the innovation and experimentation of
skilled workers who were well-versed in all aspects of their particular trade.
Through lack of interest on the part of industry to perpetuate the thinking and the
Ideas of highly skilled craftsmen, the country has lost through attrition and deaths
the expertise of these people that only years of experience can develop We must
recapture those abilities through universally structured apprenticeship training pro-
grams if we expect any degree of mobilization from our industries in the event of a
national emergency.

The registration of a skilled trades program is the only present means of identify-
ing the availability of not only companies with the ability to train full-fledged me-
chanics but, also, where the sources of skilled workers can be found This informa-
tion is accumulated by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and available to
all agencies with a need for that statistical data.

The Bureau, through their staff and the staff of the State Apprenticeship Coun
ells, has developed in -plant and area apprenticeship committees, some which have
joint (labor) representation, to assure adherence to minimum criteria for the skilled
trades programs which number over 700 This includes all skilled occupational clas-
sifications including construction, manufacturing, service, graphic arts, etc It is this
government structure (BAT) that identifies not only companies that are capable of
training skilled workers but, also, those that are presently active in formal regis-
tered programs.

The Office of Research and Development has sponsored grants for technical re-
ports on not only the need for formal apprenticeship programs in this country but.
also. reports on apprenticeship in foreign countries, i e., Research and Development
Grant No. 20-36-79-01 on Apprenticeship in Foreign Countries A few suggestions
from this report (Page 66) included:

(I) Through Federal-State action, coordinate apprenticeship and vocational educa-
tion. This would involve the acceptance of approved vocational education as a sub-
stitute for a portion of or a coordinate part of apprenticeship It, also, would include
standardized proficiency examinations in occupational skills without regard to the
type of training

(2) The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training in the Department of Labor
should be strengthened in staff and functions with the ultimate objective of declar-
ing that the supervision of vocational training of any kind is a federal function
while the states retain control over education.

In most of the reports developed through research grants of this type, suggestions
of monetary assistance to employers who tram through certified apprenticeship pro-
grams are recommended.

If monetary considerations cannot be implemented, it would then seem reasonable
that policies or legislation regarding certified apprenticeship programs be adopted
that would apply to all government contractors This would assure the country of
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industrial efforts to perpetuate skilled workers in all the vital skilled trade occupa-
tions through registered apprenticeship programs.

The need for responsible action is evidenced even more today when, during peri-
ods of high unemployment and bitter competition, industry is still searching for
skilled help and is unable to find it. Policies, legislation, rules, or economic methods
of motivating industry to train skilled workers through apprenticeship appear to be
in order Only in this manner can we be assured that skilled training will be accom-
plished by using our entire potential of trainers rather than through the efforts of a
few volunteers who presently shoulder the entire burden.

Best regards.

DEPARTMENT Or LABOR,
STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA,

Raleigh, North Carolina,
September 1, 198S.

Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer. Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ray-

burn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR ROYAI.S. It is the position of the North Carolina Department of Labor

that we should have a formal written agreement with the Service Delivery Areas
(SDA's) in North Carolina Following are the three reasons for our position:

(1) The Governor's Executive Order on Job Training Policy states: The Depart-
ment of Labor is responsible for encuraging the development of certified apprentice-
ship programs in the State It shall make best efforts to assure the following:

(a) That business and industries with apprenticeable trades are aware of the
benefits of apprenticeship programs; and

(b) That apprenticeship programs are coordinated with available training re-
sources to make them as effective as possible in meeting business and industry
needs.

This requires, in our opinion, a formal written agreement to coordinate disburse-
ment of the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) funds.

(2) The N C Department of Labor has been designated by the Secretary of Labor,
U S Department of Labor, according to Federal Regulation CFR 29 29, as the regis-
tration agency for federal purposes. It is our belief, in the N.C. Department of
Labor, that disbursement of JTPA funds is for federal purposes; therefore, if train-
ing is to be funded in apprenticeable occupations, it should be done in cooperation
with the Apprenticeship agency with bonafide, registered apprenticeship programs,
as a sign of good faith, similar to Davis-Bacon requirements on contractual work on
construction job sites, etc

(3) The North Carolina Department of Labor acts as the registration approval
agency for veterans to receive benefits while they are being trained in an appren-
ticeable occupation Because veterans are a targeted group to receive assistance
under JTPA, it is our belief again that we should have a formal written agreement
establ:-hing coordination of these activities with JTPA representative agencies.

Enclosed are copies of the Governor's Executive Order on Job Training Policy,
and the letter and proposed agreement sent to SDA directors I hope this will be of
some benefit to you in what North Carolina is trying to establish for better utiliza-
tion and disbursement of the JTPA funds in our State.

We currently plan to hold a public hearing October 10, 1983, from 9:00 to 12:00,
on administrative rules governing apprenticeship programs and their operation in
the State I will send you a notice of the hearing and hope that you can attend.

Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely yours,

KENNETH C PITTMAN,
Deputy Commissioner for Education and Training.

Enclosure.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
STATE OP NORTH CAROLINA,

Raleigh, North Carolina,
August 28, 198S.

DEAR ---. The North Carolina Department of Labor (NCDL) is looking forward
to working with you in facilitating the coordination between your service delivery
area (SDA) and the Department of Labor that is required under the Jobe Training
Partnership Act (JTPA) We believe this coordination can be mutually beneficial
and, more imprtantly. beneficial to the people receiving services in your SDA under
JTPA Since proper coordination between our organizations may best take place if
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the ground rules are laid out in a written agreement, we have taken the liberty of
preparing sample language for such an agreement for your consideration. We also
would look forward to meeting with you to discuss such an agreement and ways in
which it may best be revised to meet the needs of your SDA.

We appreciate the positive manner in which all of the SDA's have approached the
coordination issue and look forward to meeting with you in the near future.

Sincerely yours,
KEN PITMAN,

Deputy Commissioner for Education
and Truining.

JOHN CROMPTON,
Director of Apprenticeship.

THE AUSTIN CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio, October SI, 1988.

Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ray-

burn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Tont One of the Austin offices has just responded to our internal survey on

the National Apprenticeship Program
Although arriving a bit late, I thought you would welcome the comments of Mr.

James G Peterson, construction manager of our Central District (Kansas City, MO).
His observations are specific, pragmatic and pertinent I am transmitting them to

you essentially as received.
Sincerely,

Enclosure

MARVIN M. EPSTEIN,
Director, Marketing Services

NATIONAL APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM

My observations of the National Apprenticeship Program as now conducted are as
follows:

(I) It is very important to continue apprenticeship training, but improvements are
needed to make the program more Independent from the union segment Classes
need to be taught,,by professional teachers, with working tradesmen as assistants. A
lot of what is taught amounts to union indoctrination, and in some cases those that
get through the program do so because of the politics of union locals.

12) A meaningful, structured, training program should be presented each night
Each meeting should be well planned, and the subject presented well This would
help prevent wasting the apprentices' time

(3) More of the training should be done under the direction of management, not
by just the unions.

(4) General subjects for all trades should be requiredmath, layout, safety,, blue-
print reading, etc.before breaking into specific trades.

Co The non-union segment should be included in the National Apprenticeship
Program

it;) Training for supervisory positions should be offered as well, such as courses on
"Being a Foreman:: etc

(7) Progress in the program should be based on what is learned, rather than on
the time spent.

The recommendations outlined in the Business Roundtable's "Government Limi-
tations on Training Innovations" should be looked at closely for possible implemen-
tation.

Apprenticeship programs are important to the construction Industry They should
be continued, but a revamping is important to get more for the money spent.
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GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY,

Atlanta. September 12. 1983
Mr. Thomas F Royals,
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ray-

burn House Office Budding, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR ROYALS I was pleased to learn that your Committee is to conduct hear-

ings on the National Apprenticeship Program The apprenticeship system of skill
development can still be one of the most viable means of providing the skilled work
force needed by a changing economy and to make young, inexperienced workers em-
ployable.

It has been difficult in the past, and even more difficult now, for young people
entering the work force to learn about apprenticeship training opportunities and to
get into the program

In 1979. in recognition of this need for more information, the US. Department of
Labor provided the funding for the operation of an Apprenticeship Information
Center in Atlanta, Georgia to serve 15 metropolitan counties The Center was oper-
ated by this department but after a period of two years the funds were no longer
available and it was necessary to close the Center.

The Georgia Department of Labor employment offices located throughout the
State have a limited amount of information on apprenticeship and they work with
local apprenticeship committees but that is the extent of this Department's in volve-
ment at this time

It is realized that as many of our smoke-stack industries close and as we move
away from an industrial economy to a so-called information economy, there may be
relatively fewer traditional apprenticeable occupations. This, however, does not
have to be the case The apprenticeship concept could be extended into service in-
dustries as well as some of the newer fields dealing with data.

It is hoped that your hearings will result in a broadening of the apprenticeship
concept, that is availability will be better known and that it will strengthen the re-
lationship of the participating agencies and organizations both in the public and pri-
vate sectors.

Sincerely.
SAM CALDWELL,

Commissioner of Labor.

NORTH DAKOTA DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
Bismarck, N Dak., September 14. 1983.

Mr THOMAS F Roym-s,
Liaison Officer. Committee on Education and Labor. House of Representations, Ray-

burn House Office Budding, Washington, D C
DEAR Ma. RovAts Thank you for permitting me to comment on the National Ap-

prenticeship Program.
North Dakota does not have a state apprenticeship program The Dept of Labor

operates the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) program in our state
The one representative is stationed in the Federal Building in Fargo Prior to a year
ago. the office was staffed by the director, one field representative and a secretary

I feel very strongly that the office should have at least two full time positions To
travel from Fargo to some of the towns in the western part of the state, some 380
miles. requires two full days to complete a round trip

We are experiencing a rapid growth of the power generating and gasification in-
dustry and the need for apprentices is increasing Many new jobs are emerging from
these industries and we want our workers to be able to fill these jobs rather than
importing labor

Regent nationwide reports are very critical of our secondary education system and
the millions of students that came through the system ill-prepared to enter the
labor force. while the apprenticeship program in this country has set standards that
must be met before the trainee is recognized to be a journeyman These standards
are recognized nationwide and the worker can carry his skills across state lines

This department has always supported the apprenticeship program because of its
long history of success in our state We fully upport a continuous and strong ap-
prenticeship program in this country. for the benefit of both our employers and
workers

The representative in North Dakota has maintained a close working relationship
with this department. Job Ser%ice. Vocational Education and all other manpower
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agencies He has kept us advised of the programs in progress and the outlook for
the future

We strongly recommend the continuation of the BAT in North Dakota and would
like to see at least one additional staff person assigned to our state.

Another recommendation is that DOL, with BAT, develop an educational program
directed to the American public as to the benefits of the apprenticeship program In
1978 over 60 percent of the apprentices were employed in the construction industry
We feel that there are additional thousands of opportunities available in other in-
dustries.

Sincerely,
ORVILLE W. HAGEN, Commissioner.

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA,
THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
Charleston, September 19, 1983.

Mr THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer. Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ray-

burn House Office Building. Washington, DC.
DEAR MR ROYALS: In reference to your correspondence of August 29, 1983, in

which you requested my comments on the most important issue of apprenticeship
and training.

After careful consideration and investigation into the status of the apprenticeship
program and its operation today, I must say that the West Virginia programs are
operating fur better than the surrounding states which have the state apprentice-
ship councils.

The Bureau of Apprenticeship Training, which is firmly entrenched in West Vir-
ginia, has and continues to do an outstanding job We have an excellent working
relationship between this department, BAT and the building and trades apprentice-

sht,committees of our state
West Virginia is the only state in the area, including the five surrounding states

and the District of Columbia, that is fortunate enough not to have a state council.
Our group of dedicated BAT individuals have given great support to our apprentice
ship programs throughout the state.

As you can tell, we feel that a state apprenticeship council would not be a wel-
comed addition to us When you have a machine in place that is doing an outstand-
ing job you don't hinder it by taking any vital part out of it.

As for your question dealing with the future of apprenticeship training, I can only
say that the past and present training has produced craftsmen of the highest caliber
in West Virginia and as long as the cooperative climate exists between everyone the
future is brighter than ever

The federal government's role in apprenticeship and training programs would be
greatly missed should the states be responsible for the administration of these pro-
grams

Thank you for the opportunity of expressing these views on what I consider to be
an extremely Important issue

If we may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact this office.
Sincerely.

LAWRENCE BARKER, COMMISSiOrler.

STATE OF HAWAII,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL. RELATIONS,

Honolulu, Hawaii. September 1.5. 1981.
Mr THOMAS F ROYALS,
Liamon Officer. Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives. Ray-

burn House Office Building. Washington. DC.
DEAR MR ROYALS Thank you for our letter of August 29, informing me of the

planned hearings on the National Apprenticeship Program and for the opportunity
to offer a few comments regarding the apprenticeship programs.

I'm sure that the hearings will bring forth the current status on apprenticeship
and hopefully provide some positive support.

We have a state apprenticeship agency, and the administrator, Mr Stanley
Honda, is a member of the National Association of State and Territorial Apprentice
ship Directors iNASTADI We support any positive help toward a better apprentice-
ship
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Nationally, the lIpprentweship program over the last several year has been stead-
ily declining in many areas. noticeably in the total number of registered apprentices
and registered programs.

A large portion of this decline is attributed to the downturn of the economy The
inability of employers to hire, due to economic reasons, obviously hampers the over-
all apprenticeship community because apprentice programs depend on employment
and employment opportunities

There has been national emphasis on other programs to help ease the high rate of
unemployment, programs such as the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act ICETA) and the new Jobs Training Partnership Act (JTPA), jobs for veterans
program, and other funding to help specific interest groups.

Yet, there has been very little help to rescue apprenticeship Apprenticeship
training has been for centuries the proven and preferred method of training Na-
tionally, there has been little support The Federal Committee on Apprenticeship
has been inactive for some time, and the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship has
been trying to survive with their limited budget.

The apprenticeship program throughout this country needs direction and leader-
ship, especially during these times The future of apprenticeship in part, requires
the strong suport from the Federal government

Sincerely,
JOSHUA C AGSALUD,

Director of Labor and Industrial Relations.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT,
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

Denver, Colo., October 3, 1983.

THOMAS F ROYALS,
Liasion Officer, Committee on Education and Labor, Rouse of Representatives, Ray-

burn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. ROYALS. Thank you for the invitation to comment on the status of ap-

prenticeship.
Apprenticeship is a long established, time tested and proven system of providing

formalized training programs for the youth of our nation in the skilled trades. Ap-
prenticeship is a cost effective training program as apprentices are employed work-
ers and as such make significant contributions to the tax base along with training
costs being borne by industry to meet their present and projected needs for a skilled
work force.

Employers or employers and labor, where a bargaining agreement exists, sponsor
and operate apprentice training programs in the local community which provide
employment opportunities and skilled training for youth The Colorado Apprentice-
ship Council assists program sponsors in developing formalized apprenticeship pro-
grams which are then registered along with their apprentices with the Council as
the State's authorized apprenticeship registration agency In Colorado, the State
Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education coordinates and/or pro-
vides the technical ti Je related instruction for apprentices

Our state is one of thirty-three states and territories having state statutes or exec-
utive order establishing the state apprenticeship agency with full responsibility for
the registration and administration of apprenticeship in the state In such cases, the
federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) role is to serve as an arm of
the state council and assist accordingly in line with the state rules, regulations, poli-
cies, and procedures In states without a state apprenticeship agency, the BAT
serves as the apprentice registration agency.

One of the BAT responsibilities under the provisions of the Fitzgerald Act which
established them is to encourage and assist in the establishment of state apprentice-
ship councils. Additional budget for the BAT for extended emphasis in this area as
well as budget to increase apprenticeship services would enhance the national and
state apprenticeship agencies to better fulfill the important role they play in the
skilled training of our nation's youth.

Sincerely.

3 8

RUBEN A. VALDEZ.
Executive Director.
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT,
DIVISION OF LABOR, APPRENTICESHIP COUNCIL. SECTION,

Denver. Colo.. September 19, 1983.

Mr THOMAS ROYALS,
Liaison Offitvr, Committee On Education and Labor, House ofRepresentatives, Ray.

burn House Office Building. Washington, D.C.
DEAR Mg. RovAts: Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the apprentice-

ship program scheduled for hearings before the Committee on Education and Labor.
Apprenticeship is the time-tested, cost effective method for training fully skilled

workers Thousands of large and small companies rely on apprenticeship to produce
the welltrained journeymen to meet their needs for skilled workers to remain com-
petitive. Apprenticeship develops skills which are marketable for a lifetime and in-
dustry bears the costs. Additionally, training is continually updated to accommodate
constantly changing technology. Apprentices are part of a supervised, systematic,
formally structured industry supported training program where they learn all the
aspects of their trade.

I believe that the best course of action for our state and nation is to expand ap-
prenticeship opportunities for our youth. Industry's continued commitment to the
apprenticeship system insures that training will be comprehensive, timely and effi-
cient. The highly skilled workers generated by this proven, established training
system will benefit our nation, the apprentice and their families.

Employers or employers and labor, where a bargaining agreement exists, sponsor
and operate apprentice training programs in the local community which provide
employment opportunities and skilled training for youth. The Colorado Apprentice-
ship Council assists program sponsors in developing formalized apprenticeship pro-
grams which are then registered along with their apprentices with the Council as
the State's authorized apprenticeship registration agency. In Colorado, the State
Board For Community Colleges and Occupational Education coordinates and/or pro-
vides the technical trade related instruction for apprentices.

Colorado is one of thirty-three states and territories having state statutes or exec-
utive order establishing the state apprenticeship agency with full responsibility for
the registration and administration of apprenticeship in the state In such cases, the
Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT) role is to serve as an arm of
the state council and assist accordingly in line with the state rules, regulations, poli-
cies, and procedures. In states without a state apprenticeship agency, the BAT
serves as the apprentice registration agency

One of the BAT responsibilities under the provisions of the Fitzgerald Act which
established them is to encourage and assist in the establishment of state apprentice-
ship councils. Additional budget for BAT for extended emphasis in this area as well
as budget to increase other apprenticeship activities would enhance the national ap-
prenticeship program to better fulfill the important role they play in the skilled
training of our nation's youth. Federal funds provided to newly established state ap-
prenticeship agencies, at least for the initial start-up period, would encourage indus-
try in the present noncouncil states to assume and accept responsibility for appren-
ticeship in their state where they are the most knowledgeable of their apprentice-
ship needs. They would also then establish apprenticeship policies, procedures, rules
and regulations as determined by local needs and applicable to apprenticeship in
the state where the training takes place

If I can provide additional information, please feel free to contact me further
Sincerely,

KEITH 0 WILEY,
Director of Apprenticeship

APPRENTICESHIP AND TRAINING,
CARPENTERS LOCAL UNION 210,

Norwalk. Conn., September 22, 1983,

Mr THOMAS F RovAt.s.
Liaison Officer. Committee on Education and Labor. Rayburn House Office Building.

Washington, D.0
DEAR MR. ROYAIS I am responding to your letter of August 18th, 1983 relative to

my opinion of the status of apprenticeship and its future.
As you no doubt know, the recession has upset the continuity of apprenticeship in

many of our industrial plants, thus reducing the need for large volume of training
In 1951. I recommended to the President. Michael Svirdoff, Connecticut State Labor
Council. for the need of an expanded increase in training for machine tool appren-
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tice-i. as (7onneeticut faced a drastic shortage of skilled manpower. I stated that
unless we continue to train at least 1500 to 2000 machine tool apprentices each
year. many of the Connecticut Industries would lose out to other areas of the coun-
try and to foreign production; (two major firms in the Hartford area) Underwood
Typewriter Company to Italy, the Royal Typewriter Company to England.

In similar cases the Silver Industry, the heavy machine tool firms likewise have
suffered extensive setbacks because of competition building up in the other areas of
America and overseas.

We. in turn, reverted to extensive use of Federal Contracts under M.D.T.A.
C E.T A and other manpower programs to absorb the youth of the state in skills
training programs.

My recommendation to Dr Garth Mangum, author of the Manpower and Develop-
ment and Training Act to accept nine points, recommended by my office, one of
which was to enable Labor Market areas to project potential manpower needs, espe-
cially in the skilled areas.

Surveys conducted throughout Connecticut during 1962-63. projected our con
firmed skilled workers needed. In turn, I, as Manpower Director, organized Prt.Ap-
prenticeships Programs to give potential candidates basic orientation in the several
skills involved All candidates were then referred on to firms interested and entered
into employment opportunities in many skilled employment areas available at the
time.

These programs proved most beneficial in preparing minorities in skill training
programs leading to full apprenticeship status.

Carpenters L.0 210 presently has 209 carpenter apprentices employed through
the Western Connecticut area Carpenters LaborManagement Committee. We have
18 female apprentices and 47 Black and Hispanic apprentices in the skilled man-

.power areas.
This JATC has utilized the Pre-Apprenticeship Orientation Program since 1962

with a total of 62 percent retention and completion of training.
With the success of this program, I delivered the group of mixed apprentice candi-

dates, all ethnic applicants, for training and membership. The International Union
adapted Pre-Apprenticeship recommendations and pursued contracts with the U.S.
Labor Dept.

Incidentally, the first fifteen programs registered and approved in Washington,
DC under M D T.A were programs developed and submitted by my office in the
State Apprenticeship Council.

I strongly recommend that programs be organized, after a manpower survey need
is conducted thus preparing the youth of the community for entry into a BonaFide
apprenticeship program Our JATC has waived high school entry requirements, and
accepts all candidates 17 years of age and over into training.

Our most recent class established by our own JATC is with the Conn. State Tech-
nical College here in Norwalk, leading to college level credits, in the field of Archi-
tecture studies. leading to a superintendent position with construction firms.

I would be pleased to meet with you in person in order to give you detailed expla
nation of how this JATC works with each apprentice to prepare them and pursue
them in all phases of the carpentry trade.

Should your people be Interested, please advise me. My telephone number is (203)
853-6022.

Sincerely.
THOMAS Yoczut, Consultant

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY,
Austin. Tex., August 24, 1983.

Mr THOMAS F ROYALS,
Liaison Officer. Committee on Education and Labor. House of Representatives. Ray-

burn House Office Building. Washington. D.C.
DEAR MR ROYALS Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to comment on the

status of apprenticeship in Texas today I sincerely hope that what I am about to
say will reach, in some manner. the committee

Apprenticeship programs in Texas are probably doing the same as in most other
states The ones that are well organized, union or non-union, continue to operate at
a steady pace Due to the depletion of our Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
BAT) staff in Texas. many programs are not being serviced at the minimum level

and many prospective programs never get developed
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Texas does not have a State Apprenticeship Council (SAC) to do some of the work
currently being abandoned by the BAT. The Texas apprenticeship system is admin-
istered through the Texas Education Agency (TEA). The Apprenticeship and Train-
ing Advisory Committee (ATAC) acts as an advisory group to the State Board of
Education. The ATAC makes recommendations for funding, administrative proce-
dures, and other concerns pertaining to our apprenticeship system.

Apprenticeship selections and curriculum development are done by each appren-
ticeship committee. The TEA will assist, upon request, in developing curriculum and
training new apprentice instructors.

The real development of apprenticeship programs is done by the BAT The certif.'
cation and registration process is very important to us in Texas because, in accord-
ance with out state law, no funds will flow to unregistered programs and/or appren-
tices.

We would like to know what direction we should take to ensure that our appren-
ticeship system will continue to meet the ever changing demands or our nations
work force. In short, should we begin to develop our own State Apprenticeship
Council for the purpose of development and registration or can we expect the BAT
to provide the state of Texas with adequate representation.

My father was a BAT representative for twenty years before his retirement
almost two years ago. I understand, as well as anycne in this state, why our BAT
staff has dwindled down to almost nothing We, in Texas, would rather have our old
t'ependable system than try to re-invent the wheel.

Please accept this letter as a personal response and not necessarily reflective of
all concerned parties

Sincerely,
DAN Lows,

Coordinator, Apprenticeship and Training Program Support Seniors,
Occupational Education and Technology.

DES MOINES PURLIC SCHOOLS,
SCHOOL/WORK LINKAGE PROJECT,

Des Moines, Iowa, October 28, 1988.
Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives. Ray-

burn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. ROYALS. Enclosed are my comments regarding your upcoming hearings

on the National Apprenticeship Program. I appreciate the opportunity for input to
the committee's decision.

If I can be of service to you and/or the committee, please call on me.
Very truly yours,

Enclosure

DAVID L BILLINGS,
Coordinator, .School/Work Linkage Program.

THE APPRENTICESHIP SYSTEM, 1983 AND BEYOND-A POSITION PAPER

By David L. Billings, Des Moines Public Schools, Des Moines, Iowa)

The National Apprenticeship Act was approved on August 16, 1931 The purpose
of the Act was to "promote the furtherance of Labor Standards safeguard the
welfare of apprentices encourage contracts of apprenticeship bring together
employers and labor for the formulation of apprenticeships and cooperate with
state agencies in formulating standards of apprenticeship. This Act was a very
simply one. four short paragraphs to be exact, but it set the pattern for future ap-
prenticeship programs The uniqueness of the Act is that it used words such as pro-
mote. encourage, together, cooperate, to spell out its objectives. Such words brought
together employers and labor in a spirit of cooperation and mutual benefit and not
by the force of law The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training was established to
carry out the objectives of this Act.

Apprenticeship did not come into being with the National Apprenticeship Act but
rather updated and established standards to fit the modern world Early history
records apprenticeship as a functional, effective method of training people to he
skilled artisans. Apprenticeship provided a method of supplying this nation with
skilled workers during its infancy. Such American patriots as Paul Revere and Ben-
jamin Franklin were once apprentices. In early days, apprenticeship was a family
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tradition handed down from father to son over the generationa. This tradition has
carried down over the years to modern times.

These remarks deal with the history of apprenticeship and are an attempt to set
the stage for addressing the future"The Apprenticeship System-1983 And
Beyond

Apprenticeship ear. play as important a part in our nation's future as it did in the
past we will experience over the next few years a critical shortage of skilled work.
era that could equal or exceed the shortage that existed in the 1100's and 1800's.
Apprenticeship can help to alleviate that shortage because apprenticeship:

Is a structured training program that can be designed to fit the needs of individ-
ual employers and apprentices

Is flexible enough to be used in the most sophisticated oe:upation or the most
simple, provided they meet the four basic apprenticeship requirements.

Is recognized by employers and labor Mike as a competent training method.
Permits employers to train people in their methods. procedures, techniques, and

policies.
Has fast reaction time for changing requirements
Can train new workers or retrain experienced workers.
A recent example of the flexibility and adaptability of apprenticeship e reflected

in an experimental program sponsored by the Employment Training Administration
and the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and operates in the educational
system This program, called School/Work Linkage Program, places high school stn.
iota in skilled oi.scupakins as part-time apprentices. Students attend school in the
morning, receive on-the-job training in the afternoon, and become full-tin-.e appren-
tices upon graduation, continuing their training, with the same employer. This ap-
proach has been well received by employers, since it allows them to train their em-
ployees in their own company's methods, policies, and procedures.

Another factor that makes this type of approach favorable is the changing age of
the count-y's work force This will result in our work force needing to be trained at
an earlier age The School/Work Linkage Program is flexible and can adapt to high
school or vocational/technical colleges. The School/Work Linkage Apprenticeship
Program can work well with Adult Education and/or Area Community Colleges for
related training purposes. It also supplies an effective linkage with vocational/tech-
nical education and continues the training of young people after graduation. The
educational community can have an effective involvement in apprenticeship devel-
opmer and training.

It it (aid that 80% of the jobs in this nation are in small business establishments.
The wi..d small in this case means different things to different people. In the Dee
Nloines School/ Work Linkage Program, the small business is under 10 employees.
The vast majority of the skilled occupations developed are service type occupations.
With this type of atmosphere, the apprentice is exposed to a wide variety of experi-
ence in his/her particular skill The majority of these business establishments are
non-union, nevertheless, the Des Moines School/Work Linkage Program receives
strong Union support

Since the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training was establisehd in 1931, It has
done an effective job in most areas in promoting apprenticeship. In more recent
years, its effectiveness and coverage has diminished primarily because of a reduc-
tion in funds and staff Its national leadership has changed frequently, causing a
frequent break in the continuity of direction. The Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training should be continued, reinforced with front line staff, stream lined to place
more authority and flexibility in the hands of the state directors, a national policy
established and a strong continuous in-house training program for all levels of staff
to maintain the high level of standards within the bureau that made apprenticeship
itself so successful and effective

To repeat, our nation is expected to experience a critical shortage of skilled work-
ers by 1990 That, coupled with new and emerging occupations, will require trained
people There is. even now, a need to re-train workers who have lost their Jobe be-
cause of changing technology and other reasons Defense preparedness is another
area of training that we. as a nation will require, skills that as yet are not available
in adequate supply

Can apprenticeship do it all? Certainly not But it can be the catalyst to draw it
all together The leader that can bring together and guide in whatever new direct
tion we need to go Education, business, community, labor, state and federal govern-
ment. all with one objective. a highly trained, educated, skilled, work force.

3
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VOCATTONAL INDUSTRIAL CLUES Or AMERICA, INC.,
Leesburg, Va.. October V, ISSf

Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer. Committee on Education and Labor. House of Representatives. Ray-

burn Rouse Offic.,- Bldg., Washington, D.0
Dun MR. KO AL,: This is in response to your letter concerning my feelings relat-

ed to the apprenticeship program. First of all, I feel apprenticeship is an important
training opportunity for this country and should be strengthened in the future. I
have been most concerned about budget cutbacks and the lack of cooperation of vo
cational education because of limited staff.

For a number of years, I have worked closely with the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training to encourage closer cooperation between vocational Wide its enrolled
at the high school level and the indentured process. Many years ago when I worked
for the North Carolina Department of Education, we developed a cooperative agree-
ment that would allow students enrolled in cooperative education to receive in some
cases hours of credit toward apprenticeship. I feel this is still a worthy objective and
should be pursued.

Every effort should be made to involve the apprenticeship system in trade and
industrial education since most related training is offered as part of trade and in-
dustrial education which, of course, is part of vocational education. I understand
that there is a move on the part of the Department of Education to take apprentice-
ship and even further divide it and set it apartthis is not good. It should be inter-
woven into every aspect where feasible.

Efforts should be made to make available trade and industrial education shops
nationwide on an evening and weekend bails to offer related training. Legislation, if
necessary, should be promised to allow this to happen. In too many states, our shops
are not available if they are secondary. This limits the availability of training op
portunitie*

A final point is that over the years it seems as though education and apprentice
ship have drifted apart. I would like to see efforts made to pull this together and
have additional ideas as to how this might happen.

I appreciate the opportunity to comment and look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,

Lame W. JOHNSON, CAE,
Chief Executive Officer.

STAY*: OF WASHINGTON,
DEPARTMENT or LABOR AND INDUSTILICI,

Olympia, Wash.. September 22, 1981

Mr THOMAS F Royals,
Liaison Officer. Committee on Education and Labor, Rouse of Representatives, Ray-

burn House Office Budding, Washington, D.0
DEss Ma ROYALS. I am pleased to be informed that the House Committee on Edu-

cation and Labor will be reviewing means for strengthening the National Appren-
ticeship Program. The Washington State Apprenticeship Program was recently re
viewed and evaluated by both houses of our state legislature. The results of that
evaluation underscore the fact that here, in Washington State, apprenticeship train-
ing is not only viewed as a vital and cost effective method of employment training
but also a legitimate public policy concern at the state level It should be no less of
an interest to the federul government.

In your August 29. 1983 letter, you correctly identified that a successful national
and state apprenticeship program must have strong linkages to business and indus-
try, employee and employer association, and to the educational systems. Since the
apprenticeship method of training is formulated to meet both the present and
future skill needs of employers and employees, its strengthening would be a positive
step toward ensuring that skilled workers are available to meet industry's future
needs

Frankly. the recent state of apprenticeship has been stagnant. There are several
reasons for this. First, and foremost, there has been a lack of government involve
ment in economic development planning. Employment and training policies and
programs are a critical component of economic development Service programs, such
as apprenticeship and training, which are directed at the on-going and future needs
of the private sector are often placed on the fiscal and programmatic back-burner
Obviously. government must respond to immediate critical needs of citizens. The
basic services and benefits which preserve a quality of life, such as medical, retire-
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1111.11t illId inc 1,1111. maintenance programs, must continue to be funded. However.
gmernment whiles and programs which address the future employment and train-
ing needs of business. industry and employees are only now receiving attention.

Secondly. the national and many state apprenticeship programs have found them-
sehes reduced to playing a bureaucratic numbers game rather than providing sere
ice In the politics of the budgetary process, numbers of programs and apprentices
count for more than quality of service and involvement in employment and training
in planning and ensuring sound economic development.

List ly. apprenticeship and training has failed to include all the necessary con-
stituencies to achieve program growth and adaptability to a changing national and
international economic environment All too often, the national and various state
programs fail to establish program linkaj es to all affected constituent groups.

The Washington State Apprenticeship Ind Training Program has initiated a seri-
ous effort to participate in state economic and human resource planning. The Ap-
prenticeship and Training Program has re-defined its business on an intergovern-
mental and interagency level Since modern apprenticeship training inherently in
%olves a partnership between industry, labor and government, the Washington State
Apprenticeship Program has adopted a facilitating role to better coordinate the de-
liver of available technical assistance to program sponsors To accomplish this objec-
taw. our apprenticeship program has established linkages between itself and rele-
vant state and local economic development, employment training and eductional
agencies at the policy-making and service delivery levels.

The Washington State Apprenticeship Program has adopted a long-range plan to
expand apprenticeship to new industries and occupations Our state program has
given a high priority to reviewing and enhancing the quality of registered programs.

In order to achieve these goals, our state program found it necessary to reorganize
its staffing patterns New supervisory positions were created to ensure uniform, con-
sistent and timely application of apprenticeship policy throughout the state. A new
staff position was created and charged with maintaining close interagency. Intergov-
ernmental and constituent group relations in the development of new apprentice-
ship programs

The membership of the Washington State Apprenticeship and Training Council
also reflects our state's redirection of apprenticeship. The Washington State Ap-
prenticeship Act has been amended to add a public member, appointed by the Gov-
ernor and confirmed by the Senate, in addition to the existing employee and em-
ployer representatives.

At the present time, the majority of registered apprentices are indentured into
programs in the construction industry Any discussion concerning the future of ap-
prenticeship must anticipate that this will be also be the case in the near and inter-
mediate future Apprenticeship programs in the building and construction trades
have been and will continue to be vital to the health of the national economy Con-
struction industry programs are affected by technological change, as are other sec-
tors of the economy The successful application of new materials, tools and construc-
tion techniques depends upon the existence of a quality work force The national
and individual state apprenticeship programs should continue their awareness as to
the service needs of these programs particularly in terms of quality applicants, re-
lated instruction requirements and new work processes.

There will be. however, new opportunities for apprenticeship training in newly
emerging industries and occupations In service industries, such as health care. and
in the development of technologically advanced products, there is a potential for
program growth This will require that the national and individual state apprentice-
ship programs undertake a serious effort to understand the special training require-
ments of each potential program sponsor and deliver whatever array of services are
available to meet those identified needs.

Of course, no review of apprenticeship would be complete without discussions of
federal and state roles A distinction should be made between overall national ap-
prenticeship needs and the special role of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train-
ing iBATI U S Department of Labor, in states without a state apprenticeship coun
cil

In my opinion. the entire national apprenticeship system would benefit from na-
tionally sponsored research in program development This would include identifying
emerging apprenticeable occupations, development of related instructional materials
ond teaching guides for apprenticeship instructors Furthermore, the BAT could be
of great service in disseminating case study information on successful program de-
%elopment efforts throughout the nation

The BAT should consider redeployment of personnel ..o those states without State
Approving Councils It is imperative that these states receive the level technical as-
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sistance necessary to preserve and expand apprenticeship training opportunities. In
states with State Approving Councils and adequate staffing, the federal government
should maintain a level of effort necessary to disseminate national apprenticeship
research, provide liaison services to state agency directors and monitor state efforts
to assure compliance with affirmative action in apprenticeship. Activities pursued
in addition to those just mentioned are largely duplicative of state-level resources
and efforts.

Sincerely,
C. DAVID HUTCHINS,

Assistant Director,
Apprenticeship Section, ESAC Division.

STATE or MINNESOTA,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY.

Saint Paul. September 11 1981
Mr. THOMAS F. Roy "us,
Liaison Officer. Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives. Ray.

burn House Office Building, Washington. D.C.
DEAR MR Roy wiz: Your August 18. 1983, letter containing the message. "The

Committee has a strong interest in seeing the apprenticeship program strength-
ened. . . ." certainly made my day. If the committee truly does have a strong in
terest and the power to strengthen apprenticeship, then I believe apprenticeship
will survive and perhaps improve.

A great part of the problem with apprenticeship today is the total neglect it is
suffering on the federal level. Anything that does come out of Washington. D.C. re-
ferring to apprenticeship is legislation destined to destroy it, for instance the 40%
"helper" rule on Davis-Bacon jobs. Other legislation that will certainly have a detri-
mental effect on apprenticeship include so-called "jobs" bills that don't specify the
dollar effective apprenticeship concept that could give the taxpayer something in
return through training of highly paid skilled workers helping to shoulder the tax
burden as opposed to temporary low paying make-work jobs.

Another threat to apprenticeship is the constant pressure from the "profit at any
cost" faction, to allow a higher ratio of apprentices to journeymen. I've had requests
for an outrageous three apprentices to one journeyman ratio and Colorado appren-
ticeship law now permits a one to one ratio. How can this possibly help the chronic
unemployment problem in the construction industry? Of course, the problems of
safety and quality training are obvious with these ridiculous ratios.

Some of the job categories recognized by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train-
ing as apprenticeable are very dubious and many amount to outright fragmenting of
an existing trade. The Minnesota philosophy is first you learn the entire trade and
then you may specialize in a particular area. I think B.A.T. should exist in every
State with a mission of public relations and information and each State should pro-
vide a State Apprenticeship Council operation backed by an enforceable. solid ap-
prenticeship law.

I believe funds should be provided to the State Apprenticeship Councils to allow
the hiring of liaison people to promote apprenticeship to junior and senior high
schools, women and minority organizations and business people interested in the ap-
prenticeship concept. I think the majority of the potential workers and employers
are totally unaware of the apprenticeship system and its "earn while you learn"
concept We need to make apprenticeship a commonly recognized method of train-
ing as they have recognized it for years in Europe.

To summarize the apprenticeship situation in my opinion:
Activate the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship;
Strengthen B.A.T. and restrict their role to promotion, consulation, and edu-

cation of the public:
Monitor and change legislation that could harm the apprenticeship system;
Encourage all states to create a Division of Apprenticeship and State Appren-

ticeship Council;
Jobs bill legislation should be more specific in its reference to use of the ap-

prenticeship system.
The key to success for apprenticeship now and in the future lies in the defeat of

injurious legislation and promotion of the apprenticeship concept to the public
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I hope three few comments will be of value to you during your hearings on ap-
prenticeship.

Very truly yours.
ROBERT L. WICKLAND,

Director of Apprenticeship.

HONEYWELL October Lt. 198.1.
THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer, Committee on Educatton and Labor, House of Representatives. Ray.

burn House Office Bldg, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. ROYALS: Enjoyed our phone conversation that we had pertaining to

training in industry. In line with that. I thought that I might recap some of that
discussion so that you could get a better understanding of Honeywell's apprentice
and other training programs.

Some basic facts. In the skill trades area of toolmaker and tool design, we have an
8.000 hour apprentice program. This can run anywhere from two to four years de-
pending on the student's past experience. This particular program is state inden-
tured in Minnesota. The number of students that we have over the years varies
from relatively large classes of 20 to 50 and at times we are down in the 5 to 10
range. This is solely dependent on our needs which are closely tied in with an aging
toolroom workforce and any growth that we might experience. At Honeywell, our
long range plans call for fewer numbers of toolmakers, however the call for this
skill in my opinion, will never disappear. The gradual shift from metal cutting to
electronic componentry has caused this shift in need. Therefore, as a conclusion, I
feel very strongly that an apprentice program is absolutely necessary to insure the
proper training of a well rounded toolmaker.

In other trades, such as master electricians, machine repair, and so forth; we also
have apprentice training programs. They too are state indentured. The numbers of
students are relatively small but I might add very, very necessary.

On the telephone I mentioned to you that electrical technicians and their training
are playing a larger role in our future, however the various trade schools and elec-
tronic schools with some on the job training has been fulfilling our needs.

In a recent undertaking of trying to improve our quality at Honeywell, we had a
massive brainstorming exercise with moet of our people participating. One of the
major concerns in being able to compete with improved quality was the concern
that the employees has for their on job knowledge. The plea was for training and
more retraining. It wasn't in the expansion of training, but in regard to their
present job that they spoke out. Collectively, at Honeywell we're addressing this
question realizing that although we have massive training programs, our direction
will have to change to meet the needs as the people see them. We are convinced this
is going to cost us more money in training in insuing years. In conclusion, training
of all types and especially apprentice training has to remain as an integral part on
the U.S. manufacturing scene.

If there is anything else that I can help you with, please let me know.
Respectfully.

ROBERT M. JOHNSON,
Manager, Technology Planning and Productivity.

PLUMBERS LOCAL UNION No. 307,
Hammond, Ind., November 2. 1981

Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Ltmson Officer, Committee on Educatton and Labor, House of Representattves. Ray-

burn House Office Building. Washington, D.0
DEAR SIR. We have been working with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train-

ing. U.S. Department of Labor, for many years. We have found them most helpful in
handling problems relating to our program and industry This assistance can be of-
fered and relates to our needs because they are located here and are familiar with
our area industry and people.

During the past years this service and interest has steadily declined as the
Bureau staff has been restricted in their travels and continue to lose people. In
training, the personnel contact is of utmost importance because we are dealing with
people, not things

We fail to see the reasoning in discontinuing the National Apprenticeship Activi-
ty when there are so many problems dealing with unemployment, under-employ-
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ment and youth Education doesn't make jobsemployers make jobs and this is the
area where the Bureau can assist. If properly staffed and funded the Bureau can
provide the most cost effective means in confronting many of the employment prob-
lems.

We would appreciate your support in improving community opportunities by
proper utilization of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, U.S. Department
of Labor.

Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

ROBERT J. KRAMER,
Business Manager.

INDIANA STATE PIPE TRADES ASSOCIATION,
November 2, 1983.

Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ray.

burn House Office Building Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: We have been working with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train-

ing, U.S. Department of Labor for many years. We have found them most helpful in
handling problems relating to our program and industry. This assistance can be of-
fered and relates to our needs because they are located here and are familiar with
our area industry and people.

During the past years this service and interest has steadily declined as the
Bureau staff has been restricted in their travels and continue to lose people. In
training, the personnel contact is of utmost importance because we are dealing with
people, not things.

We fail to see the reasoning in discontinuing the National Apprenticeship Activi-
ty when there are so many problems dealing with unemployment, under-employ-
ment and youth. Education doesn't make jobsemployers make jobs and this is the
area where the Bureau can assist. If properly staffed and funded the Bureau can
provide the most cost effective means in confronting many of the employment prob-
lems.

We would appreciate your support in improving community opportunities by
proper utilization of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, U.S. Department
of Labor.

Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,

ROBERT J. KRAMER, President.

IUE SKILLED TRADES COUNCIL,
Evansville, Ind., October 26, 1983.

Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ray-

burn House Office Building, Washington, D.0
DEAR MR. ROYALS: Concerning the oversight hearings on the National Apprentice-

ship Act by the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities, I wish to reply on
behalf of the International Union of Electronics, Electrical, Technical, Salaried and
Machine Workers (IUE), and the Skilled Trades Employees

Presently the IUE maintains a national policy that promotes apprenticeship
training through collective bargaining processes. We believe apprenticeship training
is necessary for a number of reasons

(A) Without a proper trained work force the industries we represent would be less
competitive.

(B) It would be difficult to rebuild our work forces to a high rate of employment
without a skilled work force.

(C) The concept of apprenticeship training has not been matched with other
known methods of training, we as an independent nation cannot ignore the loss of
development of our own human resources.

The apprenticeship programs are disappearing at a rapid pace due mainly to the
economy We as a representative Union cannot justify at this time the training of
apprentices in the areas where we have thousands of workers on layoff and hun-
dreds of trained Journeymen shifting to other jobs.

If we are to return and maintain a full employment economy we need skilled,
trained people Training began to decline when funds that maintained the appren-
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tiveship system Nero sharply vurtailed. Shortly after the Reagan Administration
took office the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship, the Federal Apprenticeship
Statistical Reporting System, Information Centers and the loss of many Federal Em-
ployees that promoted the apprenticeship system were no longer effective

The Federal Government needs to reactivate these areas, with proper funding, to
keep the apprenticeship program going and to keep the American people working

The concept of apprenticeship training should begin in the lower levels of our
educational system Instructors should become fully aware of the apprenticeship
system and the needs and benefits of such programs Apprenticeship training, espe-
cially. needs to become a major role in Vocational schools

Many major industries have ignored the formal training concept by shifting their
interest to profits This attitude has hindered efforts by Government and unions to
stimulate proper trairang Therefore, a Mandatory Training Program should be con-
sidered and especially in all Government Contracts

The United States needs to keep pace with the other World Trade Countries in
training concepts America needs to build and maintain a skilled work force and
needs to do it now

Sincerely.
ELMER L RANSOM,

Chairman. IUE Skilled Trades Council

NATIONAL. IRONWORKERS & EMPLOYERS TRAINING PROGRAM,
Alexandria. Va.. September 28, 1981.

Hon JOHN N ERIENBORN,
Ranking Republi«in Member. Committee on Education and Labor, House of Repre-

sentatives. Ravburn House Office Bldg., Washington. D.C.

DI,AR CONGRESSMAN ERLENBORN Thank you for the invitation to submit written
continents on the present and future of apprenticeship.

I share your desire to see the nation's apprenticeship system strengthened. De-
spite the obvious benefits of apprenticeship to American Industry and its proven
quality, it is unrecognized and fragmented in its administration.

I believe that the upcoming hearing will be fruitful and bring about many positive
results

Sincerely,
FREDERICK HERZOG,

National Senior Instructor.

In response to congressional concern about the structure and direction of appren-
ticeship in American industry, I should like to submit my comments and views con-
cerning this topic These comments are a practitioner's point of view based upon
extensive experience with technical and skills training in business, labor and indus-
try They are based upon the problems that have been encountered in training
people in both high and low technology Industries Thus, the views expressed here
are based largely upon personal experience, discussions with representatives of
labor and management, local, state and federal government and on personal obser-
%ations in a variety of work settings. There may be some who will take issues with
these comments That is to be welcomed since the main objective of my comments is
to stimulate thoughts about ways to address real problems that currently exist con-
cerning apprenticeship and training These comments are not steeped in statistics.
Many of the views deal with issues for which no statistics are readily available
They are. however. based on wide experience and the prevailing opinions of the
people in the world of work

Many studies have been conducted that pertain in one way or another to appren-
ticeship and training Few, however, have examined the broader topic of apprentice-
ship and trainings' relationship with and impact on society at large. The U S. De-
partment of Labor funds an enormous training establishment Literally hundreds of
indiNiduals receiNe formal training each year. and there is probably an equally
large. if not a larger amount of informal on-the-job training Yet. for all the poten-
tial importance of apprenticeship and training, surprisingly little is known about,
first the training of craftsmen, second, the impact on the economically disadvan-
taged or third. the present or potential interaction between craft training approach-
es and technologies To be sure. there are scores of studies and articles pertaining to
certain narrow aspects of apprenticeship programs But, it seems impossible to un-
cmer any studies that attempted to survey in a broad sense the topics presented.
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There is probably no area of thy American industry that has had less truly profes-
sional. stientific. and organised attention than the critical factor of apprenticeship
and training The picture has been one of piecemeal solutions Bromides and pana-
ceas have been advocated by amateurs who consider themselves experts Seldom has

total professional approach been taken to the management of apprenticeship and
training

The payoff to apprenticeship appears to vary in two important respects First, ap-
prentaeship training that is part of a trade has a greater impact on labor market
outcomes than training in unrelated areas Second, the payoff to apprenticeship
training is higher because apprentices are employed in jobs where their training
can be used.

Two major apprenticeship training trends have been observed, first, a decreased
dependence on apprenticeship for training and second, an increased use of outsiders
for design, development and implementation of training These outsiders, for the
most part, are consulting companies which produce custom-designed programs The
dray ing force for these trends seems to be a lack of response by apprenticeship pro-
grams in adapting their offerings to meet a local industry's needs In addition, train-
ing personnel do not view their operations as profit centers or as units which should
provide management with a return on investment Management does not train ap-
prentices willingly because apprenticeship is viewed as a cost and a cost for which
the return on investment or cost benefit is not easily discernable to them

There Is a link between declining productivity and the lack of adequate skill
training Government, labor and management must work together to design appren-
tae programs that serve the needs of the work force as well as the demands of the
work load This demonstrates that what is needed is good technical assistance by
persons who have a depth of planning, programming and operating experience in
every phase of manpower planning Even with the best intentions and the best
structure, until there is a major commitment on the part of the U.S Government to
provide adequate training and education to prepare people at the local level, it is
unlikely there will be trained people to assure that apprenticeship programs have
the impact they are intended to have

Solutions are difficult because they will first require a change in government and
labor management philosophy As long as management philosophy is to produce
good financial reports on a year-by-year basis, it will be hard to install training pro-
grams which will not show their effectiveness for several years Secondly. if appren-
ticeship programs wish to participate in training and industry in the future, strong-
er linkages will have to be built School personnel will have to leave the classroom,
to some extent, and follow their apprentices into the working environment, On the
other hi.nd, apprentice schools hardly have the resources to do this on their own
Government and industry will have to provide some of the human and financial re-
sources to allow schools to provide them with this type of service In such an ar-
rangement, apprenticeship schools will have to be prepared to accept a much higher
degree of accountability for the apprentices they produce

What are the projections for future training in American industry? The answers
to that question are somewhat subjective and depend upon the perspective from
which one has viewed the past progress. There will be more and more need to pre
vide apprenticeship training in Industrial applications This need will be driven by a
greater and greater use of sophisticated equipment, a continued decline in the avail-
ability of a skilled work force and the more highly competitive nature of business
The need for more efficiency, more productivity and lower cost in production will
require more and more apprenticeship and training Unfortunately, I believe, Amer-
ican industry is not currently geared up to provide all the technical skills training
that will be required

The United States has an historical commitment to assist its citizens in entering
the mainstream of our economy Our nation was founded upon and attained a
unique position of world leadership through a competitive, free enterprise system of
human resource development and a spirit of individual freedom and opportunity In
the last several years, the neglect of promoting apprentice and training has brought
about a decline in American productivity and an increase in stagflation This situa-
tion has not only prohibited opportunities for young citizens to enter, but caused
many to fall from the mainstream of the work force.

Recent policies of the federal government to create jobs, train workers and ensure
income or subsistence for the unemployed has had sound intent and objectives
However. they have lacked consistent and clear goals, been over and mismanaged,
cost too much for the achieved results, generated increasing disincentives to work
and failed to gain public support To restore positive direction to sound apprentice-
ship and training, government, labor and management could create a National Com-
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mission having as its objective to meet manpower needs with a practical, flexible
approach that can deliver long-term increases in employment and productivity
through a more effective structure, with more efficient financing and less restric-
tion

In attempting to analyze the future and invent relevant futures are fraught with
risk and uncertainty But a deliberate, conceptual consideration of known and pre-
dictable events provides the best procedure available for deciding what the future
will be If a National Commission takes into account trends, operating environment,
and what Americr industry needs in the future, manpower planning can be amaz-
ingly accurate and will bring about success

The time has come for the U S. Congress to recognize that prolonged planning
does not necessarily produce the kind of local innovation and initiative expected.
Little effort has been made to improve or redesign apprenticeship programs already
in existence to meet the needs of the American industry. The Bureau of Apprentice-
ship and Training has not used its clout to bring about needed changes in existing
programs, but rather have rationalized their performance in the creed that constant
improvements would be made by private industry. This dusty creed does not meet
with reality.

Renis Likert, in his work at the University of Michigan focusing on the dollar
value of people, ascertained that the total company expense of human time and
presence on the job amounts to seventy percent of the total cost of operation. In this
same vein, Dr Eli Ginzberg, former chairman of the National Manpower Advisory
Committee and one of the nation's leading human resource authorities stated: "Of
all the resources that go into our economy and come out in income, something of
the order of three-quarters are personnel-related costs. What more proof do you
need that you ought to manage that resource better?"

If we, as a nation are serious about revitalizing this country's manpower base to
meet the economic challenges of the 1980's and beyond, we must pursue human re-
sources development which insures that the work force has the skills to complement
the future demand for skilled personnel. Without vigorous, farsighted and continu-
ing training efforts, we are in a position of eating our seed corn: We may fend off
starvation for one more winter, but we have removed the last hope of surviving the
following winter How successfully and how quickly the federal government deals
with today's manpower problems will affect its vitality for decades to come.

STATE OF MARYLAND,
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES,

Baltimore, Md., September It 1988.
Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer. Committee On Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ray-

burn House Office Building, Washington, D.0
DEAR MR. ROYALS: This will respond to your letter of August 29, 1983 in which

you requested written comments on the state's current operation and the future of
the apprenticeship program As Secretary of the newly created Maryland Depart-
ment of Employment and Training, which will assume responsibility for administer-
ing the Maryland Apprenticeship and training Council on October 1, I am pleased to
respond to your inquiry.

Currently, the Maryland Apprenticeship and Training Council (MATC) consists of
seven (7) members: three (3) represent employees and/or employees' organizations,
three (3) represent the business and industrial community, and one (1) is a public
member The members of the MATC are appointed by the Governor with the advice
of the Secretary of Employment and Training and with the advice and consent of
the State Senate At present, one business/industry representative's position is
vacant but should be filled within the next 30 days. The MATC also has on staff five
(5) field representatives whose function is to encourage business and industrial em-
ployers to register apprenticeship programs with the MATC.

The United States Department of Labor's State Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training (BAT) and the MATC have a very harmonious working relationship. The
State BAT Director and two staff field representatives work closely and cooperative-
ly with the Council However, one State BAT field representative's position has re-
mained unfilled for six (6) months. Filling this position is the responsibility of the
Regional Director of the USDOL-BAT. We believe that a fully staffed State BAT is
essential to the future of a viable apprenticeship program. Strong, efficient and cost-
effective apprenticeship programs are badly needed and sufficient personnel are
needed at both the federal and state levels to assist sponsors in developing these
programs In particular, the Bureaus of Apprenticeship and Training should be

3 1
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stronger than the individual state councils because the bureaus must be in a posi-
tion to support businesses and industries which are diversified and which operate
under more than one state's jurisdiction

Currently. Maryland has 574 registered apprenticeship programs with a total of
4,366 enrolled apprentices The number of enrollees in an individual program
ranges from one (I) to 1.115 Generally, the number of enrolled apprentices has been
steadily declining while the number of sponsors remains fairly stable However, the
rate of sponsor turnover is high There are three factors which contribute to this
situation ii the poor economy. 2) insufficient BAT and MATC field staff to service
current and potential program sponsors, and 31 the inability to access additional
funds as the fiscal year progresses to fund new/additional programs In summary,
since 1971, the rate of program completions Increased by about 21%, while new en-
rollment declined by about 22%

The MATC maintains a viable linkage with the Maryland State Department of
Education In its FY 1984 budget, the department distributed $581,194 to state and
local educational agencies for the purpose of providing apprenticeship-related in-
struction to individuals enrolled in MATC apprenticeships The department also has
an ongoing pre-apprenticeship program which links schools and employers in an
effort to involve students in work-study experiences which can lead to actual ap-
prenticeship enrollment once students leave school This program is being operated
on a pilot basis in several subdivisions within the state and is showing very favor-
able results

The future of the apprenticeship program will ultimately depend on the degree of
commitment and cooperation among all concerned entities government at all levels.
business. industry, unions, the educational community, and the sponsors of other
training programs In particular, It is imperative that federal funds which are alltr
cated to the states under the Vocational Education Act, as amended, be made avail
able to fund apprenticeship programs. Under the Act, funds from which monies for
apprenticeship training can be drawn are made available to the states' Supervisors
of Vocational Education to be disbursed at their discretion To date, no federal funds
have been allocated to apprenticeship training in Maryland from this source This is
a situation which urgently needs to be remedied.

This Department is strongly commited to the future of the apprenticeship pro-
gram in Maryland and we would welcome the opportunity to send a representative
to testify at the committee's hearings or to meet with you or any committee
member at a time which you may select.

Sincerely,
BRENT M JOHNSON,

Secretary. Department of Employment and Training.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES,

DIVISION OF APPRENTICE TRAINING.
Boston. September 44 198,1.

Mr THOMAS F ROYALS,
Committee on Education and Labor. House of Representatives. Rayburn House Office

Building. Washington. DC.
DEAR MR. ROYALS. Apprenticeship Agencies have been established in 29 States,

District of Columbia, Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico.
The Commonwealth of Mas.sachusetts fully funds all aspects of the Apprenticeship

program including those related instruction classes administered under the Division
of Occupational Education

The only federal funding received is through a contract for services with the Vet-
erans Administration As the recognized State Approval Agency for Apprenticeship,
Massachusetts received $72.759 00 during fiscal 1983.

The Massachusetts Division of Apprentice Training is a Division within the De-
partment of Labor under the Secretariat of Labor and is currently directing its ef-
forts toward the introduction of apprenticeship Into new industries and occupations

We are pleased to have the opportunity to submit this information on the Massa-
chusetts Apprenticeship Program for the consideration of the Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor

Sincerely.
JOHN J MCDONOUGH. Director.

3.-
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THE COMMONWEALTH OP MASSACHUSETTS,
DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION, DIVISION OP OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION.

Quincy, Mass.. August 25, 1981
Mr THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer. Committee of Education and Labor. House of Representatives, Ray.

burn House Office Building. Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR ROYALS Relative to your letter of August 8, 1983 pertaining to appren-

ticeship training, the following ideas are submitted for your Interest and informa-
tion

Needless to relate the interest being generated by your office is a welcomed activi-
ty For many years the low and dismal enrollment total of under 300.000 appren-
tices annually has been a negative factor in terms of productivity and quality items,
and insufficient in meeting the needs of individuals and industry.

(I) The Federal government should set the example by having an active Advisory
Committee, in order that State Advisory Committees can emulate and collaborate
with one another.

(2 The Federal, State and local public agencies should set the example, by imple-
menting apprentice programs, thereby setting the example for the private sector.

(3 The Fitzgerald Act should go beyond the enabling component and provide lim-
ited funds for training purposes with appropriate accountability.

131 Provide a tax credit incentive to employers for all apprentices, not necessarilyrestricted to the disadvantaged. Aver_
(5) The role of the Bureau of Apprentice Training should be modified and avoid

duplicating the recruiting and placement activities being done by the states.
1(i) We should increase the pre-apprentice activities in secondary schools.
(7) Provisions should be made for the implementation of apprentice orientation

sessions in the middle school grades.
(8) We should mandate the utilization of Federal funds in the vocational act for

apprenticeship training and not necessarily an optional provision for the state. to
decide

(9) Provisions for the expansion of apprenticeship in the new and emerging occu-
pations in the high technology areas should be made, in order for them to join the
apprenticeship family.

(10) With the Federal government paving the way, conduct a National Apprentice
Conference with employers, education, labor and non labor organizations participat-
ing. However, emphasis should be placed on employers participation.

Sincerely.
ANTHONY V. CIPRIANO, Ph. D.,
Director, Bureau of Post-Secondary

Occupational-Technical Education.

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT INC,
Washington DC., October 17, 1983.

Mr. THOMAS ROYALS,
Minority Legislative Aide,
House Education and Labor Committee,
Washington. DC.

DEAR MR Royals. Here are a couple more responses on the apprenticeship issue
that I have not given you. I had misplaced them, unfortunately.

Best regards.

Enclosures.

Roam L. CRAIG,
Vice President,

Government and Public Affairs.

CONSTRUCTION ADVANCEMENT PROGRAM OF COLORADO,
June 8. 198J

ASTD GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS OFFICE,
Washington. DC

GENTLEMEN' This is in response to the ASTD National Report. Vol. 9 No. 10
Issues Agenda: Thomas Royals.

I am Director of Training for the Associated General Contractors of Colorado. I
was an ASTD Torch Award recipient in 1977. One of my functions is being a trustee
of our Colorado Statewide Carpenters Joint Apprenticeship and Training Program. I
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also provide similar assistance to our non-union members I am intimately familiar
with the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and State Apprenticeship
cou ncils

My point for writing this is to request all possible help to have the Federal BAT
revived and strengthened BAT tends to be much more responsive to the changing
times and needs of non-union employers State Apprenticeship Councils ISACs) are
more strongly influenced by unions In states with SACS. the SAC controls appren-
ticeship in the state The union influence causes the SACS to drag their feet against
assisting non-union apprentice and training programs.

This area of apprenticeship is one where a very conservative industry believes the
Federal Government should remain strong and in control.

Sincerely yours.
DUKE NIELSEN,

Director of CAP.

TAMPA ELECTRIC,
June 7, 198J.

Mr. RORER? CRAW,
Government Affairs Office, American Society for Training and Development, Wash-

ington. D.C.
DEAR MR. CRAIG, I am writing in response to the article about the Federal role in

apprenticeship training that appeared in the May 23rd issue of National Report
The prospect of government intervention in apprentice training is not one that I
find appealing no matter how well intentioned this intervention may be. Interven
tion at the Federal level usually means a set of rults and regulations with little
relevance to the real problem and even less flexibility.

The Federa' lovernment concept of apprenticeship in the past has been a process
held captive I a set number of hours, years, and subject matter. This concept is no
longer relevat One reason is that time is not a measure of competence Even using
courses of study laid down by D.0 L and others, there is no assurance that employ-
ees will obtain competency in a given number of hours, or conversely, that all those
hours and that study material is needed. The employer is in the best position to
determine what the needs are The employer should determine competence based on
the standards and conditions in the particular work environment We must move
away from the idea that competence and time (i.e. four years) can be equated.

Another problem with Federal intervention is apprenticeship training in the
D.0 L.'s view of a traditional apprenticeship level being equated with extra dollars.
With the rapid change in technology, this idea must change In the area of technical
training, we will have to embrace the concept of lifetime learning. Competence will
be maintained only by having ongoing, dynamic training programs. Federal guide-
lines and their time consuming compliance procedures will only inhibit this type of
training and hamper industry in its attempts to cope with rapid change. We are on
the verge of, if not into a technological revolution. Change is rapid and the new
technologies are complex. We should be preparing to change, not attempting to
build roadblocks to change.

There is one area, however, that is remaining somewhat constant. This is the fact
that those people lacking in basic educational skills will fail in today's complex mar-
ketplace. If the Feds want to enhance training, let them put their efforts at the ele
mentary and secondary levels, and supply industry and postsecondary vocational
education with people able to take advantage of the training already being provided.

This is an area that is of great concern to me. I would appreciate any information
that ASTD could supply on the subject Also, I think the National Report does an
excellent job of keeping the membership up-to-date on critical issues

Sincerely,
JAMES H. MEADOWS.

Supervisor Training and Video Services,
Personnel Dmining and Development.

3 ;) u
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REPUBLIC STEEL CORP.,
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT,

Cleveland, Ohio, June 17, 1983
Mr. ROBERT L. CRAIG,
Vice President, Government and Public Affairs. American Society for Trainingand

Development, Inc.. Washington. D.C.
DEAR MR. CRAIG' In response to your letter of June 15, 1983, regarding appren-

ticeship training and the possible need for legislation pertaining to the role of the
federal government, BAT. etc I submit the following.

My personal experience with the BAT, Department of Labor within the State of
Ohio, has been favorable. They have defined their role as advisory and have been
anxious to provide constructive advice and recommendations.

I do not have a feel for any legislation that may be needed. Things seem to be
working pretty well under the present system. Perhaps others are aware of iniqui-
ties that require legislative remedies, but I am not.

What I do feel is needed is strong support by all levels ofgovernment for an effec-
tive vocational school system. Good solid vocational training will help graduates
progress successfully through specific apprenticeship programs. Although many
items are mass produced today, we still have a need for the skilled craftsmen; and I
believe this need will continue.

There is, however, a certain amount of rigidity in apprenticeship programs that
companies and craft unions should be revaluating. For example, most programs re-
quire a specific fixed time to complete the training such as three years or four
years. Provisions are not made for the fast learner. In some of our programs, we
have incorporated what we call "Representative Performance Assignments". If an
apprentice can demonstrate proficiency on an "RPA" we waive the training and
award him/her the training hors. This advances the apprentice through the pro-
gram on an accelerated basis. In some programs we do not have formalized
"RPA's", but we award credit based on an evaluation of previous experience and
demonstrated on-the-job skills. For example, a former drill press operator might not
know anything about a lathe or milling machine and would require full training on
those pieces of equipment while only needing some abbreviated training on the dr;11
press Consequently, training hours for the drill press could be awarded and progres-
sion through the program accelerated. Although this might sound like just common
sense, many practitioners of a trade take the point of view that if it took them three
years or four years to become a craftsman then it should take that long for anyone
else who is learning that craft. Tradition is hard to change.

I hope my comments will be of value to you.
Very truly yours,

MARTIN C. WING.

CONSTRUCTION ADVANCEMENT PROGRAM OF COLORADO,
June 8, 1981

ASTD GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS OFFICE.
Washington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: This is in response to the ASTD National Report, Vol. 9, No. 10
Issues.

Agenda: Thomas Royals.
I am Director of Training for the Associated General Contractors of Colorado. I

was an ASTD Torch Award recipient in 1977. One of my functions in being a trustee
of our Colorado Statewide Carpenters Joint Apprenticeship and Training Program. I
also provide similar assistance to our non-union members. I am intimately familiar
with the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and State Apprenticeship
Councils.

My point for writing this is to request all possible help to have the Federal BAT
revived and strengthened BAT tends to be much more responsive to Zhe changing
times and needs of non-union employers. State Apprenticeship Councils (SACS) are
more strongly influenced by unions. In States with SACS, the SAC controls appren-
ticeship in the state The union influence causes the SACS to drag their feet against
assisting non-union apprentice and training programs.
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This area of apprenticeship is one where a very conservative industry believes the
Federal Government should remain strong and in control.

Sincerely yours,
DUKE NIELSEN,

Director of CAP.

CONSOLIDATED EDISIoN CO. OF New YORK, INC.,
New York, N.Y., August 29, 1983.

Mr. THOMAS F. ROYALS,
Liaison Officer, Committee on Education and Labor, House of Reprrsentatrves, Ray-

burn House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Tote: Reference is made to your memo of August 18. My comments are

noted below, in response to your request.
(1) I was directly exposed to registered apprenticeship programs several years ago

at Uniroyal and Continental Can with the Rubber and Steel Workers, respectively.
The chief problem which 1 saw was the tendency at that time for the union repre-
sentatives on the joint committees to be solely interested in helping apprentices to
move up on the p ion scale, regardless of what they had learned or how their
hours had actually been spent. They evidenced little interest in the learning proc-
ess, only in completing the program as quickly as possible so that the apprentices
could receive the journeyman title and pay.

Therefore, to be effective the focus of apprentice programs must be changed from
"time served" to "skills learned".

(2) Professor Alfred Drew (now deceased) at Purdue University did a monograph
of a "new" apprenticeship effort at Ford Motor Company in the early 19708. I be-
lieve it was under a federal grant, but I am not certain. This was an attempt to
focus on content, rather than time; a copy may be available from the Personnel Re-
search Department at Ford.

(3) At Con Edison we have avoided use of registered apprenticeship programs. We
do not use the journeytnan titles (most of our workers are representerd by the
UMUA, rather than IBBW) and we did not wish to be bound by the constraints cre-
ated by federal registration. We have had strong union support for all skills train-
ing efforts, and we work closely with the union in developing courses and perform-
ance tests by which union members qualify to attend up-grading programs. Howev-
er, decisions on what goes into the programs and the length of each are made by
management.

(4) To me, apprenticeships seem most beneficial in areas like the building trades
where the employers are small and have limited formal training expertise, and the
employees represented by a craft union. It might be appropriate for auto mechanics,
but I have no knowledge of their union relationships.

I hope this helps. I will add any further thoughts as they come to me.
Sincerely,

JOHN S. JENNESS,
ASSISTANT TO VICE PRESIDENT,

Employee Relations.

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS INTERNATIONAL UNION,
Washington, D.C, October 6, 1988.

Hon. AUGUSTUS F. HAwKINS,
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Rayburn

House Office Building. Washington, D.C.
DEAR CHAIRMAN HAwKINS: In response to your request regarding the Subcommit-

tee on Employment Opportunities' oversight hearings on the National Apprentice-
ship Act, please find enclosed comments on apprenticeship in the graphic arts in-
dustry and, more specifically, within the Graphic Communications International
Union's programs.

The short notice given for responding has limited our consideration and thoughts
as to the apprenticeship issue. Hopefully, our abbreviated response will suffice and
meet the needs of your Subcommittee. If there is anything that requires further de.
tails, please feel free to contact either Vice President William Schroeder (872-7920)
of our organization or myself (872-7947).

352
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We appreciate the opportunity of participating in the Subcommittee's activities
and look forward to its' findings.

Sincerely.
WALTZ* LYPEA,
Education Director.

Technical and Occupational Health Training

APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM IN THE GRAPHIC ARTS INDUSTRY

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE

The U.S. Printing and Publishing Industry classified by the U.S. Commerce
partment a standard Industrial Classification 27is comprised of 17 separate subi
dustries, each with distinct products or services offered to local, national and ev
International markets. The overall industry consists of 50,000 establishments di
persed geographically throughout the United States. This amount does not inclu
an additional 40,000 to 65,000 inplant printing operations located within large eetab-
lishments involved in business other than print:: Total employment was nearl
1.3 million at the start of the 1980's. The employment mix during this rind hes
undergone a consistent shift. Rapid technological advances have ch the char
acter of work for production workers and increased the size of the ministrativi
and sales workforce.

According to the U.S. Department of Commerce, "Productivity of that workforce
has been substantial, spurred by a capital investment program whose level of ex-
penditures currently exceeds $2 billion annually."

For the most part, printing and publishing is a high decentralized industry with
80 percent of establishments having 20 or fewer employees. At the opposite end of
the range, only about five percent of printing establishments employ more than 250.
The remainder of establishments employ between 30 and 250 workers.

The overall impressions indicate that the printing industry is overall healthy
this is in opposition to the health of the U.S. economy and some other pronounce-
ments of the health for the printing industry. In 1982, the printing and publishing
industry was the only one in the manufacturing segment to show real growth, even
though it was a minute .2 percent.

n-
n

APPRENTICESHIP EACKGROUND POR PRINTING INDUSTRY

Apprenticeships in the printing industry have traditional roots right back to Gu-
tenberg. Although the character of printing has evolved from one printing process
(letterpress) to a multi-number of printing (lithography, intaglio,
flexography, etc.) the basics of apprenticeship still prevails. An individual entering
the trade is taken under the wing of the apprenticeship standards, with rights and
responsibilities. In return, the apprentice is provided with trade services and knowl
edge. That tradition continues on today with additional influences. Today, in our
printing industry, the apprentice learns on-the-job but is required on his or her own
time to acquire supplementary education that reinforces and improves hit or her
working skills. Today's apprenticeship procedures are as complex as the society we
live in. First, the apprentice must be selected from a number of applicants. Usually
selection is made by joint apprenticeship committees (JAC's) with an equal number
of management and union representatives. The selection is usually made on apti-
tude testing, personal interviews and/or any other methods that may aid the JAC
in making the proper selection. All JAC's use the National Apprenticeship Stand-
ards as a guide in conducting their respective programs. In the Standards, there are
21 apprenticeable occupations.

The Graphic Communications International Union reviews and updates the stand-
ard every five (5) years. Where there have not been established JAC's, the appren-
ticeships have been chaotic and abused. There have been cases where unregistered
apprentices have been made without indentures (and legal protection), taught a
simple or uncomplicated productive task at reduced wages, and after completing
their apprenticeship were terminated beck:se they were earning full wages. Then
the company would hire a new apprentice so as to get back to a better profit
margin.

Many of the entry-force workers have received education which they anticipate
will give them full knowledge in the graphic arts industry. In some cases this is true
but in many cases it is not. A Graphic Arts Technical Foundation survey of graphic
arts instructors in public institutions revealed that the average time that the in-
structor has been out of the industry is eight (8) years and a majority of them have
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de%eloped their own curriculum If you consider that the technology changes literal-
ly year by year. the longer thrust Instructors are out of the Industry the less relative
is their teaching The only assurance that one will get a sound foundation of educa-
tion in a trade is the apprenticeship system since It is part and parcel of Ow Indus-
try as It changes and grows This is true with the Graphic Communications Interna-
tional Union To provide as best a training program for that entry force as possible.
the GCIU training centers were started in because It was evident that the
public institutes could not keep up with the changes and provide the onthe-job skill
requirements Thanks to cooperative management and union groups, training cen-
ters were established across the US. and Canada until today there are 23 training
centers In other areas, training programs utilize public institutes and inplant facili-
ties Although these tr,:moig centers where initially de-reloped for apprentices, one-
half of the student body of these facilities are journeypersons either upgrading or
retraining their skills as demanded by technological change. Our annual student
toxly fluctuates between 2,0IM) and 3,000 students a year. with one-half of them
being apprentices It is no longer applicable for one to serve an apprenticeship and
expect that skill to subsist them through their working life There has to be some
mechanism of continuing education and training to meet the needs of the Industry
and of the individual to stay gainfully employed We have endeavored to meet this
demand with consistent evaluation of markets. social changes, technological ad-
vances. and any other element that will surely affect the apprenticeship procedure.
What we have, inturn. is a productive worker with dignity who is an asset to his or
her country and society

If you ever do a study on apprenticeships, you will probably find that the drop-out
rate tat least in the graphic arts industry) is less than 5(7.- and, usually. those who
drop-out probably have gone on to college or university education. One of the suc-
cesses of apprenticeship as the fact that it works to an individual's needs. On the
job. at will b a one-on-one training situation. In the GCIU programs, outside the
job, our classes are very small We recommend a maximum of no more than eight
00 to a class We strongly believe in hands-on training because of the high knowl-
edge retention The equipment is not cheap, and that is one of our problems with
training today New technology is very expensive and the graphic arts Industry is in
the throes. as A:vin ToMer put it. "of the third technological wave" The transition
from a photo-mechanical Industry to one of the latest of computers and micro-elec-
tronic technology occurs for productivity, profit, or servicebut it also has other ef-
fects; It changes the character of work and introdeces new problems and hazards.
Without National Apprenticeship Standards the apprentice would be bait meat. He
or she would not be protected by conditions set in those standards. They set the
common groundrules agreeable to the employer and employee The standards pro-
vide channels to deal with disagreements and potential conflicts between manage-
ment and workers The apprenticeship standards have been used to eliminate due
ern-inflation and to assist minorities into the higher paid jobs.

Anyone who would advocate the elimination of apprenticeship is also advocating
the elimination of basic worker rights provided under those standards.

What is needed most for apprenticeship training programs is the acquisition of
training equipment that represents the latest technology. There must be a way for
apprentices to be able to get hands-on training that will prepare them for changing
skill demands Our philosophy has been to prepare for technological change and not
be reacting to at To accomplish this we are primarily interested in having access to
the latest pieces of graphic arts equipme What needs to be found is some imen-
tive for equipment manufacturers to loa this equipment We know in what direr-
non the printing Industry is evolvingu we lack is the equipment with which to
prepare for tho.s.e skill changes

If the committee can provide some t noes to implement incentives for these
manufacturers or suppliers, at would res, bre the a i problem in our apprenticeship
training programs

NEW YORK CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Brooklyn. N.Y.. October 4, 1981.

Mr THOMAS F ROYALS.
Liaison Officer. Coninuttee on Education and Labor. House of Representatives. Ray-

burn House Office Building. Washington. DC.
DEAR MR_ ROYALS Your recent request addresed to the New York City Board of

Education for a comment on the status of our apprenticeship program has been re-
ferred to me This institution has a long unbroken his ory of providing services to

35.1
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appientiks 14.111111S ('otigrrsmunal interest in supporting and strengthening
these programs.

As the DLEA responsible for apprenticeship training in this region. the Board of
Education is presently ser% mg between .1,500 and 1,000 apprentices in a variety of
shill areas This related instruction is delivered ua arsous modes and may be of-
ferd in the in,ening in a loud high school, on site in a union facility or as part of a
'Lure- lurrmulum home study program The latter requires the apprentice to com.
plute JIX`t. I fit. assignments at home and meet with an instructor and:or special con-
sultant once ur twice a month fur re% new and further assignments, In addition. tele-
phone consultation is available to participating apprentices.

Our existing program represents an effectne partnership of labor. business and
etlucation and Is very successful in upgrading members of our workforce. enabling
their to adapt to changing technologies.

The number of apprentices that we serve Is directly related to the need for these
intlniduals in the workforce In the past several years. the demand for services has
far exceeded our fiscal capability We would welcome opportunities to discuss with
menilx-rs of your lllll matey both innovati%e approaches to instruction in the future
and most. importantly. new sources of funding for this vital program.

Sincerely.
AsTimsT J. BALmso.

Asvistiort to Chancellor.
Career find Occupational Education.

GUAM COMMUNITY
STUI/ENT SEIWICKS DivisorsPLACEMENT CENTER.

Gttni, Mariana Islands. September 9. 198d.
Mr. iormAs F. ItuvAis.
lacusort O)il cr. ornauttcc art Edutatfon am! Labor, House Of Representatfte. Ray-

burn /louse O% /ice flaihhng. Washtngton D.C.
DEAN Mu. 110Ats The information provided is in response to your letter of

August IS. 19$3 concerning the status of the apprenticeship program. its operations
today and the future of apprenticeship for the Territory.

The Apprenticeship and Training Program on Guam was first established in
August. 1961 by Public Law 1.1 117 and was administrated by the Guam Depart.
ment of Labor An Apprenticeship Development Committee was established to study
and address problems in the field of apprenticeship. to dinelop apprenticeship stand-
ards with the taco towards developing local skills in the various crafts and trades
for apprmal and regestrat with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. U.S.
Department of I.abor

On August Ili. 11161. the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. U.S. Department
of Labor. accepted and registered the first apprenticeship standards for the Terri-
tory of Guam under the sponsorship of the Guam Contractors Association (GCAL

Sauc the inception of the program. numerous problems have been encountered.
some of which were employers were not receptive or sincere an their commitment
to train apprentices. coordination between 1)epartment of Labor and education insti-
tution. were minimal hence apprentices !ached the theoretical training exposure.
Additionally. entry wages for apprentices were too low and unattractive. In essence.
the program was recruiting applicants who were unprepared for the world of work
.and those who were able to adno:t remained with the employers temporarily until
better paying employment can lye :required.

In the apprenticeship program. the Ad ttt ustrative Policy for Alien Ens.
ploy msit Certification was revised on April .. 197 1 The intent of the policy was to
assort_ maximum job and training opportunities to U S. resident workers on Guam
who art .11..111.11dt finr employment and training. Each employer will continue to htre
and train U S resident .orkers and to replace non anunngr,ant alien temporary rind
pareleei. In ali Lategorteti for iAllith apprentice. and trainees are available.

This petit', pro%uled .8 leerage the program needed in opening numerous training
slots for apprentice:.

On ur about September. 1977. the certification processing of II-1. workers %ac rei
%erted fly 11 S Department of (..doer and the Adverse Effect Wage Rate tAEWIti was
til PICHle Ilt t'd Thas atte.,n sup( rseded the 1971 administrative policy for alien certifs.

cation and the wage. in Lonstrtit lion ImIteartes were increased. The intent of the
.11 :WIC was to attract local workers into the construction industry and to discourage
employer from recruiting and importing 11-2 workers.
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apprentices and wtLuuu. Congressional interest in supporting and strengthening
these programs.

. \s the DLEA responsible for apprenticeship training in this region, the Board of
Education Is presently seri, mg between 3.:;00 and 1.000 apprentices in a variety of
skill areas This related instruction is delivered in carious modes and may be of-
fered in the ec ening in a loud high school. on-site in a union facility or as part of a
'core- curriculum home study program. The latter requires the apprentice to com-
plete specific assignments at home and meet with an instructor and.`or special con-
sultant once or tccice a month for review and further assignments. In addition. tele
phone consultation is available to participating apprentices.

Our existing program represents an effective partnership of labor, business and
education and is very successful in upgrading members of our workforce. enabling
them to adapt to changing technologies.

The number of apprentices that we serve is directly related to the need for these
Indic iduals in the workforce In the past several years. the demand for services has
far exceeded our fiscal capability We would welcome opportunities to discus., with
members of your committee both innovative approaches to instruction in the future
and most. importantly, new sources of funding for this vital program.

Sincerely.
ANTHONY J. BAtlitsm.

Assistant to Chancelhir.
Career and Occupational Education.

GUAM COMMUNITY COLLEGE.
STUDENT SEIWICFS DIvISIONPLACEMENT CENTER.

Ottani. Mariana Wands. September Y. 198.1.
Mr.Tuomns ICovms.
Luti. Offi«.r. Committer MI Education and Labor. flint lc of lleprescritatties. Ray-

burn House Office Budding. Washington. D.C.
DEAR Mb. Itovms. The information provided is in response to your letter of

August IS, l9$3 concerning the status of the apprenticeship program. its operations
today and the future of apprenticeship for the Territory.

The Apprenticeship and Training Program on Guam was first established in
August. 190 by Public Law 14-117 and was administrated by the Guam Depart.
ment of Labor An Apprenticeship Development Committee was established to study
and address problems in the field of apprenticeship, to decelop apprenticeship stand.
ards with the view towards developing local skills in the various crafts and trades
for approval and registration with the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, U.S.
Department of Labor

On August Ili. 1%1. the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. U.S. Department
of Labor, accepted and registered the first apprenticeship standards for the Terri
ton of Guam under the sponsorship of the Guam Contractors Association (GCAi.

Since the inception of the program, numerous problems have been encountered.
some of which were employers were not receptive or sincere in their commitment
to tram apprentices, coordination between Department of Labor and education insti-
tutions were minimal hence apprentices lacked the theoretical training exposure.
Additionally. entry %age% for apprentices were too low and unattractive. In essence.
the program was recruiting applicants who were unprepared for the world of work
and those who were able to adioa remained with the employers temporarily until
better paying employment can be acqiiired.

To assist the apprenticeship program, the Administrative Policy for Alien Em.
ployment Certification was revised on April 197,1. The intent of the policy was "to
.111n. t11.1 NIttillm job and training opmrtunities to U.S. resident workers on Guam
who an a%ailahli for (mployment and training. Each employer will continue to hire
and tram US resident v.orkers and to replace non-immigrant alien temporary and
parolees in all categorie. for which apprentices and trainee. are avadable,

This policy provided n le%rage the program needed in opening numerous training
.dot. roe :ippreotice.

On or about September, the certification proces.ing of II-Z workers was re.
certed to US Department Of Labor and the Adverse Effect Wage Bate IAMB) was
implemented. Th., action superseded the 1971 administrative policy for alien certifi.
cation and the wages io constrm torn industries were increased. The intent of the
AMU was to attract local worker. into the con4truction Industry and to discourage
employers from recruiting and importing 11-2 workers.
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The GCA apprenticeship standard manuals were revised in April. 1978 Major re-
visions were focused on the apprentices' wage schedules to conform with the AEWR
Entry wages were based on eighty percent (80%) or Journeyman wage rates Howev-
er. the rescission or the administrative policy for alien employment certification by
the AEWR caused a tremendous reduction in employment opportunities for appren-
tices and employers' request for 11-2 certification were processed without the aasur-
ance of hiring and training local workers Although the AEWR attracted better
qualified applicants, the employers were reluctant to pay the higher entry wage
rate for apprentices.

On July. 1978. the 14th Guam Legislature repealed Public Law 14-147 and en-
acted Public Law 14-77. the Guam Community College (GCC) Act of Guam which
transferred the administration of the apprenticeship training program from the
Guam Department of Labor GCC. The enabling legislation (PL 14-77) provided
policy direction with realistic goals and objectives to meet local manpower require-
ments. Faced with the non-existence of apprenticeship curricula, the Apprenticeship
Training Division IATD was tasked with the responsibility of its development and a
curriculum specialist was recruited to provide the technical support Related theo-
retical instructions for apprentices were implemented in the Fall of 1979. Presently,
the ATD Staff, in cooperation with the Occupational Education Services Division of
GCC. is continuously developing and improving its apprenticeship curricula with the
concept of mainstreaming the apprentices to the degree program in their respective
occupation (should they choose to do so).

The program, however, still lacked the total commitment of the private industries
to tram apprentices. Since the Guam Apprenticeship Program (registered with the
U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training) does not have
enforcement power, the College relies solely on the voluntary participation of em-
ployers and the cooperation of other Government agencies to assist in slot develop-
ment for apprentices in public contracts. To assist GCC in its endeavor, a memoran-
dum of understanding was developed between Guam Department of Labor and GCC
for the purpose of soliciting training slots from employers through labor certifica-
twit process (20 CFR. Part 655). Althoulh apprentice recruitment increased, it was
difficult to retain program participants with respective employers. It appears that
employers' commitments to "train apprentices." were made only to satisfy the alien
importation certification process.

The Guam Community College will continue with lobbying efforts for local legisla-
tion for apprenticeship on Guam.

The introduction of Bill :no, "An Act to Establish Apprenticeship Training
System for the Territory of Guam and for other Purposes" on June 8. 1983 by the
17(h Guam Legislature. will mandate the utilization of apprentices by private con-
tractors on all public contracts for the Territory of Guam. The passage of Bill 310
will greatly enhance the apprenticeship program on Guam and provide the much
needed training slots fur the two hundred and sixty-seven (267) apprenticeship appli-
cants with C:CC.

Sincerely.
E. A. GUKRRF:RO.

Director for Apprenticeship Training.

Amoco OIL Co..
Whiting, Ind.. November 16: 1.98.1.

Ntr. TrIONSAS ROYA IS,
Lusi.00, Offik.r, Cummittre nn Education and Labor. House of Representatives. Ray

born (franc Wire llurldrng. Washington. D.C.
OKAR MR. ROY AIS. It has come to my attention that there is a movement afoot to

slowly but surely eliminate the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. U S De-
partment of 1.abr.

We at Amoco Oil Company have been affiliated with this organization since April
or 197.1 when three of our trade classifications. Pipefitters !Metals Mechanics). In-
strumentElectricians. and Machinists. were registered with the United States De-
;hutment of Labor. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. and again in December
of 1979. we registered two more trade classifications. namely, Maintenance Repairer
illisilderi. and Operating Engineer tEquipment Handler) At present..( of our 6 'rade
classifications in the Maintenance Division tire registered with the Bureau of Ap-
prenticeship and Training.

Currently. in the sir departments. we have approximately 750 employees Fifty of
these are still apprentices registered with the DOL-BAT, We have had approximate-

ll 0
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ly 300 of our work lorvs in the :Maintenance Division complete their apprenticeship
under the DOL-BAT program We are pleased with the results and would appreci-
ate the continuance of this vital program

Quality craftsmen are not made in the classroom To make qualified craftsmen, it
takes a marriage of related classroom training and on the yob training. This, we are
accomplishing with our present *stem of DOL-BAT I would hate to see its demise.
I would encourage you to give serious consideration to permit this Bureau (DOL-
BATi to continue to help us make the qualified craftsmen we need today and in the
future.

Thank you.
Sincerely.

JOSEM C KOVACH,
Maintenance Training Specialist.

THE MERIT SHOP TRAINING CENTER,
Dublin, Calif., November 4. 198J.

lion. JutiN N. ERLENBORN.
Ranking Minority Member, House Committee on Education and Labor, Rayburn

House Of /ice Building. Washington. DC.
DEAR MR. ERIENBORN In view of the Subcommittee on employment opportunities

chaired by Congressman Augustus F Hawkins, as Director of Education of the
Merit Shop Training Center sponsored by The Associated Builders & Contractors
Gulden Gate Chapter. I would like to support and request your interest in giving
more support to the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.

We have gust begun a Apprenticeship program approved by the Department of
Labor. and vve feel that the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training is necessary to
keep for quality of skills training consistant Department of Labor portrays a dimin-
ishing role toward the National Apprenticeship system and has not capitalized on
the advantages of strengthening the National Apprenticeship Program. Apprentice-
ship is an unsubsidized training program that supports the private employer in
training skilled work for his work force. The planned action of the Employment and
Training Administration to decentralize the National Apprenticeship Program to
the states, will not provide the quality of skills training required My program will
not benefit from this action. The service reliability and commitment to Apprentice-
ship demonstrated by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training staff would be a
decisive loss Local States Apprenticeship operation without National Bureau of Ap-
prenticeship and Training guidance and participation in sponsor programs will
result in decreased efficiency', impacting apprenticeship at the local level

I firmly believe that the present administration should give more support to its
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training. Again, I request your interest and support
We need the continued direction supplied by the Bureau of Apprenticeship Train-
ing.

Sincerely.
MADELINE REYNOLDS.

Director of Education.

STATE OF MONTANA.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRY,

COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE,
Helena. Mont.. November 7. 198.1.

Hon .1011N N ERI.ENBORN.
Thinking Minority Member. House Committee on Education and Labor, Rayburn

Howe Office Building. Washington. DC
DEAR MR ERLENBORti It has been brought to my attention that the Committee on

Education and Labor. U S House of Representatives has scheduled oversight hear-
ings on the federal apprenticeship program and activities for November 9 and 10 in
Washington. DC

I share your interest in seeing the apprenticeship program strengthened as a
means of supplying skilled training to meet our economy s changing employment
requirements Your Committee hearings can well serve to set the stage for an over-
all reassessment of the current federal apprenticeship system.

As you know. apprenticeship is structured training on-the-yob coupled with trade
related theoretical instructions or studies. it occurs over a relatively long period of
time and the terms and conditions of employment and training are stipulated in ad-
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vance The second key element is that apprenticeship has as its goal the acquisition
of all around transferable skills useable in differing employment situations Appren-
ticeship has many advantages, including flexibility to adjust to new processes and
materials, systematic training, employment security, decent starting wages, higher
lifetime earnings, and a sound foundation for individual advancement

Various studies have concluded that apprenticeship is a cost beneficial process
that merits support, even expansion. It is generally considered to be the best
method of training American workers for the skilled trades Apprenticeship train-
ing, though thousands of years old, can and does adapt to changing times and cir-
cumstances. But the system needs to be aware of the changes going on in our econo-
my. Those of us concerned about apprenticeship need to be aware of the impact so
that we can cause it to be responsive.

An expanding and improving national apprenticeship system is essential to the
welfare of workers and the economic well being of the nation I believe we need to
continue to improve the system and to make it a much more integral part of our
overall employment and training policy.

Additionally, there exists an urgent need to clarify our public apprenticeship
policy. This involves the redefinition of federal and state roles so that duplication of
effort is eliminated and programs become stronger and more balanced, federal sup-
port to state apprenticeship agencies, establishment of state apprenticeship agencies
in each of the 50 states, federal support of apprenticeship in occupations with criti-
cal skill shortages, apprenticeship research, development of related training materi-
als, increased development and distribution of national pattern standards; work-
shops and increased technical assistance to State Apprenticeship Agencies; revital-
ization of the Federal Committee on Apprenticeship, tax deductions or credits; ap-
prenticeship information clearing house, increased emphasis and thrust for minori-
ties and women being admitted to apprenticeship training programs; federal-state
partnership in the administration of public policy on apprenticeship; and an exami-
nation of the relationship of apprenticeship to public vocational education

The need for a well defined national apprenticeship mission becomes increasingly
evident as the future demand for craftworkers continues to grow and the expansion
by occupation becomes dive,-se and more pronounced An example is the contruction
industry. In 1980 the U S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics in their
Annual Construction Ind....stry Report estimated that 900,000 new jobs would be cre-
ated for construction workers by 1990 In addition, 1.5 million vacancies will occur
by workers leaving the industry because of retirement or transfer to other indus-
tries creating a need for a total of 2.4 million new construction workers by 1990
The present apprenticeship and task training programs are graduating an average
of only 50,000 persons per year. Such statistics are clear evidence of the startling
underutilization of apprenticeship training programs in the United States

In conclusion, 1 urge the Committee to take careful deliberation on this most im-
portant issue. I feel confident that the national apprenticeship training system can
benefit and ultimately get back on the right course toward a fundamentally sound
future.

Sincerely. DAVID L HUNTER.
Commissioner.

JOINT APPRENTICESHIP & TRAINING COMMITTEE,
PLUMBING & PIPE FITTING INDUSTRY OF SAN MATEO COUNTY.

Burlingame. Calif. November I?, 198.I.

Hon. JOHN N. ERLENSORN,
Ranking Minority Member, House Committee on Education and Labor. Rayburn

House Office Building. Washington. D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN I understand that the Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-

tunities chaired by Congressman Augustus F Hawkins will hold hearings November
15-16. 1983 concerning the national apprenticeship training system As an employer
and trainer of apprentices, I have participated for over ten years in a voluntary pro-
gram of apprenticeship based upon direction and assistance provided by the Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training representatives. Our program works well, and I am
fully satisfied we are meeting my training needs, which is the development of
skilled productive craftsmen.

The Department of Labor portrays a diminishing role towards the national ap-
prenticeship system and has not capitalized on the advantages of strengthening the
National Apprenticeship Program Apprenticeship is an unsubsidized training pro-

28-768 0 - 84 - 25
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gram that supports the private employer in training skilled workers for his work-
force The planned action of the Employment and Training Administration to decen
traliie the National Apprenticeship Program to the states will not provide the qual-
ity of Skills training requires My program will not benefit from this action. The
service, reliability. and commitment to apprenticeship demonstrated by the Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training staff would be a decisive loss. Local state appren-
ticeship operations without national Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training guid-
ance and participation in sponsor programs will result in foot dragging and artifi
vial barriers impacting apprenticeship at the local level.

I believe the present administration should give more support to its Bureau of Ap-
prenticeship and Training because of its mission in quality training in the work-force I request your interest and support at this time A strong directed National
Apprenticeship Program is in the interest of the economy and private employers
like myself.

Very truly yours.
GERALD F. Gittc.e.s. Coordinator.

PHOENIX BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION TRADES COUNCIL

AMERICAN FEDERATION or LABOR AND
CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL. ORGANIZATIONS.

Phoenix. Ariz.. November 10. 198.1.
Hon olis N F:ithEsauniN,
Ranking Minority Member. House Committee on Education and Labor. Rayburn

!louse Of /ice Bilding, Washington. D C
DEAR CONGRESSMAN ERLENBORN On November 16. 1983. the Subcommittee on

Employment Opportunities will hold hearings concerning the National Apprentice.
ship Training System

Please be advised that, as an employer. a former apprentice and instructor of ap-prentices, I am fully satisfied that we are meeting the training needs which is the
development of skilled and productive craftsmen.

1 am against the decentralization of these programs to the states and this pro.
posed action would be harmful to the Apprenticeship Programs. I also feel the
present Administration should give more support to its Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training as its mission is quality training in the workforce.

I ask your interest and support at this time The National Apprenticeship Pro.
grant is in the interest of the economy for allthe employer. the employee and thegeneral public as well

Thank you for your consideration to this request
Sincerely.

DUDLEY BROWN.
BusinesS Manager.

NIckEssosr CaLsneni.
Union City, Calif. November S. 198.1,

Hon Jolts N ERLENBoRN.
Ranking ,V1itiority Member Floa.se Comm I in,c on Education and /Arbor, Rayburn

!loos(' Office Budding. Washington. I) C.
DEAR CoNmirssm It is my understanding that the subcommittee chaired by

Congressman Augustus f flav king is scheduling hearings November Li-16. 19S:1 re-
garding apprenticeship training and the role of the Bureau of Apprenticeship andTraining

am writing to strongly urge that federal support for the National Apprentice-ship Program and the Bureau's apprenticeship function itself be continued.
Ihstorically, the concept of apprenticeship programs is as strong as ever There is

no more efficient way to produce skilled craftsmen than to provide actual handson
training at the direction of those who are competent in their fields

The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training provides a critical function in areas
of promotion and development The federal apprenticeship agency must maintain a
uniform national policy of apprenticeship. The Bureau has the expertise and staff to
continue this continuity of training

I believe the present administration should give more support to its Bureau of Ap
premiership and Training and urge that you too express my concerns in thismatter

3
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I would ask for your support in this matter
Sincerely.

LANA TABARACC, Secretary.

THE STATE OF WYOMING,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND STATISTICS,

Cheyenne. Wyo. November 8. 1983.

Re apprenticeship program.
Hon. JOHN N. ERLENBORN,
Ranking Minority Member, House Committee on Education and Labor, Rayburn

House Office Building, Washington. D.C.
DEAR SIR. I am writing to you in support of the necessity ofscheduled hearings on

the National Apprenticeship Programs. There is a great need for an overall reas-
sessment of the current predicament of the federal apprenticeship program It is a
necessary step to give new guidance for such a worthy program

Sincerely.
MICHAEL J. SULLIVAN,

Acting Commissioner of Labor.
State of Wyoming.

FIELD IRONWORKERS APPRENTICESHIP AND TRAINING PROGRAM,

Santa Fe Springs. Calif, November 10. 198:1.

Hon. Jons: N. ERLENBORN,
Ranking Minority Member, House Committee on Education and Labor, Rayburn

House Office Building. Washington. DC.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN, I understand that the Subcommittee on Employment Oppor-

tunities chaired by Congressman Augustus F Hawkins will hold hearings November
9-10. PIS3 concerning the National Apprenticeship Training System As an Appren-
ticeship Coordinator of the Field Ironworkers Apprenticeship and Training Pro-
gram, California/Nevada. with the invaluable assistance provided by the Bureau of
Apprenticeship Training, we have developed a successful training program that pro-
vides our employers with the skilled productive craftsman that are needed in the
industry today.

My concern at this time is the diminishing role the Department of Labor is taking

in the National Apprenticeship System. therefore weakening the skilled work force
in our country. As we all know, a highly skilled productive work force will keep us
competitive in the world market I am concerned and greatly disappointed to think
that our government would consider turning their backs on a system as old and ven-
erable as civilization itself The practice of indenturing apprentices by our ancestors
and passing on the skills of artisans to the workers of the next generation is a
custom so old and so persistent that it must have some inherent merit and should
not be lightly dismissed

Fortunately for us. we have always had representatives, such as yourself that will
express the views and concerns of the people in this country.

I believe the present administration should give more support to its Bureau of Ap-
prenticeship and Training because of its mission in quality training in the work
force. I request your interest and support at this time A strong directed National
Apprenticeship Program is in the interest of the economy and private industry

I feel that the very important decisions that will he made by this subcommittee
will have a direct impact on the future of our country

I would like to thank you for your concern for apprenticeship.
Sincerely, RICIIARD D sowERs

Apprentu eslup Coordinator. Colifornia/Neada.

3 &u
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STATE OF IDAHO,
STATE BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,

Boise, Idaho, November 9. 198.1.
Hon. JOHN N. ERLENRORN,
Thinking Minority Member. House Committee on Education and Labor, Rayburn

House Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE ERLENBORN It is my understanding that the Subcommittee

on Employment Opportunities. chaired by Congressman Augustus F. Hawkins. willbe holding hearings November 16-17, 1983 concerning the national apprenticeship
system.

As the State Director for vocational-technical education in Idaho. I wish to ex
press my concern about any efforts that would diminish the role of the national ap-
prenticeship system Here in Idaho. the vocational education system and the ap-
prenticeship program work very closely together.

The Bureau of Apprenticeship Training (BAT) office performs a very useful and
necessary function Apprenticeship must remain a federal and state partnership.
The BAT provides a critical function in the areas of promotion and development in
both SA(' states and states without an apprenticeship agency. The federal appren.
tieship agency must maintain a uniform national policy of apprenticeship.

Apprenticeship has long been recognized as one of the most cost effective methods
of training in all segments of our society It is the purest form of vocational training
available The present administration should give more suppoit to the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training because of its role in helping prepare a well trained.
quality workforce Further, apprenticeship is. for a large part, administered and fi-
nanced by private industry When implemented properly, apprenticeship meet train
ing needs with minimal government support.

Your support of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training is requested at the
upcoming oversite hearings concerning the National Apprenticeship Program that
will be held by Congressman Augustus F Hawkins. Chairman, Subcommittee on
Employment Opportunities. to be held November 16-17, 1983 Your personal inter
est in this matter is appreciated

Sincerely.
LARRY G SELLAND, Ph. D..

State Administrator.

SONOMA COUNTRY TRADES REFERRAL SERVICE.
Windsor. Calif. November 7. 1983.

lion. JOHN N. ERLENRORN,
Ranking Minority Member, House Committee on Education and Labor. RayburnHouse Office Building. Washington. DC

DEAR CONGRESSMAN I am writing to express my concern over the retrenchment
of field apprenticeship program activities of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training I understand the parent organization, the Employment and Training Ad-
ministration, is in the process of decentralizing the Bureau of Apprenticeship and
Training's apprenticeship program activities to the states. This is not the direction
that should be followed if the states are the only source for promotion and develop-
went of apprenticeship. then women's opportunities will diminish.

Over the past few years. the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training has had a
specific initiative to expand and provide more opportunities for women in appren.
ticeship Their staff has become knowledgeable and more attuned to the problems
and needs of women in attempting to enter and remain in apprenticeship. They are
better trained to focus on and develop women's outreach programs and to evaluate
their effectiveness in the recruitment and placement of women in apprenticeship.
The Bureau of Apprenticeship Training has an ongoing information program and
supportive audiovisual equipment directed to presentations on women in apprentice.
ship It has been my experience that the Bureau o,' Apprenticeship and Training's
field staff has the necessary capalalases and self- starting initiative. as demonstrated
through the years. to continue to provide more opportunities for women in appren.
ticeship

Your support of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training is requested at the
iqx.oramg oversite hearing concerning the National Apprenticeship Program that
will he held by Congressman Augustus F Hawkins. Chairman. Subcommittee on
Employment Opportunities. to be held November 9-10. 1983
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Your personal interest in this matter is appreciated.
Sincerely.

JUDITH R WEATHERLY,
Outreach Counselor,

!Ion JOHN N. Eat.gnitsoar:
Ranking Minoru', Member. House Committee on Eilmanon and Labor, Rayburn

House OffieetBuilding, Washington. D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN. I write for your support of the National Apprenticeship Pro-

gram The apprenticeship system is providing me with the personal opportunity of
learning to become a highly skilled worker while receiving progressive wages based
on my abilities to produce for my employer.

M% training program is gritifying to me, in fulfilling my ambition of achieving
Journeruan status as a skilled craftsman. The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Train-
ing Representatives' RA(' in providing assistance and guidance in our training pro-
gram has placed an important role toward my successful progress in the program

Your support of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training is requested at the
upcoming oceisite hearing cocermg the National Apprenticeship Program that will
be held on November 198.1 by Congressman, Augustus F Hawkins, Chair-
man. Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities Cutting back on the services of
the Moreau t,t Apprentueship and Training is definitely not the way to go, especial-

%%hen thew ore so many unemployed youths desiring quality training at this
I one

Your personal interest in this matter is appreciated
Sincerely,

Nit !Zak Silva. Mr James C Bother, Mr Randy T Cocci), Mr Daniel
Valentine, Mr Timothy Hitch. Mr Richard R Polish, Mr. Barry
Mu.nald, Ms Kelly McCormick, Mr Henry I. Navarro. Mr .John M
Honebarg. Ms Linda !merrier

NATIONAL TRAINING FUND,
SHEET METAL AND AIR CONDITIONING INDUSTRY,

Washington, 1).C, November 12 198.1,

Hon Marys Tus F 1lAwtoNs.
Choir min, .`iutxmilmittee tin mplotment Opportunities, House Committee on Eduea-

tiotand Labor, Ruvhurn House Of/ice Budding. Washington, D.C.
DEAR Sta. Thank you for your letter of September 20 in which you afforded the

opportunity to respond to the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities as part
of oversight hearings being conducted on the National Apprenticeship Act A state-
ment which addresses our concerns on this important issue has been prepared for
your consideration and information

Your thoughtfulness is appreciated
Sincerely.

Enc losut es.

W. L FILLIPPINI, Administrator,

STATEMENT OF W 1. FILLIPPINI, ADMINISTRATOR, NATIONAL TRAINING FUND, SHEET
METAL AND AIR CONDITIONING INDUSTRY

Mr Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee The National Training Fund of
the Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Industry is pleased to have this opportunity
to present our thoughts regarding the importance of employee training programs
and specifically the National Apprenticeship Act

It is our opinion that the National Training Fund (NTF) is a unique program
which should be looked upon by your Subcommittee and the entire Congress as a
model for all industries

This candid opinion is based on unprecedented facts which have been developed
and proven during the 12 years that this comprehensive, joint labor-management
program has been in existence.

To provide you with a better idea of the scope of the National Training Fund and
its programs. I have provided, along with my statement, a copy of the 1983 NTF
Annual Report and a copy of Volume 7 of the NTF Training Tips, a publication
which is distributed to approximately 900 training instructors nationwide

3(1's
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On May 12, 1971, a joint trusteeship was signed between managementthe Sheet
Metal and Air Conditioning National Contractors' Association tSMACNAlandlaborthe Sheet Metal Workers' International Association tSMW1A)for the pur-
pose of creating a national depository of monetary contributions. The monies de-rived were and are intended solely for the training of apprentices, retraining of
journeyman mechanics, industry vocational instructor training, research into new
technologies, plus other related subjects.

Our program's uniqueness includes the fact that 100% of all contractors signatory
ti; a collective bargaining agreement throughout the United States, plus certain
provinces of the Dominion of Canada, contribute on an hourly basis to the NTF. The
hourly contribution rate is presently 4 cents per hour of work for each sheet metal
journeyman and apprentice A rate of 5 cents per hour has been negotiated for 1984,
and 6 cents per hour for 1985,

As we have approximately 10,000 apprentices presently in training and represent
in excess of 100,000 journeyman workers, our annual income per one cent contribu-
tion amounts to appioximately $1.2 million.

At the hourly contribution rate of 4c for 1983, this comes out to $4.8 million. For1984 at the rate of 5C an hour, the amount will be $6 million and for 1985 at the
rate of 6c an hour, the total will be $7.2 million. This is in addition to approximate.
ly 812 million contributed at the local level in support of our 200 Joint Apprentice.
ship and Training Committees (JATCs) These Committees function at some 250
school sites throughout the country.

To date, $32 million has been spent on national standardized curricula develop-
ment, supplemental audiovisual teaching supports tutilizing the latest techniques of
laser beam/disc playback units), an intensive instructor training program under
contract for 11 years with Ohio State University, plus research (training potentials)
involving professional institutions of national repute.

The program is extremely successful due to the strong and active support of both
Its parent organizatio,is, SMWIA and SMACNA, plus the fact that our policy is towork with and through our JATCs as constituted on state, local, and provincial
levels One of our mottoes is to work through and with "the local school board" con-cept

We have proven that our industry itself is the only knowledgeable and capable
decision-maker relative to its present and ever-changing needs In order to justifythis concept, labor and management are supporting this national endeavor with
monies from within the industry, are directly and indirectly relieving the local tax-
payer of millions of dollars by supplementing public school expenditures, and most
important, they are making a nationalistic contribution of no little consequence as
it effects manpower development.

However, in spite of all of this private sector, independent elf et, very little, if
anything, could have been accomplished if it were not for the long proven system of
apprenticeship established by the Department of Labor through the Bureau of Ap-prenticeship Standards.

To destroy or weaken that fundamental, proven arm of manpower needs in our
country would be counterproductive Our program would likewise be fragmentizedand severely weakened if the responsibilities of this important agency were elimi-nated or weakened.

It is our opinion that apprenticeship training within the United States must bestrengthened if the United States is to meet the future manpower needs brought
about by changing technology and foreign competition To be effective, apprentice-
ship training must have substance Related training and the onthe-job training
must complement each other Some "apprenticeship" programs are little more than
entry level titles with little or no training Our industrys apprenticeship tenure is
four yearsa period of training time. negotiated and agreed to through the collec-tive bargaining process It, plus other standards, is constantly being re-evaluated byboth management and labor, collectively.

We the sheet metal industry have always believed that increases in productivi-
ty and employment are directly related to training. A sound apprenticeship pro-
gram promotes job satisfaction, provides the employer with qualified manpower and
insures the customer of a quality product.

We also believe that increased federal involvement in registering land monitoring)
apprenticeship training would help insure a training effort that is rigorous, job-re-
lated progressive, and substantial Anything less is a disservice to our country in
general and the apprentice in particular

The Honorable John N Erlenborn, the ranking minority member of the full com-
mittee recently stated in part that. "Government also has related objectives in ap-
prenticeship which have been established by law over the years Governmentfed.
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eral, state and local encourages the expansion of apprenticeship because it is a
timetested. cost-efficient method of producing skilled workers."

We fully agree with that statement and respectfully oppose any effort to
fragmentize or dismantle existing federal programs regarding apprenticeship train.
ing.

On behalf of the National Training Fund, I would welcome the opportunity to pro-
vide further information that you may deem helpful.

Enclosures.
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THE CALL TO PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

The need for expert sheet metal instructors has
never been greater than now Rapid ch.nge and in
Creased complexity requires the best that apprentice
and journeyman training can offer Instructors are
at the forefront of this change The training piogram
is no better than the instructor Unless instructors
grow protessionally, their training programs will tag

PrutestiOnal growth also has a personal appeal it
has is) d() watt Personal sells iern and satistacuon
,risi,,,ouis who grow professionally get a sense of
self worth that otherwise would nut occur

The i you aie going to do it do it welt notion
therefore has a payoff, for instiuCturs personalty, and
the industry generally

Professional growth is deliberate, not accidental,
and noes to those who go after it Instructors can
.noose tom a vaiieiy of methods, formal and info,
ma, to achieve piotess,ortal giovialt Many are cost
bee, and whore Only small amounts 01 lime PrOteS
sionai growth is cumulative There are activities which
are better at one stage of an instructor t career than
another The trick is to match professional growth
activities with instructor needs and interests at par
titular times, and to pursue them persistently

this Sur.. of Training Tips speaks tu proleSS.01141
growth tot sheet metal instiuctors Tips are included
that can help instructors shape and pursue efforts to
grow Protessionally throughout that careers for their
own benefit, and for the industry as well

NTF PROGRAMS POINT THE WAY

the National Training Fund Board of Trustees has
been committed to professional instructor training
from its beginning The basic, advanced, and ad
voiced PrOfessioike development programs operated
by The Ohio State University help instructors to plan
lessons arid programt, and to teach more effecterelY.
Some Program offerings also address new industry
trends and development, along with their application
to apprentice and journeyman training The NiF
Apprentice Curriculum and other NTF produced in

Unto ionat materials are uldittd as references during
training Other NTF sponsored training programs pro
vide instructors with new technical skills in testing
and balancing, welding, solar energy and energy
management These technical programs put sheet
metal instructors at the forefront of new industry
development, and enable apprentice and journeyman
training to keep pace with these changes

NTF's instructor training strategy is deliberate and
clear cut A central intent is to elevate instructors to
new levels of performance Training includes a care
fully selected blend of theory and practice that hat
it s application in local training programs Instruct°,
training programs are intentionally Of short duration
and concentrated to achieve efficiency in the training
investment Their effect is maximized by extending
opportunities for training to as many instructors as
POSSible

The vat iely and depth 01 NTF sponsored instructor
training has a dual el lest Ong is the new performance
levet Of instructors that are a direct result 01 these
programs The Other is the foundation which this
training provides for instructors to continue growing
proterw. ',natty through their own initiative and Molt.

LEARN BY TEACHING

Instructors have many Opportunities to grow pro
lessionalty through their Own efforts, with very little
lime and cost involved One is the increased compe
fence that can be gained from teaching experience
The old adage learn by doing applies as moth to
teaching as to anything else However, learning from
teaching does not happen automatically, Deliberate
action by the instructor is necessary A year of teach
ing may or may not add up to a year of professional
growth The difference is up to the instructor

What makes the difference between learning or not
learning from teaching' Several things are very impor
)ant, including the examples which follow,

The Instructor's Atttludre Sets the Stage

A key element is whether the instructor wantS to
grow professionally Willingness provides an interest
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Pete oe methotts tot no htt this

tnsttuctco Remembers What Happened

This is probably the simptest way for t11 asstiot
fOr 44) cone,' .ntotmation about what hatMened in a
t tins It also can be the most maccutate to. two
01100S One I depends entirety upon (he,nslluttOlS
n'tmotV tWO t tellects thy irmtuctot Sto,01 and WO
. des only what the instrirehm petixtves This toOtt
tern can be offset smertiwhat by ...calling what hap
pnael is soon idle+ 4.1455 as possible The llStruClOr
reviews the tesson Man and attempts to mean whether
all man points n the tesson sswe toveed, and
whether 'Ateliers xhinvett what was Mended It iS
nsti ,total lane Ito the insttacto to cot:Sisk* wheTh

5011e p..01 of the lesson would have been mote
elle, T duhe sonte other ...iv

II is 41ktry that the anti 4, to. Ike sortie tout}
^Tents ,bout hew OW les1011 war. tautpt Muni* the
00K,45 of 01111101 aflecoon These tudIenents
be noted tot koute teteteno A pod way is to 'hake
holes at the lesion plan lotto e 1.1 149 it away as le
111101e05 to consate sadlell teaching this ornt.c.n.0
lesson another time

Record the Lesson on Auntotape

Taping leSTOns .5 fairly sontoe hat the instruct'' to
no mat adds some advantatkes Over ins:wens, mem
sly A lane tectoding will pro,,,te the audio pal t of a
lesson accioatety and tn detail Altho.41 nwte atibut
tot time is teouiten to listen to d complete tape. M3te
stun be gained than boot lust Mnion% about the
lesson A tape 0.11 te.eat such things as duestionmq
techniques, how much tone was spent on a 1/0t(11;01J1
1/41/ 01 a lessOn, and how well the cliSS patttcipaten
it s Aso 90od 0.1y tot the awhoctut 10 check
Selltit0te Sf Wrote voice and tithe' thanneusms

Because 4 twbutes mote time than simply diking
about the tesson nolitatatunq truohl be used less be
quently or with new kinds 01 leSSOAS. o' 0//t10 the
,histutta attempting a new method of leaching

After 1.sterenit to the tape the nStruCtOr ShOtilri
make tudgownts about the lesson II twin Of what
went well and what chanyS wookl be helpful Notes
should be put on the lesson plan by Loam telt:Wow

The tact ttuit alarhOtaftan Of a lesson 3 OCtorring
ShOlattf PlOtsahlY be shale 1 with the class. This will
help class members kindest And JihJ1 is going on and
why These prisons wait .)usually ,espect inStructon
who JleCORSCIOOSist 0.,0119 to .1110100111tet1 teaching.

39
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Videotape the Lesson

Hoe the visual (i.m,nsion to self checking
of teaching Much Call be gained by the instructor
who sees the Clash Se)5.00 is .t aLtually occurs Pei
sonar m annet Isms of the also actor such JS facial
coat essmn$, body inoverneritS eye contact with class
members can be obset Jed Class i cocoons and partici
pat On Such 15 interest enthustoon onal learner par
11C1Ofhon in dais can also be checked through
videotape

Vdaxit ohng depends ajaoll equoatient ovoilabality,
and Call be more dtsi upt,ve to a Class However, as
WT/11 i.dlolaping, it S adv.a.lble 101 the Instructor to
ph:pate class merrabels fur what ,5 happening E rnphJ
511:1115 that the major thopos1 a for nsti actor on
Proven ..... t wilt he onsiesstood by Class membeas
They can also be bratIPIIIT in setting Up aril running
the equipment

V 1-1e0r aping s probably best used accobOnolly
bee lose of the spec,a1 Oho t involved As in the case
If other methods LUnclu,iOnS and judgments by the
sem Ian abseat 'he lesson can be noted on the lesson
plan for haviaTe seta:peace

LET OTHER PERSONS
IMPROVE YOUR TEACHING

Other perlAnl, i n sumet arms he helpful ill the
anoso;ernens Of 'aTacierati ale] by atonal so coma abide

To nca eased ansh acts, competence Askang others
ru e ILI ,0 teaching ohth their Curntlient5 and sugges
Irons does require a certain amount of openness on
'he al art of tile ,nsti otui Insttuctoas who Jle able to
look at assistance by others m J swot ive way will find
that d as welt Worth the investment

115t.) 1) orlt.,11r kinds of groups are saechally use
to, one whip ; the opprentces and lair neymen
who eqtal ply PrLrld classes Ind look at the inSttuC
'01 S work front a consumer samspornt The other
groan includes other professaonals such as instructors
Ind 1110111in Outs Each group has portaculor uses and

TT5 cer n to ocedures to mak the assistance
trctesh

Feedback from Appal:Maces and Journeymen

App,41, h511)11 tourney/1101 WPM J I.:1)01.1( part
of Tie t, a n01.10100) on have in VALotierli opportunity
III 110L.1 .` beh a; or They ale able to react

II) 5i.ch 1111nrjs n Allethei tit teaChing was
p n.41 'oo SIOW In 100 110 .v11.the, coirent was
'00 shill r alt to too T. ov whether the In0ruCtOr 5
nth.,. Otis or 0' v vitae wh,Ther the anstrilztos
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is enthopostac or not, and whether the instructor's
personal monnerlsons and speech add or detract born
teaching

Feedback !mom opprentices and journeymen can be
obtoiroxf formally 01 informally, Informal feedback
Call come flOM LOnverSat10115 an the of face or hallway
outside of class, or as a quack questams to the entue
class at the end of a lesson, anSI an mammals other
Situations

Formal feedback Can he obtained through slues
honnoii es stuough which apprentices and IOUtIleyMell
lead to statements al some kind of checklist An ex
ample of an anstioctof checklist as provided on the
last oge Reactions should be kept confidential so
that persons will feel free to express the,' true
oparhons

The examples thus tar are helpful to gain reactions
to the instructors teaching These reactions may or
may not show accurately whether learning has
occulaell Measurement of learning Is done by the
ansbuctoa shaough written quizzes onal examinations.
and through do ect other Cottons of performance

Feedback born apprentices and lowneymen there
fore can be formal and anformol, and include Pleas
urement and judgments regarding reactions to teach
ng, and actual evidence that learning has occurred
Instructors who aspire to grow professionally from
the feedback of apprentices and iourneymen are
atb..sed to use all of these meths:ads to gain a bat
onced picture limn these consumers of teaching

Have Other Professionals Observe Your Teaching

Fellow instructors, coordinators and others can
provide constructive suggestions for teaching by
observing amt commenting Other lowneymen an
strucTors can provide insight about teaching thethOdS
aS wet, as On the apprOOrlatene55 of the technical con
tent of particular lessons

Preparation for obsea traitor) will be usela I by den
tafying the purpose of the observation This will help
the ObServer tO watch Out for particular kindt of
things Observations wall be Mor, structured the
Person observing iS provilltd with a copy of the moon
Plan and some kind of outline 01 checklast for
recoadlog reactions

Observations of teaching should be folaowed by
dascosstons between the instructor ond the observer
as soon 05 00501)11e
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INSTRUCTOR CHECKLIST

THE INSTRUCTOR . Salastctotdy
Needs

Improving

Caret about apprentKes

Is lacaul

It tans oat tut

Knows the, subject

Re lates thecae and poachcal apolkahons

Uses examples .n peactung

Otte es whether leanuno occult

Creates rnIcrett on learruno

tosteol to Weal and questions

Texturs ds hoi.c.ts sequence

Uses a vanes, of teaCtung approaches

Deons IraIes tate work toacoces TT

Helot devetoo sett confidence

mosee

3

NATIONAL TRAINING FUND
Sheet Metal and Alt Conditioning Industry

mu I. so...I t ta to.
W...h...gton, I, C OPING

A ../..nst 1.ntlor Ge.nestt Pnrns,
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liegcleadal sheet metal is
Deorsar apprenticeship coarse of
study gag develoM00t
the NTT Them aro sheet meta
worker. and contractors who
spot-tag. exclusively in maiden
dal shoot metal warp and this
mune of sandy is designed to be
responsive to that' need.

Another arm whom training le
being updated sad relished in the
'Readeng Kum and Spacer/ore
mirriculunt. Tie purpor d We
curse is to teach the sheet metal
Images' to interpret and us. plans
and peglicationa amociated with
the duet metal Industry.

Walk tat. any (001.11Mial1 kitchen and you will see vast
army of sheet motel cat sad
Ionised mpocially for tkiii Wpm.
tent um Thin too, I. an anm in
olach NTT i. developing opeciel
teed Leaning through the food
sad Imamate tainindum now
underway.

And whim will tomorrow's
short metal formes come front?
The Foreman Course of Study
organdy hang developed It
pima& trashed foremen when
giurnerom complete this Mtn.'"
work. Through this curriculum.
short meta workers 'oral gain the
-people" gate needed to effec-
tively plan, orgarthe. coordinate
and motivate thou. under his or
her somata*.

Curnmiltun Development in a
vast and diverse undertaking
involving many dedicated ha
Matthias. yet It i. the beginning
step to insure that Mort metal
+others wall be reedy oats
industry in tem...lion

4 0

28-768 0 - 84 - 26





From the contest mutts. spproxi
mutely 6004,1 the best, represent
mg each of the four years. go on
to contests st the regiocs1 level,
and from those competitions P.0
studentsthe brat of the best
travel to Minneapolis to compete
et the National Apmentke
Contest

The bans for these dernonstra
tans of Adia is the NTF spren
taw curriculum 11 is a diverse
end strenuous course of study
And to these times of transition
the co rnculum cannot remain
status QUO The course work
undergoes frequent scruUny end

j-4 MIS10111 to meet the needs of the
indiratra . to continually use

f prove Us has for craftsmanalup.

o

Forlthepast
ten of NTre twelve yrars of
service. =tractor tmmng pro.
grams have played on important
role in keeping pin with innova
tion

In order to him good trairdng.
there must be qualified wistructcea
and the NTF plays big part In
teaching how to teach.

There hew been more than
2.000 partkipants in the 49
haT/OSO Instructor training pm.
grains since 1973.

Other specific instructor train
log programs include the NTF
Welding Instructor Training Pro-
gram IW ITPk the NTT Solar
Instructor Training Program and
the lbsting. Adjusting. and Bal
swing 1TAB) Instructor Train.
mg Program

The newest of these, the NTF
sole, program. has teamed 155
participants. The welding pro.
wan IWITP) conducted five
programa in 1963 with 46 partici
pants. Since Its Inception, WITP
has trained 201 instructors.

And the TAB program added
38 participants this year. Woe.
Ins the total another 1.249
instructen traced to data.

`e
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Tn.. was when
the only protection a sheet metal
moher had was hard...4mM
collo.. on los hand.

Today. elmt's Al changed With
Ito sanely of ellulprnent and
utuattona of .hoer metal work.
.alety hos become an important
watch won]

NTF troche. minty in both
among, and journeyman mem.
uts And to NSF films and
Fohl,cntions. minty la empty.
sued again and sawn

Literally hundreds of then.
.and of copies of the publics
ten "Conatruction and Shop
Safety Orden" am in the Immla
of Meet metal srockem and
contrwtors

And -Promdure for Saler
geney Caw." quick felermwe
flop chart on minty issues. atm
meet. mth high demand through
out the podiatry

Wethln the loot two years. a
column entitled "Safety Comer
has become regular feature of
the NTF Newsletter.
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Financial Statement

Sfaboasoat Aram% IJIMNIlas aw t Pend Meow
Demob. 31. INS and 1161

Caro
loveetoronts to rowdie.. al Niro* and Wort-Wm taws erelal

1112 1141

1 304.137 1 176.001

paper. at woe. WW1 apprrodawnomorbet 3.712.1116 4,112.001
Accrued iotrowt waive*/ 13.162 10.3111

Duo has dr Saar TroNin. NNW.. 43.034 34.101
Lro. Porn the Notkotal brow NwOeaeN lawitute MON
lawn. to Jew. A ppeostkwinp CoweNtlowl
Inventory Molts

MAN NUN
1.236.101 763.631ol sad educatkow/ motorlal.

Treirung Mow and ninieuluen props..
1.1 root. left wen....oted wrortisetiro
82.343 437 sad 111.110.1011 1.316.4611 1.300.000

Property arsd equipeorot is ad.lw
wrouneloted oronnotroo of 11310.38. trod 1330.301) 1.114.444 703.050

hyped rower. and aloe we.* nal 30 ON
$4.301.144 17.266.0311

rod Tama eLree
Account. peroble 11 122.131 11 171.627
Dr /coal reeneorootroo 47.112 MON
Prom. twee poyoblo 3.103 3.432

173.723 401,042

Fund haw. 1,173.442
114.3.1.10

Stotomoot Rommoes. Expos*** Clowippe k "AM Iskrwmt&PI
Nrornrow 31. ION ond 1161

Rev..* 1142 1111

Employer rentwbutrow 14.414.314 MOANS
1 memo' meow 663.0011 417.02
Prornbutromoota Iron the Solar IINNag Notatwe
Proupenrot &owl. Natrona Porgy Maaarowent loodrow

*432
64.141

Ottrorontooro Mg
5.121.704Two) meow.

...
3.3116.454

Expose.
Adorns ntero 1.101.241 1.010.1164
'Frown. programs 1.131 000 1.00/6.144
Nallenal Ammeter. Comm. 277.402 240.6Cd
A Woo nous! prognuns 11.3.003 211.644
Grant* toleent Apprentscrohip Cnowskirow 14.4116 73.310
Boot. rod publerowroe datriteetod 216.173 3.6.471
Netronel &wily Mrougeoroot Inethoto M112 ISIal

Tbtai ',menses IMAM 3,...1111

El ro. ol num. crew memos 024.646 1.266.273

Fund bola.. begurung d rowe 7.360.717 3.744.122

Fund Wow.. rod <4 roor 16.173.442 17.360.717

PREPARED STATEMENT OF A. YVONNE PRICE, CHAIRPERSON, D.C. APPRENTICESHIP
COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. Chairperson and members of the committee, I am A. Yvonne Price, chairper-
son of the D.C. Apprenticeship Council. I appreciate the opportunity to submit this
testimony to you on the apprenticeship system, related to your oversight hearing on
the National Apprenticeship Act. The D.C. Apprenticeship Council was established
by Congress on May 21, 1946 and takes seriously its responsibility to refine, enhance
and expand apprenticeship for our residents. We have been gratified to have the
direction of Mayor Marion Barry, Jr., to expand and promote the apprenticeship
system.

We view apprenticeship as the most systematic method of training, with the
added advantage of involvement of the public, private and_labor sectors of our com-
munity. The passage of the National Apprenticeship Act in 1937 gave protection to
a time honored system which has been efficient and cost effective in this country
and abroad. The production of excellent craftsperson across the world is proof of
the success of this method. We have produced persons who are self-sufficient, proud
of their trades and are contributing members of communities. There is strong evi-
dence that the combination of on-the-job training and related classroom instruction
develops a worker with finished skills and the ability and motivation to absorb new
technology as it appears.

This country has not taken advantage of the opportunity to foster and develop
apprenticeship programs in the over 700 apprenticeable trades.

41.3
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The cost to Government is minimal Private sector program sponsors pay wages,
school tuition and other costs The public sector's approval of apprenticeship can be
identified by their willingness to comply with apprenticeship laws They are con-
vinced that the system is valuable, but unfortunately the message has not been
widely disseminated.

Government is only responsible for providing staff support, administration, super-
vision and credentialing of apprenticeship From a taxpayers point of view, appren-
ticeship training is the most cost-effective manpower development program operat-
ing in the Nation today.

Apprenticeship, in spite of the advantages, is largely unrecognized and is frag-
mented administratively by the Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training and
State Apprenticeship Councils Your committee, by looking into this area, can begin
to promote efforts to eradicate the misunderstanding of the system.

There have been no changes in the Federal statute on apprenticeship training for
many years The result is that employment and training legislation fails to incorpo-
rate apprenticeship training as an essential component of national, State and local
planning and programmatic activity We have been fortunate in the District of Co-
lumbia to have local governmental support which has opened doors to our residents
and enhanced our work force.

We make the following recommendations which we believe would assist in clarify-
ing any misconceptions:

III A RELIABLE APPRENTICESHIP DATA SYSTEM IS NEEDED

We need to focus on the quantity and quality of apprenticeship training being
taught, conducted by States, occupation and industry through a Federal data system
developed by the U S Department of Labor This will enhance knowledge which is
reflected in the planning process and will identify growth occupations, such as the
high technology industries

2' A NATIONAL POLICY ON THE PLACE OF APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING IN EMPLOYMENT
AND TRAINING PROGRAMS SHOULD BE ADOPTED BY CONGRESS

There is a lack of national identification of apprenticeship training as a priority
method among employment and training programs There should be a national link-
age developed with other employment and education programs which priorities the
apprenticeship system.

3, CONGRESS NEEDS TO FURTHER CLARIFY IN A NATIONAL POLICY THE ROLES OF
FEDERAL AND STATE APPRENTICESHIP REPRESENTATIVES

Funds, both State and Federal, are scarce Day to day operations of apprentice-
-hip programs are most erfectively administered by States and should remain with
them The US Department of Labor. Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training.
-hould he creative in promoting apprenticeship, giving technical assistance to States
and insuring their compliance with Federal law, and in assuming an advocacy role
in the planning of other employment and training programs

nEvt,i.ormF,NT OF UPDATED RELATED INSTRUCTION CURRICULA BY FEDERAL AND
STATE' EDI CATIONAL AGENCIES WHICH IS MADE AVAILABLE FEDERALLY AND STATEWIDE

Thu D(' Apprenticeship Council and the DC public schools have joined together
ti ducelnp a DC School of Apprenticeship, under the DC public schools, which will
open in February, 1981 Both the Council and the puolic schools will continue to
%cork together to have the most modern and effective curricula which can be devel-
oped

The DC Apprenticeship Council is carrying out its responsibility to expand and
promote apprenticeship by working in neighborhoods to educate residents and pri-
i,ite vector employers to the value of apprenticeship Federal activity on a national
lc% el IS needed in this area to insure that all citizens have an equal opportunity to
participate In apprenticeship programs Outreach to females is of particular impor-
tance

The DC Apprenticeship Council believes in the apprenticeship training system as
ost effective method of great value in enhancing the lives of citizens, contributing

to the growth of communities, and enhancing the formula of public, private and
labor sector cooperation

I appreciate the opportunity to contribute the views of the DC Apprenticeship
Council to you The Council commends the committee for its focus on this vital, pri-
ority area
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